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INTRODUCTION 

BY REV. ROBERT BAIRD, D. D. 

COUNT Aoi:NOR DE GASPARIN, the author of the fol1owmg work, is one 
of the most distinguished French Protestants of our times. His family 
is of Italian origin, as the name sufficiently indicates, and came, if we 
have been rightly informed, into France from the Island of Corsica, more 
than a century ago. His father was a member of the Chamber of Peers 
in the reign of Louis Philippe, and for some years was Prefect of the 
Department of the Rhone. At one period he held the post of Minister 
of the Interior. He was also a member of one of the five "Academies" 
which constitute the "Institute of France," and reckoned to be a man 
of highly respectable talents, and of extensive and solid attainments. 
Iloth father and son were warm supporters of the throne of Louis 
Philippe, and cherished for that monarch a very strong personal regard, 
which partook, we might say, of the nature of sincere friendship. 

Count Gasparin spent the earlier part of his life at Pari81 where he 
received an education corresponding with the distinguished rank of bis 
family. He is a scholar, in the highest and best sense of the word-his 
acquirements being at once various and profound. He is the author of 
several interesting and important works, of which we may mention his 
Intcrets Gineraux du Protestantisme Fran~ais, in one volume Svo., and 
Oltristianisme et Pa,ganisme, in 2 vols. Svo., as possessing far more than 
ordinary value for intelligent Christian readers of all countries. 

To great advantages of personal appearance, Count Gasparin unites 
the grace of most refined and elegant manners. Few nwn, in any 
country, have associated more constantly or more intimately with 
elevated and cultivated society, than be has do.ne from early childhood. 
And it has been justly remarked of him, that "he unites the accom
plishments of the courtier with the sincerity and benevolence of the 
Chris ti an." 

By inheritance, Count Gasparin possessed a handsome patrimonial 
property; and his resources have been greatly augmented by marriage 

v 



vi lNTRODGCTION. 

with a Swiss lady of ample fortune, of the Canton de Vaud, in which 
country he hns spent much of his time for the Inst ten or fifteen years. 

Removed thus from the necessity of pursuing professional studies as a 
means of livelihood, he has devoted his time chiefly to writing works of 
a religious and philanthropic nature. His publications, counting pam
phlets as well as books, are already numerous, altl1ough he cannot be 
much more, if at all, than forty-five or forty-eight years old. Besides 
these, he has written much for the journals, religious and secular. 

Nor has the pen of Madame Gasparin been much l~ss prolific than that 
of her husband. One of her earliest and largest works has had a wide 
circulation in France, and the French-speaking portions of the countries 
circumjacent. It is entitled, .Harriage from a O!trislian point of view. 
She has recently written much and strongly against the Institutions of 
Prote.stant .Deaconesses, which have begun to spring up in France and 
Germany. · 

Count Gasparin is an earnest and zealous Protestant Christian, of 
what is called in France the "Evangelical School," in contradistinction 
to that which is termed "Latitudinarian." It is rare to see in any 
country a man in so elevated a position who is so humble and spiritually
minded a follower of the Lamb. No man living, probably, has stood up 
more courageously than he in behalf of the Gospel, and the religion 
which it teaches, in circumstances of the most trying nature. He has 
borne the " shame" which, in the estimation of too many of the great 
and fashionable people of this world, attaches to the "Cross," and he 
has borne it well He was the founder, in the year 1842, of a Society 
for the promotion of the Protestant interests-a Society which has done 
much for the protection of the religious and civil rights of the Protest
ants of France, as well as to advance their interests in many other ways. 
He also took a very prominent part, a few year$ later, in the formation 
of the '· }'ree Protestant Church of France," a church which renounces 
all connection with, and dependence on, the State and its patronage. 

In the year 1842, Count Gasparin became a member of the Chamber of 
Deputies, having been elected to tllat branch of the French Legislature 
by the inhabitants of the Island of Corsica, a part of the kingdom in 
which there was, probably, less Protestantism than in any other. This was 
owing in part to the influence of his father, who had made many friends 
in that island, when be was Minister of the Interior, and in ,part to the 
influence of Louis Philippe, to whom the Count was Master of Requests, 
a post of honor which gave him great advantages for familiar access to 
his Majesty. 

During the few year~ he was a member of the Chamber of Deputies, 
Count Gaspnrin delivered tieveral speeches which reflected the highest 
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honor on his talents as a logician and an orator, as well as on his 
courage as a man in fearlessly avowing and defending the true 
principles of Christianity. In particular, his efforts in behalf of Religious 
Liberty both in the Senate and in the Courts of Law, were eminently 
able and effective,-though far from being acceptable to the govern
ment, which was then rapidly succumbing to the influence of the Jesuits. 
In consequence of this he failed to be reelected to the Chamber of 
Deputies, and retired to the walks of private life. 

Availing himself of the leisure which this state of things allowed him, 
and accompanied by Madame Gasparin, he made a long tour in the East, 
an interesting account of which the literary public of France has been 
in possession of for some years. It was whilst prosecuting his journey 
that he heard of the Revolution of 18481 and the downfall of his friend 
Louis Philippe. Without loss of time, he addressed the exiled Monarch 
a long and faithful letter, filled with sentiments eminently Christian and 
instructive. 

Upon his return from bis travels in the Holy Land and the adjacent 
countries, Count Gasparin took up bis residence at the village of Val
leyres, in the Canton de Vaud (Switzerland), where be bas mainly, if 
not uninterruptedly, resided, in the midst of the friends and relatives 
of his wife, having no desire to live under the dynasty by which his 
native land is at present ruled. 

It was there that in the years 1853- 54, his attention was called to the 
subject of the "Turning Tables," which was then exciting much interest 
in France and Switzerland. Believing that great evils were likely to 
result from the delusions to which the abuse of this phenomenon seemed 
to give rise," he applied himself conscientiously to the study of its causes. 
With the aid of personal friends, in whom he could implicitly confide, 
he devoted several months to the investigation of the subject. He was 
stimulated to undertake the task, by seeing that the "Academies," or 
branches of the Institute of France, whose province it is (or is supposed 
to be) to examine into all subjects which have any connection with 
Science, had refused to do so-contenting themselves with pronouncing 
dogmatically on the question, rather than collecting c'arefully the facts 
appertaining to it, and making the deductions which a sound philosophy 
demanded. 

In the work, to which these few paragraphs respecting its author will 
serve as an introduction, the reader will find a very full account of the 
exveriments which Count Gasparin and his friends made with so much 
care, and on so many occasions, and the conclusions to which he came. 
He will find also the Count's speculations on other, and, in a certain 
sense, kindred subjects; such as the Supernatural in general, the Agency 
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of Spirits, False Miracles, Animal Magnetism, Spirit-Rappings, etc. 
Theso topics arc treated at length, with the vivacity which characterizes 
the French mind, and in the style in which it expresses its conceptions; 
and, so far as we arc able to judge, with no ordinary ability. The trans· 
lation-although by no means an easy task-has been well executed, 
and reflects great credit on the translator. 

In conclusion, we can, from many years' acquaintance with the author, 
assure the readers of this work, that it is the production of a mind not 
likely to be satisfied with insufficient data, or mislQd by illogical deduc
tions, and incapable of attempting to impose on others. 

We have never seen the subject to which it relates treated with more 
patience of inquiry, or fairness of analysis and conclusion. It is the 
honest result of investigation prompted by an earnest desire to know 
the true. 

R. B. 



PREFACE. 

A BOOK should be its own t1efense; it is a loss of time to re-write 

or eulogize it in the preface. Of what use then are prefaces? To 
settle certain preliminary questions-to dispel certain prejudices 

that hinder men.from reading-to remove certain obstacles in the 
way of investigation. When an author has finished his work, cor

rected his proof-sheets, and carefnlly reviewed his arguments, his 
last step is to examine if there be between him and tl1e public any 
of those misunderstandings which render their accordance difficult 

or imperfect. 
There is, in this case, such a misunderstanding. There is one 

word, an important word, respecting which, some obscurity seems 
to exist in the public mind, and which I feel called upon to explain. 
I am told that the subject of my work is not serious I 

In other terms :-We do not care to know whether you are right 
or wrong; it is enough for us to know that the trut.h of which you 

claim to be tl'le champion, is not in the number of licensed and 
authorized truths, of truths upon which we may bestow our atten

tion without compromising ourselves, that it is not among the 
truths one can acknowledge-the serious truths! Some truths are 

ridiculous; so .much the worRe for them! Their turn will come, 
perhapg, and then, men who respect themselves will condescend to 

e:i; teml their protecting arm; but, in the meantime, so long as cer-

1 * ix 
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tain persons knit their brows, so Jong as certain circles treat the 
thing as n jest, it is bad taste to brave the censure of received 
opinion! Speak not to us of truth and its rights; we have some
thing to think of besides truth I The question with us is of expe
diency, of appearances, of remaining in the beaten track, of march

ing in the ranks of serious men I 
The legitimate conclusion from all which is, that we should not 

write, and that we must not rend works on the Turning Tables and 
the Spirits. 

Turning Tables! I am well aware that this name is objected to. 
I might have sought one graver and more scientific, but to clo so, 

seemed to me an act of cowardice. It is the right of the poor, 

dishonored name to figure in the clay of rehabilitation; it is the 
right of the flag that has seen the battle, that has been trampled in 
the dust, torn and riddled by the 8hots of the enemy, to unfurl its 

tattered remnants in the clay of triumph. A new banner would 
be out of place streaming from the windows or· Les In'Dalides. 
The Turning Tables have conquered; I shall not disown them. 
Tables they were, and tables they shall remain. 

This brings us back to the question of the serious. Is that then 
our real position 1 Have we indeed only such convictions as the 

world allows us '{ Engrossed in the care of our sacred persons, in 
arraying ourselves in the costume of the momen~, in speaking a 

jargon whose epicurean pedantry inspires respect, do we yield our 
support only to theories sanctioned by the areopagus of sensible 
men, or by the leaders of our party'{ If this be the case, let us 
renounce the words belief and truth. , We fancied ourselves to be 

liberal and friends of representative government I. .An illusioi;i. 
We simply adopted the fashionable color, Liberalism was becoming. 

We imagine ourselves to be Christians! Another illusion. The 
dangers with which we were menaced by Socialism, brought about 
a soi-disant religious re-action; it was possible to be Christians 
anu to be, at the same time, serious; we have profited by our posi

tion, and have become Christians. Bat, shonld the wind tack, 
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should the hour come when Liberalism and Christianity are again 

ridiculous, we shall take care to remain serious by ceasing to be 
Christians and Liberals. 

Now, this hypothesis is by no means gratuitous. It has been 
i;diculous to defend liberty; it has been ridiculous to take up the 

cause of the oppressed. When Jesus Christ was dragged before 
Pilate, it was ridiculous to declare one's self bis disciple; all the 
serious people of Judea, all, without exception, shrugged their 
shoulders in pity. When the apostles preached the Gospel at the 
price of their blood, there was no lack either in Rome or in Greece, 

of self-satisfied philosophers, shrewd politicians, brilliant orators, 

11onest and enlightened men. Is it probable that any of these, 
classed Christianity in the number of serious opinions? 

No, it is impossible to express the contempt for truth which lielil 
at the foundation of the theory of the serious. Behind these grave 
subjects, these grave thoughts, these grave words, this a.ffectation 

of gravity, behind this perpetual cant, dwells an immense skepti

cism, and what is more, a deplorable frivolity. These men, who 

have no suspicion of the value of the truth they spurn, are, indeed, 
very frivolous! These men who aspire only to be serious, have 
really but little respect for themselves! 

But their ambition is often higher, whatever they may say. I 
suspect that, thanks to God, they are not so wise as they pretend 

to be. Among those who make the most display of their reverence 
for the serious, and who blame us for venturing to look into ques
tions of had repute, there are some who really love the truth, that 

is to say, who love it for itself, who love it through evil report and 
through good report. Their views do not change with the fashiona 
-they can hear to be considered ridiculous where duty is con

cerned-they would have done what I have done, if they ha<l 

believed what I believe. Why should they do themselves the 
injustice to imagine that they adopt certain principles for the sake 

of appearances, while they actually adopt them because they 

believe them to rest on a foundation of truth! 
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As for those who have indeed thus degrnded themselves, the non· 
serious men look down upon them from the height of their impru
dence w!th feelings of the deepest compassion. Nothing can be 
more discouraging than the light in which they regard human con

victions and discussions. If such theories as theirs were to prevail, 
tho true, tho just, the good would henceforth be words deprived 
of all meaning; tho serious and the expedient would be enthrone<! 
in their place, and we should always be justified in changing our 

colors whenever a scri<?us proposition became ridiculous, or a rini

culous proposition serious. 
Ah! the truth is hlways serious; so also is error. It is as serious 

n matter as falsehood, as insolence, as cowardice. Everything 

here is profoundly serious-everything-even the fatal tendency, 
which, claiming to substitute the serious for the true, threatens to 
kill within us the very germ of onr convictions, manly action, and 

noble independence. 

I have thus far reasoned as though the subject of these volumes 
were really liable to the objection, as though it were not serious, 
and very serious in every sense of the word; it was important that 
the shameful doctrine which it is my purpose to attack, should be 

first condemned, in and for itself, independently of its special appli

catiun; it wns of primary importance to establish that the truth 
of which we speak, is not an insignificant truth, and that to the 
man who obeys bis convictions, no truth is insignificant. Indeed, 
that the gravity of this subject is only too great, is a fact that will 
not be doubted by the readers of these pages, which so aboand in 
things really serious, that the conventionally serious will soon be 

obliged to renounce its most insincere protestations. After having 

•uccessfully labored, alas! in discouraging the greater number of 
those whl) have mounted the breach in the name of science, of 
reason, and of faith, it will at length be roused to exertion by tho 

imminence of 11 peril in which there is, decidedly, nothing pleasant. 
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Not that many absurd and laughable things have not been smd 

and done in relation to the tables and the spirits; their partisans 
have neglected nothing tliat could throw discredit on the question. 
Nor is it necessary to be a. very profound observer in order to 

remark that gross superstitions have made their way in spite of 

their foolishness, and, indeed, because of their foolishness; that 
behind the promulgation of these superstitions, comes the rehabili

tation of the Middle Ages, their institutions, their dogmas, their 
persecutions, their judicial proceedings; that by restoring a belief 

in witchcraft and the false supernatural in general, other restora

tions are prepared; that all this is attempted by the unanimous 
action of a considerable party whose influence in such matters, 

unfortunately, extends beyond its proper limits; that both the 

Gospel and Modern Civilization are jeopardized; that even the 
partial, the transient action of such a school, may give a fatal blow 

to our moral, political, and religious life. 
This should have been understood by intelligent men in the 

beginning. Before indulging in raillery and contempt, they should 
have made it their duty to inquire if the facts pointed out, were 

wholly basecl on lies and illusions. Experience teaches us, that in 
general, illusions and lies subsist only by yirtue of the truth that 

has been foolishly abandoned to them; this truth, distorted by 

some, and disdained by others, is the only life of systems incapable 

of existing by themselves. 

Here then, was presented an important investigation, and far 
from impeding it by ridicule, it was of the utmost consequence 
that it should be aided and encouraged. Here was a glorious 
opportunity for beginning at the very foundation of a study, oftf"n 

undertaken, often interrupted, never ended :-the study of sorcery, 

and the supernatural apocrypha connectod with it. What has 
hitherto been wanting to make this study complete? The know
le<lge of a certain fragment of truth, which has underlaid so many 
absurdities throughout so many ages, which bas ren<lerecl all 
attempts to refute them wholly inadequate, which has been the 
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cnuse of their periodical resurrection, and which, even nt the 

present !lay, to the disgrace of our times be it said, bringR them 
before ns under n new form. The Turning Tables have opened a 
way to investigations highly interesting in n scientific point of view; 
they have ~eemed to 11.nnounce the 1)resence of n physical law, a 
fluid action, or some other force, the natural explanation of sorcery 

past, present, and future. 
I consider the solution of this question a matter of some moment. 

The problem of the supernatural, such as it was stated in the Mid
dle .Ages, such as it is now stated anew, is not of those we are per

mitted to disdain; its import ancl its grandeur cannot fail to be 

perceived by the most unref!ecting mindB. 'According as we admit 

the devil of tradition, or the tempter of the Bible, we shall have 
two different religions and two different civilizations. 

There iR no point upon wllich the ideas of the world are less 

settled. Legendary witchcraft and the recent exploits of the spirits 
are, in general, neither wholly accepted nor energetically repulsed ; 

men are content with doubting. They think that it would be 
unjust to reject everything or to admit everything; therefore do 
they fluctuate between a puerile credulity and a fatal incredulity. 
Now, one set of men denies the personal existence of Satan and liis 
itngels; now, another set of men talks to you of sorcery, spells, 
charms, ghosts, souls raised from the dead, and thousands of pro

digies effected by the spirits; or more correctly speaking, the same 
men are at once credulous and incredulous; credulous because they 
are incredulous. 

Every one understands his dignity in bis own way; I hope never 
to make mine depend upon refusing to grapple with an evil like 
this. It is possible that the question, grave as it is, has not yet 
received its certificate of seriousness; prudence, perhaps, demanded 

that I should have waited, and my present course will cause some 
of my friends to groan, but I am used to grieving them; the groans 
they have uttered under other circumstances still. ring in my ears. 

When I stood forth a champion for religions liberty, I was assured 
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that I should ruin everythmg, and that the moment bad not yet 
come. When I pointed out the iniquity of the affair of Tahiti, 
I was repr~ached with having compromised myself in a suspicious 

transaction between Queen Pomare and Mr. Pritchard: And to go 
still.further back to the very origin of my follies, when I declared 

myself a Christian, I was warned that I was a lost man, that my 
association with the Methodists would deprive me of all the influ

ence I had hitherto possessed, and that in too frankly expressing 
my sympathies with the Gospel, I should lose the means of serving 

it. 
My friends will pardon me, I trust. I fear I shall never learn to 

fight according to rule. I have again disregarded the rules to· be 
observed in serious matters, by not waiting until a subject, very 
serious in itself, had been declared so in form. 

It is even worse than that :-I have adopted an isolated positipn, 
by which I run the risk of berng disclaimed by everybody. 

Two parties were engaged in a controversy in regard to the Turn

ing Tables; instead of toking sides with one against the other, 11.Ild 
thus insuring myself allies, I turn my back upon both ! I offend 

the men of science by affirming and demonstrating fluid action. I 

offend the champions of'. the spirits, by combating their supersti
tions. 

u Mats qui voulez·vous done qut pour vous sollicite? 

-Qui je veux? la. raison, moo bon droit, l'~quite." 

I reply in the words of Alceste; I am also ready, if need be, to 
add with him:-

"Soit I j'aurai le plaisir de perdre mon proces." 

Ilut I do not believe my cause will be lost. I have frequently 
remarked the privileges arising from that want of tact which speaks 

of things as it sees them, and which knows not how to sacrifice one 
side of truth to the interest uf another. The opinion which dis
putes the supernatural pretensions of the new phenoniena, antl pro
claims their physical reality, already begins to gain ground; it has 
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been recently developed by ~L Felix Yornnnd, in one of our most 

widely circulated journals: the views he so admirably expresses 
nre held by many others. 

Moreover, is the fact that we stand alone, or nearly so, any rea
son why we should recoil from our dnty? Shall we imitate the 

physician of Charles IX., in whose presence the horn of the fabu
lous unicorn was every day gravely dipped into the king's glnss, in 
order to make sure that it wns not poisoned? Being urged to pro
test against so absurd a usage, the prudent man replied : " Who

ever takes his stand against received opinions, meets with the fate 
of the owl when he shows himself by dayUght; all the other birds 

fall upon him and strip him of his feathers." 

We must resign ourseh·es to the loss of a few feathers, if neces
sary. ·we must refuse to listen to the enervating language which 
a skillfully disguised egotism is continually sounding in our ears : 

"Be cautious I Be careful of yourself! for you are a precious 

treasure, of which the country or the Church should not be 
defrauded, and which should be reserved for great occasions I [that 

never come.] Sacrifice small truths for the better defense of great 
truths! Above all, make for yourself the reputation of a sensible, 
practical, serious man! A temperate style, moderate opjnions, 
inoffensive studies, will easily gain you this title. Avoid irritating 

discussions, and subjects not generally sanctioned I Do not waste 

your strength on every occasion ; economize, hoard up; your very 
convictions demand it,_for the time will come when you will need 
to be rich and to spend largely in their behalf." 

The answer is easy. In amassing wealth, one becomes avari
cious, nnd the great disbursements of the miser are always projects, 

nothing more. Besides, in what condition will this man, who has 

practiced so mnch economy, find himself in the important hour, tlJe 
hour of sacrifices? He will be worn out, disenchanted, without 
faith in anything, accustomed to impose silence on his soul and to 
introduce calculation into his conscience. Now, no man can sacri· 
fice himself to convictions, unless he have them. 
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But let us leave the book, and return to its theme. Here, all is 
profoundly serious, the disease, the remedy, the superstitious recru
descence and the physical fact by which it is destined to be over
come. 

The disease has become immensely aggravated within the past 
year. If good sense, as I have just indicated, has made progress in 
a few reflective minds, gross error has spread itself over a much 
larger domain. We witness a strange spectacle : protected by men 
of seienee who anathematize experiments, and will not, on any con
sideration, modify their official theories, the apologists of the Middle 
Ages turn to their advantage the very fact that should confound 
them; in proportion as the ranks are thinned of the ridiculed, con
demned, and discouraged experimenters, they rush in and occupy all 
the vacant places, which will suffice to drive away men who have 
hitherto, fearlessly given their attention to this subject. We do not 
like to have the appearance of doing just what the evocators of 
spirits do; to seem to work like them, although in reality working 
against them, is disagreeable. Thence arises a feeling of uneasiness 
which disturbs the most resolute minds, and increases so rapidly, 
that ere long, perhaps, it will become difficult to form a chain or 
undertake an uninterrupted series of investigations. Those who, at 
first, only laughed, will finally regard the subject with an aversion 

and a disgust which, combined with our natural want of energy and 
perseverance, will lead to universal desertion. By dint of abusing 
the tables and throwin" odium upon them, the champions of the 
supernatural apocrypha will succeed in scattering their adversaiies. 

And these champions are of various sorts; they come from the 
four corners of the earth. .Among us, they are the ffitramontane 
party, whose manifesto bas been written by M. de Mirville, and to 

the refutation of which I have given special attention. In America, 

they are the Unitnrians, who.demand of the spirits the promulgation 
of a philosophical religion, a Christianity without Christ; adversa

ries of the faitli, they abandon themselvcB, 83 might have been -ex-
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pected, to a prodigious credulity, anrl launch out on the ocean of the 
supernatural. 

The supernatural! the cry of Emerson. The supernatural I the 

pretence of the Mormons and their socialist Gospel. The superna
tural I the rallying word of the Crusaders, everywhere enrolled 

ngainst the Bible. In the very bosom of Protestantism, voices are 

to be heard echoing to those of the Ultramontaoes, the Unitarians, 
and the ~ormons; many excellent Christians repudiate the princi
ple wliich takes its stand in opposition to the extra-Biblical super
natural; they predict that the next religious awakening will take 

place in the name of prophecies, ecstasies and miracles. In short, 

we now-a-days hear of nothing but apparitions and prodigies; the 
period draws near when, according to the prediction of Jacobi, 
"men will no longer believe in God; they will believe in spectres." 

It seems to me quite time to resist such a tendency, and to create 

a re-action. 

Having now pointed out the gravity of the evil, I would dwell 
upon the efficacy of the remedy ; far from holding the language or 

discouragement-;! pronounce the triumph to be certain and easy, if 

we choose that it shall be so. Apart from the powerful weapons 
furnished us by history, by reason, and especially by the Word or 
God, we have henceforth at our disposal a scientific argument not 
11ossessed by our predecessors. The- certain something of truth 

which is mixed up with sorcery, and gives it its life, the physical 
phenomenon, long suspected by thinking minds, which has been dis

covered but not sufficiently demonstrated by Animal :Magnetism, 
finds its irrefutable proof in the Turning Tables. The nervous sys
tem of the tables does not lay itself open to the charge of impres

sionability, there i·s no great danger of their imagination leading 
them astray; therefore, when they rise from the ground nuder the 
action of my band, which does not touch them, it is certain that they 
obey a physical force, a material action determined by my will. 

This fact contains nothing less than the solution of the problem 
of the supernatural. Heretofore, whoever examined it with care, 
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found a certain mass of evidence unexplained by any interpretative 
hypothesis,· either by that of nervous excitement, that of errors of 
testimony, or that of hallucination ; there has still remained a large 
class of real phenomena decidedly contrary to the known laws of 

the physical world. Everything that the natural laws could not 
explain, was explnined by the supernatural, nor is this astonish

ing. 
To-day, the natnral laws are becoming more and more complete, 

and the explanation with them. Henceforth, the supernatural has 
nothing further to do here, and sorcery disappears. 

I shall doubtless be asked what it is that authorizes me so posi
ti ,·cly to announce the fact of the elevations without contact. I 
might refer to my book by way of answer, but I choose rather to 
satisfy the impatience of the reader. Moreover, the preface has an 
advantage over the book; being written last, it supposes a greater 
familiarity of the author with the subject. During the long months 
required for the printing of two large volumes, he cannot remain 
entirely inactive. I have the following obervations to add to our 
preceding experiments : ' 

Some distinguished men of science to whom I communicated the 
result!! obtained, were unanimously of the opinion that the eleva
tions without contnct would possess the character of absolutely cer

tain proof, provided we could succeed in verifying them by any 
material process. They said: "Strew some flour over the table 
the instant the hands are separated from it; in these conditions, 
cause it to effect one or several elevations; then, if the layer of flour 
does not bear the impress of fingers, or give any other evidence of 
having been touched, there call no longer be a word offered in ob
jection to your theory." 

Well I we have recently and on several occasions, performed this 
very experiment. I briefly present a few of the details. 

Our first attempts were most unsuccessful. Making use of a 
coarse sieve, which it was necessary to move about over the entire 
surface of the table, we met with a double inconvenience ; first, of 
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suspending for too long a time, and consequently, annulling the 
nction of the operators; secondly, our layer of flour was much too 
thick. The enthusiasm of will was weakened, the fluid action 
impeded, the ardor of the table diminished; in short, nothing pro

gressed. The effect was even so injurious, that the table not only 
refused elevations and rotations without contact, it nlmost refused 
ordinary elevations and rotations. 

After a while, a brilliant idea suggested itself to one of the opera

tors. We1>ossessed a pair of bellows, such o..~ are used in sprinkling 
sulphur over vines infestecl with oidium. Substituting flour for 

sulphur, we renewed the operation. 

We were in the most favorable conditions; the weather wns dry 
and warm, the table bouncled beneath our fingers, and indeed, before 
tl:ie order to raise the hands was given, the majority of them had 
spontaneously ceased to touch the table. The command being 

issued, the entire chain separated from the table, which was, at the 

same instant, covered by the bellows with a light cloud of flour. 
Not a second had been lost, the elevation without contact had 
already taken place, and in orcler to leave no doubt in our minds, it 
was repeated three or four times in succession. 

That done, the table was scrupulously examined : it bore not the 
faintest token of having been touched or even grazed. 

The fear of inadvertently touching it, was indeed so great among 

the operators as to cause them to raise their hands much higher 
from the table than in the previous sittings, without, however, pro

ducing any diminution of the fluid action. I should also mention 
that we resorted to none of the manamvres, none of the passes of 
which we had made use at other times. Remaining in its place· 

above the table to be raised, the chain had preserved its form; it 

hacl scarcely effected a slight motion in the direction of that which 
it provoked at a distance. 

I arld, in conclusion, that we did not rest contented with one 
experiment. We produced several elevations in succession, at the 

close of which, 11 minute examination of tho flour that covered 
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every portion of the surface of the table, convinced us that it had 
been absolutely untouched. 

I may be deceived, bnt it seems to me that this is clear. 
More than one unprejudiced mind will have anticipated this con

clusive demonstration. In default of such a proof, clear, material 
and unimpeachable, had we not already a moral proof, whose value 
could not be misunderstood 1 To those who do not believe in Eu
ropean witchcraft and the spirits of America, the extent and per
sistency of these factS would have remained inexplicable unless 
viewed in the light of physical phenomena. There must be a 

reality of some sort, either natural or supernatural, at the basis of 
cotemporary sorcery, as well as of that of previous ages. 

How could this have failed to be remarked~ If the rotation of 
the tables had been mere illusion, nothing else, they must long since 
have been annihilated. They have been obliged to struggle against 
Academic thunderbolts, the charges of bishops, the attacks of the 
press, the triumphant refutations and the no less triumphant con
tempt of a certain set of men who despise without knowing why. 
They have had to struggle against political events, if I may sq 
speak, against Russians and Turks, Paskewish and Omer Pasha. 
They have been cursed, disdained, and forgotten, yet they are still 
alive. Concerted indignation, concerted silence, all have been 

powerless. The tables turn in spite of M. Faraday; their death 
has been predicted, it has been demonstrated ; but they continue to 
tnrn. They turn so well that their antagonists are beginning to 

revise their opinions, and the latest works written in opposition to 
them, give evidences of a caution, a circumspection, I might almost 
say a respect, to which they are certainly unaccustomed. 

If my protestations and researches have in any degree contri
buted to this result, all the honoris due to those courageous fellow
laborers who have perseveringly pursued our experhp.ents, un

·• daunted by fatigue, by obstinacy, by a momentary want of success, 
or by their disgust with apparent contradictions. Animated by a 
love of truth, feeling the scientific and moral importance of their 
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work, comprehending that the establishment of the physical fact 
could alone oppose an insurmountable barrier to the invasion of 
superstition, they have drawn from their Christian consciences a 
strength which they could have derived from no other sentiment . 
. Simple curiosity would have wearied of the task; faith has perse
vered, and as usual, faith has triumphed. 

V .U.UYRB81 .AUCTU81 8, ISM. 
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CHAPTER I. 

THE QUESTION. 

IT is my aim, in the first place, to resolve the question d 
facts. The theory will follow. 

To demonstrate that the phenomenon of Turning Tables is 
real, and of a purely physical nature ; that it cannot be 
produced either by the action of our muscles or the mysterious 
fnfluence of spirits, such is my theme. I desire at once to state 
it with precision and define its limits. 

I experience some satisfaction, I avow, in being able at last, 
to oppose unquestionable proofs to the sarcasms of those who 
find it more convenient to ridicule than to examine. I well 
knew that this was an ordeal not to be escaped, and that no 
new truth becomes evident without having been looked upon as 
ridiculous ; but it is none the less pleasant to reach the point 
where things take their legitimate places, and the parts of the 
players cease to be inverted. Such a gratification one can well 
afford to wait for. 

I long feared that the phenomenon of the tables would not 
admit of a scientific and decisive demonstration-that while 
giving absolute certainty to the operators and immediate wit
nesses, it would furnish no irrefutable argument to the public. 
In view of mere probability, every one would have remained free 
to preserve his own opinion ; we should have had believers and 
unbelievers classified rather according to tendencies than by 

2 
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reason of their knowledge or ignorance of facts ; the latter 
would have exulted in the agreeable consciousness of their intel
lectual superiority, the former would have abandoned them
selves in de~pair to the current of fashionable superstition: 
truth, incompletely demonstrated, would have received the treat
ment and would finally ham assumed the character, of false-
hood. ' 

By the blessing of God this shall not be the case. 

I have stated the scientific question, . I roust also state the 
moral question-the true question for me-that which bas stirred 
my soul and forced me, as it were, to undertake studies to which 
I could have wished to remain a stranger. 

The rights of truth, than which I know nothing more holy 
on earth, were at stake. He who does not love all truth lo>es 
none ; be who does not constantly feel himself a slave of the 
truth--bound to serve it, to bear witness for it, to suffer, if nect1 
be, in its cause-will never believe in anything.· ·whether the 
point in question be of religion, of politics, or of philosophy, it 
does not matter ; he will possess perhaps, the illusions of belief, 
but not the reality. 

It is thus that this debate, so cried down, rises in one point 
of view, to the level of the most cle".atcd discussions, and has 
its roots in the depths of the human conscience. · The sentiment 
that impels me to take part in it, is the same that makes me a 
Christian. I belong to the truth, whatever it may be, solely 
because it is the tr.nth. I know that I have no argument to 
hold with it, no bargain to make for my devotion. I know 
that if I prefer myself to any truth whatever, my whole faith 
receives a mortal blow. Strange Christian indeed, he who 
recognizing a truth and seeing it ill-trea.ted and dishonored, 
values himself, his own personal interests before it, and fails in 
defending it, through fear of the criticism of the world ! 

But let there be no mistake :is to my meaning. I invite no 
one to take up his lance and buckler, and beat about the 
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country, redressing wrongs in behalf of unrecognized truth. I 
am of my age, and I do not look for the restoration of the 
order of knights-errant. "\Ve are by no means called upon to 
copy after Don Quixote, but simply, plainly and courageously, 
to stand by our opinions. If, when thousands of men were 
convinced of the rota.tory movement of the tables, a few sar
casms had sufficed to impose universal silence ; if the fear of 
raillery had everywhere prevailed, a public lesson of cowardice 
would have been given to our time, which it does not require. 
It would have been taught anew to place what is expedient above 
what is true, to accommodate itself to reigning modes, to reject 
the inconvenient luggage of personal and manly belief. Is it 
found perchance, that there is a superabundance of energy in the 
world ; that there is too much spirit, too much strong individual
ity, too many independent minds, who believe what they believe, 
who say what they think, who set themselves against the tide, 
and who in good or ill fortune, surrounded by friends, or stand
ing alone, under all circumstances, courageously maintain their 
flag ? As for me, I see only those, whose profession of faith is 
always that of all the world, who pass their time in discovering 
virtues in the victor,· crimes in the vanquished, men devoid of 
that correct life which alone gives the austere love of truth, 
men whose thoughts waver the moment they cease to lean on 
the general thought, thereby resembling trees which, toru up 
by the roots, retain a perpendicular position so long as sus
tained by their neighbors, but which fall to the ground from 
sheer weakness, the instant the axe deprives them of their sup
port. Take political questions, take moral questions, every
where you will meet the same spectacle. Slavery, for example, 
no longer leaves our consciences in suspense ; we know how to 
regard the sale of men, women, and children, the separation of 
families, the immorality, the systematized cruelty, the crimes 
to which the most humane mastei·s are in some sort condemned ; 
and yet, excepting the brief moment, in which the influence of 
a fine book performs the unheard of miracle of making truth 
the fashion, everybody cautiously disposes of slavery in a sensible 
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and well-bred manner. Negrophilism is in such bad taste I 
Positive minds arc so absurd ! Tims a man enlists in favor of 
iniquities, tears, tortures, and if he visits Brazil, the United 
States, or Cuba, he is careful on his return, to utter the highest 
culogiums on the felicity of the blacks. 

To deny, as occasion may seem to require, that which we 
esteem to be true, to deny it, because we believe in no faith 
really deserving this beautiful name, this is our m:ilady. I 
would not be of those who aggravate, let me ra.ther be of those 
who work to cure. it. That which we esteem true, do I say? 
and indeed, should we be in error, our duty towards it is in no 
respect changed. The Mussulman is in error, but he always 
merits respect, when believing in Mahomet, he exposes him
self in defence of his doctrine to raillery or persecution. 
'\Vhether we deceive ourselves, whether our persuasion on the 
subject of the tables be an illusion or not, we are none the less 
bound to maintain what we esteem to be true concerning it, so 
long as our illusion subsists. 

The question is now stated ; the reader knows its scientific 
aspect and its moral aspect. It remains for me to say one word 
regarding the method in which it should be treated. 

There are but two methods of investigating a question ; 
that of the ancient schoolmen, who affirmed certain truths a 
priori, to which the facts were bound to conform, and that of 
modern science, dating from the time of Bacon, which first 
observes the facts, and constructs no theory until after they are 
stated. 

It would seem that tha method of the schoolmen must be 
very fascinating, since there are those who, in the middle of the 
nineteenth century, and in the n.ame of the academies, dare 
carry us back to it. In reality, this is much less extraordi
nary than at first sight might be imagined. When theories are 
constructed, it is convenient to transform them into definitive 
axioms. Thereby, one avoids the necessity of beginning over 
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again, and is at last permitted to shut the door upon facts, say
ing to them, "Y 011 come too late !" 

This is precisely the language which has been held. Our 
laws are decided, the world is known to us, our limits are fixed, 
we cannot condemn ourselves to Penelope's employment ; so 
much the worse for observations behind time ! \Ve welcome 
only those that come in with accepted doctrines, that develop 
and confirm, even in modifying them. Those which start a new, 
suspicious, or heretical principle, we anathematize at first view, 
and without examination. It would not be worth while to 
possess authority if it could not be used, or if it must always 
stoop to argue with every chance applicant. The Church re
futes not seceders, it burns them. 

The,Academies have burned no one ; they have 01!\y condemned 
to death, facts full of peril to Orthodoxy. They have refused 
them earth and water, that is to say, the right of free, bona fide 
discussion. It is well known what abuse of power they committed 
against magnetism, in spite of intelligent and liberal protesta
tions. Now, a phenomenon, not less provoking, presents itself, 
which is guilty of the wrong of manifesting in man a force inde
pendent of muscular action. But we have decided that things 
cannot go on in this way ; we have penetrated all the secrets 
of creation, and we know how forces ought to be produced ! 
It is all well enough that a theory .should be slowly formed by 
virtue of facts ; the facts, in their turn, should now have the 
complaisance to conform to the theory ! 

Unfortunately, nothing can be less complaisant than facts. 
They are endowed with injudicious obstinacy. Magnetism is 
still there ; we have succeeded in bringing it into disrepute, in 
impeding its progress, in perverting its course, in excluding it 
from the light of all serious research .: we have not succeeded 
in destroying it. Turning tables continue to turn ; they have 
not " stopped of themselves," as was predicted ; we have suc
ceeded only in divert.ing from its true path, for the benefit of 
evocations and sorceries, a discovery which had a right to the 
grave and earnest attention of scientific men. 
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And the quarrel is not terminated. It will exist as long as 
shall exist tho two hiatus that science voluntarily maintains in 
its descriptions of the physical world. Its duty is to take every 
thing into account-both complex and simple phenomena-those 
produced only under certain special circumstances, as well as 
those produced under ordinary circumstances.. To demonstrate 
assertions to be false, or to make room for them if they be true, 
behold its mission, and for its own interest even, we should 
never tire of recalling it to the post of duty, we should never 
permit it to overlook things which trouble it, or which it does 
not choose either to. admit or refute. 

That it should be critical-very critical-in matters of proof, 
that it should exact positive andincontestible facts, that it should 
impose quarantine on suspicious ideas, that it should study 
scrupulously and with mistrust that which appears contrary to 
received notions, is perfectly natural. But that it should refuse 
to see, that it should refuse to read, that it should refuse to 
study, that it should, in advance, repulse facts in the name of 
theory, is most unjust and tyrannical. Such a course, moreover, 
is wholly unphilosophical ; and altl1ough its immense services 
authorize it to dare much, science should not attempt with 
impunity, at the present day, to abandon the Baconian induc
tion, and return to the dogmatism of the Middle Ages. Its high 
renown, its legitimate authority, would thus become tarnished 
and weakened. 

"But," says one, " the Institute has certainly the right to 
reject essays on such subjects as that of perpetual motion, and 
if a man should propose a way of trnvelling to the moon, it 
ought not be compelled to lose its time listening to him. Do 
you not yourself state in the problem of the tables, the limit 
where absurdity begins? Do you not throw aside the evocation 
of spirits in spite of all the proof in its favor?" 

In spite of all the proof I No. I prove on the contrary
and long chapters are devoted to this proof-that the pretended 
acts of sorcery related to us, repose absolutely on nothing. \Ve 
extol the spirits, we cite their prose and their verse, we retail 
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their predictions contradicteu by events, we expound their 
theology contrary to that of the Holy Scriptures, and changing 
at will, according to the particular convictions of those who 
make them speak ; as regards real facts, none are produced that 
might not be classed with the purely physical phenomena of 
magnetism or Turning Tables. I have, then, no aversion to argu
ments, and I reject none that I have not refuted. 

Moreover, I do not contest with the Academies, the right of 
proclaiming certain impossibilities, or of casting aside without 
repeated examination, that which has once been fairly shown to 
be false. But it is this first demonstration upon which I insist. 
I grant that it exists in regard to perpetual motion ; it exists 
in regard to excursions to the moon and to the ring of Saturn ; 
it exists in regard to the transmutation of metals-and, if 
to-morrow, some modern alchemist should pretend to have 
discovered a California in his alembics, I am entirely of the 
opinion that the Institute woultl be justifictl in refusing him a 
hearing.* It may be seen then, that in denouncing the despot
ism of scientific men, I know how to respect their liberty. I am 
content to renew my ·question : Have you studied the Tuming 
Tables? Have you condescended to give them your serious 
attention? Have you demonstrated, either 'vholly or partially, 
that the pl1enomenon does not exist, or that it is impossible? 

You have not demonstrated it, and it is fortunate for you 
that you have not, for to show the scientific impossibility of t/i,at 
which is, would be to play a bad trick with science. No, you 
have not demonstrnted, you have affirmed, which is already 
sufficiently imprudent. ·without any wish to "lord it over the 
academies," might I be permitted, ignorant as I am, to offer 

• In thus speaking, I advance, perhaps, a little too fast. The idea of transmutation 
Is not philosophically absurd. ls gold a •implc body? Uo we know that It I• a simple 
body? Is it not demonstratcll that tlie same elements, combined in the same proportions, 
produce substances very dissimilar? fa there any difference, as to chemical cowposi· 
tion, between the rag, gum and starch, to say nothing of a fourth transformation 
(sugar), in which the quantity of water appea,rs more considerable? 

I have deemed it my duty to adtl this note, in order to be rigorously exact, and in 
order to prove, by taking, for example, the great work in person, that it does not 
deserve to be abused by scientific anathemas. 
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them an humble piece of advice ? that they do not swell too 
largely tht> list of things declared impossible. This, list pre
pared some centuries ago, would have comprised the rotation 
of the earth, the antipodes, attraction, the weight of the air, 
electricity ; prepared to-day, it would probably comprise more 
than one subject, destined to provoke the hilarity of our pos
terity. Is it so Jong since the Plutonian formation of rocks 
was an article of faith? ·what is now thought of .hl. Elie de 
Beaumont? l\I. Babinet, one of the enemies of the tables, told 
us not long ago-that Seneca had had the merit of being 
right in opposition· to the entire human race, " which was 
almost equivalent to being wrong." The academies of his time, 
condemned without examination, I suppose, his views upon the 
true path of comets, just as the academies of the present day, 
have condemned without examination, our ideas upon the natural 
motion communicated to the tables ; they threw his treatise 
aside with other rubbish. Sixteen hundred years afterwards, all 
the authorities, clergy, and scientific men, Kepler and the pope, 
placed the magical influence of comets in .the list of axioms, 
that the "illuminated" alone could contradict !--a scientific 
anathema which has endured I hope * * * * But let us 
not be uneasy, the world progresses faster now, it will not take 
sixteen hundred years for us to make our views accord. 

\Ve shrug our shoulders ; the comets I it is so eTident I-Evi
dent, because we know the facts ; because facts have prevailed 
o>er preconceived theories ; because facts are not weary of being 
facts, and have not recoiled before the supreme judgment which 
has declared them impossible. The rotundity and the rotation 
of the earth also appear evident to us ; and yet, they have not 
always had the laugh on their Eide. \Vhat, antipodes I men whc 
wa.Jk on their heads with their feet in the air I vessels that must 
doubtless be dashed to pieces, impelled by the curve and by the 
fall of waters I Do we turn with such velocity and yet not feel 
it I Certainly, air being less dense, should not move so quickly 
as we : a wind from the cast, of terrible impetuosity must con
stantly prevail on the surface of the globe ; all the trees must 
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incline to the west I-Surely good reasons were not wanting, 
the evidence of the senses and the deductions of intel!igeucc 
held the same language ; scientific and sensible men will never 
h~ve so strong an argument against the rotation of the tables 
as they then had against that rotation of the earth, of which 
M. Foucault, a short time since, furnished a new and ingenious 
demonstration. 

\Y c must, after n.11, come back to thLq : we arc surrounded 
by mystery ; we Jive in the inexplicable ; we are inexplicable 
ourselves. The most learned know but little, very little, and 
their error lies, not in being ignorant, but in thinking that they 
know everything. And yet, they only require to lmve a 
memory. ·who condemned the emetic in the time of Guy 
Patin? Who since then has promulgated a Jong series of judg
ments, ench more peremptory than its antecedent, judgments, 
infallible yesterday and reformed to-day? In truth, I ask my
self how it is that we do not hesitate before pronouncing a 
sovereign and disdainful decision upon subjects we have not 
examined, when we everywhere meet insoluble questions, when 
even a basket of carrier-pigeons encloses a problem which 
throws the academics into despair I 

The lesson that grows out of our debate is at tl1c service of 
the whole world ; for tl10 whole world is interested in its discus
sion, and the ignorant more than any. A positive tone, a con
sequential air, a shrug of the shoulder, a.re, and always will be 
the wit of those who lack it ; such modes of treating a question 
dispense with study and reflection. But scientific men should 
adopt a different method ; men who think should be less prompt 
and less sure of themselves, than men who do not think. It is 
thud in fact, that things happen ordinarily, and this is why I 
particularly regret that any other course should have been 
pursued in regard to Turning Tables. The refusal to examine 
is not merely a treacherous weapon, it is also dangerous, and 
in the end, wounds the hand that uses it. 

And why has it in this instance been the resort of so many 
distinguished men ? "rhence comes the bmtal significance that 

2* 
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has been attached to it ? Why shoul<l the new phenomena. 
have been treated ns an enemy? Yes, an enemy, it is not too 
much to say ; a simple error would have been received oth!)r
wise; it would have been refuted. The Turning Tables have 
not been judged worthy of such an honor ; scarcely do they 
appear than the cry is, "we shall not occupy ourselves with 
them !" This betokens the existence of a h'ostile principle, a 
determination to denounce and kill on the spot. Indeed, this 
principle is perhaps not very difficult to discern. 

Materialism has invaded us, notwithstanding some superficial 
appearances of spirituality. It reigns in the soul and in the intel
lect, the progress of industry, the magnificent discoveries of mod
ern science have contributed to found its empire. It is so far the 
master that it often controls, unconsciously to themselves, those 
who think they are combating it, and in the question which now 
occupies us, the materialism of the tables is, in general, not less 
frightfnl than that of their adversaries. To connect the appari
tions of spirits and their revelations with the rotation of a piece 
of furniture, is assuredly to reduce to the grossest definition our 
relations with the invisible world. And as for the adversaries 
of the tables, let them look into their consciences. Is it not true 
that with many of them, the greatest objection lies in their repug
nance to admit anything whatever, which is external to the 
regular, and in some sort, mechanical action of natural laws? 
They very justly ridicule the spirits, but in what sense do they 
themselves believe in God and the devil ? God is the first 
cause, and the devil is an abstraction. There is a creator ; there 
are established laws, a jerk given, and then everything moves 
of itself; the providential intervention of a heavenly Father 
listening to our prayers, attentive to our wants, interposing in 
small things as in great, is a religious illusion that we must 
leave to old women. The demon himself is the allegorical per
sonification of our temptations and our evil dispositions. Then, 
after having exiled God and suppressed the devil, they set at 
work to curtail the sphere of man himself, by depriving him of 
his power ns a moral ngent. Speak to them of electricity I 
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Speak to them of weight ! These are laws pure from all con
tact with thought or the human will ! But do they meet with 
mixed facts, material forces which require man's permission to 
develop themsehes, they instantly start back in horror. It is 
the abomination of desolation ! Far better to leave science in
complete than to admit the heterodox notion of a physical act, 
which is first of all, a moral act ! 

Such was the unpardonable crime of magnetism, and surh is, 
with still stronger reason, the crime of the Turning Tables. 
There, without the will we obtain nothing ; we may form a 
chain for twenty-four hours in succession, we shall not produce 
the slightest motion. With the will, on the contrary, comes a 
display of force, and this force raises the foot designated by 
the thought ; it raises it from a distance and without the aid 
even of a finger touching any portion of the table. 

'Vhen I compare these two things, the reigning materialism, 
and the nature of the new phenomenon, I am no longer aston
ished at the reception accorded to the latter. We hold no 
discussion with a personal enemy. 

The course that has been pursued thus explains itself, 
although it is by no means justifiable. Scientific liberty needed 
to be prohibited. There was already too much ; it was disa
greeable and provoking to have always thrust in the face this 
obstinate protestation-a protestation armed with proofs, and 
which all the more carefully studied the facts, in propor
tion as they were brutally discarded. They had thought 
to get rid of the annoyance by a wup de main; they had 
attempted to stow all away in the same sack, the physi
cal agent, the spirits and " les 1nontagnards en disponibil
ite."* 'V c must then all and each of us take our stand. A 
loud voice and high sounding words will not settle the question, 
as unfortunately, they have so often-settled it under other cir
cumstances. We shnll have made one stel? towards that El 
Dorado, that ideal of academical government, when we shall 

* Referring to those who remained as it were, on the fence, openly taking no side9, 
but secretly favoring Spiritualism.-TranR. 
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have reached the point of consenting to examine before we 
reject. Then and then alone will it begin to be possible, seri
ously to approach the delicate and mixed branches of science, 
in the bosom of which the material and the moral are blended. 

The reader now knows why I have take~ up the pen. I 
shall teach him nothing if I add that I have been strongly 
counselled to let it alone. Some advised me from motives of 
personal regard, thinking it my duty to sacrifice this particubr 
truth to others-truths much more important, to which my .Jifc 
has hitherto been consecrated, and which would bear the blame 
of my discredit. Others urged me to silence in the name of 
charity and peace. 

To answer the first was not difficult. I should have been 
unworthy to maintain gren.t truths, had I voluntarily deserted 
small ones, if preoccupied with myself, I had thought only of 
my own interests. 

As for the second, their appeal in the name of charity nnd 
peace, was of a nature to demand a conscientious examination. 
I gave it that examination, and this is the conviction at which 
I have arrived. 

It is especially the adversaries of the tables who preach 
silence to the partisans. They find it easy enough to throw 
publicly in our faces, the gravest accusations: simpletons or 
liars-they give us the choice. But when it comes our turn to 
to answer them, they experience scruples without nnmber ; pub
licity seems to them so full of inconvenience ; they think we 
ought to study and be silent I To talk loudly, to injure men, 
and afterwards invite them to resign-really, it was too much. 
If we had, in fact, conse11ted to say nothing, we should ha:re 
shown ourselves neither charitable nor pacific, but of little sin
cerity or courage ; such conduct would have been a tacit con
fession that we were worthy of the treatment inflicted upon us ; 
that our assertions had been inconsiderate, that our words ex
ceeded our thought, and that our thonght exceeded the reality ; 
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that there was nothing earnest either in our acts or in our dis
course. 

No, Charity does not keep silence in such a case. Do you 
know what she does? She allies herself to the most entire 
frankness towards things, the most perfect respect towards in
dividuals. Now, it costs me nothing to testify this respect, 
because I feel it. It would be strange indeed, that the son of 
an academician .should be the only one not to honor in the 
Academy of Science, the glorious vanguard of modern civiliza
tion, the most brilliant cluster of lights which perhaps has ever 
shone upon the earth. If M. Faraday and M. Foucault have 
been unjust to the tables, that does not take from the one his 
European celebrity, nor from the other his ingenious discoveries 
filled with promises of the future. It would be unbecoming in 
me to wish it, and especially in regard to M. Foucault; for, 
without the summary proceedings to which he has thought it 
his duty to resort, without the peremptory tone he has em
ployed, I should never have applied myself to the study of the 
new phenomenon with that perseverance which the sentiment 
of duty inspires. · 

I attack, then, neither scientific men in general nor any in 
particular. I make no foolish pretension of undervaluing them, 
nor the pretension, still more foolish, of exalting myself. Pene
trated with a sense of my own incompetency, I was ready to 
accept their decisions as though they had been oracles ; their 
refusal to investigate, revolting as it was to my entire moral 
being, has alone had the power t o tear me from more congenial 
pursuits. I could not .quietly submit to hear them say: "vVe 
will not see ; we will not read ; we will not experiment ; we 
will not reply." But even then, when, with my feeble voice, I 
ventured to interrupt a prolonged and universal silence, I re
fused to my adversaries no part of the respect which was their 
due. Still more, ·1 comprehended their conduct : having seen 
nothing serious in a scientific point of view, having taken part 
only in miserable drawing-room experiments, simple rotations 
that muscular action holds itself prepared to explain, they had 
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reai;on to doubt. Philosophical doubt is always a duty ; it is 
the necessary guarantee of true science. New facts and espe
cially new laws should make their proofs complete, before they 
are allowe,d admittance. The repugnance one experiences in 
modifying received notions, is a sentiment I um little disposed 
to contest, since I entirely participate in it. In science, in phi
losophy, in religion, we have, each and all, to resist the melan
choly current of credulities. Everywhere, we find some who 
are ready to accept blindfold all that is presented them, who 
study nothing, who love the strange, the supernatural part of 
which agreeably excites their surfeited imaginations, who be
lieve things the more readily, in proportion as they are less 
believable, and who appear to have adopted for their device the 
credo quia absurdum of the Fathers of the Church. 

To mistrust the facts was natural, but it would have been 
prudent and loyal not to exceed the limits of doubt, inasmuch 
us they had not investigated. The impetuosity of the first mo
ment has carried them a little too far ; but I am sure that the 
men of true science will not fear to retrace their steps. It is 
for ignorance to show itself obstinate and stubborn in spite of 
facts. Facts, doubtless, are what every one demands, and 
facts I am about to offer to the reader. It was my first 
intention to present my testimony in the form of a memorial, 
addressed to the Academy of Science. The scruples that have 
restrained me may be divined without my stating them. 
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CHAPTER II. 

THE FACTS. 

THERE are two ways of experimenting with Turning Tables. 
They may be sought as a diversion or as a subject of study. 
I do not blame in the slightest degree, those who find in them 
a source of after-dinner amusement, during the interval between 
coffee and tea ; I would merely state that we have pursued a. 
different course. Our sittings have been genui;e sittings, to 
which were devoted the best hours of the day, and the results 
of which, verified with minute care, were faithfully recorded on 
the spot, in a journal kept for the purpose. 

This journal is now in my possession, and it seems to me that 
I cannot do better than to take its reports successiveiy, and 
borrow from each, the most interesting observations. I shall 
thus pursue the historical method of relating the truth, instead. 
of systematizing it. The reader will follow us, so to speak, 
step by step ; he will examine and compare my various asser
tions; he will himself, form his convictions, and will judge 
if my proofs have that character of frequency, of persis
tence, of progressive development, which false discoveries 
fountlcd on some casual or ill-defined coincidence, never possess. 

The first report bears the date of the 20th September, 1853. 
\V c had previously held numerous sittings, but we did not 
think it necessary to note down the results to which we had 
arrived, and which were briefly as follo\vs : 

I mention first, those that were not sufficiently significant to 
be characterized as proofs, viz. : the rotations, the raising of 
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the tables and tl1eir dances. I acknowledge that no demon
stration can be based upon them ; unconscious muscular action 
and tendency to .motion, furnish explanations, therefore, which, 

. although in reality ill-founded, are .logically irrefutable. The 
operators being in the secret of what is necessary to be done, 
being also capable of doing it, and naturally disposed, even 
witl10ut accounting for it to themselves, to communicate a 
mechanical impulsion in that direction, it consequently becomes 
impossible to e8tablish to the eyes of the public, that the essen
tial cause of the obtained facts is elsewhere. They alone who 
have directly and frequently participated in the experiments, 
who have felt produced under their fingers, these motions of a 
particular nature, which cannot be imitated by the action of 
our muscles, possess an invincible conviction in that respect. 
They, and they alone know on what to rely, for they have 
sometimes se~n the table refuse to turn at all, notwithstanding 
the impatience of the experimenters and their clamorous 
appeals ; they have also been present at the beginning of its 
rotations, as it starte.d off so gently, so noiselessly, so volun
tarily from under fingers which scarcely grazed it. They have 
seen the feet, apparently glued to the floor, remain firmly fixed 
in their position, in spite of all efforts to detach them, and the 
excitement of those who formed the chain ; they have at other 
times seen these same feet, animated and energetic, leap
ing clear of the ground, bounding to meet the hantls, and 
executing, with almost frightful vigor, thoughts hardly con
ceived in the mind. They have heard with their ears, heavy 
blows and light blows, the first so violent as to threaten injury, 
to the table, the second so faint as to be beard with difficulty, 
and the wondrous delicacy of which, none of us could imitate. 
They have remarked that the force which raises the feet from 
the ground, is not diminished when e>erything that can act as 
a lever is removed from the surface ; they have themselves 
commanded the table to raise the foot upon which rested the 
only bands that composed the portion of the chain still subsist
ing, and the foot in obedience was raised a8 often, and a~ high as 
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they willed. They have followed the table in its dances, when 
it beat the measure with one foot, with two, when it reproduced 
exactly the rhythm of the music that had just been sung, when, 
conforming itself in the most comical way to the invitation to 
dance the minuet, it assumed the airs of our grandmothers, 
gravely wheeFng about to the right and left, making the cour
tesy, turning round and advancing up the other side. 

The manner in which these facts were accomplished enlight
ened them more than the facts themselves ; they were in con
tact with a reality which does not long allow itself to be dis
regarded. But, at the same time, they knew they had no 
right to impose their personal opinions on others. An opinion 
is little more than an impression. Now, an impression is not 
and never will be a proof. So long, therefore, as we obtain 
only rotations, rappings, dancing and other analogous phe
nomena (such as the resistance opposed by the table when it is 
raised and its top uncovered, to the hand that endeavors to 
for•ce it back on the ground) ; so long as we remain there, we 
must renounce the idea of communicating our convictions to 
others, however firm and well-founded they may be. 

But the perseverance with which we followed up our investi
gations previous to the 20th September, had ~]ready conducted 
us a little further. "\Ve had ascertained two principal things : 
the raising of a weight which the muscular action of the ope
rators was powerless to disturb, and the reproduction of num
bers indicated by our thoughts. I confine myself to these two 
points, casting aside whatever is secondary, or remains doubt
ful. 

The elevation of weights is not always obtained. It is with 
that as with all the rest : one day the table will turn and lift 
its feet from the ground, cumbered though it may be with a 
man weighing one hundred and seventy-four pounds. Another 
day it will remain motionless although the man mounted 
thereon weighs but one hundred and twenty pounds. This, 
however, is the exception. In general, light persons, children, 
young people are raised with great facility. With heavy per-
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sons, the difficulty is more rarely vanquished, and this resnlt 
would alone be a convincing demonstration of the presence of a 
special physical agent, if it could not be objected that the man 
placed on the table, lends himself voluntarily or involuntarily, 
to the motion that takes place. It will be seen, further on, in 
what way 'te get rid of the objection. For. the present, I con
tent myself with recording the fact, as it took place in our first 
researches. I do not wish to anticipate. 

'l'he reproduction of numbers indicated by our thoughts, was 
also equally improved on, in proportion as the observations 
multiplied and the objections were produced. This was the 
point to which we had arrived, previous to the 20th September. 

\Ve had remarked that all the experimenters did not succeed 
equally well, and that those who were most reliable met with 
better success some days tban others. \Ve were, nevertheless, 
prepared to affirm, that numbers communicated secretly to any 
one person in the chain, would in general be reproduced with 
exactness.· In fact, we several times in the presence of ·Mt
nesses, accomplished this experiment to the extent of ten or 
twenty figures, indicated by different individuals among the 
audience, and executed immediately without an error. 

It having been objected to us, that the sums whispered in the 
ear might be heard by tl1e other members of the chain, we 
decided that they should be written ; it having then been 
objected that the number might be in some way indicated by 
the countenance of the person who knew it, we decided that the 
operator should close his eyes; it having been objected that the 
person charged with the execution, might act upon the foot in 
front of him, if not to put it in motion, at least to pre>ent its 
movement, we decided that the blows should be struck by each 
foot successively, or by one foot, of which the witnesses should 
themselves make choice. 

Arrived at this point, it seemed to us that the reproduction 
of numbers from the mind had acquired a true, scientific value. 
In fact, all communication of these numbers to the other mem
bers of the chain having become impracticable, there no longer 
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remained more than one mechanical means of explaining our 
habitual success. This was to suppose that the foot ch:irged 
with the operation, might be put in action by the person oppo
site, making a lever of that part of the table nearest him, and 
be checked by the experimenter who knew the figure. But how 
explain, then, the obedience of the table when the figure was a 
cypher, and when the chosen foot was neither before nor oppo
site the individual who knew the figure ? It was out of his 
power to make any impression on the motion ; be was unable 
to arrest or anticipate it, notwithstanding the experimenters 
were so placed as to act as a lever. The latter, according to 
the hypothesis, should always, and at all hazards, give the 
balance, and the execution of a cypher would be impossible. 
The hypothesis then, having no foundation, fell to the ground, 
and the mechanical explanation fell with it, No one certainly 
could have doubted the experiment, after seeing the impatience 
and disappointment of the members of the chain, each time the 
foot rested motionless when it had been commanded to move. 
·we were dismayed at this apparent check, and if it had 
depended upon us, the motion would have taken place. It did 
not take place, because it did not come from us, but from the 
will of a single person, of' the one precisely who made us~ of no 
mechanical action to provoke or hinder it. 

I think now what I thought then : this demonstration has a 
real value. But I can pass .it over, for I have mauy others still 
more irrefutable. I am rich ; I will allow myself a little prodi
gality. 

Moreover, this is not the moment to bring forward the essen
tial proofs. At present I do not reason, I relate. Let us enter 
into the history of the experiments described in our journal. 

Sitting of September 20th. 

I leave out, according to my promise, everything that has not 
been sufficiently studied, everything that ulterior experiments 
have rendered in the slightest degree doubtful, everything that 
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is merely a repetition of the facts already staterl. This deduc· 
tion performed, there still remain some results to notice. 

And first, to speak of the table that has serve<l us most 
frequently. The top is of ash, about 32 inches in diameter, 3nd 
rests upon a heavy pillar from which project three feet, 22 inches 
distant from each other. Another table, the top of which is a 
little larger, the pillar less heavy, has also been employed. In 
fact, we have sometines put in motion tables with four feet, both 
round and square, all of respectable dimensions. The number 
of experimenters forming the chain at a time, is ordinarily ten; 
it has varied between the two extremes of eight and a dozen. 
The rotation usually manifests itself after five or ten minutes. 
In certain cases-very rare-we have waited nearly half an hour. 

On the 20th of September, then, we desired to put to the 
proof the pretended faculty of divination ascribed to the 
tables. For this purpose, we submitted to the one around 
which we were sitting, and which operated to admiration, the 
most elementary question assuredly, that can be proposed to a 
spirit. . . . . "\Ve placed three nuts in the pocket of one of 
the experimenters; the table, interrogated as to their number, 
promptly struck nine blows! 

The. same person, after having succeeded in obtaining se>eral 
numbers indicated by his will-among which was a cypher
entered upon a contest with his vis-a-vis. Thls constituted a 
particularly interesting experiment, which we termed the balance 
of forces. It cannot be said in this case, that the motion was 
communicated by the vis-a-vis, acting as a lever; for the in
terests are opposed. The vis-a-vis are struggling against each 
other, the one wills a large number, the other a s~all number. 
Were the impulsion of a mechanical nature, the champion of 
the small number would determine to cease furnishing the bal
ance from the moment his number had been struck, he would 
even lean in such a manner as to obtain judgment! But, no l 
the most powerful operator carries it; if he is charged with the 
high number, the high number is attained. One thing must be 
remarked, however, that from the moment his adversary's limit 
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is passed, and the wills have ceased to coincide, the blows 
become less strong ; the foot which proviously obeyed both 
thoughts, is no longer sustained by more than one. 

\Ve then changed the conditions of the struggle. A coalition 
was formed to the advantage of the small numbers; they were 
confided to two, afterwards to three members of the chain, 
and it was then only that the knight of the large numbers was 
vanquished, and the foot in front of him (a foot over which he 
was deprived of all mechanical action), ceased to follow the 
impulsion of his will, in spite of the experimenters opposite, 
who alone would have been sufficient to put and maintain it in 
motion, had that motion been produced by muscular force. 

It is to be taken for granted that different combinations were 
tried, and that they produced results, not less decisive. \Ve 
made a variation in the feet, sending the blows from one foot to 
another. \Ve inverted the roles-the most powerful experi
menter was in his turn charged with the small numbers; and he 
regularly succeeded in stopping his adversaries, no matter which 
foot was designated for the operation. · 

It was at last proposed to try the counterproof of one of our 
most conclusive experiments; that which consists in making the 
table turn and knock while supporting the weight of a man 
weighing 17 4 poundR. The man was placed upon it; the twelve 
experimenters, taking care not to form the chain, applied their 
fingers to the table and exerted themselves to obtain by the 
tension of Lheir muscles, what they had obtained some days 
previous, without tension .or effort. The energy with which 
they worked was astonishing l and yet-nothing t The rota
tion took place in a feeble degree, scarcely turning half round ; 
the poor table all the time trembling and creaking as though 
it were about to split in pieces. To raise it from the ground 
was out of the question. Not one of the feet would give the 
least sign of docility. It is useless to add, that, for the strongest 
possible reason, we gave up all hopes of obtaining the complete 
revolution, which our simplest commands had effected but a 
Rhort time before. 
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Sitting of the 22nd September. 

We have not established any new fact worthy of being men
tioned here ; but among the old facts reproduced, I think it use
ful to describe the motions of the table while bearing the same 
person who was placed on it three days before. The inutility of 
muscular action had then been seen ; we were this time about 
to see the power of the fluid, or whatever physical agent it may 
be, of which the operators dispose when they form the chain, and 
when they command with a firm will. 

'Ve were indeed very glad of the opportunity to make this 
comparison. 

In the habit of criticising our experiments, and not willing to 
accept as a certainty what we had observed only once or twice, 
we were anxious to begin by placing ourselves in the identical 
positions. The success has this time been complete. The table 
has turned ; it has struck several blows ; it has stood entirely 
upright , so as to throw off the man. 

I desire, in passing, to be permitted to record a general re
mark. 'Ve had already held numerous meetings ; our experi
menters, among whom were several young, delicate women, had 
acted with uncommon perseverance and energy ; their physical 
fatigue at the termination of each sitting, was naturally >ery 
great ; it might consequently have been expected that nervous 

• accidents, more or less grave, would have occurred. If the 
·e:x'"}Jlauations based upon the involuntary acts accomplished in a 
state of extraordinary excitement, had rested upon any real 
foundation, we should have had ecstasies, almost possessions, 
and in all cases nervous attacks. Now, it did not happen, 
during the five months we thus met, animated and noisy as our 
experiments frequently were, that one of us, for a single 
moment, experienced the slightest discomfort. 

Still further, when one is in a state of nervous tension, he 
becomes absolutely incapable of acting on the table. It must 
be taken cheerfully, briskly, with confidence and authority,. 
but without passion. This is so true, that the moment my in-
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terest in it becomes too great, I cease to make it obey me ; and 
in all our sittings, I invariably found that whenever, by reason 
of the public discussion in which I was engaged, I allowed my
self to desire success too ardently, and became impatient at our 
numerous delays, I lost my influence over the table. 

Sitting of the 26th September. 

Our llebut was discouraging enough, and led ~ • 6ink that 
the entire results of the day would be limited to the "1to follow· 
ing observations, which are in fact well worth their price, and 
which our practice has not ceased to c@firm :-First, there are 
some days when we can do nothing, however numerous, strong, 
or animated we may be. This proves that the motions of the 
table are not obtained by fraud, nor by involuntary pressure of 
the muscles. Secondly, there are persons (among others, 
those who are unhealthy or fatigued) whose presence in the 
chain, is not merely useless, but injurious ; themselves de· 
prived of fluid, they seem also to hinder its transmission and 
circulation ; their good will, their faith in the table, go for 
nothing ; so long as they arc there, the rotations are feeble, the 
elevations arc languid ; the commands are not executed, the 
foot placed in front of them is particularly affected by paralysis; 
induce them to retire, and immediately, life reappears and 
everything succeeds as by enchantment. 

It was not, indeed, until after we had taken this course that 
the movements became as free and energetic as usual. vVe 
had already met with several checks, and especially when the 
point in question was to dislodge a man placed on the table. 
In vain did we issue our commandsjmpressively and with spirit ; 
no rotation, no perpendicular motion I 'Ve were forced to sub
stitute a child for the man, and then alone could we succeed in 
producing action. 

'V c were thus almost disheartened, when the purification of 
which I just now spoke was tried, and immediately, what a me
tamorphosis ! Nothing seemed difficult to us ; those even, who, 
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like me, ordinarily succeeded only tolerably well, now caused 
the numbers indicated by our thoughts to he correctly rapped 
out, with the occasional exception of one rap too many, result
ing from the tardy issue of the mental order which should have 
arrested the blows. 

Finding that everything progressed accbrding to our wishes, 
and determined to attempt the impossible, we undertook an 
experiment which marks our entrance into quite a new phase, 
and puts our previous experience under the guarantee of an ir
refutable demonstration. \Ve were a,bout to forsake probabil
ities for evidence. "\V c were about to make the table mm·o 
without touching it. 

Our first success was brought about as follows : 
Choosing a moment when the table was impelled by an ener

getic and truly spirited rotation, we all raised our hands at a 
given signal i then, maintaining them united by means of the 
little finger, and continuing to form the chain at about an 
inch above the table, we pursued our course, and, to our great 
surprise, ~he table also pursued its course, making thus three 
or four turns 1 

"\Ve could scarcely believe in such a success ; the witnesses 
of the experiment could not refrain from clapping their hands. 
And not less remarkable than the rotation without contact, was 
the manner in which it was effected. Once or twice, the table 
had ceased to follow us, because the accidents resulting from 
our change of place had separated our fingers from their regu
lar position above the margin ; once or twice the table came to 
life again, if I may dare thus to express myself, as soon as the 
revolving chain returned to its proper relative position. "\V c 
all had a perception that each hand had carried, by a sort of 
attraction, the portion of the table underneath it. 

Sitting of the 29th September. 

We were naturally impatient to submit the rotation without. 
contact to a new proof. In the confusion incidental to a first 
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success, we had not thought either to vary or renew this deci
sive experiment. Since then, we had reflected on it ; we had 
felt that it was important to do the thing over again more care
fully, and in presence of new witnesses ; that it was especially 
important to produce the motion in place of continuing it, and 
to produce it under the form of elevations, rather than confine 
ourselves to the rotations. 

Such was the programme for the meeting of the 29th of 
September. Never was programme more implicitly followed. 

First of all, we resumed our experiments of the 2Gth. The 
table being in full rotation, the h:inds were separated and con
tinued to turn above it, in forming the chain. The table fol
lowed, making sometimes one or two revolutions, sometimes 
half, or nearly a quarter of a revolution. The success, more or 
less prolonged, was certain. We verified it several times. 

But it might be said that the table being already started, 
preserved a certain impetus which it mechanically obeyed, 
while we imagined it to obey our fluid power. The objection is 
absurd, and we would h:ive challenged any one to obtain merely 
a quarter of a revolution without forming the chain, no matter 
how great the velocity of the rotation ; we would especially 
have challenged them to succeed in renewing the race, after it 
had been a moment suspended. Nevertheless, it is well in 
such matters, to anticipate objections, however absurd, as long 
as they are plausible : and this might appear so to the eyes of 
the careless observer. It was necessary, therefore, to produce 
rotation from a condition of complete repose. 

\Ve did so. The table being motionless as well as ourselves, 
the chain of hands separated from it and began to turn slowly 
a short distance above its margin. .At the end of a moment 
the table made a slight motion, and each person endeavoring 
by his will to incite the portion underneath his fingers, we drew 
the body of the table after us. The same circumst:inces then 
occurred as in the preceding case ; it is so difficult a matter 
to maintain the chain in the air without breaking it, without 
removing it from the edge of the table. without moving too 

3 
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quickly and thus interrupting the established relation, that the 
rotation is often arrested after one, or even less than one, revolu
tion. Nevertheless, it is sometimes prolonged during three or 
four. 

'\Ve expected to encounter still more obstacles, when it came 
to the point of raising it without contact. l3ut we were agreea
bly disappointed-the fact was entirely otherwise, and we 
accounted for it in the following manner.: there being in this 
instance no circular movement demanded from us, we found it 
much easier to retain the normal position of the hands above 
the table. 'fhe chain being then formed a short distance above 
the top of the table, we ordered one of the feet to rise, and it 
instantly obeyed. 

\Ve were in raptures. This beautiful experiment was renew
ed many times. \Ve ordered the table, likewise without touch
ing it, to stand erect, and to resist tl1c witnesses who should 
attempt to bring it to the ground. \Ve ordered it to turn over, 
and it fell with the feet in the air, although our fingers at no 
time touched it, but always remained at the same distance from it. 

These were the essential results of this meeting. They are 
such, that I hesitate to mention by their side, other incidents of 
secondary importance. 

I will merely add in passing, that the sitting had commenced 
very discouragingly ; that not only bad it been necessary to 
send away some new operators, but several of the old ones were 
deprived of their usual enthusiasm. The table obeyed badly ; 
blows were struck feebly, and as if with regret ; the numbers 
demanded were not expressed. Therefore, we took a new 
course, from which good results flowed without number : we 
persevered and persevered cheerfully ; we sung, we made the 
table dance, we banished from our minds all new CXpDriments, 
insisting upon easy and amusing operations. After a certain 
time, the order of things was changed, the table overflowed 
with activity and willingness, its obedience almost anticipating 
our commands ; we were prepared to approach matters of 

, grave import. 
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Sitting of the 6th of October. 

Notwithstanding the distraction created by too many spec
tators, nnd the lassitude caused by the stifling beat, we obtain
ed in this long sitting the most essential confirmation of pre
vious results. 

Numbers indicated by the thought, the balance of forces, the 
elevation and resistance of the table, all were renewed. As 
regards the resistance in particular, we measured it. A weight 
of 80 lbs. did not suffice to lower the table over which we 
made the chain, when it formed with the floor, an angle of 35 
degrees. The same table forming the same angle, fell heavily 
under the force of a weight of about 60 lbs. when not sustained 
by the influence of the chain. Note, moreover, that the hands 
placed opposite the weight of 80 lbs. had been raised, and did 
not again touch the table while it continued to resist. But I 
do not offer this as a conclusive experiment, because I know 
that there is a certain point of equilibrium, where a table the 
most destitute of fluids, would, of itself, resist a considerable 
pressure ; notwithstanding, therefore, the difference above estab· 
lished, I discard the fact (very real to my eyes), which I have 
just related, for I am determined to adduce only such proofs as 
cannot be controverted. 

"\Ve tried also to set in motion the table bearing the weight 
of a heavy man. 'l'he rotation was at that time impossible, but 
the feet struck several heavy blows. 

Passing then to the counterproof, we remarked that when we 
act mechanically, precisely the contrary result takes place. By 
energetic muscular efforts, a slight rotatory movement is 
obtained, it is impossible to raise the feet. 

Finally, we resumed the great experiment, that of motion 
without contact. 

It seemed at first, that we were not in a condition to obtain 
good results. Dut soon, however, we succeeded in continuing 
the rotation and in producing it from a state of repose. Its most 
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remarkable feature was, that our commands effected a small 
rotation, about one quarter of a revolution, although we 
ourselves remained entirely motionless. The table thus gently 
glided from under our fingers. 

The perpendicular motions without cont~ct were produced 
many times and with energy. The table, influenced by our 
hands, which were extended a short distance above it, stood 
erect, resisted efforts to lower it, and turned itself completely 
over several times. 

Sitting of the 7th of Odober. 

Another long and fatiguing reunion. It was principally 
devoted to the trial of divers pieces of mechanism, which had 
no success : metal rings, frame·s of canvas or paper placed 
a.hove the table, platforms turning on pivots, and the key
board of a piano. 'Whether a view of the machines in question 
suppressed the emission of the fluid in the operators, whether 
the machines themselves suppressed its circulation in the table, 
whether, in fact, the natural conditions of the phenomenou were 
disturbed in another manuer, it is certain that the results were 
either nothing or questionable. 

Only one new experiment succeeded. A platform turning 
on a pivot supported a bucket. .After filling the bucket with 
water, I and two other operators plunged our hands into it. 
There we formed the chain, and began to turn round, avoiding 
to touch "the bucket ; it was not long before the bucket also 
put itself in motion. The same thing was done several times in 
succession . 

.As the objection might be offered that the impulsion given to 
the water was sufficient to impel a thing so easily moved as a 
bucket, we immediately proceeded to the counterproof. The 
water was agitated circularly, and with much more rapidity 
than when we formed a chain in it, but the bucket did not stir. 
It remains to know, doubtless, if one of us three did not touch 
the interior of the bucket in order te> influence its motion. To 
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this I reply, first, that the manner in which our hands were 
plunged into the bucket was evident proof that none of our 
fingers could, corporeally, touch the bottom ; secondly, that 
being careful to form the chain in the -centre, we might as 
easily have brought our fingers in contact with the walls of the 
room. 

The doubt however, not being absolutely inadmissible, I con
tinue to rank this experiment among those of which I do not 
pretend to make any use. I de!;irc to show myself difficult in 
point of proofs. 

That which is furnished by the expression of numbers indi
cated by the thought, is still one of the most substantial in my 
estimation. 

What rendered it particularly convincing, in the sitting of 
which I speak, was, that each of the ten operators, in turn, 
received the communication of a sum in writing, from some mem
ber of the audience, the others having their eyes closed. Now, 
of the ten, all, with one exception, obtained perfect obedience 
from the foot designated by the most suspicious witnesses. 
Whoever reflects on the above-mentioned experiment, will see 
for himself that it is entir~ly beyond the circle of things admis
sible, that fraud could have any agency in producing the combi
nation of motions here communicated. The objection needs to 
invent a prodigy far more surprising than ours. 

Let us return to the demonstration par excellence-the eleva
tion without contact. We began by accomplishing it three 
times. Then, as it was suggested that the presence of wit
nesses exercised a more certain influence over a small table 
than a large one, over five operators than ten, we caused a. 
round table, made of spruce, to be brought in, and which the 
chain reduced one-half, sufficed to put in rotation. ·whereupon, 
the bands being raised, and all contact having ceased, the table 
elevated itself perpendicularly seven times at our command. 
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Sittvng of the 8th of October. 

This sitting was accomplished under such circnmstances that I 
ought, perhaps, to pass over it in silence. The death of a valued 
friend had plunged us all into profound griH, and the moral 
depression resulting from it took away the fluid power even 
of those in whom it was usually most abundant. Had it not 
been for the presence of a visitor, who had come a long distance 
to assist at our experiments, and who \!Ould not prolong his 
stay, we should certainly not have attempted to act at such a 
moment . 

.Among the new trials, I will mention one, thP. object of 
which was to raise entirely from the ground a table suspended 
to a pulley, and balanced by a counter weight. Only one of its 
feet touched the ground, and the weight to overcome was re
duced to a trifle. The chain having been formed, the foot that 
touched the ground, rose clear from it, and the table thus ac
complished some vibrations without encountering the floor. 

Had it been raised ? I am far from affirming this to be the 
fact. It might have been simply impelled by the fluid, so ns to 
change the mode of suspension, and put a space between the 
earth and its foot. It might also have been that the action of 
the hands on it was purely mechanical, that the cord which sus
tained it had been removed from the vertical, and that the fric
tion had ceased because the table was forcibly drawn to the 
right or left, at the precise instant when its foot would have 

• been impelled to strike the ground. ' 
Consequently, this fact possesses no value either in favor of or 

against my theory. L will say as much of various analogous 
experiments, and also of the key-board of the piano, over which 
we formed the chain anew without obtaining any rotation. 
The fluid is probably lost in this labyrinth of springs and plat
forms ; moreover, the confidence and will are weakened 

To conclude with something less negative, I will state two 
more facts confirmatory of preceding r~sults. 
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.Among the numbers called for, the malice of a witness had 
placed a cypher, and the foot designated for its expression was 
at the left of the operator, beyond the sphere of his muscular 
action. Now, the command having been issuetl without pro
ducing any response, we were all extremely annoyed, convinced 
as we were, that our powerlessness for the time being was so 
great as to prevent our obtaining even the simple elevation. 
I confidently assert, that if the experimenters placed in front 
of the foot, ever were tempted fraudulently to apply mechanical 
action, they were at that moment. Our nerves were intensely 
excited, and our impatience was at its height ; nevertheless, no 
motion was observed, and to our great relief the figure was 
announced to be a cypher. 

vVe at length twice effected foe motion without contact. .At 
such a time, it was much, and we considered ourselves happy in 
having accomplished it. 

Sitting of t!te 27tk of October. 

I relate things as they occurred, and have no wish to describe 
ourselves as more triumphant than we actually were. The 
reader must judge for himself. I confess, that here again is a 
sitting by no means brilliant. 

Moreover, this lack of uniformity has its interest. '\Ve were, 
for example, deprived of a great portion of our power, by the 
single fact of the indisposition of the person who has most 
influence over tho table. Now, let the enemies of the tables 
try to explain that ! If it were the result of mechanical action, 
it and we would have succeeded as in the past, for our muscular 
force was not diminished. 

If it were the result of fraud, we should also have succeeded 
equally well, for our personnel, was the same, and nothing pre
vented the dishonest hands from performing their office. If it 
were the consequence of unconscious and involuntary motion, 
the success ought likewise to have been complete, for never had 
we been more ardent and energetic. But there we sat, real 
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objects of pity, sometimes passing an entire quarter of an hour 
without obtaining a rap or a simple rotation. 

Nevertheless, we finally arrived at some results, which were 
as follows:-

Seeing that we did not succeed in effecting the perpendicular 
motion without contact, stnrting from a state of immobility, we 
contented ourselves with effecting it under the more modest 
form of a continuation of the motion i thus, we commanded the 
table to strike eight blows ; at the third, the hands were raised, 
and the table, no Jonger touched by any one, pursued its task, , 
at one time striking four, at another, fiv·e, and at another, eight. 

Snch was our principal exploit. I will cite another, the exact 
value of which I do not pretend to determine. 

It had been objected to our experiment in which the table 
was made to strike while it bore the weight of a man, that this 
man could lend himself to the motion, and in a measure provoke 
it. Earnest seekers after truth, we felt that there was plausi
bility in this objection, and consequently decided to give it our 
particular attention. The living being, endowed with intelli
gence, and consequently a subject of suspicion, was replaced by 
inert matter ; retorts, filled with sand, were put on the exact 
centre of the table, which was then summoned to display its skill. 

But the day was badly chosen. After having thus deposited, 
one upon the other, two retorts, weighing 130lbs, we found that 
we were incapable of producing the elevations ; we were obliged 
to content ourselves with continuing them ; the retorts were 
therefore removed, the table set in motion, and the retorts re
placed while the rotation was going on, did not check it ; they 
were jostled about with considerable force, and the sand was 
spilled out on all sides. 

The remainder of the sitting was devoted to new experi
ments on the pretended power of divination. Let me here re
capitulate the results of those we had attempted in this and in 
other sittings. 

When the table is requested to divine anything that is known 
to one of the members of the chain, it happens frequently 
enough, and very naturally, that it divines. The operation is 
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the same as that of numbers indicated by the thought, neither 
more nor less. 

When the table is asked to divine something which is known 
to one of the audience who takes no part in the chain, it some
times happens that it divines. This occurs when the person in 
question is endowed with great fluid power, and can exercise it 
at a distance. vVe obtained no such demonstration ; but others 
have succeeded, and their testimony appears too well estab
lished to be called in question. 

Up to the present time, we perceive not the slightest trace 
of divination ; fluid action, either near or distant, accounts for 
those results which at first glance would appear to resemble it. 

If tables divine, if they think, if they are under the control 
of spirits, we ought to obtain conclusive responses under cir
cumstances where the facts are not known, either in or out of 
the chain. Now the problem thus stated, its solution is not 
difficult. 

Take a book ; do not open it, but invite the table to read the 
first line of any page you may choose to designate-page 162 or 
page 354. The table will not recoil ; it will strike blows and 
you will compose words. It is thus, at least, that we have 
always been treated. Be that as it may, one ·thing is cer
tain : no spirit, either here or elsewhere, now, or at a future 
time, however cunning or clever he may be, has read, or 
will read this simple line. I recommend this experiment to the 
partisans of the thinking tables and of mysterious evocations. 

As for the examples of nuts, pieces of money contained in a 
purse, the hours, playing cards, the tables conform themselves 
exactly to the calculation of probabilities, they divine just as 
much as you and I do. As regards the question of small num
bers of which we get a proximate idea, the circle of possible 
combinations is very little extended ; the mind fixes upon a 
figure, which has tolerable chances of being correct ; the pro
portion between the failure of the table and its success, is about 
the same as it would be, independent of all miraculous divina
tion. We are here very far from those uniform results obtained 

3* . 
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by fluid action: numbers indicated by the thoughts, for example, 
which succeed ten or twenty times in succession, during moments 
of excitement. This cannot certainly explain itself by any 
casual conjunction of circumstances. 

Sitting of 9tlt of November. 

We were in haste to take our reyenge ; and it far anticipated 
our hopes. 

Before commencing my relation of this sitting, the most re
markable of all, I wish to observe that neither the thermometer 
nor the compass ha.:e furnished the slightest, interesting indica
tion. I have thought it my duty to note this in passing, iu 
order to show the reader that we have not neglected to employ 
instruments which it would seem, might have put us on the 
road to a scientific explanation. In general, I pass over in 
silence, the various trials that have remained in the condition 
of trials, and have led to nothing positive. 

Our first care was to renew the experiment of raising an 
inert weight. This time it was agreed that we should begin 
with a condition of absolute immobility. The question was 
to produce, not to continue the motion. 

The centre of the table having been determined with pre
cision, a bucket, filled with sand and weighing 42lbs. was 
placed upon it. The feet raised themselves easily as soon as 
the order was given. 

A second bucket weighing 38Ibs. was then placed in the 
centre of the first. They were both raiseQ., less easily, but 
very distinctly. 

A third and smaller bucket, weighing 26lbs., was likewise 
added, and placed upon the other two. The elevation took 
place. 

\Ve had prepared, in addition to these, some enormous 
stones, weighing about 44lbs. \Ye put them on the third 
bucket. After considerable hesitation the table raised each of 
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its three feet successively and several times, with a force, a de
cision, and a spirit which surprised us. But its strength, already 
subjected to so many trials, was unequal to this. Staggering 
under the energetic impulse communicated to the entire mass 
of 150lbs., it suddenly gave way, and its pili!U" was rent from 
top to bottom, to the great peril of the operators on the side 
towards which the load fell. 

I do not pause to comment on such an experiment; it covers 
the whole ground. Our muscular force would not have sufficed 
to determine the motion that took place. An inert and un
complying weight had replaced the person whose complicity was 
to be feared. In fine, the _ three feet having been rnised, each 
in its turn, there could be no excuse for insinuating that we had 
put the weight more on one side than on the other. 

Our poor table having been wounded on the field of honor, 
and not being able to cure it immediately, we took a new one, 
strongly resembling it, but which was in reality, a little larger 
and a little lighter. 

It remained to know if we should be obliged to wait until it 
had become charged with fluid. The occasion was favorable to 
the re8olution of an important problem: Where resides the fluid? 
in the operators or in the table ? The solution was as prompt 
as decisive. Hardly had our hands, forming the chain, been 
placed on the table, than it turned with the most t~nexpected 
and comical rapidity. ' Evidently the fluid was in us, and we 
were free to apply it to any other table. 

Our time had not been lost. In the condition in which we 
found ourselves, the motions without contact, ought to have 
succeeded better than ever. We were not deceived in suppos
ing it. 

The rotations without contact, were first obtained to the 
number of five or six. The motion under our fingers, and under 
the will that attached itself to this or that particular point of 
the table, was slow at the beginning, gradually accelerating 
towards the end; several rotations lasted during three or four 
revolutions, 
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As to the elevations without contact, we discovered a new 
process which rendered success more easy. The chain, formed 
a short distance above the bed of the table, is so arranged as 
to pursue its course in the direction of the point where the 
motion is expected to take place. The hands nearest the foot 
called upon to rise, arc outside the bed of the table, which they 
gradually approach and pass over; while the hands opposite, 
and which at first had advanced towards the same foot, move 
off to one side, drawing it with them. It is during this pro
gression of the chain, while all the wills are fixed on one par
ticular spot in the wood, and the orders to rise are uttered with 
force, that the foot quits the earth and follows the hands to the 
point of overturning the table, if not prevented. 

This is not an isolated result. \Ve reproduced it about thirty 
times. We caused it to be executed by each of the three feet 
successively, in order to deprive the critic of all pretext for 
cavil. We, moreover, watched the hands with scrupulous atten
tion; and when it is observed that this watchfulness was con
tinued during thirty operations, without surprising the slightest 
contact, it will be concluded, I think, that the reality of the 
phenomenon is henceforth established beyond all reasonable 
contestation; especially, if it be added that during the last ele
vations, one of the spectators, kneeling down, applied his eye 
to the plane of the table, in such a manner as to assure himself 
that it was the whole time free from touch or other improper 
influence. · 

One word more. It seemed to us that ' the table once made 
a movement forward instead of perpendicularly, and that it 
had thus followed on the floor, the progress of the chain. 
This was a fact to verify. 

Confirmed, as will be seen by our subsequent experiments, it 
manifests under a new form, the impulse to which the table 
yields. It is curious to see it submit to our action from a dis
tance, and glide over the ground, when it has not force enough 
to rise. In fact, the same thing occurred when the hands 
rested on it. If the fluid power does .not suffice for the eleva-
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tion demanded,. the table takes flight and makes its escape, 
sometimes in a right line, sometimes by commencing an unlooked 
for rotation-now in one direction, now in another. The impulse 
communicated, whether great or ·small, produces a proportion
ate effect. 

Sitting of the 24th of November. 

The peculiar characteristic of this sitting was the absence of 
the person who exercised the greatest authority over the table. 
By operating without him we were enabled to establish two 
things :-the first, an experimenter cannot with impunity be dis
pensed with,; the second, that he can be dispensed with in case of 
extremity, and that success, although less brilliant at first, is not im
possibk. I underline this last point, along with the freqne!lt 
modifications caused by our personr1Rl, for the benefit of the sus
picious portion of the community, who, not knowing the moral 
value of the persons in question, would be disposed to impute to 
their dexterity, results to which they, themselves, essentially 
contribute. 

First of all, and when there was in none of us any fluid de
veloped, we desired to ascertain if it could not be produced by 
the simple process of mechanical rotation. Applying, then, our 
hands to the table without forming the chain, we turned it rap
idly for nearly a quarter of an hour. \Ve then commanded the 
table to resume this motion of itself ; we commanded it to rah-:e 
one foot, and although our fingers rested on it the whole time, 
it was impossible for us to obtain the feeblest movement. 

Still more significant was the fact, that having formed the 
chain, but having determined its rotation by the mechanical ac
tion of our hands, we were able thus to continue it for a quar
ter of an hour, without inducing any fluid manifestation ; in 
vain did we address various orders to the table-not one of 
them was obeyed. Vv e exercised no power over it. 

It is consequently clear, that the phenomenon is of a mixed 
nature ; that a given position and a circular course nre not of 
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themselves sufficient to call it .into existence. There must be 
still another force-the will. 

Our will~ being finally brought into co-operation with the other 
powers, and the muscular pressure having ceded its place to the 
pressure of comman~s, we produced the fluid. rotation after five 
or six minutes' concentration of our thoughts. 'Ne clearly felt 
that we Jacked some person of importance, and that wo did not 
possess all our usual power ; nevertheless we were determined to 
overcome the obstacle, even at the price of greater moral fatigue. 

The great difficulty, motion without· contact, was thus at
tacked in front. 

'l'he rotations without contact were obtained three times. I 
should add that tb,ey were very incomplete, a quarter or a half 
revolution at most. 

The success of the elevations without contact was more de
cisive ; but it was bought by the expenditure of a very consid
erable amount of strength. After each elevation we were 
obliged to take rest, and when we had reached the figure nine, 
yielding to lassitude, we were compelled to stop entirely. It is 
necessary to go through with such experiments in order to know 
how much attention and energy they exact, to what degree itis 
indispensable to will, to will absolutely that such a knot in the 
wood of the table follow the extended fingers that attract it 
from a distance. 

Be that as it may, our attempt was crowned with success, and 
we felt at liberty to terminate the sitting by exercises less ex
hausting. 

The idea then occurred to us to make the trial on a large 
table with four feet. It had often been claimed that the round 
tables with three feet, alone lent themselves to our operations ; 
it was time to furnish 'demonstrative proof to the contrary. 
1.-V e therefore, selected a table whose diameter was 3t feet, and 
the half of which,: independent of the foot that supported it 
when drawn out, folded up at will. 

Hardly had our fingers touched it, than it surrendered itself 
with a loud noise to a rotation, the vivacity of which surprised 
us. thus showing that tables with four feet were not more re-
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bellious than others. It furnished, besides, a new argument in 
favor of one of our preceding observations ; the fluid is in the 
individuals, not in the tables. Indeed, the motion was produced 
almost immediately, and before the large table could be con
sidered as ~harged. 

It was afterwards required to strike blows by its different 
feet. We began with those that supported the top and one of 
the leaves; they were three in number. They raised themselves, 
two by two, with such force as to break one of the casters in 
splinters.* Now, it would be difficult to accept the idea, that 
the intensity of this motion could result from the fraudulent ac
tion of the fingers as a lever upon so heavy a piece of inert 
matter, or that they could impel it to such a height. 

It remained to try the foot which was independent of the bed 
of the table. "\Ve thought it would obey as readily as the 
others ; but no ! in vain we lavished the most pressing invita
tions, it did not once consent to rise, whether in company with 
its neighbor on the right, or whether associated with its neighbor 
on the left. Supposing that this reluctance might be owing to 
the persons placed near it, we changed the position of the mem
bers of the chain. Useless efforts ! all the combinations were 
doomed to be successively foiled. 

·we already anticipated an important consequence from this 
fact. But as it was afterwards proved incorrect, the rebel foot 
yielding us its perfect obedience on another occasion, I shall 
not confide our process of reasoning to the public ; I will only 
beg them to remark two things : first, the care which we con
stantly took to confirm the accuracy of our proofs by repeated 
experiments ; secondly, the impossibility of having recourse to 
explanations based on muscular action. This action could have 
been exercised as easily to raise the foot that was independent 
of the table, as to raise the feet confined to it ; and yet, by 
the operation of some unknown cause, evidently foreign to all 
mechanical laws, the latter alone consented to move. 

• It was the only !able wilt. casters of which we made use. 
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Sitting of the 28tli of N<YVe:mber. 

We were all assembled ; but two or three of the operators 
were slightly indisposed. In fact, from some cans~ or other, 
the meeting was only remarkable because of the almost total 
absence of fluid power. For a single moment we had a little 
Half an hour of action, two hours and a half of inertia. 

I always state the fact as it is ; first, out of respect for truth, 
and also, because it seems to me that nothing better refutes the 
vulgar objections, than to show that the same individuals are 
incapable of constantly obtaining the same results. Their mus
cles have not changed ; their susceptibility is as great ; their 
dexterity in fraud (we need not fear to speak thus), has not 
vanished, and yet, behold them unable to do that which but a 
short time previous, they had done with extreme facility. 

Our wounded victims ha~ been cured ; the old table reap
peared with its pillar repaired ; the large table with four feet 
was supplied with a new caster. It wos with thi$ we com
menced. Inauspicious beginning I that which the other day 
had whirled and leaped about with so much vigor, now scarcely 
stirred. And as for inducing either of the feet to strike a 
single blow, we were compelled to renounce the idea. 

Then, passing to the table with three feet, we entered upon 
our phase of animation, which did not, however, long continue. 

Nevertheless, we profited by it to the extent of effecting five 
elevations without contact. After which, our slender provision 
of fluid being exhausted, it was no longer possible to effect 
anything. The rotations without contact, n,s we had foreseen, 
were utterly out of the question. 

Nothing could be more lamentable and curious at the same 
time, than to see us Ritting round the· various tables, passing 
from one to the other, resorting to all sorts of expedieutg, and 
yet unable to obtain more than a languid rotation, which soon 
ceased entirely. 
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Sitting of the 2d of December. 

I should have been sorry to close the relation.of my expe
rience with a report so little brilliant. Happily, the result of 
our last meeting, gives me a right to leave quite a different 
impression on the mind of the reader. 

We were all in excellent spirits ; to which the fine weather 
perhaps contributed, and this is not the first time I have 
remarked the coincidence. One thing is certain, that the same 
persons who, on the 27th of November, had obtained but o. 
haif-hour of success, passing the rest of the sitting in vainly 
soliciting for something better than poor, imperfect rotations, 
or languid blows, ruled the table to-day with an authority, a 
promptness, and if I may be allowed the expression, with an 
elasticity that left nothing to be desired. 

The large table, with four feet, had been put in motion, and 
this time, the facility with which the foot at liberty raised its 
portion of the top, proved that we were right in not dr::t'Ying 
from its preceding refasal a too positive conclusion. 

We did not succeed in raising this table without contact, or 
in folding up its movable leaf. None of us were surprised at 
this, for the weight was very considerable ; our attempts, how
ever, were not entirely without fruit, for they brought about a 
result of which we 11ad not dreamed. 

Each time that we endeavored to elevate without contact, the 
portion of the table furthest from me, I felt the foot, whose neigh
bor I was, gradually approach, and lean itself against my leg. 
Struck with this fact, which was repeated severul times, I 
inferred from it that the table was sliding forward, in conse
quence of not hnving enough force to raise itself .. \Ve thus 
exercised a sensible action upon this large table without touch
ing it in any way. 

In order better to assure myself of the fact, I left the chain, 
and observed the progress of the feet of the table on the floor. 
It varied from less than an inch to several inches. Having after
wards tried to fold up without contact, the movable leaf of a 
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' card-table, covered with cloth, we obtained the same result. 
The top <li<l not yield to our influence, but the whole table 
wa.s carried forward in the direction of the ordered motion. 
I should add, that it was far from easy for it to slide along 
thus, for the floor of the hall in which we carried on our e2q1cri-
ments, is rough and uneven. · 

It is not less interesting to note here, the moment when the 
movement usually occurs. It is precisely the same as that in 
which the elevation without contact takes place whenever it is 
cffecte<l. When the portion of the cha.in which presses forward, 
is about to pass beyond the edge of the table where it is brought 
back, and the portion of the chain that draws, is about to pass 
over it in making a retreat, then is manifested, either the ascen
sional, or in default of that, the sliding motion. Our fluid 
power is at its maximum, just at the point where our mechanical 
power is at its minimum, where the hands that pusl1 ha>e ceased 
to be able to act (supposing fraud is intended), and where the 
hands that draw cannot yet act. 

Returning to the table we generally employed, we tried to 
produce the rotations and . elevations without contact. Our 
success was complete. 

The rotations were to the number of three. vVe obtained 
the elevations, one after another, with the most satisfactory 
regularity. Setting aside as uncertain, four movements }Vhicl1, 
although real, did not terminate in a complete elevation of the top; 
even leaving out of consideration two energetic overtures which 
were separately produced, we effected an uninterrupted series of 
fourteen elevations, and so emphatic, in general, that we were 
several times obliged to catch the table thus subdued, in order 
to prevent its becoming a total wreck. 

The reader is now as well acquain!ed with the results of our 
sittings as though he had personally assisted at them. I have 
concealed nothing ; I have related the best and the worst, 
the experiments that were failures, and the experiments crowned 
with success. I have felt the necessity of being faithful and 
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modest, even to scrupulousness ; some may think to the point 
of dupery.. " Of what use," do they say, "is it thus to proclaim 
the impressions you have received from certain meetings ? 
\V ould it not be far better to signalize the most remarkable 
and conclusive results of your least brilliant sittings? Do you 
not know the public? Do you not know that it will take you 
at your word, and that, without stopping to examine facts, it 
will Reize hold of the smallest sign of dissatisfaction on your part, 
to declare itself dissatisfied with the whole matter ? With the 
public, it behoves us to keep up the triumphant air, if we intend 
to triumph." 

It is possible ; but that does not trouble me. I have no 
taste for the big drum ; and if, because I do not beat a rub-a
dub-dub of victory at every sitting, I cannot succeed in rousing 
the enthusiasm of certain people, I will dispense with it. 
But, there is one thing with which I cannot dispense ; it is c. 
respect for truth. 

And then, I have a prejudice. I esteem (it has been a whim 
of mine a long time), that justice is sovereignly able. I believe 
that the public mistrusts astounding narratives, and that it 
listens with but one ear to those who have nothing but success 
to relate. I am convinced that my simple analysis has a very 
persuasive elbqnence. vVhat is to be seen, in fact, in these 
sittings with which I show myself so little satisfied ? Results 
of a character to overthrow the objections of a badly-informed 
science, results which I might have deemed impossible three 
months ago, and which of themselves alone demonstrate that 
my thesis is invincibly true. I admit that we have become dif
ficult, but that proves our right to become so. An elevation 
without contact would have enraptured us at the commence
ment ; our excitement would have been less at the reproduction 
of numbers from the mind, still less at a knock or a rotation. 
Now, we exact considerable series of motions without contact ; 
we desire to be able to study them methodically and at our 
ease ; if we obtain only a few isolated triumphs, we knit our 
brows, and the sitting is unfavorably noticed. I perceive 
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nothing very compromising in t1111t, and, indeed, it seems to me 
that, in thus presenting the facts, I have facilitated the task of 
men disposed to reflect. 

They will read over again the most discouraging of my rc
poris. In that o·f the 27th of October, they will find the conti
nuation of the motion without contact: the' table elevating itself 
three, four, and even five times after the hands have left it; an 
inert weight of 130 lbs. placed upon its top, not arresting a mo
tion which we had been accused of arresting with the end of 
the finger when ·numbers were reproduced from the thought I 
In the report of the 21st of November, they will find the large 
table with four feet put in motion and made to dance, for the 
first time ; they will, moreover, count upon their fingers three 
rotations and nine elevations without contact, the whole taking 
place in the absence of the most powerful member of the chain. 
In the most lamentable report, that of tlie 28th of November, 
they will have no trouble in discovering five elevations without 
contact. This is little, and it is immense. 'Who could have 
foreseen at the outset of this discussion, that we should reach a 
point where we could say : This is little I 

It will now be my object to sum up and appreciate the prin
cipal results stated in the reports from our official journal. 
And first, I would beg to call attention to the character of 
progress which continually marked our investigations. 

Numerous sittings preceded those of which I have just given 
an account, and it was in them that we took our first step for
ward. At the beginning, absolute and obstinate immobility 
was alone the fruit of all our orders, repeated for more than an 
hour in succession. Next, came a day when the reality of the 
motion manifested itself in a manner to convince us that the 
table turned under our fingers. This appeared perfectly won
derful-of far greater importance than it appeared after we 
had obtained distinct knocks ! The elevations without contact 
astonish us less at this moment, than the elevations with contact 
astonished us then, although we clearly comprehended that we 
had received no conclusive demonstration, for we had accom-
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plished nothing which muscular action could not rigorously 
explain. '\Ve enter, then, upon a new study, that of numbers 
indicated by the thought. '\Ve perfect it; we introduce cyphers 
therein ; we vary the feet ; we institute the balance of forces. 
\Ve, at the same time, apply ourselves to ascertain and measure 
the amount of power to elevate, possessed by the fluid. Weights 
are suspended to the table when it is erect and resting on only 
one foot : then again, while it is in its natural position, a man 
mounts on the bed of the table, which must of course raise him 
as it rises. 

'\Ve had reached this point when the incredulous raillery with 
which our observations were met, made it our duty to penetrate 
still further. Our object henceforth was to discover irrefutable 
proof, and we pursued the subject although we dared hope but 
little. The eleven sittings already related were consecrated to 
this research. 

The phenomena previously observed are in them confirmed 
and developed. The large tables with four feet concur with 
the tables which have only three feet. Inert weights are sub· 
stituted in place of the man who was suspected of being in 
league with the table charged to raise him. At last comes the 
great discovery, in its proper turn ; it comes bringing with it 
regularity and increase of knowledge. vVe commence by con
tinuing the motions without contact ; we finish by producing 
them ; we even succeed to a certain extent in giving rise to 
their operation, these extraordinary facts manifesting themselves 
occasionally in uninterrupted series of fifte~n or thirty. The 
slidings complete the work by bringing to light one of the 
phases of action exercised at a distance ; they show it not pow
erful enough to raise the table, in which dilemma it draws it. 

Such is the rapid history of our progress ; in itself alone, it 
constitutes a substantial proof, the examination of which I re
commend to earnest thinkers. It is not thus that error pro
gresses. Illusions engendered by chance do not thus resist a 
long study, nor do they thus constantly recur in a whole series 
of experiments, justifying themselves more and more. 
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In regard to the other proofs, I would, before leaving the 
exposition of facts, briefly recapitulate them and determine their 
value. 

Let me mention first the very peculiar and truly inconceiva
ble character of the motions of the table ; the manner in which 
it starts on its revolutions, so gradual, so gentle, so foreign to 
the abruptness attendant on mechanical impulsion ; those spon
taneous energetic elevations which do not cease to be produced, 
even when everything that could uct as a lever is rcmo1ed 
from the opposite side of the table·; the dances and musical 
imitations which the operators, by means of their combined and 
voluntary action, iu vain attempt to equal ; the light knocks 
succeeding heavy ones, the exquisite delicacy of which nothing 
can express. But I fully comprehend that I must not permit 
myself to insist upon such considerations. Here the demonstra
tion lies almost entirely in its va.rious shades. It must have 
been seen-it must especially ha1e been felt-felt under the 
fingers, what the fluid alone is capable of effecting. It must 
have been a matter of personal experience, how conscientiously 
the experimenters abstained from muscular action. All this 
will of course have no weight with the public. It is not bound 
to believe us on our simple word, bearing which in mine;!., I 
pass on. 

The numbers indicated by the thought, and the balance of 
forces, have quite a different bearing in the way of proof. 

When all the operators, excepting one, are absolutely igno
rant of the figure to be executed, the execution (if it is not 
fluidic) should proceed either from the person who knows the 
figure and who furnishes, at the same time, the motion and its 
check, or from a relation which is instinctively established be
tween this person who furnishes the check, and his vis-a-iis who 
furnishes the motion. Let us examine both hypotheses. 

The first is untenable, for in the case where a foot is desig
nated, upon which the operator who knows the figure cannot 
exercise any muscular action, the foot thus designated, rises 
none the less promptly at his command. 
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The second is untenable, for in the case where a cypher is 
indicated, the motion which under the circumstances of the 
hypothesis ought to be furnished, is not obtained. Still further, 
if two persons placed on two opposite sides of the table, engage 
in a struggle, each undertaking to make a different figure 
triumph, the most powerful operator obtains the execution of 
his number, although his o;is-a-ris may be interested not merely 
in refusing his cooperation to the last raps, but also in arrest 
ing them. 

I know that the numbers indicated from the thought have 
not a good reputation ; they lack a certain pedantic and scien
tific tournure. N everthelcss, I do not hesitate to place some 
stress on them, for there are very few experiments which better 
show the mixed character of the phenomenon, ihe physical 
power developed and applied independent of ourselves, by the 
effect of our will. Here lies the grand scandal, and I would 
have no cause to be ashamed of my position. I maintain, 
moreover, that this is as scientific as anything else. True 
science is not limited to the employment of such and such pro
cesses, and such and such instruments. No result manifested 
by a fluidometer, could be more scientifically demonstrated than 
that which is seen by the eyes, and appreciated by rea
son. 

But let us proceed. \Ve are not at the end of our proofs. 
There is one which has always particularly impressed me; ·it is 
that resulting from a want of success. 

It is pretended that the motion is produced by the action of 
our muscles, by our own involuntary pressure ! Now, here are 
the same operators who have hitherto obtained from the table 
the accomplishment of all their caprices ; their muscles are as 
strong, their animation is as great ; their wish to succeed is 
perhaps, more lively ; and yet nothing I absolutely nothing I 
A whole hour will pass without any sign of the slightest rota
tion ; or if there be rotation, the elevations arc impossible ; the 
little that is done, is done indolently, miserably, and as if -ivith 
regret. I repeat it, the muscles have not changed. Why this 
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sudden incapacity ? The cause remaining identical, why should 
c ffccts vary so greatly? 

" Ah," is it said, "you speak of involuntary pressure and 
you do not speak of voluntary pressure, in one word, of fraud. 
Do you not sec that those disposed to fra)ld might be present 
at one sitting and absent at another, that they might act one 
day and not care to give themselves so much trouble the next ? 

I will answer very simply and by facts. 
Those disposed to fraud are absent when we do not suc

ceed t But it has many times happened that our personnel was 
in no way modified. The same persons, absolutely the same, 
had passed from remarkable power to relative powerlessness. 
And this is not all. If there was no operator whose presence 
always preserved us from checks, neither was there any whose 
absence rendered us incapable of success. \<Vith and without 
each member of the chain, we have succeeded in executing all 
the experiments, all without exception. 

Those disposed to fraud do not give themselves so much 
trouble every day I The trouble would indeed be great, and 
those who suppose fraud, do not imagine to what prodigies they 
have recourse. The accusation is an absurdity which amounts 
almost to nonsense, and it is its nonsense which takes from it 
its venom. Such things cannot offend us. But let us admit 
for an instant that V alleyres is peopled by the disciples of 
Bosco ;* that jugglery is generally practised there, and that 
for five months iu succession, it has been daily performed 
under our eyes, under the eyes of numerous and very suspicious 
witnesses without the detection of any perfidy. We have so well 
concealed our play as to invent a secret telegraph for the num
bers, a particular turn of the finger whereby to shake the most 
enormous masses, a method of gradually raising tables which 
we do not appear to touch. \Ve are all of us liars-all ; for 
it is a long time that we have mutually watched each other, and 
yet the secret is not betrayed. Still further, the contagion of 

• A celebrated juggler of France.-T1·aiu. 
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our vice is so prompt, that the moment we admit a stranger, 
a hostile witness, into our chain, he becomes our accomplice, he 
•oluntarily shuts his eyes upon the signs transmitted, upon the 
muscular efforts, upon the prolonged and repeated suspicious 
motions of bis neighbors! Very well, granting all that, the diffi
culty is not yet overcome. It will remain to explain why the 
impostors should sometimes take rest at the very moment when 
it \rnuld seem most for their interest to succeed. Indeed, it has 
frequently happened, that at those sittings where were present 
the greatest number of spectators, and our desire to succeed was 
most intense, the result of the sitting was most indifferent. 
Other sittings, under the same conditions, were comparatively 
brilliant. 

Behold then, the real and considerable inequalities. From 
one sitting to another, from one hour to another, with the same 
pcrsonnd, in presence of the same witnesess, we pass from 
power to impotence and vice versa . . At one moment, the most 
elementary phenomena are refused to our entreaties, the moment 
following, we effect the elevations without contact I 

I repeat it, when we possess all our most powerful operators, 
we sometimes fall into a vexatious languor ; when deprived of 
their assistance we never become wholly powerless, sometimes 
even producing the motions from a distance. And yet, we arc 
accused of muscular action and of fraud I 

Fraud and muscular action ! Here is a fine opportunity to 
put them to the proof. A weight has just been placed upon 
the table. This weight is inert and can lend itself to nothing ; 
fraud is everywhere, perhaps ; it is not in the buckets of sand. 
This weight is equally divided between the three feet, which is 
proved by each of them raising it in turn. Its total amount is 
one hundred and fifty pounds, and we do not dare to make it 
more, for one day it was sufficient to break our strongest table. 
\Yell, let us begin. Since muscular action and fraud are to 
explain everything, it will be easy for them to put the mass in 
motion I But they do not succeed this time : the fingers con
tract, the joints are strained in vain, no elevation is produced, 

4 
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and yet a few moments after, 1.hc elevations will take place 
under the same fingers as they gently graze the plane of the 
table, without any exertion on their pa1't, as will be easy to 
assure ourselves. 

Very ingenious, scientific measures, which I do not claim the 
merit of inventing, have put it in our po\ter to convert into 
figures the effort required to produce the rotation or elevation 
of a table thus loaded. But the calculation having been made 
at a time when the table was charged with a man weighing 
one hundred and .seventy-four pounds,, I am obliged to reduce 
it, when I apply it to the inert weight of one hundred and fifty 
pounds only, by which the man was replaced. It is always the 
case with this latter weight that the rotation is obtained by 
virtue of a lateral attraction of about sixteen pounds, while the 
elevation is only effected by a perpendicular pressure of one 
hundred and twenty pounds at least (which we reduce, how
ever, to one hundred pounds, if it is preferred, in the supposi
tion that it would not be absolutely vertical) ; hence, several 
consequences : 

First, muscular action can produce circular motion, but it 
cannot raise a weight. Indeed, the ten operators have a hun
dred fingers applied to the plane of the table. Now, the verti
cal or quasi-vertical pressure of each finger would not on an 
average exceed three hundred· gramme.s, the chain remaining 
the same. They develop then only a total pressure of thirty 
thousand grammes, very insufficient to effect an elevation. 

Secondly, it is something striking, that the phenomenon 
which would most easily result from muscular action is precisely 
that which we obtain most rarely and with the most difficulty. 
while the phenomenon in which muscular action does not suc
ceed, is that which we most frequently realize when the chain is 
formed. Now, why should not our involuntary impulsion 
always make the table turn? ·why should not_ our fraud 
always procure the same triumph ? "Why do we ordinarily suc
ceed in effecting only that which is mechanically impossible ? 

I advise those who are determined to ridicule the tables not to 
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look at them too closely. Let them by no means turn their atten
tion to our last proof, that of the elevations without contact. 
It will not leave them the slightest pretext for incredulity. 

Herc, again, we owe to scientific observations tho means of 
opposing figur_!:)s to those who exclaim : "But we have not 
seen ! some finger may perhaps escape the 'rntcbfnlness of the 
operators and the witnesses ! ·who can demonstrate to us, 
thlrt certain involuntary touches, or certain fraudulent manceu
vres do not furnish the true explanation of the prodigy ?" 

This is my answer. \Vhen it is required to elevate one of 
the feet of our old table (one of those which has been put in 
motion without contact), it is necessary to apply to it, either a 
vertical pressure of eighteen pounds, or a combination of trac
tion and pressure, the result of which should follow an angle 
of thirty-five degrees with the plane of the table, and be equal 
to a weight of nine pounds. 

It is at this second estimate that is is expedient to pause, 
because the elevation without contact is, in general, effected 
while the hands are moving. There is no more question of a 
simple perpendicular force, or nearly such, as in the case of the 
table charged with the weight ; there is a combination of trac
tion and pressure, and if a finger should then touch the plane 
of the table, it would act at the same time in this double 
direction. 

That settled, we must likewise take into consideration what 
the finger can do when it presses, and what the same finger can 
do when it draws, in regard to the general motion and the 
effect of a smooth surface. 

Herc, three hypotheses offer themselves : an involuntary, 
and consequently light, grazing of the surface, fraud acting 
circumspectly, and fraud, communiCating a violent impulsion. 
Let us examine them successively. 

An involuntary grazing of the surface might exercise a 
pressure of sixty-five grammes, and a traction of thirty grammes. 
It is then a total force of ninety-five grammes which it develops. 
Now I think I should do the reader injustice were I to enter 
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into an elaborate o.rgumetit to demonstrate to l1im that in the 
clcrntion without contact, fifty fingers cannot touch the plane 
of the table. Not less than that number would be necessary 
to produce the force of nine pounds demanded ; moreover, it 
would be required to suppose them all opposite .the foot to be 
raised, and in the most favorable position. Fifty fingers to 
escape rigid scrutiny ! Fifty I nor is that nurnbc.r large 
enough, for an involuntary grazing is necessarily of very short 
duration, and since it is required to bring about the slow and 

. progressive asceusio11 of the table, it would be necessary for all 
the fingers successi1ely to co-operate. This is beyond serious 
refutation. 

Is circumspect fraud less unworthy of it? A fraudulent 
finger which does not act by violent impulsion can exercise a 
pressure of two hundred and thirty-five grammes, and a trac
tion of one hundred and seventy grammes; that is to say, its 
total action may amount to four hundred and five grammes. 
Eleven fingers must therefore practise fraud at the same time ! 
Is that possible? Is it even conccirnble? Let us see. 

Let us first represent to ourselves the manner in which the 
hands are interlaced when they fonn the chain above the table. 
All the little fingers and all the thumbs arc occupied in main
taining the chain; each operator preserves only six fingers at 
liberty-at liberty in a very feeble measure. Here we are at 
the outset reduced to the extremity of supposing two imposters, 
each employing his two entire hands, or fi>e, sb:, or ten per
haps, each employing one or two fingers. 

But there is still another trifle to be considered. 'Vill these 
imposters all find themselves opposite the foot required to rise, 
in the situation where they can best possess the maximum action 
we have admitted. If it be not thus-and it is impossible that 
it should be thus-we are forced to augment the number of 
fraudulent fingers, to suppose fifteen, sixteen, more perhaps, in 
place of eleven. 

Is that all? No. The elention is gradually effected, and 
is sustained; fraudulent fingers hastily applied, and then return-
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ing to their poRt, could not produce such action. The table 
would have a jerking motion, and wonld fall back as the power 
ceased to impel it. \Ve are bound to follow our hypothesis to 
the end, and to represent to ourselves, either fifteen fingers 
boldly at work from the commencement until the end of the 
motion, or other fifteen, entering upon the field of action when 
these retire, in order to bring about between them all the 
progressive ascensions that take place 

Aud of this immense manamvre nothing is ever perceived! Its 
absurdity is too evident to require any further demonstration. 

Our third hypothesis still remains: Fraud, violent, gross 
fraud. Fraud docs not proceed by moderate, prudent pressure, 
it proccrds by energetic impulsions! Very well. let us not 
weary of discussing the absurd. 

\V c shall be pardoned, I think, for the blows of the feet, or 
properly speaking, blows of the fist.* 

But do the energetic impulsions differ very materially from 
these ? The effect is ordinarily in proportion to the c11usc. A vio
lent impulsion produces a violent elevation. Now, here we have a 
steady motion, characterized by nothing sudden or unequal, and 
tranquilly prolonged until the table is completely overturned. 

It is the nature of fraudulent operations, violent ones in par
ticular, to risk themselves precipitately, to flee with not less pre
cipitation the watchfulness of the spectators. There will doubt
less be premature attempts, vigorous bounds, followed by falls, 
more or less irregularity, and other obstacles in the ascensional 

* Is it necessary to speak thus in order to be exact, of the pressure that might be ex
ercised by the bodies of the operators? I shall allow myself to dispense with it, for 
everything has its limits. It shou1d not be necessary to recall to mind, first, that if tho 
bod!e• only laterally touched the table (thi•, however, was not the case), it would 
hnve moYcd forward, and coulcl not have risen. Secondly: if any person had had the 
assurance to press the table perpendicularly with his brenst, in order to provoke en 
eleva1ion 1 he could not have assumed a posture so extraordinary, without attra.cting to 
him~elt the general attention of the audience. In short, thus to shake the table would 
not hnve been a. sufficient display of strength; for it would be required to produce the 
complete overturn, whtch happens every clay when we do not deliberately arrest tt. 
Figure to yourself the contortions of a bocly occupied in raising the table by degrees, 
and In overturning It twenty-four times in succession, so stealthily as not to be 
remarked! 
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course. The motion, on the contrary, is perfectly uniform, and 
continues as it commenced. 

Add to this, that the three feet rise successively, which 
requires a large proportion of violent, fraudulent operators, 
scattered all around the table. Add that th~ posts attributed 
to the different operators change continually, and yet do not pre
vent the elevations without contact in the various combinations. 
Add that the personnel,, even of the members of the chain, 
varies from one sitting to another, which, yet, does not prevent 
each sitting from having its contingent of success in its way. 

In truth, I return to my first supposition, that all the inhabit
ants of Valleyres must have given themselves up to jugglery. The 
dexterity of our hands mnst equal the vileness of our characters. 
The explanatory hypothesis must needs make us very wicked and 
very adroit. Unfortunately, that does not yet suffice. Fraud 
could not succeed in imitating our motions without contact. 

Have the goodness simply to reckon up the number, and ask 
yourselves to what extent you will be obliged to multiply the 
already startling impossibilities, which a single experiment pre
sents. On the 26th of September we have a rotation without 
contact; on 29th of September, several rotations and several 
elevations; on 6th of October, several rotations and several 
elevations; on 7th of October, ten elevations; on 8th of 
October, two elevations; on 27th of October, several eleva
tions; on 9th of November, five rotations and thirty elevations; 
on 21st of November, three rotations and nine elevations; on 
28th of November, five elevations; on 2d of Decemb~r, three 
rotations and sixteen elevations. Behold more than eighty 
elevations, without counting twenty rotations. Endeavor to 
represent to yourself, your fraudulent fingers escaping a hundred 
times in succession, the eyes of the witnesses and of th~ honest 
experimenters. How many violent impulsions must we have 
produced by stealth I If it be preferred to admit the agency 
of circumspect fraud, there must have been at least fifteen hun
dred well-managed manamvres; fifteen hundred, not to speak 
of three or four thousand I Or, indeed, if any one inclines to the 
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more charitable supposition of involuntary touch, those uncon
scious touches must have varied from five thousand to fifteen 
or twenty thousand. 

If perchance there exist men whom such enormities do not 
make recoil, I should like to submit to them two or three sup
plementary considerations. 

You suspect us of fraud I Whence comes it then that we do 
not succeed when we arc fatigued? Fraud, at such times, would 
be as easy, even more easy to accomplish. The less amount 
of force and vivacity there is among the sincere operators, the 
better is the opportunity for the impostors to make their par
ticular impulsions prevail. 

The question is embarrassing, is it not? Have the goodness 
to examine the following, which has already been briefly indi
cated : When the elevations without contact are successively 
effected by each of the feet, can you represent to yourself three 
bands of impostors advantageously posted in front of the three 
feet? And can you account for the fact that the displacement 
and replacement of the various members of the chain invariably 
interrupts success ? 

A third question which I pray you not to consider indiscreet : 
Will you have the kindness to tell me how it is that fraud doe.'l 

.not succeed in effecting either as often or as well that which is 
mechanically most easy to perform ? The force required for a 
rotation is small, yet fraud accomplishes but few rotations ; ·the 
force required for elevations is great, yet fraud accomplishes 
many elevations. This becomes all the more strange, when we 
call to mind that the same fraud falls into the same contra
dictions when required to elevate a table charged with a con
siderable weight : it does what the muscles are unable to do, 
it has trouble in doing what the muscles effect with facility. 

To proceed still further. You know the moment when the ele
vations take place. If fraudulent pressure is the cause, the 
motion will be produced when that pressure can be exercised 
with most efficiency. Behold the chain of hands in mo1c- . 
mcnt. Let your suspicions be aroused the instant the pn.l't 
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that pushes, returns to the surface of the table, for at tha.t in
stant, the fraudulent fingers will doubtless arrange with each 

. other to communicate a shock ; be especially on the alert when 
the part that draws, shall attain in its retreat the border op
posite the foot which is called upon to act, for then the fraudu
lent finger$ will certainly have resnmed tlwir power as a lever. 
Now, things do not turn out thus. These two moments are 
precisely those in which the elevations are never produced. The 
nscensional motion, I pray you to understand, never commences 
before the hands .that push have pass~d beyond the edge : it is 
never expected except when the hands tl1atdraw are approaching 
it. The muscular impulsion from both these sources has become 
impossible before the table decides to leave the ground. It fore
sees your suspicions, and I hope you will render justice to its 
sentiments of delicacy. 

J !lSting aside, there are few facts better authenticated in the 
study of the phenomenon of the tables than the difference be
tween the intensity of the fluid action which is exercised, and the 
intensity of the mechanical action which is supposed to be ex
ercised. ·when involuntary pressure or fraud might have a fair 
game of it, you obtain nothing : when they become impractica
ble you succeed in everything. Thus, the elevations without 
contact ought to be obtained more easily with the chain remain
ing motionless above the edge of the table than with the chain 
in movement reduced to the elongated form of an oval, and of 
which the portion destined to act as a lever finds itself lost in 
the centre of the table ; nevertheless, the passes succeed better 
than the motionless chain, although the latter also succeeds. 

I have just pronounced the word pass, which may have 
awakened in the reader's mind the idea of Animal :Magnetism. 
In fact, nothing more resembles the magnetic operations than 
the march of our chain, with all the hands extended and seeking 
to determine the elevation of the table. I point out the analogy 
in passing, reserving to myself the right of returning to the sub
ject. For the present, my object is to destroy all doubt as to 
the capital fact of motions effected without contact. A last 
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consideration is the crowning argument I ha>e to offer in this 
relation. Our proofs will not submit to be slaughtered like 
those poor Curh1tii of old, who separated from each other in 
pursuit of the enemy ; they remain together for mutual support 
and protection. The elevation of weights stands side by side 
'vith the elevation without contact ; it i~ there, to reply to all 
the accusations of fraud, for all the frauds in the world must 
give their expiring groan on the edge of this table. Practise 
fraud openly, practise it in coucert, practise it in getting rid of 
your he~ifations and fears which weaken secret fraud-practise 
it as you will, you cannot succeed in raising this mass "'hich fluid 
action so easily puts in motion. 

Thus, the fact is established. .Multiplied experiments, rn
rions irrefutable proofs, mutually supporting each other, give 
to fluid action an entire certainty. Those who have bad the 
patience to follow me thus far, will have felt their suspicions 
vanish one after the other, and their faith in the uew phenome
non progressively strengthened. They "·ill have experienced 
what we ourselves have experienced, for no one bas opposed 
more difficulties to the Turning Tables than we ha>e, no oue has 
t:hown himself more curious und exaetiug in regard to their 
manifestations thau each one of UA. Attacks from without 
could not have failed to produce their effect, and to add a 
stimulus to an investigation prompted by our own interest in 
truth, and conducted with the utmost rigor. 

It is not our fault if the results have been more and more 
conclusive, if they have reciprocally confirmed each other, if they 
have finally taken upon themselves the form, aud acquired the 
character of perfect evidence. To study, to compare, to begin 
and begin again, to exclude in short, everything that remained 
in any degree contestable, this was our duty. '\Ve have tried 
not to fail therein. I affirm nothing here that I have not veri
fied several times ; I have scrupulously abstained from admit
ting that which appears to me probable, not certain-that 
which has often, but not. always succeeded. 

4* 
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I will forthwith give a striking example. I am f'till per
suaded of the action of the glass ; multiplied experiments have 
shown it to me as arresting or weakening the rotation, even or
dinarily opposing an obstacle of sufficient power to cause the 
table, as it comes in contact with it, to give a sudden jerk, as 
though it had encountered in the midst ~f its course an insu
perable inequality in the floor. I think that ere long the 
demonstration will be complete ; that it has not yet reached 
such a point suffices to exclude from this work all that part of 
our researches relating to the glass. 'When I first spoke of it, 
I had seen nothing which did not conform to the opinion then 
expressed ; what I have since seen is much more favorable 
than contrary to that opinion, notwithstanding we have made 
some observations which seem to contradict it. It would, there
fore, have been both imprudent and disloyal for me to reproduce 
my assertions \\'i.thout having removed the doubts legitimately 
engendered in connection with this fact. When the glass did not 
act, was it prevented by undue excitement, or by the envelope, 
which, in concealing it from view, suppressed, at the same time, 
its immediate contact with the table ? Is its effect especially 
manifested in the vicinity of the most powerful operators ? 
.And many other questions to which I dare not make a positive 
response. Two or three times other objects besides glass seemed 
to arrest the motion of the table. Was it imagination that pro
duced this result? Did the table stop merely because the opera
tors conceived the idea that it ought to stop ? Still another 
point on which there is not yet much light. There is here a 
real difficulty which partakes of the mixed nature of our subject 
of study. 'With a phenomenon purely physical, we should soon 
clear up our doubts ; so long as the scientific conditions of the 
experiment were maintained, the result would be invariable. 
·with a phenomenon purely moral, we should have no embar
rassment, since there would always be found in the will of the 
operators, a natural explanation. But with a phenomenon at 
once moral and physical, in which the intention of the members 
of the chain plays a preponderating part, without excluding the 

.· 
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influence of material agents, it is impossible to avoid facts 
apparently contradictory. At one time, the material agent 
will have prevailed, at another, the authority of the human 
thought. Ordinarily, the glass impedes the rotation I wish 
to produce, and yet it sometimes happens, that willing 
more strongly, perhaps, I triumph over its resistance ; it 
sometimes also happens that supposing the glass be applied 
when it is not, and thinking the table ought to stop, I provoke, 
most mal-a-propos, the cessation of its motion. 

Thus, that which gives interest and originality to our 
researches brings an equal amount of difficulty. I confess it all 
the more cheerfully, since, in spite of the intervention of 
material agents, either to aid or oppose, the essential act 
remains incontestable. The will alone determines the elevation 
of the table charged with one hundred and fifty pounds ; also, 
the elevation of the table that is not touched. This being 
clear and certain, I compromise nothing when I admit that the 
collision of our fluid action with certain physical obstacles, such 
as the glass, gives rise to some observations which have not yet 
acquired sufficient clearness. 

They will acquire it, I do not doubt, and by observing two 
conditions. It will be essential, first, not to undertake the ex
periments of the glass until after having reduced the chain of 
operators to the number strictly necessary to produce the rota
tion, in order that the party may be equal, and the material 
obs.tacle make itself generally felt. It will be essential, in the 
second place (and this is less easy), not to confide to the 
operators what is to be done, in order that their imagination 
may not speak to them either of the glass put on the table or 
taken away, either of rotation or checks. 

Be that as it may, I maintain my opinion ; in the present 
state of our researches, my duty is to abstain, and I abstain. 
The respective roks of the will and of the glass are not defined. 
At one time, I thought they were, but I was mistaken ; new 
studies have brought about some negative experiments, and 
although they may be in very small numbers, compared to those 
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which lm-re succeeded, I have lost the right of presenting them 
to the public as actually affirmed. 

I am likewise unable to present a positive affirmation upon 
three other points which have their interest, but which a pru
dent and serious man will consider only with extreme reserve. 
They are these : 

Everybody has made bats turn, and everybody understands 
that if the rotation of the tables cannot by itself furnish a 
solid argument, the rotation of hats has still less value. It 
cannot be demonstrated that mechani~al, involuntary pressure 
may not be the sole determining cause. It is then advisable 
to pass that over in silence. I go still further ; I likewise sup
press our observations relative to the adhesion which seems 
to be established between the table and the hat, when the opera
tors order the latter to fasten itself upon and draw the table. 
Although we frequently succeed in obtaining a rotation from 
the table put in motion by the bat, although we have a con
sciousness that the hat has really attached itself to the table, 
and that we should find it troublesome to draw one without the 
other, we have as yet been unable to demonstrate this. It is 
certain, indeed, that by leaning with much force upon the hat, 
we may mechanically determine the rotation of the table, and 
it is not less certain that the traction effected by each person 
upon the -portion of the hat under his hand, gives the perfect 
illusion of a·resistance resulting from adhesion. It is a fact to 
be set aside for the present. 

I shn11 set aside with no more ceremony, another fact of 
which we have been many times witnesses, the rotation com
municated to a man by hands forming a chain around him. 
There will never be anything in that resembling the character 
of proof, because we never have been able to do away with 
the suspicion that the person thus experimented upon yields the 
cooperation of his will. in vain would be the attempt to con
vince others as I am myself convinced, that the suspicion is 
groundless, in vain would they see very characteristic and curi
ous signs of the impression produced by the fluid ; convictions 
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of this nature are condemned to remain personal, they cannot 
be imposed upon others. I shall, therefore, be content to 
mention in passing, some results bearing on this point. -we 
ha Ye seen the man whom we willed to put thus in motion, grow 
gradually pale, and fall into a sort of stupor ; we have seen 
him turn, commencing at bis head, and not deciding to detach 
his feet from their resting-place until absolutely compelled to do 
so ; we have seen him obey an order to rap a certain number of 
blows, and actually producing them by balancing himself on the 
right and on the left without stirring his feet. He bas affirmed 
to us that no pressure dictated bis various movements, and that 
the fingers lightly touching his body, made themselves felt only 
as burning points. \Ve know hjs integrity and do not doubt 
his declarations ; insufficient for the public, they are very suffi
cient for us. But that ·which suffices for us only, cannot figure 
in the rank of proofs, therefore, this is set aside. 

The sconces and small pieces of board have been omitted for 
the same reason. It is in itself very curious to observe the little 
piece of board armed with a pencil which passes through its 
centre, first putting itself in rotation under two or three hands 
as they form the chain above it, then tracing characters on 
paper in compliance with the order issued by the operators, and 
ordinarily translating their thought into quite readable writing. 
It is a matter of course, that this little board has been one of 
the great instruments of divination among those who believe in 
spirits. To write is much more prompt than to pass in review 
thirty or forty times in succession all the letters of the alpha
bet. The oracles thus promulgated are only the reflection of 
what is in the beads of those who direct the motions of the pen
cil ; they are in no respect the result of divination, properly so 
culled, and this we have established to the very point of evidence 
One phenomenon still remains which enters exactly into those 
furnished us by the tables ; fluid rotation, a reproduction of the 
thought by inert matter. I do not insist upon such a phenom
enon, because the little boards, differing from the phenomenon 
of the tables, furnish no result that cannot be accounted 
for either by fraud or mechanical impulsion. It is easy to 
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guide the movements of tho pencil so as to form various let
ters, and hence the confidence inspired by the character of the 
experimenters imports but little. The public knows no one ; 
esteems no one ; the public believes only in facts which complicity, 
either voluntary or involuntary could not produce ; and the pub
lic is right. 

I have related.the facts. I have established and discussed 
the proofs, I have set aside those of 'vhich there could be any 
question ; it remains for me to say but one word more before 
closing this part of my work. I wish to complete my narrative 
of the facts by adding some details in regard to the method to 
be pursued in order to arrive at them. 

For want of practical directions, the number of persons who 
enter upon the scientific study of the Turning Tables is entirely 
too limited. One of my ambitions in taking up the pen has· 
been to determine others to follow my example, trusting that 
the results they may obtain will shed still further light on this 
most interesting phenomenon. It is to be expected that the 
inherent difficulties in such researches should be an insuperable 
obstacle to many of those who might, under other circumstan
ces, wish to engage in them. It docs not depend, in fact, upon 
procuring furnaces, retorts and chemical agents ; it is necessary 
to procure companions in labor, companions whose complais
ance never wearies, who feel the seriousness of their task, who 
persevere, who are never repulsed by failure, who dread neither 
fatigue, nor raillery, nor calumny. This is difficult, less difficult 
however, than may be imagined ; and I should also add that 
the fluid power, if it be very diverse, is also very general. 
There are few people who do not bring their useful proportion 
of it into the chain. 

Let the scientific men earnestly desire it, and they will find 
co-laborers, among whom there will, doubtless, be some whose 
authority over the table is particularly marked. I long to see 
them at work and to learn that my poor suggestions, full of 
ignorance as they are, have given place to veritable discoveries. 
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Here then arc some directions that I would offer to those 
who may wish to enter upon a course of experiments. 

Let them select a room with rather an uneven floor, in order 
to avcid a too easy rotation, and also in order that its rough
ness may offer points of support for the feet of the table during 
the elevations. 

Carpets do not absolutely prevent success, nevertheless they 
are an obstacle. 

Tables with rollers obey, but tables without rollers are 
better. vVe find that the action manifests itself in the latter 
with more promptitude and energy. 

Dry, warm weather appears to have a favorable influence ; I 
think that success is generally poorest in winter. On the 
other hand, it is necessary to guard against overheating the 
room in which the experiments are conducted. In general, 
the exertions of the experimenters suffice, and more than 
suffice, to procure a great heat. 1'oo high a temperature 
induces lassitude which soon becomes impotence. 

I have just spoken of lassitude ; this leads me to insist upon 
the physical and moral dispositions which are necessary. No 
one can firmly control the table except on these two conditions, 
he must be in good health, and he must be sanguine of success. 
Bring hither all your intelligence, and all your attention ; do 
not bring a spirit of doubt, of analysis, of ill-natured suspicion 
in regard to things or persons ; you will yourself be frozen, and 
your atmosphere "ill freeze your companions. The tables 
require to be taken gaily, and with spirit ; they demand at 
the beginning, singing, with amusing and easy exercises ; they 
detest people who are constantly becoming irritated, whether 
for or against them ; if they arc met by preoccupation or 
nervous excitement, they are very apt to get sulky. 

Avoid especially all drawing-room experiments. Serious 
success is there impossible. In the midst of objects calculateu 
to divert their attention, with conversation and jokes going on 
around them, the operators arc certain to lose their fluid 
power. Resorted to as evening amusements, the experiments 
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lead to nothing. The same may be said" of exercises conducted 
noisily, sittings announced in advance. \Ve lose our simplicity 
and freedom of action, a sense of restraint is upon us, wo 
cannot succeed, we become susceptible and anxious ; in other 
terms, nothing is accomplished of any impor~ance. 

Gather about you at each sitting only a small number of 
witnesses, scientific men and others, and then, with the doors 
carefully closed, act as though you were alone. Engage the 
witnesses to keep their eyes well open and to take notes, but 
do not authorize them to participate in ·the sitting, or to make 
a single observation in a loud voice. 

It is because unreasonable interference has been admitted, 
and because the operators have not reserved the right of acting 
according to their judgment, allowing the witnesses the privilege 
of drawing their own conclusions ; it is because experiments 
have been transformed, now into disputes, now into puerile . 
diversions, that the rotations or knocks h:1Ve been arrested, 
and parties in despair of accomplishing anything better, have 
resorted to the convenient pastime of the evocations of spirits. 
There, at least they could regain in piquant revelations what 
had been lost in scientific results. 

I suppose that, in the present instance, a different course has 
been pursued. · The point in question is a real study ; discipline 
reigns among the operators ; they desire to ailvance, and they 
do advance ; they are no longer in the first elements. How 
shall they manage to enter advantageously upon decisive 
experiments-numbers reproduced from the thought, the eleva
tion of weights, motion without contact ? 

It is essential to undertake these things only in moments of 
great animation. Ordinarily, they should not be thought of, 
either at the commencement of the sitting, before the enthusiasm 
is awakened, or at the close of the sitting, when the strength is 
exhausted. There are, nevertheless, exceptions, and the suita
ble moment may arrive when it is not expected, either at the 
beginning or the end. It is important to know how to profit 
by the occasion, not venturing to undertake motions without 
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contact, so long as the table is languid, and does not turn with 
energy ; so long as it does not bound to meet the fingers, or 
anticipate, in some sort, the orders that are issued. 

These dispositions are sometimes to be waited for, and the 
operators are then called upon to display one of their essential 
virtues-their perseverance-without which they will succeed 
ill nothing. To persevere in spite of repulse, in spite of fatigue, 
in spite of appearm1ces to the contrary ; to know how to 
interrupt the operations, or stop them entirely in case of 
necessity, then to resume the sitting cheerfully, to elevate the 
moral condition by other experiments, and finally, when· the 
commands are being executed rapidly and with vigor, to go 
back to the first ; such is the conduct that will ensure 
success. 

Ifaving thus stated the principles, I turn now to their appli~ 
cation. I trust that the pedantry of my didactic forms may 
be overlooked. I shall proceed by precept~, for the sake of 
brevity. 

Let there be ten operators, whose fluid action has been 
tested ; add to these, three or four assistants as a corps de 
reserve, their duty being to take the place of tho~e members of 
the chain who shall become fatigued. 

Let the operators place themselves around the table, crossing 
all the thumbs and littl!;l fingers-in such a way, for instance, 
that the thumb of my left hand shall repose lightly on the 
thumb of my right hand, and the little finger of my right hand 
repose lightly on the little finger of my neighbor's left hand. 

Let one of the experimenters be charged to direct the opera
tion, and to him only must be intrusted the signal of com
mand. If every one is, allowed to interfere, nothing can be 
obtained. Contrary wills will cross and annul each other. 
Anarchy is of no more value here than elsewhere. 

Repeat with unanimity the orders proposed by the chief. It 
is, of course, taken for granted that these words, simultaneously 
uttered, are without action on the table, but they are not with
out action upon the members of the chain ; they collect and 
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concentrate the thoughts, and success is only to be obtained by 
their concentration. 

Do not allow yourselves to get angry ; do not become impa
tient ; give the orders gaily, and with a feeling of confidence, 
which the facts 'vill, by their appearance, s9on fortify. 

Begin with rotations, and return to them whenever the 
motions of the table show symptoms of flagging. It is in turn
ing that the fluid is produced and developed. It is important 
n-0t to get disgusted, because we may have been unsuccess
ful in obtaining energetic blows, elevations such as to overturn 
the table, or rotations almost impossible to follow. 

In the next place, exercise all the feet one after the other, 
and assure yourself of their prompt obedience. This requires 
much perseverance. Keep turning and demanding blows as 
long as there remains the least thing to be desired in regard to 
the docility of the table. 

If either foot obstinately refuses to act, endeavor to find out 
who is the individual that impedes the fluid communications. 
Ordinarily, this person will be found in front or at the side 
of the foot ; that is to say, in the precise situation where mus
cular action would be impossible for him. Induce him to with
draw, fill his place by another operator, and the spell will he 
broken. In vain is one a partisan of the tables, and ·con
vinced of the reality of the phenomenon ; in vain is he 
strong and zealous j with all this, he may be a hinderance to 
experiments which demand neither zeal, nor muscles, nor nerves, 
bat which do demand fluid. 

Resume the rotations from time to time, in order to renew, in 
a measure, the provision of fluid which the experiments tend to 
exhaust. 

Replace the wearied experimenters by others, and take care 
in doing so, not to break the chain. For this purpose, the two 
persons on each side of the one who quitg the chain, should join 
their hands until the new member of the chain takes the place 
destined for him. 

Avoid as much as possible, a rupture in the chain, even when 
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required to pass from one table to another. The fluid power is 
thus better preserved, and the concentration of the will main
tained ; that is not to say, however, that we cannot separate 
momentarily, and afterwards recover a great portion of our 
authority over the table, for it is in the persons, not in the 
table, that the fluid resides. 

Become animated in difficult moments. Loud talking, shouts 
and halloes, are then of use. Ardent and repeated commands 
do not, certainly, act ou the inert matter ; but they provoke in 
all the operators the greatest possible development of the will, 
and prevent inattention. \Ve have several times tried the effect 
of issuing orders in a low tone : what was t11e result? That 
our thoughts wandered, and the sitting was a failure. 

In the midst of all this noise, maintain order, and (as I have 
ulready said), exclude all diverging ideas. Everybody is 
called upon to act, but the initiative pertains only, to the chief. 

Do exactly the contrary when numbers to be reproduced are 
in question. Then, but .one person is in the secret of the num
ber, and the others cannot do ' better than to forget the table; 
if they allow their thoughts to wander upon the different figures, 
they run the risk of counteracting the experiment, even without 
lJeing conscious of it. 

A few more words in closing, on the motions without con
tact:-

Be first assured that the table is in full vigor ; that it turns 
and strikes with almost passionate force. Then begin. 

If it be required to continue the rotation, the hands are 
united in advance, by completely crossing the little fingers 
without disjoining the thumbs ; then, at a given signal, the 
chain, raised a short distance above the edge of the table, pur
sues its course, drawing the table after it. It, however, too often 
happens, that the rapidity and inequality of the course, break 
the fluid adhesion, when it becomes necessary to produce, 
instead of to continue the motion, as in the following case : 

If required to create the rotation, we stop the rotation, cry
ing : Halt I Then, forming the chain above the table, as 
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has just been explained, with the hands extended horizontally, 
we begin to turn slowly around the still motionless platform. 
Each person fixes his eyes successively on the various spots in 
the plane of the table, endeavorng to draw them to him by the 
force of his will. After two or three turns, the motion mllni
fests itself, and each individual fastens his mind on the spot he 
has selected. From this moment it is essential not to break 
the sort of fluid cord which binds the various portions of the 
table to the end of the fingers ; consequently, the movement 
must not be too rapid, and care should be taken to main
tain the distance between the spots and the experimenters. 
Unfortunately, it soon happens that some one by his· precipita
tion, breaks the cord, and thus the rotation is stopped after 
two or three revolutions, sometimes before having achieved a 
single turn. 

If required to continue the elevations, the table is ordered to 
strike eight blows. .At the third blow all the hands arc raised, 
and maintain the chain above the table, which accomplishes all 
or a portion of the five remaining blows, isolated from the fin
gers, but impressed by the force of the fluid directed by the 
energetic wills. 

If required to produce elevations from a state of immobility, 
two methods present themselves. 

The least sure, that which produces the most limited results, 
is the one first employed by us. The chain is formed, as usual, 
a short distance above the table. Then, one of the three feet 
is emphatically called upon to rise. 'Vhen it has done so, 
we repeat the experiment until the commands have evidently 
become useless, and we seem to have exhausted our moral and 
physical vigor. 

The second method is less uncertain in its results. Employed 
on unfavorable days, it has, at one time furnished us fourteen, 
at another time thirty, successive elevations It is as follows : 

The foot to be raised is designated. The chain leaves the 
table, and the portion required to impel fiuidically, places itself 
a few inches outside the edge of the table, while the portion re-
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quired to draw fluidically, advances quite near the edge to be 
elevated. The chain is then no longer round but oval ; its 
centre is formed by a particular spot placed near the edge to 
be raised, and upon which each person fixes his mind, some im
pelling it from, others drawing it towards them, by the power 
of their will. The hands extend horizontally. As soon as the 
command has been given by the chief, all the operators repeat 
it with increasing energy, and immediately the chain is put in 
motion. The hands outside of the circumference insensibly 
approach it, and those which have penetrated within its limits, 
retire not less insensibly, in order to regain their normal condi
tion above the opposite border. The hands which impel, 
return within the plane of the table, and those which draw, 
attain its centre in their retreat. The table is allowed to 
pursue its course ; it rises and continues to rise ; we wait until 
it is almost ready to overturn, before we attempt to arrest a fall 
that would disturb the chain, and compromise the immediate 
renewal of the experiment. 

The reader will have remarked how carefully I have confined 
myself to the verification of facts, without hazarding any ex
planatory theory. If I have employed the word fluid, it bas 
been to avoid circumlocution. Scientific rigor would have 
required of me, a.Iways to write: "The fluid, the force, or the 
physical agent., whatever it may be." I trust I shall be pardoned 
for having been a little less exact in my language. It was suffi
cient for me, that my idea could not be misunderstood. ·whether 
it be a fluid, properly speaking, I cannot absolutely affirm. I 
affirm that there is au agent, that this agent is not supornatural, 
that it is physical, communicating to physical objects, motions 
determined by our will. 

Our will, I say, and this is, in effect, the fundamental obser
vation which we have gathered on the subject of this agent; 
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this it is which characterizes it; this, also, which compromises it, 
in the minds of many. They would resign themselves, perhaps, 
to a new agent if it were the necessary and exclusive product 
of hands forming the chain; if certain positions, or certain acts 
assured its manifestation. But the case .does not stand thus, 
the moral and the physical must combine to give rise to it. 
Here are hands that exhaust themselves in forming the chain, 
and obtain no manifestation; the will does not interpose. Here 
is a will that commands in vain; the hands are not in a suitable 
position. 

Our readers are aware that we have demonstrated these two 
essential sides of the phenomenon. The fingers crossed in the 
most regular manner, have never sufficed of themselves. Is tho 
will absent ? Nothing stirs. Does the will issue a command 
to arrest the motion ? The rotation ceas~s on the instant. And, 
on the other side, communicate to the table a mechanical rota
tion, persevere as long as you choose; your fatigue, and your 
entreaties will be a dead loss; from the moment the muscular 
impulsfon ceases, the obedience of the table will also cease. 

Another fact has been noted by us, and should enter into tlio 
description of the physical agent in question. It resides in the 
persons, not in the table. Let the operators, when they are in 
good health and spirits, transport themselves round a new table. 
They will exercise over it immediately, all their authority; their 
will will continue to dispose of the physical agent, and will 
make use of it to rap out numbers indicated by the thought, or 
to effect the motions without contact. 

Such are the facts. The explanation will follow. 
It is very natural that we should now seek it, and that we 

should represent the hypothesis, if not as true, at least, as pos
sible. I have ventured to do so, and I do not regret it. 
Ought we not to prove to our adversaries that they have not 
even the pretext of a scientific impossibility ? Hypotheses are 
justifiable and of use, athough they may be inaccurate. It is 
sufficient that they are, in themselves, admissible, for the facts 
to which they apply are thus shielded against the accusation of 
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monstrosity. No one has any longer a right to demand the 
previous question. 

Seeiug that it has been demanded of me from every quarter, 
I deem myself called upon to say .this much : 

You pretend that our assertions are false, for the simple 
reason that they cannot be true ! well, then, permit me, at. all 
events, to propose to you some suppositions. And first, sup
pose that you do not know everything, that moral nature and 
material nature, each and both have obscurities for you. Sup
pose the smallest herb growing in the field, the smallest gra.in 
of seed, reproduciug its plant, the smallest twig bending in the 
direction you give it, that even these inclose mysteries which 
exceed the wisdom of the academics, who nevertheless would 
declare them absurd, if not compelled to recognize them 
as real. Secondly, suppose there are meu, who at will, and 
when their hands communicate with each other in a certain 
manner, give birth to a fluid or a particular force. I do not 
ask you to admit that it is so ; you will only grant me that it 
is possible. There is no natural law in opposition to it, that I 
am aware of. 

Now, let us take one more step. The will disposes of this 
fluid. It gives this impulsion* to exterior objects, only when 

• If I have here supposed a fluid impulsion, It is without prejudice to that of att.rac· 
tlon. So long as the circular position of the experimenters shall appear to be one of the 
essential conclitions of com;>lete succe8s, so long us the rotations and the cleYations 
without contact nre with difficulty accomplished wh\le the hands are in a state of reEt, 
it will be natural to admit that the tabie is attracted by the hands, and that the table 
also acts in that direction. The only experiment which might entirely have done 
away with the idea of attraction, is an experiment which seems not to have.succeeded. 
It. was required that the experiruenterst placed on a movable floor sustaining the table, 
should. in obtaining its motion, determine their own. Attraction could evidently have 
nothing to do with such a result. Place, in fact, ten persons, armed with ten magnets, 
around an lron table, which cannot move without drn;;ging with it the movable floor 
on whlch they stand, not!Jiog •tlrs; but let the persons run round the table, It will fol
low their magnets. 

I ha.Ye sald that the experiment seems not to have succeeded, because I am 
acquainted with a person endowed with a very considerable amount of magnetic 
power, who assures me that he has obtained several rotations of a table placed on a 
pivot, and which of itself carried, astride of cross-pieces, the experimenters charged 
with making it move. The result, however, Is not conclusive, because scientific precau
tions were not taken to render the table perrectly level. Now, It may be conceived 
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we will it, and in the parties to whom we will it. Would the 
impossible be here ? Is it an unheard of thing that we should 
transmit motion to matter exterior to ourselves ? But we do 
it every day, every instant, and our mechanical action is 
nothing else. The horrible part, doubtless, consists in the fact 
that we do not act mechanically I But mechanical action is 
not the only force in this world. 'l'herc are physical sources 
of motion which are not mechanical. The caloric which pene
trates bodies, produces in them an expansion, that is to say, an 
universal movement ; the magnet, placed near a piece of 
iron, attracts and ca.uses the iron to overcome the distance. 

" Yet," exclaims one, " we should have nothing to object to 
all this, if your pretended fluid did not obey a direction in its 
course. If it emanated from the person, a. blind force, it would 
be well enough. Therein, it would be similar to caloric, which 
expands everything it encounters in its path : it would he simi
lar to the-magnet, which attracts indiscriminately, and towards 
a single point all the particles of iron in its vicinity. But you, 
you invent a theory of a rotatory fluid, and this theory applies 
equally well to the explanation of the narcotic properties of 
opium." A greater mistake could never have been made. No 
one dreams of a rotatory fluid. \Ve are conr.ent with main
taining that the fluid being emitted, and having communicated 
a lateral impulsion or attraction to a piece of furniture resting 
on feet, a very simple law of mechanics transforms the lateral 
action into rotation, becauso of the successive resistance offered 
by the different feet, as they adhere to the inequalities in the 
surface of the floor. \Vhen the motion communicated is opposed 
by a resistance of this sort, it cannot but produce a rotation ; 
and this is so true, that if I press my finger against the table, 

th:tt the least di!ference In the level might lead to the beginning or a rotation, which 
the impulsion of a hel\vy weight would serve to prolong. 

It ls then rigorously true, that nothing yet demonstrates the impulsive action of the 
fluid or force in question. Its attractive actlon seems better t.o correspond with the 
general character of the facts known. ?tforeover 1 nothing would prevent this force 
f'rom communicating by turns, according to the mandates of the wlll, Impulsions and 
attractions. As yet, we know scarcely anything. Let us be in no haste to define II. 
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and continue to press in following it, I shall make the table turn 
as well as the fluid. If ten persons placed around it, should 
press their fingers in the same direction, the table would :i.lso 
tarn. 

This, on a sm.all scale, is what is continually taking place in 
the celestial mechanics. The foot, retarded by the asperities 
of the ground, represents the centripetal force ; the attraction 
or impulsion exercised by the fingers or by the fluid, represents 
the centrifugal force ; the combination of the two forces pro
duces a rotatory motion and change of pl:i.ce. 

·with the tables also, there is rotation and change of place ; 
they are far from turning exactly on themselves, and the curves 
they describe vary according to the adhesion, more or less pro
longed, of the various feet which serve in turn as a pivot of circu
lar motion. Let no one attribute to me the ridic~s intention 
of exaggerating a comparison, which, in some ~ects, lacks 
exactness. I have wished simply to indicate, that in the motion 
of the tables, as well as in that of worlds, there is no other force 
than that of attraction or impulsion, counteracted by obstacles. 
The rotatory fluid figures no more in our evolutions than in 
those of the celestial spheres. 

I do not say, " the tables turn because my fluid is rotatory ;" 
I say "the tables turn because, receiving an impulsion or. sub
mitting to an attraction, they cannot but turn." It is a little 
less naif. Consequently, nothing could induce me to ·take in 
hand the cause of that poor knight of the lVIalade imaginaire, and 
defend his famous response : " Opium f aat dormire, qv,ia est in eo 
virt·us dormitiva." Nevertheless, I cannot but acknowledge 
that I find the response excellent. I doubt if the scien
tific men have found a better one since ; it is my advice to 
them to sometimes resign themselves to the necessity of reason
ing thus : Opium produces sleep, because it produces sleep ; 
things are, becauso they are. In other words, I see tlrn facts, 
but I do not know their causes. " I am ignorant, I am ignor-

- ant !" Terrible words, and with how much difficulty are they 
pronounced ! Now, I strongly suspect that the malice of 

5 
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Moliere is pointed at the doctors, who claiming to apprehend 
everything, imagine explanations that explain nothing ; who 
do not know how to accept the fa.cts within their reach, while 
waiting for something better. 

We are not yet at the end. The hypothesis of the fluid (a. 
pure hypothesis, do · not forget) has yet to prove that it is 
reconcilable with the various circumstances of the' phenomenon. 
The table docs not merely turn, it raises its feet, it strikes num
bers indicated by our thought, in one word, it obeys the will, 
and obeys so well, that the suppres,sion of contact does not 
suppress its obedience. Lateral impulsion or attraction, which 
accounts for the rotations, cannot account for the elevations I 

·why not ? Because the will directs the fluid, now upon 
this foot, now upon that. Because the table identifies itself in 
some sort with us, becomes one of our members, and executes 
the motions conceived in our minds, in the same way that our 
arm does. Because we have no consciousness of the direction 
communicated to the fluid, and govern the table even without 
representing to ourselves that a fluid or any force whatever is 
in play. 

I grant you that we are not conscious of the direction given 
by us. It is the same in all our acts, in all without exception. 
"\Vhen you shall have explained to me how I raise my hand, I 
will explain to you how I make the foot of the table rise. " I 
willed to raise my hand !" Yes, and I also willed to raise this 
foot of the table. As regards the execution, as regards the 
putting in play of the necessary muscles for the first act, as 
regards the putting in play the necessary fluid in the second, 
I have no consciousness of what is passing within me in that 
relation. Strange mystery, in which it is our duty to engage 
with a little more modesty ! There is within me, an executive 
power, a power which, when I have willed this or that motion, 
addresses the orders in detail to the different muscles, and 
causes a hundred complicated motions to be executed, in order 
to bring about a final result-a single thought and a single will ; 
this takes place within me ; I know nothing, I never shall know 
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anything about it I Do you not admit that the same executive 
power can give to the fluid the direction which it gives to the 
muscles ? I will to execute a sonata, and something within me, 
commands,independent of my consciousness, hundreds of thou
sands of muscular actions. I will that the foot of this table 
shall rise, and something within me commands, without my know
ledge, the attractions or impulsions of the fluid towards the 
spot designated. 

The hypothesis of the fluid is then tenable ; it accords with 
the nature of things and with the nature of man. I make no 
pretence of going further, and bringing forward at present a 
positive explanation. But I am not concerned. Let the facts 
be admitted, and the explanations will not be· wanting. .,That 
which appears impossible now, will then appear very simple. 
In unquestionable facts, we no longer find difficulties. We are 
so constituted, that, passing from one extreme to another, after 
having proclaimed impossible all that we did not understand, 
we declare comprehensible all that we have recognized as real. 
Most people shrug their shoulders when we speak to them of 
Turning Tables, but they find it very simple to believe in the 
infallibility of the electric telegraph, and in the fact that physi
cal and moral resemblances are transmitted from them to their 
children ! The tables could not escape the common fate. 
Absurd to-day and evident to-morrow, they will have their 
theory, a theory, scientific and official, before which I respect
fully bow in advance. 
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CHAPTER III. 

THE OI!JECTIONS.· 

:MY positive work is terminated, my negative work commences. 
A mere demonstration of facts would amount to but little, were 
we not afterwards to place ourselves at the point of view of 
those who reject them, and take up one by one their difficulties 
and their aversions, patiently endeavoring to overcome them. 
Moreover, time thus occupied is not lost ; the study of facts 
itself gains by it, for we are led to consider them under new 
aspects. And then, we all have our positive expressions, our 
favorite phrases, by means of which we condemn, without appeal, 
everything that displeases us, pretexts, under cloak of which we 
dispense with examination ; now, should we not endeavor to esti· 
mate all these at their true value? Is it not our duty to burst 
these inflated balloons, and show that these grand words conceal 
only emptiness ? 

The work is not so foolish as it may seem. In such matters, 
a review of objections is almost a review of manners which 
introduces the observer into different phases of society, and 
brings him in contact with the various currents of opinion there 
prevailing. He meets, by turns, the objection of the scientific 
men, and that of the unlearned ; the serious objection .and the 
frivolous objection ; the laical objection and the clerical 
objection. In short, he finds before him (and this is not hi3 
least embarrassment), the objection which is not an objection, 
the objection which iB only an exclamation-a shrug of the 
shoulder, the objection which he cannot vanquish, for it does 
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not reason, it will not understand, it will not know ; the objec
tion at everybody's service, the eternal objection about which 
wise men make up their minds, reserving to themselves the pri
vilege of a laugh. 

·what guarantee do you offer us ? Your word I Your good 
faith I But the most honest people in the world are subject to 
error, and a man may deceive himself without ceasing to bo 
honest. The champions of the tables have mistaken their course, 
in imagining they will prove anything by putting forward their 
sincerity, by proposing to their adversaries the old dilemma : 
"either call us liars, or acknowledge that we are right." They 
will be met by the answer, that they do not ·lie, but are 
deceived. Innumerable examples will be cited to them, of very 
stupid, and yet very loyally attested fables. 

Jn fact, these fables are very abundant, and the objection 
might have a real value, were we to permit it to state itself in 
the vague and axiomatic terms in which it delights. It remains 
to be seen, if there be any relation whatever between the testi
mony I have presented, and that to which allusion is made ; if 
my assertions repose definitively on testimony, if I say to any 
one, " Yield the point or accuse me of falsehood." 

And, first, what is the absurd testimony with which our 
opponents would arm themselves against us ? Let us pass it in 
review, and compare its different points. 

The Fathers of the Church accept and transmit the most 
apocryphal anecdotes of the Saviour and his Apostles I But we 
all know how rapidly history becomes distorted, even in our 
enlightened days, and we can therefore easily imagine in what 
manner legends were formed at an epoch when communication 
of one part of the world With another was difficult, and tradition 
essentially oral. 

Again. A profeMional man of science-a Pliny, for example
introduees into his Natural History, whales four acres in extent, 
fish with -heads of bulls, which daily leave the sea to pasture in 
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the fields I But neither Pliny nor any other ancient men of 
science liave positively established what they affirm. Their 
evidence is from the second, third, fourth, or hundredth hand. 

In modern times, it still happens that memoranda and 
journals relate .strange things which are oftl)n accepted by ~he 
gravest historians. But where are the serious investigations 
to which these various assertions should ham been submitted ? 
Does it not generally happen that, whenever we attempt to 
inquire into their-truth, and get hold of the eye-witnesses, the 
pretended prodigie·s vanish like smoke ? Even in my own 
experience, since I have given my attention to the tables, h_ave 
I not heard the most astonishing wonders confidently related as 
truths? They were incontestable facts ; they were obtained 
from an ocular witness, or from a friend of the ocular witness I 

· Did I wish to have a clear conscience, and arrive at the primi
tive authors of the tradition, I could find no one disposed to 
vouch for it. 

The annals of the people are full of cures effected by the 
touch of sovereigns. Pyrrhus and Vespasian of antiquity, the 
emperors of Austria, the kings of England and France have 
not ceased to cure after that fashion, or rather, I mistake, they 
have ceased now that we look at them a little more closely. 

The same remarks apply to the sorcery which is daily prac
tised in the country villages, at our very door, nuder our very 
eyes. Nothing is better attested. Grass woven into a crown 
causes beasts to perish I The evil eye decimates families I Bees 
emigrate when a member of the household is about to die I 
Misfortune to those who overturn the salt_! In short, is there 
any end to these superstitions ? Are they not all based on ob
vious, concordant, and innumerable proofs ? Nevertheless, if 
we have the patience to examine and arrive at the truth, if we 
look at the register, if we notice the w·oven grass, the swarms 
flown away, the salt-boxes overturned, we succeed in demon
strating that no relation whatever, exists between the prognos
tic~tions and the events. 

Those who attest that the relation is unquestionable are not 
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impostors for all that. They yield to that immense enthu
siasm which attracts us towards the strange in matters which 
give scope to the imagination. How explain otherwise the con
duct of the sorcerers and sorceresses of the Middle .Ages ? Cer
tainly they believed in their own witchcraft, they who avowed 
it before the judges, and rendered testimony against themselves 
which led them directly to the stake. One might count by 
thousands those who related their visits to the nocturnal revels 
of the fiends, their journeys through the air, their transforma
tion into loups-garous,* and the murders they in that condition 
committed upon very young children, who furnished them ·with 
the roost delicious repasts. But here opens a vast category of 
singular things, the explanation of which is furnished by the 
imagination whenever the ideas that act most on human credu
lity are in question, whenever these ideas impregnate the at
mosphere, ever increasing as they circulate ; when superstitious 
contagion exists, ignorance prevails, the holy Scriptures are 
unknown, a particular state of opinion is formed in which the 
faintest appearance transforms itself into reality, and what 
yesterday, we thought we saw, to-day we are positive to have 
seen ; to-morrow, we persuade ourselves and others, that we 
·have seen it twice I t At such periods, miracles, sorceries 
abound ; and their fear of the light is sufficiently well proved 
by the fact that as soon as we begin to know, to read, and to 
reflect, sorcery and miracles become more rare ; they are no 
longer talked of except by stealth in the country, they are no 
longer publicly circulated except among nations upon whom the 
light of modern civilization has not yet shone. 

Imagination, absence of inquiry, or ignorant and prejudiced 

• A name formerly given by country people to a very da.ngerous evil spirit, or to a. 
•orcerer disguised as a wotr, and who was said to wander about at night. This super· 
sHtion stilJ subsisted in .France a.t the close of the si:s::teenth century, and it has even 
yet not entire1y disappeared from the neighborhood of Saintainge, Limousin, and 
Auvergne.-Trans. 

t Jn the second part of this book I shall fully lnvesttgate the grave questions upon 
wh!ch I can at present only touch. I shall inquire 1nto the precise va1ue of testimony 
in regard to the superr:.atural; I s~an examine the most curious and very frequent 
phenomenon of individual or collective hallucination. 
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inquiry : this is the key to many astounding facts. There are 
still others, which we may succeed in comprehending when we 
remember the extensive and ill-defined r&le, we have hitherto 
assigned to the nerves. Yes, there is yet one whole side of 
pliysiology, of which science is almost ignoi:ant, of which she has 
crnn hardly indicated the boundaries. \Vhat is it that in certain 
cases, under the influence of certain moral epidemics, produces 
nervous excitement? No one can exactly tell. Prodigies of 
strength, of dexterity, of physical insensibility utterly confound
ing, a sudden development of certain faculties, a sort of trans
formation of the moral, intellectual, and physical being, these 
are sometimes the consequences of an extraordinary nervous con
dition. In fact numerous phenomena, which the world charges 
to the account of magic or of spirits, arc of themselves, about 
to take their place in a more natural category, a category sup
pressed or very nearly so by the unlearned, because the scientific 
men are generally afraid of it. 

And now, what conclusion shall we draw from all this ? 
That men are often deceived, that they are the dupes of their 
imagination or of their nerves ; that they arc ·also the dupes 
of. assertions carelessly made and incompletely verified ; that 
there has been, there is, there will be _throughout the world a. 
frightful mass of rigmarole ; that certain solemn attestations 
prove nothing ; that one may be sincere and yet yield to a 
propensity bordering on the fantastic ; that one may be worthy 
of esteem and not worthy of faith ! I promptly subscribe to 
this. Then bearing in mind that the question now before us is 
that of the Turning Tables, I ask what there is in common 
between our experiments, and that unsightly mass of tradition 
badly digested, of wonders badly observed, of witchcraft and of 
superstitious or nervous contagions. 

I have here presented a series of facts reproduced five 
months in succession, in presence of numerous voluntary wit
nesses. Far from becoming weakened in proportion as they 
havo been submitted to a close examination, they have con
tinued to develop themselves under now aspects. The imagina.-
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tion is a stranger there, for it loves a very different pasture, 
and the monotonous succession of rotations or elevations offers 
no very tempting bait to its appetite. The nerves are 
strangers there, for our authority over the tables disappears 
the moment nervous tension shows itself, and is only compati
ble with a state of calmness, confidence, and gaiety. Besides, 
neither imagination nor nerves are called for ; they cannot 
explain the execution of numbers indicated by the thought, the 
elevation of a mass which defies the muscular action of the fin
gers employed, the motions communicated at a distance. In 
short, the results here obtained will be obtained everywhere ; 
they will not be regarded as isolated events, related by those 
who have seen them, but as a regular, permanent phenomenon, 
which all the world may likewise reproduce. 

And yet, in opposition to us are brought up the nonsense of 
the Fathers, the ignorance of the ancient naturalists, tl1e well
meaning lies, the conscientious illusions of the times and of the 
people who hat! neither the knowledge nor the wish to investi
gate the marvellous ! \Ye are told of the very grave and very 
insufficient attestations with which history is filled ! we are re
minded of the role reserved to the nerves and to the imaginatisJn I 

One single thing astonishes me, that our opponents should 
pause midway, and omit to compare our repeated, verified, 
harmonious and public experiments, everywhere easy to repro
duce, with certain anecdotes related by travellers. In them 
lies another mine of capital stories that might be used with 
advantage. The most honest and scrupulous traveller has 
neither time nor opportunity to verify the troth of all that is 
shown to him. He examines as well as he can, makes notes 
in his memorandum book ; then he publishes, and the reader 
looks upon his account as entirely reasonable. 

A traveller has seen something far better than turning tables ; 
he has seen flying tables. A Buddhist lama places his hand upon 
a table (very light it is true) which weighs less than half a 
pound. At the end of half-an-hour, the table follows the hand, 
rises with it, traverses a considerable space in the air, and falls 

I\* 
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in the direction we would naturally seek the stolen object in 
regard to which the operation is performed. 'Nhat conclusion 
shall wc draw from this? that perhaps the lamas have recourse 
to the phenomenon which is produced with us in the motions 
without contact ; but perhaps also, that the facts have been 
badly observed, having been witnessed only a single time ; that 
fraud, little complicated it may be, assures the transportation 
of the small table. 

Have we not heard of revolving dervishes, who end their 
performances by Tevolving in the air .without touching the feet 
to the ground ? Does not legendary lore abound with saints 
who sustain themselves in the air, several feet above the earth, 
and is it not ·all proved by certificates made out according to 
rule? 

Travellers and witnesses certify to many other wonderful 
things. The moment we leave the ground of regular experiment 
and authenticated accounts, that moment do we become a prey 
to those brave people who believe they have verified that which 
they have only partially seen, who take rumor for facts, and 
their own cager fancies for realities. ·what has not been seen 
by the ancient pilgrims who visited the Holy Land ? They 
have discovered impossible animals, which will never be known 
to zoological science, marvellous plants and fruit~, which will 
never figure in any herbarium, daily and incontestable miracles 
enough to fill fifty lives of saints; nothing is there lacking. 
The blunders of credulity and involuntary complacency are 
unspeakable, and the batons flottants* are always to be met with 
in this world of ours. .Approach them and the extraordinary 
disappears. 

I remember the day on which I contemplated, at Jerusalem, 
the abominable jugglery, the odious profanation which is named 
the ceremony of the sacred fire. The pilgrims were there by 
thousands, in the greatest state of excitement, waiting for the 
miracle, uttering howls and throwing themselves into the holy 

* Allusion to one of La Fontaine's Fables, in which what seemed at first to be a large 
bhip, turned out to be notblng but oars floating on the water.-Trans. 
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flame the moment it gushed forth from the tomb. The strata
gem certainly was :ls gross as possible: A little opening through 
which a small lighted wick suddenly 1irojccted ! And yet, noth
ing more was necessary; the spectators were all convinced, 
satisfied, transported even. And what, I asked myself, will be 
the sincere account given by these men, on their return to the 
distant countries from which they came to the Holy Sep
ulchre ? 'fhey all will affirm, affirm withont hesitation, and 
without lying, that they have seen-it is called seeing-seen and 
touched with their hands the great miracle. They will repre
sent the tomb-stone as splitting apart to give issue to the flame. 

\Vhat they affirm to-day, pilgrims more learned affirmed in 
the Middle Ages. They wrote it down. Historians gathered 
all the concordant testimony on the same point, and thus was 
established a universal belief as immovable as a rock. 

In our times, these melancholy parades which expose us to 
the contempt of Mussulmans, no longer venture to approach 
within a reasonable distance of the intellectual centre. If the 
blood of Saint J anuarius still liquifics at Na pl es, for the edifi
cation of the Lazaroni, there is little danger that it will edify 
the rest of the world, especially since the day when the tardy 
miracle was accomplished at the moment fixed upon by a certain 
French General. 

As for the prodigies produced by nervous excitement, they 
have over and over again, been compelled to cease. Many 
convents and hospitals, invaded by this contagion, have been 
freed from it , by the threat of certain remedies-an application 
of red-hot iron, for example. 

The reader will not reproach me for having weakened the 
objection drawn from sincere but erroneous testimony. The ob
jection is very stro?.g in itself, but unfortunately, it is perfectly 
inapplicable to the present case, in which I vainly seek for :my 
trace of those superstitions, that credulity, that enthusiasm, 
that careless and incomplete evidence which have engendered 
and protected so many fables. Singular superstition, this, which 
has excluded even the smallest particle of the arvellous, and 
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which prosaically confines itself to the study of a physical phe
nomenon l Singular precipitaney this, which renews its experi
ments hundreds and hundreds of times; which for fi vc succes
sive months submits them to the scrutiny of witnesses, many 
of whom openly avowed their bitter hostility; analyzing, diver
sifying, completing them, obtaining little by little, results un
hoped for at the beginning l Look at the reports from our 
journal, our modes of proceeding; you can do and you will do 
what we have done. ·what relation, then, is there between our 
testimony and that which you so justly attack ? 

"'We have just seen to what extent the abase of the most 
sensible general formulas is carried. Mistrnst all sorts of testi
mony: it often reposes on illusion. The axiom is excellent, 
unfortunately it has no relation to the present controversy. 

Such is the vice of false objections. They have their origin 
in incontestable truth; the fault lies in the indiscrimination with 
which they are applied. It is the same with the new objection 
of which I am now abqut to say one word. Its point of depart
ure is so certain, that the error lies, perhaps, in its being a little 
too true. There are truths so true that they excite a smile, 
and of which a disrespectful custom town,rds one of our national 
illustrations assures the monopoly to M. de la Palice. Now, 
there are men, very intelligent men, moreover, who ex<;laim, 
when we speak to them concerning the tables: " You know 
nothing about it. It is very possible for you to have been 
hoaxed. Some rascal or other has made them perform these 
various exploits, and cheated you before your eyes. Conse
quently, we can never be sure of anything, for proof is positively 
impossible." 

Really, some rascal has made them perform their various 
exploits I This is your discovery l I assure you that this thing 
was done before we occupied ourselves with the Turning Tables . 
.All the world knows that by taking a very light, round table, 
one that will allow of but three or four experimenters, the 
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action of the fingers of one person will suffice to determine 
both rotation and elevation. 

Now, what do we infer from this ? Two things: In the first 
place, it is necessary, at the outset, to set aside the light tables, 
and choose such as exact a chain of eight or ten persons a.t 
least. In the second place, it is necessary to set aside all ex
periments which muscular action is eapable of obtaining. 
·whether the table turn or not, whether the table strike or not, 
whether the table dance or not, no one shall. present it as an 
argument to the public. vVe would even comprehend the 
numbers reproduced from the thought in the same sentence, if 
the dimensions of the table are so small, and the number of 
operators so few as to make it possible for one of the party to 
obtain control over the rest. 

Certainly, it is not difficult to execute whatever we wish with 
a round table, if we are alone, or have only one or two com
panions .. I have assured myself on twenty different occasions of 
that fact. Here are two attentive, conscientious persons, whose 
fingers scarcely graze · the surface of the table; and here is a 
third, who, without seeming to do so, communicates to the 
round table a series of motions. There is no appearance of 
fluid, everything is mechanical. Once more, the discovery is 
not new, and the hoax has little merit, even supposing it to be 
in good taste. 

But, take a large table with four feet, or even a table with 
three feet, "\\~hich is strong enough to bear the weight of a man, 
place yourself in the midst of a chain of ten persons, and I 
dare guarantee that your tricks will be less successful. 

'l'his is not all. Leave-elementary experiments, continue the 
hoax to the point of causing numbers from the thought, com
prising cyphers, to be rapped out by the different feet of the 
table, and particularly by those over which you can exert no 
action, either to lift them or to arrest their motion; hoax us 
by raising a weight of 150 pounds; execute motions without 
contact, and with all the hands separated from the table, find a 
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way of drawing it towards you by !l gradual rise, ending in a 
complete overturn. 

I do not insist It would be unjust in me to take such insig
nificant little jokes seriously. Those who have claimed to hoax 
us, do not pretend to prove anything; they have only sought their 
own amusement, and we all take our pleasure in our own way. 

There are other and graver men, however, who after their 
own fashion, seem to contest the possibility of our ever attain
ing the point of positive demonstration. "Science," say they, 
"is interested not to compromise her authority, she would see 
clearly." And, starting with that very legitimate declaration, 
they each add on their own account, "I will believe when I 
shall have seen." 

In other terms, you will never prove it ! your proofs are 
valuable only to the immediate witnesses ; you have, perhaps, 
had fifty or a hundred such witnesses ; well then, there are fifty 
or a hundred persons who can believe you ; when a thousand 
persons shall have seen, you will have a thousand partisans; 
if the forty millions of France and Switzerland shall visit your 
hall of experiments, the French and Swiss may be gained, while 
waiting for thk other nations who have not yet seen! 

Those who hold this language confound things with time. As 
Jong as the question concerned only a few, new, isolated asser
tions, lacking examination and consequently confirmation, it was 
natural for the world to declare that it would not believe until 
it had sel))l ; even we, ourselves, were of the same opinion. 
But when these assertions have assumed a consistency, when a 
series of experiments has brought facts to light, when these 
facts are produced harmoniously, continuously, and are gradu
ally developed in the presence of numerous, distinguished, and 
most incredulous witnesses, who came to these sittings armed 
with a great amount of professional learning, when results such 
as the elevation of weights and motion without contact have 
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beeu verified hundreds. of times and cannot be refuted except 
by hypotheses much more improbable than the phenomenon 
itself; then the time has gone by for saying, " I will believe 
when I shall have seen." 

If it were justifiable always to preserve such an attitude, no 
discovery could ever take its place as an established fact. Posi
tive and direct vision is liy no means the regular condition of 
belief in scientific matters. An astronomer observes alone and 
by night, a celestial phenomenon which leaves no trace ; would 
it be right to reject his written description of it, under pretext 
that we had not seen and wished to see? This, however, is an 
extreme example, and I acknowledge that the affirmation of one 
man may not be admissible, especially if it seem to contradict 
the harmony of astronomical laws and anterior observations. 
The case is different where the discovery is attested by 'those 
who are qualified to judge of it, and where the verifrcation may 
be established by whomsoever is curious in such matters. U ndcr 
these circumstances the discovery has a claim to be regarded as 
certain. Thus, a navigator finds a new island in the polar sea : 
he declares the fact, his whole crew confirm it. Shall I reply, 
" I will believe when I shall have seen?" By no means. Their 
combined attestatio.r:s produce faith. I have only in my turn 
to venture among the ice, to meet the island in the latitude 
and longitude indicated. 

Our situation is that of the navigator. I relate to you what 
we have found on our voyage; I would add that the entire 
crew joins its testimony to mine, if there were here captain 
and sailors, if our cqual~ty were not perfect in every respect. 
Our assertions bear upon facts regarding which illusion is im
possible. It were as easy to mistake a fog for an island as to 
mistake a hundred motions with contact for as many motions 
without contact. In short, the sea is free; let any one embark 
on it; let him follow our directions, and he will arrive at the 
port at which we have arrived. ·The island is there; the 
motions without contact are there; they await their visitors. 

I have not seen America, yet I believe in it. I have not seen 
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the Northwest passage, yet I believe in it. I have not seen 
the satellites of J upitcr, yet I believe in them. 

I believe in them, and I liave reason to believe in them. 
\Vhat is, in reality, the general principle that presides over the 
acceptance of scientific facts? We believe without seeing 
when all those who wished to see, have seen, 'and when we know 
that we may see in our turn. 

Reject this principle and nothing is left but universal skepti
cism. Now, let me here be well understood. ·when I declare 
that any one may see the motions without contact if he chooses 
to see them, I suppose him to fulfill the conditions of our experi
ments. If a man proposes to go to America, and yet does not 
put himself on board of a vessel; he most assuredly will not 
arrive there. So also of those who, proposing to obtain the 
motions without contact, do not adopt the method by which 
we obtained them. Are there not many who utterly fail in ob
taining a knock or even a revolution from the table ? They do 
not observe the conditions of the problem, and then are sur
prised, nay, almost scandalized at being unable to resolve it. 
Still ringing in my ears, methinks I hear the tones of a new 
order of scoffers, who, pausing on the shores of the ocean, ex
claim: "They tell us of an America, but we cannot reach it in 
a carriage I" 

It is so reasonable to take into consideration experiments 
seriously performed, that I should be unwilling to say even to 
the evocators of spirits : "I will believe when I shall have 
seen.'1 I would, however, declare that there is not a single one 
of their observations which cannot be accounted for, either by 
means of th_e simple calculation of probability, by means of the 
intervention of the physical agent, or by means of the halluci
nation which so often presents itself when such ideas are in 
vogue. There is not one atom of the supernatural in the facts 
established. It exists only. in the impressions of the spectators, 
and in their theory, which is quite a different matter. 
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Will it now be objected that, as yet, everything rests on my 
positive affirmation, and that my affirmation reposes on the 
simple evidence of the eyes ? 

I reply, first, that my affirmation has its value. Men of 
science are not the only ones who possess their dignity ; I also 
Lave mine ; and I have the vanity to think that a certificate 
signed by my name will not be taxed as an act of levity or an 
imposture. It is known that I am in the habit of weighing 
my words ; that I love the truth, and will not sacrifice it to any 
other consideration ; that I always prefer to acknowledge my
self in error than to persist in it ; and when, after a long ex
amination, I maintain my ground with a firmer and more pro
found conviction, those who know_ me will not misunderstand 
the import of my declaration. 

I reply, secondly, that. the testimony of the eyes has for me 
a real, scientific value. I am not ignorant that this is a heresy : 
the more the pity I I shall risk it. Independently of instru
ments and figures (on which I place the greatest value), I 
think that the sight niay serve, if occasion require. I think 
that it also, is an instrument. If a reasonable number of good 
pairs of eyes have proved ten times, twenty times, a hundred 
times, that a table is put in motion without contact ; if, more
over, the explanation of the fact by involuntary or fraudulent 
contact exceed the limits of the most credulous incredulity, the 
conclusion to be deduced therefrom is clear. No one has a 
right to exclaim, "You have neither fiuidometers nor alembics ; 
you do not bottle up your physical agent ; yoR- do not indicate 
its action by a column of mercury, or by the inclination of a 
needle. We will not believe you because you have only seen!" 

"I will not believe you, because you have only seen! I mil 
not believe you because I have not seen myself!" The objec
tions are as numerous as the men of science themselves. \Yhat 
signifies it that there is a want of harmony between these 
objections? To them everything is good that opposes the tables. 
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This disposition they plainly showed the day they clapped 
their hands at the disks and needles of M. Faraday. It was 
very evident that the needles ought to incline and that the diski; 
ought to touch, not only been.use these are tli.c necessary effects 
of the rotation, but because a certain degree of involuntary 
pressure will always be exercised. To establish this inevitable, 
mechanical action, was nothing; it should have been weighed; 
it should have been compared with the force exacted by the 
velocity of the table. For want of such a comparison the 
needles and the disks are reduced to the necessity of demon
strating something of which nobody is ignorant; that there are 
pressures exercised by the operators, and that especially, if they 
11re discouraged hy the aspect of an accusing sign, they cease 
to will the rotation, which is; in consequence, arrested. 

Let it b~ maintained that the rotation is proof neither for 
nor ag11inst: very well! I have always acknowledged it, ad
mitting that if we ha.d obtained only this phenomenon, we 
would have done well to keep silence. But we have progressed 
beyond; and I ask what figure is at the present day, presented 
by all the various apparatus which undertake to prove that in
voluntary pressure explains every thing? Involuntary pressure 
explains everything; yet t_he table resists all our commands, 
11lthough it turns by virtue of a single mechanical impulsion; yet 
the rotation must be waited for, or is sometimes refused, in spite 
of involuntary pressure! Involunt11ry pressure explains every
thing; and yet an article of furniture which no person touches 
follows the finge~ held above it, it rises, 11nd is overturned! 

I do not forget that at the time when M. Faraday invented 
his disks, no other action of the tables had yet been spoken of. 
In presence of a phenomenon so insufficient-and, let us freely 
avow it, so worthy of suspicion-it was to be expected that 
scientific men should show themselves skeptical, and should be 
content with unsound refutations. They selected their arms 
with reference to the apparent strength of the enemy. Of 
their whole number, M. Chevreul has shown the most pene
tration, and has offered the most plausible explanation. His 
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theory upon the tendency to motion is incontestably true. It 
suffic~s to explain how it is that the objects suspended to our 
finger vibrate in the direction impelled by our will. I am not 
astonished that it should also have been believed sufficient to 
explain the manner in which th~ experimenters communicate a 
rotation to the table, and participate in it themselves. I need 
not add that the elevation of weights and motion without contact 
will not in future permit him to have recourse to a similar ex
planation. All the tendencies to motion combined will not pro
duce an impulsion at a distance, nor will they ~sturb the im
mobility of an inert mass, when mechanical action cannot dis
turb it. No one will better comprehend this than .M. Chevreul; 
with that loyalty which is the appanage of strength; with that 
candor which always accompanies true science, he will not hesi
tate to confess that his objection has not the value it was natu
ral for him to attribute to it in the beginning. 

And yet this objection has already given rise to a mass of 
others that are hardly worthy to be mentioned ; objections 
thrown out at random and at all hazards, in which their invent
ors do not believe, although they none the less fulfill the duties 
of their office in furnishing a pretext of some sort, no matter 
what, to those who must have one. They speak mysteriously 
of a vibratory motion emanating from thousands of lit;tle nerv
ous branches l They relate familiar experiments on the com
munication of motion, the two clocks, the wooden cases of 
which are united by a cross-piec.e, and which are so connected 
that a motion communicated to the pendulum of the first ex
tends also to the pendulum of the second . . 

Such anecdotes rarely fail of their effect. It matters little 
that. they have no relation to the phenomenon, the explanation 
of which they pretend to indicate. There are so many minds 
that are satisfied with vague insinuations ! 

Their satisfaction is complete when to these are added scien
tific considerations upon the great effects produced by small 
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forces. These effects are incontestable. If you, with the end 
of your finger make your glass vibrate, the glas3 will lengthen ; 
now a similar elongation can only be obtained by the employ
ment of a force equivalent to 200 lbs. at least. 

Herc is something quite remarkable; .and the motions of the 
table, including even the elevations without contact, are Tery 
near being explained I It might be well to !ldd, however, that 
the elongation in this instance, is due, not to a force exercised, 
but to a molecular modification. Looking upon it in that light, 
I am ready to ·enlarge the list of prodigies produced by the end 
of the little finger. In bringing about a change in the arrange
ment of the molecules, or a combination of variou.9 substances, 
my little finger will do much better than to determine the elon
gation of a glass. My little finger will press the trigger of a 
gun, my little finger will fire off a twenty-four pounder. But, 
once more. vVhat relation is discovered between these facts 
and the obedience of the tables, the wood of which does not, to 
my knowledge, submit to any interior revolution. 

Men of science should not . confine themselves to throwing 
before the publfo explanations which explain nothing ; it is their 
duty to set at work in earnest, and show us, in fact, by what 
means we can directly and mechanically raise a weight of 200 
lbs. without applying to it a force of 200 lbs. It is pretended 
that the variation of the compass has been obtained, and it is 
affirmed that philosophers get rid of the difficulty thereupon, by 
supposing that the heat of the handR, which makes itself felt 
in the vicinity of the instrument, modifies the magnetic cur
rent l The response is easy : "Estimate that heat by the 
thermometer, produce an equal amount of heat in the neigh
borhood of your compasses, and obtain the same deviation." 

Such a way of meeting the question is too simple. The 
world prefers ridicule and abuse, it prefers to invent a theory, 
no matter what, whose only wrong consists in being utterly 
false. The recent article of M. Babinet in the Revue des Deux 
JJ'Iotul,es* is the chef d'amvre of its kind. If my assurance of the 

*15th of January, lSM. 
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reality of the phenomenon of the tables bad needed strength
ening, the perusal of a refutation like this would have been 
most a propos. 

In the eyes of .M. Babinet, this phenomenon offers no diffi
culty ! Happy physical science I happy mechanical science 
which has an answer for everything ! Ignoramuses that we 
are, we thought we saw something very extraordinary, and we 
did not know tlmt we were obeying two of the most elementary 
laws of the world, the law of unconscious motion and especially 
the law of incipient motion ; motions whose power appears to 
surpass that of developed motion. 

In regard to unconscious motions, M. Babinet adds nothing to 
previous explanations, nothing but the history of a certain 
Lord (an Englisli lord, he sa,ys,) whose horse was so admirably 
trained, that it was sufficient merely to think of the motion one 
wished him to make, for it to be realized on the instant. I am 
perfectly convincc<l as well as M. Babinet, that the lord in ques
tion acted upon the bridle in full co11fidence, and I am not less 
convinced that the experimenters whose bands touch a table, 
can exercise a pressure of whioh they are unconscious. I think, 
however, that between the cause and the effect, there should be 
a proportion ; in vain are the motions unconscious, they are 
none the stronger for all that. It remains to be proved that the 
same fingers which, by exerting all their strength, cannot raise a 
weight of 80 lbs. will raise double its amount simply because we 
are unconscious of any effort. 

Here naturally comes in the theory of incipient motions and 
their matchless power. " If there is anything established in 
mechanics and in physiology," writes M. Babinet, "it is, that 
incipient motions are of small extent but irresistible." And be 
cites in their support, the invisible muscular expansion, by means 
of which jugglers make objects disappear, the rules of fencing, 
the electric girl,* the insensible vibration of the wings of eagles. 
I have no wish to contest with M. Babinet his discovery. It will 

•The author here alludes to the case of Angelique Cottin, a native of France, who, ia 
the year 1846, being then 14 years of age, wa~ the suhject.1 it was said, of eome curious 
dectrical phenomena. For a fuller account of the atralr, see Rogers' "Philosophy ot 
~·Iysterious Rappings.11-Tran11. 
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be glory enough for the tables that they have provoked it, and 
the establishment of such a law.will console us for the loss of 
that which we ourselves, thought to establish. Thus, we are to 
understand, that, since the incipient motions have a peculiar en
ergy, since they explain the most impetuous evolutions of the 
largest tables, humanity is about to be relieved of the rude labors 
which overwhelm it. The woodman will fell the trees without 
expending the sweat of his brow ; the husbandman will bury his 
spade in the ground without protracted labor ; the blacksmith 
will beat his iron by means of the i_ncipient motions of his ham
mer, and M. Babinet, on bis part, will elevate by a commence
ment of unconscious pressure, a table charged wi:tb a weight of 
150 lbs. or one which be does not touch I 

My honorable and learned adversary here interrupts me. He 
will have no one speak to him of motions without contact. 
"Everything that has been said of action exercised at a dis
tance, should be consigned to its proper place among fictions." 
The judgment is summary ; fortunately 11. Babinet condescends 
to assign his reasons. The motions without contact are a fiction, 
first, because 'they are impossible ; secondly, because powdered 
isinglass has prevented the rotation of the table ; in short, be
cause perpetual motion cannot exist. 

The motions at a distance are impossible I In good logic, 
:M. Babinet should have held to that, bearing in mind the reply of 
Ilenry IV. to the magistrates of a certain city, who bad thus com
menced their harangue : "\Ve have not discharged the cannon 
at the approach of your Majesty, for three reasons. In the first 
place, we have no cannon-" "That reason is sufficient," re
plied the king. \Ye must believe that M. Babiuet himself 
slightly doubts their "impossibility," and that he bas not judged 
his reason sufficient. In that, he has acted wisely, for this pre
tended impossibility repos_es entire.ly on a circle. " Is there a 
solitary example of motion produced without an active, exterior 
force? No; hut the motions at a distance are effected without 
an activ,e exterior force ; hence, the motions at a distance are 
impossible." I 'l''.Ould say_ to M. Babinet, in the language of 
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the schools, that his major is true, and that his conclusion would 
be legitimate, if his rr.inor were not a simple begging- of the 
question. Yon claim that there is not here a force acting ex
terior to the table which is raised without contact of the hands I 
but this is exactly the point we are debating. A fluid is an ac
tive, exterior force. It is .very convenient to begin by establish
ing this axiom : There is no fluid (or analogous physical agent), 
since thence results the manifest deduction : Because there is 
none, neither can there be any of the effects which such an agent 
would produce ! 

M. Babinet's second objection has a more conclusive air. 
"Under the fingers of the operators, placed on the table, was 
put some powdered isinglass or small blades of mica, which 
destroyed the adherence of the fingers to the table and thus 
prevented the communication of the motion. The table then 
remained motionless. They have not omitted to say that the 
mica arrested the motive power of the fluid, just as it arrests elec
tricity ; but as the leaf of mica clung lightly by its edges to the 
table, the impulse was communicated, although the pretended 
fluid should have arrested it, as in the preceding instance." I pro
pose to M. Babinet a means of arresting the motion, even without 
having recourse to the leaves of mica or the powdered isinglass. 
Let him make a simple chalk line across the fJlane of the table, 
in such a way that it may seize hold of 1.he imagination of the 
experimenters, and thus prevent a confident exercise of the will ; 
there will be no more motion of any sort, notwithstanding the 
adherence of the fingers to the table, notwithstanding the power 
of their incipient and unconscious motions. By the powdered 
isinglass, we well know that the rotation would be impeded ; by 
the adherence of the leaves of mica we know that it would not 
be. Hence, two moral situations as different as possible. \Ve 
are in the midst of mixed· phenomena, we must all take sides. 

In relation to perpetual motion, I have yet to ask, in virtue 
of what analogy, or on what authority, M. Babinet has thought 
himself justified to give it a blow over our shoulders. \Ve en
tirely abandon it to his tender mercies. The constant destruction 
of atmospheric and other resistances, of the force engendered, 
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will not allow us for a moment to ma.intain that inert masses 
can rnqve themselves perpetually in this world of ours. It 
would be necessary for them continually to replenish their losses ; 
now, as matter does not move except by virtue of an impulsion, 
of course, the motion must be communicated to it. Very well, 
but what has this argument in common with our tables, touched 
and impelled by a fluid, even when not in contact with the 
fingers? 

If I have expressed myself a little warmly, it is because I 
think it deplorable to see discussions degenerate into supercilious 
and scornful tirades. In the eyes of M. Babinet, all the parti
sans of the tables arc attacked by and convicted of gross ig
norance ; they have not the faintest glimmering of even the first 
elements of science. M. Babinct should have remembered, dis
tinguished man of science as be is, that other men of science, 
not less distinguished, admit the existence of a fluid directed by 
our will. M. Seguin, to cite only one example, is not precisely 
ignorant of the first ideas of mechanics. 

Let us direct to the study of mechanics a portion of the 
ardor we expend in anathematizing our adversaries. We all 
stand in need of indulgence. ·what would M. Babinet say, if 
attempting to criticize his in.accurate expressions, I should 
accuse him of scientific ignorance because he has written : 
" The sum total of the motion that is in the world is unaltera
ble, since no material being whatever, can augment its own, 
at the expense of surrounding bodies, neither lose it without 
restoring it to the bodies upon which it reacts ;" if I should 
remark that my arm raised in virtue of my free will, introduced 
into the world a force, which my free will could have hindered 
from being introduced there, that the birth of a flesh-worm 
introduces motion into the world ? He would reply with rea
son that bis phrase did not fully render his thought, and that 
in speaking of the unalterable sum of motion, he had no inten
tion to include therein the voluntary acts of men or animals. 

It would ill become me to insist. The positive tone is in 
such matters less fitting to me, than to any one else. My object. 
is only to give a piece of advice to men, who like :M. Babinet 
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have a right to treat scientific subjects with authority. Let 
them consent to approach new ideas without laying down as a 
principle that they know everything. M. Babinet invokes the 
laws of nature, aml maintains with reason that she cannot con
tradict them. But have all these laws been revealed to him ? 
lfos human science no longer any limits or errors? The "laws 
of naturo" have been successively opposed to all discoveries, 
awaiting the time when these discoveries, definitely admitted, 
should themselves be ranked among the " laws of nature." Let 
us be careful not to pe1·vert the use of words. 

The men of science do not confine themselves to objections 
drawn from incipient or unconscious motions, from small causes 
producing great effects ; they have still a mode of proceed
ing, the efficacy of which is incontestable. If an experiment 
has once suC'ceeded, its value is immediately lost. If they 
could only effect another, it would be all very well ! So that 
the new experiment once performed becomes, in its turn, insig
nificant, and cedes its place to another desideratum. These 
opponents express themselves something as follows : 

" You do such and such things ; that is very well ; but now 
we require you to do something different. You employ such and 
:;iuch means ; we pray you content yourselves with those which we 
p1·escribe. To succeed after your manner is not to succeed ; you 
must succeed according to our mode. Your manner is not scien
tific ; it contradicts tradition ; we shut the door upon facts if they 
are not clothed in les wstumes de rigueur. * \Ve will not even 
look at your experiments if our machines do not figure in them." 

Strange method of establishing the result of experiments ; 
they begin by changing the conditions into those of their own 
creation ! They might as well say to a man who has seen the 
barley harvest gathered in upper Egypt during the month of 
January, "I·wm believe it when I have seen it here in Bur
gundy." · It may be well enough to adopt this style of treatment 

• Jn fashionable costume.-Trans. 

6 
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in relation to the wonders seen by a traveller, but experiments 
have quite another character. In presence of facts us conrlu
sive as the motion without contact and the fluidic elevation of 
weights, both of which set mechanical action at defiance, in 
presence of fads that give no handle for. fraud or illusion, it is 
hardly to be believed that there should be a disposition to im
pose on us engines, needles, complicated mechanism, without 
even inquiring if the simple, moral effect of certain kinds of 
apparatus and certain modes of observation, will not be to 
make phenomena of a mixed nature, wholly disappear. Yet 
our opponents will consider our experiments tis not having 
taken place, and in compensation, they will invent for us new 
ones. In absolute ignorall:ce of the physical law, the effects of 
which we h:i;rn examined, they will determine, in advance, its 
applications. Since it produces this, it should also produce that [ 

What a quantity of sinces and thens introduced into an inrnsti
gation ·where the real nature of the agent is a mystery to all 
the world I In truth, I perfectly comprehend that the tests 
should be varied at all hazards, that we should have our eyes 
open in every direction, that different instruments should be 
placed in contact with the tables or with the operators. That 
is natural ; it is thus that discoveries are made and rendered 
fruitful ; it is thus we have ourselves proceeded. There is but 
one rock to avoid, and it is precisely that upon which everybody 
splits : the failure of new experiments must not be opposed to 
the success of old ones, nor may we, under the strange pretext 
that everything is not known, contest what is already estab
lished. Let us, for the present, content ourselves with looking ; 
we will reason by and by. 

Such is, in my opinion, t~e true philosophical and scientific 
course. All mere experiments, I repeat, considered simply a.s 
such, and resulting in nothing certain, should be discarded. As 
for ourselves, we have been grateful to scientific friends who 
have kindly suggested to us the idea of similar experiments, and 
we have promptly lent ourselves to them, even when the prin
ciple involved seemed different from that previously observed by 
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us. Thus we attempted, as has been seen, to raise and main
tain in the air, a table, the weight of which had been diminished 
by means of a counter-poise, although nothing in the course of 
our experience had authorized us to expect a result from the 
moment that the fluidic impulsion could no longer dispose of a 
point of support. 

\Ve followed these suggestions of a friendly and ingenious 
science, because it was agreed that the checks foreseen by us 
should not be considered as furnishing a conclusion of any sort. 
Of any sort, I mistake ; we might conclude from them that we 
had been seeking in a false direction, which is neither a great 
crime nor a great misfortune. Strange, therefore, as it may 
seem, we must know how to seek where there is nothing ; it is 
one way by means of which we finally bring something to light. 
I have no objection to it, provideu we are not infected by the 
insupportable pretensions of those who reject at the outset 
everything that has not been established by their instruments 
and their modes of proceeding. 

I might add, by their men. Yes, indeed, and here has been 
committed a crime, which I fear, will never be sufficiently expia
ted. The profane have trodden upon holy ground ; the 
ignorant have tampered with facts which the initiated reserve 
to themselves? Now, it rarely happens that the clergy apprnve 
the theology of the laity. Laicisme (pardon the word) is and 
will be dishonored in all time. Do you believe that the ac:~dc
mics will pardon the laity of science? Certainly not. \Vb.at the 
latter see, is not seen ; what they verify is not verified. Little 
becoming is it in them, indeed, to recognize a physical agent 
upon which men of science have turned their backs, or to regard 
with their eyes, a comet which the telescopes of the observatoire 
have not yet condescended to notice ! 

Odi profanuw vulgus, et arceo. 

Speak not to us of those vulgar :fingers stupidly placed upon 
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round tables ! Speak not to us of those experiments in which 
our consecrated apparatus does not figure ! 

'fhere is cruelty in making us feel so intensely our incompe
tency, our unworthiness. I, for one, am deeply sensible of it, 
and would by my prayers, hasten the time when I shall have it 
in my power to yield the place to a man of science, a man who 
has taken orders. Not only will he do much more and much 
better than I, but he will have an inestimable advantage over 
me in another respect :-what he does will not be sacrilege. 
w·ith what happiness shall I return.to the silence so agreeable 
to me I Consecrated hands, proceeding according to sacramen
t~! forms, will obtain results which we may at last be permitted 
to appreciate without compromising ourselves. Mechanism, 
formulas, will lend their aid to dignify experiments too ignoble 
in their own nature ; people who respect themselves will con
sent to give them their attention, and will exclaim as they 
congratulate themselves on their prudence. "Now it is a 
different thing." 

Oh i\foliere, why are you not still in existence I Bnt thou 
art here in effect. Thy genius has marked with ineffaceable 
lines this eternal malady of special corporo,tions : contempt of 
the laity, respect for compeers, idolatry of the ancients. Singu
lar malady which is reproduced in all ages, under all forms, and 
in the bosom of all branches of human activity, now in the 
name of religion, now in the name of medicine, now in the name 
of science and art. Yes1 even beyond revolutions, even in the 
walls of academies which participate in the great movement 
of modern innovation, one thing survives ; it is the attachment 
to brotherhood, to tradition, to the superstition of forms. 

It might truly be said that it still every where inclines a little 
to oaths like that in the ceremony of the lJIIalade imaginairc. M. 
Foucault likes this scene ; he will therefore not be displeased if 
I recall to his mind the following passage : 
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H Essere in omnibus 
Consultationibus 
Ancienl aviso 
Aut bono 
Aut mauvaiso. 

-Jurol 

"De non j amais te sen ire, 
De remediis alcunis 
Quam de ceux seulement do<::tm facultatls, 

Maladus dut-il crevare 
Et mori de suo malo. 

-Jurol" 

Raillery aside, the spirit of brotherhood and the spirit of tra
dition perform prodigies in order to escape any modification in 
physical laws. Leur siege est fait.* I have nowhere been so 
impressed by this, as in the remarkable objection to which I 
now direct my attention. It is the creation of the physiologists ; 
they have generously come to the assistance of the natural 
philosophers. " Since .it is necessary to sacrifice something," 
they seem to say : "since important facts are established ; 
since we arc thereby reduced to the extremity of taking Animal 
)Iagnetism and Turning Tables into consideration : since, in fact, 
a revolution is inevitable, let it be accomplished in the study of 
man, and not in the study of material nature ; let us save the 
holy ark ; let there be no new fluid and we arc content I" 

This Rystem has several advantages ; it pretends to lend 
itself to study and even to reforms ; it passes the Rubicon, 
and the flag of science advances into a country she has here
tofore refused to enter (I speak now of our disciplined science, 
of our French and English science) ; it has recognized several 
truths, to them an unexpected and astonishing honor ; it pro
claims the actual success of several experiments hitherto strongly 
decried. It has a bold step, a blustering air, and consequently 

• This refers to the answer of !'Abbe Milo, author of a history of the Siege of M:.Ita, 
to those who, after his work was finished, brought him further information on the sub. 
ject. "Xo," said he, as he l'ejected their contributions, "my Siege is finished." .. The 
expression has become a by-word.-7ra11s. 
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it would ill become us to complain. To be disdained by men so 
advanced, so accommodating, is not a good sign ! 

Add to this, that these accommodating men are, at the same 
time, intelligent men; that their psychological analysis is worthy 
of the most serious attention ; that their physiological explana
tion, if it be absolutely inapplicable, is nevertheless very inge
nious. Add, again, that they take a ground on which the vari
ous adversaries of the tables will cheerfully meet them. Read, 
for example, the. distinguished work _of M. Chevreul upon the 
rod of divination, upon the exploring pendulum and upon Turning 
Tables (Journal des Savants), you will be amazed to see that he 
resorts to the psychological solution. His explanation, he him
self deciares, " does not pertain to the phyt;ical, but to the moral 
world." With the tables, as with the pendulUill and the rod, 
" the effects cannot be attributed to any blind cause, but to a 
free agent, and we shall presently say to the thought of man." 

What M. Chevreul thus indicates, l\L Braid, Sir H. Ilolland, 
and l\L Carpenter have sought systematically to establish. An 
important article in the Quarterly Review, September, 1853, 
sets forth a theory, which, if I may judge by the flourish of 
trumpets that welcomes it, seems destined to be very success
ful. It is true that the same trumpets have already resounded 
several times since we have been engaged in the quarrel of the 
tables ; we particularly remember the cries of triumph which 
burst forth in regard to the poor disks of 111. Faraday. Who 
speaks of them to-day ? A few friends, faithful to their illus
trious compeer, and determined to consider his demonstration 
demonstrated. Outside of ~is coterie, there are none who do 
not comprehend that in the development of a mixed phenomenon, 
visible signs of suspicion are always unfavorable. The enthu
siasm has therefore passed from l\f. Faraday, and l\I. Carpenter, 
while it passes to a third, to a fourth conqueror. \Vhen the 
victors multiply to such an extent, we are compelled to distrust 
their victories. 

I am, then, about to examine with particular care, the explan
ation of M. Carpenter. It merits attention; its author is a 
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man of authority, and it is little probab1e that anything more 
vlausible than his theory will be discovered against the fluidic 
motion of the tables. It is as follows: 

Electro-biology, a branch of Animal Magnetism, several years 
since announced and demonstrated, to the great admiration of 
foe public, that certain persons (one out of twelve on an aver
age), could not fix their attention for a given period of time on 
a small disk of metal placed about ten inches from their eyes, 
without falling under the absolute government of the magnetizer 
directing the experiment. They are not asleep, and yet they 
entirely lose the control of their thoughts; it has passed into 
the hands of another. The magnetizer presents them a glass 
of water, affirming that it is wine, milk or spirits; they taste it 
and are really convinced that they have drank spirits, milk or 
wine. The magnetizer declares that this liquid is boiling hot; 
they cannot support its contact. The magnetizer tells them 
that his cane is a serpent, they shrink from it with horror. 
lle tells them that a piece of lead is very light; they raise it 
without effort. He informs them that a feather is tremendously 
heavy; their stl'ength is not sufficient to sustain its weight. He 
gives them to understand that they cannot withdraw their hand 
from the table on which it is placed; all their exertions are un
availing to detach it. 

Such is the fact. It is not long since the world laughed and 
shrugged its shoulders when we ventured to speak of it. Now, 
our scientific men, the most skeptical, admit it. They admit it 
because they belie>e themselves prepared to explain it without 
injury to official physics. A hint to the reader! The same 
experiments pass suddenly from the category of absurd asser
tions into the category of demonstrative assertions, the moment 
they seem to enter within the consecrated limits. Consequently, 
our adversaries do not go from facts to theory, but from. 
theory to facts. vVe have long suspected as much. 

Be that as it may, they are here in possession of a very inter
esting observation: the automatic condition to which the intel-
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lectual man is at times reduced. What inference do they draw 
from this? 

The mind, thus deprived of the control of the judgment, no 
longer distinguishes between false and true ideas, between sen
sations purely subjective and those which have a real object 
external to it. It is thus delivered up to the absolute empire 
of suggestions. 

I have just written the great word, that which serves to label 
the system. The principle of suggestion will furnish a solution 
to all the difficulties. \Ve are so disposed to be satisfied with 
words. There is nothing which suggestion does not henceforth 
explain. Are you astonished at biological phenomena ? They 
are the result of suggestion l Has magnetism its mysteries ? 
Suggestion l Do the tables obey the will ? Suggestion ! And 
everybody celebrates the wonders of suggestion, the evidence of 
suggestion. The ignorant portion of the community will not 
be the last to confess that nothing is clearer and better reasoned. 

Let us, however, examine the subject, and follow the argu
ment to the end i for it does not, at first sight, appear so evident 
to us that the physiological condition of persons under the in
fluence of biology or magnetism, is that of those who turn the 
tables, that there is everywhere equal abdication of the judg
ment, automatic passivity and obedience to suggestions. Now, 
if the explanation is to expla,in anything, all this should be 
true. 

But we are not long in perceiving, that in the theory of 
Messrs. Braid, Carpenter, and their adherents, they have hrought 
together, pell-mell, facts which have not the least relation to 
each other. Having pledged themselves to explain everything, 
they have, by means of a.nalogies often puerile, piled up every
thing in one confused massi then, depending strongly on the 
reality of the first observation, and forgetting to prove that 
certain consequences result therefrom, they arrive at the con
clusion. 

·what they forget to prove, is precisely the point in contl'o
versy. Do we contest the automatic condition, and the power 
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which suggestions then possess? Not the least in the world. 
·we contest the assertion that this automatic condition is that 
of our experimenters. You arrive at passivity by a concentration 
of the attention upon an object, in itself insignificant. Granted, 
although I do not know whether the action of the magnetic 
fluid does not determine this curious modification of the human 
being, and the dependence resulting therefrom. You do more, 
you produce the ltyp11otism of M. Braid, or the somnambulic 
sleep, properly so called. Does this advance you in regard to 
the tables, or even in regard to a great number of biological 
and magnetic facts ? I think not. 

In order to make one step towards the solution you seek, you 
arc compelled abruptly to change your thesis, without seeming 
to do so, and without being yourself conscious of it. In place 
of the automatic condition and suggestion, you substitute the 
dominant idea and the developments of intelligence, or of force 
which it produces. Between the first thesis and the second, 
there is no bridge. Such chasms are never cleared except in 
making the perilous leap, the saltus letalis of the old logic. 

Direct and avowed suggestions of Biology, indirect sugges
tions, subjective questions of magnetism, I suppose, with yon, 
they may be all true ; what trace of the dominant idea do you 
perceive in the passive man, in the vacant mind devoid of ideas? 

You try to translate your dominant idea into the expectant 
idea, which is less clear, but more appropriate to the general 
thought that is reputed to reign throughout the system. 
Nevertheless, you do not return to your first position. The 
man who makes a ring oscillate at the end of a string, finally 
communicating to it the direction willed, is by no means an 
automaton, and obeys no suggestion ; he has a fixed idea, which, 
doubtless, acts, unconsciously to him, upon his nerves. I would 
say the same of the divining wand, and in this respect, M. 
Chevreul appears to me vastly superior to ~1. Carpenter, for his 
tendency to motion has at least the merit of being in harmony 
with the phenomenon of which it pretends to give the physio· 
logical interpretation. .As for the principle of suggestion, I seek 

6* 
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it h~rc and do not find it. I comprel1cnd the concentrated atten
tion and the muscular tension it provokes ; but that the man of 
the wand is an automaton in whom the will has abdicated, 
and who yields to suggestions, I do not in any way understand. 

It is probably my fault, for every ohe else understands it 
astonishingly well, going into ecstasies over its luminous expla
nation of the phenomenon of the Turning Tables, an explanation 
which consists in placing in juxtaposition two dissimilar and 
even contrary theses, that of automa~ic passivity and that of the 
concentrated will I 

I bavo said that the theses were dissimilar and even contrary. 
It remains for me to prove it, and 1 will do so without pausing 
at some contestable details of the system which seem occasion
ally slightly to confound the will with the judgment, almost 
inducing the belief that it is the part of the will to effect 
or to assure the control of ideas, and tl~at we only distinguish 
the true from the false when we will to distinguish them. Let 
us pass over the details of a psychological analysis, remarkable 
as it is in more than one relation, and which becomes exact, the 
moment it re-establishes, in place of the will alone, the connection 
of the will, the attention, and the judgment ; let us proceed at 
once to that which bears on our special discussion. 

Docs the dominant idea go band in band with automatic pas
sivity ? On the contrary, the man dominated over by a fixed 
idea, does not lend himself to any suggestion. I affirm that 1.L 
Carpenter, when be wrote his essay and became absorbed in bis 
principal idea, bore little resemblance to an automaton, to a 
man delivered up to the biological power : his will bad not 
abdicated, and still less bis judgment. Vain would have been 
any attempt to suggeJt to him opinions different from his own. 

"What is true of the concentration of the mind in intellectual 
labor, is equally true of its concentration in a moral effort, in a 
sentiment, in a material act. The blacksmith, who occupies 
himself exclusively in giving to a bit of iron the desired form, 
the watchmaker who is intent only on filing a delicate bit of 
machinery, are not automatons whose passive souls can be made 
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to submit with impunity to suggested directions. It may be 
affirmed, on the contrary, that they are souls so occupied with a 
single object, that there is no room for any others. 

Do strong affections make us automatons ? Does the love of 
God, which, according to his will, should reign in our hearts, 
reduce us to a state of passive stupidity. .Are men of genius, 
inventors, poets, orators, philosophers, stupefied or benumbed by 
their ideas, and consequently open to all suggestions from 
without? 

It is precisely the opposite of this which takes place, as every 
one knows. Strong affections, intellectual meditations and 
creations, the love of God, all these develop and animate the 
human being ; h~ is more alive, more active than ever. He 
submits less than ever to influences which he has not apprecia
ted and freely admitted as in accordance with his sentiments 
and convictions. 

Are we told of the abstraction of scholars ? That would be 
absurd. If a man preoccupied can uccept, on secondary and 
indifferent points, a notion which does not interest him, he is 
better armed than others against the invasion of ideas which 
may claim to exercise over his mind an entire control. Domi
nant ideas are also exclusive ideas ; nothing can equal their 
jealousy of power, and a state of absorption, of abstraction, of 
preoccupation, is surely that in which you will be least likely to 
succeed in rendering yourself master over a man, in making him 
submit to a treatment, in some degree approximating to the 
biological crisis. • ' 

Those who have reared children are not ignorant that 
their obedience ceases from the moment their abstraction com
mences. The most submissive child remains inacce8sible to 
orders or suggestions, as soon as he becomes absorbed by a 
dominant idea. His, is a house into which we can no longer 
enter ; the doors and windows have been shut . 

.And behold, with what meagre solutions the udversaries of 
the tables, I mean the enlightened and intelligent adversaries, 
allow themselves to be satisfied. Feeling that the theory of 
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the dominant idea nnd involuntary motions is henceforth insuffi
cient in presence of established facts, they endeavor to trace a 
connection between the dominant idea and automatic passivity, 
in order to be able to speak of the principle of suggestwn to a 
public who begin to tire of the tendency to motion. 

The principle has indeed met with the most brilliant success. 
Is it not true that the biological condition seems to be obtained 
by a concentration of the attention upon an object? is it not 
consequently certain that every act of attention destroys the 
control of the judgment and reduces us to a state of biological 
dependence? 'What signifies it that in the first case, the power 
of action is precisely the absence of idea, concentration in a 
vacuum, while in the second, that the mind dominated by a 
principal idea obtains its maximum of activity I 

The thought suggested, governs despotically the man reduced 
to biological passivity ; he can then be assimilated to all men 
possessed by fixed ideas, and whom this exclusive preoccupation 
ha:i rendered fools or very nearly such. The assimilation may 
be carried still further, so as to range in the same category, all 
those who eagerly pursue a discovery, a work, or any project 
whatever I ·what signifies it that in the second case, we find 
that which is directly the opposite of passivity and suggestion I 

In the new system all is good, provided we arrive at uny 
explanation, no matter what, of the phenomenon of Turning 
Tables. It would appear that by dint of piling together the 
the most absurd analogies, the most incongruous observations, 
the originators of this system, hope to stumble on a solution. 
They reckon upon dazzling the reader, who will, of course, esteem 
the tables condemned, when he shall have seen them mixed up 
with the facts of biology, the eccentricities of somnambulism, 
with dreams, ecstasies, convulsions, and epidemics of demoniacs 
or of sorcerers. It is rare that such formidable accumulations fail 
in their effect. '\Ve hear of thinking automatons, of mechanical 
obedience ; of extraordinary excitements, of nervous crises ; of 
tho strange development of the faculties in moral preoe<:upation 
or in magnetic sleep ; we hear it said that man is equally placed 
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under an exclusive influence, whether by the creation of a 
vacuum in his mind, whether this mind belongs to its proper 
dominant thought ; and we conclude therefrom, that the phe
nomenon of the tables is explained by the principle of suggestion. 
Is there not expectant attention ? Are not the experimen
ters preoccupied ? . . . . " Behold, therefore, the reason that 
your daughter is dumb."* 

'l'he problem of the tables would have caused little embar
rassment to Sganarellc. t There are chains of ideas which 
rule us unconsciously ; a certain child who had learned both 
English and German, was in a measure compelled to employ 
the first language with his English mother, and the second, 
with his German nurse ; hence it is all very simple that the 
tables turn 1 Certain impressions and certain associations con
tinue during sleep ; the physician starts quickly at the sound 
of the night bell, although the voice of his wife in vain endeav
ors t('I arouse him ; the wife is awakened by the cries of the 
baby, although she does not hear her husband as he speaks to 
her ; thence, it is all very simple that the tables turn 1 Som
nambulists, awake or asleep, resume from one crisis to another 
the same series of thoughts, with complete forgetfulness of the 
intermediate sensations and events ; the persistence of the 
same preoccupation and an insensibility to everything else, are 
reproduced in certain states of the human mind ; thence, it is 
all very simple that the tables turn 1 Somnambulists write 
with great regularity even when unable to see what they are 
doing ; separated from their paper by a screen, they correct an 
entire page, dotting the i, and crossing the t; their suscepti
bility to odors detects the proprietor of a pair of gloves ; they 
accurately repeat an improvisation from Jenny Lind, forgetting 
neither a note of the music, nor a syllable of the verses com
posed in a tongue unknown to them ; thence, it is all simple 
enough that the tables turn 1 

I am met with a remonstrance. "We have not argued 

* A quotation from Moli6re's Midecin malart lui.-Trans. 
t The principal hero in L• .Me.dsefa malgre liti.-Trans. 
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n.fter that fashion," say they ; from the biological or somn:un
bulic state to Turning Tables, we have established numerous 
transitions ; you suppress the intermediate steps. 

I suppress nothing but confusion ; my perfidy is that of 
clearness. ·what concern, indeed, have we in knowing if there 
be a relation between somnambulism and ordinary dreams, 
between ordinary dreams and the rcvery of a man awake ? 
These analyses (often subtle and ingenious, sometimes also 
inaccurate, for the domination of a single idea, connected and 
uniform, is far from being the habitual character of dreams), 
these analyses of· the state of mechanical absorption in its 
various manifestations, will never have anything in common 
with the energetic activity of an excited intelligence, or a 
will which pursues its object. Never will they succeed in 
establishing the thesis that has just been produced under sanc
tion of the respected name of :M. Carpenter, and in which, all 
the facts relative to electro-biology, to mesmerism, to somnam
bulism, and to Turning Tables, are due to the exclusive empire 
of a dominant idea, and to the absence of a sufficient control of 
the will over the thought ! The different parts of the thesis do 
not hold together ; they lack continuity. 

I insist upon this point, because here lies the question. If 
our adversaries bad wished only to oppose to us the possible 
results of a dominant idea, as it exists "both in the automatic 
condition, and in the condition of activity arrived at its maxi
mum ; if they had wished only to derive advantage from the 
exclusive preoccupation created in some minds by suggestions 
introduced into a vacuum, in others, by the occupation of the 
entire soul with the thought and the will, they would not have had 
recourse to this great psychological apparatus, they would have 
limited themselves to establishing with :M. Chevreul, that the 
over-excited thought induces a muscular tension, an unconscious 
tendency to motion. But no, something newer, more striking, 
more philosophical, was required. They have put forward the 
principle of suggestion. 

It possesses the advantage of classing us among automatons, 
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invalids, and almost among fools. It is something to be able to 
look down with pity upon our adversaries, and to insinuate under 
a parliamentary form, that they have lost their wits ! The 
tables, in your opinion, turning only because we do not more 
entirely possess the control of our ideas and actions, you are, 
in consequence, authorized to assume the high tone with us, to 
make us remember how important is the role of the will, how 
essential it is that the automatic tendencies should be subordi
nate to it. You invite fathers of families to develop the will 
in their children, lest they may one day fall into mental aliena
tion, or at least, into that enervation of the activity proper 
which delivers the turners of the tables and their congeners 
over to the domination of a sovereign idea-which makes them 
move mechanically without their knowledge, poor, disabled, 
rudderless vessels, driven about at the pleasure of the wind l 

I do not deny that a domir1ant idea may be introduced 
into a vacant mind, that, for instance, of a man, whose absence 
of will or judgment renders him a prey to suggestions; bnt I 
do deny that our experimenters, in any way, participate in these 
very special dispositions. Far from being reduced to the state 
of automatons, they have their own conviction/ and maintain 
it, in spite of outside suggestions. Far from lacking will, they 
seem to have too much. Come and see with what energy they 
pursue their study, with what vigilance they investigate the 
smallest details, and then tell us if that is the attitude of your 
abstracted dreamers, asleep or biologized, whom the action of a 
magnetizer, accidental coincidences, or the association of ideas, 
places momentarily under an exclusive impression. 

The principle of suggestion then, has nothing to see here. 
Let us no longer hear of it, and let us bear no more of the 
miraculous effects which, it is said, are produced by moral and 
mnscular excitement combined with simultaneousness of action 
among the experimenters. This is quite another thesis, but as 
it has, right or wrong, been tacked on the preceding, it is 
proper also to demonstrate the inutility of this prudent append
age. 
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That the concentration of the attention augments our power, 
that individuals deprived of one of their senses, learn to use to 
better advantage those that are left them, I, in nowise, con· · 
test. Neither do I contest that strong enthusiasm or great 
terror occasionally develops in us extraordinary forces. In 
short, that the harmony of ·movement cstabllshed between 
several persons, permits them to obtain results to which they 
would not reach if their acts were in opposition, is a fact of 
daily experience. Let us mention also, if you please, an 
example taken from the biological experiments, of the resist. 
ancc that is opposed by a feeble arm· to a very heavy weight. 
""What application will you make of these uncontested observa· 
tions. 

Biological rigidity does not exist with ns, nor the biological 
phenomenon in any degree whatever, since we are at the anti· 
podcs of the automatic state and the torpidity of the will. 

Neither have the enthusiasms and the terrors which create 
exceptional powers (I try to reply to the objection without 
laughter), any existence in our chain. Sometimes we do not 
even succeed in effecting simple rotations, and in our moments 
of greatest success we vainly seek to accomplish that which is 
mechanically most easy. 

The principal argument yet remains, the only one which 
bears the semblance of probability :-the opera.tors develop an 
immense force wl1en the concentration of the attention meets 
with perfect simultaneity of motion . 

.A.n immense force ! No. It is a force the measure of which 
is perfectly well known. Every day we sec laborers at work 
with a concentrated attention and with irreproachable unity of 
purpose ; sailors, employed at the capstan, accompanying them· 
selves with songs or shouts in order to assure harmony of 
effort ; now, these men know almost to a fraction, what power 
they will develop, notwithstanding their concentrated will and 
their harmony. They do not expect prodigies, and they are 
right. Not only do they act within the known limits of 
human powers, but they perfectly appreciate the work they are 
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called upon to perform ; their muscular tension in nowise 
escapes them, and it is the same with the most animated black
smith as he strikes his anvil ; he pants for breath, sweat stands 
in drops upon his brow, he can do no more. vVhat we add to 
an ordinary power by attention and harmony, what we take from 
it by a consciousness of effort, is confined within such limits as 
to compel us to renounce the idea of prodigies from it. It 
would be otherwise in the biological or somnambulic state, in a 
state of hallucination, of convulsive excitement, of mental 
alien"ation, properly so called ; in these conditions, phe· 
nomena are accomplished which suppose an extraordinary 
power and insensibility. But such is not the condition of our 
experimenters ; I refer to my fundamental distinction and 
pass on. 

Besides, our adversaries would have made but little pro
gress, even though they were able to clemonstrate that 
concentrated attention and simuJtaneity of motion could 
account for the rotations of the table and the elevation of 
weights with which it is charged. They do not account for 
that,more than for other facts not less certain, but which have 
been carefully excluded. I will cite the numbers indicated 
from the thought and the motions without contact. It would 
be far too convenient to be allowed to declare as true, all the 
facts which we believe ourselves capable of explaining, and to 
declare as false or entirely pass over in silence, all those of 
which we can furnish no positive explanation. 

I have been anxious to reply with care to the most minutely 
and distinctly stated objection, and which is, in many respects, the 
most ingenious of any offered against us. This I owed to the 
distinguished men who have drawn it up, and recomme~ded its 
serious discussion. And now that I have sought to appreciate 
this r~marka.ble theory, I desire to present two general reflec
tions upon the attacks which have been directed against us by 
the men of science. 

The first will apply to a claim ~hey seem to put forward 
since they have perceived that the violent attempt to sup-
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press the discussion is not entirely sucessful. From a sentiment 
wl1ich does them honor, they would persuade us nnd persuade 
themselves that they hnvo not refused to study the Turning 
Tables. "Behold I" they exclaim, " the most eminent men are 
occupied in the investigation ; several members of the Edin
burgh University have deigned to exami9e the thing; Doctor 
Ilolland, Doctor Carpenter have written on the subject ; M. 
Faraday has invented bis indicators ; M. Arago, M. Babiuet, 
M. Mousson, M. Chevreul have published special treatises 
thereupon. 

Yes, M. Arngo has 'spoken of Animal Magnetism ; M. Car
penter has admitted the Turning Tables into bis biological 
considerations .; M. Cbevreul reserves a place for them in bis 
work on the divining rod ; M. Faraday and M. Babinet have 
proclaimed our absurdity. That is true, and we should, with
out doubt, feel a lively gratitude for the honor. :Might they 
not have purely and simply condemned us without judge or 
jury ? Methinks I bear the wolf reproaching the stork for his 
ingratitude : 

" And is it not enough 
Your neck is safe from such & gulf?" 

-
That is indeed something, and it would be ungrateful in us 

to complain. 
If, however, I might venture another observation, I would 

remark that essays written in refutation are not studies; they 
are, ordinarily, quite the reverse. When persons who have seen 
nothing, who have not consecrated any considerable portion of 
their energy and time to the experiments, who have, perhaps, 
only assisted at a few ridiculous rotations of round tables, when 
such persons take up the pen and set themselves at work to 
expose theories and rebuke those who have fairly experimented, 
I do not think that they study. 

I believe that no one ever studies that, which a priori be 
declares to be stupid. If attacks are studies, then I grant you 
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studies are not wanting, and I may add they never will be 
wanting. At the period when the Academy of :Medicine buried 
the report of M. Husson and proclaimed what the whole of 
Europe is obstinately bent on calling a. refusal to examine, 
there appeared every morning an article against Animal Mag
notism, every morning it was declared that the partisans of 
Magnetism were imbecile, and explanatory systems were pro
posed. If that was to study, I will admit that the Turning 
Tables also have been studied, for they have not been spared 
either abuse or theories. Everything has been granted them 
except the favor of observing, of experimenting, of listening, 
and of reading. 

At two different times, with an interval of a month between, 
have they been notified (without opposition from any quarter), 
that l'Institut would cast aside among the rubbish, all commu
nications relative to the tables ; that it is not obliged to occupy 
itself with nonsense, that there is a place reserved for lucubra
tions of this nature, the place to which are consigned the papers 
on perpetual motion. 

If that is not called a refusal to examine, I no longer know the 
signification of words in good Frehch. I would really like to be 
informed to what point our adversaries would find themselves at 
liberty, in a case where their own works were thus treated. 
Would they be strongly persuaded that the rights of discussion 
were respected, because the trouble was taken to refute or abuse 
them without examination, without reproducing their experi
ments ? For my part, I doubt it. Books and articles written 
against the tables do not prove to me that they are studied. 
Thoy prove only one thing, that their opponents know them to 
be full of life and vigor, in spite of the anathemas hurled against 
them. They have often been killed and they will often be killed 
again. Studies of this description wiU multiply. I have no 
fear in predicting it, and I add that we shall persist in affirming 
of people who study after this fashion (behold our obstinacy!) 
that they are determined not to study. 

"'vVe come now to my second remark : 
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Explanatory theories have a marvcllou8 power of admitting 
facts at pleasure. Those, even, which but" yesterday excited 
the smiles of a supercilious incredulity, those, the recital of which 
coultl not be endured, nnd at which we scarcely consented to 
glance, those which were regarded as radically and necessarily 
false in spite of proof, become cerlain the instant we believe 
ourselves prepared to explain them, without introducing into 
Iloly Science, that abomination of desolation, fluids directed by 
the will. The doors, so long closed, turn all at once on their 
hinges ; the magic formula has been pronounced, the Ope,n Se
same has res01~nded. As soon as facts come within the pale of 
systems, they are permittetl to exist . 

.A year ago, scientific men would have laughed heartily, if any 
one had spoken to them of biological phenomena, of the man 
who becomes incapable of acting because told that he is, of the 
man who remains glued to his chair, because given to under
stand that he cannot detach himself from it-of the man who 
feels that he is burnt, because some one declares to him that 
the table he touches is burning hot l .At present, they no 
longer laugh. ·why ? because the things are better proved ? 
No ; because they are explained. 

Under the liberal influence of this sentiment, they accept 
some of the assertions of .Animal Magnetism : they believe, for 
example, in the somnambulists, who repeat the whole of a song 
in a tongue the first word of which they do not understand, in 
those whom an absolute insensibility pr_otects against impressions 
foreign to their dominant preoccupation, in those who correct an 
entire page of writing from which they are separated by a screen. 
If, to-morrow, some one shall succeed in reconciling the dispface-. 
ment of the senses, sight at a distance, and the penetration of 
the thought ·with orthodox theories, the day after to-morrow, it 
will all be held as demonstrated and evident. 

The question then, is not one of experiments but of doctrines. 
Those whose experiments have been thrown into the basket will 
find some consolation in this thought. Their assertions aro less 
considered than the tendency of those assertions. ·who knows 
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if there will not soon spring up some explanatory theory, under 
patronage of which these very assertions will in their turn be ad
mitted? 

llleanwhile, the principle of suggestion has rendered us a true 
service ; with a blow of its wand, it has made evident that which 
before passed for absurd. I am almost disposed to testify my 
gratitude by. acknowledging that it is in itself, truer than I had 
at first imagined. Seeing the preoccupation of our adversaries 
on the subject of the tables, and the facility with which they lend 
themselves successively to all the ideas which have been sug
gested against them, to the disks of M. Faraday, the incipient 
motions of 111. Babinet, the tendency to motion of M. Chevreul, 
the automatic passivity of Messrs. Braid and Carpenter, I am 
tempted to confess that they furnish an illustrious but unique 
example of a relationship between the dominant idea, and the 
principle of suggestion. 

The suspected branches of science then have tak!)n one step 
forward, and it will not be the last. Men as distinguished in 
character as in talent, men whose word carries authority, have 
introduced the enemy within the walls. The most valiant de
fenders of Ilion have taken the wooden horse and dragged it as 
a trophy across the breach. They have not remarked the sound 
of arms issuing from the flanks of the monster. They have not 
remarked that the phenomena now received with honorable 
alacrity, embrace perhaps, the proscribed doctrine of the fluids 
at the service of the will. 

I am sorry to be always thus compelled to recall the mixed 
character of the new phenomena. This is the great scandal, 
this is the stumbling-block. I am not ignorant of it-but what 
can I do? Is it my fault that the question is not one of simple 
exaltation of the nervous system? that the physical agent de
veloped obeys, independently of us, the direction of our thought? 

Here follows the inevitable objection : " You cannot act ex
cept in willing, you cannot will excrpt in believing ; conse-
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quently, yon exact that we start from faith to arrive at faith. 
This is arguing in a circle." 

There is no Rentencc more triumphantly and more frcqncntly 
repeated ; nor is there one more false. ·we know wonderfully 
well, that the only legitimate point of departure is doubt. '\re 
commenced by doubting, and we neither direct nor counsel any 
one to commence by believing. 'Vhen have we pretended that 
our experiments were arrested by the presence of a single in
credulous witness? 

·we have stated, and this is a very different thing, that in a 
phenomenon w·h_ere the moral plays an essential role, success is 
difficult or impossible in proportion as the minds of the operators 
are tinged by skepticism or discouragement. Our own experience 
corroborates this assertion, for at the commencement of our sit
tingR, we were never able to obtain even a simple rotation, until 
the day, when friends worthy of credence announced to us that 
they had obtained it. 

·what consequences then should be inferred from this sus
ceptibility which so much afflicts our adversaries ? That in
credulous people ought not figure in the number of witnesses ? 
Certainly not. On the contrary, their place is marked out for 
them, and it is there they are converted. But it is proper that 
their presence should not be considered of any importance, that 
it should even be ignored as much as possible. It is proper that 
they should look on without speaking ; especially, that they 
should not enter upon any controversy with the operators, or 
set themselves up as public censors and directors of the opera
tions, from which they are afterwards to draw whatever conclu
sion they may deem legitimate. Do we demand too much 7 

It is likewise proper that no one, on his entrance into a· chain, 
should become an actor until after having seen enough of the 
manifestations to prepare him to admit the reality of the fact, 
or until after having firmly resolved not to oppose the experi
ments, but to co-operate in them right loyally. 

It is plainly to be seen, then, that there is nothing here re
sembling a circle. 
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The mixed character of the phenomenon gives rise to still 
more difficulties. \Ve are reproached for not always succeed
ing, for not succeeding with everybody. 

I might indeed have the satisfaction of replying, that to suc
ceed occasionally, is in itself something ; that to elevate masses, 
and to communicate motion at a distance, little as it may be, it 
is by no means an insignificant result. I might answer like 
that prisoner whom the Baron d' Adrets reproached with having 
three times shrank back from the fatal leap over the rocks of 
.Mornas : " M. le Baron, I give you ten times to do the same 
thing." 

\Ve would give ten or a hundred times to our spiritual scof
fers. It would, without doubt, be agreeable to us that things 
should proceed more regularly, that everybcdy should have 
equal success, that the operators should every day possess equal 
power, that at the precise instant when the hands are placed 
upon the table, we should always obtain as many motions with
out contact as we desired ; that the state of the health, the 
moral condition, the impression produced by the witnesses, 
should have no influence. If the phenomenon were different, it 
would manifest itself differently. But, it seems to me, that not 
being able to change it, we shall do well to take the thing as it is. 

There is, moreornr, nothing strange in these modifications, 
since the question concerns an agent that comes from man. 
:Man is not a thermometer, rising and falling according to 
the temperature of the w·eather ; he is not a magnetic needle, 
which turns invariably towards the same point. Doubtless it is 
a pity, and it would be well to find a remedy. At the rate in 
which things are progressing, 1 do not absolutely despair ; 
originality is disappearing, and spontaneous convictions are 
taking their departure ; the individual vanishes behind the 
species, we approach the man 'machine as nearly as possible. 

Nevertheless, let us not delude oursolves. :Man runs a great 
risk of preserving to the end some few of the inconveniences 
of his mixed nature ; his functional overations will never be 
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performed with mathematical precision ; he will never equal a 
thermometer or a. mariner's compass. His physical acts will 
continue to be modified by moral sentiments ; bad news will 
interfere with his digestion ; an emotion will accelerate the beat
ings of his heart. 

It is not, then, so scandalous as has been represented, that 
the liberation of our physical agent should be impeded by analo
gous causes, and science would with a bad grace make of it :i. 

pretext to exclude from its studies the facts we have signalized. 
'l'hese variable facts are none the less facts. Even the excep
tional facts are none the less fact~. The fluid, though it were 
emitted by only one person in ten, and one time in ten, would 
lose none of its rights to figure in the number of physical agents. 
Science worthy of the name would grant it a place ; she would 
not believe herself authorized deliberately to maintain a hiatus 
in the enumeration aud description of phenomena. 

\Vhat would become of us were we always to discard the 
phenomena. which are not always produced in the same manner? 
Remark, moreover, that I have singularly exaggerated the in
equalities opposed to us. Far from there being but one person 
in ten who possesses influence over the table, I think there is not 
one person in ten entirely devoid of it. And what I say of 
persons, I say also of sittings ; those which fail are few in num
ber, and the most unsuccessful, furnish in themselves results to 
confound all their opponents. 

This is not a question of isolated cases, accidents, chance 
encounters ; it is a question of phenomena, the normal and 
universal character of which we cannot contest. Take, in fact, 
ten or twelve persons at random; it is probable that, if they 
are believers and have perseverance, yon will at least obtain 
the rotations and elevations without contact. As regards the 
more difficult experiments, which exact a very abundant fluidic 
power, they will doubtless not succeed unless the chain includes 
some experienced operators ; the fluid, however, exists in the 
ordinary as in the extraordinary experiments, and the success 
of the last, has precisely the effect of reacting on the first., and 
guaranteeing their reality. 
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As a general thing, young and very healthy men de
velop an appreciable quality of fluid. Is that a fact to neg
lect? Neglect then, and for a stronger reason, the electricity 
with which certain animals are furnished, the torpedo, for in
stance ; it is exceptional ! Neglect or deny the electricity de
veloped in the hair of some persons, but which does not show 
itself equally in all ! Reject the anesthetic action of ether be
cause there are persons whom you have not been able to 
etherize. 

Nothing would be less philosophical than to reduce science 
to a few invariable phenomena. M. Husson said this at the 
time of the great discussions on magnetism, much better than I 
can say it. It is pleasant for me here to shelter myself behind 
the authority of one of the most distinguished and most excel
lent men whom I have ever known. The Academy of Medi
cine had discoursed out of sight the failure of two experi
ments I M. Husson, therefore, begged his colleagues to inform 
him how long it had been permitted to draw from two particu
lar facts a universal conclusion. "It is well known that noth
ing is more variable and inconstant," added he, "than mag
netic effects; and it is this inconstancy, this variableness, which 
prevents so many persons from turning their attention to the 
tables. ·what, might we ask, are the facts in the practice of 
medicine, in therapeutics, in physiology, that are always fixed 
and immutable ?" 

I, in my turn, ask the same question ; and as our results are 
infinitely more uniform and more general than those of the 
magnetizers, I have little fear that any one, after reflection, 
will insist upon the irregularity of the phenomenon. 

We are in the heart of the debate ; let us not yet dismiss 
it. 'fho mixed character of the facts which I establish gives 
rise to a new objection. It would seem, indeed, in view of 
these invincible repugnances, that we are not ourselves mixed 

7 
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beings, and that my opponents do not carry within them the 
problem of the reciprocal influence exercised by the physical 
and the moral ! It is not worth your while to expel the tables, 
if you keep this influence within you. 

Now, look at it closely: your brain, your nerves, your muscles, 
have they never any action over your thought and over your 
will? Your soul, is it not united to a body ; so united, that, 
although it may have au independent existence between death 
and the resurrection without the body, yet it constantly aspires 
to complete itself until such time as the whole man, the physi
cal man and the moral man, shall f,ind himself for all eternity 
in presence of the Saviour, in whom he has believed? Take, 
then, your part in a reconciliation which must endure eternally. 
It is well to recall this to the minds of the not very Chris
tian Spiritualists, who desert the Gospel to return to phi
losophy, who substitute the immortality of the soul for the 
resurrection, and who, identifying the flesh with evil, almost 
succeed in making salvation depend on the separation of the 
soul from the body. "The body returns to the earth and the 
soul to God :" this is the fashionable funeral oration. To break 
with sin, nothing more is required of us than to die ! 

It is thus that false Spiritualism abolishes or nearly abolishes 
the necessity of faith in a Redeemer, by rejecting the immortal 
union of soul and body. The mixed phenomenon every where 
intruding, is proscribed, first, in the domain of science, then, in 
the future life. As for me, who am more materialist, and who 
am so with J esus Christ, I simply bear in mind, that man such 
as God has made him, and such as God wills that h~ should 
forever be, is composed of :i body and a soul. The scandal 
then is by no means ready to cease. 

"But," they remonstrate, "we acknowledge the existence of 
man and his interior constitution. That the physical and 
moral there meet, and may even there combine for all eternity, 
is iot the point we contest. \Vhat revolts and terrifies us; is 
that a relation should be established between the moral nature 
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of man and the physical which is external to and independent 
of him. Here I am in presence of inert matter, and my will 
communicates to it a motion. • 

Is that very extraordinary ? Let us examine. 
I begin with inviting you to observe that the matter external 

to us acts upon our moral nature. · 'fhe dispositions of my soul 
are modified by peculiar conditions of the atmosphere, it~ heat 
or cold, its dryness or moisture. Electricity, Animal Magnet
ism, exercise over us an influence which is not to be contested 
although as yet badly studied. 

This is not all. Our will makes itself felt by the material 
objects with which we are surrounded. Here is a poor steel 
pen, inert and inanimate, conducted by my fingers in every 
direction, because my will exacts it, and because my thoughts 
furnish to me a series of argument::> wherewith to oppose you. 
Is this less "terrific" than the impulsion communicated to my 
table ? I cannot believe it. vV e are more accustomed to the 
one than to the other, that is all. The muscles are not more 
easy to put in play than a fluid, and I freely declare to you, 
that if I am unconscious of the emission of a fluid and the direc
tions given to it when it raises a table, neither have I the least 
consciousness of the numberless orders addressed to my 
fingers, orders, in virtue of which, the inert matter of the pen 
obeys my will in a malll1er absolutely incomprehensible. 

" But you pretend to produce a motion, to produce it even 
at a distance !" Very well I does not the electric fluid make 
needles move that are quite distant from it? Is not attrac
tion exercised at a distance ? Do we not all submit to its 
influence? does it not even make itself felt between our globe 
and the stars, the light of which takes several years to reach 
us ? Does not Animal Magncfam stiffen bodies, and render 
them insensible withont touching them? 

My opponents seize hold of my last example. There lies the 
difficulty I They understand material action exercised near by 
or at a distance: they cannot understand material action engen
dered by the will. Listen to i\f. Foucault. " If the day should 
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come when a bit of straw could be made to stir by the o.ction of 
my will alone, I should be frightened ... If the influence of mind 
upon matter does not die away upon the surface of the epider
mis, there is no longer any security for us in the world. . . " 

Let us well understand this. " The action of my will alone," 
will never move a bit of straw, and I should participate in the 
terrors of M. Foucault were the thing 6therwise. \Ve need 
gfre onrselves no uneasiness : we are only called upon to move 
a bit of straw by the impulsion or attraction of a fluid. This 
is the manner of the operation : I will a certain elevation of an 
inert object ; my will determines the \)mission and the direction 
of the fluid ; the fluid effects the elevation. 

This is a little less frightful, my will, in no case, breaking 
through the surface of the epidermis. It is true that the fluid 
sent by my will, is permitted to pass through it I This is the 
constant history of our act.ion upon exterior objects. It is not 
moro improper for the fluidic force that is in me to a.ct externally, 
than for my muscles to communicate a motion which is trans· 
mitted by degrees. I strike a blow with my fist, and inert 
matter is shaken ; I breathe, and inert matter is blown away ; 
I impel or attra.ct fluidically, and inert matter obeys. In each 
case, my will has commanded, and exterior objects have been 
reached ; they have been reached by an agent, not by the will 
itself. 

And this is not limited to mechanical impulsions. Other 
forces traverse the epidermis, and communicate with what is ex· 
ternal to it. I place my hand upon a bit of ice ; immediately, 
the caloric within me, provokes in the ice a universal move
ment of expansion and disaggregati.on. Yet my muscles are not 
in play. 

Now, that I have reassured M. Foucault, I have a great mind 
to make him afraid. "There is no more security for us," 
has he written. •To-day, you make the tables turn: to-morrow, 
you will shake the foundations of my house, and thus you ma.y 
go on step by step, until the jest of the four invalids attacking 
the column on the place Vendome will not even have the merit of 
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exaggeration." .Alas I these calamities have been threatening 
us longer than M. Foucault imagines. Long before the Turning 
Tables made themselves know11, the column Vend&me was exposed 
to the treachery of the invalids. Tha.t"they ma.y lift it by means 
of a vast fiuidic chain and wills sufficiently concentrated, I do 
not deny, but they may also shake its foundations by sufficiently 
powerful kicks, or better yet, by means of a magnet, sufficiently 
large. Our houses, our strong boxes, and our very persons, 
run similar perils ; the a.bsolute impossibility of di~placing 

them has never existed and will never exist. Our security 
is not based on the pretended impenetrability of the epidermis, 
but upon the disproportion between the forces that con
tinually penetrate beyond it at the call of the will, and the bad 
deeds to be undertaken. I venture to affirm that the new phe
nomenon will not seriously disturb those relations, and that 
fiuidic action no more than muscular action, will compromise 
the stability of the monuments which embellish our public 
squares. 

The terrible reply I am about to draw down upon me, 
already sounds in my ears. " Hitherto," say they, "we have 
been willing to humor your fancy, or compassionate your 
ignorance : we have allowed you to speak of fluids. But now, 
you must know that this is old and has passed out of. fashion. 
Some years ago, indeed, our treatises on physics enumerated 
the four imponderable fluids : terrestrial magnetism, electricity, 
light, heat ; but we hm:e changed all that. Men of science, at the 
present time, have a marked disposition to do completely with
out these fluids, and ere long, their removal will be decided upon. 
Thus all your reasoning amounts to nothing, we take away its 
base. You have chosen precisely the moment to argue for 
fluid action, when all fluid action is going out of existence. 
You must admit that you are unlucky I" 

It is thus I am to be crushed, and an end put to these trou
blesome discussions. 

"Traitor, you reserved that blow for the last!" 
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The blow, however, is not so formidable as it seems, and I 
shnll endeavor to submit to it with becoming fortitude. It is 
impossible for mo not to remark, in the first pla.ce, that the very 
expediency of the scientific revolution thus announced, causes it 
to be suspected. Its authors were menaced on all sides by the 
fluids; their work was always to be done and done again; yester
day, the fluid of the magnetizers-to-day, the fluid of the turners 
of the tables-to-morrow, perhaps, the single fluid, of which 
all others will seem to be only transformations. It is natural 
enough for them to say, ""IN e will remove from our path all 
these disquieting and inconvenient theories. They have one 
thing in common, that they put forward the fluids ; well, then, 
let us roundly deny the fluids, and we shall bear no further from 
the rest." 

I regret to disturb such dreams of quietude and delightful 
security ; but a change of words will not create a change in 
things : real phenomena will obstinately continue to be pro
duced, and in erasing the fluids from your dictionary, you will 
have gained absolutely nothing. You will employ the term 
force, we will employ it with you ; you will say, agent-we will 
also say agent ; you will have recourse to this paraphrase, par
ticular state of inert matter-we willingly adopt it. 

"It is not that," exclaim our adversaries ; "in abolishing the 
fluids, we intend to do more than get rid of a word, we deny 
the thing itself ; now, you have need of a substance, of a dis
tinct, material object which is disengaged in certain circum
stances, which is communicated and acts externally ; conse
quently, the new theory gives you the mortal blow I" 

I reply that this is a complete error. A force suits us as well 
as a mbstance, a state of matter as well as a force. What signi
fies it to us ! A force analogous to those which have been 
hitherto called by the name of magnetic fluid or electric fluid, 
communicates motion to distant objects, we do not need more. 
Matter within us is enabled, under certain circumstances, to ex
ercise at a distance an attraction, or communicate an impulsion ; 
thns modified it acts upon the nervous system of such persons, 
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or moves such tables as our will may designate : this is per
fectly sufficient for us. 

It is even possible, and I frankly confess it, that this language 
is more conformed to the truth than that we ourselves have se
lected, and that there is indeed something incorrect in the idea 
generally associated with the word fluid. It is very true, that 
in thus speaking, we ordinarily form the idea of a particular 
substance, a subtle, imponderable body, which proceeds from, 
enters within us, travels and works. I am not unwilling to 
think that nature is less complicated thn.n we make it, that mat
ter submits to modifications, acquires properties, exercises pow
ers, and that the nervous system, on its side, becomes capable, 
under certain conditions, of acting independently of us, upon 
persons or upon inert objects. 

This established, I declare myself indifferent to the choice of 
arms-to the choice of words, shall I say? Substance, force, 
vibration, let it be what you choose, provided it be something. 
And upon this point I am at ease ; the phenomena of magnet
ism, or those of motion without contact, will not be transformed 
into a myt]l. 

And in the mean time, while waiting for the new language to 
become fixed, I will continue, if I may be allowed the privilege, 
to make use of the old. The reader who meets everywhere in 
this book the expressions, fl·uid and fluidic adion, will know that 
I do not attach to them any decidedly heretical idea, or any 
idea suspected of heresy. I am satisfied with a shorter and 
equally suitable term which designates the physical agent, what
ever it may be, whether a particular body or a simple force, the 
presence of which is occasionally manifested in us, and which 
our nervous system puts at the disposition of our will. 

But, 'tis exactly there lies the evil I Precisely there do they 
detect the marvellous, that which departs from the ordinary 
laws of the physical world. I ·have heard men of superior in
telligence, men who were convinced by our experiments of the 
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trnth of our assertions, yet express a sort of apprehension of 
this order of facts. They preferred not to raise the veil ; inert 
matter submissive to the human will, was instinctively rcpug
nan t to them. It seemed io their eyes that the independence 
of the moral being was put in jeopardy, and that we were about 
to launch ourselves upon a sea where everything would be con
founded, bodies and souls, natural and supernatural. 

I have great respect for scruples of this nature ; they spring 
from a noble jealousy for spiritual things. And I also, should 
experience similar feelings, if this were not a question 
of purely physical phenomena. I should have a horror of 
enlarging the empire of the human will, by means of rotations 
and crossings of the fingers, for to enlarge it thus is to diminish, 
to deny it. I should especially have a horror of encroaching 
the least in the world, and by similar processes, upon the 
ground of acts which exceed our power. This would be an en
tire subversion of the moral and Divine order. 

But I cannot refrain from a smile, when certain adversaries, 
not content with expressing the vague apprehension to which I 
have just rendered homage, and which it will not take Jong to 
dissipate, exclaim with an air of defiance, " Well, then, perform 
miracles, cure the palsy, raise the dead !" 

Those who hold such language have probably never read an 
account of a miracle. I invite them tO cast their eyes upon the 
eleventh chapter of the Gospel acco~ding to St.·John. "Then 
they took away the stone from the place where the dead was 
laid. And Jesus lifted up bis eyes, and said, Father, I thank 
thee that thou hast heard me : And I know that thou hearest 
me always : but because of the people which stand by, I said 
it, that they may believe that thou hast sent me. And when 
be had thus spoken, he cried with a loud voice, Lazarus, come 
forth. And he that was dead came forth, bound hand and foot 
'vith grave-clothes ; and his face was bound about with a napkin. 
Jesus saith unto them, loose him, and let him go.'' 

" Lazarus, come forth I and· he that was dead came forth.'' 
•' Let there be light I And there was light.'' The two acts are 
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of the same character, and the same voice proclaimed the two 
orders. A miracle is a manifestation of the Divine will, which 
is immediately obeyed. Ile speaks, and life follows His words. 
Now, with what face, under what pretext, in what way (if I 
dare thus express myself), will they bring about a relation be
tween our experiments and miracles? My will disposes of a 
fluid which God has put within me; this fluid obeys my direc
tions, just as my muscles obey them ; like them, it communi
cates an impulsion to an exterior object. I seek the miraculous, 
I do not find it here. 

For a long time past, many more surprising things than this 
have been done, which are yet not miraculous. Although gal
va.nism may animate a corpse, yet its miserable starts are not 
life ; and when the operation is terminated, we see plainly that 
death is still there. Although ether and magnetism act on the 
nervous system, suppressing the suffering or even curing the 
malady, have we any right to infer that the remedy is miracu
lous ? Most assuredly not.. Miracles would indeed be numer
ous, if all the curative acts, from medical treatment properly 
so called, down to sim1)le words (for good news often brings 
about a salutary revolution), could be classed under that head. 

Between miracles and curative processes of all descriptions, 
there is an abyss ; for a miracle is characterized by the absence 
of every curative process within the range of man. A word 
of God, a will of God, that is its only origin. 

If you now call upon me to abandon common-place notions, 
and reason philosophically, I will acknowledge that in relation 
to God, miracle is everywhere (or nowhere if you prefer it). 
A remedy does not cure except God wills it ; our harvests 
do not ripen except God wills it ; we are only protected 
against the thousand dangers of ordinary life, because God 
wills it. To pray to God, to ask his protection, to recom
mend the sick to his tender mercies, to implore his benediction 
on our projects, on our country, upon mankind ~n general, is to 
demand miracles, that is to say, sovereign acts of the Supreme 
will. But the distinction which could not exist in relation to 

7* 
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God, does exist in relation to man. God even ordained it when 
he willed that miracles should be one of the signs destined to 
establish to ocular witnesses the mission of his prophets, of his 
apostles, of his own son. In relation to man, miracles begin 
where the application of ordinary laws and means put at his 
disposal, ceases. Man bas never raised the dead ; man has 
never opened the eyes of one blind from his birth ; man has 
never by a single word restored health to the palsied. In refer
ence to this, you may consult the annals of medicine, of magnet
ism, and tbro'Y into the bargain, the prodigies, present and 
future, of the Turning Tables. 

There is not only a difference of degree, there is an absolute 
disimilarity. Does any one wish to be assured of this? Let him 
take the trouble to read some of the books written by Panlus, 
or by other rationalists who sought to expunge the miracles 
from the Gospels. They represented Jesus as a well-mean
ing impostor, endowed with prodigious ability and unheard 
of medical skill. In each case the curative processes of official 
medicine are charged with the work of explaining the miracle 
or finding the substitute for it. Jesus foresaw the moment 
when the lame man would recover the use of his limbs, and a 
few magnetic passes, under pretext of an imposition of hands, 
completed the crisis ; Jesus comprehended that the dead man 
was not really dead, and divining the near termination of his 
lethargy, he profited by his knowledge to make it coincide with 
his command ! In short, the evident result of so much labor 
so poorly employed, is to substitute for the miracles of the 
Gospels,· miracles much more impossible and incredible, concern
ing the penetration and infallibility of an impostor whose diag
nostics and remedies at a distance are never at fault. 

This does not bear examination ; rationalist interpretations 
are judged, and no one at the present day commits himself to 
their support. The alarm, however, is still kept up, and when 
a table is seen to rise at our order, our opponents imagine they 
have a new argument against miracles. Have they well con
sidered this. Our phenomenon does not even furnish those poor 
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pretexts that were sought for in medicine and in magnetism. 
Our fluid will give no more aid to the incredulous than has been 
given by the magnet which acts at a distance. My will acts 
by means of a magnet, my will acts by means of a fluid. An 
impulsion is given to inert bodies. What relation, I ask, 
is it possible to perceive between this very simple employment 
of a physical agent and a miraculous act? At the side of the 
Saviour, who orders worlds to spring into existence, or the dead 
to rise, at the side of prophets and apostles who effect cures 
by praying to God to order the cure, dare you, indeed, placo 
a chain of operators applying their fluid to the elevation of ar
ticles of furniture? 

I should blush to.insist. I would add only one la.st observation. 
I feel called upon to protest, in conclusion, against a doc

trine, the traces of which, everywhere visible, are nowhere 
more prominent than in the objection I have just examined. I 
can easily conceive of it in the mouth of those who have no 
faith, either in the actual occurrence of the phenomenon of 
Turning Tables, or in our judgment or veracity; error is always 
pernicious, it may be the means of turning souls from the · 
truths of the Gospel. . But in the mouth of persons who believe 
that our phenomenon is real, the objection involves a principle 
to be deplored, one which has made great ravages in the midst 
of our generation ; it talks of dangerous truths, truths which 
compromise other truths I 

Paith in abstract truth is the foundation of faith in concrete· 
truth ; faith in truth itself is the foundation of faith in revealed 
truth. Without it we may have a taste, an attraction for cer
tain parts of Revelation, we do not believ:e in them. 

Patal truths I truths that contradict each other I And yet 
God bas placed them within her reach I He who admits such 
a theory does great injustice to the idea of truth. The true 
and the good are in strict and indissoluble correlation ; the 
true is always useful, the false always pernicious. I know 
neither pernicious truth nor useful lies. I am not the man who 
with his hand full of truths, deems it his duty not to open it. 
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My faith in truth is so great ; I am so deeply convinced that 
it comes from God, and that it is destined to be useful to 
us, even at the price or a certain amount of suffering ; I so 
strongly love the broad light of day an<l the bright sunshine, 
that I cannot help looking upon the man who holds truth cap
tive, ns a robber who deprives humanity of a portion of its 
patrimony. Heligious truths, political truths, scientific truths, 
all are good ; all without exception ; against none have we the 
right to pronounce this blasphemy : " Hide thyself, thou wilt 
do harm ; man has yet need of error and falsehood I" 

It will be seen, moreover, if, in its application to the 
tables, the maxim which I maintain, docs not receive a brilliant 
confirmation. ~ trust I shall show, that here as everywhere, 
truth alone has the privilege of destroying error. Error, com
bated by another error, triumphs easily. .As long as we began 
our attacks on the superstition of speaking tables, by a denial 
of the truth of Turning Tables, we obtained but one result: the 
public rushed with all the more precipitancy to the evocation of 
the pretended spirits. Let us follow a contrary course ; let us 
avow, let us proclaim all that is true, and we shall soon find 
ourselves in a condition to destroy that which is false ; renl 
facts will have their natural explanation, and illusions, reduced 
to the necessity of standing on their own basis, will not even bear 
the test of examination. I know of only one way to dissipate 
darkness; it is to let in the light . 

.After fatal truths, next in order are useless truths. Supposing 
that the phenomenon be real, what interest does it present? 
Turning Tables ! The story is as old as the world : it has 
always been in circulation ; it is revived from the Greeks I 

Yes,' the fact is certain, although incredible. Our adver
saries, after exhausting themselves iu dedaring our assertions 
impossible, next find them much too trite and common·place. 
The objection, it must be admitted, could not clothe itself in a 
more orig:nal form. Let us not, however, be too much sur: 
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prised ; our age is seized with a mania : it makes its discov
eries twice, once in the present, once in the past. It disinters 
an old phras·e from some ancient author, whereby it proves con-

. elusively that this author invented what the moderns foolishly 
think belongs exclusively to their creative domain. But there 
is a slight difference ; this ancient author did not follow out 
his ideas-from pure modesty, doubtless I Indeed, there is 
more than one reason why we should not take these erudite 
fancies seriously. First, I recognize nothing as a discovery 
which does not give a result. The Danes visited America sev
eral centuries before Columbus, yet it was Columbus who dis
covered it ; ignorant people see the stars and the comets with
out discovering them. Secondly, it is ordinarily false that the 
expressions cited have the meaning afterwards attributed to 
them, and this is especially the case with those now referred to 
on the subject of the tables. 

I read the other day an article from a journal which had 
attained the sublime of its kind. It proved to us, as Proven
<ials, that it is a custom with the young girls of Provence to 
turn a isieve in forming the chain ! It piled up phrase upon 
phrase from the Spanish and Italian : far girar lo staa;io,
adivinar por tda de c,edazo, etc. According to this article, the 
people of the seventeenth century turned the sieve ; the an
cient Greeks had the koskinomancie. You must admit that in 
asserting this to be " revived from the Greeks," they have not 
asserted too much. 

It seems, then, that this phenomenon, so surprising to us, has 
never surprised, and docs not now surprise other people I 
Proven<ials, Spaniards, Italians, all deem it a very simple mat
ter that tables and sieves should turn without any touch to im
pel them I It is so natural, in fact, and so extremely foolish 
to be astonished at it I 

The truth is that not one of these quotations applies, in so 
far as we can judge, to the phenomenon in question. \Vhat 
relation is there between Turning Tables and those diabolical 
waltzes in which the ancient Druids made the trees and even 
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the enormous monumental stones of the Celtic land participate! 
What signifies it that the sieve was used by the sorcerers of 
ancient Rome in their arts of divination? The magicians of 
that period used to scatter on the ground the letters of the 
alphabet, charging with the task of designating them, either a 
goat, whose duty it was to strike them with its paw, a cock, 
that in wandering about, picked ~p the grains before him, or 
perhaps even a table, whose foot indicated the word willed l 
\Vhat conclusion should we draw from that? How do you 
suppose divination is performed, if it is not done with an alpha.
bet, a round table, or with animals ? . Does all this prove that 
in the time of the Romans, rotations a,nd elevations of ta,bles 
were produced by the action of the chain formed above them ? 
Very fortunately, a particular description of one of these 
nncient ceremonies has been preserved to us by .Ammien Mar
cellin. (Book XXIX., chapter iii.) The point in question was 
to divine the name of the future emperor ; general opinion de
signated Theodore ; the table also took pains to designate it 
by resting upon the different letters that formed this name, in 
which, however, it made a great mistake, for the emperor was 
Theodosius, not Theodore. But that does not apply to us. 
Let us see if the chain was formed, if the table referred to was 
moved by the sole impulsion of an invisible fluid, or by an un
conscious motion. Not the least in the world. It was moved 
intentionally, and, what is more, not in asking it to turn or raise 
its feet; nothing further was necessary than to shake a little 
ring, suspended by a thread, and charged with mystic formulas. 
"The ring fell from point to point upon each letter, thus com
posing heroic verses, in suita,ble response to the interrogatories, 
. . . as we read the Pythian >erscs, or those that are uttered 
by the oracles of the Branchidre." 

That is assuredly something wonderful, and the erudition 
which discovers relations so luminous is weil employed. The 
same remarks apply to the learning which hunts up equivo
cal phrases from 'fertullian or ancient exorcisms, and then ex
claims, "Behold the Turning Tables I" What patience do we 
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need I have they not also transformed Pythonesses into turn
ers of tables, because they placed themselves on the tripod 
(round table) I Rav!) they not demonstrated that the Hebrew 
prophet who condemned idols and reproached his fellow-coun
trymen with "consulting wood," likewise forbade them the use 
of Turning Tables I Once on such a fine road, it is difficult to 
hold up. The spiritus percutiens of exorcisms, is it not evi
dently the knocking spirit, that rascally American which at 
this moment is turning topsy-turvy so many minds ? "Put to 
flight, Lord, all wicked spirits, all phantoms, and all spirits that 
knock (spiritum peradientem)." It is, in fact, only one manner 
of knockirig, and that old Catholic prayer, destined for the bene
diction of churches, is visibly preoccupied by small, mysterious 
blows I 

As -for Tertullian, it is only necessary to read the twenty
third chapter of his Apology to understand that our precise 
meaning cannot be attached to the phrase, very curious, by the 
way: "The · tables divine, (mensa divinaire conmeverunt)." 
The tables are there at the side of the "goats," and nothing 
proves that the tables and goats were set to turning ; in one 
word, that there was the least analogy between the motions 
obtained from a goat, or communicated to a table, and the very 
special phenomenon with which wc arc at present occupied. I 
should rather understand, that making a false application of 
another word contained in the same phrase, our opponents ren· 
der into "circulatory spells" that which translators with reason 
render " spells of charlatans." Is not the term circulatorius 
very significant? ·whence comes it that it has not been appro
priated? Circulatorius ! How pla.in is it that there is the actual 
rotation ; it is described by the Fathers of the Church I This 
is a remarkable example of the confusion to which the external 
analogy of expressions conducts. A charlatan among the 
Romans was called drrnlator, because of the circle that magi
cians trace around them when performing their enchantments. 

It is, then, not at all probable that the phenomenon of Turn
ing Tables was known in former times ; on the contrary, it seems 
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evident that what is with difficulty discovered in antiquity may 
be found without so much labor at any of the country fairs, 
where there are plenty of charlatans, who, for ten sous, will 
undertake to divine our destiny, either by means of a sieve, a 
needle, a table, or dice shook up in a horn. And suppose 
that it should be otherwise, suppose that the employment of 
small tables were not a process in some sort necessary, suppose 
that it has been met with in all times and in all places, suppose 
there exists an analogy between the ancient fact and the fact 
immediately concerning us, what conclusion shall we draw 
from it ?-that this is deprived of interest? that it does not 
profoundly modify physics and physiology ? that we are per
mitted to leave such a law without the pale of science? Such 
a conclusion would be strange indeed. It would seem far more 
logical to maintain that it is the duty of science to look into 
the matter, even going as far back as the time of Tertullian. 
As for me, I shall be less exacting. I demand only, that it 
open its eyes to this brilliant light, suddenly thrown on the ex
periments of Animal :Magnetism. Motion without contact com
municated to inert matter, also announces the existence of a 
material agent, and no longer permits us to imprison magnet
ism in the circle of effects purely physiological. 

The discovery will be none the less important for having been 
revived from the Greeks. 

And yet, there is no lack of those who repeat, "To what 
purpose do we occupy ourselves with such nonsense? What 
service will a physical law render to society? Of what use is 
it?" 

" Of what use is it !" I should have been surprised if this 
objection had not been produced. It is entirely conformed to 
the utilitarian_ tendencies of an age in which money plays the 
first role, in which statesmen look at the precious treasure 
twice before letting'it go, even though the Bourse of Paris and 
the 'Change of London knit their brows. 
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I shall not pause to prove that utilitarianism takes a wrong 
road, and that in attacking truth, it turns its back on utility. 
That would be to resume the preceding discussion. I simply 
recall the facts. No one is ignorant that the sophistry sanc
tioned at the present day, proclaims a long series of useless, 
even hurtful truths and advantageous lies. In matters of reli
gion, for example, they entreat us not to communicate certain 
truths to the people, for a bad use would be made of them I 
They request us to treat tenderly, certain wide-spread errors, 
certain superstitions, not less gross than those of the knocking 
spirits ; they encourage the devoutness of the peasantry, they 
oppose barriers to socialism, they perform the office of gendarme 
over their strong boxes ! 

The reader knows if I exaggerate, and if men, utterly indif
ferent to these matters as far as they themselves are concerned, 
do not become champions of creeds and practises, at which 
they even shrug their shoulders, but which they, nevertheless, 
consider as admirably adapted for the security of society. 

It is impossible to carry to greater excess the contempt for 
truth, the ignorance of its sacred rights and of its admirable 
privilege,'.. Yet it would ill become the Turning Tables to get 
angry, when the same treatment is applied to them as to reli
gion. Hurtful truth, according to some ; unprofitable truth, 
according to others; it should ere this have become accustomed 
to answer the famous : " Of what use is it ?"-the favorite argu
ment of practical men. 

The color rushes to my face when I hear it said. There have 
been periods full of enthusiasm for a religious doctrine ; there 
have been periods in which both body and soul have been given 
up to the conquest of public liberties ; there have been periods, 
in which the human heart has been stirred to its inmost depths 
by the love of ki.1.0wledge, of civilization, of progress in every 
direction. But we, !J,t the present day, skeptical and unde
ceived, we smile at these obsolete illusions, these dogmas, these 
liberties, this progress. Our passion is, that our income may 
increase, that we may make profitable speculations in railroad 
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stocks. Thus do we love religion; we accept the first with 
which we come in contact, that of the country : true or false, 
'tis of little consequence ; for religion, of whatever kind it may 
be, is qualified to receive the homage of the bank, and guaran
tees to c:i.pitalists honest security. 

I really fear that Turning 'fables will never render such ser
vices. I do not even foresee the moment when the physical 
agent that puts them in motion will have the honor of entering 
into the service of industry. There is no calico at the end of 
all this, and consequently I run the risk of being stopped in my 
course by the great objection : " Of what use is it?" 

I might reply that electricity, at its debut, gave no encour
agement that it would be more useful. To elicit sparks from a. 
machine, to amuse the curious, to satisfy scientific men and 
others whose weakness it is to love truth for itself, was not 
much. Now, at the present day, this poor despised electricity, 
this plaything of philosophical cabinets, produces an industrial 
and social revolution ; it is restored to favor in the eyes of utili
tarianism. 

It would be easy to multiply examples. What was ever more 
useless than chemistry? \Vhat is now more useful~ How 
many of its discoveries, which for a long time seemed only to 
interest amateurs of the truth, are now profitably applied in 
manufactures? It guides the hand of justice itself in its re
searches, and signalizing crimes accomplished in secret, it pro
tects us against the deadly aim of the poisoner. 

This is but a feeble outline of what has been done ; but were 
it otherwise, would chemistry and electricity merit our disdain? 
Shall pure science go for nothing? Is it nothing to become 
better acquainted with the world we inhabit, and the laws by 
which it is governed? Is it nothing to open our eyes to new 
rays of light, and our intellects to new conceptions ? 

It may certainly be demanded, of what use are the perilous 
enterprises of the Franklins, the Bellots, and the Maclures. So 
many lives exposed or sacrificed in trying to open a passage 
that will never be opened except on geographical charts I But 
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it may be answered that they are more useful than the inven
tion of a machine, or the foundation bf a joint-stock company. 
They serve to enlarge the field of human knowledge ; they 
serve especially to make our generation inhale some puffs of 
heroism, a most salubrious and life-giving air. 

Of what use is it to count th1,i sta.rs ? of what use to make 
catalogues of plants ? of what use the loquacity of the tribune? 
of what use the lucubrations of thinking minds? of what use 
the fancies of poets ? of what use are speech-makers, writers, 
men of science, theorists, "ideologists?" Of what use is any
thing which produces neither coal, nor thread, nor fabrics ? 

Indeed, the useless is precisely the most beautiful portion of 
our patrimony in this world. Make up the balance sheet of hu
man fortune, and you will find that the great benefits, the dura
ble benefits have come from that which is useless. Useless people, 
thinkers; talkers, and poets have made their country grow, pros
per and endure. The most insignificant countries have become 
great in consequence of possessing such people. True and im
perishable nationality is founded on these contemptible trifles, 
words, rhymes, ideas. 'Greece has lived because of her philoso
phers, her writers, and her artists ; she has remained alive even 
after her death, because of them ; because of them she has re
vived, and will revive again, in spite of political protestations to 
the contrary. It is true, she enrolled in her cause that other 
useless thing, the heroism of her children. We now find that 
the three hundred who died at Thermopylre, did not make a 
bad calculation. Never was victory equal to such a defeat, 
and men who can die thus, never entirely succumb. 

\Ve make a great descent from this height in coming back 
to Turning Tables. Nevertheless, the question is at bottom, 
the same. The tables arc of no use I Be it so, they are resigned 
to their fate. These, for the present, are their only claims : 

They have given rise to a debate which will not be lost, 
for a brutal suppression of the facts observed has been attempted, 
but in vain. As times go, this is ~n important result. Thought 
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hns given some signs of life ; devotion to truth, independence of 
character have manifested some energy. 

Behold a very real, and by no meaus an isolated advantage. 
Science has just made one step forward, one of the veils which 
conceal the orgauization of physical matter has been raised. 

"\Vhosoever has known the enjoyme,nt derived from pure 
science, will not require to have the value of such a step 
pointed out to him. It is a real event. \Ve shall at last 
penetrate into the study of those mixed phenomrna, before 
which we have hitherto shamefully recoiled. An immense gap 
still exists in our descriptions of the material world ; it is about 
to be gradually filled up. 

Now, whether our agent be Animal Magnetism or something 
widely distinguished from it, is of little importance. In either 
case, we are at the entrance of a path, on which we shall 
rapidly advance. 

Has this phenomenon any relation to magnetism, as the 
greater portion of the facts observed seem to indicate? Then 
a great light is shed upon magnetic discoveries, the presence 
of a material fluid is put beyqnd doubt, many contested 
assertions receive a confirmation as brilliant as unexpected. 
It becomes in truth, impossible to attribute exclusively to the 
nerves and the imagination, the phenomena that manifest them
selves under the influence of the magnetizers ; the tables have 
neither imagination nor nerves, yet they obey, when they are 
not touched. 

If, .contrary to all experience, the analogy were only apparent, 
and our experiments consequently, had nothing in common with 
those of magnetism, their interest would not be diminished. 
\Ve should still remain in presence of an immense fact : the 
human will disposing of a physical agent which it directs, and 
by means of which it puts inert bodies in motion. 

I do not know what men of science require, if such an indi
cation be not sufficient to excite them ! •\Vhat a field for labor 
and discovery ! Here all is new ; we are, I repeat, at the 
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entrance of an avenue, and we do not yet know whither it will 
lead us. This is certainly something to tempt serious inves
tigations. The entire class of phenomena in which the moral 
an<l the physical blend and react upon each other, presents itself 
before them. I do not see in what respect the law in question 
is inferior to those the establishment of which does honor to 
modern science, to the laws of weight, magnetism, heat, light, 
and electricity. In our incompetent and inexperienced hands, 
the new fact could not be produced in all its splendor ; it 
waits for a true man of science to give it his attention, and 
it will recompense his efforts. 

Thus the ridiculous and useless phenomenon of the tables will 
have given us, first a lesson of courage, in teaching us to brave 
the intolerances of discussion; secondly, a lesson of humility, in 
teaching us that we do not know everything ; it will, moreover, 
have opened to us a door too long closed, the door of mixed 
facts, with which, true science will deem it an honor to become 
acquainted. 

I seem to be bringing this portion of my work to a conclusion, 
and yet, I have not replied to the objection, par exmlence, that 
which we meet every where, which will never be refuted, because 
it is founded on nothing, but which will survive all others. 
There are people upon whom the expenditure of reasoning is a 
pure loss, for they do not reason. They do not reason, neither 
do tliey read. They will not read thi.s, yet they will judge it , 
they will judge it from the height of their grandeur, by means 
of an invincible argument. " I do not believe, because I do 
not believe I " This is simple, easy and peremptory. "I do 
not admit such things I You lose your time in telling me your 
idle stories !" 

The critics of this school are as old as the world. They 
always have existed, and they always will exist. In the time 
of Moliere, they attacked L' Ecole des Femmes, and the most able 
men could not cope with them, for they had an admirable 
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response, unique but sufficient, to which there was nothing to 
reply. " Tarte ~ la creme !" Ilut listen ! 

T11e JJiarquia. What Chenl!er f do you pretend to •peak well or \hi• piece? 

Dorante. Yes, I do pretend to •peak well or It. 

Th• Jlarqula. Zound• ! I pledge you my word It Is detestable. 

Dora1.tt. The security I• not good. nut Marquis, pray tell me your reaeon for 

thinking this coinedy to be as you say. 

The J/arqu4a. Why It Is detestable f 

Dorante. Yes. 
The .Marquis. It Is detestable because It Is detestable. 

Dorantt. After that, there la nothing more to be .aid. It Is tried and condemned. 

But stlll I pray you tell us or Its faults. 

7'h• Jlarquia. Ilow can I tell P I did not even give myself the trouble of l!otenlng. 

But Indeed, I know perfectly well, that I have never seen anything so viilalnous. God 

rorbld I 
Elise. Say what you will, I can no more swallow that than 1• potag• and la tarlo 

a la creme of which Madam just now spoke. 
The. .Marqui8. Ah I .iJ/a foi, ye•, tarte a la cr~me I that Is what I remarked; t'lrlo 

4 la creme ! How much I am obliged to you madam for having brought to my memory 

tarM G la crim~ ! Are there enough apples in Normnndy for tar~ 4 la crCm~ 1 

Zounds, tart• d la crome I 
Dora nte. Indeed, what do you mean P tarte cl la cr<m-. ! 
Tiu JlarquUJ. Zounds, tarte ci la crt:ne, Chevalier. 

Dorante. But again P 

Tlte Jlarqui&. Tarted la crtm.e. 

UraniB. But It seems to me he •hould explain bis thought. 

JfarquiB. Tartd a la cr2m.e, madam. 

Uranis. But what do you find to criticise t 

Tl~ A/arqut.~. I. Nothing. Tarts a la cr"m•. 
Uranis. Ah I I give It up. 

"I . give it up," is soon said, but tarte a la creme is more 
serious than it would seem to be. It lies even at the root of 
the evil with which we have to struggle, the contempt for 
truth. In presence of tarte a la creme, there is nothing true or 
false. Tarte a la creme adopts .what it fancies, and rejects what 
it does not fancy. It bas no account to rende~ of its reasons ; 
it has no need to take into consideration, the reasons of others. 
Its opinion is fixed, its sieg~ is finished. Venture not to argue 
with it. 1.'arte a la creme. 
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And what is saddest of all, it ~oes not look nearly so bad as 
one might suppose. Its flippant and trifling tone impresses us 
with an idea of its superiority. Never venturing beyond the 
beaten track of generally received opinions, such as have been 
carefully examined and clearly defined, keeping in close proxim
ity to "the wax and seals" it passes for being prudent and 
clear-sighted ; from the height of its grandeur, it quizzes all 
sorts of " ideology," all species of "fanaticism." 

Therefore, let us not sneer at it. It is a personage, we must 
reckon with him. Though we shall liave many times repeated 
our demonstration, he will say it is nothing, he will refuse to see 
and hear, he will endeavor to crush us by his blustering disdain. 
If that be not sufficient, he will have recourse to another process, 
a systematic silence ; be will reckon on our lassitude and natural 
fickleness. He will ·wait patiently for the hour when our ardor 
shall become exhausted. And he will not always wait in vain. 

I have now taken a survey of the circle of objections that 
address themselves to the thing, but there are others th:it address 
themselves to the person, and these are not the least accom
modating. I would say a few words in ·reference to them as I 
terminate this, the firi;t part of my work. 

Aud here, let me not be misunderstood. If I am personally 
engaged in the present debate, it is not that I have discovered 
anything, or that the honor of the scirntific progress, thus pre
paring, in any way belongs to me. It is because I have had 
perseverance to study, and resolution to protest. I have thus 
drawn upon myself ill-will from various quarters, and, personi
fying in me the anathematized cause of Turning Tables, my 
opponents vie with each other in exclaiming : " vV e respect 
your character, we honor your intentions ; but (when a phrase 
opens with a panegyric we should always expect a but), but 
we kuow you to be of an ardent and positive mind." 

Ardent l positive l l\ly sentence is pronounced, and there 
is no appeal from it. Others speak of a nature prone to 
excesses and chimerical tendencies. And I have not the least 
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disposition to laugh. I know these cries of old ; they resounded 
in my cars, when I ventured to maintain in the tribune, the 
religious liberty of my adversaries, the abolition of the slave
trn.de and slavery, the abolition of all parliamentary and electoral 
traffic. A man to whom the epithets of ardent, positive, chime
rical arc attached, is a dead man in these times ; he is as un
fortunate as though he had been called aristocrat in 1793. The 
qualities esteemed among us are those recommended by the 
fashionable eclecticism of the day, which proclaims the famous 
theory of success, and declares by the mouth of M. Cousin, that 
prudence is the .first of virtues. 

It is true that at certain times, when the earth trembles and 
revolutions occur, one might like to find a little less prudence, 
and u little more ardor. It is at such moments that positive 
minds a.re not disagreeable, nor are we greatly displeased at 
meeting a few of those extravagant men who still caress the chi
mera of principle, of justice, of constitutional forms. But they 
huve been so carefully removed, that we are no longer surrounded 
by any but wise, sensible men, such as arc in the habit of con
sidering circumstances, of submitting to governmental nec.essitie.s, 
und of accommodating themselves to all systems. We gather 
what we have sown ; positive men embarrass and sustain, 
prudent men do not embarrass, neither do they sustain. 

I take pride, certainly, in being of an ardent and positive 
mind. Since it has been judged proper to hurl this word at 
me as a sufficient refutation (and it is entirely sufficient in the 
eyes of many men), I shall accept it as an adornment. Y cs, it 
is with ardor that I have defended the cause of liberty, of 
Christianity. I am positive, very positive in my convictions, and 
I am chimerical enough to maintain a liberalism which has 
passed out of fashion. Though I may be ridiculed, I still, from 
the very depths of my soul, love political liberty ; I love com
mercial liberty ; I love religious liberty for others as well as 
for myself, and I have proved it. I love personal liberty ; and 
the Protestant slavery of the United States revolts, disgusts 
me still more than the C\ltholic slavery of Brazil or Cuba. A 
member of the Chamber of Deputies, I have carried this non-
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sense so far as to render my re-election impossible, by refusing 
to solicit an interest with ministers. 

I pass over many of my chimeras, lest I may show myself 
too modest. Have I not, moreover, irretrievably compromised 
myself in maintaining the phenomenon of the tables simply 
because I knew it to be true, without asking myself whether 
this opinion were of sufficient authority, whether it were re
ceived, whether it were not of a nature to cm:npromise me in 
the eyes of sensible men ! What would you have.! Extrava
gant ancl positive minds always begin by saying what they 
think, and by looking pr9jllptly in the face the " what will tho 
world say ?" It is an evil that cannot be cured. If you press 
them ever so little, they will reveal to you the most singular 
confidences. They pretend that chimerical people are those who 
aspire to found a society without principles, a nation of Philin
tes, from which the Alcestes should be excluded, who substitute 
compromises for truth, who make war upon strong individuali
ties, acts of independence, exclusive beliefs, who sign certain 
trea.ties of alliance between philosophy an!l Christianity, who 
desire a religion for the people and not for themselves, who make 
sovereign ability and the highest policy to consist in preserving 
themselves from those forcible convictions, which might, in some 
circumstances, be very inconvenient. 

But they indignantly exclaim, " Do you talk of ardor, of 
chimerical or positive minds? This is by no means the ques
tion ! It is your credulity we accuse ! 

I understand ; a Christian is necessarily credulous ! \.Vhat 
an advantage is gained over a man when it can be said of him : 
" He is a clever fellow, but he believes in the Bible." You feel 
that consequently, he will have no trouble in believing in Turn. 
ing Tables. " These heads, full of the marvellous as they are, 
everywhere see prodigies and miracles, sorceries, apparitions, 
angels, demons; such heads as these are only too accessible to 
the fables recently imported into our midst." 

All that is said, or at least whispered low in the ear. \Vell 
then, I must rob my adversaries of their last pretext. 

8 
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Do they know in what it consists, this credulity that accepts 
the Bible? To have sought, to have examined, to have strug
gled for years ; to have known the anguish of doubt, to have 
yielded at last in presence of proofs so strong, that a hundred 

· tiillcs more credulity would have been required to reject than to 
accept them; to weigh earnestly each wqrd of the lloly books ; 
to humiliate the reason before the mysteries they reveal, but to 
refuse all admittance to mysteries that have another origin; by 
what name should that be called? I believe in all the declara
tions of Holy ·writ ; I believe in them, and in them I find the 
peace of my s·oul, the immovable foundation on which reposes 
my moral being ; is this to say that my soul is thereby opened 
to witchcraft and legendary lore ? Truth, on the contrary, pro
tects me against fables ; faith wards off credulity. 

Ah I ·would that I could make the reader comprehend in 
what degree Christian faith is incompatible with the shameful, 
puerile inventions which superstition even now dares to circu
late. Vf ould that I could express as I feel, the disgust excited 
by these impure miasmata, in the man accustomed to breathe 
the pure air of more elevated regions, the air of the Old and 
New Testaments. The second part of this book will show if I 
have any partiality for the supernatural apocrypha, if I give 
easy credence to anecdotes of the marvellous, to false miracles, 
to spurious sorcery, or to apparitions. 

My skepticism in such matters is so great that the pretension 
set forth by the taules to be a new revelation, rendered me at 
first obstinately hostile to the grand phenomena they bring to 
light. I confess to having shrugged my shoulders higher than 
any one, to having attempted the experiments with a desire to 
see them fail, to haviug contested them in all their details, in 
short, to having yielded my conviction only at the last extremity. 

I 11m sorry for those whose hearts are bent upon representing 
me as credulous ; they have made a mistake in their man. I 

. can give them no other advantage than that always to be de
rived from the assimilation of these two terms, Christian and 
we11k-minded. 
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And now, leaving personal explanations, which ought not to 
engross too large a share of our attention, even tl10ugh they are 
inevitable, I would ask on which side are the weak-minded and 
credulous men : on the side of those who fear the light, who 
will not see what it is, who reject facts without consenting to ex
amine them, who cling to their positive science, to their physical 
laws promulgated in forms, signed and scaled, ne varictur, who 
recoil before a new law as though the world would fall to pieces 
the day it should cease to move "according to rule ;" or on the 
side of those who seek the clear light of day, who prove, who 
examine, who experiment, who love the truth, who believe in 
the truth, who are never afraid for it, persuaded as they arc that 
it expands in proportion as man develops; like those large moun
tains which seem to increase in height as we ourselves ascend 
their sides. 

This unreserved faith in truth explains why I have not paused 
to notice an oujcctiou, the gravest of all, which the reader is 
perhaps surprised that I ha•e not yet presented, and which will 
serve as a natural transition from the first to the second part of 
my work. 

"You should have abstained from meddling with this matter," 
it is said, "because you thus open the door to superstitions. 
That which is for you only a physical phenomenon, will be for 
the greater part of the world, a supernatural phenomenon. Turn
ing Tables must lead and ha>e led to speaking tables, 'tis impos
sible for it to be otherwise. It is not easy to arrest the course 
of a bark we have once set afloat. The surest way is to stifle 
in their birth truths that threaten to be dangerous." 

I do not believe, and I hope I never shall believe in the theory 
of dangerous truths ; an infamous theory which was only in
vented to arrest all progress, to justify all despotism, to restore 
the crimes of the past and to prepare them in the future. 

Indeed, Christianity, considered in that light, would have been 
first in the ranks of dangerous truths, those which a certain 
kind of worldly prudence would have suppressed, in onler to get 
rid of defending them. 'I'o deny is more simple than to defend, 
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ancl cowardice finds its account in repudiating this rude duty of 
ours, the duty of vigilant guardians of the truth, combatants 
always armed against errors always springing up. .Annihilate 
a principle, and you annihilate at the same time, all the conse
quences, good or bacl, legitimate or illegitimate, which are some 
day to flow from it; cut down a tree an~ you kill with the same 
blow, the useful branches and those that, later, would require 
the pruning knife. The Gospel, I repeat it, should have been 
rejected in the times of the Apostles ; prudent people would thus 
have been provided for. Was it not evident, from the very fact 
that this doctrine addressed itself to the deepest emotions of the 
human heart, that it could not fail to raise more storms than 
anything that had preceded it ? ·was it so difficult to foresee 
that it would be more fruitful than any other doctrine in heresies, 
in quarrels, in violence? What -fanaticism, what imposture, 
what atrocious persecutions, what religious wars would have 
been spared to our poor earth, if, with a firm hand, we had re· 
pulsed this imprudent, fatal truth, named Christianity I 

This truth and many others. Does not chemistry naturally 
have its alchemists, and astronomy its astrologers? .A.way then 
with the science of the stars and the analysis of matter I Away I 
we have found a means of guarding against further error ; it is 
to have no more truths, no more sciences, no more ideas. Idiots 
are less deceived than we, because they think less. 

I doubt if the recipe is so very sure. In my opinio~, with
out chemistry we should still have had alchemists ; without 
astronomy, we should still have had astrologers, and if ever su
perstition and religious intolerance are triumphed over, it will 
be by the power of religion. Truth can do no injury. Still 
more foolish than wicked is the doctrine of the Obscurantistes, 
whose cry is, "Renounce liberalism, for it makes radicals. 
Overturn the tribunes, for baleful discourses are pronounced 
there. Suppress the journals, for the people abuse them. 
Maintain slavery, for the free blacks will not work. Restrict 
religious freedom, for the heretics make use of it as much as the 
orthodox." 

It would be a noble history to write, that of truth destroying, 
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by its single strength, all the follies that incessantly spring up 
under its feet. God has given it this wonderful power. A sys
tem of useful errors is a blasphemy and an impiety. Moral evil 
in our hearts, is only vanquished by revealed truth ; social evil 
will only be vanquished by social truths. True liberalism will 
triumph over radical tendencies, and it is reserved for true po
litical economy to destroy the social dogmas that an inadequate 
science has accredited. 

To return to the special question with which we are occupied, 
if the world, in the middle of the nineteenth century, would 
not present to Europe the shameful spectacle of a return to the 
sorceries of the Middle Ages, there is not a moment to lose ; 
science is called upon to do her work, to study and to exhibit 
facts, to recoil no longer before new truths. Truth, here as 
everywhere, now as always, will be the great remedy. The 
tables are abused, turn your attention to the tables I The real 
nature of the phenomenon is perverted, study the phenomenon, 
and establl.sh its nature. There is neither magic nor sorcery which 
can resist a scientific inquiry sincerely disposed to take into 
consideration all the facts. 

vVe have made the experiments. There is as much superstition 
at V alleyres as elsewhere ; there is as much curiosity, and the 
temptation to try the hand at divination, to plunge into the su
pernatural is not less strong. This place where so many tables 
have turned, is not in the least haunted by spirits. Our intel
lects, excited by a persevering investigation, have not been for 
one single instant inclined to the marvellous. Why not ? Be
cause we have looked truth in the face, and because truth, taken 
in earnest, has protected us. The more strongly our faith con
cerning the physical agent that impels the tables, was confirmed 
by facts, the less inclined were we to believe in diabolical ex
planations. vVhoever shall have seen with bis own eyes, the de
velopment of a natural law, will consider the idea that demons, 
in any way, participate therein, as utterly absurd. But if we 
had followed a different course from the one pursued by us, if we 
had yielded to academic suggestions, if we had attempted to 
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deny the action of a fluid ; then, the facts subsisting in spite of 
our denial, it would have been necessary to resort to another 
method of accounting for them. \Ve should have bad our mys
teries and our evocations. 

Far from this being the case, we have not been able to com
})rehend bow it is, that men, in other respGcts enlightened, could 
have abandoned themselves to such aberrations. Everything jg 

so natural, so physical in the experiments of the tables I when 
we take them in their true relations, we feel ourselves, we see 
ourselves in the midst of material science. Strange spirits, yon 
must admit, they whose presence depends on a rotation, on beat 
or cold, health or sickness, on the animation or lassitude of a. 
troop of unconscious magicians I I have a head-ache or the 
grippe (influenza) ; then we shall have no visit from the demons 
to-day I 

There is something more powerful against newborn supersti
tions than the · mandates of the bishops, which have so long 
abounded ; it is to study and proclaim the pl1ysical truth that 
manifests itself with so much brilliancy. If, pursuing a con
trary course, the world shall persist in contesting without hav
ing seen, in scoffing without knowing why ; if it multiplies scien
tific and religious anathemas without deigning to cast its eyes 
upon facts ; if it envelop the whole in a dense cloud of vague 
terrors and badly defined suspicions, the flood of ridiculous cre
dulities will at last succeed in overwhelming us. The history 
of the past few months can leave no doubt in this respect, and 
nothing but the intervention of the police can protect us against 
the establishment of a faith in these new prodigies. 

Such is the conviction that has sustained me in my opposition 
and in my researches. Without it, I should not have acted, 
spoken, written ; I should not be writing now. But I knew, 
and I know that pure and simple truth can alone draw us out 
of the slough into which we are fallen ; in it is a power which 
neither police, nor bishops, nor academies possess. 

END OF THE FIRST PART. 
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h seems to me proper to republish here the few pages 
that I have previously published on the subject of Turning 
Tables. Manifesting, as they do, the progress of my thought, 
they will show that I adopted my present position in the 
beginning, and that I have never deviated from it. The 
certainty and importance of the physical phenomenon, the 
absurdity of the supernatural fac.t, such was already my 
theory, at the time I addressed the following letters to the 
Journal de Geneve, to the Journal des Debats, and to L' Illus
tration. 
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JOURNAL DE GENEVE. 

MAY 26TH1 1853. 

V .1.LLEYRES (V ACD), Jlay 12th, 1&58. 

GEXTLEMEX, 

lmpellt:d by a sense of duty, I address myself to you. Our 
obligations to truth make it always our duty, under all circumstances, to 
protest against that strange and convenient disdain which certain scien
tific men, not to speak of the unlearned portion of the community, 
oppose to facts that they cannot explain. 

Such is the sentiment that urges me, notwithstanding my scientific 
incompetency, to transmit to you an account of the experiments which 
have just been made here. :Far from participating in the idea which 
inspires l\L Foucault's last article in the Journal des Dibats, I maintain 
that nothing is less philosophical than to lay down a priori, the impossi· 
bility of things we refuse to verify. When I see M. Foucault congratulating 
the academies for having given no attention to the T>trning Tables, I ask 
myself two questions: 

1st. Do the academies pretend to understand all that they admit? If 
the transmission of my will to a piece of furniture which has become in 
a manner my member, is incomprehensible, is the transmission of my 
will to my leg or my arm much better understood ? 

2d. Is it allowable to treat as a subject of pleasantry the question, so 
serious in itself, whether the human mind is or is not about to lift one 
of the veils which conceal from it the great divine laws, and to confess 
once more its prodigious ignorance? 

I belie\•e that one of these laws has just been discovered. Of that, 
howe>cr, public opinion will judge. It will judge, in spite of the shrugs 
of the shoulders, or the concerted silence of those who seem disposed to 
contl'•t with simple mortal3 the right of ob~en-ing facts and appreciating 
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them by means of their ~ood sense. If a diploma be required to author
ize one to speak of this law, I ought to be silent, ns the laity of the !hd· 
die Ages were silent in presence of the theologian~. But perhaps you 
will think, gentlemen, that we have not yet quite returned to that point, 
nnd you are willing to admit into your columns the statement I have to 
make, together with the reflections which have induced me to send it to 
you. 

We took a table made of.ash, it.<i top of about two and a half feet in 
diameter. It was supported by a heavy column of the same wood, termi
nating in three feet, a little more than two feet apart. 

The persons engaged in these experiments were two scientific botanists, 
MM. Muret and Reuter, M. Tachet, the clergyman, M. Boissier, several 
domestics, three children from eleven to fifteen years of age, my wife and 
n1yself. 

We had much difficulty in putting the table in motion, and nearly an 
hour had expired before it began to turn. The motion, greatly impeded 
by the in.equalities of the floor, was nevertheless finally effected in two 
opposite directions, according to our will This will was also sufficient to 
bring it 'to an abrupt stop. 

I do not insist, however, upon this point. T.hc phenomenon of the 
rotation if it stood alone, would not appear to me entirely conclusive. 
f am distrustful, although I am not an academician, and I admit that it is 
within the limits of strict possibility for a mechanical impulsion to be in
voluntarily communicated to the table, thereby producing the rotation. 

But the rotation serves to prepare us for the phenomena, the expla
nation of which it is impossible to base on any muscular action whate\'er. 

Each of us in turn, addressed orders to the table which were punctually 
obeyed, and it would be difficult for me to describe the strange character 
of these motions, the distinctness and solemnity, if I may so speak, witl.t 
which the blows were struck.-" Strike three blows, strike ten blows. 
Strike with your left foot, with your right foot, with the foot in the 
centre. Raise yourself on one of your feet, stand up perpendicularly, 
resist the effort of those who, placed on the side where you rise, shall 
endeavor to pull you down to the ground." 

The table obeyed each command. It effected movements which no com
plicity, either voluntary or invol!lntary, would have been able to provoke, 
for wc afterwards vainly attempted to bring about and maintain them by 
pressure of the hands upon the table when supported by a single foot; 
it resisted in the most positive manner, all our efforts to force it down. 

'Ve each gave orders with equal success. Children, as well as grown 
persons, made themselves obeyed. 

Still further. It was agreed that the person who gave the orders 
should not pronounce the number of the blows, but, after communicat-
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ing them in the ear of his ncighbor, should content himself with thinking 
them, and, indeed, the table obeyed. In no instance was there the 
slightest error. 

Each person ordered the table to strike as many blows as should cor· 
respond to his years, and it invariably struck them according to the 
number in our minds, even hurrying over the blows in the most comical 
manner when the number was considerable. I must admit to my 
shame that I received a gentle reprimand, for having involuntarily 
diminished my age. The table struck forty-three blows instead of forty· 
two, because the true number was present in the mind of my wife. 

In fine, after having continued for more than an hour, these experiments 
in which the neighbors and several farm laborers participated, I felt that 
i~ was time to bring them to a close. All my orders to the table to rise, 
to rise again, to turn upside down had been promptly and satisfactorily 
obeyed. 

Your most obedient servant, 

A. DE GASP.ARIN. 

JOURNAL DES DEBATS. 

AUGUST 30th, 1853. 

VALLKYRRS, (V.i.un), Auuu3t 18th, 18ll8. 

Srn: 
It is absolutely necessary that some one should reply to your 

article of the 15th of July on Turning Tables. With all due respect for 
the clcvcrne~s of l\I. Foucault, it is incumbent on us to oppose facts to 
the assertions he has uttered. Those whom he ranks as simpletons, or 
of the Illuminati,* have doubtless a right to be heard before submitting 
to their sentence. A right! I mistake. In the present instance it is 
more than that, it is a duty to fulfill, and this you must have foreseen 
when you inserted in your columns the judgment, hastily, as well as 
feebly pronounced, which is calculated to prejudice many of your readers. 
In default of more competent antagonists, I venture to present my 
self, and I belie\'e I should do you an injustice were I to solicit you to 

• The name given to certain associations of men in modern Europe, who were said 
to have combined to overthrow the existing religious institutlons, and substitute reason, 
by which they expected to raise men and society to perfection. It has been denied 
however, that this was their object.-Rnbison. 
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give this letter n place in your columns. Your impartiality is my 
guarantee for its admission. 

The article in your paper of the 15th of July was a public prosecutor's 
appeal to the court. After such an address it is usual to allow the 
accused to speak. It is not my business to discuss the opinions of M. 
}'oucnult, but it is my business to protest when the discussion of opinions 
gives place to the appreciation of individuals. :U. Foucault has spoken of 
the "profound disgust," of" burlesque scenes;" of" comedy," of" bands 
of the Illuminati." Ile has been unsparing of. bis ridicule. Ile deplores 
the imbecility of the age, and portrays the character of the man of sci
ence-that is to say, the man of exact science-he who alone preserves 
his reason and good sense, while his poor, ignorant fellow-creatures, 
lawyers, rulers, philosophers, agriculturis.ts, political men, canaille, sotte 
upcce, become a prey to illusions, to the most shameful superstitions, are 
perfectly incapable of observation, or of reasoning. Nothing can be more 
imposing than the appearance of·this unique representative of human 
intelligence, as he condescends to interest himself for a moment in the 
vulgar herd. It is true tlmt he is mindful of his dignity: "Ileware of 
supposing," says M. Foucault, "that the great philosopher (M. Faraday) 
has humbly installed himself before a round table in order to make it 
tum under his own hand." Under his own hand I Alas f that is pre
cisely wherein M. Faraday has failed. If he had carried his condescen· 
sion towards simple mortals so far as, like us, to use his own hand, he 
might possibly have avoided compromising his fine scientific reputation 
by the discovery of a pretended demonstration, which demonstrates noth
ing, and which can be applied to nothing whatever. 

Permit me, sir, before entering upon technical questions, to insist upon 
the following general observations. They have more importance than 
the rotation of the tables, and, to speak the truth, they alone have 
prompted me to take up the pen on the present occasion. Our age 
is only too much giYen up to the despotism of the positive sciences. It 
is only too much disposed to reserve for them alone the title of science. 
I would desire to have the world at last think of combating an usur
pation decidedly unreasonable. There are other men of science t.han 
those who employ algebmic formulas; there are other truths than those 
demonstrated by theorems; there are other facts than those made evi· 
dent by the telescope, or laid bare by the scalpel; there are other natural 
lo.ws than those promulgated by the academies; there are laws which the 
academies do not choose to recognize, and which excite in them extreme 
repugnance, because, in extending the domain of the soul and of the uill, 
they menace our materialistic tendencies. 
· Now, what comes of it? At the moment when the pride of the exact 
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sciences shines more brilliantly than it ever shone before, at the moment 
when their discoveries are multiplying, and they think to have penctl'\Lted 
all the secrets of creation, a small, troublesome, unforeseen observation, 
which does not allow of being classed in any official category, quite 
unexpectedly makes its appearance. Shall we remake the categories for 
so small a matter? Shall the scientific men renounce their infallibility? 
Shall they confess their ignorance and their limits? No. It is more 
simple to contest in advance the right of the new fact to exist. It ought 
not to exist ; then it does not exist; there is no place for it in this 
world. The academics, who know every thing, and who comprehend 
everything, cannot tell what to make of it. Judge whether it be difficult 
to raise a , hue and cry against it, and to stir up the mass of ignorant 
minds, who claim to be the sensible men, par excellence, and whose pro
fession in this world consists in holding on to the "trunk of the tree,'' 
according to Bassompierre, never swerving from orthodox opinions, 
affirming all the more strongly the less they think, manifesting their 
superiority by a rigorous disdain of suspected ideas! 

And this is what rouses me to revolt. In the name of the true, phi
losophic spirit, I denounce decisions a priori, and refusals to examine. 
In the name of the true scientific spirit I denounce the pretension to re
pulse a new thing, simply because it is new, and because it does not 
range itself under nny of the conventional banners. In the name of the 
true spirit of liberty I denounce the oppression that smothers, either by 
clamor or concerted silence, discoveries that are opposed to received 
theories. We have the right to disdain, but only after having studied. 
The disdain that precedeb study is called an abuse of power. M. Fou
cault has pusl-.ed it thus far, and he congratulates himself. "The 
Academy of Science," says he, in. an accent of triumph, "the Academy 
of Science has, in general, replied by a disdainful silence; she has not 
chosen to occupy herself with the communications that have been 
addressed to her on this subject; she has considered them as not having 
been made." 

On which side is the credulity, I ask: on the side of those who shut 
their eyes, or on the side of those who open them, who compare, who 
experiment, who have decided to put facts before systems, in place of 
putting systems before facts? It should be well known that there exists 
a negative credulity. Some are as credulou~ in refusing to believe, as 
others are credulous in believing. Those who fall asleep on the con
venient pillow of ready-made opinions, and who never commit the im
prudence of having a mind of their own, arc the most credulous of men. 

The most credulous and the least courageous! Our modern societies 
perish from lack of courage, from lack of independent convictions. We 
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preserve nothing because we believe in nothing, and we believe in nothing, 
because we adopt once for all, all the creeds of all the world. We never 
have ideas excepting those it is good ton to have, and we change them 
consequently, when the fashion changes. 

n is the love of truth that we lack. In the eyes of the man who lo'l'es 
the truth, there are no indifferent truths. He feels himself urged to 
defend those that arc misunderstood, and he does it without calculating 
the consequences to himself personally. Ile will be censured as impru· 
dent, it will be thought that he should have been more cautious, should 
have hnd more self-respect, should have rescned himself for more serious 
subjects I What matters it? The defense of the truth is beneath 110 

one. Ile who allows n truth to be maltreated, however small it may be, 
is as cowardly as h~ who allows a man to be ill-used in the streets. We 
owe ourselves to whoever has need of us. · 

You now understand, sir, the sentiment that impels me to address you 
these lines, I am as suspicious as others; I understand, I honor, I approve 
of distrust in such matters; I, f:!.S well as others, have shrugged my should· 
ers when the tables were spoken of; I have refused to believe before 
having seen; even after having seen, I have persisted in seeing again, 
time and time again, with precautions and scientific exactness; I have 
thrown aside experiments, the results of which can in any way be 
explained by muscular action, voluntary or involuntary; in short, I ha'l'e 
been as severe, nay, more severe towards the phenomenon in question 
than either Mr. Faraday or M. Foucault. But I did not decide in advance 
that the phenomenon must be an illusion, and that its partisans held the 
dangerous principles of the Illuminati. Such is the difference between 
the conduct of these gentlemen and my own. The difference in the results 
has not been less, and it is high time for me briefly to mention them. 

M. Faraday concerns bimsclf only with the rotations I that is convenient. 
Is it just? As for me, I have felt that it was absurd to confine myself 
to the study of one fact that lends itself, whatever we may do, to the 
most various interpretations. When the table turns, it is impossible to 
prove mathematically that unconscious muscular action does not determllie 
the motion. Doubtless, it is exceedingly improbable, and those who ha\"c 
nssisted at the experiments in which the table remains obstinately im· 
movable, notwithstanding the good will of the persons present, notwith· 
standing their repented orders, and the excitement of their nerves, while 
at other times two or three minutes suffice for the same persons to induce 
an energetic rotation, will find it difficult to admit the explanation 
drawn from involuntary mechanical impulsion. It is enough, however, 
for us that the doubt is permitted; the doubt should prevail You see 
that I am easily satisfied. 
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The point then, is to confine ourselves to an order of facts in which illu
sion is not conceivable, in which involuntary action is out of the ques
tion, or in which voluntary action and fraud itself can produce no result. 

This class of facts is to be found essentially in the accomplishment of 
orders not expressed. 

I took, therefore, a tab)e made of ash, its top three feet in diameter, 
supported by a heavy column of the same wood, terminating in three feet, 
the distance between them being about two feet. Ilaving put it in 
motion, our decisive experiment began. 

I say "experiment," I should say "experiments;" for what I here 
relate was renewed and verified many times, and these experiments, sepa
rated by intervals of several days or weeks, were witnessed by a great 
number of persons, among whom are reckoned .men, far from ignorant, 
credulous, or of the Illuminati. · 

This is our method of proceeding . 
'Ve decided that, in order to render the fact conclusive, the table 

should be required to obey twelve* times in succession, without the least 
error. One of the witnesses inscribed upon a bit of paper the number 
of blows that he wished the table to strike ; then he secretly showed 
this paper to the experimenter charged with the duty of giving the 
order. All the other pel"Sons who surrounded the table, sat with their 
eyes closed and did not open them until after the operation was finished. 
It was therefore absolutely /mpossible that any of them could know or sus
pect the number demanded. This was not all ; in order that the person 
who alone was acquainted with the figure, should not be able of himself, 
to determine the motion by pressure, either voluntary or involuntary, he 
was required to address his command to the foot placed immediately in 
front of him, and upon which he could consequently have no action . . 

Things being thus arranged, twelve numbers were successively com
municated to the persons whose authority had been ascertained, and 
twelve times the foot designated raised itself and struck distinctly the 
figure which was known to only one of the ten experimenters forming 
the chain. It was out of the question for any one to foresee the 
figures; those who wrote them had resorted to allowable subterfuges, 
sometimes indicating a small number, sometimes a high one. On one 
occasion we were quite surprised to see that the table remained motion
less in spite of the order issued; but the explanation soon followed; the 
figure inscribed on the paper was a cipher! Those who attribute the 
motion of the table to involuntary action, will have the goodness to lell 
us why these nine persons, persuaded that the foot ought to rise, were 

* I indicate this figure twelve, which was that of the last experiment. We had on 
oth ~r occasions exacted uninterrupted oberl.ience for twenty ~r thirt.y times in succession. 
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not able to communicate to it any mo¥ement, merely because the tenth 
person (without powl'r to act upon the foot placed before him) knew that 
his command corresponded to the cypher. 

\V c then experimented in order to ascertain bow great was the force 
communicated to the table: we induced a man weighing l 74lbs. to mount 
thereon ; we ordered the table to turn, and after long delays, efforts, 
crcakiugs, &c., it finally succeeded. We ordered it to strike blows and 
it was equally successful; we ordered it to stal1d erect, to overturn i~ 
burden; it obeyed.* 

Here, may I be permitted to make a remark. I mention only such 
facts as we were_ afterwards not able to produce by the employment of 
fraud and all our mechanical force. For every experiment, we instituted 
what \fe called the .control of fraud. We decided to consider as null all 
those which our muscular action, voluntarily applied, could succeed in 
accomplishing. We therefore, after the cessation of the phenomenon, 
placed ourselves around the same table, and one of us attempted fraudu
lently to determine the foot before him to strike the figure indicated in 
his mind. Useless efforts! It was not to be moved. When the other 
members of the chain joined their exertions to his, they, of course, suc
ceeded; but then the motion took place, even when the number thought 
was a cipher. We afterwards combined all our forces in order to effect 
various motions when the table was charged in the manner above 
related; we leaned on it, but did not succeed in making it rise. 

It nppears to me that thia really signifies something. Those who be
lieve that a combin:i.tion of force involuntarily exercised by fingers 
having no appearance of tension, can produce a greater power than 
fingers evidently strained to their utmost for the purpose of bringing 
about the same result ; such persons, we think, are more deser¥ing than 
we of the charge of credulity. They especially merit it, if they attribute 
the execution of orders not expressed to the integration of infinitesmal 
forces! 

I would call attention to a last circumstance of the phenomenon, which, 
unites us, in a measure, with an article of furniture, which transforms it 
momentarily into one of our members, making this member obey our 
will in virtue of a law as mysterious as that which puts our body at the 
disposition of our soul, and transmits millions of orders to our various 
muscles, the intellect being unconscious of anything further than the 
single, positive act willed by us, entirely ignoring all-the minute, particu
lar, inexplicable, though none the less real acts, by which our will is ac
complished. The phenomenon in question is not indifferently and equally 

• Tbls experiment did not always succeed. Power which varies with person~, 'Varies 
"-\!:t() with d:tyA. 
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produced by every body. Moreover, it is not in proportion to the physi
cal vigor, force of the will, or nervous excitement in the operators. There 
arc very strong, energetic, and nervous persons, firm believers also, who 
gain no obedience from the table. 

This fact, which seems to me of a nature to overturn many explanatory 
hypotheses, suggested to us the idea of measuring the action exercised 
by each of the experimenters. To establish the action wns something; 
to measure it, was one step further. The experiment was conducted as 
follows: 

'Ve had remarked one individual, whose commands were always promptly 
and clearly executed. VI' e engaged him in a struggle with each of the 
experimenters successively. .A. high number was secretly communicated 
to his adversary, a lower number to him. The adversary issued an order 
for the table to strike the number of blows indicated by his thought, and 
it remained to be seen if the person of whom I speak could arrest the 
blows when they had reached the number designated as his. Now, his 
will always carried it; always, at the precise figure secretly indicated 
to him, did he succeed in preventing the execution of the command of 
his adversary. 

The reverse of this experiment was attempted. This person was 
charged with the command and the execution of the higher number, 
while each of the other experimenters in turn should endeavor to sup
press the blows after they had represented the smaller number. The re
sult was as foreseen. Nothing prevented the table from obeying to the 
end, but nothing could be m.ore comical than the visible difficulty with 
which it accomplished its task from the moment the two numbers or the 
two wills ceased to coincide; nothing could be more significative than its 
vigor, its agility, and buoyancy as soon as the adversary ceased his oppo
sition. It reminded us of a carriage descending a hill, and which, being 
abruptly deprived of its shoe, rolls precipitately down the slope. 

We, at last, found the exact balance point of the forces. To the most 
powerful person were first opposed two children, who were immediately 
vanquished; then two men, who succeeded no better ; then two others, 
one of whom we found almost in a condition to struggle alone. The last 
two cut short the execution of the command at the precise limit fixed 
upon by them. 

I repeat, that the communication of the figures to this experimenter 
was made secretly and in writing, so as to render it impossible for any of 
the nine other persons forming the chain, their eyes closed during the 
operation, to suspect the number of blows required from the table. 

I pass over in silence everything that has not a scientific character, as, 
for example, the imitation of singing, dances, the wonderful execution of 
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the orders, "Strike enormous blows, strike very gently; so gently as scarcely 
to be heard." I pause with the facts, which no complicity, either volun
tary or involuntary, can explain, and which reveal a law hitherto unknown, 
thus lifting a corner of the veil that still, in a great measure, conceals 
from us the real organi7.ation of the universe. 

A law, do I say; and indeed there is no q\lcstion here either of divina
tion, of miracle, or of magic. The tables divine nothing, and they even 
know so little of what is taking place in your 1f1ind, that if your will docs 
not interpose the very instant the number indicated by your thought has 
been completed, they continue indefinitely, striking a hundred, a hundred 
and fifty, even more blows. The tables do not move except by the ap
plication of natural conditions; in order to rise, it is necessary for them 
to meet with a point of support, an ineqUJllity in the floor, and their mo
tion is sliding until they come in contact with such inequality. The tables 
do not reveal anything that is riot in the thought and will of the experi
menters; when the attempt is made to charge them with other duties 
than to obey as members of our bodies, continual mistakes arc the result. 

To hear some people talk, one might really imagine that the motion of 
the tables is connected with witchcraft and the result of a diabolical in· 
fluence ! I beg to mention two circumstances, a consideration of which 
will calm their apprehensions. First, the horrible mystery is accomplished 
only on condition of a certain number of rotations; it is in turning, that the 
table becomes charged, replenishes its strength, and puts itself in a con
dition to obey. So far, this is not very infernal; indeed, it rather resem· 
bles a natural law; but we have something still better: in the midst of 
the evolutions of the table, its motion may be embarrassed by a piece of 
glass in its vicinity, and entirely arrested by contact with the glass. 
When the glass is placed near one of the edges of the table, the elevation 
of the opposite side is provoked. Magicians, so very fearful of corning 
in contact with glass, belong, I suppose it will be granted, to a category 
heretofore unknown. 

Let Christians, then, be reassured! There is no danger either of vio
lating the prohibition proclaimed by Habakkuk (chap. ii. verses 18, 19, 
and 20), where wood is mentioned only in the sense of idols of wood, or 
of renewing the operations condemned by Tertullian (Apology, chap. 
xxiil. ), where is found the curious phrase: " The magicians send dreams, 
having for auxiliaries the power of angels and demons which they iu"roke, 
and by w!tich goats and tables assume the faculty of divination." Here 
there is no divination of any sort, no invocation of angels nor demons. 
Charlatanism will seize, it has already seized hold of the new phenomenon, 
as it seizes hold of everything. Who doubts it? But a true phenome· 
non does not become false merely because charlatans seize hold of it. 
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Let men of science also be reassured. The point in question is not that 
of escaping from the order of natuml facts, but of introducing therein a new 
fact, which appears impossible because it is new. All new facts have an 
odor of magic. - 'Vait awhile and the academies will make room for this, 
and once located it will seem to us the simplest_ in the world, as simple 
as the connection within us of thought and extent, as simple as the return 
into the ground of the magnetic current of our telegraphs, their circuit 
being thus completed in a manner utterly inconceivable, as simple as the 
circulation of the blood, declared impossible and anti-scientific at the time 
it was first announced. 

There is something very respectable, I acknowledge, in the fear that is 
experienced of being tempted from the firm ground of facts scientifically 
obserrnd, and left to coast along the uncertain shore of miracle. But 
before abandoning ourselves to fcar,we should inquire, first, if there exists 
any relation whatever, between a miracle which gives life or health, and 
the momentary motion communicated to a passive article of furniture; 
secondly, if the phenomenon of the tables will admit of no natural 
explanation. Now, let me indicate one which, however, I am not so im
prudent as to offer as true ; I present it as possible, in order to show that 
we do not depart from the ground of physical truths. Let us suppose a 
fluid to be emitted by the experimenters, and principally by some partic
ular one of them ; let us suppose that this fluid has a motion, will not 
rotation result from it? Let us further suppose that this fluid takes the 
direction communicated to it by the will, and that it accumulates in the 
vicinity of the foot to which the order is addressed, will not the· foot rise? 
Let us suppose that the fluid shrinks from contact with the glass, will not 
the motion cease when the glass is placed on the centre of the table? 
And in a case where the glass is nearer one edge than the other, will not 
the fluid flow back towards the opposite extremity so as to raise it imme
diately? I do not affirm that this is really so. I say that it may be so, 
without miracle and without sorcery. Galvanism, which has nothing of 
the miraculous, gives motion to dead bodies. I do not see why it should 
be absurd to suppose that another agent should give motion to a bit of 
wood. 

Patience! the day will come when ~I. Foucault, who is both a man of 
science and of conscience, will regret his hastiness. He will then ask 
him~eu· what connection exists between the phenomenon, such as it is, and 
M. Faraday's pretended refutation, which has called forth so many cries 
of victory. What does M. }'araday demonstrate by means of his super
posed disks ? That there is a force ? no one doubts it. That we do not 
perform a miracle? we are fully aware of this. That in a rotation communi
cated, the superior disks precede the inferior disks? a matter of course. A. 
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matt~r of course, and moreover, it proves nothing; first, because the ob· 
liquity of the motion in no way results from it ; secondly, because the 
oblique action, akhough manifested, is not measured ; lastly, and espe· 
cially, because the phenomenon of rotation is not brought forward by u.q, 
conscious as we are that it is liable to objections, and that a new law 
must rest on absolutely incontestable facts. 

And yet, this is the great experiment upon the authority of which it is 
cleclared that all doubts are removed, that, at' last, the "bands of Illu
minati 11 are to be ousted, and their troublesome questions avoided! 
Henceforth they will have nothing more to say, nothing more to answer I 
After this study so complete, what yet remains to be examined? The 
Royal Society of London, "which lias thought It undignified" to occupy 
itself with such matters, M. Faraday, who is a little ashamed and con
fused at having demeaned himself so far as to offer such an explanation, 
other scientific bodies, who have examined nothing and said nothing, all 
in unison, exclaim through the organ of M. Foucault:-" 'Ve have th El 

right to dismiss, as incurable, whoever shall remain unconvinced by this 
subtle analysis. 11 

Let us take care, the representatives of the exact sciences incur the 
risk of becoming, as far as is possible atthe present day, the inquisit.ors of 
our times, and I would, in conclusion, return to this thought, which was 
the point of my departure. These illustrious societies, respected by 
every body (by me as much as by any other), owe, as a duty to them
selves and to the public, the careful scrutiny of their own conduct. Ab
solute authority is intoxicating, and our men of science exercise an abso
lute authority. If they allow themselves to abuse it, if, persuaded that 
they possess the only real explanation of the visible world, they shall re
fnse to examine the new facts that seem not to be covered by this expla
nation, they will peril their legitimate authority. Facts are stronger 
than Academies. Repulsed, denied, mocked, they none the less subsist, 
and it is with inexorable obstinacy that they demand their place in the 
clear light of the sun. They are not to be arrested by opposing to them 
m6tions not to receive, prejudiced decisions, or derisive refutations. 

This is what I had at heart to say. The rest is of little consequence. 
I am not at all anxious to make the tables turn in obedience to the will, 
but I am most anxious to hinder tyranny from smothering any truth, how. 
ever great or small it may be. I am bound to wage war against summary 
proceedings, and to maintain, with all the strength of my feeble nature, 
whatever remains to us of liberty; liberty in the domain of scientific 
thought. This sentiment has, alone, been powerful enough to transfer 
into a duty that which \Vas at first undertaken as an amusement. The 
statements of :ll. Foucault have opened my eyes to the moral, the phiio-
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sophical, and truly serious side of the discussion. I should not have en· 
gaged in it under any other title; every man has his work, and mine has 
hitherto led me in a different direction. 

Your most obedient servant, 
.A.. DE GA.SPA.RIN. 

JOURNAL DE GENEVE. 

AUGUST l.,!Jth, 1853. 

v ALLEY RES (V .um), .& ugust 10th, 1858. 

GENTLEMEN: 

It was by no means my intention to trouble you again on the 
subject of the Turning Tables; but many persons are astonished that ha>· 
ing in your columns affirmed the reality of the phcnomtnon, I should 
rem1tin silent after the insertion you have considered it your duty to give 
to the last report of the JJebats, and entitled by you, "The conclusion of 
the discussion on the tables." 

You are much too just to contest with me the right to remonstrate 
against this conclusion and to maintain the certainty, each day more 
evident, of the experiments I have the honor of communicating to 
you. Do not foar, however, that I shall resort to the same mode of dis
cussion as M. Foucault, who talks of "burlesque scenes," of" comedy," 
of "bands of the Illuminati," and who "dismisses as incurable," those 
who do not yield before the demonstration of M. Faraday! I would 
respect myself in respecting my adversaries, and I esteem M. Foucault 
too highly not to regret this attempt on his part to stifle the debate by 
clamor and big words. Facts will easily triumph over abuse, and to 
facts I return. 

lt is necessary, in the first place, to cast aside the famous disks of 
M. Faraday. All reflective minds already understand how far this 
illustrious man of science has taken a wrong direction. Supposing even 
that the point in question is the rotation (and we do not rely wholly 
upon that, for it has always been contested), the displacement of the 
disks proves absolutely nothing. That there is a force developed, is not 
denied, we do not pretend to perform miracles. That, in the motion 
communicated to the whole, the superior disks get the start of the 
inferior disks, is what will constantly take place,simply, as a result of the 
motion itself, however perpendicular may be the position of the fingers. 
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I see but one method of escaping the anathema of M. Faraday and his 
"indicator signs:" the table must consent to remain motionless. 

But let us leave the rotation. As I said to you in my first letter, that 
alone is no•, conclusive. Now, in such matters especially, we ought only 
to rely on o.hsolutcly conclusive observations. 

The obedience of the table to orders issued mentally, appeal'S to me to 
possess this chllractcr in the highest degree. , W c have therefore con
ducted this class of experiments with true scientific rigor. 

The experimenter charged to receive the command from thl' witnesses, 
and to transmit it to the table by means of bis unspoken will, is placed 
before the foot required to act, in such a way that he can exercise O\'Cr it 
no power as a lever. The number of the blows to be struck is so com· 
municated in writing, that the nine other experimenters forming the chain 
~ball have no suspicion of it. Indeed, these experimenters have their 
eyes shut during the whole operation. 

The conditions being thus arranged, it is decided that the execution of 
the unspoken commands ought to be renewed, ten, twelve, thirty times 
in succession, without error, and then we begin. Ten, twelve, thirty 
times, the numbers comnmnicated in writing are struck by the foot des
ignated. It is impossible for these numbers to be anticipated, being some· 
times very small, sometimes very considerable; sometimes the witnesses 
maliciously write down a cypher, and then it is amusing to obser\·c the alarm 
of the experimenters, o.s they behold the table standing perfectly motion
less, although it has received the order to strike the number of blows 
indicated by the thought. But they arc amply repaid on finding out that 
it could not have better testified its prompt obedience than in resisting 
their desire. 

\Vhen the experiment is terminated, we proceed to the counterproof. 
'We try to realize by fraud and muscular action, the phenomenon just 
accomplished without tension of the fingers. One of the most captious 
and susi:iicious witnesses places himself in front of the foot he wishes 
to make rise. He orders it to strike a certain number of blows, and 
exhausts himself in vain efforts to bring about its obedience; the foot 
docs not once rise. It is worse yet if the other persons around the table 
seek to assist him in provoking the motion of the rebel foot, for the im
pulsion will be given, even when the figure secretly communicated is 
found to be a cypher. 

Such is the principal fact, to which I might add many others; b11t I shall 
avoid doing so, for it is important that the discussion should not be 
dh·erted from the real point in question. The problem thus states itself: 
A certain number of per~ons (all persons do not succeed equally well), 
silently issuing their commands, are sure to obtain obedience from a foot 
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over which they have no muscular control; during the continuance of 
this phenomenon, they accomplish without effort what all their efforts 
could not accomplish independent of it. Is this clear? 

I have said that all do not succeed equally well. This observation led 
us to attempt a relative measurement of the force in each person : to the 
most powerful experimenter, we successively opposed the others. The 
first constantly carried the day until we united two wills against his. 

Tbus a is secretly charged with an order for 25 blows, b is secretly 
charged to arrest them at 18; a carries it and the 25 blows are achieved, 
though the force is sensibly diminished after the 18th blow. \Ve try now 
the inverse : b is secretly charged with an order for 13 blows; a is secretly 
charged to arrest them at 7 ; a still carries it and the figure 7 cannot be 
exceeded. At last, a is secretly charged with 32 blows, while b and c 
united are secretly charged to arrest them at 20. It often happens that 
these two forces are not yet equivalent to that of a, and the table 
achieves the number 32 ; but if to b we ·add e, for example, represent· 
ing a power superior to c, a is vanquished by this new coalition, and after 
20, the table remains motionless. 

There arc some persons who will raise the cry of magic! miracle! every 
new law seems to them a prodigy. Now I pledge myself to reassure 
those who are thus alarmed. We depart not, in any way, from the do· 
main of nat'Ural f acts. 

The best proof of the truth of this assertion is, that our sorcery van· 
ishes when brought in contact with a bit of glass. In the midst of the 
most energetic rotation, while all eyes are closed, if a piece of glass is 
placed near the table, the motion becomes retarded ; put the glass in the 
centre of the table, the motion is arrested ; remove the glass to one of 
the sides, the other side will immediately rise, as if the fluid, no longer 
able to circulate in the vicinity of the glass, were drawn back, and 
accumulated in the opposite region. 

Here again, there is no possibility of any illusion; for the eyc·s of ihe 
experimenters are closed, and in substituting, without their knowledge, a 
bit of pasteboard or a book in place of the glass, experimenting with it 
in the same manner as we experimented with the glass, no perceptible 
effects are protluced, either by way of arresting the motion, or caJ¥ling an 
eleYation. 

I do not care to hazard an explanation; that is not my business. To 
establish facts and to maintain a truth which others are disposed to stifle, 
this is my only claim. I cannot however resist the temptation of show· 
ing to those that t reat us as " Illuminati, " or as sorcerers, that the action 
in question comports with an interpretation wholly conformable to the 
ordinary laws of science. 
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Suppose a fluid emitted by the experimenters, nnd principally by a few 
of them in particular; suppose that the will determines the direction of 
the fluid; you will already understand the rotation and elevation of the 
foot towards which, nt each net of the will, flows nn excess of fluid. Sup
pose that the glass acts upon the fluid so as to di~perse it, you will com
prehend thnt the glass plnred in the middle of the table interrupts the 
rotation, and that placed on one of the sides, -it leads to an accumulation 
of fluid on the opposite side, which then rises. . 

I again repeat that I affirm nothing, I even indicate nothing; but I show 
that explanations unconnected with sorceries or miracles lie within the 
range of possibility. 

Miracles, hnve .I said; and will it real\y be necessary to trouble our
selves to answer those who pretend to compare the obedience of the 
tables with the miracles of the Bible, who do not see the abyss that sepa
rates the momentary action exercised upon a table incapable of think
ing, put in play by a sort of galvanism, by a force that in ceasing leaves 
the table as inert as before, from the sovereign act of Him, who, commu
nicating life and strength, calls to Lazarus : " .Arise ! " to the man sick 
with the palsy, "Take up thy bed and walk!" 

I do not care to insist further. The tables do not understand; the 
tables do not divine; the tables are entirely passive and will strike inde
finitely, notwithstanding the number indicated by your thought, if your 
will does not stop them. I do not know what conclusions charlatanism 
pretends to draw from these results; I know that our conscientious and 
repeated experiments have proved that they do not exceed in any respect 
the limits of natural phenomena. They are neither so admirable nor so 
criminal as they are represented : 

They have merited 
Neither that exce•• of honor nor that Indignity. 

Accept, Gentlemen, the assurances of my distinguished consideration, 

A. DE GASP.ARIN. 

TO L'ILLUSTRATION. 

MR. EDITOR: 
v ALLEYRES, N01Jember 1Stlt, 18.53. 

Your correspondent from the mountains of the Vivarais, in his 
letter on "knocking spirits," has thought proper to assign me a place by 
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the side of l' Univers, M. I' Abbe Maynard, and M. Victor Hcnnequin. 
After having related the exploits of these spirits, and treated them with 
deserved ridicule, he adds: "On the French frontier, at Geneva, they re· 
count to M. the Count Agenor de Gasparin, the infamies of papistry." 

It seems to me, that when a man is brought before the public, it would 
be merely an act of justice to him on the part of those who sho'v him up, 
not to put words in his mouth, entirely contradictory of what he said. 
Now this is the language held by me on the subject of the pretended 
divination of the Turning Tables, 

My letter to the Journal des Debats (Aug. 30th) contains the following 
phrases: "I pause with the facts, which no complicity, either voluntary 
or involuntary, can explain, and which reveal a law hitherto unknown, 
thus lifting a corner of the veil that still, in a great measure, conceal~ 
from us the real organization of the uni verse. A law, tlo I say ; and in
deed there is no question here, either of divination, of miracle, or of 
magic. The tables divine nothing. . . • The tables do not move, except 
by the application of natural conditions. • . • The tables reveal nothing 
that is not in the thought and will of the experimenters. • . . To hear 
so11UJ people talk, one might really imagine that the nwtion of the tables is 
conmcted with witchcraft, and the result of a diabolical influence! . . . . 
There is here no divination of any sort, no invocation of angels nor 
demons. . . . Charlatanism will seize, it has seized hold of the new phe
nomenon as it seizes hold of everything. Who doubts it ? But a true 
phenomenon cannot become false simply because the charlatans seize 
hold of it. . . . Tlte point in question is not to escape from the order of 
natural facts, but to introduce therein a new fact that appears impossible 
because it is new." 

My letter to the Journal de Geneve (l!lth August) thus closes: "The 
tables do not understand ; the tables do not divine; the tables are en
tirely .passive and will strike indefinitely, notwithstanding the number 
indicated ·by your thought, if your will docs not stop them. I do not 
know what conclusions charlatanism pretends to draw from these results; 
I know that our conscientious and repeated experiments have proved that 
they do not exceed, in any respect, the limits of natural phenomena." 

In what manner, then, must a man express himself, if, after having thus 
spoken, he runs the risk of being confounded with the abused votaries 
of spirits, and with the evocators of the illustrious or non-illustrious 
dead! 

I have taken a spedal position. Good or bad, it is mine, and I claim 
to hold it. I h&ve repulsed with all the power of strong conviction and 
a disgust not to be surpassed, this recrudescence of superstition, of Sa
tanic revelations and spurious sorcery, the absurdity of which will ere 

9 
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long be demonstrated. With the energy of 11. heart entirely devoted to 
the cause of truth, I have denounced that scientific intolerance which 
condemns without examination, which seeks to smother with anathemas 
11.nd sarcasms a troublesome physical phenomenon. 

Between the verification of a natural law and supernatural pretensions, 
there is not only a distinction, there is an essential opposition. This is so 
true, that I ha,·e no hesitation in asserting, that the ridiculous direction 
taken, in general, by the experiments in Turning Tables, to be mainly 
owing to the refusal to examine which has been promulgated in the name 
of men of science. Things as well as individuals have a tendency to be· 
come what we imagine them to be. The door of scientific study once 
closed, we are compelled to seek in a difforent channel the explanation of 
facts ; for the facts are there and nothing can suppress them. 

The facts are there, I have said, and it is quite time to yield them their 
true place, their true character, their dignity. All this proves to me that 
I should no longer hesitate to publish the result of my researches. It will 
then be seen that we are henceforth not permitted to doubt the existence 
of a fluid, or some other physical agent, which obeys the will and com· 
municates to inert bodies certain motions prescribed by iL. I ha'l"e a very 
conclusive way of rendering useless the famous disks of M. :Faraday : I 
suppress entirely the contact, and determine both the rotation and eleva· 
tton of the table, without t0ttehing thereunto any of the !tands tltat form 
the chain above it. I suppose that in presence of such a result, our ad· 
versaries will no longer speak to us of mechanical impulsion, or of un
conscious muscular action ! 

I suppose, also, that they will no longer speak to us of spirits or of 
demons, and that thus we shall at last be permitted to return into the 
scientific course, which it would have been more simple and loyal to take 
nt first. We should all have gained by it. There would have been less 
prodigality of insult, fewer superstitions brought in play. 

Accept, Sir, the assurances, &c., 

A. DE G.&SPAIUN. 
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PART II. 

• 
CHAPTER I. 

THE QUESTION. 

IT has been seen at what point of view I place myself to ap
preciate the remarkable phenomena with which the world is at 
present occupied, in spite of itself. Armed by study and by the 
evidence which proves the presence of a physical agent, I at
tack supernatural pretensions. To deny everything, would 
have been to admit everything ; for the facts are stronger than 
we, and driven back from their legitimate channel, they over
flow the banks. and make their way in the most anomalous di
rections. Moreover, I never would have consented to contest 
what I knew to be true, nor could I have been induced by mo
tives of expediency to participate in the silence which it bas 
been thought fit to impose upon us in terms most haughty and 
peremptory. 

Now, then, that the positive part of my work is terminated, I 
pass from it to the negative portion, which is not less important. 
I have proved the reality of Turning Tables, my next step is to 
prove the absurdity of Speaking Tables. This can only be done 
by first approaching the question in its general aspect. Speak
ing tables and their spirits shelter themselves behind an im
mense rampart of supernatural apocrypha. False miracles, 
spurious sorcery, wonders of every kind, a return to the most 
foolish and odious credulities of the past, a restoration of the 
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Middle Ages and their least respectable practises, such things 
as these are boldly presented to our attention, they are reso
lutely accepted by many men distinguished for talent and learn
ing, they are taken up and patronized by a religious party, and 
public opinion, hesitating and disturbed by the brilliancy of the 
attestations with which it is overwhelm'ed, seems almost dis
posed to admit their truth. 

I am well aware that this admission extends only to a cer
tain point, but. that is too far. The honor and the welfare of 
our age demand .that such cnormitie~ _sh"uld be firmly repulsed. 
It must by no means be believed that we can, with impunity, 
open even the smallest access to superstitions that arc gross, 
material, and anti-Christian in character, the tendency of which 
is to brutalize man, vilify God, and actually to suppress the 
Devil, while seeming to endow him with the attribute of Omni
presence. Neither is it with impunity that we habituate the 
public conscience to look upon the monstrous errors, the judicial 
iniquities of former times without disgust and horror. In making 
an amnesty with the past, in glorifying it, we prepare the future ; 
we destroy one by one, our tutelary repugnances, the protesta
tions of the intellect and of the heart, an inheritance painfully 
acquired, which it is our duty to increase instead of squander. 
·when I behold what is passing before my eyes, I am not only 
humiliated; I am appalled. .All that is healthful and exalted in 
our natures stands in great peril ; we run the risk of descending 
in the scale of progress, descending rapidly. Now, nothing is 
more certain than the fact that each period of civilization has a 
corresponding regimen, which alone is proper for it ; let the no
tions of the Middle Ages be restored to us, and with them we 
shall see reappear the crimes that marked that lamentable 
epoch. 

I wish to exaggerate nothing. It is certain that the Middle 
.Ages in person, 1'ill not be reproduced in this period of the 
world, neither they nor any thing approaching them. We have 
learned and unlearned too much, for it to be possible to carry 
us back so far as that. But it is always possible, to obscure the 
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general conscience and disarm it against surprises. And who 
will say that something similar is not being accoi;nplished at this 
very moment, even among those who reject the spirits, as among 
those who welcome them. 

The manner in which they are rejected, gives me particular 
anxiety. Their advocates may have their own reasons for 
n hnndoning themselves to such pleasant reveries ; their ideal is 
behind, in the times of magicians, of possessions, and summary 
proceedings ; it is pleasant for them to believe what the world 
believed then, in order to justify the deeds of those times. In 
regard to the opponents of the spirits (and they make by far 
the greater number), I remark that they are hostile without 
well knowing why, ·a fact which does not at all reassure me. 
To become indignant, to shrug the shoulders, to declare the thing 
impossible, to appeal to the enlightenment of the age, is not to 
answer. I always tremble for a cause, whose friends abuse " d?i 

tarte a la creme !" And, indeed, when I meet these men, so ir· 
rituted against cotemporary sorcery and witchcraft, what do 
I find ? Some declare. that they have read nothing, and will 
read nothing ; that they know nothing and wish to know noth· 
ing ; they refuse all examination, that is to say, they carry about 
with them an arrow sunk deep in their hearts ; their faith, im· 
patient of discussion, is not sure of itself. Others have heard, 
have read ;. they have counted on their fingers the numerous 
and respectable witnesses who affirm each marvellous story ; and 
they have rid themselves or rather, they think they have rid 
themselves of these perplexing thoughts. And there are still 
others, in large numbers, who have reflected on all these things, 
and who end the matter by saying : " It is very extraordinary. 
It must be both true and false ; there is doubtless, something to 
accept and something to reject. It will not do to believe every· 
thing, nor to deny everything." Nothing more wise than their 
just medium ; nothing more orthodox than their eclectic impar· 
tiality towards things contrary to each other. Unfortunately, 
it is not sufficient to shut the door of the grand entrance upon 
the enemy, if, fi:om a spirit of moderation, we stealthily open to 
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him n small door nt tho side. The place is none the less invaded ; 
nnd you sec, in fact, a multitude of minds, at the present day, 
that are ready to admit the supernatural, provided it enters 
through the small side door. A little sorcery, a little of the 
mirnculous, that is nil well enough ! 'fhey have besides, their 
anecdotes of apparitions, and they know not well what to think 
of them. ·we are ignorant of so many things, why should we 
not also be ignorant of that ? 

Nothing more completely proves the imminence of the peril 
u.nd the necessity of seriously studying a question which we have 
heretofore, been too much inclined t<? avoid. Under pretext of 
humility and the plea of human ignorance, we sacrifice the most 
elementary and the most essential ideas of Christianity. Re
vealed religion is everywhere shaken to its foundation by the 
blows of a new revelation ; with great strides do we remove our
selves far from the God of the Bible ; the Devil of the Bible is 
concealed from us by multitudes of ridiculous demons ; material
ism, iu short, gross materialism, the materialism of forms and 
ceremonies, that which associates temptation with a physical 
operation, and deliverance from it with a contrary operation, 
the materialism which characterizes the popular superstitions of 
the worst ages of the world, gradually invades us ; now it is 
obtrusirn, now it is insinuating ; it weakens and unsettles the 
truth, where it cannot succeed in enthroning erro~ Moreover, 
self-styled religious materialism justifies and fortifies the mate
rialism of incredulity. In the eyes of many men, the Gospel be
comes responsible for these enormities which they affect to con
nect with it. This is the case, especially, in countries like ours, 

· where the Bible is yet almost unknown. Having rejected the 
supernatural apocrypha, they enlist, more or less openly, against 
~he Biblical supernatural. 

I do not forsake, tl1cn, the ordinary subject of my labors in 
turning my attention to the tables. 'Vhenever society is shaken 
to its very depths by a soul-stirring question, you may be sure 
that Christianity is brought up for trial. To disengage it from 
all complicity with spirit-knockers ; to show, even, how far it is 
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contrary to the low and debasing superstition which the de· 
pra•ed imagination of man has engendered, and seeks this day 
to restore ; to prove that there is not only a difference, but a 
radical opposition between the credulous and the believers ; to 
display once more the admirable harmony which exists between 
Holy Scripture, true science, and true good sense ; to extricate 
from embarrassment many sincere men, to whom the supernatu
ral apocrypha is repugnant, but who know not how to refute it; 
to set the public conscience at ease in presence of the epidemic 
wonders that are making so much noise among the Americans 
and elsewhere; to divide into three parts false sorceries and false 
miracles ; the part of fraud and error, the part of physiologi· 
cal accidents, the part of physical agents which so many scien
tific men yet refuse to see ; in short, to emerge from the dark
ness into which arbitrary denial on one side, and arbitrary 
affirmation on the other, have plunged us ; to rise into the pure 
light of day, where shine all these sister truths : the truth of 
revelation, the truth of science, and the inmost truth, proclaimed 
bJ our moral sense and our reason, such is the end I propose 
to myself. I have not the vanity to believe I shall attain it ; 
but were I to refrain because others might do better, I should 
justly reproach myself with having done nothing. 

It may be seen, then, that I maintain ruy position. It re
quires some energy, for, thus far, I stand almost alone. .:My 
argument sums itself up as follows ; The reality of the physical 
phenomenon, the falsity of the supernatural phenomenon ; the 
error of the "Spiritualists,'' who believe in the intelligence of 
the tables ; the error of the men of science, who deny their 
fluid motion. And as the belief in spirits is based on the resur
rection of the entire demonology of the Middle Ages, as 
proof and testimony have been brought to bear in its favor, I 
run compelled to investigate the problem of the supernatural in 
its length and breadth. I solve it by seeking a true theory on 
the actual value of testimony, and by absolutely refusing to 
consider as demonstrated any miraculous or Satanic wonders 
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which nre believed to hllvc taken place in the world since the 
dnys of the Apostles. 

It is high time to face this enemy, who menaces both our 
renson nnd our faith. Reason and faith ! Violence has never 
been done to one without injuring the other. The Gospel, which 
confounds the reason, nevertheless makes itself accepted be
cause of the reason. p.od, who reveals . mysteries to us, and 
who wills that our rebel hearts should bow before the "foolish
ness of the cross," God, who commands us to admit the incom
prehensible, does not, however, require us to do this until the 
palpable title of a celestial origiu has been affixed to it ; so 
that our reason is never more reasonable than when it abdicates 
in presence of that which exceeds, or which seems to con
tradict it. The Bible, moreover, instructs only in enlightening 
us, in developing, in elevating us ; its method is exactly con
trary to that of obscurantisme. How wonderfully our faculties 
are unfolded under its influence. Look at the man who is en
tirely submissive to the Divine word, who accepts all that it 
contains, who does not permit himself to judge any revealed 
instruction, who conquers his natural repugnances; and whose 
doubts vanish before the great argument, "it is written ;'' see 
how he finds himself in possession of the truth on all subjects. 
There is not an improvement in knowledge which does not 
serve him ; not a discovery in science which does not confirm 
his faith; not a dogma, unfathomable though it be, the truth of 
which is not gradually demonstrated before his eyes by the ex
perience of its practical benefits. 

If such be the method of the Bible, that of superstitious 
inventions is widely different. They are right certainly, in fear
ing the light of day, in detesting science, in mistrusting schools, 
books, newspapers, and the Holy Scriptures especially. They 
arc condemned to regret the most obscure and the most cor
rupt pages of history; they return to them instinctively, and 
endeavor to carry us back also. Between them and reason 
there is an absolute divorce. It is no longer the partial and 
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apparent antagonism which is produced between certain re
vealed doctrines, and which has its base in the heart, corrupted 
by the fall, rather than in the moral sense or in the reason. In 
order to believe the imaginations of superstition, one must re
nounce the privilege of thinking. 

Religion is not responsible for superstition. Since this "is in 
danger of being forgotten, it is important to recall it to mind. 
My work will not have been entirely useless, if it shall succeed 
in restoring to light a distinction, elementary though it be, 
the tendency of which is always to shrink into obscurity. Re
ligion is never in greater danger than at these epochs of devout 
recrudescence, favored by fear, when a mystical, a pseudo 
Christianity, entirely composed of legends, false miracles, spu
rious sorcery, puerile practices, and an unhealthy sentimentality 
prevails. This is the side to which we incline in Prance ; we 
are constantly at work here in preparing new saturnalia of 
incredulity. vVe are working now, save that the result will 
astonish us, as our fathers worked at the end of the last 
century. 

Ere long, if we do not take care, we shall have turned into 
comedy all the good sense yet remaining to us. Abracadabra 
was less absurd than the evocation of spirits by means of ro
tary motion. The materialism of the Baron d' Holback was 
not more revolting than that of l' Unfrcrs, which undertakes 
to demonstrate that the demons have established a foothold in 
the United States, because the distance between the Catholic 
churches in that country is entirely too great ; in cousequencc 
of which, argues l' Univers, the circle of action of each mass is 
unable to connect itself with that of the neighboring mass ; 
thus leaving a gap or interval between, in which ghostly knock
ers can install themselves I When an important religious news· 
paper, one representing a large body of men, is driven to invent 
such formulas of belief, when the anti-Christian revolt of the 
American Unitarians (the real inventors and only actual cham
pions of "Spiritualism") finds a faithful echo in the most 
Catholic journal of the Old World, it is time that the Evangcl-
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dal faith should protest, that it should distinguish itself from 
what it is not, that it should resist in the rmme of the Bible 
the inundation of folly and impiety. 

This becomes all the more necessary that the new tendencies 
have now their book, as well as their journal. L' Unii:ers on 
onc0 side, the work of M. le Marquis de Mirville on the other, 
i;erve as exponents of this significant retut·u to the most decried 
credulities of the Middle Ages. M. de Mirville does not con
ceal his theory ; it is even found in the title of his book : 
Pneumatology; Spirits and tludr fluid manifestations. We thus 
see, at the first glance, bow closely united are spirits and their 
fluids, demons and the accidents of matter. We feel that we 
are about to be carried back to the good times when the Devil 
inhabited certain places rather than others, when, by means of 
spells, we were delivered into his power, when formulas caused 
possessions, when a bouquet of roses delivered over the Ursu
liues of Loudun to evil spirits, when words of exorcism de
stroyed what other words had magically effected. All of them 
materialist inventions in the highest degree ; the very antipodes 
of the Gospel ! 

But the moment for appreciating these delusions is not yet 
arrived. It is first necessary to expose them, and I nowhere 
find them more clearly set forth than in the remarkable, and in 
this relation, important work to which I have just alluded. 
Marvellous stories and their proofs are here collected with 
care ; the theory is placed by the side of the facts ; the whole 
animated by the most consistent thought, the intrepidity of 
which commands our respect. A book like this facilitates the 
investigation of questions, and consequently merits to be taken 
into very serious consideration. 

According to M. de Mirville, the spirits are everywhere, the 
spirits and their fluids. They dictated the oracles of Paganism, 
they spoke to Socrates and Brutus, they effected prodigies 
among the ancient sorcerers ; at a later period they figured in 
the scenes of magic and possession, with which the Middle Ages 
are filled ; in our days they have accomplished the phenomena 
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of Animal Magnetism; and finally, behold them metamorphosed 
into knockers causing tables, pencils, and especially the tongues 
of mwiums to speak, both in America and Europe. There is 
nothing here that can be explained exclusively by fraud, by 
error, by the pathological condition, or by the action of fluids ; 
the fluids (for there are fluids) act only through demons. M. 
de Mirville questions nothing, criticises nothing, neither ancient 
visions nor modern visions, neither the witchcraft of Loudun, 
nor the prophecies of the Camisards, neither the "secours" of 
the J ansenists at the tomb of the Deacon Paris, nor the phantoms 
of the priest's house at Cideville, neither the celestial music, 
nor the suspended bodies of the Americans. .All is true and all 
is diabolical. Everywhere we meet with an importateur, a 
magician who casts the spell, who delivers up a certain number 
of persons to the devil ; we find the spirits served by their 
fluids, gradually spreading themselves over the world, after the 
manner of miasmata ; now, by means of magnetism, now by 
means of the tables, the tempter multiplies his conquests. We 
are already surrounded by sorcerers, their numbers will enlarge 
immensely, if we do Iiot take care. It will no longer avail to 
burn them, although it may have been right to burn them in 
former times ; but in default of funeral piles, we may, at least, 
oppose books, journals, and exorcisms to the modern successors 
of Urbain Grandier ! These formidable sorcerers of magnetism 
and the tn,ble8 will finally deliver our bodies and souls to the 
demons, if they are not exorcised in time l the occult world is 
agitated; unknown to us, it is deciding upon our dearest interests; 
the devils who formerly assisted at the sabbat * producing con
vulsions or wielding the wand, are at this moment confiding 
their revelations and their supernatural powers to somnambu
lists or to mediums; nevertheless, nothing is changed, the evil is 
even more serious than ever, and more than ever should we 
guard against "intelligences served by fluids," against "the 
supernatural grafted upon electro-magnetism and the nervous 
fluid l" 

• The nocturnal tevels of the demon!.-T1•a.ti1. 
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I do not wish to turn this matter into ridicule. I hold it to 
be a very serious and a very grievous thing. Religious materi
alism has at no epoch, adopted language so naively audacious. 
If we go back to the doctrines Of the :Middle Ages, we shall find 
nothing that is not spiritual in comparison. Beyond charms, 
amulets, spells, contracts with Satan, possessions effected by 
contact, and deliverances effected by a formula, there was still 
a glimpRc of something inexpressibly sad and truly diabolical, 
which recalled to mind the fact that we have souls ; the impurity 
and the infamy even, of the descriptions of the sabbat and the 
discourses held by the demoniacs, established the moral side of 
the possessions. At the present time ·this side is effaced, what
ever may be said to the contrary. I magnetize an invalid ; a 
spirit pops in upon us ! I form the chain above the table, 
another spirit hurries along I I can no longer put a fluid in 
play, without making a demon move and speak ! ·without 
knowing it, without willing it, I effect infernal prodigies, I 
deliver myself, I deliver my friends, my neighbors, my entire 
country to an invasion not less diabolical than fluid. 

Formerly, we sought the explanation of extraordinary facts 
in some unknown physical laws, of which we did not as yet pos
sess the key ; henceforth, you arc to demand explanation of 
the spirits. The spirits have an answer for everything. .And 
dare you speak of religion, of Christianity ! And do you not 
see that in spite of your righteousness and your iµtclligence, 
you place yourselves far below the philosophers of the 18th 
century I They, at least, even in the most deplorable errors, 
even in the criminal war they made upon this Gospel which they 
had no right to deny although it had been so perverted as 
scarcely to be recognized, they at least aspired to a develop
ment of the moral man. But you, all preoccupied a.s you are 
in opposing exorcisms to rotations, you only drag us down into 
these lower regions, where buddied together in confused stagna
tion, are to be found materialistic superstitions, and that latent 
pa.ganism, which under cover, more or less dense, of Christian 
forms, lias not ceased to persist. There dwell the devils, with 
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horns, tails and claws ; devils at the disposition of those familiar 
with the phrases of evocations, devils that the magicians install 
at pleasure with this or that person, devils, in short, that the 
Devil himself has invented, in order to make himself forgotten, 
and consequently, to make himself accepted. · 

The theory of "spirits" eould not succeed but by the sup
port of a past full of analogous wonders. It was necessary to 
meet the spirits everywhere, both good and bad ; it was neces
sary to heap up a mountain of miracles and two mountains of sor
ceries ; it was necessary to re-write history from the marvellous 
point of view. M. de Mirville has not failed in his part, and I 
must render him the justice of admitting that after reading bis 
book, one is ready to believe everything ; the Gospel alone sur
prises us by its elevated spirituality, and by its miracles full of 
sobriety. The head turns as we rise from the perusal of such a 
series of statements, and we do not, in fact, see why the spirits 
and their fluid manifestations should not have full play in our day, 
as they had in the temples of the idols, in the house of Socrates, 
in the convents delivered epidemically up to possession ; as they 
had among the shepherds of Labour, among the priests and 
among the laity occupied in turning the hazel switch ; among 
the honest magnetizers who have, without knowing it, been abom
inable instruments of Satan ; among the poor Jansenists who 
little thought they had made a sort of compact with the Devil. 

To all this, we are bound to oppose something more than 
mere shrugs of the shoulders ; first, because it would be unjust 
to turn into ridicule a work, in several respects very remarkable; 
secondly, because ideas are tenacious of life, they will suffer rail
lery, but they do not die of it, they fear nothing but serious re
futation. It is pretended that we only keep foolishness alive by 
taking it seriously ! I am convinced of the contrary. 'While 
some procure themselves the easy pleasure of a laugh, without 
well knowing why, others say that these things have not yet 
been answered, and consequently cannot be answered. In the 
meantime, the greater portion of the public adopt an interme
diate position, and persuade themselves that there is something 
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to believe, while otlier,;, elsewhere, persuade themselves that 
there is something to do. Generalities are accommodating ; 
they lend themselves to everything. It is by general axioms 
such as we have alluded to, that errors are introduced, accred
ited, and finally predominate. The point in question then calls 
for argument rather than ridicule ; we are required to conde
scend to specialities, to consider the facts face to face, to weigh 
the proofs, to prove in our turn, that the demonstrations do not 
demonstrate, that the evidence is not attested, that the miracu
lous and diabolical legends do not bear a careful scrutiny, that 
the pretended truths brought forward .contradict the most posi
tive truths, that physiology and physics reveal to us facts that 
cannot be contested, to prove, in fine, that all pretext to super
natural explanations may be removed, if we will deign to have 
recourse to natural explanations, and admit the possibility of 
certain laws yet unknown. 

For my part, I have all the less hesitation in entering the 
list, since M. de Mirville seems to enroll me, nolens volcns, among 
the number of his partisans I He does it in a spirit of kindness 
for which I thank him ; but yet, he does it. 'Vithout bad in
tentions, I feel assured, he quotes a letter written by me, but 
omits that portion of it which expresses my convictions of the 
purely physical nature of the phenomenon. This letter, ad
dressed to the Journal de Genh·e, becomes a letter addressed to 
the Gazette de France! It may easily be comprehended that it 
is not seemly for me thus to figure in a camp which is not 
mine. I cannot consent to lend my name in support of "knock
ing spirits," of sorcery, or in glorification of the atrocities of the 
Middle Ages. 

Still further. If it be my duty, in my own name, to decline 
this responsibility thus imposed upon me, it is especially impor
tant that I should decline it in the name of my fellow Christians, 
in the name of the evangelical faith. It is important that the 
world should be qualified to compare the two parties and the 
two standards. Upon the one is written : Sorcery, exorcisms, 
charms, talismans, compacts, spells, horned devils, phantoms, 
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lO'ups-garous, fluid manifestations of spirits, tables endowed with 
supernatural intelligence ; upon the other, is written : The su
pernaturalism of the Bible, nothing more, nothing less. If there 
are people who imagine they will make Christians in proving 
that rotation or magnetic passes produce prodigies and even 
foretell the future, it is time that others should be found, who 
seek elsewhere, the means of converting souls to Christ. The 
world must see that the believers are men little disposed to 
credulity, determined to make use of their good sense, deter
mined also and before everything else, to make use of their Bible, 
and to cite in presence of its infallible tribunal, the miserable 
juggleries, with which, to their great shame and their great de
triment, the imaginations of men have been peopled. 

This is not the place to enlarge upon the topic. Everybody 
sees that the " ridiculous" study of the " Turning Tables" con
ceals some grave problems. Shall the physical agent fore
shadowed by Animal Magnetism, be at last entitled to a place 
in the list of facts proclaimed by the natural sciences ? Shall 
the natural sciences, in their turn, be defended against the inva
sion of a theology which everywhere tends to substitute miracle 
for phenomena ? In short, shall Christianity be responsible for 
the gross inventions of the Middle Ages, that are resuscitated 
in the broad light of the 19th century? 'l'he Turning Tables ena
ble us to reply to all these three questions. 

If they were to render no other service than that of acquaint
ing us with the secret sentiments, the true sentiments of a cer
tain school, we should owe them gratitude. Thanks to them, 
men, ardent by nature and too sincere perhaps, have been in
duced to unroll a programme which is nothing less than reassu
ring. \V c now know to what point they would carry us back, 
were the power ctttircly in their hands ; we kuow, at least, in 
what direction they would impel society ; and that, with the 
best intentions in the world, for the intentions are frequently 
worth more than the acts, the doctors, better than their doc
trines. Obscurantiswi£, accordiug to M. Saint Bonnet, iutoler
ance, according to l' Unfrers, Christianity, according to M. de Mir-
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ville ; here we have an ensemble that possesses the merit of 
homogeneousness. No one will henceforth remain in ignorance 
of the exact position of things ; the world will know that the 
infamous practices of Loudun have found approvers, and that 
this sort of righteousness does not seem revolting to everybody. 
Let it be duly noted. 

I have now stated the question to which I shall devote the 
last two portions of my work ; I have designated as my prin
cipal adversary, the party that sustains the "Spirits." ·wm it 
be found amiss, that before engaging in the combat, I should 
once more complain of the support that science lends to those 
superstitions at which it is indignant, and to those retrograde 
tendencies which make it afraid? 

\Vhen a man is charged with a providential mission, he is 
bound to fulfill it. The mission of science in this world is by no 
means inconsiderable, and she may acquire a character of high 
morality in the accomplishment of it, provided a proper spirit 
conducts the guiding rein. It depends upon her to disarm 
charlatanism, and to deprive public credulity of its aliment. 
But, in order to do this, she must keep her eyes open rather than 
shut ; she must study rather than utter idle ejaculations ; she 
must not allow the fear of compromising herself to overcome 
the love of truth in her heart. When public discussion is sup
pressed, secret societies are created ; when a scientific investi
gation of facts is refused, superstitious explosions are prepared. 

This has hitherto been the experience of the world. I shall 
not recur to it. On two different occasions, once in relation to 
.Animal Magnetism, once in relation to Turning 'l'ables ; by 
the interment of the report of 1I. Husson, •and by anathemas 
recently fulminated, scientific men have given an immense sup
port to credulities which it was doubtless their intention to 
discourage. Powerless to destroy the facts, they have unfor
tunately been powerful enough to make their natural interpre
tation suspected. The result was easy to foresee ; a spirit of 
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improvement, little scrupulous, has too often seized hold of 
magnetism ; the champions of sorcery are in a fair way to 
seize hold of Turning '!'ables. 

And what gives me most fear is, that many scientific men 
apparently find nothing wrong in all this. They seem to say 
that provided their manual of physics remain intact, the rest is 
of little consequence. Prodigies I granted. Prodigies are not 
laws ; they do not come within the legitimate scope of scien
tific study. 

Therein lies the explanation of the cordial welcome at the 
present day accorded to many strange lucubrations. I am 
aware that a certain dignified review relates with an air of 
conviction, various ghostly stories, and then M. de Mirville 
proves to us beyond a doubt, that the journals have in general 
shown themselves far. from severe towards his books and his 
reports of sorceries at the Parsonage of Cideville. 

Once more, let the distinguished men to whom I appeal, 
well understand the importance of the part they are about to 
take. Their voice will have much authority where the point in 
question is the appreciation of a physical phenomenon ; it will 
have very little weight in the appreciation of a supernatural 
phenomenon. In combating the latter, they cannot repair the 
evil they will have done by persisting in a misapprehension of 
the former. That which they refuse to examine, they give over 

. with their own hands, to charlatans or legend builders. In 
what way have they been enabled to put an end to the ridicu
lous rOle assigned to the comets ? by raillery and a folding of 
the arms ? No. By studying and by establishing the law of 
their motion in space. Suppose that electricity had not yet 
been discovered, suppose that we should suddenly hear of light 
produced, shocks communicated, attraction exercised, and to 
all this, the scientific men should content themselves with 
exclaiming : Absurd ! yet flames and attractions would none 
the less continue to be manifested. So with the present pheno
mena: that which is refused admittance under the title of a phy
sical law, soon finds a place under the head of magic or miracle. 
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It has been, it will be thus with the tables and their spirits. 
·we are first indigrnmt at certain credulities, but we finally 
suhmit to their influence. Between derision in the beginning, 
and complete acceptance at the end, there is something in com
mon : the refusal to examine. Let us examine for ourselves, 
and let us not count too much on certain vague repugnances 
of the public reason. These repugnances will be less strong 
than impulse and curiosity. It is more amusing to interrogate 
Henry IV. or Lord Byron, than to establish the existence of 
a fluid, and laboriously set ourselves at work to gather the 
proofs of elevation without contact. 

I have insisted upon these considerations because there is 
still time to act, and because I trust that among men of 
science, there is to be found more than one who will deem it 
an honor to render us the inestimable service of attaching his 
name to one of the greatest discoveries of the age. To pene
trate into the domain of mixed phenomena, to throw light 
upon the experiments of magnetism by experiments with the 
tables, to determine in this ·matter, the part of physics and 
that of physiology, is an enterprise well worthy our efforts. 

The number of facts that come to take their place in tho 
broad light of day, is so continually increasing that one of two 
things will happen : either the domain of natural science must 
consent to enlarge its limits, or that of supernatural science 
will extend itself beyond control. 

In the mean time, while waiting for the men of science to 
engage in the combat, and thus make amends for the services 
they have hitherto rendered to superstition, it becomes neces
sary for the unlearned men to try their hand against it. I am 
thus induced to present to the reader the considerations embo
died in the following chapters. 
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CHAPTER II. 

THE COURSE TO PlJRSUE. 

TnE supernatural in general, will then next occupy our atten
tion. It shall be my endeavor to avoid the deplorable confusion 
which reigns in most books written on this subject. Ordinarily, 
there is nothing to be found in them but an accumulation of facts 
and certificates made out according to rule ; then, according as 
the author is or is not prone to the marvellous, he summons us 
to believe what we are incapable of refuting, or he launches 
forth, almost at random, some gross jest or inadequate explana
tion. It results therefrom, that the attentive reader remains 
perplexed. Not knowing how to reply, reluctant to admit all, 
he most generally overcomes the difficulty by a grand summing 
up, by a prudent middle course. He accepts sorcery, provided 
there is not too much of it ; he accepts something, on condi
tion of knowing neither why nor wherefore I 

Let us endeavor to throw a little light on this grand dis
cussion. 

The reader has the right to demand, before anything else, 
what thesis I intend to establish, upon what principles I rely 
whereby to prevail, and by what series of arguments I succeed 
in my demonstration. 

And first, what is the supernatural ? I have already replied 
that it cannot be defined in regard to God and the real har
mony of His laws. Here, we are, and shall always be, in abso
lute ignorance. But in regard to man, the supernatural exists. 
Although the limit may be very uncertain on many ppints, al
though many facts (often by our own fault), are bandied about 
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between the miraculous explanation and the physical explana· 
tion into which a little more attention and a little more courage 
might have made them enter, there are known, incontestable 
laws, axioms that nre invested with an evidence, immediate, 
entire and universal. That which is contradictory to them is 
8upernatural ; the Bible so declares it, for it appeals to acts in 
opposition to these laws, as proofs of the Divine action. Let us 
content ourselves with this popular definition furnished by Scrip
ture : it will suffice us, empirical as it is. Let us then content 
ourselves with saying, that to raise the dead, for example, to 
foretell the future, to possess knowledge which we have not ac
quired by any known laws, is to enter upon the domain of the 
supernatural. 

This granted, I authorize any person, whomsoever he may 
be, to prove that any supernatural event whatever has taken 
place Oil this earth since the days of the Apostles. 

Let me be well understood. 
I not pretend that miracles or sorceries arc in themselves im

possible, for the Bible expressly attests them. 
I do not pretend to maintaill that prodigies, either divine or 

diabolical, have not indeed been accomplished since the times 
of the Apostles. Although strongly inclined to believe that 
there has not been a single instance of the kind, yet I am not 
so imprudent as to affirm what Scripture does not in positive 
terms affirm. · 

I maintain only one thing : whatever may be the possibility 
of the supernatural in itself; whatever may have been its reality 
ill the ages which separate us from the immediate· disciples of 
Jesus Christ, these ages furnish no certain prodigies. Between 
the possible and the certain, between the real and the certain, 
I here sec a chasm which no one is authorized to fill. 

This is my first proposition, the second is us follows : 
Not only is the extra-biblical supernatural not certain, but 

that which is represented to us is beyond question radically 
false. To n.dmit it, would be to repudiate both common sense 
and Divine revelation, which with one accord protest against it. 
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I shall proceed, then, to combat, with the utmost hostility, all 
this supernatural of bad .alloy which disturbs the soul, obscures 
the intellect, and injures the sanctifying action of faith in our 
hearts. My adversary is formidable, I know. The human 
mind has unhealthy curiosities that crave satisfaction, and the 
attraction by which it is impelled towards the occult sciences 
cannot be denied. Nevertheless, I feel myself very strong 
when I consider the true nature of the tendencies in question. 
Mystical-materialism (and it is none the less gross because it is 
mystical), is reproduced under various forms which scarcely dis
guise it, through which it is always to be perceived in all its 
ugliness. Now, there comes a shower of legendary miracles 
to bury in oblivion those of Jesus and his Apostles; now, 
there are multitudes of sorcerers, who, like the Phamix of old, 
literally spring up from their cinders ; now, we have revolving 
wands ; now, we have ta.bles which reveal to us the mysteries 
of another world ; and through all these transformations, the 
epidemic character of the phenomenon is never effaced, it never 
ceases to propagate itself step by step, it never ceases to con
nect the supernatural with a touch, a formula, a rotation. 

Indeed I and I openly declare it : many times have I been 
called upon to struggle with the materialism which denies the 
supernatural, but it has not so much disgusted me as the self
styled Christian materialism which in this way affirms it. The 
great narrators of miracles and sorceries are also the great exe
cutioners of the materialillts, they arc with reason terrified at 
tl..te discouraging theories which seem to find in the positivism 
of J\I. Comte their most logical form : yet what are they them
selves doing? They gather together the most enormous collec
tions of anecdotes, not less impious than ridiculous. They 
exclaim: "Materialists, look ! This is Christianity I'' And they 
do not see that their Christianity, thus travestied, is precisely 
the cause of infidelity, nay, I might almost say its excuse ; thut 
it made the infidels of the last century, that it makes those of 
our own time. 
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Let us not imitate the rationalists ; but neither let us insult 
religion by our foolishness. I own to a rationalism which I hope 
never to abandon ; it is the employmen·t of my good sense, the 
faculties with which God has endowed me, and of which he does 
not cease to recommend the use. Because the cross of Christ 
is "foolishness" iu the eyes of sinful men, we are apt to conclude 
that we cannot lay too many follies at the door of the Gospel, 
'but we do not remark the admirable equilibrium which God 
there establishes to the contrary, between the mysteries tha.t 
confound us, and the powerful· reasoning, the simplicity, the 
sobriety, the thrilling truth of the teachings and narrations to 
which our intellect and our moral sense are forced to render 
homage. Close the Bible, open the Apocrypha, the books of 
legends, the lives of saints, and you will feel yourself sud
denly transported into the midst of a fantastical, puerile, low 
supernatural, which not only differs from the supernatural of 
the Bible, but absolutely contradicts it. 

It is complained that our generation does not bP.lieve in the 
Devil, and this complaint bas certainly some foundation. This 
is one of the gravest symptoms of the malady that consumes us, 
in spite of c~rtain devout recrudescences. But it remains to be 
seen if the faith in which we are wanting will be re-established 
by the intervention of a fanciful devil, a melancholy creation of 
the perverted imagination of the most obscure periods in our 
annals. And when we have succeeded in making this invention 
received, shall we not find it to be the surest way of concealing 
the real devil ? If I wished to forget the great tempter, the 
enemy of souls, I would try to substitute in his place, the demon 
with the cloven foot, who signs contracts with bis victims, who 
deals in incantations and exorcisms, who formerly transported 
sorcerers to the scenes of their nocturnal revels, and who is 
now employed in breaking the dishes or rattling the tongs of 
the Americans. Circulate among men, convictions like these, 
and the dogma of the devil will be obliterated ; the more a 
man believes in your devil, the less will he bel~ve in the Devil 
of the Bible. 
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It would really seem, as we listen to certain men, that to tak1J 
from them their gross credulities, is to create a void around 
them I If God does not daily effect miracles, if the demon 
does not manifest his presence by the incessant subversion of 
natural laws, they fancy that they are alone in the world, that 
God is no longer there, that Satan has ceased his infernal work, 
that the empire of this world has passed into the hands of 
physics, mechanics, and chemistry I Those who thus believe, 
do not know then that God acts continually in our midst, that 
his sovereign finger is to be traced in all the events of life, 
in small thing:; as well as in great I They, therefore, require 
miracles to aid them in recognizing the finger of God, and 
sorceries to aid them in recognizing that of the Devil. 

This is a most narrow and erroneous method of considering 
our relations with the invisible. Scripture teaches us to regard 
the devil not as a sorcerer, but as a tempter. Scripture invites 
us " to sit down with Christ in heavenly places," to visit, to 
inhabit our true paternal mansion by prayer and faith. · .A. 
Christian fears not to fal~ into Deism, for lack of miracles ; his 
God is called, "a God at hand, not a God afar off. " He 
has been taught to say : "Whither shall I go from thy Spirit, 
or whither shall I flee from thy presence ? " Jesus has promised 
him the Holy Spirit, "the Comforter, that He may abide with 
you forever." The Saviour does not abandon his redeemed : 
"I am with you to the end of the world . . . ..... I stand 
at the door and knock. If any man open unto me, I will come 
in unto him." One thing is certain, that not a hair of our 
heads falls to the ground without the will of our Father who is 
in Heaven, that the angels are ministering spirits employed for 
the good of those who love God. 

And yet we hear of loneliness, of a spiritual void l And in 
default of miracles and sorceries, we are in danger of finding our
selves alone upon the earth, delivered up to the exclusive domi- , 
nation of natural forces I Far from this being the case, it is 
your Hpurious sorceries, your false miracles that isolate us, that 
interpose betwen God and us. I have need to get rid of this 

10 
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hideous or grotesque supernatural, ere I can find myself again 
in the presence of God. 'l'his spiritual void will only disapprar 
when I have chased away these deplorable visions, these 
harpies that obscure the sky above my head. I can scarcely 
describe the state of oppression in which I am placed after 
rending certain legends or works on gemonology. It is an 
atmosphere in which I cannot breathe, I. must have air, the 
pure and invigorating air of truth. Deliver me from ridiculous 
miracles ; deliver me from prodigies produced by magic, by 
anointment, by charms, by 'contact or rotation. 

Deliver me, have I said I Let there be no fear however. I do 
not intend to oppose violenl; means or summary proceedings to 
this odious nightmare. I have blamed the use of such weapons, 
I shall not resort to them. " 'l'o deny point blank," is a conveni
ent course, which Bayle has with great reason condemned. I am 
fully of the opinion of the· ~farquis de Mirville when he reminds 
us that "what is, is poEsible," and I willingly unite with him 
against a skepticism little sincere, which, for want of good 
reasons, forges bad ones at any price. It is well known th:i.t 
Lavoisier, pushed to extremity in the question of acrolites, 
maintained "that the stones had been heated I" I trust I shall 
not bear the reproach of such arguments. 

I have therefore sought to give serious consideration to the 
opinion of my adversaries, and to the basis upon which it reposes. 

This basis is the value attributed to testimony, and I shall 
have no trouble in showing that therein lies the fundamental 
error, which explains. all the others. 

As for the opinion itself, it has a merit which it would be 
unjust not to recognize : it is logical and courageous ; it docs not 
recoil before its proper consequences ; it traces them out through 
their various deductions, and with rare intrepidity to the end. 

Faithful to his principles, fully aware that testimony once 
accepted as proof in such matters, we have no longer the right 
to reject a single fact properly attested, :M. de :Mirville admits 
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the mobt astounding anecdotes. Does he speak of prodigies 
obtained by enlightcued magnctizcrs, "it is of material objects 
which, in the most secret places, far from all adroit or profane 
hands, fall from, no one knows where, npon the amazed specta
tors. It is of a plant, a foreign plant, which might be souglit for 
in vain througlw1Lt the couutry, yet which comes to lay itself down 
ou the knees of an inYalitl, at the very moment when its employ
ment as a medicine has been pi;escribed by a somnambnlist. It is 
of relics and bones of martyrs which have probably followed the 
same course, and which are borne through the air by a dove, 
like the sacred phial of holy oil." (P. 307.) 

Does he speak of the sorcery and witchcraft which affiictcd 
the parsonage of Cideville, he shows us "dogs pitched and 
tossed about in every direction, up to the ceiling, down on tho 
floor, knives, brushes, breviaries flying out through one window 
and returning by the opposite." "The mayor receives a vio
lent blow on the thigh, and the cry extorted from him by this 
violence is answered by a benevolent caress, that instantly 
removes all pain." The child reared by the cure "continually 
secs behind him the sliadow of a man in a blouse." This phan
tom is that of the shepherd magician. "But here carefully 
give your attention ! At the very moment the child complains 
of the phantom's presence, one of the ecclesiastics standing 
near, affirms to have distinctly perceived behind him a sort of 
greyish column or fluid vapor." 

I pass over the black hand that descends the chimney and 
give;; such frightfnl blows on the ear and face. I a.rrive at the 
verification of a particularity already remarked in the ancient 
prn.cticcs of sorcery. Some one of the individuals concerned, 
remembers it very apropos, and communicates his idea to the 
visitors of Cideville. These mysterious shadows dread the point 
of iron. Thenceforth we no longer hesitate, and at the risk of 
sliding a little into superstition, we instantly begin the work. 
'IV c furnish ourselves with long pikes, which we thrust about as 
rapidly as possible, in whatever direction the noise makes itself 
heard. But it is difficult to strike correctly, on account of the 
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instability of the agent ; sev-cral pikes arc then plunged into 
the same spot without any apparent result, and we arc prob
ably about to give it up, when one of our number, having 
hunted more skillfully than all the others, causes a flame to gush 
forth, and at the heels of this flame follows a smoke so thick as 
to make it necessary to open all the windows, under penalty of 
au immediate asphyxia. (Pp. 327 to 331.) 

'l'hc smoke having disappeared, they resumed their work with 
the pikes, and applied them without mercy. The shepherd, 
also, carried tl~e next day the bloody trace of the wounds he 
had received ... on the body of liis phantom. 

l\L de .Mirvillc relates, moreover, the history of some myste
rious stones, which, a few years since, bombarded a house in la 
rue des Gres, u Paris. 11 One very curious detail mentioned by 
him, (the master of the house) excited our wonder. This cham
ber was filled with stones and fragments of long, flat tiles : their 
form struck us. 11 llow happened it ?" we asked him. 11 You 
see, sir, that I had shut up my pigeon. \\Tell I carefully notice 
that crack." In fact, it was a very long and narrow crack. 
"\Vell, sir! from the moment I shut up my pigeon, all the stones 
assumed the form yon sec here, and all arrived through this· 
crack, which is scarcely as large as they." °(P. 372.) 

Iu America the spirits multiply their fluid manifestations to 
infinity. 11 \V c will leave the improvised COil<lcrts, men sus
pended in the air, caresses by superhuman and icy hands, like 
those of Cideville." (P. 401.) Of far more value is the his
tory of the seven or eight phantoms perceived in the 11 Phelps' 
House," " clothed and draped with great skill, either by the 
aid of the carpet in the apartment, or by the aid of wearing 
apparel left there the nil:{ht before. All these phantoms were 
kneeling, each with an open Bible before him." And it would 
not do to jest with them, for 11 the son of Doctor Phelps, a lad 
about twelve years old, was once lifted from the ground and 
carried across the cltamber, as though transported by the hand of 
an intensdy -i;igorous ·man." (P. 402.) 

I must abridge, otherwise r should transcribe the whole 
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volume. We meet there with sorceries of 3, nature to make 
the blood run cold, children devoured by l01ips-garous, predic
tions made by persons under the influence of possessions, and 
by somnambulists, which never fail to be accomplished. Every
thing is there admitted without contra<liction, without criticism: 
the unguent of arms that cures wounds at a distance, the man 
who traverses Paris through the air, and who is deposited by the 
spirits on the Boulevard des Batignolles, the magic of M. Du
potet and the action of his cabalistic lines, everything, even to 
the stories of the Turning Tables, which astonish us not a little, 
unsnspicious champions though we are, of the tables and their 
grand facts. Now, it is a dog that wl1irls round and round be
cause he has been touched by a turning table I Now, it is a 
massive table which refuses to obey while the chain is formed 
around it. " Tired of the struggle, every body descends into 
the street, and behold I in a few minutes the rebel table starts 
off on a waltz, as if to set us all at defiance !" 

And 1L de .Mirville was right in excluding nothing. By what 
authority should he exclude anything ? The absolute value of 
testimony once admitted,. how could he undertake to distinguish 
between all these accounts, equally well attested? He shows 
himself a good logician, and I warn those who ridicule him, that 
before they laugh, it will be well to ask themselves why they 
laugh.· Whoever shall proclaim the theory of .M. de Mir
ville on the subject of testimony, will be obliged, under pain of 
inconsistency, to adopt his conclusions. The anecdote of the 
Cochin Chinaman exorcised by his missionary, and suspended 
two successive hours from the ceiling of the church, is very well 
attested. The anecdote of the Jesuit whose arm-chair fbw 
through the air, is very well attested. If numerous honest 
witnesses have faith in such matters, we ought, also, to yield 
ours. After the dea.th of the .A pasties, there sprang up an 
eilluvium of the divine and the diabolical supernatural, until 
then unknown, but which has since been constantly on the in
crease. Both arc distinguished by a mechanical character, a 
legendary tinge ; but that is of no consequence : both are at-
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tested. The muss of bewitchers and bewitched far exceeds what 
the most audacious imagination can conceive. In the earlier 
ages, entire convents and populations submitted to epidemic pos
sessions, and were most ussidious attendants at the .~abbat; 

at the present day multitudes, not less considerable, arc led 
away by the demons of the tables, or those of the magnctizerR. 
Still more : the number of the possessed, properly so called, is 
immense, and Gassner has estimated it at not less than one-third 
of the total amount of invalids. There is nothing here, then, 
that can be denied, for the certificates arc according to rule ; 
and I am even ·of the opinion that, ·after having discovered the 
evil, there is no need to enter into any contest about the remedy. 
The health of societies so threatenM wHI be found in exorcism. 
Let us exorcise the possessed, the magnetized and the magnet
izers, the tables and those who make them turn ] Let us chase 
the fluid spirits from all their haunts, whether in tables or in 
houses ! That which a gesture bas produced, a formula cer
tainly can destroy ! 

But, before we yield, we will take the trouble to examine. 
Great questions are always questions of method. Is the 
method here adopted legitimate ? W c are about to inquire 
for ourselves. 111. de Mirville brings us continually back to his 
grand dilemma, either to convict the witnesses of fraud, or to 
believe their testimony. The question is very badly slated. 
Aside from fraud (which has played its part), there are many 
other things to take into consideration : error, precipitation, 
exaggeration, enthusiasm, various deviations, all of which are 
produced by the almost irresistible action of a general current 
of credulity. \Ve arc to take into consideration the metamor
phoses to which stories are subjected in passing from mouth to 
mouth. \Ve arc to take into consideration, the testimony influ
enced by fear and the confessions extorted by torture. · ·w c are 
to take into consideration that many purely physical phenomena 
explain a mass of facts which ignorance ranges under the head 
of the supernatural. In fine, we are to take into consideration, 
two special observations, not generally understood : first, 1.hat 
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the marvellous does not pertain to our sphere, and therefore, onr 
testimony on this subject has not the value it would have on 
any other ; secondly, we are subject to hallucinations, both 
collective and individual, the tendency of which is to produce 
absolute certainty in our minds, regarding scenes that have 
taken place only in our imagination. 

I propose then to treat in the following order, the principal 
question to which this portion of my work is devoted : 

In the first place, I shall examine into the real value of 
proof when it is brought to bear on supernatural fa.cts, and 
shall especially occupy myself with testimony. 

I shall notice in the second place, the various causes for sus
picion in ·the stories presented us. I shall show that either 
delusion or falsehood are to be perceived throughout the"whole 
of them. 

In the third place, I shall submit these stories to a compari
son, which will doubtless appear as decisive to many of° my 
readers as it is to myself. I shall place them in face of the 
declarations of Holy Scripture. I shall prove that we must 
make a choice, that we cannot at the same time, admit the 
truth of the Bible, and the truth of stories founded on sorcery 
and witchcraft. The infidels themselves will find, perhaps, 
that between the proofs of Christianity and those of sorcery, 
the game is not exactly equal. 

I shall, lastly, point out the very natural and very adequate 
explanation with which the greater part of the prodigies 
related to us, comport. 

Snch is the plan of tl1is study. Once in possession of the 
solution of the general problem, it will not be difficult to apply 
this solution to the special problems, and to the supernatural 
apocrypha in its various manifestations : false miracles, spu
rious sorcery, the magic of magnetism ; and thus we shall be 
led to apply it to the spirits of the tables, the last manifesta
tion, in honor of which all the others have been resuscitated. 
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CHAPTER Ill. 

THE VALUE OF PROOF AND ESPECIALLY OF TESTDIONY. 

BEHOLD us then even in the heart of the debate. ..According 
to the manner in which testimony is apprehended, do we 
encounter or a void insoluble difficulties. Indeed, there is no 
middle course : we must either accept all well attested stories, 
however foolish they may be, or rejecting some, cast suspicion 
on all attestations relating to that class of subjects. The ques
tion of testimony then, should be boldly met, in its length and 
breadth ; unless this is done, the firmest intellects will be dis
turbed, the clearest heads will become dizzy in presence of the 
impossible facts which sincere and intelligent witnesses vie with 
each other in affirming. Lacking a theory on testimony, we 
should be reduced to that most dangerous moral condition in 
which men believe not what they have the reputation of 
believing, in which they reject not what they have the reputa
tion of rejecting. The -ivhole soul is then sick, and the various 
principles of spiritual life, reason, conscience, faith, are equally 
injured. 

No one will be so unwise as absolutely to exclude testimony. 
\Vithout it, we should have neither science, history nor religion ; 
the man who will not believe what he has seen, lowers himself 
to the level of the brutes. 

This is not contested. The question of its limits, then, alone 
remains. How far does the value of testimony extend? Are 
there matters regarding which it becomes particularly a sub
ject of caution? "I believe,'' snid Pascal, "the 'testimony of 
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those who die for their faith!" 'l'he argument is weak. There 
never yet has been au imposture which has not had its witnesses 
ready to shed their blood in its behalf. 

If dying witnesses are uot irrefutable because of that reason 
alone, are enlightened and intelligent witnesses to be considered 
more worthy of credit? This is ~L de Mirville's principal 
proposition. " See, now," he exclaims, " the m?st scientific men 
have admitted these facts of sorcery, medical practitioners have 
proved, beyond a doubt, the possession of the Ursulines of Lou
dun, the incredulous minds of the eighteenth century yielded 
their belief to the prodigies of the cemetery .Saint Mcdard, the 
most skeptical Americans declare that they have heard and 
seen spirits ; henceforth, we have no longer the right to 
doubt. 

N everthrlcss,. it is a right in which I still persist, which I am 
not yet willing to renounce. I assert that the incredulous are 
often very crednlous, that the world has always been filled with 
people who do not believe in God, although they believe iu ap
paritions. I assert that the 18th century, all occupied as it was 
in demolishing Christianity, indemnified itself by cordially wel
coming the most ridiculous superstitions, the most impudent 
charlatans, Saint Germain and Cagliostro, soothsayers and nec
romancers. Even among those who reject sorceries and who 
pass their life in battling against tliem, I might cite examples 
of 8orue, who, without criticism and without examination, adopt· 
facts regarded as certain by their cotcmporaries. Read the 
letters of Saint Andre on magic ; you will see that this grand 
doubter, who so well shows the puerility of the fables he has 
undertaken to examine, does not hesitate to admit the marvel
lous virtues of the wltite magnet ! "A sword, a knife touched 
by this stone, pierces the flesh without spilling a drop of blood, 
without inflicting the slightest pain on the wounded person.'' 

The reason of this inconsistency lies in the fact that a man of 
science, though skeptical, does not see all that he attests, and 
docs not see perfectly all that he actually sees ; that, suspicious 
iu rega,rd to certain assertions, he is very complaisant in regard 

IO* 
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to certain ot11ers ; .that he frequently affirms on the faith of 
another ; that he submits especially, to reigning opinions n11d 
credulities a la mode. It is by such a current as this that many 
of the most enlightened, the most independent minds are con
trolled. 

The fundamental error of ~L de MirviHe, then, lies here : when 
men of science, medical practitioners,. infidels have admitted the 
reality of a story, that story is incontestable l Such a prin
ciple carries a man very far. He is disarmed against lies and 
the gross delu~ions circulated from hand to hand and raised to 
the third or fourth power. He renounces the privilege of cx
·amining things for himself, he abdicates. Now abdication, le
gitimate and even obligatory upon us in presence of the testi
mony of God, is culpable when in presence of the testimony of 
man. 

And what follows ? M. de Mirville represents nothing as 
doubtful, he has no longer the right. 

The Boktes of Thibet rip open their belly lengthwise ; then, 
having passed their hand over the wound, everything returns to 
its ordinary state, without leaving the least trace of this diabol
ical operation l There is in a certain lamaserai or Tartar con
vent, a tree, the leaves of which bear the impress of divers 
Thibetan characters ; this may be relied on as a fact, for Father 
Iluc has seen it. Father Bouchet, another missionary, has seen 
(what he calls seen) a Chinaman whom he was about to bap
tize, transported through the air I Certain magnetizers deposit 
in a bottle of water a virtue of such a nature that " this travel
ling influence at a distance of even two hundred leagues and after 
an interval of months, fulfills all the recommendations of its em
ployer. '\Vhile he sleeps, forgets or ignores, it must forget 
nothing, must weigh everything, and always decide aWJrding to 
the circumstances!" Other magnetizers lift their somnambulists 
from the ground and cause them to fly around the lights of the 
apartment l (Pp. 255, 25\J, 274, 279, etc.) 
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The above is all perfectly attested. If testimony has the · 
value attributed to it by the l\farqnis de l\Iirville, it is our duty 
to follow his example and reject nothing. 

But here, the position becomes embarrassing. The annals of 
the world present to us numerous facts not less strongly attested, 
the falseness of which is no longer questioned. I desire to men
tion some examples, at the same time requesting my opponents 
to tell me what reasons they can have for denying that which is 
affirmed by so many respectable witnesses. Upon the grounds 
usually assumed by them, there can be but one answer : these 
accounts, demonstrated to be false, are incontrovertibly true 
from the first line to the last ! 

And first, what is there better attested than the primitive 
traditions collected by the Fathers ? However unworthy of the 
confidence usually reposed in it, testimony in regard to religious 
matters may be, it is impossible that the memory of places 
marked by the grand. events of Christianity should not be accu
rately transmitted. 'rhose who lived at the time of our Saviour 
could not have forgotten the precise place of his death, the spot 
from which he ascended into Heaven ; neither could those to 
whom they related it have lost its remembrance. But the con
fusion introduced into testimony by mixing it up with belief, is so 
great as frequently to dazzle the excited imagination of Christ
ians, and prevent them from seeing the most palpable and simple 
realities. w·ithout any bad intentions whatever, all the primi· 
tive traditions have been disfigured and transposed. Every 
event in the Gospels has had its grotto, in spite of itself, for in 
these grottoes was found a mysterious charm which caused them 
to be preferred. 

It is a grotto, which, notwithstanding the express words of 
the New 'restament, has been substituted for the manger where 
Jesus was born, "because there was no room for them in the 
inn." · It only lacked the plains of Ibrahim Pacha in Syria, 
for the absurdity of the tra.dition to be shown up in all its 
nakedness. The Arabs of the country then established them
selves in the convent, carried off the ornaments of the sanctu-
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nry, behind which was found an antique tomb. Now, whoever 
is at all acquainted with the religious scruples of the Jews, must 
know that tliey would not have converted their sepulchral cav
erns into stabling for an inn. 

At Nazareth another grotto l It is there that the virgin 
Mary received the visit of the angel. ·Unfortunately, nothing 
proms that the Jews inhabited holes under ground, and still more 
unfortunately, the cellar remaining at N azarcth docs not fit the 
size of the house itself, which, as every body knows, was 
removed to Loretto. 

It has been decided that the transfiguration took place on 
Mount Tabor. I was of the same opinion when I visited that 
mountain ; but what was my surprise on beholding its entire 
summit covered with antique ruins, thereby furnishing conclusive 
evidence that at the time of Christ a small fortilied town must 
have stood there. Moreover, are we certain that the Evange
lists refer to 'l'abor ? Their account seems to indicate a 
mountain much further north. 

Have we been more fortunate in locating the place of the 
ascension of Christ ? It has been thought proper to designate 
the Mount of Olives within sight of Jerusalem, in connection 
with this event. One thing only has been forgotten-to read 
over the explicit declaration of Luke : "And he led them out 
as far as Bethany ; and he lifted up his hands and blessed 
them, and it came to pass as he blessed them, he was parted 
from them and carried up into heaven."-Luke xxiv. 50. 

Testimony is already somewhat compromised. What will it 
be if we take a survey of the primitive Father;> and the eccle
siastical history written by Eusebius ! There, figure fragments 
derived from ocular witnesses, direct depositaries, whose powers 
of appreciation should merit our whole confidence. .Aud yet, 
who, at the ·present day, will believe in the correspondence 
between Jesus and the king of Edcssa? Who will believe in 
the martyrdom of James precipitated from the pinnacle of the 
temple, and attendant circumstances which render the account 
materially and morally inadmissible ? Who believes in the in-
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spiration of sibyls, in the fire issuing from the foundations of 
Jerusalem ? ·who docs not know that the famous miracle of 
Constantine's cross has heen related in two or three different 
ways, absolutely irreconcilable with each other ? \Vho docs uot 
know that Augustine very gravely relates and positively affirms 
the metamorphoses of men into asses or camels? 

There is no prodigy better attested than the flight and 
downfall of Simon the magician. Irenrous, Euscbius, Augustine 
and other Fathers, all agree in the details. And yet, who
ever has bestowed but a small amount of reflection on this 
legend, whoever has asked himself whence comes this strange 
book of the Clementines, and the important role its author attri
butes to Simon the magician in relation to Peter, does not 
doubt he had in his mind's eye the simple development of a 
fable engrafted on the passage in the book of Acts, in which 
Simon the magician is reproved by the Apostle. 

The miracles of Apollonius of Tyana are so well attested 
that many Christians tremble not a little when they find them 
opposed to those of Jesus Christ. I will indicate a method of 
quieting their fears. Let them open the Life of Apol/.onius of 
Tyana, written by Philos.tratus, and judge for themselves if it 
be possible to attach any serious importance to predictions so 
strangely introduced ! I am assured that Apollonius exclaimed, 
" Strike the tyrant !" at the very moment Domitian was killed 
at Rome ; I am assured that he delivered Antioch from the 
gnats that infested it. Unfortunately, the same witnesses show 
him to me at the castle of the wise men, among the dragons and 
the white does ; they conduct him to the cataracts of the Nile, 
"the noise of which is so great, that those who approach too 
near it lose their hearing ;" and these samples of their powers 
of criticism gives me the measnre of credit that is to be ac
corded them. 

"But" it is said, "these witnesses are not to be compared to 
those who bear testimony in favor of ancient aud modern sor
cc1·y ! I grant it, and I willingly go one step beyond. Let us 
advance into history ; let us see if solemn and ill-founded attcsta-
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tions nre the exclusive privilege of the first centuries of the 
Christian em.. 

I shall pass over in silence some historical lies, which have 
lackecl nothing in point of brilliancy, cluration, and verification ; 
which at one time universally prevailecl, but which arc at the 
present day, universally rejected: the false Dccretals for example. 
Certainly it would seem that a document of so much import
ance, the basis of so many bulls, could not have been the 
pure and simple product of imposture ; and in accepting it for 
so many ages the world has admitted that it carried with it 
sufficient proofs of its origin. N eve'rthcless, the world was mis
taken, and the reader will, I trust, dispense with a demonstra
tion which is now generally decided to be superfluous. 

I shall likewise neglect the abundant source of argument 
furnished me by .the statements of travellers. \Ve there find 
conscientious witnesses who relate only what they have seen, and 
who have seen what does not exist. The pilgrims of the ~fiddle 
Ages returning from the Holy Sepulchre, tell us of wonders they 
contemplated such as have never since been seen. This may be 
said in passing, and without referring to other testimony Jess 
respectable. \Vere we to consult Aulus-Gellius, Pliny or even 
travellers of a much later date, we should read of men with 
only one eye in the middle of the forehead, and who see better 
at night than during the day ; of whole families, whose voice 
bewitcheR and produces death ; of nations covered with feathers 
and nourished by the perfume of flowers. \Ve should there dis
cover the wonderful stone, possessing the property of restoring 
sight to the blinu, the secret of which was obtained by observ
ing the swallows make use of it to cure their little ones when 
their eyes had been put out. .A certain book of travels pub
lished in the 17th century tells us of the inhabitants of 
the island of FornDsa, who are furnished with a. long tail, simi
lar to ' that of an ox. In opening the transactions of the Royal 
Society of London in 1724, we there find a gra-rn dissertation in 
Latin on the vegetable lamb of Tartary, described de visu by 
several persons, taken in earnest by naturalists, and com-
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mented upon by Scaliger, who affirms that it yields blood when 
ever an incision is made in it. 

Let us pass to facts accompanied by less questionable attes
tations. 

De Lanere gathers the following from various sources of tes
timony and official reports : "'Vhen the executioner threw La 
Sabaudine (one of the pretended sorcerers of Labour in the 
17th century) into the fire, the Almighty, in order to show 
that she was really a sorceress, and manifest her loathsomeness, 
permitted a swarm of toads to issue from the top of her head ; 
whereupon the people so overwhelmed her with blows from 
i;ticks and stones that she died more from the bruises received 
than from the effects of the fire. But with all their efforts, 
there was one black toad they could not kill, that tri. 
umphed over the flames, sticks and stones, to make his 
escape like some immortal demon, never afterwards to be 
found. 

I shall be told perhaps, that things have actually happened thus, 
that in genuine sorcery ·it is not absurd, and that I should not 
decide the question by the question. This is very just, and in 
order not to fall again into the same error, I will sacrifice some 
facts, where my right to consider the falsity as evident may be 
contested. Ambrose Pare affirms to the marvellous phenome
non of nails issuing from the mouths of persons possessed by 
evil spirits. w·ho knows that he is not right !-Borel, in his 
Centuries, relates cxample3 of persons of !tis acq_uaintanr:e, the 
glances of whose eyes were highly corrosive, eating into glass 
and mirrors to such an extent as to make it necessary to renew 
the plates from time to time, the surface being entirely spoiled 
and the glass full of holes. He !..new a lady, who, for that reason, 
could not long use the same spectacles. Can any one say 
that this is not a fair case of sorcery I-Delrio asserts that 
certain men have been seen in Spain, called Zahuris, because 
of their lynx eye ; he declares that !te saw one in :Madrid in 
the year 1575 ; these men perceivf)d springs and other objects 
in the interior of the earth.-Albert the Grand speaks of two 
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brothers who opened the most firmly closed doors, one by pre· 
senting the left, the other by presenting the right side. "And 
why not?" it is said. 

'Vhy not, indeed I Docs not Agobard, Bishop of Lyons, at· 
test the power possessed by certain men of rousing the tempest 
and transporting themselves through the air by means of the 
aura levatitia ? \Vere not a man and a woman one rlay brought 
to him, who had been seen to fall from the sky? Is not Sandoval 
very accurately posted up on the history of that sorceress, who, 
in the year 154 7, obtained from one of the inquisitors of Na v
arre permission to make her escape if she could, and who, ha•
jng commenced by descending like a lizard, the walls of the 
tower which served as her prison, finished by flying away in 
presence of numerous spectators, who only lost sight of her 
when she passed the horizon? This is a very simple thing ; it 
is the A, B, C of sorcery ; we are not to be astonished at such 
a trifle I 

\V ell, then, let us show by other examples that facts the best 
certified, arc found to be entirely false. 

The famous tootlt of gold has been attested as nothing ever 
was before or will be again. l!Ien saw it, men have 
touched it ; men of science wrote great folios in explana
tion of the phenomenon. \Vhat reply have we to so many 
direct, impartial, enlightened witnesses, to so many skeptical 
and learned men, who personally inspected the mouth of the 
Silesian child? The tooth of gold would have figured in the 
books that are at this very tirne published by the school of the 
marvellous, the school of the :Middle Ages, if, unfortunately, the 
part played by the hand of fraud, in covering a natural tooth 
with· gold leaf, had not been detected. Frauds are not always 
detected ; the teeth fall out, the children die, but the folios 
remain, the testimony subsists in all it~ majesty. 

'Ve have here a devotee, a person inspired by Heaven, her 
history is authentic as possible. 'Ve are in the middle of the 
eighteenth century. Mary Bucaille was regarded as a saint lJy 
the inhabitants of Valogne and its vicinity. She worked mir. 
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acles ; :;;he cured a multitude of sick given over by their friends 
and physicians. Still more : she had obtained from God the 
greatest of favor~; in imitation of Fran<¥ois d'Assise and Ca
tharine de Sienue, she bore on her body the stigmata of the 
cross. By one especial favor not accorded to any one else, these 
stigmata were removed every Friday in commemoration of the 
Passion. These are certain facts, whose authenticity is easily 
established by the attestations of myriads of witnesses'. Yet, 
everybody is not convinced, and some of the most suspicious take 
it into their heads to investigate the matter more closely ; they 
demand that the new saint shall be subjected to solitary con
finement, and narrowly watched. The trick is finally discovered, 
and the people, passing from one extreme to the other, can 
scarcely be prevented from burning as a sorceress, this woman 
bearing ·the marks of so many miracles. 

In point of miracles, those of Saint Hubert's stole merit a 
place by themselves. 'l'heir number, their brilliancy, the testi
mony which surrounds them, seem to leave no legitimate sphere 
for doubt. Since the year 825, pieces of the stole have been 
repeatedly cut off without diminishing its primitive size. The 
holy fragments arc inserted in the forehead of persons bitten by 
mnd dogs, and their cure is consequently effected. Now, this 
is all well enough. But, unfortunately, there are critics, who, 
for want of something better to do, have torn down all this 
scaffolding to the very foundation, and given the lie to the wit
nesses who support it I Other witnesses show that the journey 
of Ilubert to Rome is a fable ; there is no mention of it either 
in the Anonyme his Cotemporary, in Godescalch, in Stephen, 
or in Anselm. The visit to the tomb of the Ap.ostle Peter, the 
stole brought by an angel, have also fallen by the same blow. 
Doctors of medicine have looked into the matter, likewise doc
tors of theology ; it has been declared suspicious, this strange 
regimen prescribed to the tailles* of Saint Hubert-a regimen 

* Persons cured of hydrophobia by being touched with fragments cut from the stole 
of Saint IIubert.-Trans. 
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comprising swine, capons a year old, fish with scales, etc. Never· 
theless, the University of Louvain held on to the miracles, the 
stoic, and the journey to the tomb. It also, in its turn, pleaded 
the value of testimony. " ·what ! has the world during nine 
hundred successive years given itself up to delusion ! Does the 
fact that so many thousand persons have been preserved from 
madness, prove nothing ! Should not the evidence of the stoic 
alone, \Vhich, so frequently cut, always remains intact, be suf
ficient to confound the incredulous !" Alas, no. The incredu
lous have persisted, and I have even reason for believing that 
they have carried the day. Among the remedies for hydropho
bia at the present time, we do not often hear fragments of the 
holy stole suggested. It must be confessed that this is not n. 
favorable sign of the importance attached to twenty genera
tions of witnesses. 

Neither is there any lack of witnesses to the purgatory of 
Saint Patrick. It is well known that the inhabitants of Ireland, 
having preserved doubts of the reality of the purgatory, the saint 
obtained God's permission to convince them by a miracle. 
Thereupon was opened the mysterious caTern where infidels 
miserably perished, but from which believers came out with their 
faith brilliantly confirmed. All legend aside, the fact of the 
testimony subsists. The descents into the Hole of Saint Patrick 
arc innumerable ; they are authentic, for no one descended into 
it without permission of the bishop ; they are confirmed by 
statements related with full details, beginning with that of the 
Chevalier Owccn in the twelfth century, and continuing down to 
cotemporancous accounts. To-day still, the sacred well has its 
visitors who remain in it a night and a day ; they contemplate 
its mysteries, and submit to all the pains of purgatory. To-day, 
still, certificates analogous to that which Edwa~·d III. in 1358 
delivered to a Hungarian noble, arc presented to those who 
have undergone the trying ordeal. In short, if there be any
thing certain in this world, it is the wonders of the Irish cavern, 
and I can easily comprehend that, in view of such a mass of testi
mony, preachers, in their sermons, should so often have appealed 
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to the unquestioned notoriety of this fact.* Nevertheless, 
both testimony and witnesses have been utterly rejected by the 
Church of Rome, which bas not permittccl the insertion of the 
fact in its breviary I 

·would you hu ve examples from science itself? Take the 
well known unecdote of the luminous and burning stone brought 
from the Indies and presented to Henry II. :Men of science 
gave it their serious consideration; large volumes were filled with 
discussions on the sulljcct, and the grave De Thou did not hesi
tate to give it a place in his history. "Whence came his error? 
An entirely too poeticul description of lighted cbarcoul hud 
been pulllished by Ferne!, first physiciuu to the king ; Jean 
Pipin, physician to the Constable de 1\fontmorenci, reported it to 
his compeer, Myzand, a physician in Paris, who communicated 
to De Thou the contents of this letter received from Boulogne. 
De Thou inserted the fact in his work, which was then in press. 
The authority of this work was such that no one dreamed of 
<loubting any portion of its contents. The compilers of natural 
wonders, men like Fabricius, Chioceus, Camcmrius, were not 
slow in enlarging their collections by the story of this singular 
discovery. This was not all ; men of science clemonstrated that 
the thing was quite n:ttuml : "\Vhy,'' say they, "should there 
br! auy surprise at this wonder? Is it the first time that such 
things have been seen? Do not Pliny, So!in, und Saint Isodorus 
describe a stone of fire which they call pirites ?" 

The comedy was complete. Dissertations were written on 
the stone pirites which burns and: explodes, upon the stone 
phlogites which comes from Persia and appeurs internally on 
fire, upon the stone plilegontide, etc. De Thou however dis
covered his mistake. Ile obtained from the French libraries 
permission to suppress the passage so inconsiderately introduced. 

* 'l'hat the vhsitor:; to the Hole of Sa.\nt Patrick may have mistaken the murmuring 
of the wind whistling through the narrow passages for the wails of souls imploring 
pray~rs, ls of little consequence to us; this is not the question. It is very clear, that 
at the foundation of all incorrect, though sincere evidence, there is elfuer hallucination 
or illusion. Hut. it is pr~cisely because the sources of error are so numerous, that proof 
l>y means of witnesses rs inadmissible in matters'involvlng the supernatural. 
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But foreign libraries were not so condescending : they coultl not 
resol>e to sacrifice this curious document, and it still fignrcs in 
all the editions of De Thou's works published by them. 

Suppose nmv, that the error had not been recognized, or that 
the German editions had been the only ones to reach us, what 
objection could we have offered to the atfirmations of a man like 
De Thou, supported by the testimony of three physicians ? Yet 
this is the manner in which testimony often originates. Once 
admitted as a fact, it is used and multiplied to infinity. This is 
so true, that even in 1676, after the.retraction made by De Thou, 
many persons still reasoned about it. Scientific works at this 
very tlay, contain observations on phosphorus, in which we read, 
" This stone has left all the virtuoso of this country (Berlin) 
in doubt whether it be the same, or, at least, similar to that 
which is spoken of in the sixth book of the history of the Presi
dent De 'I.'hou, as being presented to king Henry II. at Boulogne, 
by a stranger from the Indies." 

Every one knows that myriads of other marvellous things, 
equally ridiculous, have been seen and attested in all ages. 
Solin, not satisfied with describing the phenix, adds that " this 
bird was taken iu Egypt in the year 800, and exhibited in an 
assembly by order of prince Claudius. This fact is related in 
the acts of the Censorship of Claudius which are still extant." 
By looking a little further into the matter, we shall actually 
find that Solin, who copied from Pliny, forgot to transcribe 
the doubts expressed by the latter. But it is frequently 
thus that testimony is embellished as it grows old. Every body 
reproduces it after his own fashion and the testimonial remains. 
·what is written is written ! 

It is most curious and instructive to obsr.rve how language, 
with the very best intentions, is frequently perverted from its 
original meaning. The public was quite excited in 1 725, by 
communications sent to the llfercure de France, having reference 
to a Portuguese with the eye of a lynx. A reverend father 
thought proper to interfere in the debate, and also to quote 
the name of the celebrated Huygins, in support of his assertions, 
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" There has been seen at Antwerp," he wrote, a "prisoner whose 
sight was so sharp and piercing as to enable him to discover ar
ticles beneath any sort of covering, no matter what its thickness, 
material or color, so that it be not tinted with red. M. Huygms 
is tny guarantee for a fact so singular; he wrote an account of 
it to the reverend father Mersenne, a monk of our order and 
bis intimate friend." Father Lebrun, our authority, had the 
curiosity to trace this story to its source (which unfortunately 
is not in all cases possible to do), and this is what he read in 
the letter of Huygens : "In recompense for the 7'oyage du Par
adis which you communicate to me, I must tell you of something 
strange enough, although old, and, which serious men of age 
and station dedare that they themselves bave seen; there is said 
to have been a prisoner at Antwerp whose eyes possessed the 
faculty of penetrating garments.'' Thus, the matter being in
quired into, Huygens had not seen. If these serious men of 
age and station, could, in their turn, have been consulted, it is 
probable that we should have been again referred to some one 
else. 

The great miracle of the standing still of the sun, which is 
said to have taken place during the battle of Charles V. with 
the Duke of Saxony, at the passage of' the Elbe, has been 
trumpeted over all Europe. The Duke of Alba was careful not 
to contradict these line stories ; but what was his answer to the 
direct interrogatories of the king of France ? " I confess to 
your majesty, I was so occupied with what was passing on earth 
that I could not observe what was taking place in heaven." 

There are many varieties of official yet inaccurate testimony. 
Herc is an example which owes its special character to the action 
of an over-excited imagination. I quote it from Lamothe-le-Vay
cr : " Baptiste Legrain says in his sixth book of the Decade of 
Louis the Just, that he himself observed at Paris, at eight o'clock 
the evening of the 26th of October, 1615, men of fire in the sky, 
fighting with spears . . ... Yet I was in the same city on 
that very evening, and I solemnly declare that I most assidu
ously contemplated the phenomenon to which he alludes, until 
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eleven o'clock at night, that I saw nothing of what he re
lates, but merely quite an ordinary celestial appearance in the 
form of flag~ which seemed to shoot forth flames from time to 
time." \V ns he wrong in adding, "nevertheless, the prodigy 
of the Decade will in a hundred years from this time be quoted 
as an indubitable fact ? " .Much testi,mony, not less certain, 
not less conscientious, not less enlightened than that of Legrain 
has no other origin. 

Imposture, properly so called, explains a great number of the 
would-be supernatural prodigies. A striking instance of this 
appears in the story of a girl, who in 1699, gained her living 
by becoming alternately dumb and miraculously cured. Cured 
the first time at Beauvais, where processions marched through 
the streets in her honor, and where she received the name of 
the devotee of Beauvais, she went from there into the neighbor
hood of Roucn, to practise the same tricks with equal success, 
and we sec her led in triumph to Notre Dame de Liesse. But 
her most brilliant cure took place at the tomb of James II. 
Iler fame was noised abroad in every direction, even to the 
very moment when "the cheat was discovered and she stealthily 
decamped. 

\Vhat Englishman did not believe the story of the woman 
who was reported to have given birth to several rabbits ? The 
gazettes of 1726 relate the fact with a certificate in due form 
from the presiding physician, which was approved by the king's 
anatomist, who published the account in detail! All would have 
remained indisputable-the certificate, the account, the approval 
-if the king of England had not seen fit to look into the matter. 
The over credulous anatomist was obliged to sign a public recan
tation. He acknowledged that he had been the dupe "of a 
most abominable fraud. 

The history of the consecrated beads is familiar to many per
sons. The nuns belonging to the convent of which Jeanne de la 
Croix was the superior, had solicited her to obtain from Jesus 
Christ the consecration of their chaplets. They were therefore 
deposited in a box and carried by the angels to heaven. The box 
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being brought back and opened, nothing was found therein; 
but a very agreeable perfume diffused itself throughout the 
apartment, and then all the chaplets were discovered in the box. 
Charms were attached to each bead, and even communicated 
to other beads which the consecrated beads had touched. These 
beads drove away the Devil, extinguished fires, were s:ifeguards 
against epidemics and thunder, di~pelled scruples of conscience, 
etc. This was all proved (let it be emphatically remarked), 
by ninety investigations and by more than fourteen hundred 
witnesses. Yet the clergy of France, Bossuet at their head, 
thought it their duty to contest it, and so well did they conduct 
the contest that the value of the investigations and testimony 
was reduced to zero. 

At the very time of the great debate between French Catho
licism and Spanish Catholicism, the physicians strongly cried up 
another miracle in support of the discovery of the day : the 
elixir to restore sight to the blind. They brought in proof the 
cure of the Emperor Jean Paleologue, who had recovered his 
sight at Ferrara, during the session of the Council. Who did 
not regard the fact as beyond a doubt ? Why should it not be 
supposed to rest on positive testimony ? But a man has been 
found, possessing patience enough to devote himself to a com· 
plete historical study of the matter, and he has ascertained 
that the emperor never had any disease in his eyes. On the 
contrary, he neglected the affairs of the Council, because he 
spent all his time in hunting, which is hardly the occupation of 
blind men. 

A general rule : Do not pause with certificates, however 
plausible they may be ; look at things more closely : in pro
portion as we approach them, the marvellous vanishes. 

I have already given examples of testimony very little wor
thy of faith ou the simplest of all questions, those of natural 
history; it would be easy for me to multiply them. vVe should 
see defile before us, with their attestations in the margin, de
scriptions long since consigned to the domain of fiction. How 
many learned authors have spoken of the king-duck of Scot-
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land, produced without eggs, proceeding, sometimes from shell:> 
found 011 the sea-shore, sometimes from the frnits of the willow, 
sometimes from worms formed in the rotten wood of vessels I 
A long list might be made of similar grave dissertations, rest
ing on proof and testimony : de anseribus Scoticis. I indicate 
this example nod pass on. To take still another class of facts: 
we arc all aware that testimony is not wanting to prove the 
suspension of statues and tombs in the air by the power of 
magnets. The tomb of Mahomet, the famous statue that 
was seen in a temple of Egypt, and spoken of by the Fathers 
of th~ Church; that of Mercury, th·at of Cupid : all of them so 
many ridiculous stories, which the gravest men have vied with 
each other in co11firming. 

If they would still content themselves with confirming I but 
they are desirous to explain. Now these explanations often 
make us think of the misapprehe11sion in the p11blic mind con
cer11ing onr debate of the Turning Tables. Let 11s choose one 
fact as an example, one of the best anthe11ticated. Aristotle, 
Pliny, Plutarch, .£!.inn and others, mention the famous little 
fisl1, the remora, which arrests the course of the largest vessels. 
Ilow do they account for s11ch a phenomenon ? Some arc co11-
tcnt to speak of an occult quality which counteracts the action 
of the ship. This is a co11venient system, one that exacts no 
imestigntion, and which is adopted i11 regard to the Turning 
Tables by all those who would get rid of the difficulty by means 
of the sacramental words: Very extraordinary I Others are not 
satisfied with the occult quality, but undertake to join to it a 
supernatural influence. They represent in relation to the rc
mora the school of our "Spiritualists." Others seem to have a 
presentiment of M. Babinet's discovery on the incomparable 
energy of incipient motions ; some of them tell us of the 
struggle between.first qualities. "Moisture is a property of the 
ship ; the fish excels in dryness. The dry principle is more 
active than the moist principle. Is it not clear, then, that the 
quality in the fish must overcome the quality in the vessel, and 
consequently arrest its motion ?'' "Is it not clear," said a man 
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to us the other day, "that you cau raise without effort a weight 
you could not raise with effort ?" 

But my business at present is not with the skeptics ; it is 
with the credulous, those who maintain as incontestable that 
which appears to be sufficiently attested. I pray them to re
member that history is full of facts well attested, and yet very 
~ucstionable. ·what quantities of anecdotes does it vo~ch for 
as certain which will not bear the test of a close examination 1 
\Ve have seen what became bf the testimony of Huygens when 
it was looked into ; is it not probable that the same fate would 
attend that of Descartes, if the same opportunities were pre
sented for an inquiry into the real circumstances of the story 
in w· hich he figures in connection with a learned man of Dijon ? 
The latter had occasion for a book which was only to be found 
at Stockholm. He addressed himself to Descartes through the 
medium of the French Ambassador, M. Chanut ; he described 
from a distance, the Queen's Library, the shelf on which the 
book was placed, its style of binding, with the gilding thereon. 
He made a mistake in nothing, although he had never visited 
Stockholm. 

Accounts of a similar nature abound. The Princess de Conti, 
a niece of Mazarin, foresaw the foll of her palace ; the Countess 
of Hamilton saw, in a. terrible vision, the sudden death of the 
Duchess d'Orleans. Marvellous I I would merely ask, where 
are the vouchers for such stories? Have things actually hap
pened thus ? Has nothing been added, arranged, or subtracted 
afterwards? Were there no circumstances to facilitate the 
marvellous visions or previsions. vVe know absolutely nothing 
about it. "\Ve always forget, morcovel', one important consid
eration: simple accident may bring about coincidences. !Jow, 
it is these only that are remembered ; the failures are over
looked. .An instance of this is seen in that most surprising of 
all magical revelations, related by Saint Simon in his :Memoirs. 
The Duke d'Orleans was in the daily practice of consulting 
sorcerers, and had had predictions by hundreds and by thou
sands. Among those which he told to Saint Simon, we meet 

11 
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with one that seemed to be in a manner confin:ned by the event, 
namely, the death of Louis XIV. and the regency. That pre
diction alone was reported by Saint Simon. This is all simple 
enough ; it always has been and always will be thus. If 
another prediction had been realized in.stead of the one referred 
to, it would have figured in the Memoirs, and the death-bed 
scene would have been left out. 

I invite those who find me difficult in point of testimony to 
carefully ponder on the instruction that may be derived from 
the regularly organized miracles which fill our annals : cures of 
ihe king's evil, tests by red-hot iron and by floating. These 
things have not taken place once only, but they have arrived at 
the condition of a national institution. They have had not one 
witness merely, they have had millions, they liarn had succes
siYe gener::ttions of witnesses ; and yet, "·ho, at the present day, 
will consent to admit the reality of these facts, so generally and 
for so long a time attested? 

Our kings have cured thousands upon thousands of people 
atllicted with the king's evil. Guibert de N ogent speaks as an 
ocular witness of cures effected before his day by Louis the 
Fat. Those effected by Louis IX. are mentioned in proper 
terms in the bull of canonization. Charles VIII. touched and 
cured many cases of king's evil, both at Rome and Genoa, 
during his expedition into Italy. The facts have been carefully 
verified, and the authors who mention them, remark that illusion 
was impossible, since even little children were among the indi
viduals cured. 

"\Vell, be it so !" it is said. " Our kings all had the gift of 
miracles. \Vhat harm is there in that?" 1 shall not ask you 
why this gift vanishes in presence of increasing light, why 
Louis XVIII. Charles X. and Louis Philippe cured no one. I 
will not even ask you how it has happened that the gift of cur
ing king's evil was transmitted to England the moment the 
English kings laid claim to the crown of France, or how yon 
explain the fact that the Protestant kings possessed it as well 
as the Catholics. Elizabeth also touched the sick, and certifi-
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cates of cures effected by her, abound in an equal degree with 
those effected by our sovereigns. 

Certificates I \Ye have indeed a most formidable array of 
them in support of the tests with red hot iron and boiling 
water. From the si:xth century to the thirteenth, these tests 
are constantly employed ; they have left their impress on the 
language itself, and we still say. " 1 will put my hand in 
the fire." At first we find them referred to hy way of deciding 
the dogmatic quarrels between the Catholics and Arians, and. 
official statemenfo without number attest that whenever those 
trials were made, the Catholics plunged with impunity into 
caldrons of boiling water, which scalded their adversaries to 
death. The laws of France, at a later day, admitted this mode 
of crit!linal procedure, and Charlemagne, in his Capitularies, 
exacted of his subjects implicit faith therein, absque dubitatione. 
\Vhol)ver was scalded in boiling water was put to death with
out mercy. 

\Ye infer then, that there were many persons whom the water 
did not scald. The fact is proved, and as it is proved, in addi
tion that the clergy who applied the ordeal, were incap.i.ble of 
lending themselves for the space of six hundred years to a pro
longed and systematic fraud, it thus becomes demonstrated 
th'lt we are in possession of some thousands of indubitable 
miracles. Unfortunately it sometimes happens that the innocence 
of those who are scalded, and the guilt of those who pass 
through the ordeal unscathed, are discovered. \Vhat explana
tion is furnished us for such mistakes in the miracles, and what 
becomes of so much accumulated testimony ? 

The king Lothario aecused·his wife Thi()tberge of the horrible 
crime of incest. She at first denied the fact, and proved her 
innocence by the test of boiling water. It is a pity tua.t hav
ing thus established her purity, sne should afterwards have 
confessed her guilt. 

The trial with reel hot iron seemed still more conclusive. 
\Vhat fraud could be imagined in cases where men were 
required to take up and hold in their hands for any length of 
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time, a ploughshare heated to a state of incandescence, to 
walk barefoot on r~d hot iron, or to put their hands into a 
gauntlet of red hot iron, which extended as far as the el
bow ? And these miraculous decisions were blindly accepted. 
An empress, the wife of Otho III., was· burned alive because 
her accuser had sustained unharmed, the ordeal of hot iron. 

·whence comes it then, that the public voice should finally 
make itself heard in protestation against these most evident 
manifestations of the divine interposition ? \Vhence comes it 
that the world has with one accord acknowledged that the result 
of these tests is frequently in an inverse ratio to the truth? 
·whence comes it that the clergy who formerly passed their 
time in blessing red hot iron, and the councils who tolerated 
its employment, should now be so earnest in its condemnation? 
\Vhy put a stop to miracles? Why, because illusion and fraud 
invariably insinuate themselves into such matters ; because the 
testimony which supports them never has had and never will 
have any value. Questions are still decided after this faRhion 
among the savages of Oceanica and among the negroes of 
Eastern Africa, the most deadly poisons becoming harmless in 
order to render homage to innocence. I should not be sur
prised if the champions of testimony were to propose to imi
tate these wretched people, and restore the good times when 
Louis proved hia right against Charles the Bold by furnishing 
thirty men, ten for the trial of cold water, ten for the trial 
of boiling water, ten for the trial with red bot iron. 

I have just mentioned cold water. This was, in reality, only 
one form of the miraculous experiment, of which the often re
peated success figures in a great uumber of documents. For 
a long time after the llfiddle Ages, cold water was still employed 
in judiciai proceedings. I have under my eyes at this moment, 
an official report dated June_llth, 1696, wherein it is attested 
that all efforts to plunge beneath the water certain individuals 
accused of sorcery, had been in vain. Hence, their title to the 
name of sorcerer was no longer to be doubted. Indeed, less 
than that was required to make a sorcerer I Ev~n, at the pres-
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ent day, if a mall l.Jotmd haud aml foot should be thrown into 
the Seiue, and should obstinately persist in floating on the sur
face of 1.hc water, the event "·ould be generally regarded as a 
miraelc. It is true that at the present day, no person in such 
circumstances could remain on the surface. Certain prodigies 
are indissolul.Jly linked with certain periods of time. 

Be that as it may, innumerable documents attest that cases 
of floatiug daily presented themselves when miracles were in 
fashion. Bandits and thieves fearlessly accepted the ordeal, 
folly believing that they would sink, but lo, and behold I they 
remained astoHished and dismayed on the surface ! The Ma
nicheans or self-styled ~fanicheans of Soissons, were burned 
merely because they floated. In the times of Bernard, the 
Catholic .Church often employed, aud always successfully, this 
operation as an argument by which to convince its enemies. 
From heretics, it was extended to sorcerers. The church as· 
sePted and undertook to prove " that sorcerers were necessarily 
lighter than other men because the devil "·hose substance is 
necessarily spiritual and volatile, penetrating all parts of their 
bodies, communicates to them his own buoyancy." In virtue of 
this fine reasoning, it continued to batlze (this was the term), 
and to burn. 

" But, after all," it is said, "the fact of floating on the sur
face of water does exist ; how do you explain it ? I do not 
attempt to explain it, for the very good reason that I do not 
believe iu it-neither do you. The floating is attested in the 
same way as the trials by boiling water, and red hot iron are 
attestcu ; as analogous trials which still take place in Africa, 
are attested. I see in tl1cm all, only one illustrious example of 
the little credit to which testimony in general, is entitled. The 
greater the numl.Jer of official reports, authentic declarations and 
unquestionable facts, the greater is my triumph ; for it is certain 
that these unimpeachable certificates establish only one tremen
douB lie, a lie which has emlured for ages, and never will your 
stories of spirits or sorcerers be better attested than these. 

These are false ; that point was settled the day on which the 
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discontinuation of miracles was ordered i real miracles are not 
so importunate that we would deliberately rid ourselves of them. 
I know not, or rather I know too well, how this holy justice of 
the )fiddle Ages orginated; I know the value to be attached to 
the official documents of those times. · I know also by what 
illusions certain inquiries were surrounded when the current of 
credulity set in their favor ; I know to what extent it is 
easy to believe things in accordance with reigning supersti
tions. Permi_t me, therefore, to abide by the judgment you 
have yourselves pronounced, and -let me tell you, "no one, 
bound hand and foot, has ever floated on the surface of the 
water, for no one can do it now. You have never pe1formed 
this miracle, for you no longer venture to attempt it. By your 
own confession, you have sorcerers without number ; why not 
induce some of them to throw themselves into the water, pro
mising to pull them up by a rope if perchance they should sink 
to the bottom ? 

Ideas change i for if sorcerers no longer float, neither have 
they floated at any former period of time. The properties of 
water for drowning then, were the same as now, and never was 
any one.thrown into it, who failed to sink beneath its surface. 
There was, indeed, at Toulouse, an iron cage which was lowered 
by means of a lever, and I do not know that it met with any 
resistance up to the time when all these things were done away 
with. Thieves, sorcerers, heretics, all these became as light as 
corks ; in our days, they have probably resumed their ancient 
weight. 

But a truce to pleasantry I The subject is too serious. When 
I think of the fearful amount of violence, calumny, injustice 
and cruelty which these odious practices have sheltered and 
sanctified, when I think of so many innocent victims sacrificed 
on the altar of human depravity, draped in the garb of religion, 
I feel neither the disposition nor the right to laugh. The ques
tion concerns a long series of abominations ; it has reference, 
moreover, to a mortal malady inoculated upon successive genera
tions, a malady which attacks at once the conscience, the 
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reason and the faith. For whom and what shall history resen-e 
her severity, if s11e has only complacency for such crimes and 
for such epocl1s ? 

I admit, that of the instruction we derive from them, the con
demnation of testimony is not the most important. Yet they 
also furnish us this, and I have endeavored to profit by it. 

Yes, we have already many historical lies. Shall we labor 
to increase their number? Nothing would be more easy. To
morrow, were we to set ourselves about it, a thousand, nay, ten 
thousand sincere and earnest witnesses might be brought for
ward in favor of any prodigy whatever, from the virgin who 
turns her eyes upon Rimini, from the marvellous events of daily 
occurrence in Sweden, to those which take place with not less 
regularity among .the Hindoos and Tartars. To-morrow, the 
miracle of Saint Januari11s, the sacred fire of Jerusalem, the 
phantoms and celestial concerts of the American Spiritualists, the 
magical operations of the Baron Dupotet, will all be supported 
by attestations from those who have seen them. 

A hint to the champions of testimony I I · have shown what . 
it is in fact ; let us now see what it is in principle. 

It will have been remarked that the unce1:tainty of testimony 
begins at the precise point where the supernatural likewise be
gins. As soon as man, in his investigations, leaves the terra 
firma of ordinary subjects to launch forth on the broad ocean 
of the marvellous, he ceases to see things as they really are, he 
ceases to relate exactly what he has seen ; his discernment, his 
self-possession, bis common sense appear to abandon him. 

There is, then, a line of separation between the facts which 
pertain, and those which do not pertain to our competency. 
Our reason has a real, but not an indefinite sphere. Demand 
of it to call up the remembrance of great events, and provided 
it can come at them by means of direct knowledge, it will, in 
all times and places, furnish historical narratives worthy of 
faith ; but if religious traditions are mixed up with these an-
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nals, the reason immediately drops Ute reins, the most extrava
gant imagination seizes them. 'Ve are astonishecl at the 
accuracy with which an Aristotle, even in his clay, described ancl 
classified material objects, while the most sensible naturalists 
abdicate their powers of criticism when they extend their re
searches into the region of monsters and·prodigies. The ancient 
philosophers readily succeed in establishing the rules of logic, 
and even in analyzing the operations of the human mind with a 
certain degree of fidelity ; but on the confines of metaphysics, 
philosophers of all ages seem to be affected by vertigo. In
deed, in everything that relates to divine revelations, the nature 
of the gods, of miracles, the operations of good and evil spirits, 
human extravagance giyes itself full scope. 

W c are so constituted that our incompetency exposes itself 
the moment we overstep the boundary of natural facts. Within 
it, our belief may rest on the testimony of men ; beyond it, we 
can believe only on the testimony of God. 

This is not the place to show that this testimony is not want
ing, and that its proofs are within our reach, although its con
tents infinitely surpass our understanding. For the present, 
we will confine ourselves to the study before us, underlining the 
fundamental distinction we, have just established. In matters 
of testimony, certainty entirely ceases the moment we put foot 
on the territory of the supernatural. In fact, let the reader 
recall to mind the greater part of the examples I have just 
quoted ; he will see for himself, that the witnesses lose all right 
t-0 our confidence, only when they relate (and often with the best 
intentions) accounts of miracles, sorceries, monstrosities, visions, 
trials, destined to manifest the judgments of God, &c. 

The language of Montaigne, in reference to this subject, is 
replete with good sense. Ile was urged to believe in sorcery, 
facts were cited to him ; he was shown certificates ; men who 
thought it right for him to be skeptical on other points, blamed 
his skepticism on this. He was summoned to yield his faith to 
the testimony of the sorcerers themselves, at their own ex
pense. This is the answer of the great doubter, who had good 
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reason for doubt on such matters : " Yet even in this, it is said 
that men are not always to insist upou the proper confessions 
of thc~c people ; for men have sometimes been known to accuse 
themselves of the murder of persons who have afterwards been 
found living and well. In these other extravagant accusations I 
would he apt to say, ·it is sufficient that a man, wliat rcwmmendation 
soei:er he mxy have, he beliei:ed in liuman tliings; but, of wltat 
is beyond !tis conception and of a siipernatural effect, he ouglit then 
only to be beliei:ed wlt~n it is authorized by a supernatural appro
hation. The privilege it lias pleased God to gii-e to some of our 
testimonies ouglit not to be liglitly communiwted and made cheap. 
I have my ears battered with a thousand such flim-flams as 
these. 'Three, saw him such a day in the East ; three, the 
next day, saw him in the \Vest, a,t such an hour, in such a place, 
and in such a habit.' In earnest, I would not take my own 
word for it. How much more natural and likely do I find it 
that two men should lie, than that one man, in twelve hours' 
time, should fly from East to West ? IIow much more natural 
that our understanding 'should be perverted by the volubility of 
our disordered minds, than it is that one of us should be carried 
by a strange spirit upon a broomstick, flesh and bones as we 
are, up the shaft of a chimney. Let us not seek delusions that 
are external and unknown-we, who arc perpetually agitatiid 
with delusions that arc domestic and our own. Methinks, a 
man is pardonable in disbelieving a miracle, as far at ·least as 
he can divert and expunge the verification of it by no wonder
ful ways, and I am of St. Augustine's opinion, that it is better 
to lean towards doubt than assurance in things hard to prove 
and dangerous to believe."* 

The incompetency of man in matters relating to the super
natural could not be more distinctly proclaimed. But Mon
taigne has proclaimed rather than proved it, although he briefly 

* The English edition of Montaigne's Essays, published In 1116.-Tra-ns. 

11* 
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indicates one or two reasons for this incompetency. Let u~ at
tempt to do what he lias left undone. Let us see how it is that 
so much worthless testimony bas sprung up, and upou what 
grounds it is explained. 

\V c must, first of all, endeavor to gain some idea of the em
pire exercised over the soul by a currcntr of wide-spread credu
lity. If it be difficult to keep one's legs in struggling against 
Alpine torrents, for a still stronger reason is it difficult to pre
serve entire self-control when beaten about by the violent waves 
of reigning superstitions. 

Represent to yourself a period (and this period l_asted more 
than ten centuries), in which the imagination was daily haunted 
by stories of visions, angelic apparitions and nocturnal revels of the 
demons; in which, images, whose impurity far exceeds anything 
that the most infamous romances dare depict, were constantly 
placed before the eyes of men, women, and even young children ; 
in which, unhen,lthy exaltation of the intellect existed in an en
demic and epidemic state ; in which the people were in the habit 
of living surrounded by sorcerers, phantoms, spells and ghosts ; 
in which the mind had been taught to refer to supernatural 
causes, the most trifling incidents of ordinary life, and no one 
was protected against these errors by the knowledge of the 
Holy Scriptures. Represent to yourself a period in which the pop
ular history was composed of such stories as !ill the collection of 
the B~llandists, * and then tell me if you think it possible to 
place any value on the testimony which offers itself in support of 
the supernatural. As for me, I am only surprised that the con
fusion was not more complete, and that momentary hallucina
tions did not give place to real insanity. The books of Bede, 
of Pierre le Venerable, of Hincmar, leave no room for doubt on 
this point. \Ve feel that all is explained, from the inundation 
of legendary miracles, the success of trials by fire or water, to. 
the denunciation of sorcerers and the confessions of sorcerers 
themselves. 

• The books of the Bollandlsts were a compilation of legends and lives of the Catholic 
Saints, tbe collection or which was begun by Bollandus.-Tran& 
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Under the action of such influences, superstition has gradually 
and silently gained ground, becoming a deep seated conviction 
in the minds of men. The least appearance transforms itself 
into reality : it has been heard, it has been seen, it has been done. 
Rumor magnifies as it spreads : it is the fable of the man who 
laid an egg. 

'Ve may add that the will, in such cases, completes the work 
of moral contagion. We often believe through ignorance ; but 
we also sometimes believe because we arc determined to believe. 
Certain facts appear edifying, we do not willingly forgive those 
who venture to put them in peril, and it then becomes difficult 
even for the heads of the Church to throw light upon a false 
miracle or a false relic previously famed for the cur'es it has per
formed. All was not ignorance · and innocence, either in the 
divine or diabolical wonders of the Middle Ages. 

The facility, moreover, with which we succeed in forging for 
ourselves, convictions almost smcere, is a very curious phenom
enon. \Ve begin by inventing or exag·gerating ; we finish by 
firmly believing. It is by no means clear to me, that those 
most infamous liars, the nuns of Loudun, did not, sometimes, 
during their hours of nervous excitement, almost persuade them
selves that they were really possessed. This would be an ex
treme case, and I do not affirm that it is so ; but it does not 
seem to me impossible for this strange illusion to be thus pro
duced at intervals. 

Be that as it may, it remains certain that fraud, properly so 
considered, has played a vast role in the formation of the won
ders which have been transmitted to us, with their cortege of cer
tificates. The well-known history of the .Holy N ombril is in
structive in this respect ; it proves that in the opinion of many 
people (honorable people moreover), a lie that edifies sl1ould be 
maintained at all hazards. 

It was at the beginning of the 18th century. The bishop of 
Cbulons, in obedience to bis conscience, had received from the 
Church of Notre Dame, a little stone which, under the title of 
Holy N ombril, had been for centuries presented to the adora-
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tion of the faithful. Immediately a solemn petition from the 
canons, cures au<l parishioners of the church thus dcspoilc<l, is 
laid before lllonseignenr. They speak of the antiquity of the 
relic, the impossibility that an error could have endured so long, 
the indulgences that had been gained by visiting the Iloly X om
bril, the miracles it had effected, " the d,.'l.ily relief it afforded 
them in their diseases,'' the benefit derived from it by the 
Duchess of N oaillcs, the bishop's own mother ; they insinuate, 
in short, that she ought to be respected, "although the relic 
which was tl1e subject of the remonstrance were as doubtful as the pe
titions bcliered it to be true." 

llow many times the world has reasoned thus in regard to 
miracles, sorcery, judicial ordeals, God alone knows. The de
tails being out of our reach, the part of fraud cannot be estima
ted, but thanks to certain discoveries, we arc all the better pre
pared to suspect its extent. The miraculous events related by 
Saint Andre in his book, merit particular notice. To take one 
instance among others therein recorded, he mentions having seen 
a woman notoriously possessed by a devil, who was gradually 
transformed into a saint, and whose incontestable miracles visibly 
multiplied, until her fraud and other infamies were finally dis
covered. Stories of this kind abound ; from possession to sanc
tity, there is but one step, and the testimony in support of it, is 
ordinarily such as to close the mouth of the doubters. 

Testimony ! ·who, at the present day, will tell us to what 
special origin it may, in its various branches, be traced ; whether 
to interested fraud, pious fraud, fear, excitement, or to halluci
nation ? ·who will even tell us which is the supposed, which is 
the real testimony ?;--for some of it is supposed. :Oom Calmct 
published as a fact, a certain discovery of the Duke de Richelieu 
relating to vampires. Now, the .Marechal contradicted the 
Benedictine ; yet, that did not prevent the assertion from ob
taining a publicity in the disscrtu.tions of Dom Calmct, which 
its denial never will have. 

Dom Calmet confesses, in his work, that an infinite number of 
fahulous facts and imaginary apparitions are in circulation, "I 
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myself have also related some," he adds, "in which I have very 
little faith." Ilow calculated that is to reassure us I The 
author puts his reservations in the Preface, his random asser
tions in the bocly of the work. Now, books are read more than 
their prefaces, and we may take it for granted that all the facts, 
without exception, which figure in the dissertations of the 
learned Father, will always be quoted with this remark : "The 
fact is attested by Dom Calmet." 

The number of historical lies, accredited after that fashion, is 
untold. The famous saying, " Racine will go out of fashion, 
like coffee," is attributed to Madame de Sevigne, who did not 
say it. Why ? Because Voltaire was pleased to invent, and 
La Harpe to arrange it. The same La Harpe .has arranged 
other things, and the prediction he puts into the mouth of 
Cazotte will eternally serve as a text to the champions of a 
certain species of the supernatural. "\Ve here see how history is 
written, and what use is made of old testimony. 

I know of some of more modern date, not less successful, 
yet which is strangely perverted. ~f. Leon de Laborde speaks 
of the magicians of Egypt : the contents of the pages he devotes 
to them are already quoted, transcribed, and commented on in 
hundreds of books. It would be interesting to examine his 
work, and see if extracts have not been made from it which 
were never put in by the author. This examination would 
throw new light on the career of testimony, showing how it 
bas been continually changed and magnified from century to 
century. 

What has hl. de Laborde related? That, when at Cairo, his 
curiosity had been excited to see some magicians. More for
tunate than other travellers (than I myself, in 1848), he 
discovered one, who is worthy to be spoken of here. Achmed 
poured some ink into the hand of a child; he filled the chamber 
with pe1fomes of musk and incense ; he traced figures, and 
repeated mysterious formulas; then, after having acted on the 
child in various ways, he succeeded in making him see divers 
figures : a Turkish soldier sweeping the Sultan's tent, the dif-
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ferent personnges thought of by M. de Laborde and Lord 
Prudhoi!, his companion. 

I will not say that l'lf. de Laborde was, at that time, very 
young, and that, in spite of all his intellect, he gave a hasty 
welcome to facts, which, if be had been older, would have been 
subjected to severe criticism. I will not say that his experi
ments, successfully repeated by him on the banks of the Nile, 
have never, to my knowledge, been reproduced on the banks of 
the Seine, where there is no scarcity of young children, ink, or 
incense, or even .the magic formula of which Achmed sold the 
secret. No, I admit that M. de Laborde was not deceived in 
1827, and that he stands ready to renew the experiment in 
1854. ·what conclusion do you pretend to draw from it? 
That he has met with the magicians of ancient Egypt ! That 
he has attested and proved the reality of sorcery I I admire, 
in fact, the patience with which he allows this testimony to be 
imputed to him, testimony which bears not the slightest evidence 
of truth or design. 

Indeed, this is only one of the most ordinary facts of Animal 
Magnetism. Apart from the formula, which serves no other 
end than to make an imposing introduction, the ensemble of 
Achmed's operations would have seemed to exercise upon the 
child, an influence analogous to that submitted to by magnet
ized subjects. That many similar effects arc obtained without 
passes, properly so called, is no longer to be contested ; that 
they are obtained without first producing sleep, and that a very 
concentrated will may put the magnetized person into that 
special nervous condition where the contact of intelligences is 
effected, seems every day to be demonstrated by facts. To this 
we shall presently return. The child submitted to such action, 
first sees the image imposed by the authority of the magnetizer ; 
he next sees and describes images presented to the minds of 
persons with whom the magnetizer puts him relation. This is 
not more extraordinary than the impressions communicated by 
M. Dupotet, or the common experiment in which the same glass 
of water takes alternately, the t.aste of different liquors thought 
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of by the magnetizer, or the faculty by which a somnambulist 
sees thoughts and the representation of objects in my mind, 
when I demand of him to indicate them. 

" But," it is said, ":M. de Laborde has spoken of sorcery, 
not of magnetism ! It is here I would ask you to pause 
while I establish with precision the metamorphosis, by virtue 
of which thousands of stories not less innocent than this, have 
become corrupt histories of magic, eternal tests for charlatans 
and weak minds, irrefutable arguments in support of the most 
absurd doctrines. It was natural enough that M. de Laborde 
should have wisherl to give his history a dramatic and mysteri
ous attraction ; there are few travellers who could have resisted 
the temptation. Yet the true opinion of the author may 
everywhere be seen. His Achmed is an " Algerine, a sorcerer 
by profession." l\L de Laborde, in a spirit of loyalty, is.careful 
to declare that he leaves out of the question, "the absolute 
reality of the apparitions and even a certain degree of accu
racy in the responses. And that granted, as he cannot admit 
that Achmed has deceived him, or that he has deceived him
self in regard to facts which are repeated twenty times under 
his own eyes, through au act of his will, what does he do? 
Does he assert that it is sorcery ? Far from that, and without 
a~scrting any positive explanation, he very evidently inclines to 
attribute the phenomenon to magnetism. Listen to his own 
words. "Among a long list of secrets and extraordinary 
effects produced by words written on small bits of paper and 
the most absurd recipes, I remarked several which indicated 
a knowledge of physics that I should not have thought to find 
in Egypt, and others, which, doubtless, resulted from the exercise 
of great magnetic power." " I can, in addition," said Achmed, 
" put any one to sleep on the instant, make him fall down, roll 
on the ground, throw him into a fit of passion, and, in the midst 
of his paroxysms, compel him to answer any questions and reveal 
to me all his secrets. \Yhen I choose I can also make the 
person seat himself on an isolated stool, and turning round 
with certain motions, 1 put him to sleep immediately; but he 
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remains with his eyes open, ~peaking and gesticulating as when 
awake." 

M. de Laborde likewise adds that the questions made use of 
by Achmcd, recall to his mind, the m,otions of rotation a11d at
traction employe.d by the rnagnetizers. It seems to me that this is 
clear, and that the witness of an oper:i,tion in magnetism has 
been transformed into the witness of an act of sorcery. J 
would willingly refer this point to M. de Laborde himself; I 
do not think he has a very high opinion of his ingredients and 
bis formula, which 111. de Mirville conscientiously refuses to 
reproduce (p. 262), through fear of furnishing to his readers 
the means of conjuring up the devil I* 

Testimony then, meets with strange treatment. Not only is 
it made to say what it does not say, but it is still more gravely 
distort~d by being separated from its natural explanation. The 
marvellous often amounts to but little ; it would disappear 
entirely if all the circumstances of the self-styled supernatural 
were known to us. Let me give an example. 

The Baroness d'Oberkirch mentions in her memoirs, an aston
ishing vision of Paul I. Now, we have here one of those sus
picious anecdotes that have been transmitted through several 
agents : the prince, then travelling in France, under the name of 
the Count du Nord, had related it himself. What plea should 
we have had for doubt, and on what ground could we ha:re 
opposed such testimony, if by the merest accident, Paul I. had 
not again met Madam Oberkirch, and confessed to her that, led 
away by the example of people around him, and wishing also 

* The general explanation furnished by Animal Magnetism, is sufficient, and with 
this I shall for the present. remain content. If I were further advanced in my work, 
if I had already spoken of biological experiments, I might perhaps ftnd in this ~pecial 
branch of magnetism, a still closer analcgy. The biologized person is delivP.red up a 
prey to external suggestions : he see~, touches, hears, what he ls ordered to see, touch 
and hear. Are not these precisely the facts in tbecaseof the •igyptian child? Again, 
this singular condition is in a great measure produced by concentrating the attention 
of the subject upon a point which he must regard without interruption during several 
minutes. '\\'"as not the };gyptian child compelled to fix his eyes upon the ink in the 
hollow of his hand until he saw the Image appear there which bad been mentally sug· 
gested to him Uy the magnetizer, or by the minds of the persons with whom the mag· 
netizer had put him in relation. 
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to have his mysterious tale, lie had invented, with the utmost 
gravity, the whole account of the apparition of bis grand
father, Peter the Great. 

It would be very easy to augment the number of well attested 
apparitions. Take, for instance, the dialogues related by Saint 
Simon, us having taken place in the chamber of the Marquis 
d'Effiat during his lrtst illness, every evening at seven o'clock ; 
how much would it be necessary to add to this story in order 
to rank it in the above named category ? A few moments 
previous to the appointed hour, the Marquis sent away his 
domestics, stationed (very brutally sometimes) his faithful 
friend Du Palais at the door, and immediately was to be heard 
the conversation of the invalid with a personage whose intro
duction remains inexplicable. But there are so many in
explicable things, the explanation of which is perfectly 
simple I 

The careful student of history, knows in what manner 
traditions are formed. That which yesterday was only a tale 
of the imagination, presented as such, becomes to-morrow, an 
unquestioned, unquestionable fact. vV e see this demonstrated 
under our own eyes in the legend which seems to be growing 
out of the phenomenon of Turning Tables. I have already 
quoted some anecdotes mentioned by lif. le Marquis de Mirvillc, 
the table that turns after the experimenters have left it, the 
dog that turns because the turning table falls on him. In vain 
shall we protest, in vain shall I affirm that my dog, placed on 
a table in full motion, has afterward evinced not the slightest 
wish to pirouette on his own account ; the prodigies are printed, 
and they will remain. Future writers will gladly refer to them, 
sm;tained as they are by the testimony of M. de Mirville. 

How many marvellous things have reached us in a similar 
way ! \Ve are utterly confounded when we behold the vast 
quantity of fables which have made themselves accepted as 
serious truths. There have been dissertations to explain the 
prolongation of man's life to four hundred years ; there have 
been dissertations to explain the extraordinary property pos-
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scsscd by some men of attracting precious stones and of render
ing themselves invisible. It would seem that the world has 
endeavored to justify the words of Cicero : "I cannot account 
for the fact tha_t an absurdity is never uttered, however great 
it may be, without finding some philosopher standing ready 
to nttest its truth." Have there not apsen grave discussion~ 
on the value of the Prophedes toiichirig the election of the popes, 
which were attributed to Malachi? llas it not been deemed 
necessary to point out the precise date of the imposture, by 
proving that the predictions anterior to Gregory XIV., and the 
year 1590, were as correct as the predictions posterior to that 
date were false ? Note that during one entire century, the 
book of the Prophecies was held in great honor ; that certain 
coincidences, such as arc always to be found, seemed to maintain 
its pretensions, and that other coincidences might, perhaps, be 
discovered there by any one disposed to take the trouble of 
comparing the elections of the popes with the more or less 
flattering designations of the psuedo Malachi : " The insatiable 
beast, the glorious penitence, the animal of the country, the 
apostolic pilgrim, the cross of the cross, the centre of the moon, 
etc." These sobriquets, which partake also of the nature of 
puns, are easily made generally applicable and thus conduct 
the reader to the epoch when, under the pontificate of a Roman 
Peter, Jesus Christ will come to judge the world. 

I feel humiliated as I recall these things to miud ; but of 
what use are our past follies if they do not sometimes put us 
on our guard against follies in the future ? Fraud, popular 
stories, exaggerations, ideas assuming a bodily form, tradition 
employs them all. There is no creed that has not its marvellous 
manifestations ; no revolution, that has not its precursory pro
digie~; alway_s, on great occasions, we hear the echo of the 
solemn voice spoken of by Plutarch, the cry announcing to the 
world, th(\ ruin of Paganism : " Great Pan is dead." I would 
advise those who do not yet understand how traditions are 
formed, to make a visit to the Chateau d'If; they will there be 
shown the prison in which the Count of Monte Christo was con· 
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fined. The romance of Alexandre Dumas is in 11. fair way to 
become a historical reality. Before the close of another cen
tury, it will have passed into a legend. 

I said, just now, that the prophecies of Saint lVIalachi contain 
two or three happy coincidences. No more are required. The 
most famous examples of prediction owe their origin in general 
to this law of the human mind which forgets the failures, remem- .. 
bcring only the successes. " The method of the JJiatthie-1t LCRnS
bergs, the Nostradamus, the Al1nanachs de Liege, has had its day," 
it is said ; bnt it is very certain that in their good times, things 
happened very much as follows : the almanachs contained two 
hundred absurdifas; ont of all this number (indeed, it is the 
truth), there was found one admirnble coincidence; that only 
was remembered, that only was spoken of. You know ! The 
almanach predicted it ! I have it still at home ! It was writ-
ten! 

Those who have studied the history of the divining wand are 
fully aware that the · explanation of its miracles has no other 
basis. It often miserably failed, its failures attracted no 
attention ; but was it so fortunate as to make a discovery, 
whether by chance, sagacity, a knowledge of certain facts, or 
magnetic lucidness, every body was impressed by this new won
der, it was reproduced in books, it alone, occupied the imagina
tion of the people and passed down to posterity. 

I have myself observed the progress of a superstition that 
yet subsists in the villages of the canton of Vaud. The inhabit
ants believe in the efficacy of a muttered prayer in arresting t!te 
flow of blood. In vain have I pointed out the numerous cases 
in which the blood continued to flow after the utterance of the 
prayer ; I could not induce them to pay the slightest heed to 
my words, and when the blood stopped, thou,gh it were an 
hour after the mechanical recitation of the sacramental words, 
they would exclaim in unison : " Now you see that there is 
virtue 'in the prayer !" 

'Who has not observed persons affected by presentiments ? 
If an account were kept of them, the list of contradictions fur-
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nished by the event, would doubtle~s he immcn~e. But these 
are all overlooked in presence of two or three triumphant 
coincidences. 

Some people fear to find themscl vcs. in a party or thirteen o.t 
table. And we may be sure that they will always have at 
their service, numerous striking anecdotes of death caused by 
the fatal number, while they forget the many instances in which 
it has led to no catastrophe. Now, it must indeed be admitted 
that if the number thirteen does not produce death, neither 
does it prevent it, and that the chances of denth among thir
teen people dunng a year are far 'greater than is, in general, 
imagined. 

I ought not to have said, however, that the number thirteen 
does not cause death, for it has repeatedly killed more than 
one table-companion whose imagination had been thus worked 
upon. History tells us of a former president of the parliament 
of Roueu, who could not resolve to sit down at table because 
he found himself the thirteenth guest ; another person was 
therefore introduced in order to make our superstitious friend 
tlie fourteenth. This arrangement made, he consented to join 
the party, but the repast had scarcely terminated when he was 
seized with a fit or apoplexy, and died immediately. 

We have just seen why it is that the clearest testimony often 
merits but indifferent confidence. The radical incompetency of 
man in regard to the supernatural, the influence exercised by 
reigning ideas, the delusions that inventors of fabulous stories 
succeed in creating in their own minds, a determination of the 

. will to maintain certain beliefs, fraud properly so-called, state
ments badly µnderstood, very simple adventures 'IYhich owe 
their marvellousness to the ignorance of particular circum
stances, casual coincidences elevated to the rank of permanent 
laws, ~ystematic forgetfulness of all the facts that are in con
tradiction of superstitious ideas, the rapid formation of tradi
tions and legends ; these are some of the causes which lead to 
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the iuaccuracy of attestations collected by historians. I might 
also add hallucination, collective or individual, which plays an 
extensive rok in the natural explanation of many assertions 
and confessions. I shall, hereafter, return to it, for I have as 
yet, only touched on this important branch of the subject. It is 
sufficient, at present, to have indicated in part, the chances of 
error that are interposed between the facts as they occurred, 
and the testimony such as we possess. 

I have said enough, however, to draw down withering objec
tions upon my humble head: 

" You depreciate testimony," is one cry, " and yet it is upon 
testimony that the sentence of capital punishment is pro
nounced l Is it then so little worthy of faith, this testimony 
which sends men to the scaffold ?" 

I might dispense with an answer. A fact is a fact; errors 
of testimony are as much facts as other' facts are, and they are 
facts supported by a vast amount of testimony. But I shall 
not stop with this determination to reject. It is my intention 
to show that in comparing judicial testimony with testimony 
bearing reference to supernatural events, things are confounded 
which are very dissimilar. All the conditions are different, the 
moral state of the witnesses, the moral state of the judges, and 
the nature of the testimony ; to say nothing of the mode of 
transmission, or the difference that exists between affirmations 
made at remote periods of time, in distant places, and the pro
cesses of direct interrogation, comparison, and inquiry.· 

\Yhat is the moral state of the witnesses in criminal pro
ceedings ? They generally feel the immense responsibility that 
rests upon them ; they feel it, aud the court constantly reminds 
them of it. The life of a man may depend upon one of their 
words. Resting under the weight of a solemn oath, their eyes 
open to the consequences of their declarations, standing in 
presence of the accused and his family, interrogated by juries 
and by judges,. cross-examined by the lawyers, everything acts 
as a restraint to confine them within the limits of what they 
know, and indeed, they arc rarely tempted to go beyond. But 
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the witnesses to mar"Vcllous events arc in no such condition. 
That which they write is ordinarily in full accord with the 
faith of t11eir times, or at least, with the passions of their party. 
Their exaggerations, they fancy, will never do any harm. On 
the contrary, they will serve the holy cause of truth. A man 
who writes under these circumstances, }Yithout immediate con
tradiction, witbo\1t control, voluntarily abandons himself to his 
imagination; he does not hesitate to embellish his narrative by 
presenting as certain whatever appears to him probable. 

The same difference exists in regard to the judges. They, 
whose duty it "is to decide the fate- of an accused person, com
pel themselves for the time being, to put aside error, illusion, 
and especially prejudice. It is most true that the prejudiced 
judge is an iniquitous judge, and this furnishe~ a very strong 
reason for abolishing the punishment of death in political mat
ters. Now the judges of testimony in relation to the super
natural, arc almost always as mnch prejudiced as the witnesses. 
Here are clergy, here are magistrates, here are chroniclers to 
whom the news of a miracle or an act of sorcery is carried. 
\Viii they exercise a severe criticism, they who participate in 
the general superstition in matters connected with the marvel
lous ? They who burned so many sorcerers, or who approved 
their pimishment, were they very likely to weigh the value of 
certificates of sorcery ? 

In short, the nature of the testimony in th.c two cases is far 
from being identical. In the first case, the witnesses are inter
rogated concerning facts of which they are competent to judge : 
Did such a man appear in such a street at such an hour ? Do 
you recognise him ? Did you see blood ? Did you hear cries? 
In the second case, on the contrary, the questions entirely 
exceed human competency : Did he cast a i>pell ? Have you 
been to the sabbat ? How is the devil made ? In what 
consists a compact with him ? Once launched forth on 
these mysterious waters, the imagination no longer holds 
the reins ; even the grossest and simplest details give place 
to exaggerations, hallucinations, and fraud : the accusers 
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take counsel of their fears and their hatreds, the accused gives 
his reveries for realities. The result is, that thousands of 
sorcerers have mounted the funeral pile in virtue of decisive 
attestations and complete confessions. Since I have read the 
Marquis de ~Iirville, I no longer dare ask if there be any one who 
believes that these thousands upon thousands of testimonials 
(the greater part of them sincere), correspond to the tl'Uth. 
I am content to assert, that with the exception of the champions 
of the 1fiddle Ages, no one, at the present day, hesitates to 
write in the margin of these accumulated testimonials, the 
\YOrds falsehood or illusion. 

There are some, who would compel us to admit the value of 
all historical testimony, and with this object in view, they quote 
judicial testimony ! It must be confessed that the argument is 
unfortunate. Iu supernatural matters, judicial testimony is 
shown to be no more reliable than historical testimony. To 
h::i.ve burned innocent men, women and children, by hundreds of 
thousands, is to have given no great proof of discernment. As 
for me, were I permitted to employ but a single argument 
against your theory of testimony, it is youi·s I should choose. 
"Testimony is sufficient for history, since it is sufficient for the 
scaffold !" Yes, the very manner.in which it has performed its 
duties towards the scaffold, indicates the reception it should 
meet with in history. 

"Ahl Are you there?" exclaim my opponents. ' "You are 
>erging towards historical skepticism l Holding your opinion on 
testimony, you have "uo longer the right to believe in the battle 
of Pharsalia, or the discovery of America by Columbus." Truly, 
that would be a pity, and I should be very glad to be shown 
that my doubts lead to that result. It is one of the tricks of 
extravagant doctrines to seize hold of some of the best estab
lished truths, and then to say : " You must accept everything 
or reject everything." I am acquainted with this method, and 
I mistrust it. I have already found a way of believing in God 
without believing in the miracle of la saUette, and I hope it will 
be possible for me to believe in the battle of Pharsalia without 
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believing in devils with cloven feet and in the sabbat. Between 
the Father llar<louin who admitted the existence neither of 
llomcr, Virgil, nor Horace, and our modern school of rch:i.bil
itntion at any cost, which aclmits things hitherto rejected, and 
magnifies things hitherto cried down, between absurd doubt and 
absurd credulity, I do not despair of finding a tenable position. 

I must here recall to the mind of my reader, a fundamental 
distinction. Certain subjects arc within the sphere of our com
petency, certain subjects are not. Some things we may receive 
on the testimorq of man, other things we should receive only on 
the testimony of God. This distinction is so well founded, that 
we instinctively make it without taking into consideration the 
reasons by which we are actuated. · I meet in the same historian, 
under guarantee of the same testimony, certain facts that I 
accept, others that I reject ; I no more hesitate to reject the 
second than to accept the first, and I am right. Not one of 
the readers of Livy will doubt the .abolition of royalty; not 
one will yield credence to the wolf of Romulus, or the shields 
fallen from heaveµ. In perusing the works of Gregoire de 
Tours, we do not dream of disputing the punishment of Brnne
haut, while we discard without ceremony the miraculous does 
which guide the armies. 

This selection is made independently of any other considera
tion ; and there is nothing arbitrary in it, reposing as it does 
upon a deep consciousness of the limits of our competency. 
It is upon absolutely similar grounds that we bestow or refuse 
our confidence in the various circumstances of life. \Vhy is 
the right of challenge exercised in courts of justice? Because 
friendship or hatred, prejudice, in one word, destroys our com
petency. \Vhy do we listen to stories of apparitions otherwise 
than we would listen to accounts of battles ip which the narrator 
took part ? Because the supernatural disturbs the use of our 
faculties, and exceeds our competency. \Vhy be suspicious of 
that portion of history which relates to the first king
dom of Assyria., while we have perfect confidence in that 
which relates to the age of the Cresars ? Because the documents 
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a.re deficient in the one case and abound in the other, so that 
we are competent and incompetent by turns. 

These are practical distinctions which no one will refuse to 
make. Without contradicting the reason or the moral sense, 
without in any degree falling into historical skepticism, we each 
establish the limit where our own individual skepticism com· 
mences, and at that point begins our incompetency as judges and 
witnesses. Prejudice, the inadequacy of the documents, the 
mysterious nature of the subjects, either ·one of these suffices 
to inspire us with legitimate suspicion. What will be our faith 
when the three causes for doubt are united I Now, this is 
always the case whenever we find ourselves in presence of a 
testimony which concerns miracles or deeds of sorcery. 

"Well, then !" it is said, "we shall also reject your testi
mony on the subject of Turning Tables I By what right do you 
pretend to be alone preserved from the conditions of human in
firmity? Since extraordinary facts are in general, so badly ob· 
served and so badly reported, neither will we receive yours I 
There are no peculiar privileges for the experiments at 
Valleyres I 

Experiments-you have pronounced the true word, that which 
explains the invalidity of the testimony in the one case, and its 
value in the other. An incident is not an experiment. 

There are many incidents, the nature of which, their mode 
of establishment, their palpable evidence, the persistence of 
their consequences, place them beyond serious debate ; history 
is the series, in general very reliable, of these incidents. But 
there are also some which exist only in virtue of the affirmation 
of one or several persons who have heard, have seen; they are 
isolated events, in no way confirmed by consequences ; they are 
special, limited facts, which have or have not taken place. 
Now, if any of these facts are tinged by the marvellous, the 
principles of suspicion just m"entioned may legitimately be 
applied to them. 

"With our experiments, it is not so. The question assumes 
quite another bearing in regard to them, characterized as they 

12 
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are by this essential difference, that certain conditions being 
fulfilled, the experiments may, everywhere and always, be repro
duced. Thus, when we affirm, that on condition of persevering 
to will strongly, the elevation without contact may be obtained, 
we, by no means ask. to be believed in virtue of the particular 
value of our testimony, but in virtue o( the general value which 
pertains to the experiments. No one has the right to say in 
regard to an experiment : "I will believe, when I have seen 
it;" it is every one1s right and duty to say this in regard to 
supernatural incidents. 

·when a series of experiments is announced to us, we are 
to consider only two things : the circumstances under which 
they are effected, and the legitimacy of the conclusions derived 
fr~m them. \Ve must be at liberty, moreover, to renew the 
experiments for ourselve1> ; this can do no harm, and in the mean
time the experiments are held as certain, until proved the con
trary. This is their right, a right without which, studies and 
scientific discussions would be impossible. 

Yet, I cannot too often repeat that there is nothing magical 
in the word experiment. Some experiments are conclusive, some 
are not. It is important, therefore, to inquire whether those 
of which we hear, do not come within this latter category. .Are 
the conditions serious, and do they offer real guarantees 
against error? Are the results decisive or insignificant ? 
Such investigations as these cannot be too critically conduct
ed, and we desire that they should be made in relation to 
the experiments at Valleyres. But an experiment, I would 
once more repeat, does not rest on testimony, it rests on the 
importance given to it by its permanence, its regularity, the re· 
lation established between a result obtained ancl the fulfillment 
of the conditions. 

It is entirely otherwise with the accounts of possessions, mir
acles, and sorceries. They cannot possibly be verified ; take 
away the testimony, there is nothing left. 

I am aware that the attempt might be made to remove a por
tion of the diabolical supernatural from the category of incl-
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dents into that of experiments-and why should such an attempt 
not succeed, since a regular relation exists between evocations 
and certain formulas? Now, here we have precisely the best 
test of the value of the testimony in question : while a carefully 
executed experiment always succeeds, an incantation, equally as 
well executed, succeeds only in times of shameful rnpersti· 
tion and gross ignorance. Take your recipes, your magical 
words, your grass, and try to raise the faintest shadow of a 
devil, try to send it into the body of your neighbor, to kill his 
flocks, to transport him bodily to the sabbat; you will utterly 
foil in these days, or at least unless you dwell in some retired 
corner, secluded from the rest of the worid, where you have 
preserved intact the blissful credulities of the :Middle Ages. 

The distinction between experiments a::id incidents is not 
much less important, than that between incidents which pertain 
to our competency and those which exceed it. It is of univer· 
sal and daily application. 

Does any one speak to me of Animal Magnetism ? I there 
discover various phenomena which I have no need to see in 
order to be assured of their truth, for they have the character 
of experiments, and are connected in a regular manner with the 
accomplishment of certain conditions. I also discover other 
phenomena of an exceptional title which enter into the class of 
incidents. 

Does any one speak to me of the tables and their spirits ? I 
discover there again several phenomena that have the character 
of experiments. I know, then, that wherever the chain has been 
formed, the tables have turned and obeyed ord~rs mentally 
issued. I know that this is true, even without having seen it ; 
it only remains to know if the guarantees of the experiment are 
sufficient, and if the conclusions derived from it are legitimate. 
But I discover other facts of an exceptional character, and 
which enter into the class of incidents. l am told of pianos 
that have been made to fly ! I am ignorant of such a fact, and 
I certainly shall not believe your testimony, for you may have 
been the subject of an individual or collecfrve hallucination, ex· 
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amples of which are very numerous. This is not an experiment, 
for you have no process by which men or articles of furniture 
can be made to fly, and you say to no one : " Come, let us per
form the necessary conditions, and then you will be transported 
through the air ; you will fly out by the window, and you will 
return by the window." It is true, your spirits and their reve
lations still remain. We will place them, if you insffit upon it, 
in the number of experiments, but experiments that have failed. 
You announce to us, indeed, supernatural revelations, and yet, 
each medium gives them the impress of his own particular ideas I 
You announce to us the conversation of men of genius, and 
their words are stamped with the seal of vulgarity I 

I come now to the last objection presented by the partisans 
of testimony. According to them, all our distinctions between 
human competency and incompetency, between experiments and 
incidents, will be of no avail in preserving Christianity from the 
blows which our theory gives it. If our theory does away with 
historical and scientific certainty, it cannot do away with reli
gious certainty, for the Gospel is, by no means, exempt from the 
supernatural, and neither is it an experiment. The Gospel, they 
add, rests on precisely the sort of testimony we reject ; these 
miracles which we treat so badly, are its support. 

I always experience a feeling of painful surprise when I per
ceive the miserable idea too generally prevailing in the world in 
regard to the proofs of Christianity. 

\Vhat ! would they make it rest on miracles, which themselYes 
rest on the value of testimony? Have they carefully con
sidered this aspect of the question? Have they well pondered 
on the poor syllogism charged with supporting the entire edifice 
of our hopes and our faith ? Thanks be to God, the foundation 
of our religion st3uds upon a broader and a firmer basis. God, 
who knoweth the inevitable lies of t rad:tion, has not condemn
ed us to believe in Jesus Christ because tradition attests the 
reality of miracles which, in their turn, attest the reality of the 
Saviour's mission. I am aware that the general apology for 
miracles throughout the world reasons after tliis fashion ; but 
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it is of human origin, very human. God leaves their acceptance 
or rejection to our consciences, our un<lerstandings and our 
hearts. 

The miracles, a serious and essential basis of revelation, and 
important evidence to the minds of occular witnesses, can no 
longer have any value for us except in proportion as we believe 
in the divinity of the bo.oks wherein they are contained. To 
demonstrate the truth of the books by the miracles found in 
them, would be a strange begging of the question. The ques
tion, then, is of the divinity of the books, and this can be 
affirmed to us by God alone, for in matters relating to the 
supernatural, the testimony of God is alone valuable. 

Now, here we possess the testimony of God. If any of my 
readers are disposed to follow me while I trace the short series 
of simple ideas by which the man whose moral resistance is 
vanquished (and this cannot be, except through the assistance of 
the Holy Spirit offered to us), succeeds in grasping the Divine 
evidence, they will be enabled to judge for themselves, whether 
I, in any degree, compromise the real foundations of revelation. 

And, first, to consider the New Testament only as a docu
ment subject to controversy, I remark that the most unbridled 
criticism (the criticism of Germany, which is enough to say), 
has succeeded neither in impeaching the authenticity of a por
tion of the books that compose it, nor in casting doubt on the 
historical. reality of its principal fact. Here, then, we have a 
starting point, which is in nowise disturbed by the application 
of tho most rigorous principles in matters of testimony. 

Our second point remains equally undisturbed in presence of 
this extreme German criticism, which, although it is extreme, 
has not abdicated all reason and all modesty to fall back upon 
the childish, mythical explanation of a Strauss, or into the gross 
atheism of a Feuerbach. The essential features of the life and 
teachings of the Saviour, are neither seriously questioned nor 
seriously questionable. Jesus went about from place to place, 
accompanied by his disciples, at strife with the Pharisees, curing 
the sick, pardoning the sins of those who believed in him, de-
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daring that sincere faith manifests itself by sanctification and 
good works ; liis instructions frequently clothe themselves in 
tl1e form of parables ; he affirms his divinity ; in short, he ap
peals to the Scriptures concerning it as to the very word of 
God; in all circumstances he affirms that Divine Revelation 
comes to us by means of infallible books, infallibly collected. 

It is, then, through the mouth of J.esus Christ himself, that 
we receive the testimony upon which all our religious faith 
reposes. This testimony is so far indestructible as to be still 
found at the bottom of the alembic, where an unsparing criti
cism has dared to place the Gospels. Jesus Christ has, at the 
same time, attested his divinity and the divinity of the Scrip
tures. In presence of this double declaration, what course shall 
we pursue ? We must either undertake to p-::-ove Christ to be 
wrong, or we must say : "Since Jesus Christ declares himself 
to be God, he is Goll. Since he is God, he can neither deceive 
nor be deceived. Since he cannot deceive, his declarations con
cerning the Scriptures are true ; not only does God inspire the 
books destined to reveal his will, but he himself assures their 
collection and preservation." 

Shall we prefer to place ourselves in opposition to Christ? 
Shall we maintain that he is deceived both in regard to his 
divinity and in regard to the Scriptures? This is, indeed, the 
true point of the debate. The rest cannot be questioned by any 
honest and sensible minds ; if we would question the l!xistence 
of Jesus Christ, the principal features of his life and teachings, 
the doctrine he has propounded in reference to his person, or 
the- manner in which God has revealed himself in the Scriptures 
that are infallibly written and infallibly collected together, we 
must also be prepared to question the battle of Pharsalia. 
Everybody has not sufficient courage for that. 

Now, the grounds being clearly defined, the following are a 
few of the considerations that present themselves to the mind 
of the sincere man. The reader will judge for himself if they 
do not seem to him rather more convincing than the old argu
ment of testimony, in which tradition is charged with giving us 
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the miracles, and the miracles are made responsible for the 
Gospel. 

I cannot, for a moment, be in doubt in regard to the opinion 
of Christ on the subject of his personality, and the divinity of 
the Scriptures. In order to have the right to accuse him of 
error on the second point, I must accuse him of error on the 
first ; and what an error l It is more than an error, it is a. 
blaEphemy, the most awfnl blasphemy. Either Jesus Christ is 
God, as he affirms, and must be believed when he likewise 
affirms that God bas manifested himself by means of written 
and infallible revelation, a simple and admirable method which 
he gives us no encouragement to suppose will be departed from 
in the future, or Jesus Christ is the greatest of blasphemers, 
the most culpable, the most foolish l . . . My pen refuses to 
finish the statement of the inevitable alternative. I prefer to 
appeal to the reason and conscience of whomsoever will exer
cise them. Herc we are presented with the grand, the irresisti
ble argument which God has incorporated in the ve1·y Gospel 
itself. If there arc things that surpass our comprehension, there 
are others which we a1;e capable of appreciating, and which 
correspond to the truths of every man's consciousness. And, 
indeed, what is the spontaneous declaration of our intellect aud 
our heart? "Never did man speak like unto this man." Was 
there ever such a life, such a death, such a doctrine invented? 
Whence comes, if not from Heaven, this sudden appearance of 
a light, without warning, without parallel in the past or the 
future, thi:i sunshine, without dawn and without twilight, this 
elevated thought, which no human book inspires or explains, 
these lofty sentiments, to the level of which no man bas since 
attained? Whence comes the profound darkness that reigned 
both before and after the Gospel ? Yes, after the Gospel, nor 
do I run any risk of being contradicted by those of my readers, 
who, having read the Gospel, have afterwards tried to read the 
Fathers. 

Ah ! Jesus Christ has not contented himself with asserting 
his divinity, he has proved it. It everywhere shines forth in his 
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person, his language, his most trivial actions. Ilis whole life is 
a miracle more glorious than all the others. It annihilates criti
cism, and defies refutation. Those who have drawn near to the 
person of the Saviour no longer stand in need of any proof 
that he is God, and that what he affirms cannot be false. They 
have an argument which nothing can o~erthrow, the place of 
which nothing can supply : personal experience. Say to the 
man who basks in the warm rays of the sun, that there is neither 
sun, nor light, nor heat I Say to the man who has contem
plated the Saviour's divinity, that the Saviour was wrong in 
saying, "He that hath seen me hath seen the Father ;" that 
he dese~ves no confidence when he asserts that God has revealed 
himself in the Scriptures, and that he himself, watches over this 
inviolable trust ! 

It is very evident, then, that our foundation is broad and 
firm. \V c arc not reduced to the extremity of resting our be
lief in Christianity on the perilous demonstration of the miracles 
of the Saviour and his Apostles. These miracles, a necessary 
manifestation of the divinity of Jesus Christ, are most real in 
our eyes, since they are recorded in the divinely inspired books; 
but the miracles do not guarantee the authenticity of the books; 
the books guarantee the authenticity of the miracles. 

\Vho, then, compromises the miracles of Jesus Christ ? Yon, 
yon alone ; you, with your false theory of testimony ; you, 
with your supernatural apocrypha, the falsehood of which in
cessantly betrays itself, although the attestations in its favor 
are as numerous as those of the Gospel. Believe me, nothing 
casts so much suspicion on the miracles of the Bible as the ap
pearance of thousands and millions of other miracles, a hundred 
times more extraordinary, which arc produced in support of 
doctrines the most antagonistic to them and to the Bible. The 
tendency of your supernatural is to cause an instinctive reaction 
b the human mind ; it asks if the entire structure of the super
natural may not be an imposture, if it docs not repose upon the 
delusions and inevitable lies of testimony applied to subjects be
yond the proper limits of our competency. 
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Thus, we have no pretext whatever for obstinately maintain
ing the value of testimony in matters relating to the marvel
lous. In denying it, we compromise neither historical certainty 
in general, the certainty of experiments, nor the certainty of 
evangelical facts, but we do compromise, nay, utterly destroy 
the edifice of your legends and your sorceries ; take away the 
testimony that props it up, and it falls, a melancholy ruin, to 
the ground. Your legends and your sorceries will alone be 
overthrown, if the world shall at last have the good sense to 
reject the pretended axiom, "Every prodigy, attested by en
lightened and disinterested persons, is a real prodigy." 

God, in his infinite wisdom and goodness, has established his 
holy truth by other proofs than miracles and human testimony. 
He delivers over to our examination the marvellous things not 
embraced in the Scriptures. .Let us, then, use our liberty in 
respect to them, let us make use of our faculties, let us open 
our eyes, and we shall soon see for ourselves, that the part of 
the marvellous is most questionable and insignificant when we 
remove the part of fraud, of error, of exaggeration, of currents 
of credulity, of stories at second hand, of complacency, of indi
vidual and epidemic hallucinations, of physical phenomena, in 
short, which pass for miraculous, because they are as yet im
perfectly understood. 

12* 
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CHAPTER IV. 

PARTICULAR GROUNDS FOR SUSPICION. 

HA vrno now established the general principle that should 
guide us in the appreciation of testimony, my next step will be 
to show by facts, that the marvellous fabrications in which we 
are summoned to believe are unworthy of credit. If they are · 
found to be stamped by certain essentially suspicious charac
teristics, if the marvellous rarely manifests itself except in per
sons who are governed by their imaginations, and whose ner
vous system is easily excited, if it be produced only among 
nations and in ages where the control of criticism does not 
exist, if its explanation can be shown to rest on the interest of 
a particular doctrine or on any religious foundation whatever, 
if it vanishes before an impartial and judicious investigation, it 
will be granted, I think, that we have some cause for mistrust. 

Now, none of these symptoms of falsity are wanting in the 
very best attested supernatural apocrypha. 

In the first place, it is impossible to peruse the accounts of 
possessions that fill and survive the Middle Ages, without being 
impressed by one invariable fact : women are much more fre
quently the subjects of possessions than men, and women im
mured in cloisters, than women leading an ordinary life. From 
convent to convent the diabolical epidemic takes its way, or if 
it forsakes the convents to be diffused over cities, it is women, 
young girls, and young children perhaps, whom it attacks. 
'l'he Ursulines alone were first possessed at Loudun ; then, the 
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affair extending, some cases occurred out of the convent, but 
always among women. The same remark applies to the 14th, 
15th, 16th, and 17th centuries. In the 18th century, the famous 
convulsions of the cemetery Saint Medard, werP. still imputed to 
women, although not nuns (there \Vere no more Jansenist nuns, 
and for a very good reason). Read the history of the secmirs, 
it is women only, who seek relief from blows of axes, fire dogs, 
and sword thrusts. \~Thence comes it. that no man seeks 
the same favor through the intercession of the Deacon 
Paris. 

\Vhence comes it ? The question is a grave one. There 
were, during all these centuries as many monks as 1:uns, yet the 
nuns have almost a monopoly of possessions I The cities con
tained as many men as women, yet the women have almost a 
monopoly of possessions I Does not such a fact speak volumes 
as to the true nature of the phenomenon ? If certain miracles 
could only be performed in damp places, this would be strong 
evidence to my mind that the so-called miracles were merely 
the physical effects of humidity. So also, with the possessions 
which affect only women, and especially nuns; they, by no means, 
seem to me of supernatural origin. I recall to mind, the par
ticular action of the nervous system, of the imagination, the 
peculiar moral atmosphere of the places in which the malady 
shows itself, and from a consideration of these circumstances, I 
deduce the nature of the disease. It may, perchance, be 
demanded of me, that I accept a theory in virtue of which 
demons have a marked predilection for women, and for nuns in 
particular ! This theory is the last resource of the champions 
of the .Middle Ages and of the faithful believers in sorcery. I 
advise them to adhere to it ; they have sustained other theories 
less worthy. 

Let them be equally carefql to establish the point that young 
women are the most li<tble to possessions, This new fact, not 
less remarkable than the first, confirms the natural explanation 
we have indicated ; it is a little less simple when we regard it 
from a sqpernatural point of view. But our adversaries ii.re 
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not men to pause at such trifles ; they will get over that diffi
culty, we may be sure. 

The discussion, moreover, concerns only the explanation, the 
facts are beyond all controversy. Those who may be dispo;;cd 
to doubt my assertion, will do well to refer to the two interest
ing volumes of Doctor Calmcil (de Id Folie), or the not less 
interesting volume of Doctor Briere de Boismont (des Ifalluci.
nations), or the History of Pierre Lebrun (Histoire critique des 
pratiques superstiticuses), or the letters of Safut Andre on 
Magic, or ViT alter Scott, or the first treatise on Demonology 
they may chance to meet, and they will find my words bril
liantly confirmed. There are sorcerers among men (especially 
among shepherds !) but the particular form of diabolical action 
which is styled possession, is generally manifested in coments. 
This is So true, that it receives in old books the name of the 
possesssion of the nuns (possession des nonnains.) 

To this first cause of suspicion, we would add a second, 
which appears to me by no means unimportant. Supernatural 
facts abound in certain ages and in certain countries ; in 
others, they do not care to show themselves. 

It is with them as with cotemporary sorceries, which multi
ply under the eyes of certain classes ·of witnesses, and which 
never present themselves to the attention of others. The same 
countries are visited by Catholic and Protestant missionaries. 
How is it to be accounted for, that the Protestants have never 
perceived the faintest trace of the daily prodigies that are "in 
everybody's mouth " in China, for example, and fill the Annales 
de la propagation de la Joi? I accuse no one of insincerity. I 
merely say that the marvellous things related by M. de Mir
ville, and of which the number fully equals the evidence, ought 
also to have attracted the attention of our Protestant missiona
ries. The latter, I am obliged to admit, tell us of little else 
than gross frauds, and most ridiculous acts of sorcery. They 
recount to us the tribulations experienced by the poor rain-
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makers of Southern Africa, and they never state facts that 
seem to exceed the limits of chance, calculation, or the tricks 
of jugglery. 

There arc then two methods of observing things ; witnesses, 
equally honorable, equally disinterested are, in supernatural 
matters, very likely utterly to disagree in their testimony. 
\Ve should be on the alert against certificates originating in 
certain ages of the world ! 

Plutarch, in his times, was astonished that the oracles 
had ceased ! A little research would have shown him the 
cause. False oracles never cease except for good reasons. 
I know of some periods and some countries where a cer
tain species of the supernatural is not at all aIL-.,;ious to seek 
the light. 

It '"as gravely stated in the sixteenth century, that the French 
dogs rejected the meat which was thrown to them by the hereti
cal Germans; whether the miracle resulted from their orthodoxy 
or their patriotism, it was none the less brilliant. At the pres
ent time, I am sorry to say, tile canine race has degenerated, 
and it takes its food from any hands, irrespective of friends or 
foes. 

The canton of Vaud, so rebellious to the spirits in these days, 
and where we have vainly interrogated the sorcery of speaking 
tables, was formerly celebrated for its witchcraft, and princi
pally for its l01ips-garous. It was during the fifteenth century 
the theatre of horrible scenes. A general panic prevailed 
throughout the country ; a great number of children had been 
devoured ; the neighborhood of Lausanne bore the reputation 
of being the principal place of rendezvous for the instruments 
of Satan. Judges and inquisitors were not slow to profit by 
the opportunity. Hundreds of miserable beings perished in 
the flames, after having endured the torture of the wooden 
horse.* :Kor were the confessions of persons affected with 
lycanthropy wanting to complete the melancholy spectacle ; 
these boasted of having lived on human flesh, of having gorged 

* An instrument of torture. 
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themselves on thouso.nds of new-born infants. It seems evident, 
therefore, tho.t cannibalism was then in vogue in this part of 
Europe and clsewhere.-\Ve must acknowledge that, although 
centuries succeed, they do not resemble each other l 

Neither do adjoining countries more nearly resemble each 
other. In some countries we continually hear of the presence 
of vampires. Russia, Poland, Hungary, ·Moravia, are infested 
by them. Oth~r countries, Ireland and Denmark, for instance, 
were subjected to them a long time; but the annoyance has now 
ceased. Be that as it may, it appears that vampirism is rabid 
only in the North.; it demands Northern imaginations.-And 
now, if you wish for anecdotes, you will find them in abund
ance ; if you wish for witnesses and testimony, you will have 
them in such quantities that doubt shall appear to you impos
sible. Is it possible for one to be deceived a hundred times, a 
thousand times, ten thousand times, regarding a fact as simple 
as this : a dead man rises from the tomb, visits his relations on 
co.Ith, embrn:ce3 them, and sucks their blood, until he has pros
trated their strength or killed them ; vampires may be exter
minated by digging a ditch, cutting off the head of the dead 
man, and piercing his heart, the ruby color of which clearly an
nounces his criminal habits l Does this prodigy not suffice 7 
You have only to interrogate the active vampires who, still in 
existence, not only amuse themselves by sucking the blood of 
their friends, but confess it in a loud and intelli~ible voice. 

\Ve have no reply to make; none, further ~han to remark 
that these charming stories do not venture beyond certain 
frontiers, and that they are gradually disappearing from the 
countries which still persist in believing them. Even there, 
vampires are decidedly on the decline ; their number decreases 
from age to age, from year to year ; and it would, at the pres
ent time, be quite easy to designate the privileged districts 
where the prodigy is accomplished, as in days of yore. 

All supernatural phenomena increase or diminish by reason 
of reigning ideas. I cannot understand how a fact so evident 
and decisive as this, could have escaped any serious observer. 
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Certain things occur only in the Middle Ages ; others are only 
to be met with among people endowed with pensive imagina
tions. The Swedes and Norwegians live in the midst of count
less wonders, of which we, rational inhabitants of France and 
Switzerland,can form no idea. Haunted houses abound in cer~ 
tain regions, and in others not a single one is to be seen. I have 
been peculiarly unfortunate ; neither at Paris, nor at Geneva, 
nor in the canton of Vaud, have I been able to discover one 
house frequented by ghosts. And even where such are to be 
found, I venture to assert that everybody does not see phan
toms ; that is reserved for a few sensitive individuals who are 
predisposed to vision~ in general, either by public rumor or the 
aspect of places. 

The same remark applies to the miracles. You can tell in 
advance, what author will relate the greatest number. You 
can tell in what diocese of the present day, apparitions of vir
gins and letters fallen from Heaven may be expected . 

.And, strangest of all ! The places in which wonders would 
seem to be most needed are the very ones in which they never 
appear. 'Why not mingle the incredulity of Paris with the 
heresy of Geneva ? I would propose that instead of giving us 
a few spirits ashamed of their role, a wretched magic as a sub
stitute for magnetism, you show us at Paris these undoubted 
prodigies, which are in "everybody's mouth," at Canton, or in 
Cochin China. Cause your men suspended in the air to hover 
over the streets and public squares of our capitol. Deliver 
Geneva up to the empire of the demons ; let us see haunted 
houses in all its streets, people possessed by devils in every 
house. Is it not shameful that Protestant Eome* should have 
been sheltered from attacks which ought to have multiplied 
there to infinity I In truth it is most strange ; and, whatever 
may be the period of its duration, the world will eventually con
clude that prodigies so ready to shun the light, have their only 
origin in the imagination. 

• Geneva.-Tram. 
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Another rcrr:ark might lead to the same conclusion. There 
is often at the foundation of great supernatural epidemics, a 
doctrine interested in making itself known, and this doctrine 
~aries according to times and places. All the possessed women 
of Loudun will denounce Urbain Graudier; all the Ccvcnol 
prophets will attack the mass and the pdests ; all the convul
sionaries (wnvulsi011naires) of Saint Mcdard will comment on 
the doctrines condemned by the bull; to say nothing of the 
American Spiritualists, and their zeal to substitute Unitarianism 
for Christianity. Complaisance for the marvellous is unlimited 
the instant creeds and prejudices are brought in question. It 
is thus that in the first ages of the Christian Era, N eoplatonism 
multiplied its miracles, and sought with that degree of relative 
sincerity which comports with a partisan spirit, to build up its 
dogmatic conceptions on the brilliant demonstration furnished 
by its prodigies. 

Miracles are, in general, under our control ; they await our 
bidding, and come when we waut them. I have already men
tioned the example of the marvellous cures of king's evil per
formed in England, but whieh are never heard of in that country 
until its rulers lay claim to the crown of France. From that 
moment the cures effected are so numerous that Bradwardin, the 
confessor of Edward llI. exclaims, in a tone of defiance: "Come 
to England, you who deny miracles ; bring to our Prince what
ever Christian is afilicted with la rnaladie du roi; he will cure 
him in the name of Jes us Christ, making the sign of the cross, 
however inveterate may be the disease." The founders of re
ligious orders, the inventors of still contested dogmas, which 
stand in need of further support, all are equally well armed 
with prodgics and visions. 

During the period in which the worship of the Virgin Mary 
received a new and remarkable impetus, miracles were not 
wanting in its favor. Anselm tells the story of a certain dis
solute prebendary, who, drowned in the midst of his licentious 
pursuits, and transported to hell by the agents of the devil, was 
reclaimed by the Virgin :Mary at the end of three or four days, 
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because he had been in the habit of performing certain services 
in her honor. 

The illustrious Bernard, Abbe de Clairvaux, having adopted 
views in opposition to the immaculate conception, an apparition 
was sent to him to convince him of his error. A menial brother 
afterwards saw the holy abbe clothed in garments as white as 
snow, with the exception of one large spot which sullied the 
lustre of this whiteness. 'fhe good monk sorrowfully asked, 
" \Vhy, my father, do I behold you polluted by a black spot?" 
"Because," replied Bernard, " I have spoken ill of the Concep· 
tion of the Holy Virgin." 

The thing did not stop there. The controversy, for there 
were two sides to it, · was carried on by visions. Two important 
saints, Brigitte and Catharine de Sienne testified with equal 
authority, the one, that the- immaculate conception had been 
miraculously declared false, the other, that it had been miracu
lously revealed to her. 

I do not enter into the merits of the question. I even pass 
over iu silence the innumerable apparitions, which are to be 
found at the origin of the different religious orders. I merely 
venture to assert, that, without comparing the sentiments of the 
personages represented, there has been no more reality in these 
visions, so very apropos, than in the vision related by Erasmus, 
and behind which he shelters himaelf with the following joke : 
"They imagine that Saint Frarn;ois is displeased with me, be
cause I censure those who promise Heaven to such persons as 
are buried in the garments of their order. But the blessed 
founder appeared to me in the middle of the night, greeting me 
with smiles and expressions of friendship. Ile thanked me for 
my exertions in repressing licentiousness, for which he had al
ways felt the greatest aversion." The conclusion is known. 
Erasmus amuses himself in describing the costume of the saint, 
in such a way as to condemn one by one all the elegances of 
the Franciscans of his time. Ile even goes so far as to affirm 
that he Saw no stigmata upon him ! At all events, Franc;ois left 
him saying, "Fight manfully, and. you will soon be with me." 
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This jesting throws light on many more serious appari
tions. 

Those of the famous l\Iary d' Agreda have divided the religious 
world in both France and Spain. La Sorbonne and Bossuet 
have given, without doubt, excellent reasons against this incredi
ble book, at the contents of which I do not venture even to 
glance, where the beatific vision is described in all its details, 
and where the history of the family of Mary, her life, her glory 
in Heaven, is made up of fictions most umrnrthy of credit. Yet, 
if good reasons were on one side, testimony and miracles were 
on the other. Certificates were plentiful in Spain, and even in 
France, the partisans of the mystical seeress relate the miracles 
that accompanied the translation of her works. \Vas I not 
right in saying that, when a prodigy is necessary, it rarely fails 
to be produced ? 

Nor are they confined to the saints, heretics also have them, 
and in equal proportions. Cyprien complains of the ·" silly 
visions" of his adversaries. Cardinal Bona not less deplores the 
revelations and false apparitions of the illuminati. The disciples 
of Simon the magician, of Basilide, the V alentinians, the Sabel
Iians, have all had their miracles. Porphyry had his. The 
Arians opposed theirs to Athanasius, and the prodigies of the 
Donatists were brought forward in their controversy with Augus
tine. Antoinette Bourignon, l\Ime. Guyon, have not been 
behind-hand, and Mme. Krudener, in the middle of the 19th 
century, has miraculously multiplied loaves of bread. 

And does any one think that the annals of l\Iahometanism or 
of Paganism are less rich in facts of this sort ? The Hindoo 
fakirs have also many stories of saints. The vestal virgins of 
ancient Rome untied their girdles, and made use of them to 
raise boats imbedded in the sands of the Tiber. Accused of 
crime, they took a sieve, filled it with water, and thus proved 
their innocence. 

It will be remembered, without our returning to it, with what 
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success analogous tests of boiling water and red hot iron were 
for a long time applied. I might also add the judicial combat ; 
all these trials worked wonderfully well in favor of the orthodox 
bishops, sometimes even in favor of the heretics-in the hands 
of the Christians, sometimes also in the hands of the Pagans
in behalf the innocent, and sometimes in behalf of the guilty. 

They were for a long time believed in ; for a long time im
posing testimony demonstrated the reality of the miracle, until 
faith in the miracle was finally weakened, and all the apparatus 
of extraordinary facts broke to pieces, in that burlesque scene 
of which Constantinople was the theatre at the close of the 
thirteenth century. The clergy being divided on the election 
of a patriarch and other questions, they agreed to employ the 
trial by fire ; but they were prudent enough to apply it to the 
manuscripts, rather than to the persons of the disputants. The 
fire was lighted on Holy Saturday. Each party expected to see 
his adversary'i:l manuscript burn, and it must be admitted that 
each party had this satisfaction, for the two manuscripts were 
alike reduced to cinders. The people laughed ! 

How much testimony in support of miracles and sorceries was 
destroyed by that fire I 

I know, however, of a still more formidable fire for the testi
mony with which we are especially concerned ; it is that of 
serious investigation. · 

Unfortunately, the elements requisite to such an inve3tigation 
are not always preserved'; when they do really exist, they are of 
but little avail, except to cotemporaries. Yet nothing is more 
instructive than to observe the result of the inquiries that have 
been instituted. The best attested facts generally vanish the 
moment they are subjected to a close inspection. We may 
then legitimately suppose that the number of marvellous anec
dotes would be singularly reduced, if they all could have been 
subjected to a rigid examination. 

I quote only from memory the discoveries that were made at tho 
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time of the destruction of the Pagan temples ; many miracles 
then found their by no mPans glorious explanation. I also omit 
the quite too easy refutation of apparitions nanatcd by B~<le, 
Pierre de Cluny, or by any otherof tbat class of writers, without 
exception. Ilut there arc facts, more celebrated, more proba
ble, than these which do not better resist the test of examination. 

Take for example, the famous visio'n of Constantine, the 
luminous cross that appear.eel in the sky while he was on his way 
towards Rome to give battle to hlaxcntius. At first sight, it 
seems impossible to doubt, the emperor affirmed to the miracle 
with an oath ; , the historians of th;it day all relate it in the 
most circumstantial manner ; too circumstantial perhap3, for 
it is their want of harmony, which, in our times, throws suspicion 
on the whole story. According to one, the cross appeared 
at noon-day ; according to another, it appeared at night. 
According to one, the famous words; "Ily this sign thou shalt 
conquer," were written in Latin ; nccording to another, they 
were written in Greek. According to one, the emperor was 
awake ;-according to another, he saw the cross only in a dream, 
Discrepancies still more extraordinary are to be found in refer
ence to the country in which this man'ellous event occurred. 
One historian maintains that Constantine was in Gaul when 
the luminous cross appeared ; another asserts that he had 
arrived in Italy. And in this way, a story is introduced into 
history, becoming a permanent fact to be banded down to suc
ceeding generations. The miracle indispensable to the great 
religious revolution that was about to be accomplished, is 
nothing more than what might result from a dream, from 
hallucination, from the time-serving generalship, perhaps, of a. 
pretender to the empire, and especially, a pretender so little. 
scrupulous as Constantine ! 

Neither could the Crusades fail of having their prodigy. 
The army had taken up its position before Saint Jean d'Acre, 
and the ardour of the Crnsaders required to be stimulated. 
The real spear that had pierced the side of Jesus Christ, was 
discovered. Yet, there were some persons so incredulous as to 
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doubt ; they even dared to contradict the assertion, under pre
tence that the real spear had already been found elsewhere, 
and in particular, at Constantinople. Pierre Barthelemy, a 
priest, offered to pass through fire, the spear in his hand. The 
trial was made in presence of the whole army, and of course suc
ceeded. Nevertheless, some rather unaccommodating witnesses 
pretended that Barthelemy moved very rapidly through the fire, 
and that he came out from it covered with burns. One thing 

• is certain, he died a few days afterwards in consequence of the 
experiment. The advocates of the genuineness of the spear, 
thus found themselves compelled to explain this slightly sus
picious death, by maintaining that Barthelemy, miraculously 
spared by the flames, was killed by the excessive eagerness of 
the spectators, who threw themselves upon him as he came out 
of the fire. The reader will believe according to his judg
ment. 

I have already spoken of the tailles of Saint Hubert. 
Certain individuals, prompted by curiosity to assure themselves 
of the reality of this miracle, discovered two things; it appeared 
that many pel'.sons who had never been bitten caused them
selves to be touched by the piece cut from the stole, out of 
pure precaution I It also appeared that people died with hy
drophobia in spite of the virtues of the stole I But the par
tisans of the holy stole contended that the tailles had the 
privilege of dying tranquilly and without convulsions. That, 
certainly, would be something gained, but I am suspicious of 
miracles which diminish on examination. 

"\Ve arc all familiar with the fame acquired by the celebrated 
Aymar and his wand, during the reign of Louis XIV. I shall 
by and by speak more fully on the subject ; at present, I con
tent myself with stating that Paris was less favorably disposed 
than Lyons, to the diYinations of the new sorcerer. An intelli
gent supervision of his proceedings brought to light both his 
frauds and his mistakes. The results arrived at were as follows ; 
that the tnrner of the wand guided it in conformity with ap
pearances, and according to information previously recciled ; 
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that whenever the eyes of one of their number were bandaged, 
that individual made mistakes ; that another of the band, 
called upon to discover a malefactor, did not hesitate to point 
out the residence of the man, possessing ~he worst reputation 
in the country. 

This awoke suspicions. The world .then began to mistrust 
many things. Certain doings in sorcery had had an unfortunate 
celebrity, and provoked indiscreet reflections. I remember, in 
particular, the long series of persecutions directed against the 
shepherds of Brie (always shepherds I). It had been remarked 
that the mortality among cattle still continued there, in i;pite 
of the suppression of spells thrown over them. Now this pub
lic contradiction being given to the first condemnations, the 
judges thought to hush it up by new condemnations, all 
accompanied by a grand reinforcement of promises, threats and 
tortures. Reports of cases. at law and decisions of the parlia
ment of Paris have preserved to us the details of these judicial 
proceedings, of which I here present a brief summary. 

A shepherd by the name of Rocque was accused of casting 
spells on the cows and sheep of Eustache Vigier. His judges 
were content to send him to the galleys. But the sheep and 
cows continued to die I 'What was to be done ? They caused 
Beatrice, Hocque's companion in the galleys, to tell this to him ; 
and he allowed himself to be persuaded to write to other shep
herds, asking them to break the spell which he had cast. The 
shepherd Bras de Fer broke the spell ; it was a terrible charge, 
called the " Good Heaven God." It had been put on with 
execrable ceremonies. The spell is finally removed, most un
fortunately however as regarded poor Rocque, for the devil 
strangled him on the very instant I The devil was doubtless 
furious at being prevented from destroyiug the cattle of Brie. 
But strange as it may seem, the cattle persist in dying, the dis
temper has not yet finished its work. You think perhaps, 
that the judges will open their eyes? No. New complaints 
bring new persecutions. The second Law Report says : 
·'It was necM>::i.ry to deliver the province of Brie from the 
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slavery into which it had fallen through the tyranny of the 
shepherds and the impunity with which they practised their 
witchcraft ; " for the value of the cattle that died there, 
amounted in three years to more than a hundred thousand 
crowns. The accused are submitted to the question ordinary 
and extraordinary ; several are condemned to death ; Bras de 
Fer and two of his companions are sentenced to the galleys. I 
suppose that the mortality was at last arrested, or all the shep
herds of Brie would have met with the same fate. The end of 
Bras de Fer may serve as a comment and a moral to this story. 
He was sent to the islands with other sick galley slaves. On 
the voyage, he thought fit to render the vessel motionless by 
means of a small magical stone ; but a surgeon on board, 
having discovered his plot, denounced him to the captain, who 
ordered the sorcerer to be flogged. The poor wretch could 
arrest a vessel in its cour~e, but could not prevent the lash from 
falling. Mortally injured by the blows, he restored to the vessel 
its liberty and soon after expired. 

The suspirious part of the community, I repeat, were still 
of the opinion that calms on the sea, and distempers among 
cattle on land, may be explained without recourse to witch
craft, that there is no great confidence to be put in charges 
which continue to act after they have been removed, and that 
shepherds doomed to the torture, the galleys, or to flogging, 
were posFibly made to shape their confessions according to 
the wishes of their persecutors. 

To speak plainly, there was room for doubt ; and all the 
more, that an investigation, in its results little favorable to· 
diabolical prodigies, bad just been made at Toulouse, where a 
number of young girls had been attacked by possessions, an 
epidemic which was making alarming progress. The Parlia
ment, advised of the state of things, submitted the possessed 
persons to the test of both real and pretended exorcisms. 
Now it was found that the latter produced the same effect as 
the former. The recital of the most indifferent words brought 

\ 
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on crises, in every respect similar to those resulting from con. 
secrated prayers. 

Under the rule of Richelieu, analogous experiments were 
r.iade without any result; but in the reign of Louis XIV. the 
tnith came to light. The inquiry set ou foot by the Pnrlia· 
ment of Toulouse created a deeper imJ?ression, it seems, than an 
experiment conducted, with the same result, by the Count de 
Lude at Loudun, in which he made evident the fraud of the 
Lady Superior and her exorcieer, by means of a false reliquary 
filled with hair and feathers. 

The possessions of the seventeenth century met with another 
similar misfortune. Chamillard, a doctor of Sorbonne, was 
sent into a convent to examine some religious demoniacs, one 
of whom attracted general admiration by the following prodigy: 
whenever the exorciser repe.ated a command in Latin for the 
pulse to stop, its movement was forthwith arrested, now i.n the 
left arm, now in the right. Chamillard, · .. a sensible and pru
dent man,'' so say the accounts of the times, bethought himself 
to change the phrase. In place of cesset pulsus, he said : non 
mm:eatur arteria. The devil, not being accustomed to tllis 
Latin, could not obey. Both exorciser and exorcised decamped 
in all possible haste, and ne>er ventured into the presence of 
the doctor again. Chamillard explained the cessation of the. 
pulse by the employment of a ligature, which the nun tighten
ed or loosened on her arm according to the order received, 
and which pressing an artery, prevented the circulation of the 
blood. Be that as it may, we willingly adopt the maxim with 
which he closed his report, and which, making the part of 
fraud very great, reduced to nothing that of possession : multa 
ficta, pauca ,,;era, a dlJ'mone mdla. 

All fraud aside, the peculiar nervous condition of many of 
the pretended possedees, may serve to explain their va:ious 
feats of strength. \Ve cannot look upon these affections a~ 
real, when we know that threats of severe punishment have 
instantaneously cured the cases of possession in convents anu 
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hospitals, when we also know that the employment of medical 
remedies has, in expelling the disease, expelled the demon. 
The children in the hospital at Hoorn, were not exorcised, for 
they were Protestants ; yet the diabolical epidemic that in
rndcd this establishment in 1673, yielded to a very simple 
mode of treatment ; the children were dispersed, and the ner
vous contagion which infected the place, was thus suppressed. 

Some years afterwards, a Doctor Rhodes, countenanced by 
the Count d'Estaing, also ventured to have recourse to purely 
medical means for combating the epidemic of possession which 
then prevailed in the neighborhood of Lyons. He very 
humorously relates the success of his treatment, and especially 
in the case of a certain demoniac, who at first refused to 
drink the mineral waters he prescribed, because her demon 
informed her that relics had been soaked in it. Deceived by 
the words of her nurse, she was finally prevailed upon to 
drink from a pitcher which she supposed to contain ordinary 
water ; she was .cured, and the demon disappeared. 

Half a century later,, the Bishop of Bayeux courageously 
maintained a difficult contest against a poJtion of his clergy, 
La Sorbonne, and even against a great number of physicians, 
less enlightened than Doctor Rhodes. The devils had taken 
possession of several young girls in the parish of Landes. 
During a whole year, four priests and a grand vicar had been 
occupied in exorcising the little Claudine ; the following year, 
two prelates, five grand vicars, and nine curlls exhausted 
themselves in similar efforts with two members of the family 
Laupartin and divers demoniacs of the neighborhood. The 
bishop at length deemed it necessary to bring this doleful comedy 
to a close. The cure of Landes was suspended from his func
tions ; he was even incarcerated in the abbey de Belle-Etoile. 
The pretended demoniacs were put in solitary confinement, 
and nothing more was heard of the matter. 

My astonishment at the mass of absurdities which have from 
13 
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time to time gained credence in the worhl, ;anishcs when I 
witness the course, c•en in these days pursued by the partisans 
of the tables and their spirits. Human credulity is capable 
of anything. 

There is still one reflection which seems to me of some im
portance. ·why do not these demons~ who perform so many 
impossible things, perform others far more easy to accomplish 7 
They transport sorcerers to the sabbat, yet they are unable 
to release them from prison I This recalls to my mind the 
legend of the martyrs whom the fire refuses to consume, 
who defy the teeth of the lions,· but whom the divine pro
tection never avails to preserve from the edge of the sword. 
When all other means have failed, the Proconsuls resort to 
decapitation ; they order the head to be cut off, and the head 
always falls I 

It was. only the other day that two sorcerers (miserable sorcer
ers of the 19th century ! ) were condemned at Nantes. They 
carried about with them a book entitled the Dragon Rou9e. 
This book teaches the art of commanding the spirits, the art 
of making one's self loved, and the not less necessary art of 
rendering one's judges favorable. Unfortunately for the sorcer
ers, the Dragon Rouge was found to be utterly powerless in 
this last relation. The judges were determined to prove their 
independence of the devil hy enforcing the law in its greatest 
severity. 

It appears to me that such things as these are tolerably sig
nificative. Facts which volatilize the moment they are sub
jected to serious investigation ; prodigies which are produced 
only among yoJng women, and which particularly affection 
cloisters ; miracles which bear the impress of national tenden
cies, which, of frequent occurrence among such and such na
tions, in such and such ages, disappear at a later day, and are 
entirely ignored elsewhere ; persons possessed by devils, whose 
fraud or sickly delusions have been no less proved than acts of 
a supernatural nature ; sorcerers, gifted with the faculty of 
flying through the air, yet unable to burst the walls of their 
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prison, possessing the power to make themselves loved, but un
able to soften the hearts of their judges : here we have an 
accumulation of circumstances in the highest degree suspicious. 

Thus we could almost fancy ourselves in a dream, when we 
open a book like that of the Marquis de Mirville. With an 
air of tranquil certainty,)t sets aside at the outset, and without 
a word of explanation, whatever details are calculated to 
awaken doubt. In reading it, we cannot help asking, if per
chance, the sorceries of former days had this character of 
matchless evidence ; if cotemporary sorcery has indeed been 
so well established. Not a reservation, not a stricture. .All is 
true, among the ancients and among the moderns, among the 
Pagans and among the Christians, among the Catholics and 
among the Protestants ; from the demon of Socrates down to 
the demons of the shepherd at Cideville, and even down to the 
mediums of the .Americans, we do not meet with an assertion 
which is not accepted, a particle of testimony that is considered 
unworthy of credit. 

Yet M. de Mirville is. an enlightened and honest man ; his 
book is the result of profound study and extensive research. 
Nor is he the only one who holds this language ; the same 
astounding affirmations are to be met with among a largo 
proportion of the writers and journalists belonging· to this 
school. They have, as it were, laid a wager to pervert our rea
son and our conscience in the bargain. 

It is important then, for us to know how to resist their at
tacM, and since they would seem to propagate this nonsense 
under the cloak of Christianity, our next step will be to show 
that it is impossible to believe one word of what they relate to 
us, without first giving the lie to the most explicit declarations 
of Scripture. 
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CHAPTER V. 

WHAT SAITH THE SCRHTURE ? 

No one will reproach me, I think, for having ventured to pre
sent this argument. Those even who do not admit the divinity 
of the Holy Books, will be interested in learning to what extent 
they are misrepresented, whenever Christian revelation is made 
responsible for the diabolical supernatural of the Middle Ages. 
And, regarding the subject from this point of view, I must con
fess my eagerness to render to facts their true aspect, and to 
show once more, the magnificent harmony, which at bottom, 
exists between the teachings of science and the teachings of 
the Gospel. Doubtless, science has many times been contra
dicted by the Gospel ; but that is deluded science, ignorant 
and provisional science. With new studies, new discoveries, 
the momentary opposition gives place to a harmony ever increas
ing in brilliancy. 

Now, our simple good sense protests against those dia
bolical imaginings, the restoration of which is at the present 
day attempted. There is, even among infidels, a sentiment of 
decency, of respect, as it were, for holy things, a sort of religious 
instinct which is wounded by gross or puerile conceptions, by 
the disgusting materialism which serves as a base to the super
natural apocrypha of the Middle Ages. For the honor of 
Christianity, I feel called upon to prove that it condemns all this 
apocrypha with unequalled force and authority. 

But first, let me address a few words to Christians themselves ; 
I cannot conceal the argument, which in their eyes as in mine 
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should be absolutely decisive. For me, a Protestant, accus
tomed to humble and complete submission in presence of all 
declarations of the Bible, the grand question is this : ·what 
saith the Bible ? I am sure that more than one of my Catho
lic readers will also recognize its vast importance. In spite of 
apocrypha and traditions, the Bible preserves a power that can 
never be abolished ; it is difficult to maintain the truth of even 
the best attested facts when the Holy Scriptures condemn them. 

This is, indeed, the position of the champions of testimony. 
According to them, every fact properly attested, is true ; accord
ing to them, also, every declaration of the Bible is true. Now, 
there is a palpable contradiction between the facts and the de
clarations, between human testimony and divine testimony. 
This contradiction is not partial, accidental ; it is invariable. 
We must make our election. 

The option in such a case, seems not to be very difficult. 
If the most enlightened witnesses, men of the utmost veracity, 
were to affirm to me that Jupiter is the true God, that God bas 
no existence, or that man is without sin, I should not long hesi
tate between the inconvenience of taxing these respectable wit
nesses with error, and that of taxing the Scriptures with error. 

'l'he first course would require far less sacrifice of my reason 
and conscience ; for my reason and conscience possess such 
proof\ exterior and interior, objective and subjective, of the 
divinity of the Scriptures, that any admission on their part that 
the doctrines taught by the Bible are false, would be to deny 
their own legitimate authority. \Vhereas, they experience no 
great shock when they find themselves under the necessity of 
acknowledging the delusions, enthusiasms, exaggerations, or 
hallucinations of witnesses in other respects estimable. 

That which is opposed to the truth cannot be true ; there is 
no maxim more certain and more essential than this. It is 
doubtless perverted when applied to the imperfect knowledge 
po;:;sessed by mankind, to scientific notions, for example. Things 
are not necessarily impossible becau~e they are not comprehended 
within the limits of an incomplete syst(}m. But the revelation of 
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God has another character ; it is not incorrect or incomplete in 
its statements, and whatever does not accord with it, is forever 
condemned. 

If I may be allowed the privilege, I would say it is not a 
matter of indifference that the contest against these supersti
tions should be conducted in the name.of faith. Reason ha.c; 
certainly a right to attack them; nevertheless, if the rehabilita
tion of sorceries were to find its only adversaries among infidels 
or rationalists, the effect of the contest would be essentially 
different. The world must see the false supernatural demolished 
by men who accept the truth, in its broadest significance. The 
world must sec the devil of the Middle Ages rejected by men 
who admit the devil of the Bible. Mere denial is not suffi
cient; negative works have no permanency. And herein lies 
the secret of the strange spectacle now offered to our eyes : the 
ridiculous fables to which philosophy long ago administered 
their deserts, are reappearing, one after another ; the men it 
has killed, are all alive and well. Faith alone, faith resting 
upon the infallible word of God, has power to deal mortal 
blows. 

What, then, are the teachings of Scripture on the subject of 
the devil and sorcerers?- I concentrate the debate on this 
point, for it is especially with the devil and diabolical miracles 
that a large portion of the world is at the present day occupied ; 
it is a certain sort of devil who forms the centre of this religion 
of the Middle Ages which our adversaries are seeking to re
store. 

Let us circumscribe the debate.-It is not the evidence of the 
devil and his angels which is in question ; neither is it the re
ality of certain prodigies effected by the devil with the permis
sion of God ; nor is it, in short, the expectation of a period 
which Scripture names the " last days," and in which lying 
wonders are produced with great brilliancy. This is the con· · 
tested ground : 
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First, the nature you attribute to the devil and his angels ; 
secondly, the character with which you in>est their action in 
this world ; and, finally, the innumerable prodigies which you 
make them perform between the .Apostolical period and the 
last days. Your devil is not the devil of the Bible ; insigni
ficant and ridiculous on the one hand, independent and actually 
rivalling God on the other, there is no place for him in Chris
tianity. Your temptations are not those of the Bible ; in place 
of temptations, you give us possessions, spells ; you practise 
witchcraft by means of magical forillulas ; you materialize re
ligion. Your prodigies are not those of the Bible ; instead of 
an exceptional power, the manifestation of which has been per
mitted only on certain solemn occasions, you have substituted a. 
power inherent in Satan, constantly exercised, the extraordinary 
effects of which ·have become much more frequent since the 
death of the Apostles, than they were in the time of the pro
phets or in the time of Jesus Christ. 

Several other observations grow out of these principal objec
tions. It is sufficient for our purpose to have indicated these. 

Nothing can be grander or more terrible than the Biblical 
history of the devil and of magic. Not a feature which does 
not bear the impresR of Divine truth, not a word to satisfy mere 
curiosity, or feed the imagination. Scripture teaches us what
ever is important for us to know ; it docs not go beyond that ; 
its moderation on such subjects is by no means the most insigni
ficant mark of distinction between it and books of human 
origin. 

Scripture allows us to obtain a glimpse of the period in which 
angels, endowed like us with free-will, arc divided between obe
dience and revolt. Some, from every grade of the angelical 
ranks, voluntarily exiled themselves from the presence of God ; 
in fact, the enumeration of the demons coincides exactly with 
that of the faithful angels ; they divide between them autho
rities, principalities, powers, thrones, dominions. (Ephesians, i. 
21, and vi. 21 ; Colossians, i. 16.) 

The sentence of Satan and his companions was pronounced· 
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immediately after the fall. It is in the everlasting chains of 
this judgment (chains of darkness, saith the Scripture) that 
they have since been held for the judgment of the great day. 
(2 Peter, ii. 4; Jude, 6.) 

Yet, although attainted by an irrevocable verdict which awaits 
only the confirmation of the judgment, properly so called, aud 
its final execution, the devils are not yet imprisoned, and even 
us fallen man remains upon earth, so docs Satan still remain in 
the presence of the Lord (Job, i. and ii.), traversiug with his 
angels the space that surrounds our planet. (Ephesians, vi. 12.) 

\Vhen the last days have come, Satan will then be precipi
tated from Heaven upon the cartli, and knowing that but a 
little time is left him, he will stir up more inveterate persecu
tions than ever, he will perform lying wonders and obtain great 
victories. (2 Thessalonians, ii. 3-11 ; R.evilations, xii., xiii., 
xiv. 14; xix. 19, 20; xx.) 

The second coming of Christ, and the commencement of His 
reign upon earth, will be marked by the chaining of Satan, who 
is to be bound for a thousand years. (Rerilations, xx. 1, 2.) 

Finally, Satan loosed for the last time towards the close of the 
reign of Christ, will stir up the mass of unbelievers against him 
and a.gainst his people. The supreme triumph of the Lord will be 
followed by the universal judgment, which is first to fall upon 
the great enemy. It is then only that Satan will disappear for 
ever, our earth and our heaven will pass away, a new heaven 
and a new earth, in which righteousness reigns, will take their 
place. (R.eviiations, xx. 7-11 ; xxi. 1.) 

What glorious annals are these I And how constantly shall 
we be surprised as we descend to the indecent and unwholesome 
foolishness of diabolical legends ! 'Vhat a contrast for those 
especially, who have learned from reading the Bible, and also 
from their own experience, in what consists the action of this 
formidable prisoner who "continues to move about in his chains 
of darkness I Slanderer and tempter, behold his true charac
ter : not a miserable enchanter casting his spells, nor a distri· 
butor of parchments, smelling of sulphur. 
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Slanderer (and that is bis proper name, for the word devil 
signifies nothing else), be accuses God to man and man to 
God ; he said to Eve : " Y c shall not surely die : For God 
doth know that in the day ye eat thereof, then your eyes shall 
be opened ; and ye shall be as gods, knowing good and evil." 
"He said to the Lord : Put forth thy hand now, and touch 
his bone and his flesh, and he will curse thee to thy face." 
(Genesis, iii. 4, 5 ; Job, i. 9-11 ; ii. 4, 5.) 

Tempter, he attacks the first and even the second Adam ; be 
instigates David to the numbering ; he offers to "persuade" 
Ahab, and is a lying spirit in the mouth of his false prophets. It 
is he who stands upon the right l1and of .Joshua, the high priest. 
It is he who puts it into the heart of Judas to betray his mas
ter. It is he who walketh about "like a roaring lion seeking 
whom he may devour." Behold the formidable enemy I With
out power to read the human heart, which pertains to God 
alone, he knows enough of it to develop all its evil tendencies. 
" For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against prin
cipalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of 
this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places." 
( 1 Chronides, xxi. ; 1 lGngs, xxii. 21 ; Zechariah, iii. 1 ; L1ike, 
xxiii. 3 ; John, xiii. 2 ; 1 Peter, v. 8 ; Ephesians, vi. 11, 12 ; 
2 Corinthians, ii. 11.) 

Such is the Biblical history of the devil and his angels ; they 
will exercise their slanderous tongues and practise their tempta
tions until the. end ; moreover, their seductive snares will be 
redoubled in the last days.-The Biblical history differs in no 
less degree from the fables in circulation. .According to our 
amateurs of the diabolical marvellous, acts of sorcery by' hun
dreds and thousands take place every day, and it has always 
been thus. But what saith the Bible ? Cast your eye over 
these complete records of humanity ; read once more these 
books in which the -history of the children of Israel for fifteen 
hundred years is related to us ; and what do you find ? The 
demons of the Middle Ages, of the tables and magnetism I 
Demons whose prodigies fall around us more numerous than 
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hail stones in a shower I No. We meet not the faintest trace 
of this legendary sorcery ; no divining wands, no loups-garous, 
no witchcraft, no evil eye, no fiendish revels. The magic of the 
Old Testament is limited to the struggle engaged in before 
Ph11raoh. God then permitted the demons to imitate a few of 
his miracles, and in order better to show that their power was 
delegated to them and dependent on him, he willed that their 
accidental sorcery should be foiled in attempting to perform 
those miracles which were apparently most easy. The New 
Testament also records one manifestation of the momentary 
power transmitted to the devil by the will of God. In our 
Saviour's times, strange diseases, previously unknown, made 
their appearance, and we read of demoniacs. There were also 
persons (one at least), "possessed with a spirit of divination." 
Paul drives out the devil by which the servant at Philippi was 
enabled to practise soothsaying. The same Apostle smites with 
blindness, the magician Bar-jesus, whose sorceries perhaps were 
only pure and simple imposture, for the text in no degree 
affirms their reality. (Acts, xvi. 16-18; xili. 6-11.) 

Here ends the diabolical supernatural of the Scriptures. Its 
partisans must acknowledge that it is of rare occurrence. If it 
is to be more abundant at a later period, that period can only 
be the grand and terrible epoch which is announced to us 
under the title of the "last days," and during which, signs and 
lying wonders are to be permitted to multiply. (2 Thessa/,o.. 
nians, ii. 3-13; Revdations, xiii.; xvi. 14.) 

Thus the Bible furnishes us with three instances of prodigies 
effected by Satan, three only, each of which is strikingly related 
to three periods of great religious crisis.-First, when God is 
about to deliver Israel from the bondage of Egypt and consti
tute unto himself a peculiar people, he gives the devil power 
to imitate a few miracles ; secondly, when God sends his own 
Son to deliver men from the slavery of sin, and render them his 
willing servants, he gives the devil power to produce certain 
diseases by possession, and to bestow upon a few magicians the 
spirit of divination. Thirdly and finally, when <;tod shall pre-
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pare to send his Son a second time, and Jesus, having plucked 
the believers from the anguish of the final struggle, is about to 
assume the government of his kingdom, then will the devil, for the 
last time and in the most impressive manner, receive power to 
effect lying wonders. 

I do not absolutely deny the possibility of other diabolical 
prodigies. God has perhaps permitted this mode of action in 
cases which are unknown to us. This would seem almost to be 
inferred from the following passage in Deuteronomy : " If 
there arise among you a prophet, or a dreamer of dreams, and 
giveth thee a sign or a wonder ; and the sign or the wonder 
come to pass, whereof he spake unto thee, saying, Let us go 
after other gods which thou hast not known, and let us serve 
them ; thou shalt not hearken unto the woras of that prophet, 
or that dreamer of dreams : for the Lord your God proveth 
you." (Deuteronomy, xiii. 1-4.) 

But even though there may have been some sorceries not 
related by the sacred writers, even though there may have 
been some since the days of the Apostles, it still remains cer
tain that the Bible leaves no place for that immense display of ~ 

sorcery, that regular manifestation of diabolical miracles which 
characterizes the doctrines against which I have taken up the 
pen. This is the extent of my proposition, and such as it is, it 
suffices. 

Our opponents have taken a convenient method whereby to 
get rid of the significant moderation of Biblical magic. They 
have introduced sorceries, nolens volens, into the Sacred Text. 

Scripture speaks of enchanters, soothsayers, and warns the 
Jewish people against them ; " therefore," argue our oppo
nents, "it recognizes the reality of sorceries, divinations and 
enchantments I" "Which is to say that in Scripture we are pro
hibited from attaching to words their ordinary meaning I 
When we speak of magic, we do not suppose tfi.at the use of 
this term implies a profession of faith. I shall frequently men
tion sorcerers in this book, yet I do not believe that they were 
sorcerers any more than you and I are. N ow1 the Bible hat? 
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done what we also do ; it has applied the term sorcerers to 
persons whom "everybody thns designates, just as it has spoken 
of the rising and setting of the sun, instead of the rotation of 
the earth. Such lang~age deceives no one. Do not the sacred 
writers carry the use of received terms so far as to remind 
Israel that it must not follow after other gods? Do we not 
read in the 95th Psalm : " For the Lord is a great God, and a. 
great King above all gods I" Behold bow the vigilant guar
dians of Monotheism express themselves, and moreover without 
peril to any one. They elsewhere remark that these gods aro 
only of wood ; ~lso, that these soothsayers and false prophets 
prophesy only lies. 

The simple explanation I have just presented restores their 
natural sense to the following passages, in which our adversaries 
seek to discover an especial confirmation of the reality of sor
ceries : " Neither shall ye use enchantments, nor observe times. 
Ye shall not round the corners of yonr heads, neither shalt 
thou mar the corners of thy beard. Ye shall not make any 
cuttings in your flesh for the dead, nor print any marks u1ion 
you: I nm the Lord I" (Leviticus, xix. 26-28.) 

After thus warning the Israelites against the temptation of 
imitating the practises of the soothsayers, the Lord orders his 
people to avoid all contact with them: "Neither seek after 
wizards." He even pronounces the punishment of death against 
wizards and such as turn after them. (Leviticus, xix. 31 ; xx, 
6, 21.) 

Deuteronomy repeats the same prohibitions, assigning reasons 
for them, and giving it to be understood that the practises of 
sorcery are a part of the Pagan abominations, from which 
Israel should keep itself separate. "'Vhen thou art come into 
the land which the Lord thy God giveth thee, thou shalt not 
learn to do after the abominations of those nation8. There 
shall not be found among you any one that maketh his son or his 
daughter to pass through the fire, or that useth divination, or an 
observer of times, or an enchanter, or a witch, or a charmer, or i 
consulter with familiar spirits, or a. wizard, or a necromancer. 
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For all that do these things are an abomination unto the Lord; 
and because of these abominations the Lord thy God doth drive 
them out from before thee." (Deuteronomy, xviii. 9-12.) 

This is pr,rfcctly clear ; it was necessary to prevent the imi
tation of Canaanite customs, in the first rank of which figured 
every form of magic. In the above passage, the evocation of 
souls is twice referred to, which makes it all the less possible 
for us to infer that the sacred writer here proclaims the reality 
of the prodigies mentioned ; moreover, the entire Scriptures, as 
we shall presently see, protest against any pretension to assume 
control of the souls of the dead, to recall them to earth and 
address them questions. God here enumerates the different 
varieties of Philistine, Tyrian, or J ebusite sorcerers : he no
where declares that their pretensions have any real founda
tion. 

The history of Israel proves only too well, how necessary was 
the warning. Idolatry and magic completely overrun it. The 
second book of Kings represents it to us as prostrated before 
all the host of heaven and serving Baal. "A.nd they caused 
their sons and their daughters to pass through the fire, and 
used divination and enchantments, and sold themselves to do 
eyil in the sight of the Lord, to provoke him to anger."
" Manasseh built altars for all the host of heaven in the two 
courts of the house of the Lord. And he made his son pass 
through the fire, and observed times, and used enchantments, 
and dealt wit.h familiar spirits and wizards." This state of 
things continued until Josiah exterminated alike : " the work· 
ers with familiar spirits, and the wizards, and the images, and 
the idols, and all the abominations that were spied in the land 
of Judah and in Jerusalem." (2 J[ings, xvii. 16, 17 ; xxi. 
5, 6 ; xxiii. 24.) 

The prophets arc no Jess emphatic in their denunciations of 
rnrcerers, not as possessing :10y real power, but as making a 
pa,rt of the train of idolatry. " And when they shall say unto 
you, Seek unto them that have familiar spirits, and unto 
wizards that peep, and that mutter : should not a people seek 
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unto their God? for the living to the dead?" (Isaialt, 
viii. 19.) 

I said, just now, that the prophets nowhere declare them· 
selves in regard to the reality of the magical practices which 
they denounce ; I was mistaken. They repeatedly declare 
that all such things arc only delusion and lies. " For thus 
saith the Lord of hosts, the God of ' Israel; Let not your 
Jlrophets and your diviners that be in the. midst of you, deceive 
you, neither hearken to your dreams which ye cause to be 
dreamed. For they prophesy falsely unto yon in my name."
" For the idols· have spoken vanity, and the diviners have seen a. 
lie, and have told false dreams." (Jeremiah, xxix. 8, 9 ; 
Zechariah, x. 2.) 

Such are some of the principal paragraphs that treat of 
sorcery. In quoting them, I make a particular reservation of 
the case of the witch of Endor, who, we shall find, possessed no 
more power to raise the dead or perform other deeds of sorcery 
in the supernatural sense of the word, than the rest. To this 
we shall hereafter return. Our adversaries have succeeded in 
enlarging the list of passages relating to m!l.gic, by giving to 
certain terms a mysterious signification, which they are far 
from possessing. Thus, the Magi and the Chaldeans invariably 
become so many sorcerers ; thus, the charmers of serpents are 
transformed into magicians. It will be my pleas9.nt task to 
undeceive those who interpret in this manner the phrases, fami
liar to us all, found in the 58th Psalm, and 8th chapter of 
Jeremiah ; when the sacred authors speak of the "charmers 
of serpents, charm they never so wisely," and of cockatrices 
" which will not be charmed," they doubtless allude to those 
poor people whose industry st.ill thrives in Egypt, !lnd whom I 
myself have seen perform their operations without discovering 
the smallest sign of sorcery . 

.Another term badly understood, or rather, badly translated, 
has aided in the frequent introduction into Scripture of a 
diabolical supernatural which actually occurs only at rare 
intervals. If the sacred authors had spoken of women, "pos-
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sessing a spirit of divination," they would have seemed thus to 
admit that a particular devil (the false god Pytho or Apollo) 
dwelt in these women. Now, the Hebrew text simply indi
cates the mistresses of Obed, consulters with familiar spirits ; 
such a designation by no means implies the action of any devil 
within them ; Scripture speaks of them by their popular name, 
just as it speaks of diviners, interpreters of dreams, casters of 
nativities throughout the whole Bible, but one single woman is 
mentioned as " possessing a spirit of divination ;" this is the 
servant at Philippi. She has, in reality, a devil, since Paul 
delivers her from it, and it is quite natural that this devil, who 
pretends to divine, should possess among the Greek people, the 
name of the god most celebrated for his oracles. 

We see, then, the number of sorcerers in Scripture becoming 
more and more reduced, in proportion as we give to the matter 
our careful study. It is most unfortunate that we should meet 
so few in the books of the prophets, and that so many should 
have appeared during the Middle Ages, a.mong our magnetizers 
and among our turners of tables. The contrast is overwhelm
ing, and our adversaries attempt to escape from it by appeal
ing to Joseph, io Balaam and to the Jewish exorcisers ; they 
w~uld apply to magicians, language used in reference to false 
prophets, and to demons, language used in reference to false 
gods. Let us examine these last arguments. 

Joseph, the son of Jacob, had a knowledge of sorcery I I 
can not believe that the very numerous interpreters who seem 
to incline to this opinion, have well considered the enormity they 
sustain. The rpistle to the Hebrews (xi. 22), ranks Joseph 
among the patriarchs of the Old Testament, who, through 
faith, obtained a good report. "By faith, Joseph, when be died, 
made mention of the departing of the children of Israel ; and 
gave commandment concerning bis bones." It is not easy to 
conceive that this pious patriarch could have abandoned him
self to practises which God declares abominable, or that the 
sorceries of Joseph could figure in the books of Moses, side by 
side with several pages of divine commands which pronounce 
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the punishment of de.ath against whosoever shall have the least 
connection with sorcerers. · 

Again, Genesis (xl. and xli.) relates to us in detail, the pro
cesses of divination employed by Joseph ; his practises in prison 
and before Pharaoh of Egypt are those of Daniel before N ebu
chadnezzar ; he has recourse to God. In what manner does he 
explain tho dreams of his companions in captivity ? "Do not 
the interpretations belong to God?" are his words, and he 
employs neither a cup nor magical operation of any sort. Nor 
does he pretend otherwise to the king. "It is not in me : God 
shall give Pharaoh an answer of peace." Such is his language, 
such is his conduct on the two o~casions in which he is the 
organ of divination, and yet our opponents would make of him 
a sorcerer or at least a prophet, confirming, by his example, the 
mysteries of sorr,cry, in support of which they quote the follow
ing paragraph : " Is not this the cup in which my lord drinketh, 
and whereby indeed he divineth ?" 

Let us inquire into the circumstances. Joseph's brothers had 
just departed a second time with the corn. In order to have a 
pretext to recall them and especially to keep Benjamin with him, 
J osepb bad causecl his cup to be placed in his youngest brother's 
sack, giving his steward directions to pursue, arrest and bring 
back the whole party, also to address them this reproach : 
"Wherefore have ye rewarded evil for good ? Is not this the 
cup in which my lord clriuketh, and whereby indeed he divinetlt ?" 
(Genesis, xliv. 4, 5.) 

This is easily explained, even without resorting to a differeJ1t, 
though equally legitimate translation : "by which he would 
prove you." I prefer the ordinary verRion as being the most 
simple. Joseph wished to frighten his brothers ; he ordered 
his steward to associate with his cup one of those mysterious 
traditions which had doubtless grown out of the popular 
imagination. His words on tbis point are a jeu d'esprit, * whicli 

* They who may yet preserve any doubt on this very simple and very evident char .. 
acter of Joseph's words, have only to refer to the 15th verse of the 44th chapter. They 
will there tlnd the commentary furnished by Joseph bhnselt on bis chl\rge concerning 
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corresponds neither with the facts nor with his true thoughts, 
and which has no other object thn,n to trouble the men to whom 
it is addressed. In the same spirit, he had previously said to 
them : " Ye are spies ; to see the nakedness of the land ye 
are come." (xiii. 9.) 

Joseph's cup is one of the main props of the system which 
sees magicians in every part of the Scriptur'es. The great 
sorcerer, Balaam, is a still more essential support. 

To this I can find but one objection ; God himself declares 
to us in bis infallible word, that Balaam was n, prophet : 

"Balaam was rebuked for his iniquity: the dumb ass, speak
ing with man's Yoice, forbade the madness of the prophet." 
(2 Peter, ii. 16.) Balaam is a prophet; that is bis cbarncter, 
and it is to be inferred from his whole conduct, from the hn,bit
ually familiar relations which in a measure existed between God 
and him when the messengers of Balak came to seek him, as 
well as from his manifesting no surprise when the Lord speaks 
to him. 

If there be any of my readers who consider this strange, I 
would recall to their minds the mixture of true faith and Pagan
ism which then existed in Mesopotamia and the adjoining coun
tries. The families of Terah and Laban preserved the tradition 
of the living God, while they gradually departed from his wor
ship to follow after idols and grotesque images. The existence 
of an Assyrian prophet in the time of Moses is not more singu
lar than the existence of a priest of the Most High God, 
Melchif:edek, king of Salem, in the time of Abraham. 

There is then, no trace of magic in Balaam's case. It was 
very natural that Balak should have been anxious to procure 
against the people of God, maledictions pronounced by a pro
phet of God. He was not ignorant of the prophet's venality, 
and like all Pagans, he believed in the power of formulas, in the 
acts of a man known to have relations with Divinity. 
the cup: u \Vot you not," said he to his frightened brothers," that such a man as I, c:tn 
certainly divine?" His brvthers are spies I his brothers have stolen his cup I this cup 
ls an instrument of clivination I he, Joseph, posse~ses the infallible power of divination I 
all these remarks belong to the same order of ideas. 
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That Balaam should have yielded or tried to yield, that he 
should have followed Balak from one high place to another ; 
that he should again have consul.ted the Lord although he had 
no doubt regarding his duty ; that he should have received 
authority to go-nnd here was his first punishment; in short, that 
he should have llrcsentcd throughout it all, the hideous specta
cle of a prophet whose mouth proffers dnly divine words, while 
his heurt is filled with covetousness, and finally corrupted even to 
idolatry in the broadest sense of the word (Numbers, xxxi. 8-
16) ; herein consists the peculiar character of this story and the 
depth of a fall whi~h Scripture repeatedly condemns in most 
emphatic terms. 

In default of Joseph and Balaam, our adversaries cling to the 
false prophets and false gods ; the first were soothsayers, the 
second were devils ; there can be no doubt of that in our minds, 
when we see how large a place in Jewish society was occupied 
by exorcists I 

'\Ve will commence by removing these exorcists. There is no 
question of them before the time of Christ ; exorcism makes its 
appearance at the same period with possession. It exists there 
a special fact, closely connected with the coming of the Son of 
God, and the exceptional display of the diabolical super
natural attendant upon that event. To this, we shall hereafter 
return ; for the present, it is sufficient to have shown that ex
orcists are as rarely spoken of in the Bible as magicians, and 
to have caused to be remarked, in addition, that the New Tes
tament speaks of exorcists without attesting the efficacy of their 
operations. It would seem, on tho contrary, judging from 
some things we read in the book of Acts (xix. 13-16), 
that the evil spirits would not recognize the power of these 
pretended exorcists. The sons of Sceva, experimenting with 
different formulas, conceived the idea of employing, like the 
Apostle Paul, the name of the Lord Jesus; whereupon the evil 
spirit said to them : "J csus I know, and Paul I know ; but 
who are ye?" 

The exorcists then do not amount to much. What are we 
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to think of the false prophets ? Are we to transform them into 
magicians, possessing a mysterious power to foretell the future ? 
The answer is to be found on almost every page of Scripture. 
Two examples will serve my purpose. Ezekial writes : "For 
there shall be no more any vain vision nor flattering divination 
within the house of Israel. . . . . . Thou Son of man, set thy 
face against the daughters of thy people, which prophesy out of 
their own heart." (xii. 24 ; xiii. 11.) Zechariah writes : " And 
also I will cause the prophets and the unclean spirit to pass out 
of the land. And it shall come to pass, that when any shall yet 
prophesy, then his father and mother that hegat him shall say 
unto him, Thon shalt not live ; for thou speakest lies. in the 
name of the Lord . ... .. And it shall come to pass in that 
day, that the prophets shall be ashamed every one of his vision, 
when he hath prophesied ; neither shall they wear a rough 
garment to deceive : But he shall say, "I am no prophet, I am 
a husbandman." (xiii. 2-6.) 

That the false prophets of the Old Testament, and even 
those of the times of the Apostles (Acts xiii. 6), pretended to 
be clothed with supernatural power, power to reveal heavenly 
things, to divine the future, to effect prodigies, is not to be 
doubted ; but that the Bible admitted this power, is quite 
another question. I have already alluded to a period in the 
future, when the second coming of Christ is to be announced 
by wonders, which false prophets and the " false prophet" par 
excellence will receive permission to effect. Meanwhile, the 
Holy Scriptures testify to no exploits performed by the false 
prophets, either in the past or present. 

Does Scripture give us any better authority for believing in 
the miracles of false gods ? Does it proclaim, as is daily re
peated, that the Pagan divinities were so many devils, that 
their oracles were real diabolical revelations, that their prodi
gies were equally real? 

Let us settle the terms of the problem. We do not ask, if 
the worship of idols was of the devil in the sense in which all 
sins and all errors come from him ; but, we ask, was the 
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person of certain devils fixed and localized in certain local 
temples, was the Apollo of Delphi a devil, was Diana of Ephe
sus a.nother, did one or several devils occupy the sanctuaries 
of the Tyrian Baal, of the Egyptian triads? we ask, if, instead 
of looking there for delusions and gross frauds, we ought not 
rut~er look for diabolical enchantments, diabolical prophesies, 
diabolical miracles ? This would give to Paganism a very 
particular, a very new character, and a sort of reality which 
has been until now, generally refused to it. A population of 
devils dwelling in all the scats of idolatry, an effluvium of a 
supernatural ·whose abundance is. in strong contrast with the 
poverty of the Biblical supernatural, all this constitutes an 
important dogma, one which Scripture must certainly have 
revealed. Let us consult the Scriptures thereon. 

The following are the passages that seem to bear most 
strongly on this point : " And they shall no more offer their 
sacrifices unto devils, after whom they have gone a whoriug." 
"Jeroboam ordained him priests for the high places, and for 
the devils, and for the calves which he had made." '" But 
were mingled among the heathen, and learned their works, and 
they served their idols which were a snare unto them. Yea, 
they sacrificed their sons and their daughters unto devils." 
"\Vhat say I then ? that the idol is anything, or that which 
is offered in sacrifice is anytl1ing ! But I say, that the things 
1rhich the Gentiles sacrifice, ' they sacrifice to devils, and not to 
God : and I would not that ye should have fellowship with 
devils. Ye cannot drink the cup of the Lord, and the cup of 
devils : ye cannot be partakers of the Lorrl's table, and of the 
table of devils." (Leviticus, xvii. 7 ; 2 Chronides, xi. 15; 
Psalms, cvi. 35-37 ; 1 Corinthians, x. 19-21.) 

·we have now to determine the signification of these pas
sages. They either simply mean that idolatry is one of the 
works of the tempter, or they mean that the false gods were 
so many fallen angels. 

The first interpreta:tion seems already confirmed by the very 
words in the passage just quoted from Paul : "What say I, then, 
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that the idol is anything?" It is likewise confirmed by the numer
ous declarations which class unbelievers and sinners with the 
ser-.ants or children of tbe devil. "Ye are of your father the 
devil," said Jesus, "and the lusts of your father ye will do." 
(John, viii. 44.) . ·who has ever taken this language in its 
literal sense ? How can any one avoid seeing there a figure 
which naturally applies to the custom of the Pagan religion? 
The first epistle of John (iii. 8, 10) leaves no room for 
doubt in this respect, being thus expressed : "He that com
mitteth sin is of the devil. In this the children of God 
are manifest, and the children of the devil." 

Nothing can be clearer, and the argument which would 
transform false gods into devils, un!'ler pretext that the wor
shippers of the first are treated as worshippers of the second, 
is nothing more nor less than a simple absurdity. Moreover, 
no one will hesitate thus to qualify it, after having remarked 
that the entire Scriptures, far from taking seriously the pre
tended oracles and pretended miracles of Paganism (and what 
is more serious than the true diabolical supernatural), continu
ally demonstrate the absolute inertia, the total impotence 
of idols. Let us see if they leave any place whatever, for the 
mysterious action of devils, clothed in the character of lying 
divinities. 

Deuteronomy (xxxii. 17) thus expresses itself: "They 
sacrificed unto devils, not to God." Jeremiah develops the 
same idea in his tenth chapter : "one. cutteth a tree out of the 
forest, the work of the hands of the workman, with the axe. 
They deck it with silver and with gold ; they fasten it with 
nails and with hammers, that it move not. They are upright 
as the pa.Jm tree, but speak not : they must needs be borne, 
because they cannot go. Be not afraid of them ; for they 
cannot do evil, neither also is it in them to do good. 
Every founder is confounded b1 the graven image: for his 
molten image is falsehood, and there is no breath in them. 
They are only vanity and the work of errors." This is not 
the language of those who discover devils in every Pagan 
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temple, and believe in the reality of their predictions and 
:;orceries. It would be highly dangerous, in their opinions, to 
be so prodigal of insults to wood! 'Vhat will they make of 
Psalms 115 and 125. or of chapters 40, 44, and 54 of Isaiah: 
" Their idols are silver and gold, the work of men's hands. 
They have mouths, but they speak not ; eyes have they, but 
they see not ; they have ears, but they hear not ; noses have 
they, but they smell not; they have hands, but they handle not ; 
feet have they, but they walk not ; neither speak they through 
their throat." "The carpenter stretcheth out his rule ; he 
markcth {t out with a line j he fitteth it with planes, and he 
rnarketh it out with the compass, and maketh it after the 
figure of a man, according to the beauty of a man ; that it 
may remain in the house. . He planteth an ash, and 
the rain doth nourish it ; then shall it be for a man to burn ; 
for he will take thereof and warm himself ; yea, he kindleth 
it, and baketh bread ; yea, he maketh a god, and worshippeth 
it. . .And none considereth in his heart, neither is 
there knowledge nor understanding to say, I have burned part 
of it in the fire ; yea, also, I have baked bread upon the coals 
thereof; I have roasted flesh, and eaten it ; and shall I make 
the residue thereof an abomination 7 Shall I fall down to the 
stock of a tree ?" 

It is useless to attempt to maintain that this satirical lan
guage of the Bible is applicable to.idols only in so for as they 
are made from the stocks of trees, and that it may be recon
ciled with the supernatural action of the devil dwelling within 
the idol. The prophet Elijah effectually refutes this argument. 
Listen to the words in which he defies the priests of Baal : 
" Cry aloud, for he is a god : either he is taking, or he is pur
suing, or he is on a journey, or peradventure he sleepeth, and 
must be a waked I" ( 1 Kings, xviii. 27.) 

I think that the question is now solved. 'Ve know, at last, 
how large a sphere the Bible reserves to the Satanic superna
tural. In these annals, which comprise the history of the world 
from the creation to the time of the .Apostles, we see wonders 
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altiibuted to the devil and his angels, only in a very few excep-
tional circumstances, where the struggle between good and evil 
is of the most solemn importance. On the o-ccasion of the 
temptation of the first man, Satan assumes the form of a ser
pent ; at the period of the departure from Egypt, Pharaoh's 
magicians reproduce various miracles ; at the time of the first 
coming of Christ, demoniacs appear, and perhaps, also, a few 
persons, by the assistance of evil spirits, practise divination; at 
the second coming of Christ, men will be stirred up to revolt 
by the brilliant signs Satan shall have had permission to accom
plish. 

This is all ! It ·is certainly curious to compare an account 
like this with a description of the works of the devil such as 
the Middle Ages have imagined, and such as is even at the pre
sent day, offered to our belief. In antiquity, we see false gods 
cha.nged into devils, temples famous for their continual produc
tion of miracles and Satanic oracles ; false prophets metamor· 
phosed into magicians, the true prophets sometimes making use 
of the rites of magic; magic continually and universally prac
tised. Since the Christia~ Era, we have a most prodigious in
undation of sorcerers who cast spells, kill, dispose of hearts, 
assist at .tlie revels of the fiends, influence the destiny of hu
manity, and multiply wonders ; prodigies so extraordino.ry that 
exorcisms place the suspension in the air, the gift of tongues 
and the prediction of future events among the regular marks of 
possession; we arc in the midst df a world of spirits, where the 
supernatural is the ordinary law, the common and permanent 
fact l 

'l'he two stories cannot be equally true. '\Ve must make our 
election. 

Here I meet with an object.ion, which I am not permitted to 
pass over in silence. " How do you dispose," sa.y our adver
saries, " of the wonders announced by Jesus Christ, and which 
arc hereafter to become the visible sign of bis Church ? In . 
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order to throw suspicion upon sorcery, yon begin by denying the 
miracles ; you forget to inform your readers that since the 
death of the Saviour, the supernatural is a portion of the true 
order of things. K ow, the two supernaturals, the divine and 
the diabolical, reciprocally support each other." 

I by no means desire to evade so grave a question. We will 
inquire, then, if the divine supernatur~l and the tliaboliral su
pernatural have survived the Apostolic period ; bot let it be 
first understood that even though the answer be in the affirma
tive, we shall have no right to conclude therefrom that the role 
of devils since the Christian Era is in absolute contradiction to 
their role in the Old Testament, or during the ministry of our 
Saviour. 

To this reservation, I would add two others. In the first 
place, I do not affirm the absolute cessation of miracles since 
the close of the Apostolic pPriod. God has not made mo the 
confidant of his designs ; I affirm only; that the continuation 
of the miracles cannot be proved from Scripture. In the second 
pla.ce, I deny the necessary correlation which our opponents at
tempt to establish between the two supernaturals ; if the mir
acles have continued (contrary to all likelihood), it does not 
necessarily follow that the prodigies of devils have also con
tinued. 

And now, I am prepared to attack the theory which, in a. 
certain way, extends the period of miraculous facts beyond the 
Apostolic times. There always have been, and there always 
will be on this point, two systems presented, the system of limit
ation and the system of extension. The one insists that Reve
lation completes itself throughout the ages, by means of tradi
tion and infallible interpretations ; the other maintains that all 
Revelation is contained in the Bible, that after it, and external 
to it, God reveals nothing. The one holds that miracles have 
become a permanent institution, an attribute, as it were, of the 
Church ; the other maintains that beyond the miracles of the 
Bible, and those which it predicts for the "last days," there is 
nothing proved, nothing authentic. I shall excite no surprise 
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by declaring the second system to be the one which I 
adopt. 

I am aware that the words of our Saviour, at the period of 
his ascension,* will be quoted in opposition to the ground I 
take : " Go ye into all the world and preach the Gospel to 
every creature. . . . And these signs shall follow them that 
believe : In my name, shall they cast out devils ; they shall 
speak with new tongues ; they shall take up serpents ; and if 
they drink any deadly thing, it shall not hurt them ; they shall 
lay hands on the sick, and they shall recover." (lliark, xvi. 11, 
18.) 

This declaration either guarantees for ever the gift of miracles 
to every Christian; or it must be understood in the sense that 
the Apostles, more favored than the prophets of old, not only 
possessed power to perform miracles themselves, but they saw 
this marvellous faculty displayed in the midst of their pro
selytes, as the brilliant mark and divine seal of their ministry. · 

Now, are we authorized to adopt the first interpretation? I 
think not. If miracles are the sign of Christianity in general, 
and not of the special ministry of the Apostles, there is no 
longer any restriction to be put upon the terms employed by 

* The pre'lching of Peter on the day of Pentecost may also be quoted against me. 
'' For these are not drunken as ye suppose, seeing it ls but the thlrd hour of the day ; 
but this Is tbat which was spoken by the prophet Joel, And it shall come to pass In the 
last days, saith God, I will pour out of my spirit upon all flesh: and your sons and 
your daughters shall prophesy, and your young men shall see visions, and your old men 
shall dream dreams : And on my servants, and on my hand·maidens, I will pour out 
in those days of my Spirit; and they shall prophesy; And I will show wonders in hea
ven above, and signs in the earth beneath ; blood, and fire1 and vapor of smoke. The 
sun shaJI be turned into darkness, and the moon into blood1 before that great and 
notable day of the Lord come." (Acts, ii. 1:>-20.) But those who will trouble them· 
selves to read over the whole of the second chapter of Joel rererred to by Peter, will 
feel convinced that the prophet has there mentioned all the signs which are to appear 
in the last days, that is to say (for It Is \be frequent sense of the expression), during 
the entire period between ut,e f.rst and second coming of Christ. The effusion of mir~ 
aculous gifts is there found in connection with the darkening of the 1mn and the re-estab~ 
lishment of the Jews. Now, as we know that a consideral>le portion of the prediction 
does not apply(~ tl:.e Apostolic period, it Is equaUynatural to suppose that the portion 
of !t which ls then Mcomplisbed, does not apply to the succeeding periods. It is in 
vain to interrogate th~ l>ible ; nowhere shall we discover a promise of the universality 
e.nrl perpetuity or miraculous or prophetic power after the Apostles. 

14 
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Christ. "Them that believe," will be those who dispose of the 
supernatural at their pleasure. The verification is easy ; let all 
those who have believed, come and drink poison, let them cure 
the sick, let them speak strange tongues. No church whatever 
has pretended to this universal gift of miracles ; everybody 
has understood that this is a very common form of language 
in the Bible, the apparent generalization of a particular propo
sition. 

There is, moreover, no means of doubting, for Scripture is 
here, as always, the infallible commentary on Scripture. By 
the side of the promise of Jesus Christ, the New Testament 
places its realization ; it gives us the picture of the primitive 
Churches. A.nd what do we see ? Does every Christian possess 
the gift of cnre or the gift of tongues? Far from it. Miracu
lous gifts, now more frequent, now more rare, are nowhere 
universal. On the contrary, they have precisely the character 

· I just now indicated, they confirm by the extraordinary power 
with which some of "the converts to Christianity are clothed, 
the divinity of the mission confided to the Apostles. 

This is so true that the Epistle to the Hebrews (ii. 3, 4) 
pointedly refers to these marvellous facts as a demonstration of 
the Apostolic ministry : "How shall we escape if we neglect so 
great salvation ; which at the first began to be spoken by the 
Lord, and was confirmed unto us by them that heard him : God 
also bearing them witness, both with signs and wonders, and 
with divers miracles, and gifts of the Holy Ghost, according to 
his own will ?" 

Yes, God thus bore witness to the Apostles ; their peculiar 
office being distinguished from all others in the annals of the 
world by miracles and extraordinary gifts of the Holy Spirit. 
When we compare the instructions given to the Apostles by 
their master at the period of their first mission, with those 
which relate to their final mission, we remark that their peculiar 
characteristic lies in the fact that the gift of miracles is no 
longer confined to . the person of the Apostles, as it was for· 
merly confined to that of the prophets. "Them that belie•e '' 
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will speak strange tongues, and cure the sick ; formerly it was 
otherwise; it was only to the seventy Apostles that Jesus said: 
"Heal the sick, cleanse the lepers, raise the dead, cast out 
devils." ( JYiattlzew, x. 8 ; Luke, x. 9.) 

This is not all. The perpetuity of miraculous gifts cannot be 
inferred from the passage in Mark, if their universality is not ; 
not simply because the two ideas are intimately connected, but 
because the second alone seems to be expressed by the text, 
("Them that believe"). Now, the New-Testament, which pro
tests against their universality, equally protests against their 
duration. The attentive reader thus sees miraculous action gra
dually diminishing and retiring, in proportion as the results of the 
Apostolic ministry make its confirmation less dependent on super
natural agencies. Everything seems to indicate that it will soon 
disappear. Turn to the Book of Acts ; you will first notice the 
general effusion of extraordinary gifts ; the three thousand con
verted at Jerusalem, the friends of Cornelius, the proselytes of· 
Samaria, receive all the supernatural gifts of the Holy Spirit ; 
later, those who po8sess similar privileges may be counted in the 
Churches, the Church of Corinth, which is particularly favored in 
this respect (and, indeed, the errors that threaten it seem trace
able to this cause rather than to any particular holiness), the 
Church of Corinth, where the Apostolic ministry is attested by 
miracles more numerous than elsewhere, particularly distinguishes 
those of its members who are clothed: with the gift of tongues, the 
gift of prophecy, or the gift of interpretation ; and, still later, 
~he pastoral epistles regulating the permanent condition of the 
flocks do not even foresee the possibility of these glorious, but 
transitory manifestations. 

The decrease of miraculous gifts is so marked that the period 
of each epistle may be determined, so to speak, by the language 
it holds concerning them. The Epistle of John is one of the 
oldest, it is connected with the first times of the Church, and 
we find in it, accordingly, the traces of a miracle frequently per
formed by the elders. " Is any sick among you q let him call 
for the elders of the Church; and let them pray over him, 
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anointing him with oil, in the name of the Lord; and the prayer 
of faith shall save the sick." (James, v. 14, 15.) The anoint
ing with oil effected miraculous cures at that epoch in all the 
Churches to which the Apostle addressed himself; at a later 
day nothing is said of this miracle. Paul writes to the Philip
pians of the sickness of Epaphroditus, he gives advice to Tim
othy concerning his health, he mentions that he has left Tro
phemius sick at Miletus, yet nowhere does he indicate that re
course has been had to the anointment with oil by way of cure. 
We all know what finally grew out of this miracle; the act of 
healing became an act establishing the triumph of death, the 
anointing with oil is metamorphosed into extreme unction I 
Nothing better demonstrates that miracles did not continue. 

They were not destined ,to continue ; the promise of Jesus 
Christ concerned the Apostolic ministry, and nothing else. Shall 
I produce another proof of this. Among the supernatural works 
which they who believe are to accomplish, he places the cure of 
demoniacs. Now there have been no demoniacs except at the 
period of the Saviour and bis Apostles. I shall again refer to 
this branch of the argument. Meanwhile, I beg the reader to 
remark that if the name of demoniac has been applied to per
sons affected by convulsions, epilepsy, or hallucination, it is not 
to say that hallucination, epilepsy, or convulsions, were the pos
sessions related in the Gospels. The Fathers speak of demon
iacs and cure them; '!!ho do~bts it? but their discernment is at 
fault upon this point, as upon many others. Their subjects of 
possession do not resemble tho8e cured by Jesus, no more do 
they resemble those described in the Catholic exorcisms, accord
ing to which, veritable possessions are identified by the gift of 
tongues, by a knowledge of the future, and by suspension in the 
air. None of these characteristics, that I am aware of, are 
met with in the demoniacs of Tertullian ; his demoniacs are not 
more real in the eyes of my adversaries than in mine. 

I confess myseif as skeptical as Jurieo* touching supcrnat-, 

•A Protestant minister of the seventeenth century, the cotemporary with Bossuet.
Tran1. 
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ural facts related by the Fathers. Miracles, possessions, appa
ritions, nothing is there lacking, I know; but I also know that 
the heretics then performed as many miracles as the orthodox, 
and that the doctrine of the perpetuity of extraordinary gifts 
was precisely one of the particular characteristics of :Montan
ism ; I know that everybody was not so credulous, and that 
the fourth century saw Vigilance combating apparitions with 
the same courageous and clear-sighted fidelity which he opposed 
to the introduction of images into Ohristian worship. There is, 
moreover, one reflection which appeals to the attentive reader 
of the Fathers, and puts him somewhat on his guard against 
their marvellous stories. Prodigies multiply in proportion as 
the distance from the .Apostolic age increases ;-the first cen
tury bas none, the second century has a few ; during the third 
the inundation commences ; the fourth relates, with perfect sin
cerity, thousands of miraculous acts, while the Middle .Ages far 
exceed the fourth century. 

A progression so marked as this, says much both for the real 
cessation of the supernatural at the end of the Apostolic period, 
and for the true nature of that supernatural, which increases in 
proportion as it recedes from the fountain-head, and as tradi
tions interpose between believers and the Divine instructions. 

I hope my readers will not accept this on my word alone ; 
I would respectfully ask them to examine for themselves the 
writings of the primitive Fathers. In the long letter of Ole
ment Romain, where so many other subjects are brought up, we 
find not the faintest trace of miracles. Neither is there any 
reference to them in Ignatius, who would seem to be the very 
man to accept floating opinions. Polycarp is equally silent on 
this point. It is in Justin we perceive the first indication 
of supernatural pretensions ; and even here it is very slight, 
compared with Tertullian and the Fathers succeeding him ! 
Throughout the whole of these rrnmerous treatises, these apol
ogies, these minute descriptions of the life and worship of the 
Christians in the second century, scarcely more than one or two 
passages bearing on the subject of miracles are to be found. 
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The moderation of Justin is all the more remarkable from the 
fact that there is no mention, either of miracles or possessions, 
in the epistle to Diognetus, in Tatian, in Athenagoras, or in 
Theophilus. It would seem strange, in truth, that so many 
works written in demonstration of Christianity, should have, by 
mutual consent, shunned the grand argument of miracles, if 
miracles had then occupied the important place which soon 
after fell to their lot. Even Irenrens wrote his long work with
out speaking of the miraculous facts; he no more availed him
self of them in his contests with the Gnostics than the other 
apologists, in their first contests with the Jews. 

Such was ·the debut of the Fathe~s. Since then, the question 
has taken several steps in advance, and the prodigies have mul
tiplied. How necessary is it, then, to remind us of the excep
tional character of the times of Christ and his Apostles. 
Indeed, we are exposed to grave errors of every sort, when we 
fail to recognize this fundamental truth : the Apostolic period 
had a monopoly of miracles as well as a moncpoly of 
infallible revelations. 

In regard to celestial communications, it is important to.dis
tinguish the different periods. In the time of :Moses and the 
patriarchs, God himself conversed with them or directed them 
by dreams. In the time of the prophets, God granted them 
visions and sometimes dictated their words : " Thus saith the 
Lord." The Apostles had, in general, neither conversation, nor 
dreams, nor visions, nor dictation ; but their canonical writings 
were the word of the Lord, their ministry was confirmed by 
their own miracles, and by those that were occasionally per
formed by ~imple believers. Since the Apostles, we have on 
the one hand, the books of the Old and the New Testaments ; 
on the other, the Holy Spirit, which makes us understand and 
delight in them when we humbly implore its assistance. 'iVe 
are, then, far from being disinherited; on the contrary, mankind 
has never been in as direct communion with God. Only one 

·thing is required of us : let us accept our lot, our magnificent. 
lot, not that of preceding generations. In extending infallible 
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l'evelation and miracles beyond the Apostolic times, we expose 
ourselves to the most dangerous errors; as well might we pretend 
to prophetic visions, or to talk directly with God like the patri
c.rchs of old ! 

It remains for me to clear up a point, which, in order to avoid 
a break in the discussion, I have as yet barely noticed. Among 
the supernatural manifestations related in the New Testament, 
demoniacs occupy an important place. Is it certain that this 
great fact disappeared with the Apostles, and that it was 
8trictly co temporary with Jesus Christ and his first disciples? 

So long as there exists any doubt on this point, so long will 
also exist the right to assert that the supernatural has sur
vived the Apostolic age, and that nothing distinguishes the 
period in which we live, from the period during which the 
Church was founded in the midst of miracles performed by its 
members, and prodigies- effected by tho enemy, or from the 
period in which the return of the head of the Church will be 
announced by new Satanic prodigies, responded to by new 
miracles. Between this. commencement and this end, between 
the age of the Apostles and the "last days," as Scripture in a 
general sense calla them, does there not exist a long interval, 
our own age, an interval deprived of the extraordinary facts 
which distinguish both the first and the " last days" properly so 
called? 

Nothing better proves it than the total disappearance of de
moniacs. Now, in order to be certain if they have disappeared, 
we must first establish what they were ; to "1efine, is almost to 
demonstrate. 

There always have been, and there always will be diseases 
similar to those with which the demoniacs of the Gospel were 
afflicted, deaf, dumb, epileptics, convulsionaries. There always 
have been, and there always will be moral possessions, sins, re
volts against God and against his word. But neither were there 
before the coming of Christ, nor have there been since the death 
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of the Apostles, diseased possessions, complex diseases, in whirh 
are displayed at the same time, the two consequences of the 
fall : physical death and moral death. 

The son of God came to deliver us from both ; therefore, I 
cannot be surprised that this double deliverance should have 
found its most striking expression in the cure of demoniacs. It 
was, doubtless, important that the disea~e and the sin should be 
presented in their closest relation at the Advent of him who was 
to triump over death and hell. 

But were the demoniacs really what we have just supposed 
them to be? 

To listen to ·certain persons, we might actually believe that 
the condition of demoniacs invariably }lartook of the character 
of epilepsy or lunacy I They who hold this language, and who 
obstinately shut their eyes to the fact that it was only an ordi
nary disease transformed into possession by the prejudices of an 
ignorant age, have probably never opened the Gospels. Side 
by side with the child to whom the demon gives epileptic crises, 
the two men to whom the demons give violent and dangerous 
madness (JY!atthew, viii. 28 ; xtii. 15 ), we are shown other 
demons who render their victims blind or dumb, or who afflict 
them with divers diseases. (lVIatthew, iv. 24 ; ix. 32 ; xii. 22.) 

Demoniacs are not simply epileptics or madmen ; their decla
rations, moreover, and especially the declarations of the Lord, 
do not permit us for an instant to rest on this hypothesis. And, 
on the other side, neither are men tormented only by a moral 
evil, by extraordinary temptations. As if to compensate 
themselves for the interpretations of the rationalists, Christians 
have too often introduced their own, which are not much better. 
In their eyes, demoniacs are little more than great sinners, pos
sessed by the devil in the sense that their heart pertains to him 
in a more than extraordinary manner. The world is so disposed 
to suppress the diseased and physical side of the possession, 
that its traditions have transformed}Iary :Magdalen into a repre
sentative of the worst class of female sinners, because J esus deliv
ered her from seven devils. To have had seven devils! that is the 
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very height of sin, and Mary Magdalen or Madeleine is hence
forth confounded with the sinful woman who washed the feet of 
the Saviour with her tears, and wiped them with the hair of 
her bead! 

Let us vindicate the true character of the possessions related 
in the New Testament. They are a disease, or rather they are 
all sorts of diseases, accompanied in general, doubtless, by the 
interior action of the demon. The demoniacs in no respect re
semble the pretended possedes of the Middle Ages ; there is 
no authority for asserting that they were sold to Satan and more 
depraved than the other inhahitants of the country. 

To whom, indeed, are addressed the most severe reproaches 
of the Saviour ? To the demoniacs? No ; to the " Scribes 
and Pharisees, hypocrites," to men perfectly exempt from the 
disease of those affiicted by possession, but real slaves of the 
devil. Jesus does not for an instant encourage the baleful 
opinion which would confound material possession with moral 
corruption. If he says to a certain demoniac who has been 
cured, " Go, and sin no more," he addresses the same language 
to other diseased persons ; be never delivers the body, without 
making allusion to the deliverance of which the soul has need. 
Moreover, be invariably places the struggle on its own ground ; 
it is to escape from sin, not from possession : the tempter, he is 
the enemy. Simple infirmity is nothing ; the evil lies in being 
tempted to revolt. 

When the devil " enters into Judas," Judas does not become 
a demoniac ; he ends in becoming a traitor. He sells bis mas
ter, he is driven to despair, he kills himself; he experiences no 
epileptic crises, no speechlessness, none of the symptoms of the 
strange malady that then afflicted Palestine. 

It is quite evident that possession, without being a particular 
sign of sin, nevertheless implies the idea of a heart still corrupt 
and unconverted. Various passages, and especially the para
ble related by Matthew in the 43d and following verses of his 
12th chapter, testify that it is thus. In other terms, among 
the sinners in the time of Jesus Christ, there were some whose 

14* 
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bodies presented a visible manifestation of the action of the 
devil. Sometimes even, the demons who posscssctl them are 
quite particularly designated as "unclean spirits," which seems 
to indicate that the disease was accompanied by moral obsc 
sion. (ll'fark, i. 23, 27 ; iii. 30 ; vii. 25 ; Luke, ix. 12 ; Acts, 
v. 16.) 

But the distinction none the less subsists ; disease is not 
sin, the proof of which lies in the fact that cure is not con
version. If there are some demoniacs converted, Mary Mag
dalen among others, there are likewise some in whom the deliv
erance from their infirmity is u~accompanied by any sign which 
denotes a change of heart. Their conduct is similar to tha,t of 
other persons cured of their diseases, sometimes giving their hearts 
to the Saviour, and sometimes responding to his love only by 
ingratitude and frivolity. In all cases, whether of ordinary 
invalids or demoniacs, cure and conversion were two distinct 
facts, although they were occasionally concomitant facts. 

In thus attempting to characterize demoniacs,* my object has 
been to establish that none have appeared since the times of 
the .Apostles. They are only to be found in other periods, by 
misconstruing the extraordinary fact which signaliz"es the com
ing of the Saviour and the foundation of his Ohurch. Some, 
as I have said, see little else in possession than moral action ; 
they transform demoniacs into great sinners, which is most as
s:µredly one method of finding them everywhere. Others, again, 
regard possession almost entirely as an ordinary malady, mental 
alienation or epilepsy ; this is still another means of finding 
demoniacs both before and after Christ.t .As for us, having 
defined it according to the Gospels, as a diabolical possession 
which occasions divers infirmities, we are prepared to establish 

* Those who would Investigate the question more fully than it Is in my power to do 
here, are referred to the following passages: Matthew, iv. 24; vlli. 16, '28; ix. 8~7 3.'3: 
x. 8; xU. 22; xv. 22; xvii. 18; Mark, iii. US; ix. 28, 38; xvi. 9, lT; Lukt, iv. 41; viii. 
16, 28, 29; x . 17, etc. 

t Orlgen, in bis commentary on the seventeenth chapter of ~Iatthew, makes the re
mark, that the pretended possessions of bis times were, in the opinion of physicians, 
only ordinary diseases. 
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that nothing similar to it has appeared at any other times than 
those we have speCified. , 

I would invite such persons as may still preserve doubts, to 
review the Old Testament. Does it any where mention diaboli
cal diseases 7 No ; throughout its whole contents the only in
stance in which we are even faintly reminded of demoniacs is a 
circumstance in the history of Saul; he is tormented with an evil 
spirit sent by the Lord, and here rests the analogy. Saul suf
fers by a special action of. the enemy, and according to the 
will of God ; but he a~pears to suffer in his mind and not in 
his body ; he is melancholy and troubled, he is not a demoniac. 

Behold the only example that can be cited during a period 
of fifteen hundred years, from a collection of more than thirty 
books, describing in detail all the incidents in the history of the 
people of God I An imperfect, far-fetched analogy, nothing 
more !-Now, these eighteen hundred years that have rolled by 
since the times of the Apostles, do not even furnish this isolated 
and insufficient fact, which is quoted to us as having been dis
covered before Christ. Epileptics, yes ; pretended possessions, 
yes, again ; but diseases resulting from possession, deafness, 
dumbness, convulsions, blindness, caused by the presence of 
devils, not one instance will you find. 

This form of the supernatural, corresponding as it did in a 
most evident manner with the coming and mission of the Re
deemer, could not fail to disappear with the others, and more 
than the others perhaps. Moreover, everything indicated that 
it was to be thus. The mention of demoniacs is less and less 
frequent in the New Testament as we recede from the time of 
our Saviour, and the word demon is finally used by the authors 
of the epistles and the Revelations only in its Greek significa
tion, demi-god. I would especially call the attention of my. 
readers to the fact, that in the numerous passages where the ac
tion of the devil is described, not a single phrase is to be found 
that refers to the special action which signalized the period of 
our Lord, and which was to be prolonged during the ministry 
of his Apostles. The New Testament has predicted that we 
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shnll be exposed to the temptntions of Sntan ; it has not pre
dicted that we shall be exposed to the torments of demoniacs ; 
it has clothed us in the whole armor of God, wherewith to 
combnt the enemy of our souls, but it has not transmitted to 
us the smallest exorcism. The devil will sow tnrcs in the field ; 
he will take away the Divine ·word from our hearts, lest, that 
having believed, we shall be saved ; he ~11 pervert the ways 
of the Lord which are narrow ; he will take advantage of our 
anger, of our various passions, to cause us to fall ; he will ex
pose us to a formidable assault in the "evil day ;" he will set 
snares for our feet ; he will prowl around us like a roaring lion, 
seeking whom he may devour ; this is the extent of his role 
(quite sufficient, in my opinion ! ) until the day when the mo
mentary appearance of his prodigies will call for a return to 
miracles, and, in giving the signal of the final struggle, will also 
give the signal for the second coming of Christ. (Matthew, xiii. 
39; Luke, viii. 12; Acts, xiii. 10 ; Ephesians, iv. 27; vi. 11-
13; 1 Timothy, iii. 6, 7 ; 1 Peter, v. 8.) 

I have just pointed out the reasons that induce me to contest 
the continuation of the Divine supernatural and the Satanic su
pernatural after the age of the Apostles. I have now to main
tain a second proposition : even if there had been miracles from 
God, or prodigies from the devil since the close of the first cen
tury of the Christian Era, one thing would still remain certain, 
that there could be no analogy between these wonders and those 
which you relate to us ; you have found out the secret of de
grading and perverting everything ; your devil has nothing in 
common with the devil of the Bible ; in place of the fallen 
angel, the perfidious and formidable adversary, you give us an 
indescribably ridiculous being, clothed in a traditional costume, 
occupied with the sorcery of the Middle Ages, condescending 
to perform tricks with which everybody is familiar, dancing with 
shovels and tongs, etc. ; now a satyr, now a hobgoblin, it is 
not Satan, it never will be, and it never has been Satan. 
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In order to believe in your devil and his works, we must 
first get rid of our belief in the devil of Scripture, with whom 
we are, all of us, only too familiar. "\Vhat sort of a devil is 
this whom you represent in a state of subjection to the will of 
man, yielding a slave's obedience to magical formulas, gaining 
souls by contract, and by the same contract to which he 
affixes his signature, binding himself to serve, for a certain 
period, the master whom he accepts? ·what sort of a devil 
is it whom you confine in boxes, in the bodie& of beasts, and 
bottle up at pleasure ? Here is a demon imprisoned in my 
ring ; I charge him with my commissions, he traverses the 
entire world at my command 1 Here arc other demons, who 
serve as nags to the sorcerers, and who, every night of the 
sabbat, station themselves with the utmost docility 011 the 
chimney tops, ready to transport their masters through the 
air 1 

Popular imaginings 1 do you say ? yes, but popular imagin
ings not worse attested than all the rest of your stories ; 
popular imaginings which you fully adopt ; and you are very 
right, for, in rejecting. them, you would reject all the testi
mony upon which the faith of the Middle Ages reposes-testi
mony, in virtue of which thousands of men have been put to 
the torture and burned. Your witchcraft accepts it all ; the 
principal fact is not better proved than the details. The de
scriptions of the devil are the same or nearly so, in your authen
tic accounts, in your civil, ecclesiastical, and judicial certifi
cates, in all the confessions of your sorcerers. He is always the 
same miserable wretch, deceiver and deceived, disgusting aud 
absurd. He has always a cloven foot, a goat's foot. The famous 
Superior of the Ursulines of Loudun, whom you take under 
your especial protection, saw her demon Behemoth under a 
hideous and terrible form, with huge ja,vs belching forth fire 
and flames from the mouth and eyes, provided with great 
claws, etc. An official uniformity is to be found in the descrip
tions of all the sorcerers and exorcists :-horns, claws, and 
tail. 
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Now, then, tell me if you know of anything more contrary 
to the declarations of Scripture, better calculated to precipi
tate souls under tl1e dominion of Satan. Satan "disguises 
himself as an angel of light ;" he conceals his ugliness in order 
to be more successful with bis temptations. ·would that I 
could here quote the highly humorous refutation which a noble
hearted and intelligent man has opposed to your traditional 
devil. Unfortunately, he has seen fit to express himself in 
patois, although he writes the very purest French. The con
clusion, however, to be derived from it is, that the tempter is 
not very tempting when he presents himself in the form with 
which you have .invested him.* 

The form, have I said-what will be his attractions if we pass 
from that to his names? Nor have you any cause to laugh ; 
names make an integral portion of your official revelations by 
means of witnesses ; they make a large part of your official 
reports of torture and the stake ; everything is false if the 

* I have, upon reflection, decided to Insert in a note the lines above mentioned. H 
is possible that my book may fall into the hands or sori:ie of my countrymen In the 
south of France: It is also possible that our paten., to which I have adapted an 
orthography most closely resembling pure French, wili be understood by the majority 
of my readers : 

Te laisses pas tenta dou diable, 
.M~ disi mousu lou cura; 
Che saris un grand miserable 
Et per toujou saris dana. 
-Per lou couneisse coume faire? 
-Es un animon. tout p~lous. 
-Cavalisquo f ah, boudiqu, ma me.Ir61 
-Cha lou bt\ negre et !es yeou rous. 
N'en sort de fio quand vous regardo. 
A d'arpioun d'un pan et demi1 

La lengue en ferre d'aiebardo. 
-Teisa vous, me fas0 treml ! 
SCi pintourla d'aquello sorto, 
Vousjure, mousu lou eura, 
Qu' aura beou tapas it. ma porto, 
J amai: per eou sa.rai tenta. 
Mais si tout poulido cbatoulo 
MCdit : eh ! migno, veno eiCi ! 
Alors, la for!;O m' abandounot 
Et dlse leou: Vege m' aq•il. 

h Flee from the devil far away," 
Said the curate to me one day; 

" Or miserable you will be, 
Damned to hopeless eternity." 

"Dut will you not describe his mien t" 
" A hairy creature strange and grim, 

With horny bead and sharp black beak." 
"Oh, Holy Mother, how you speak!" 
" He glances from h!s eyes of fire, 

The fiercest flames in dreadful ire ; 
His tongue a foot·and-a-half in length, 
An iron halberd ls in strength." 

"Ah, cease, I tremble, say no more, 
In vain may be knock at my door, 
If fashioned thus h~ is, I swear 
The devil shall not enter there. 
But if disguised with accent sweet, 
He said, 'Come darling, let us meet/ 
My strength would vanish, I reply 
Oh! to.ke me, master, here am I." 
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names are false. Now, who will dare to believe them true? 
Listen to the names of some of the demons. 

The proceedings of the l\Iiddle Ages present to ns the 
demon Seraphim, the demon Chat, the demon Peregrino, 
Dagon, Accarron, Potiphar, Incitif, Ranumd, Behemoth Asmo
deus, Orphaxad, Gonsang, Beelphegor, Beelzebub, Delplw-11. 

The nomenclature indicates the different sources from which 
it has been derived ; now, generic names are adopted, as for 
instance, Seraphim ; now, recourse is had to biblical person
ages of the worst reputation, to Dagon, Potiphar, Beelze
bub ; - to an idol, a lewd woman, to one of the real names 
of fallen SpiTits ; now, copying from the Apocrypha, we are 
furnished with Beelphegor and Asmodeus ; and now significa
tive or fanciful appellations are invented: - Chat, Peregrino, 
,Accarron, Incitif, Ramond, Orphaxad, Gonsang, Delphon; 
without forgetting Behemoth, who apparently owes. this honor 
to the monstrous proportions of the animal thu,t bears his name. 

I have also attempted to give a complete list of the demons 
who took an active part in the great possessions of Loudun. 
The reader can make his own commentary on i~ : 

Leviathan, Behemoth, Isaacorum, Balaam, Sans-Fin, Aclzaos, 
Eajas, Cerberus, BeMrit, Gresil des Trones, Amant des Puissances, 
Souillon, Cedon, Daria, Baruc, Allumette, Sabalon, Astaroth, 
Charbon d'Impurite, Lion d'Enfer, Perou, Marmi, and Enne
mi de la Vierge. 

It comprises demons of the ·order of angels, as Charbon 
d'Impurete; demons of the order of archangels, as Lion d'En
fer ; demons of the .order of the Cherubs, as Perou and 
Marou. I must indeed, confess that at first sight and without 
examination, I should not have supposed the two last names, 
rather plebeian as it seems to me, to belong to the highest infer
nal aristocracy ; but we are not permitted to doubt on this 
point ; testimony that was sufficient to burn Grandier ought 
·assuredly be sufficient to establish the classification of fallen 
angels. Let no one then permit himself to express any hesitation 
in accepting this catalogue, tried in the fire of a hundred ex.or-
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cisms, embracing mythological, Biblical and macaronic desig
nations ; Cerberus, Balaam, Souillon, Allumette, and Gresil des 
Tr&nes. It is all true ...... as the whole of sorcery is true. 

After the Ursulines of Londun and in imitation of them, 
possessions multiply in the convents and even elsewhere. 'Ve see 
Beelzebub and Astaroth reappear, and quite ingeniously intro
duced, following in their train, comes first, Bara~as ; then 
Guilman, Garmin and many others. These demons often related 
their history :-one had entered into Judas Iscariot, another 
had been expelled by our Saviour from the body of a demoniac, 
a third had aided in the destruction of Job's riches. 

But, without dwelling longer on a supject of this sort, there 
is one remark I deem useful to make. The names of the devils 
are so little real, they are so much the creation of the imagin
ation, reminiscences and fraud, that the nomenclature becomes 
modified according to times and places. The unclean demons 
who among the Jews were called Haza and Lilith, in the Middle 
Ages bore some of the names above enumerated, and gave place, 
after the discovery of America, to the new demon Cocoto, a 
designation borrowed from one of the gods of the New World. 
Northern countries have not always given their devils the names 
and forms by which they were known in Southern countries ; 
as all this phantasmagoria passes within man and not external 
to him ; as, to speak philosophically, it has only a subjective 
reality, it~ objectivity it being nothing, it is natural for the con
ceptions of the mind in regard to it, to vary according to 
usages and climates. Compare the declarations of sorcerers 
burned in Sweden with those of the sorcerers burned in France, 
you will doubtless find a common ground of superstition which 
ha~ been spread over all Europe ; but you will also find significant 
dissimilarities. The Swedish sorcerers invoked a devil named 
Antessar ; they held their assemblies in a place called Blocula ; 
instead of our meridianal goat, Satan appeared to them in the 
shape of a man, clothed in grey, with a red beard, blue stock
ings, scarlet shoes, and a peaked bat ornamented with tufts of 
ribbons ; they made their aerial journeys mounted on sheep and 
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goats ; at Blocula, the devil played ou the harp for them, im
parted to them the secret of milking cows from a distance, 
presented them with a quadruped and a white bird of which they 
were to make use in taking game. Of course, murders of chil
dren, abominable vows and language-disgusting acts are mixed 
up with these things in Sweden as in France, as everywhere ; 
yet, it is impossible not to be struck by this devil Antessar, this 
grey man deprived of horns and claws, his cloven foot replaced 
by scarlet shoes. The harp, the secret for milking cows, 
the white birds for hunting, impress on the northern sabbat 
a seal which we cannot misunderstand . 

.A. General Rule: Testimony relative to Satanic scenes, always 
bears the stamp of ideas prevalent among the witnesses. Swiss 
sorcerers are burned for affirming that the devil has taught them 
how to produce mortality among cows ; Swedish sorcerers are 
burned for affirming that the devil has furnished them with 
implements for supernatural hunting ; the marine sorcerers of 
Labour are burned for affirming that the devil transports them 
to the yards of vessels in order to ruin cor11merce. 

I return to my point of departure, to the ignoble puerility of 
the character attributed to the devil in the sickly ravings of the 
Middle Ages. In support of this consecrated type, which, indeed, 
cannot be abandoned without bringing down with it au immense 
mass of anthentic testimony, an appeal has been made to various 
passages from Scripture. And why not ? Has not the Apostle 
Paul spoken of "spiritual malir:es * in high places ?" JJ!lalir:es, 
there it is, you see it for yourself! It is by no means astonish
ing that demons should disguise themselves as hobgoblins, 
l!Ld give themselves up to frolicsome pranks ! 

I certainly cannot be expected to reply seriously to argu
ments of this sort. If there be ~ny persons, who, having read 
the last chapter of the Epistle to the Ephesians, attribute to 
the word "malices" the sense above mentioned, without being 
able to comprehend that its true rendering is "mechancetes," 
(wickedness), if there be any who have never felt the fearful 

• .Ma.lice, knavery, sly humor.-Trana. 
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gravity of the war engaged in with this "spiritual wicked
ness" against which the Holy Spirit orders us to "put ou 
the whole armor of God," our "loins girt about with truth, 
having on the breast-plate of righteousness, the shield of faith, 
the helmet of salvation, the sword of the Spirit which is the 
'Vord of God," such persons may be very learned in sorcery, 
but they are absolutely ignorant of what the Bible has revealed 
to us. To argue with them, would be to lose time. 

To whomsoever will make use of his eyes to see, and his intel
lect to understand, I would say : Consider the devil and his 
angels as Divine Revelation shows them to us, and then judge 
for yourself wh_at confidence is due to the declarations, the con
fessions, the official reports, the capital sentences of former 
times ; to the attestations and journals of the " Spiritualists " 
of the present day. If Divine Revelation does not deceive, we 
may legitimately infer that ancient and modern testimony either 
deceives or is deceived, for it attributes to demons the follow
ing occupations : 

Certain old manor houses have a bad reputation, not without 
cause. They are incessantly haunted by noises, blows, and ap
paritions. \Vhenever any one is courageous enough to lodge in 
these suspected houses, he is assailed by so many nocturnal 
enemies as to be obliged to yield up to them exclusive posses
sion. 

At the parsonage of Cideville, the demons make a perfectly 
infernal uproar ; they shake the floors, and imitate the rhythm 
of tunes they hear sung ; they reply to questions by rapping a 
certain number of blows ; they also take the liberty of striking 
a mayor on his thigh, of causing a cure's tongs and fire-irons 
to dance ; they box the ears of the children belonging to the 
parsonage, yet afterwards play with, and submit to be teased by 
them. It is true, however, that such fun is dangerous to 
the furniture and crockery of the establishment I 

At Guillonville, the year 1849 is marked by diabolical farces 
not less curious. Adolphine Benoit was exposed to strange 
persecutions. " Sometimes, ropes, candles, rags, bread-bask-
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ets, pint measures filled with water, and even carrion would be 
suddenly deposited on her back, or in her pockets ; sometimes, 
cooking utensils, saucepans, dippers, fastened themselves to the 
strings of her petticoat or apron. At other times, as she 
entered the stable, the harness of the horses would leap upon 
and twist itself around her in such away as to render assistance 
necessary in getting rid of it. One day, as she was again 
entering the stable, the collars of the two horses placed them
selves on her shoulders," the ladder fell upon her back, a sack 
enveloped her person· from head to foot, a trivet and the 
sawyer's buck put themselves astride of her back. I say 
nothing of the bonnet of a young child being taken off, and 
an enormous dipper substituted in its place ; its cradle assailed 
by shovels and chafing dishes ; the disappearance of medals 
and crucifixes. It is not my intention to discuss the facts and 
the very respectable certificates by which they are supported ; 
I wish only to state the f~nctions attributed to the devil, and 
entreat Christians thoughtfully to compare them with the 
teachings of their Bible. 

In the department of the Seine-Injerieure, so M. de Mirville 
tells us, there have been witnessed, within twenty-five years, 
three capital exorcisms, directed by the bishop, and crowned 
with the most complete success. A certa.in church-living 
remained tenantless because of the spirits who troubled it ; the 
ecclesiastic who finally had courage to take up his abode there 
was compelled to defend himself from the hobgoblins by firing 
a pistol at them. 

In the United States the devil makes his debut by mysterious 
noises ; from knorl<:ings and rappings, he proceeds to place and 
displace articles of furniture, he runs off with the head·dresses 
of the women and brings them back at pleasure. He has even 
exhibited his power in magical illuminations, in representations 
with a full band,_ causing a phosphorescent light to gush forth 
from the walls of an apartment, or producing enchanting music 
either on earth or in the regions above. After such things as 
these, 'tis but a mere trifle for him to group phantoms in a 
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chamber, to suspend men in the air, or to touch the spectators 
with superhuman nnd icy hands. 

I pass over in silence the round tables, the hats, the mediums and 
their far too simple processes, by means of which they place to 
the account of spirits nil the conceptions of their own minds. Is 
this, I ask again, the Satan of the Bible, the great adversary, 
the great castaway ? That he profits by such a terrible misap
prehension, is not to be doubted ; there is no error by which 
he does not profit. But his work in this instance, especially 
consists in making us believe that he is wholly occupied with 
frolics and fooleries, in concealing the tempter behind the 
manufacturer ·of small prodigies, who squats down among the 
furniture, and whom two bits of board nailed together serve to 
put in motion.* 

This leads me to point out another contradiction between the 
Bible and the diabolical supernatural. The partisans of the 
latter are not content with giving us a devil of diminished 
power and capacity, now a satyr, now a goblin, according to 
the times ; they invent a devil dependent on motions or formu
las. They have familiarized us with him, they have taught us 
to find our amusement in the sports of fallen angels or con
demned souls ; this is not enough, they are determined to 
obliterate every trace of spirituality as they have already 
obliterated every trace of grandeur. A shameless materialism, 
such as the Baron d'Holbach himself in the last century would 
not have dared to imagine, is now installed in our midst, and it 
is the religious party who are its patrons I 

The fundamental idea of the Middle Ages and of its modern 
champions is that the action of Satan is connected with material 
facts, with a formula, a gesture, the employment of certain 
herbs, the choice of certain hours of the day or night. Now, 

•See the work of the Marquis de Mirville, pages 227, 229, 325 to 327, 3.30, 835, 346 
352, 353, 856, 351, 372, 874, 8W, 876, 319, 380, 8Sl, 388, 391, 896, 897, 400, 401, 402, 
405, etc. 
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the invention of mechanical sorceries (to which corresponds the 
not less mechanical miracle, the magic of good formulas annul
ling that of bad), is the height of impiety. 

That formulas are supposed to opernte in virtue of their intrin
sic power, no one can doubt. Read any of the official interroga
tories directed to any of the sorceresses or possedees with whom 
you may chance to meet, you will there find the famous compacts. 
Madeleine Bavan and the oth~r nuns of Loudun declared that 
a magician had delivered them over to the devil. " I have 
given in. writing the property of my body to this Dagon," 
said Madeleine Bavan ; " there exist several documents signed 
with my blood, by which I acknowledge that my body pertains 
to him." 

And these compacts bound not only the possessed person, 
they bound the demon. Having once affixed his signature, he 
is compelled to obey whomsoever shall require the execution 
of his promises, nor can he, under any pretext whatever, get rid 
of his engagement. The compacts are inviolable ; there are 
some which endure after the death of the contracting party ; 
in such case, if they happen to fall into the hands of a person 
utterly ignorant of sorcery, the hands of a child, for example, 
who makes use of conjuration or any other sign the meaning of 
which he does not understand, he will be promptly obeyed. 
The obedience will sometimes be too prompt ; witness the poor 
student of Louvain, who, remaining in the cabinet of his pro
fessor (a celebrated sorcerer of course), had the imprudenr:e 
to read from a large book lying open on the table. llis 
reading, unluckily, compelled the devil to appear, who, per
ceiving that the student knew nothing of the secret, and had 
summoned him by accident, became furious at being, disturbed 
for nothing, and seizing the student by the neck, strangled. him 
on the spot. 

But this is comparatively nothing. In the compact, there is 
at least voluntary consent ; the omnipotence of matter is not 
sufficiently prominent. Herc is still too much spirituality 
for the theories I attack, and which yet dare call them-
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selves Christian ; they take a step further. In virtue of a 
formula, of a motion, of contact with a magical object, tl1e gift 
of a ribbon or a flower, the sorcerer disposes of bodies and 
souls, and delivers them over to the empire of Satan I The 
miserable Pere Suriu, one of the exorcists of Loudun, submit
ting in his turn to the infernal contagion, wrote to another 
Jesuit : "The devil has made a compact with a magician to 
prevent me from speaking of God .. .' .. I am compelled, in 
order to have some conception of him, to hold the holy sacra
mcn t over my head, making use of the key of David to open 
my memory." 

We here see a Divine materialism corresponding to the Sa
tanic materialism ; that which the compact of the magician has 
produced, is, in a moment, destroyed by placing the holy sacra
ment over the head. The same scenes are enacted in the con
vent of Lonviers; there also the evil comes from a magician who 
has cast a charm upon the nuns, thus transforming them into 
instruments of Satan. 

And this was always the way. In the case of the nuns of 
Lille, who were possessed at the commencement of the 17th 
century, the author of the charm made a full confession. 
Here is the declaration of a certain sister, .Marie de Saius, un
til then celebrated for her virtues. " I placed under the clothes 
of the nuns, under their mattresses, an evil charm confided to 
me by the devil and intended to cause the extermination of the 
community. This charm was invented at the sabbat. by Louis 
Gaufridi. It was composed of consecrated wafers 
and blood, goat's dust, human bones, skulls of children, hair, 
nails, etc." .And the new sorceress tells how her philter gave 
to one nun a disgust for her vocation, to another, unchaste 
thoughts, to another melancholy or' angry feelings. She speaks 
of charms " opposed to confession." Indeed, there is neither a 
moral nor a physical evil which charms cannot communicate l 

L'envoutement, * a well known operation destined to secure 

* For a more parilcula.r account of this operation, see the chapter on spuriou.s sor
cery, Vol. 2d.-Trana. 
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the death of an enemy, was nothing at all if we compare it with 
the operations which introduced the demon into the heart, and 
instantly defiled it. A bouquet is thrown into the convent of 
the Ursulines, and behold the nuns co.mpelled to experience and 
express sentiments such as the pen refuses to record I the 
charms are placed in different parts of the monastery of Saint 
Louis at Louviers, and the sisters of Saint Elizabeth are in their 
turn, invaded by a troop of unclean spirits ! 

The spell has been cast; thenceforth Satan (w):io cannot do 
otherwise) lays his ruthless grasp on the victims thus abandoned 
to his power. Men die, cattle perish, souls are governed by 
the m.ost depraved instincts ; nothing, however, is more simple: 
a spell has been cast ! 

And what is better yet ; notwithstanding the declaration of 
Jesus Christ that Satan does not cast out Satan (llfatthew, xii. 
21-27), the devil is often "divided against himself." It is he 
who dissolves the spells he has cast ; sorcerers expel devils, 
their formulas cure, their formulas deliver I 

I do not discuss ; I relate. If I had to discuss, I should 
demand of the modem champions of the supernatural, to substi
tute acts for words. They are familiar with t.hese famous for
mulas, the power of which is so great ; there is even no lack 
of magicians, who, we are assured, haye never been so numer
ous ; what prevents them from performing their operations pub
licly and on a large scale ? When, by the use of a word, they 
shall have created or suppressed diseases and possessions in 
general, they will have taken from us the right to say that cer
tain wonders prudently confine themselves to the times and 
places in which they have no control to fear. 

Meanwhile, we entreat the reader not to lose sight of our 
present proposition, and not to oppose to Christian dogmas the 
dogma of sorceries, of possessions by means of magical impor
tation or touch. 

It is when the shepherd has touche.d the child that the storm 
bursts over the celebrated parsonage of Cideville ; even the 
cure is obliged to resort to his cane as a weapon of defense 
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against the shepherd-magician, who, under pretext of imploring 
his pardon, likewise touches the reverend man himself. 

M. de ~1irville has with justice remarked, that possession may 
everywhere be traced to an importateur, a magician, or a Rpell 
thrown by him. It is the Cure Picard at Louviers ; it is another 
cure in the diocess of Bayeux. The shepherdess of Cret, Isabeau 
Vincent inoculated the Camisards with prophetic possession. 
The convulsions of Saint Medard are produced by contact with 
the tomb of the Deacon Paris. That which the perfume of 
roses had effected at Loudun, that which a breath had effected 
in the Cevennes, that which earth and marble had effected 
among the Jansenists, the chalk of Mr. Dupotet, and the mag
netized water of Mesmer will effect in their turn. All of them 
so many talismans serving as vehicles for the demons. 

The diabolical epidemic is concentrated in one particular 
spot, in a cavern, in a desert. It issues thence at the orders of 
a magician, and once imported by him, it spreads in every di
rection. Na pol eon was compelled to order a certain sentry box 
in his camp at Boulogne to be destroyed, because all the senti
nels stationed in it blew oµt their brains-a magician had thrown 
a spell upon it. Marshal Serrurier walled up a certain door 
in the Hotel des Invalides because a aozen of the pensioners 
had hung themselves there within a fortnight-a magician had 
bewitched it. 

The stock of bad spirits has accumulated in certain corners 
of the earth, in the prophetic places of the Pagans, in the high 
places of Jewish idolatry. It was· thence that the ancient 
sorcerers supplied themselves, it is thence that the transcendent 
magnetism of the present day continues to procure demons 

. whom it imprisons in its magic circles. It is thence that the 
mediums derive that mysterious influence to which they- serve 
as agents. 

It is, moreover, very easy to spread the contagion. Formerly, 
epidemic possessions were transmitted from convents of women 
to convents of women ; to-day, the speaking tables arrive by 
packet from America. They are imported by way of Germany, 
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take their route through England and France like the cholera. 
The halting-places may be counted. 

Thus, we always have a point of concentration, always a con· 
ducting agent of diabolical miasmata, always a communication 
from one place to another. The theory is as consistent . 
and as materialistic as possible ; it is the faith of the Middle 
Ages revived with perfect sincerity.* 

This faith has everywhere prevailed. In countries desolated 
by vampirism, one becomes a vampire by eating of food which 
vampires have infected. 

The diabolical evil is so liable to be communicated by material 
contagion, that the exorcists themselves are exposed to the pos
session which they labor to destroy in others. In the Loudun affair 

· the Pere Lactance, the Pere Surin, and the Pere Tranquille 
are represented as successively afflicted with the epidemic, like 
those physicians who died at Barcelona, whither they had gone 
to study and combat the yellow fever. 

It would surely be difficult to find any better way of forget
ting the role of the tempter, and the character of his attacks. 
\Ve are a thousand leagues from the Bible. Is it possible to 
remove ourselves still further? It really seems that it may be 
done, for M. de l\firville has discovered in his fluid spirits of 
Cideville, the same property formerly remarked in the demons of 
the good times. Their presence is manifested by a sort of greyish 
column ; this vapor is to be seen curling round in every direc
tion, making a slight hissing noise ; then, it visibly condenses, 
and escapes like a currrent of air through the windows of the· 
apartment. It is at that precise moment, the witnesses of the 
prodigy arm themsek~s with long iron pikes (as I have already 
mentioned), and inflict upon the mysterious shadows wounds 
which, in virtue of a diabolical solidarity, are the next day 
found on the body of the shepherd. 

And here is quite enough, I hope. In reading these things, 

* Consult the following pages or lhe book of M. de Mirville: 108, 109, 117, 121, 

~-~~~~~-~-~~-~~~-~ 89~, 407, 410, 426, etc. 
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I am only surprised that the men who wrote them, nnd who 
arc often as honorable as they arc distinguished, could ever 
have held in their hands a book called the Bible. 'l'hat ages 
which neither possessed nor knew the Bible were led away by 
such superstitions, I can comprehend ; but iu respect to the 
present age, it seems to me utterly incomprehensible ! 

In the present age, the Bible is quoted in favor of material
ism ; that is the only change. I migllt appeal from this argu
ment to the great body of the sacred writings, to the odor of 
spirituality which exhales therefrom, to the worship iu spirit 
and in truth, which Christ has established. I prefer, however, 
to renounce _all my advantages, while I confine myself to the 
examination of three or four p"assages, laboriously gathered 
together and perverted from their natural signification, in order . 
to be made to yield a doctrine analogous to the magical action 
of formulas, spells, possessions by contact,. to deliverances by 
sorcery or exorcisms. 

We are told in particular of the handkerchiefs of the 
Apostle Paul, which were taken to the sick at Ephesus and 
cured them ; of the hem of our Saviour's garment, which was 
touched by an infirm woman from behind, and which likewise 
imparted a healing virtue. 

Unfortunately, these examples have no materialistic bearing, 
except when the advocates of this doctrine have taken pains to 
insert between the lines. "The handkerchiefs of the Apostle 
had been stolen from him, and it was not by his order that they 
.wer<i taken to the sick. Jesus Christ was ignorant of the pre
sence, the action, and the faith of the infirm woman who 
touched his robe." Without this necessary addition, the two 
passages yield no support whatever to the theory which 
invokes them, for their natural interpretation is as follows : 

Paul, overcome by bis labors at Ephesus, and being, doubt
less, unable to v.isit all the sick and lay his hands on them, sent 
handkerchiefs ; his will to cure them in the name of the 
Saviour, the faith of the sick, and the material act, coincide in 
this case, as in all other cases of miraculous cure. Jesus, sur-
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rounded by the crowd which presses upon him, and which 
(mark it well) is constantly coming in accidental contact with his 
garments, without receiving any magical virtue therefrom, Jesus, 
who knows and sees all things, perceives a poor, infirm woman 
approaching him from behind, and carrying a hand as humble 
as believing to the hem of his robe ; J csus wills that her 
health shall be restored, and it is restored. Here, again, the 
will to cure, the faith of the sick, and the material act, coin
cide. 

" But, after all," you will say, " here are material acts I" 
Most assuredly, and I would even beg you to remark that ma
terial acts have always or almost always been connected with 
the miracles of the Bible. Jesus Christ performed cures by 
laying his hands on the head of the sick, or by allowing them to 
touch his garments. Sometimes he went so far as to apply his / 
finger to the part affected ; sometimes he only repeated words, 
which is also a material act. Lazarus did not rise from the 
tomb until he heard the words," Lazarus, come forth!" After 
the example of their master, the Apostles effected miracles by 
speaking, · by touching with their hands those whom they 
wished to enrich by extraordinary gifts of the Holy Spirit, or 
deliver from maladies and devils. In default of hands, they 
applied portions of their wearing apparel. And what is there. 
astonishing in that ? Is there no medium for us between an anti-
Christian materialism, and an absolute Spiritualism which Chris-
tianity none the less condemns ? Must we reason after the man-
ner of certain mystics, who, anxious to improve the Gospel, dis-
pense with communion and baptism ; for, say they, we can 
nourish our souls in Christ without having recourse to material 
symbols, and the interior baptism which purifies the soul, renders 
unnecessary the material baptism which cleanses only the body l 

Thank God, I do not carry my Spiritualism so far. I know that 
my Saviour tour,hed and allowed himself to be touched. I know 
that he breathed on his Apostles when he communicated to 
them tbe Holy Spirit; I know that Elisha gave his staff to 
Gehazi to lay it on the face of the child of the Shunammite 
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woman, and that he himself covered the child with his 
body; I know that God gave a rod to Moses, and that the 
Red Sea did not roll back, nor the rock yield its water, until 
after the rod had been stretched forth. . But I a~k, 
what relation does all this bear to the magical action and in
trinsic virtue of formulas, to the introduction of demon~ by a 
purely material act, to the contagion propagated by means of 
infected objects, by bouquets impregnateq with diabolical mias
mata? 

Combinations of matter or combinations of words which, by 
reason of an intrinsic virtue, abandon souls to the empire of 
evil or deliver them from it l they find no analogy in Scripture. 

One single fact might seem to have this character, but it does 
not long preserve it in the mind of the reflective reader. A dead 
body was resuscitated in consequence of having been thrown 
into a ditch where the bones of Elisha were lying. ·what con
clusion shall we draw from this ? That the bones of saints and 
prophets have in themselves power to restore the dead, or that 
God chose to honor one of his most faithful servants by a spe
cial miracle ? We shall not hesitate to adopt the second 
conclusion when we call to mind the fact that prophets and 
saints have been very numerous, and that resurrections by vir
tue of their bones have in no other instances occuned. 

Thus, materialism, driven to extremity, loses one after another 
its favorite arguments. 

Its partisans would gladly discover something whereon to 
lean, in Christ's declaration ; " This kind can come forth by 
nothing but by prayer and fasting." Here seems to be a pro
cess ; the expulsion of certain demons is made to depend on 
certain acts of abstinence and devotion. A process ! Yes, 
certainly, and one of very general application. Christians are 
powerful only through prayer and fasting, through supplication 
and humiliation (for Esaias teaches us that therein lies the 
essential part of fasting). That the Apostles, not yet fully 
confirmed in their faith, should, after performing a few miracles, 
have been obliged to confess that the work before them was 
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most difficult, that the Saviour on this occasion should have 
recalled to their minds the necessity of greater humiliation, 
of more earnest prayer, is most natural, and furnishes no argu
ment in support of religious materialism unless, however, 
fasting be transformed into simple abstinence, and prayer into 
a repetition of words I to that I have nothing to say. 

There still remains one last resource. Our opponents may 
endeavor to. strengthen their position by passages from the Old 
Testament where the spiritual action of music is described. 
Now, it is Elisha who causes a minstrel to play in his presence 
before prophesying against Moab ; now, it is Saul, whom the 
melodics of the young David delivers from an evil spirit sent by 
the Almighty. I have always been surprised at the astonish
ment these passages seem to create. Does any one pretend to 
deny the connection between the physical and the moral ? Does 
any one contest the moral effects produced by certain harmonics ? 
Of what use then is church music, or songs of any description 
which act on our souls, not only by the sense of the words, but 
by the power of sound ? Have you never remarked the war
spirit infused by martial music ? Not a syllable is pronounced, 
yet all hearts are electrified, every one is impatient for the com
bat. If there are warlike tunes, there are also religious tunes, 
tunes which soothe or elevate the soul. It was not without a 
motive that Jesus sang the canticle with his disciples, that the 
Apostles recommended the churches to edify themselves by 
psalms and spiritual hymns ; it was not without a motive that 
we are told that the angels sing, that music will penetrate into 
the regions of another life and be eternally heard in the pre
sence of God. 

It is e.vident that music, of itself alone, possesses no power to 
drive out the devil or call down upon us the Holy Spirit. But 
is that to say that it may not, under the blessing of the Most 
High, powerfully'contribute to awaken such dispositions that the 
evil spirit may withdraw from the heart and the Holy Spirit 
find access to it ? Certain physical impressions are da:ngerous 
to the soul ; certain physical impressions are beneficial to it. 
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If the tempter profits by the undue excitement which meat and 
wine create, the gentle and pure serenity resulting from beauti
ful harmonics is equally favorable to devout meditation. 

I have exhausted the list of passages which religious mate
rialism has culled from Scripture, and seeks to interpret 
in its support. I would invite those who may wish to look 
into the matter still more closely, to open their Bibles to 
the following paragraphs : Acts, xix. I() ; Mark, v. 25-34 ; 
111atthew, xiv. 36 ; Matthew, ix. 18 ; Liike, xiii. 13 ; JVIatthew, 
viii. 15 ; Matthew, ix. 29 ; John, xi. 43 ; 11Iark, xvi. 18 ; Acts, 
viii. 1 "l ; John, xx. 22 ; 2 Kings, iv. 29 ; 2 J{ings, iv. 34 ; 
Exodus, iv. 20 ; Exodus, xvii. 5, 6 ; 2 Kings, xiii. 21 ; 111at
thew, xvii. 21 ; Isaiah, lviii. 5; 1 Samuel, xvi. 14-23; 2 Kings, 
iii. 15 ; 1 Samuel, x. 5. These are all that can l{e opposed to 
me on this point. 

The idea of magical charms has of necessity its correlative in 
that of exorcism. One formula casts a spell, another formula de
stroys it. \Ve do not question, and let this be well understood, 
the efficacy of prayers in our combats with Satan and all his 
works ; we question only the virtue attached to such and such 
arrangements of words. 

This, according to Josephus (Antiquities, viii. 2), was the 
claim set up by the Jewish exorcists spoken of in the book of 
Acts (xix. 13). They pretended to cast out devils and cure 
diseases by meaus of cabalistic signs and combination of words 
or figures to which they attributed a mysterious power. 

In regard to Jesus Christ, he certainly made use of no exor
cisms, nor did his disciples receive any from him. They cast 
ont devils by the " Spirit of God." It has been sought to find 
in the 21th verse of the 12th chapter of Matthew, a proof of 
the successful employment of cabalistic signs and exorcisms 
"By whom do your children cast them out ?" Jt is maintained 
that this expression : Your children, designated the Jewish 
exorcists alluded to by Josephus. Now, if this be true, its 
legitimate consequence is as follows : The Saviour thus pro
claimed the miraculous power of his adversaries I The mira-
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cles which he performed were in no respect superior to those 
daily performed by means of formulas I He put himself on a 
level with the cabalistic magicians ! In solemnly conferring 
upon his disciples the power of expelling devils, he granted 
them nothing-nothing that was not within reach of the unbe
lieving children of Sceva. Behold to what conclusions we arc 
brought, when we pervert language from its simple and evident 
sense. In saying, " Your children," Jesus Christ clearly 
designated his Apostles, and also those of his disciples who were 
not his habitual followers (Mark, ix. 38). "You accuse me," he 
seems to say, "of having recourse to Beelzebub to cast out 
Beelzebub ; you accuse me who am not a mere man ; but my 
disciples, your children, who are of you and who are nothing 
else ; my disciples, whom you cannot transform like me into 
extraordinary beings at the service of Satan ; my disciples, 

. whom your calumnies, always concentrated on me alone, still 
spare ; my disciples are scattered over the land everywhere 
delivering demoniacs. By whom do your children cast them 
out ? therefore they shall be your judges." 

Scripture, then, no more authorizes the materialism of the 
exorcists than that of sorcerers or workers of miracles. Magic
al action of words pronounced, magical action which other 
equivalent words do not possess, is absolutely foreign to the 
Bible. It is not the Bible which furnishes any example of the 
benedictions so often made use of in relat ion to the knocking 
spirits : "Put to flight, Lord, all wicked spirits, all phantoms, 
and all spirits which knock, and protect the entrance of this 
house." It is not the Bible that has taught us to expel the 
devil from the elements, from places, from edifices. 

The religious world was on the high road to such a result, 
from the moment it co=enced to attribute to baptism a magic
al virtue, an opus operatum; from the instant it began to sec 
water driving out the devil and dislodging him, as it were, from 
the different parts of the body. " Come forth from this head, 
this hair ; these lungs ; come forth, fly, run off like a liquid, 
liquef act us !" 
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From that to ex~rcisms in behalf of furniture or lands, to 
exorcisms against cock-chafcrs and rats, the distance is not so 
great as may be imagined. Since the process of expulsion 
exists, why not n:ake it of universal application ? 'fherefore, I 
am not of those who were astonished at seeing tlie Bishop of 
Lausann!) exorcise the rats that desolated the canton of Vaud. 
The scourge was real, and the famine resulting therefrom was 
by no means pleasant ; insects actually figured among the 
plagues of Egypt ; the excessive multipli<!ation of rats is not less 
formidable. The principle of exorcisms once admitted, it is 
quite natural that the bishops should have made use of them 
against adversaries that seem to us ridiculous. The principle 
is the deplorable part ; there lies the origin of those rat 
demons, worthy cousins of the demons located in walls or the 
timbers of houses ; that is the root of those all-powerful for
mulas, the near relations to the incantations of sorcery. 

Once launched on such a declivity, it was not easy to stop. 
Then come the consecrated medals, vehicles of a holy influence, 
just as Grandier's bouquet was the vehicle of an evil influence ; 
then comes the application of relics which deliver the maids of 
Bayeux from their demons. Insupportable pains in their head, 
legs, or arms, were by application of relics, made to pass instantly 
from one part of the head to another, from one part of the 
arm to another, or from one arm to the other. These appli
cations put an end to muscular paralysis, to occlusion of the 
senses, to suspension of intelligent acts. At Loudun, the Holy 
Sacrament placed on the head, produced the same effects. 
'After such things as these do you laugh at that Duke of 
Alba, an ambassador to the court of France in the reign of Louis 
XIV. who sought to cure his sick son by making him swallow, 
without knowing what he was taking, some relics reduced to 
powder? 

The magical virtue of sacred objects and sacred words, intro
duces us to an order of ideas which considers oaths taken upon 
relics as more obligatory than ordinary oaths taken before God ; 
which leads a man, when 110 wishes to deceive his enemy and 
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assume a solemn obligation with the intention of violating it, 
to procure an empty shrine I 

Materialism like this has always prevailed. Pagan antiquity 
had its palladiums, small statues whose intrinsic power pro
tected the cities ; .Apollonius of 'l'yana manufactured talismans 
against gnats, scorpions, serpents, inundations and fires. Have 
not these examples been imitated in modern times by attributing 
to consecrated broad or holy water, the faculty of putting to 
flight destructive animals or demons? Here we have an abbey 
in which the Holy Fathers distributed consecrated bread with 
instructions to cut it up in little morsels and scatter it about 
in places visited by rats. Here is a Pope, Stephen V. who orders 
holy water to be sprinkled in fields visited by grasshoppers ; 
" and there remained not a grasshopper in the places where the 
water fell ! " Here are rituals that contain formulas against 
storms and ~nnounce that the holy water is useful to " put to 
flight demons and to expel diseases ........ , so that every 
thing in houses which shall have been moistened with this 
water, will be rid of all impurity, of all evil, the pestilential 
spirit having taken its departure," etc. (Non illic resideat 
8 pirit us pestilens. ) 

Even at this very moment, there is in circulation at Lyons 
and in its vicinity, a prayer to the ~Holy Sepulchre of Jesus 
Christ, in which I read as follows ; "·whoever shall carry this 
prayer about him will not die of sudden death, will not be at
tacked by pestilence, will not perish by fire. All those who 
shall wear this prayer about their persons need fear no evil. ... 
·whoever shall carry it with him will not be unjustly condemned; 
he will not die without confession and will have no cause to 
fear false accusation. If any one be possessed of a demon, let 
her put this prayer on her person and she will be delivered on 
the instant. All those who shall wear it devoutly, may be very 
sure of seeing Notre Dame de Bon-Secours three hours before 
their death." 

If there be nothing more opposed to Scripture than the 
belief in amulets, exorcisms a.nd a.11 material proceedings against 

15* 
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Satan, yet nothing is so firmly anchored in the corrupt heart of 
man. They who have perused the excellent work of Layo.rd (Dis
coveries in the ruins of Nineveh and Babylon) will have remarked, 
the curious images that figure there from pages 512 to 520. 
They are Jewish exorcisms, discovered at Babylon, and traced 
ns far back as the first centuries of the Christian Era. Is it 
11ot a striking fact that, in searching at the present day among 
the shapeless ruins of ancient Babel, very little else is to be 
found than these, that out of so ·many monuments these little 
bits of pottery, covered with cabalistic signs, should have alone 
survived ? \Vhat a trade in exorcL~ms it supposes I ho1v many 
breasts protected by the mysterious talisman I what an 
amount of superstition I what an eloquent commentary on the 
Talmud are M. :Layard's excavations I Those who managed 
to place the Talmudic traditions by the side of the Bible, were 
equally capable of composing the formulas for so many years 
concealed in the hill of Babylon. 

"This is a letter of divorce which I give to the devil and to 
Satan, and to N erig, and to Zachiah, and to Abitar of the moun
tain, and to the monsters of the night ; (it is to be seen that the 
names of the demons of the Middle Ages were not invented in the 
Jewish colony of Babylon) ... I frustrate the designs of these 
devils and the power of the chief of the monsters of the night. 
I command you all, male monsters and female monsters to take 
flight. I command you by the sceptre of llim who is alone 
powerful, to quit these habitations • . . ....• Amen, Amen, 
Amen, Selah I " 

" Celestial remedy to cure· diseases and to expel demons, 
(the Lyons letter does as much) .. . .. This remedy protects 
all the children of men from the charms of the enchanters, and 
will also deliver your habitations from them . ... This amulet 
puts an end to levatta, whether it be old or new. It affords pro
tection against magicians, in the name of Batie! and of Gatuel, 
by the patronage of an angel who has eleven names : ss. bb. 
hs. rig. ecc. acs. cas. i,d. rih. hrih . ih. oini. heh. qph. ang. paa. nsec. 
csc. ici. c1Jv. nha. ii. . . ·. By these names, captives will be deliv-
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ered from their captivity and from all nidra, all l1:Vatta, all pati"ki, 
all isarta, as well as from all other bad spirits . . . . . . .Amen, 
amen, selah, amen, amen, amen, amen, selab, hallelujah. hallelu
jah. V.V.V. 'l\ike heed. V.V.V.V ..... " 

" Same letter, approved, confirmed and sealed by Divine 
authority, the ellieacy of which will be felt by those who 
read it, by all those who inhabit Pasikiah ; to preserve from 
the nidra, from sorcery, from enchanters, and from this levatta 
. . . . .. and from all evil spirits, male and female, and from 
the evil eye. . . . . . " 

I am weary of copying this ancient and modern nonsense. 
A man runs the risk of becoming an Atheist if he looks at 
it too long. :Matter stocked with spirits ; spirits, whom a 
talisman, a medal or a letter puts to flight ; a self-styled 
religious mechanism that works of itself I Indeed, if our relations 
with the invisible world really possessed such a character, we 
should be tempted to decide in favor of the most open enemies 
of religion. 

I must, however, again triumph over my repugnance and 
briefly notice other consequences resulting from the materialism 
whose portrait I here trace. 

The first is the frequent insufficiency of exorcisms. The 
power of formulas being necessarily proportioned to that of 
the enemy, it sometimes happens that demons obstinately defy 
a mixture prepared for less powerful spirits. In vain are 
conjurations multiplied, specific prayers repeated again and 
again, songs sung that are endowed with an acknowledged 
virtue, recourse e\en had to holy water and the crucifix ; the 
devil does not yield ; he passes from one part of the body to 
another, but is not entirely dislodged. 

This is materialism in its most powerful form. While Scrip
ture says to us,-says to the most humble Christian, "Resist the 
devil, and he will flee from you," the material system admon
ishes us that there are possessions against which the usual for-
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mulas make shipwreck, which demand particular ccremoniell, 
exorcisms of a rare quality. In bis account of the doings nt 
the parsonage of Cideville, M. de l\firvil!e relates the embarrass
ment into which the performers therein were thrown by several 
successive checks : "Fatigued and extremely affiicted by the 
condition of this poor child, likewise fearful of the consequences 
that must result from it, first in regard to religion, and, 
secondly, iu regard to M. le Cure de Cideville, the two 
Ecclesiastics, one evening united with the latter in asking how 
(the prayers of the Church not appearing sufficient), they 
migl1t succeed in ridding themselves of the enemy." 

The praye:rs not appearing sufficient. Behold the decisive 
word. Prayers do not suffice, let us take spits ! To pray, to 
pray without an· official formula, to 11ray from the heart, to lay 
our distress before God, to implore a promised and supremely 
efficacious assistance, this was well enough for the times of the 
first Christians ; but things are changed now. 

Thus the books are full of insufficient exorcisms. When in 
1628, the Benedictines of l\fadrid were visited by possessions, 
three years were spent in vainly multiplying conjurations, repeat
ing formulas, and reciting prayers, which it took more than forty 
hours to fini8h. At Loudun, a short time afterwards, the work 
of expulsion occupied not less than seven years I With what 
catastrophes it was accompanied everybody knows. Nor was 
it from lack of skillful men, nor from lack of docility on the part 
of the demons, who are always so very complaisant. But it 
was for more easy to inrluce them to argue on the theological 
qnarrels of the day, than to make them take their final depart
ure. Several exorcists nearly perished in the attempt. ·who 
could have anticipated this fr.om the language of the Apostle 
to his brethren, wherein he announces a certain victory over the 
enemy, and writes : " \Vherefore, take unto you the whole 
armor of God, that ye may be able to withstand in the evil 
day, and having done all, to stand?" (Ephesians, vi. 13.) 

He doubtless forgot to warn us that the armor of God was 
not always sufficient, and that certain ·diabolical possessions did 
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not yield to the prayers of Christians. Did not the 15th 
century witness the spectacle of the demons established among 
the nuns at Cambray, laughing in defiance, not only at the ex
orcisms of the local clergy, but at those of the Pope himself? 
The names of these poor nuns. were sent to Rome, the Pope 
read them aloud at the celebration of mass, and yet the evil 
none the less persisted I 

The materialism of insufficient prayers comes, then, to con
firm the materialism of formulas. The latter bas still other 
corollaries :-the materialism which fixes the abodes of demons 
in certain countries ; the materialism which localizes the action 
of each demon in different parts of the patient's body; the 
materialism which gives to demons a fluid consistence. 

'Vith regard to the countries serving as head-quarters for 
the devils, it is most unfortunate that God has not designated 
them, in order that we might be preserved from the geographi
(,{ll dangers to which we unconsciously expose ourselves. I am 
somewhat reassured, however, when I remark that, as yet, no 
country in particu~ar seems to be more under their control than 
its neighbors, and that the intensity of sorcery is in general 
modified according to times, not according to places. 

M. de Mirville and the school of the Middle Ages to which 
he belongs, bring forward, of course, various passages of Scrip
ture in support of their thesis. They first quote some para
graphs in which the evil spirits are represented as seeking rest 
in the dry places, as luring demoniacs to the wilderness, as 
waiting in th~ wilderness for Jesus Christ himself to tempt him. 
(Matt!tew, xii. 43; Like, viii. 27, 29; Matt!tew, iv. 1.) What 
are we to conclude from the"Se? Purely and simply what we 
arE.: told : that demons voluntarily avoid the presence of man, 
and seek their rest far from him. Between this mysterious 
truth and the pretended homes of the demons, I perceive not 
the least connection. J oho the Baptist also abode in the wil
derness, and the Saviour often went there to seek a moment of 
solitary communion with his Father. (Luke, iii. 2; iv. 42.) 

There are still two other passages on which they rely. It is 
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written in the book of Judges, (ix. 37) : "Une bande vunt rlu 
bvis de c11enes des devins."* It is written in Hevelations, (xviii. 
2) : "Babylon the great is fallen, is fallen, and is become the 
habitation of devils, and the hold of every foul spirit, and a 
cage of every unclean and hateful bird." "You see," they 
exclaim, "the Bible speaks of forests filled with enchantments, 
and cities peopled with devils I" 

:My response is simple. The first passage is of no account 
whatever in our debate ; that a forest should have acquired the 
name of "bois des devins" might be explained in a hundred dif
ferent ways, and especially by the fact that the pretended 
soothsayers formerly practised their calling there ; even at the 
present day we have glades for sprcerers, and grottoes for 
fairies. It is a proof of ancient superstitions, nothing more. 
That fallen Babylon should have. become a haunt for demons I 
am but little astonished. In what wilderness would they be more 
inclined to seek their rest than in that which had been the theatre 
of their triumphs? Those who cite this passage have doubtless 
read the whole chapter; they know what is meant by the 
Holy Spirit when it speaks of Babylon, the unclean and pers~ 
coting city, "in which was found the blood of the prophets 
and saints, and of all those that were slain upon the earth.'' 
They understand that the .Apocalypse, in placing also upon its 
ruins the "unclean birds" of the old law, presents us the ex
pressive symbol of a terrible, exceptional malediction, announced 
in the same terms by the ancient prophets. (Jeremiali, l. 39 ; 
Isaiah, xiii. 20-22.) 

I shall certainly not be expected to pause in order to refute 
the theory which would locate eac'b demon in a particular por
tion of the body-one demon in the head, another in the legs, 
or arms. This was the state of things at Loudon. "Asmodcus, 
Leviathan, Issacarum, were to be distinguished by entirely dif
ferent voices," writes Dr. Calmeil. "Each spirit contributed, 

*The reader will perceive, on referring to his Bible, that the French rendering or 
this passage is different from the English. I have, therefore, thought It expedient to 
copy the French without lranslat.lng it.-TRANS. 
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more or less, to the extravagence of the acts perf9rmed by the 
demoniacs ; one demon distorted the face, another pushed the 
tongue out upon the chin ; this one compelled the girl to move 
her shoulders with a sudden jerk, to roll on the ground ; that 
one threw her into violent fits of passion." (De la Folie, vol. 
ii. p. 13.) 

M. de Mirville himself thinks that it is very possible for every 
man to have a demon attached to him-if not to each of his 
members, at least to his person. After mentioning the exor
cism of baptism, he adds, ( 456): "May not, perchance, the 
spirit which is expelled at the moment. of birth, be the compan
ion of birth, the natale comes of the Pagans, the demon 
engendered in us, oa£µwv yevD.,Tw<;, the pene nos natus, which 
has been rendered penate, familiar spirit, second self, and twin 
of our whole being?" 

Prom the manner in which the question is stated, it may be 
judged that the response is not doubtful. 'l'hus, we go 
through, one by one, all the phases of transcendent materialism: 
the power of formulas, amulets, and medals ; the variable 
efficacy of these mechanisms ; colonies of demons located in 
certain places ; the special offices to be performed by different 
demons in the different members of bodies possessed ; the 
personal association of every man with his famiriar demon. 
Nothing more was wanting than to endow spirits w.ith a body 
that touches and sees, with a body that receives wounds and 
transmits them to the magicians by means of a fluid solidarity l 
This last step has also been taken l 

The spirits being " intelligences served by fluids," their par
tisans are careful to recall to our minds that Ravaillac "felt 
something pass over his face and mouth ;" that nearly the same 
sensation was experienced by Chatel, by James Cleme1:t, and 
by Damicns. W e are entreated to ren:iark, that Satan entered 
into Judas " after the sop !" (John, xiii, 26.) Balak, they 
add, knew perfectly well what he was about when he coun
selled Balaam to change his place I (Numbers, xxviii. 13.) This 
brings us back to the gl'eyish column at Cideville, which visibly 
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condensed and sought to escape by cracks in the partitions, 
an operation that it dicl not accomplisli quick enough, since it 
was repeatedly stuck by the spit before its departure. Did 
not Doctor Kerner see the same vaporish column in close 
proximity to the bed of his visionary? Do not the American 
" Spiritualists" often perceive something extraordinary acting 
upon and around them ? 

It being impossible to doubt this, they invite us to deduce 
the legitimate consequences. · 

Fluids arc an instrument in the hands of the spirits. Bos
suct has written, that "Satan resembles a pestilential vapor 
which is dispersed through the air by an insensible contagion, 
imperceptible to ·our senses." This is, . perhaps, only an imagina
tion with him, but among the Fathers, a belief in the corpore
ity of spirits is almost universal. Augustine, for instance, 
gives ethereal bodies to the angels, and grosser bodies to the 
demons. The ancient philosophers helcl a language similar to 
this : everybody has heard of the shadows of the Pagans, the 
cltariot of the soul spoken of by Pythagoras, the ethmal envelop 
of Plato, and the belief still existing among Eastern nations, 
that we all have a fim;er or mysterious companion who is, as 
it were, the prototype and model of our being. ·why, then, 
should we not, at the present day, behold a confirmation cif 
these theories prognosticated in all former ages, but most 
unjustly decried in ours I (M. de Mirville, 200, 201, 233, 
302, 309, 329, 330, 331, 332, 353, 384, 387, 388, 400, 401, 
428 to 437, 443 to 4fi6.) 

These pages contain two perfectly distinct questions : the 
corporeity of spirit.s, about which I have nothing to say, and 
the materialism that has been connected with it. 

Without occupying myself with the nature of spirits, I 
protest against the principle which would associate their influ
ence with the change of air by Balaam, with the sop of Judas, 
with the physical sensations of great assassins, with the pres
ence of greyish and vaporish columns. Let us leave the Fathers 
who platonize after their own fashion ; and let us fasten our 
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thoughts upon the really materialist claim which seeks to 
establish a relation of dependence between certain processes 
or the circulation of certain fluids, and the action of the 
spirits. 

"These spirits," says M. de Mirville, "very easily take 
possession of our organs, those of our nervous system espe
cially, with which they have the most intimate relation, the 
fluid that circulates in our nerves being, according to Newton, 
identical with t4e air we respire, and these spiritual powers 
being the princes of that air in which they reside.* But as 
they are expelled from these organs, and from this nervous 
fluid in precisely the same manner as the crucifixion of Christ 
expelled them from the atmosphere, the species of physiologi
cal assimilation produced between them and us ·is only an 
accidental assimilation, temporary and always limited by 
Divine permission. But woe unto him who braves the peril, 
and exposes himself to such visits !" ( 436.) 

Thus, we have Satanic possession of our organs and of our 
nervous system, especially by the fluid in which the devil re
sides ! And by way of compensation, the atmosphere is puri
fied through the Crucifixion of our Saviour, who "was raised 
to the cross in order more effectually to purge the air of the 
principalities which defiled it !" That this second assertion 
may have been borrowed from the office for Holy Friday 
makes no difference to me. I maintain that it is all stamped 
with an appalling materialism. I maintain that the New 
Testament has never spoken thus, either of the cross of Jesus 
or of persons attacked by possessions, that the demoniacs of 

• It is, indeed, written fn Ephesians ii. 2, that Satan is "the prince of th~ powers of 
the air;" but the same Epistle, in another chapter, speaks of "Spiritual wickedness in 
high places," for that is the real translation of the verse. What conclusion does it bring 
us to f One thnt is very simple. On the oue hand, the air by which we are surrounded, 
t~ traversed in all directions by Satan and his angels as wen as by the angels of God ; 
on the other hand, Satan and his angels appear in Heaven before the throae of the 
Almighty. It is there t.hey nre shown to us in the beginning of the Book of Job. 
The moment Is not yet, come for them to be precipitated from Ileaven to Earth, (Reve
laUoM, xii. 7 to 12.) Until that time shall arrive, the earth, differing in this respect 
from the air and heaven, is not inhabited by them. 
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the Gospel were followed neither by phantoms nor fluid 
columns, unskillful in making their escape through the key-hole 
a.nd trnnsmitting to their attendant sorcerer the blows they 
personally received. 

Now, herein. consists the crowning feature of the system. 
·without the psydw-electrical solidarity between the phantom 
and the person whom it represents, there would be something 
lacking in the creeds of the Middle Ages and in their recent 
resurrection. M. de l\1irville does not pause with the gasiform 
corporeity of his spirits, or with their association with the fluids 
by which they are served ; he thus expresses himself : " In 
regard to the solidarity so complete, between the agent and 
the shepherd, a· relation of which we, however, possess numer
ous analogous instances, it is what might be called transcendent 
magnetism. But the old theology which understood 
this subject still better, professed the absolute identity be
tween spirits and their dependents, all, even the angels them
selves being in the habit of dothing the image and person of t/u 
latter, (Corn. a lapide). 'iNe shall return to this book and 
this psycho-electrical solidarity." 

M. de l\Iirville has kept his word; he has returned to his theme. 
He relates the trials of a certain cure, who, struggling, not long 
ago, against the seven sorcerers of his parish, fired his pistol 
at their phantoms ; and, although the sorcerers had not left 
their houses, they all kept their beds the next day with bullet
holes in their legs l" He borrows from the Pere Lebrun the 
story of l\L de Ia Richardiere, who defended himself with a 
knife in place of a pistol, and made five or six thrusts at the 
phantom of his sorcerer (his shepherd, I should say) ; now, 
the shepherd was afterwards found with these marks upon 
him as at Cideville ! 

In short, he exhibits his theory of the repercussion of 
wounds received at the same time by the impalpable phantom 
and the absent persecutor. Of this fact so often encountered 
by him, either in the manes and lares of antiquity, or in sorceries 
attested by the church, he furnishes the following explanation 
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which I abandon to the reader's appreciation. " We believe 
that repercussion at a distance takes place by the dynamic 
extension of this force (the Mmato-nerveuse force), which, 
wounded during this extension, communicates to the distant 
and conjointly responsible body all the sensations it perceives." 
(383, 386, 387' 388, 389, 427 .) 

This would seem sufficient. A. materialism so gross, and so 
contrary on all points to the declarations of Scripture, should 
leave no doubt on our minds regarding the radical falseness of 
the diabolical prodigies, ancient or modern, which the " reli· _ 
gious " party has taken under its protection. 

Yet, these prodigies bear within them, perhaps, a still more 
striking mark of error. Our opponents are not materialists 
only, they are dualists. 

Dualism is the most persistent of lies. It is to be found at 
the root of all Pagan philosophies and religions ; the grand 
Gnostic invasion against which the infant Church had to strug
gle, was its most scientific and subtile manifestation : this dis
tinct demiurge* of the superior God, these aons, these series of 
subordinate beings have left an impression on the mind of man 
that has never been effaced. Without speaking of Manicheism, 
properly so-called, and of similar heresies that have been at 
various times produced in the name of the two principles, we 
have a right to assert that the same error showed itself in the 
Middle A.ges, and was then predominant. Doubtless, it was no 
longer the precise theory which the legend of the Clementines 
puts into the mouth of Simon the magician ; it was the wor· 
ship of the devil ; it was the devil put in opposition to God, 
governing, di~pensing good and evil, controlling the life, health, 
and affections, disposing of the living and the dead ; it was the 
devil filling an immense rblc, absorbing popular attention, the 
devil, suspending at will the application of nittural laws ; it was 
the devil, a rival of God, God himself, it might be said. Yes, 

*In Gnosticism, the last emanation of the Infinite being.-Trans. 
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God divides his empire with Satan ! The rebel, the condemned, 
already bound in chains of darkness (2 Peter ii. 4), and whom 
the Bible shows us to be incapable of .accomplishing the slight
est enchantment, without the express permission of the only 
sovereign (Job, i. 11, 12), he has become ma?ter and sovereign 
in bis turn ; a sort of religion of evil has installed itself in 
opposition to our divine religion. 

Let me not be misunderstood. I W!lll know how terrible a 
part is allotted to Satan in the system of the universe. It is 
not I, certainly, who will deny it, and withont going so far as 
Voltaire, in that respect a faithful echo of the Dualist creeds of 
the Middle Ages, without Raying with him: "Satan is the 
whole of Christianity," I am, by no means, disposed to contest 
the immense power exercised by the great enemy here below. I 
protest only against such phrases as these : " Yes, all Chris
tianity is there. The supernatural is a world with two sides, 
each of which, the terrible side and the consolatory side, is 
proved and necessitated by the other. Light and darkness, 
Jehovah and Belia!, Jesus Christ and Satan, behold the two 
camps, the two standards, the two cities, well defined, well 
opposed." " This is a new struggle between the two forces that 
divide the world, unequal forces, doubtless, since one is divine 
and the other is created, but forces temporarily opposed to 
each other, whose rival progress bears constantly, in an inverse 
direction, on the destinies of the earth." (M. de Mirville, 
xvii. 448). 

Those who hold this language, misrepresent the power of 
Satan much more than they exaggerate it. Instead of speaking 
to us of his power as tempter, which has its base in the volun
tary complicity of fallen man, they speak to us of his pretended 
miraculous power, of the power that would manifest itself by 
the subversion of natural laws, by the seizure, in spite of God, 
of the creatures whom God has made, and who have not sum
moned the demon -s they show us a Satan who accomplishes 
freely, of his own will and authority, the works which the 
Ahnighty has reserved to himself, a Satan who kills and makes 
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alive, a Satan who inclines the heart by the magical power of 
his sorceries ! 

M. l\firville has felt that this religion of the Middle Ages is 
open to objections. He defends it, therefore, on the ground of 
"immense power which such doctrines confer on spiritual powers. 
upon the good as upon the wicked, upon the faithful as upon 
the unfaithful, upon the innocent, and upon the infant even ; " 
and further on he adds : " Great God ! all that is a most dis
couraging truth ; but do you any better understand the fall 
of man, the damnation of unbaptized infants, the eternity of 
punishment, etc. etc ? "When, then, shall we fully realize that 
this divine solidarity, for which so much uneasiness is shown, 
is, positively, no more compromised by the power of mysterious 
influences over innocence and infancy, than by that of all human 
and natural influences over the same age and the same inno
cence?" (440.) 

It is easy to reason thus in heaping together, pell-mell; things 
in themselves most dissimilar. ·what has the pretended dam
nation of unbaptized infants, regarding which Scripture is 
utterly silent, to do with the fall of man, of which it speaks 
in the clearest terms? What has the pretended magical influ
ence of the devil, an action, independent both of the will of God 
and the voluntary consent of man, to do with the exercise of 
human or diabolical influences, which is the natural condition of 
free-will? I cannot tell ; but I know that the school of the 
Middle Ages both exaggerates and diminishes Satan ; it contra
dicts the Bible as much by the enormity of the real power it 
confirms upon, as by the purity of the malignant deeds it 
attributes to him. Listen again to .M. de Mirville : 

" At some future time, we hope to speak more at length 
on the immense role filled in all cosmical and physical nature 
by this prince of the air, this tordt-bearcr who surrounds our 
globe (qui circumarnbulabat terram), the mysterious agent that 
the Bible somewhere calls "the principle of all the ways of the 
Lord (principium viarum Domini Behemoth), a principle created 
after the '\Vord and the Light were begotten, it being said to 
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them in their turn : Ante Luciferum genui te, I will beget you 
before Lucifer ....... "\Ve shall again turn our attention to 
the possible reconciliation between these grand forces of our 
cosmical nature, and those other spiritual forces which the great 
A post le calls tlie governors and sitpports of this world of darkness, 
rectores (in Greek, f(,oaµw1'paT6p'f/t;) tcnebrarum harum; but, I re
peat, let us not anticipate the future."· ( 442.) 

Yes, let us not anticipate ; we have here quite enough for 
the present ! The moment has not yet come for asking where 
these incredible passages are to be found, in what portion of 
the Bible, Beh~moth (I know only of the Behemoth, a formid
able animal described· in the book of Job, who "cats grass like 
an ox") in what portion of the Bible, Behemoth, transformed 
into Satan, is named " the principle of all the ways of theLord ;" 
in what portion it is said that Lucifer was created after the 
'\V ord, thus making his beginning first in time, and that he 
was created after the light, a somewhat later period in the 
terrestial creation of six days. My attention here rests on one 
point only ; the invention or restoration of a gigantic Satan, 
first of angels, more than an angel, since his birth is nearly coeval 
with that of the Word, and since he governs at will, creations 
from the hands of the Almighty. This Satan, in whose behalf 
the words of the " Great Apostle " are perverted, is found to 
be the " governor and support " of our world ! It is not 
surprising, then, that he every day effects thousands of prodi
gies. 

The Satan of tradition, a constant negation of the Satan of 
the Bible, possesses an absolute power over the elements, is the 
the sovereign disposer of times and seasons, sends earthquakes, 
tempests, floods and conflagrations, destroys or multiplies the 
products of the earth, causes the death of men and animals, 
subverts empires, rules our destinies and governs (in virtue of 
magical acts) the sentiments of our hearts, producing therein, 
by means of a formula, either the strongest hatred or the ten
derest love. 

Let us commence with this last fact ; there are none better 
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attested, more indissolubly connected with the doctrines and 
proofs relating to sorcery. Whoever has consulted the confes
sions of sorcerers will have been impressed by it. I shall not 
cite the example of the poor Margaret betrayed to Faust by 
:Mephistopheles; a legend is not sufficient, although .it correctly 
expresses the real and official creed of the Middle Ages. I pre
fer to repeat the words of a man who was burnt at the com
mencement of the 17th century. The Cure Gaufridi, of en
larged and cultivated mind, but participating in the faith 
of his cotemporaries, thus expressed himself before the Parlia
ment of A.ix : " I have belonged to the devil almost fourteen 
years. I was lost by reading a work from the library of the 
Cure Gaufridi, my uncle. A.s soon as I had cast my eyes upon 
this fatal book, the devil presented himself before me with the 
features of a man. This devil engaged to render all the women 
upon whom I should breathe amorous of my person. . More 
than a t!tousand women have been corrnpted by the irresistible 
attradion of my breath, which produced in them passionate desires. 
The Lady de la Pallud, Madeleine's mother was fascinated like 
the others ; but Madeleine was seized with a foolish love for 
me. I confess that three days afterwards, I gave to her 
a devil named Emode, who was to assist her, to serve her, to 
preserve her, and moreover, to excite her to my love." 

Facts of this sort are everywhere ; they form the very basis 
of the diabolical supernatural. We are all familiar with the 
history of that poor young man of the house of Mailly, of 1 

whom the Palatine speaks in his memoirs : a sachet had been 
given him by Mlle. de la Force. Charmed by the magical power 
of the sachet, he entreated his family to consent to his mar
riage. Their refusal drove him to despair, and he resolved to 
drown himself ; but hardly had he taken off the sachet prepar
atory to plunging into the water, than the charm ceased, and 
the most frigid indifference succeeded his passion. 

What would be our condition, I ask, if Satan possessed simi
lar power over us ? vV e should no longer have need to resist 
his temptations as we are now called upon _to do, but to avoid 
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contact with a breath, with a sachet or a bouquet inspiring love 
or engendering antipathies, for there are charms also of this 
latter species. Debold, what an odious dependence ! If it 
exists (and it does exist or there is not a word of truth in 
the accumulated testimony now-a-days presented to us), two 
consequences result from it : first, man is delivered up a slave 
to the despotism of the devil and of matter ; secondly, Scrip
ture, which declares the contrary, must ~c rejected. 

The invention of amulets that determine our sentiments is 
not peculiar to Catholic tradition ; it may be met with every
where. Ilere, as always, it is only the self-styled Christian 
interpretation of a radical, universal, and indestructible Pagan
ism. "The Arab," says General Daumas, " concedes to certain 
old women the power of influencing the domestic relations, of 
controlling the affections ; he admits the existence of spells 
whereby we may make ourselves loved, cause our rival to be 
hated, and obtain the divorce of a woman whom we desire." 
A few pages further on, resuming the consideration of these 
wise women who, in the Sahara, fill the role that was in the 
:Middle Ages occupied by magicians and sorcerers, he adds : 
"It is of these tolbas (learned men), and of these old women, that 
both men and women seek the philter, a compound of various 
herbs, prepared with invocations and frightful ceremonies, to 
mingle it with the food of him or her whose love they desire 
to win. There are some who, ou paper or on the bone of a dead 
body taken from the cemetery, will write, together with the name 
of your enemy, magical formulas, then burying the paper or 
bone, they are sent to join your enemy, 'bis stomach filled with 
worms.' They will teach you the formulas to be pronounced 
in shutting a knife, whenever you would produce the death of 
your enemy ; those that are to be cast into the pot where 
is cooking the food of the household into which you desire to 
bring trouble." (Manners and Custom,s of Algeria, 168, 265.) 

It would not be difficult, as every one understands, to multi
ply examples, to borrow them from the Chinese or the Hindoos, 
the Pagans of Antiquity, or the negro-worsbippers of Feticbes, 
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who, at the present da.y, inhabit Africa. But the essential 
point for us, is to establish that such is the actual part of the 
devil in whom we are summoned to believe, and that this part 
has never once been changed during the hundreds of years it 
has existed. All sorcerers, without exception, hold a language 
analogous to that of Aupetit, cure of Payas, who was burnt 
alive at Limoges, in 1598. " I have the gift of preventing 
men from doing things I do not wish them to do, of stopping 
hemorrhage, and of making myself loved by the young women. 
I have been in the practice of making fruit decay, of causing 
the death of men, women, and children." The sorcerer Legros, 
one of the victims of the great possession of Labour in the 
17th century, talks in the same strain. Nothing can be 
more positive than his account of the powders furnished by the 
devil. " With the powders, a hundred thousand misfortunes 
may be produced. . When they are thrown, it is only 
necessary to repeat in Basque* ' This for the grain, this for 
the apples ; you will come to flower but not to fruit.' " 

These powders that were made at the sabbat, with a toad, 
an asp, or a skinned cat, were useful, not only in producing 
death ; they might servti also as counterpoison to those who 
had been bewitched by the touch of sorcerers. The evil en
chantment which the devil, some years afterwards', remitted 
from the sister Marie de Sains, of Lille, was of still more hide
ous composition ; it also had the power of delivering to the 
demon as well as that of destroying ; the ones perished, the 
others were subjected to physical tortures, and the moral 
blight of possession. I dare not indicate, even by the faintest 
allusion, the detestable inclinations created and developed 
by the mere vicinity of this spell. 

Let us recapitulate. We have, then, first, the material touch, 
which, in the hands of Satan, is a powerful instrument to destroy, 
to produce barrenness, to kill, and also to communicate either 
ardent passions or terrible vices. Next, by virtue of this 
unequalled power, he disposes of bodies and souls, creates and 

* The Patois of Gascony.-Tran.t. 

16 
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cures diseases ; yes, be cures, for his cures are not less authen
ticated than his diseases, and if the diabolical powerd inflict 
possessions; they also deliver from them ! I might complete the 
enumeration by adding the diabolical prodigy most universally 
admitted, found as it is, among the Ancients and Moderns, 
among Christians and among Jews, among Pagans and among 
:Mnssulmans ;-the evil eye, that fatal influence exercised 
by a single glance, and of which no . one has power to rid 
himself. I might also mention those magicians whose 
speciality it is to let loose hurricanes, and who arc designated 
by the Roman or Feudal laws under the names 11tissore.~ 

tempcstaturn tempcstarii. I pause, however, and renew my funda
mental question : Are we still upori Evangelical ground? Can 
the supernatural of the Middle Ages be reconciled with the 
declarations of Scripture ? No. .According to Scripture, one 
Being alone sends disease and its cure ; One alone governs the 
Universe, and disposes of our destinies : it is God. "The Lord 
killeth and makcth alive : he bringeth down to the grave, 
and bringeth up. The Lord maketh poor, and maketh rich : 
He bringeth low and lifteth up." ( 1 Samud, ii. 6, 7.) Thus 
does the Bible express itself. Since mankind has invented two 
Gods, it is natural that Satan should be made to participate in 
the power which pertains to the Creator alone. The principle 
of evil is planted in opposition to the principle of good ; we arc 
no longer of the school of the Apostles, we are disciples of 
Zoroaster I "Et riuric intdligite ! " exclaims M. de Mirville. 
"And now, you should understand that beneath all these 
reveries an occult world is agitated, its beneficient or malig
nant action decides without your knowledge, on your dearest. 
wishes, history being, according to one of the most distinguished 
thinkers of our epoch (Schlegel), only the incessant struggle of 
nations and individuals against invisi~le powers." (313.) 

"Et riuric iritdligite" I say, in my turn. Either the Bible is 
false and your supernatural is true, or the Bible is true and 
your supernatural is false, notwithstanding the testimony con
firming it. Jesus Christ has said : " Are not two sparrows 
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sold for a farthing ? and one of them shall not fall on the 
ground without your Father. But t'he very hairs of your head 
are all numbered." (111atthew, x. 29, 30.) And yet you come, 
you and your witnesses, to speak to us of a devil into whose 
hands we are abandoned, of a devil who kills us and who cures 
us I You come to tell us of the miraculous cures he has already 
effected in the temples of the idols. You recite to us the 
speech of Galen, who admitted that the cures in the temple of 
Esculapius were much more numerous than those of the physi
cians 1 You acknowledge that the devil at the present day 
still cures by the hands of the magnetizers I "What, then, is 
our position? \Vhom must we believe, Jesus Christ or your 
long and persevering tradition ? 

The contradiction is not accidental and partial, it is constant 
and fundamental; your supernatural and your testimony, as has 
been seen, have even succeeded in disproving the words where
by the Saviour demonstrated to the Pharisees that Satan could 
not cast out Satan (lllatthew, xii. 26). You everywhere show 
us the devil furnishing the means of casting out the devil. Your 
magicians often possess recipes to preserve or deliver men from 
their evil genius. 

"But after all," you say, "it is certain that Satan and his 
angels have a sphere of action in this world, that they play au 
active part and wield an enormous influence ; Satan is named 
the prince of this world ; it is written that he has dominion 
over death. \Ve must take one side or the other, either to 
deny him absolutely, like the infidels, or to admit his reality to 
the extent of the Catholic traditions, and at the risk of attributing 
to him a power almost divine. But whatever we mo.y do, let 
us avoid the supposition that he does evil by the order of God, 
and that God, consequently, is the author of evil. 

The objection can embarrass those only who are not familiar 
with their Bible. It will not be difficult for me to show, on 
the one hand, that God cedes to no one, the least particle of 
His absolute sovereignty; on the other, that the evil deeds of 
Satan, belong to himself exclusively. As regards powers and 
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acts of powers, Satan does nothing except by permission, by 
the will of God. As regards moral influence and temptations, 
Satan pursues his own legitimate work, under the same condi
tions as necessarily control all beings endowed with free-will. 
Let us explain. 

That God alone is Sovereign, is proclaimed on every page of 
Scripture. "The Lord is king for ever and ever. Say among 
the heathen that the Lord reigneth. The Lord reigneth ; let 
the earth rejoice ; let the multitude of isles be glad thereof. 
The Lorci reigueth ; let the people tremble !" Such is the cry 
which makes itself successively heard from all the prophets. 
I am content to. quote a few passages from some of the Psahns 
(x. 16 ; xcvi. 10 ; xcvii. 1 ; xcix. l) ; the reader may com
plete them for himself. 

I am opposed with passages in which Satan is named the 
print,e of this world ! I read, indeed, in the Gospel of John : 
"Now is the judgment of this world ; now shall the prince of 
this world be cast out. . ·Hereafter, I will not talk 
much with you : for the prince of this world cometh ; and 
hath nothing in me, . the prince of this world is 
judged." (xii. 31 , xiv. 30 ; xvi. 11.) But the signification 
of these verses is very clear. It is a signification in which 
Satan, unfortunately, only too well merits the title of prince of 
this world ; if he has no power, he has much influence. In 
regard to the power, God reigns and has always reigned 
alone ; in regard to the influence (this is a necessary conse
quence of free will and the Fall), Satan still reigns almost 
alone. It will not be until after his defeat and final expulsion, 
that God's kingdom will extend over all hearts, as it always 
has extended over all events and all natural laws; influence will 
no longer be separated from power, as it now so often is, 
when this earth shall have given place to a new earth where 
justice dwells. Then God will be " all in all." 

In this way, then, Satan is prince of this world : the world 
adores him, the world obeys him (now, "no man can serve 
two mas.ters ~'), the world is composed of his ch,ildren. Scripture 
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speaks of the children of the devil, as it speaks of his subjects. 
'.'Ye are of your father, the devil,'1 said Jesus to the Jews, 
" and the lusts of your father ye will do." "In this," added 
the well-beloved disciple of our Saviour, "in this the children of 
God are manifest, and the children of the devil : whosoever 
doeth not righteousness is not of God. (John, viii. 44; 1 John, 
iii. 10.) Not only has the devil for children and subjects, all 
those who are addicted to sin, not only is he their prince and 
father, but he sometimes gives them his own name. The Lord 
bas thus designated Judas : "Have I not chosen you twelve, 
and one of you is a devil !" (John, vi. 70.) 

Satan, who is "a liar from the beginning," really seeks to 
insinuate that his power here below has the character of sover
eignty; he would teach us to doubt these words : "The earth 
is the Lord1s, and all that therein is.'1 In the great scene of 
the temptation of Jesus, he shows him all the kingdoms of the 
earth, and says : " .All this power will I give thee, and the 
glory of them : for that is delivered unto me, and to whom
soever I will, I give it. If thou, therefore, wilt worship me, all 
shall be thine." Now, Satan, whose lies are only perverted 
truths, might indeed pretend that he possesses the kingdoms of 
the earth, and that he gives them to his worshippers. .Although 
he cannot dispose of a straw except by the will of God, the 
sympathy by which the mass of unconverted men are attracted 
towards evil, leads them to obey the orders of the devil, yield 
to his temptations, and often causes them to seek out and adopt 
as rulers, those who participate in their impious tendencies. The 
true chances of success are there. All the wicked will not 
accomplish their plans, all Christians will not fail in their under
takings ; yet, as a general rule, the first will attain their object 
sooner than the second ; they will have no obstacles in the way 
of scruples and unpopularity, to surmount. Thus understood, 
the declaration of Satan justifies itself, and will justify itself to 
the end. "The glory of these kingdoms is delivered unto me, 
and to whomsoever I will, I give it." 

I would ask those who lay any stress on the passages where 
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Satan is named prince of this world, if they have reflected on 
the passages that attribute to him power over death? It is 
written : " Ile also himself, likewise, took part of the same ; 
that through death he might destroy him that had the power 
of death, that is the devil." (Hebrews, ii. 14.) What docs 
that mean? Shall we relinquish our faith in the power of the 
Almighty alone, to kill and to make alive? Not at all. ·we 
confine ourselves to the belief that the tempter causes death by 
inducing us to sin ; we die by him, inasmuch as he has contrib
uted to the fall, of which the punishment was : Thou shalt die. 
The power of death is the power of sin ; therefore, the same 
conqueror triumphs over Satan, sin and death. It is an idea 
very unworthy of the Son of God to represent him as struggling 
with Satan on the ground of power. The Creator overcoming 
the creature, the fallen, condemned creature I This would be 
indeed a great work ! The power of Satan never ventures to 
resist the power of the Lord without being instantly broken 
like glass, and by the hand of faithful angels. (Re:velations, xii. 
'i, 8.) But on the ground of influence it is not so. To destroy 
the moral empire of sin and of the tempter in the heart of men, 
corrupt and endowed with free will, to liberate them from the 
slavery of the devil without injury to their essential nature, is an 
act which calls for the fullest display of divine power and love. 
The Son of G~d, conqueror of Satan, is, in this sense, an object 
of admiration to all the universe; this is the mystery before 
which the angels themselves bow, without being able to pene
trate its depth. 

The reader may be assured that I neither deny nor diminish 
Satan ; I restore to him his true part. Tempter, he possesses 
an immense power of the same nature as that of which a cor
rupt man makes use, to com,i pt his relations, his neighbors, his 
cotemporaries. No other power has been intrusted to him. 
Angels are angels, not gods ; and I cannot believe that any 
one will propose to us a theory, in virtue of which it may be 
maintained that the revolt of the devil has given him a power, 
which, as a faithful angel, he would never have possessed. Let us 
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leave to Milton and other poets the fantastical personage 
of an archangel placed on the confines of divinity, and trans
formed into an adversary. The Bible holds no such language; 
it speaks to us of fallen angels, smitten immediately by an 
irrevocable sentence. (Jude, 6 ; 2 Peter, ii. 4.) It shows 
them to us still free to inhabit heaven, to roam through the 
air, to prowl about on the earth, and incite men to evil. They 
know the abyss that awaits them, and they are continually in 
fear of being sent there. (Luke, viii. 31; Matthe:w, viii. 29.) 
In the last days they will be driven from heaven by the faithful 
angels ; full of wrath, they will for a short time descend upon 
earth ; they will then receive the faculty of executing lying 
wonders, as they have executed them in other great religious 
crises of humanity; at last, the sentence will receive its accom
plishment. Such is the Biblical history of Satan and his 
angels ; I here refer to it again, because the tendency of the 
world is constantly to pervert it. It contains not the least 
trace of an archangel, partially divine, who becomes entirely 
divine in consequence of his fall, and, through it, enters into 
participation of the incommunicable sovereignty of the Creritor. 

The unfallen angels perform no miracles, they execute the 
orders of God by the power of God. The unfallen angels are 
endowed neither with omnipresence nor omniscience ; they go 
from one place to another, they receive commands and obey 
them. "He shall give his angels charge over thee." "The 
Son of :Man will send forth his angels, and they shall gather 
out of his kingdom all things that offend." "Thinkest thou 
that I cannot now pray to my Father, and he shall presently 
give me more than twelve legions of angels ?" " The beggar 
died, and was carried by the angels into Abraham's bosom." 
"Are they not all ministering spirits, sent forth to minister for 
them who shall be heirs of salvation?" (Psalms, xci. 11; 
Matthew, xiii. 41; xxvi. 53; Luke, xvi. 22; Hebrews, i. 14.) 

Let us take courage ; the fall had no power to elevate re
bellious angels above the condition of faithful angels. Nothing 
fo better established in the Bible than the entire subordination 
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of Satan in everything wl1ich is not moral and necessarily free 
action, in everything which is not temptation. He accomplishes 
no supernatural act, great or small, except by the will of God. 
He meddles not. with life, nor health, nor property of any de
scription, without the will of God. 

" Show the things that are to come hereafter" is written in 
Isaiah (xli. 23), "show the things that are to come hereafter, 
that we may know that ye are gods: yea, do good, or do 
evil." Yes, no one, if it be not God, doeth good or evil, 
sendeth trials or deliverance. 

The Book of Job forcibly exhibits this impotence, and this 
absolute dependence on the part of Satan. "Doth Job fear 
God for naught? Hast thou not made a hedge about him, and 
about his house, and about all that he hath, on every side ? 
Thou hast blessed the work of his hands, and his substance is 
increased in the land. But put forth thy hand now and touch 
all that he hath." Satan acknowledges that Job's prosperity 
comes from the Lord, and that his trial can come only from the 
Lord. Moreover, does he not accomplish a divine mission, 
when the Lord says to him : "Behold all that he hath is in thy 
power; only upon himself put not forth thy hand." God 
orders the trial and fixes the limits it shall not exceed. When
ever, in his wisdom, he judges that a ~cw aggravation of afflic
tion is necessary, in order to purify the already pious soul of 
Job and confound his adversary, God gives a new order, and 
defines a new boundary. "Behold he is in thy hand; but save 
his life." (i. 9-11; ii. 6.) 

Job's calamities came, then, entirely from the Lord. Satan 
only carried out the will of his Sovereign. And it has 
always been thus. ·when Saul was troubled by an evil spirit, 
when he fell into those fits of melancholy, the cause of which 
was supernatural, the evil spirit was "sent by the Lord." (1 
Samuel,, xvi. 14, 15; xviii. 10; xix. 9.) \Vhen the diabolical 
malady appeared on earth to signalize the great struggle 
engaged in by J csus Christ against sin, the demons repeatedly 
manif~stcd their entire dependence ; if they took possession of 
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demoniacs, it was by God's permission. Thus, the demons 
whom the Saviour had expelled from the Gadarenes, implored 
authority to effect a new possession, that of mere animals. It 
was necessary tlmt their subordination should be manifested 
under the most humiliating form (JYiark, v. 12). ·when the 
Apostle Paul was suffering from a Satanic affliction, he sub
mitted to it, as from the Lord : " And lest," says he, " I should 
be exalted above measure, through the abundance of the reve
lations, there was given to me a thorn in the flesh, the messen
ger of Satan to buffet me, lest I should be exalted above 
measure. (2 Corint!tians, xii. 7.) The Apostle declares that 
this thorn was "given" him, and given him in love ; . the devil 
was only an instrument. No event ever takes place, even to 
the lying wonders of the last days, which is not by the express 
will of God. The false prophet "deceiveth them that dwell on 
the earth by the means of those miracles which he had power 
to do in the sight of the beast." (Revelations, xiii. 14.) It 
has been given to him ; Satan and his agents possess no power 
of their OWll ; they perform no prodigy, they inflict no suffer
ing that is not commanded by the Lord. 

If you attempt to construct any system whatever, in which 
trials proceed from another than God, yon will fall into Dual
ism ; behind Dualism is concealed despair. Our misfortunes 
are without consolation, if we regard ·them as sent by an 
inimical power, and from which our tutelary divinity is incap
able of defending us. Whence comes the shudder that darts 
through our veins when we read that horrible argument of 
impiety, the scene with the beggar in Don Juan ? From the fact 
that the author of the trial is not indicated, and, consequently, 
its beneficient and divine nature cannot be indicated. 

"I am a poor man, sir, living all alone in these woods for 
the last ten years, and I >yill pray Heaven to' bestow upon you 
all sorts of blessings." 

"Ah I pray Heaven to give you some clothes .... It can
not be that you are not entirely comfortable." 

"Alas I sir, l am in the very greatest necessity." 
16* 
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"You arc joking: a man who prays heaven all day cannot 
but be very well off in his affairs.'' 

A most shocking logic and well worthy of this Don Juan, 
"who believes only that two and two make four, an_d that four 
and four make eight." Unfortunately the. beggar's philosophy 
docs not seem much stronger than his, and if the poor fellow 
nobly refuses to blaspheme for the sake of gaining a louis, he 
remains almost crushed by the haughty charity of his inter
locuter : " Begone, begone ; I give it to you for the love of 
humanity.'' · 

Humanity is thus elevated above God; God leaves to his 
misery the being whose prayers are offered up to Heaven; man 
is moved to pity, and renders assistance ! How different would 
have been the conclusion if the beggar had opened the Gospel, 
if lie had read to Don Juan these verses upon which the Book 
of Job is a most magnificent commentary. "For whom the 
Lord loveth he chasteneth." ... "But he for our profit, that 
we might be partakers of his holiness. Now, no chastening 
for the present seemeth to be joyous, 'but grievous ; neverthe
less, afterward it yieldeth the peaceable fruit of righteousness 
unto them which are exercised thereby." (Hebrews, xii. G-11.) 
· I have spoken of trial : I have not spoken of temptation. 
The distinction is fundamental, and it is too often overlooked. 
God cannot be the author of evil. "Let no man say when he 
is tempted, I am tempted of God : for God cannot be tempted 
with evil, neither tempteth he any man. But every ma.n is 
tempted, when he is drawn away, of his own lust and enticed.'' 
James thus positively declares it (i. 13, 14.) God only wills 
temptation in as far as he wills the free-will of angels and men, 
with all its legitimate consequences. For this purpose it is 
necessary that temptations exist, in order that reciprocal influ
ences ·may be exorcised, and the struggle against evil be real, 
and not fictitious. For this purpose it was necessary that the 
first Adam should be tempted; it was necessary (this is the 
langm1ge of Scripture) that the second should be equally 
tempted , it is necessary that Satan be unbound after the ter-
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restrial reign of Christ, and go out to deceive the nations that 
are in the four corners of the earth. (Hebrews, ii. 17, 18 ; 
Revdations, xx. 7, 8; 2 Thessalffnians, ii. 8-12.) 

But it is one thing, to will the consequences of free-will and 
the real conditions of our struggle in this world ; it is quite 
another thing, to will a single bad act. The evil pertains 
undivided to the creatures, even as sovereignty pertains undi
vided to the Creator. 

It is not enough to have affirmed it ; let us prove it. 
I have, in the first place, established a profound distinction 

between temptation and trial. Not that the trial may not also 
become a source of temptation;* everything becomes temptation 
to our wicked hearts ; misery leads us to murmur, prosperity 
impels us to pride. It is none the less certain, however, that 
trial, in itself, is not temptation. Temptation, properly speak
ing, is an incitement to evil. Now, this never comes from God ; 
it comes from our corrupt affections, and the enemy, who keeps 
them from slumbering. Not only does God tempt no one, but 
it is "impossible" for God to tempt, as is spoken in the 
Scriptures. 

And this is what it adds on the subject of temptation. Jesus 
teaches his disciples to pray thus : "And lead us not into 
temptation, but deliver us from evil." In the parable of the 
sower, he points out those "which have no root in themselves, 
which for a while believe, and, in time of temptation, fall 
away." In the garden of Gethsemane, during his unfathom
able sufferings, he says several times : "Pray that ye enter not 
into temptation." And the Apostle Paul, some years later, re
peated : "Let him that thinketh he standeth, take heed lest he 
fall. There hath no temptation taken you but such as is com· 
mou to man : But God is faithful, who will not suffer you to 
be tempted above that ye are able ; but will with the tempt. 
ation also make a way to escape, that ye may be able to bear 

•This is so true Iha\ the Aame Greek word Is often employed In the New Tes\ .. -
ment to designate both temptl\tlons and triAJs. 
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it." (Matthew, vi. 13; Luke, viii. 13; xxii, 40; 1 Corinthians, 
x. 13.) 

God sends, then, not the temptation, but a way to escape. 
Ile docs not permit the temptation to exceed certain limits ; he 
protects those who pray not to be led into temptatiou. 

Nothing so much astonishes me as the thoughtlessness with 
which men, forgetting these capital truths, strive to discover 
that temptation is a divine grace I It recalls to my mind those 
people who, in their mystical enthusiasm, sing songs to the 
glory of the happy sin, without which we should have had no 
Saviour! Let us, on our part, endeavor to be less refined. 
Simple in our lsentiments and in our language, let us take heed 
not to call good evil, and evil good. Let us leave the fdix 
culpa where it is ; we shall not discover it in the Bible any 
more than in the happy temptation. 

Trials even, are not such blessings in themselves that we may 
demand them of God and entreat him not to send us deliver
ance. Scripture invites us to do exactly the contrary. This, 
however, does not prevent the trial from being adapted to make 
us better, and to glorify the Lord so long as he shall see fit to 
apply it ; " Thy will, not mine, be done," forms, therefore, a 
most fitting conclusion to our prayers. No Christian thinks of 
praying thus in regard to temptation ; he implores its absolute, 
immediate, unconditional cessation, for he knows that it is bad, 
immoral in its nature, and radically contrary to the will of 
God. 

Our Heavenly Father, doubtless, extracts good out of evil, but • 
the evil remains evil. Temptation does not assume a respecta
ble character, because ' it may contribute to the strengthening 
of men, who by the assistance of the Lord, succeed in triumph
ing over it. If it is written that " all things work together for 
good to them that love God" (Romans, viii. 28), it by no 
means follows that all things are good. 

As for trials, they do not include any intrinsic degradation ; 
their part in the midst of a fallen race is as necessary as it is 
mysterious. It is the fire of the furnace in which silver is tried, 
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and which is spoken of in the 66th Psalm (10 ; see also Isaiah, 
xlviii. 10, and 1 Peter, i. 7 ). It is that struggle of Jacob with 
the Almighty, a strange struggle, in which man is the con
queror, although the finger of Goel, .by wounding his thigh, 
leaves a most significant mark that man is not the strongest. 
(Genesis, xx.xii. 25.) 

Will it be objected to all this, that God indeed permits 
temptation as well as trial ; that, conseqllently, it must be 
acknowledged, either that temptation is not an, evil, since God 
wills it, or that trials are not under his dominion, since they 
possess the character of things which he does not will ? 

They who hold this language forget that God has willed the 
free-will of angels and of men ; and certainly his wisdom and 
grandeur are nowhere so evidently displayed. It would surely 
have been easy enough for him to create automaton angels a•d 
automaton men, beings who would have done good as bees 
make honey. But he has preferred to bring into existeRce, 
creatures endowed with the faculty of choice ; he has done 
more, he has rendered them responsible, he has establisW.ed 
between them the possibility of contact, and of reciprocal 
influences ; He has prepared for them the real struggle, he bas 
called them to breathe ,the free air ; he has preferred the perils 
of moral life to the docility of mechanism. For his owJA glory, 
he has not willed to have a world in which his creatures would 
be forced to adore. Now, we all feel that if there be anytlning 
inferior to revolt, it is unconscious and necessary obedience. 

Viewing the subject from this point, we see the difficulties, 
one after the other, resolved. God has not willed evil ; he has 
willed free-will, which is a blessing. Away with the Dualist 
system I Away also with the system that makes God the 
author of evil I One and absolute sovereign, sole master of 
the laws of crea.tion, controller of events both great and small, 
there is only one thing that escapes his dominion, escapes it by 
his will : it is the action of the affections. ·who will dare to 
say that God has willed, otherwise than as consequences of the 
free-will decreed by him, either the fall of angels, the fall of 
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man, the crimes which pollute the earth, or the temptations of 
Satan I The crucifixion of , our Saviour, even though it 
expiates our transgressions, is it not the most dreadful of all ; 
and in this sense, are we permitted to say that God willed it, 
that he willed the perversity of the Pharisees, the incredulity 
of the people, the cowardice of Pilate, the treachery of Judas ? 

I pause ; there are mysteries in presence of which, we should 
humbly bow, there are veils which our profane hands were not 
made to raise. I have deemed it my duty to confine' myself to 
saying only what was necessary to prevent the evil from being 
imputed to God, or the devil from being called upon to share his 
omnipotence. 

Yes, God does not will crimes ; yet the greatest of crimes 
becomes in his hands the means of · our salvation. God does 
not will temptation, yet he sometimes renders it useful to our 
souls. God does not will heresies ; yet it is written : " For 
there must be also heresies among you, that they which are 
approved may be made manifest among you." ( 1 Corinthians, .ri. 
19.) It has been said, " Man is troubled and God leadeth 
him l" It might have been added: "Man sins and God 
guideth him." But the sins of man and the temptations of 
Satan are not pardoned for all that. 

The temptation even preceded the Fall, since it contributed 
to determine it ; but before the Fall, and before the temptar 
tion, there existed the admirable principle laid down by the 
Almighty; free, human, and angelic will. I say free-will, not 
liberty. The reflective mind will know how to distinguish 
between these two terms, which differ from each other just as 
a faculty differs from ·a sentiment. The mom.ent of primitive 
choice passed, in which free-will and liberty completely co-existed, 
it is certain that the first alone has survived : beings who 
have chosen God, lose their liberty by the power even of their 
love, while those who have chosen revolt, lose their liberty by 
the predominance of corrupt affections. In other terms, their 
will is in bondage ; the ones are " servants of righteousness," 
the others arc "servants of sin," thus siiith the Scripture. But 

J 
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they both preserve the faculty, after having lost their inde
pendence of will ; the most pious hearts in certain circum
stances, choose evil, the most heardened hearts sometimes 
choose the good. The man who will not walk, does not walk ; 
yet be can walk, his legs are ready, the faculty exists, and he 
will bJ) very apt to make one or two steps accidentally. 

It remains certain (and I insist only upon this point, for 
here is not the place thoroughly to investigate the problem of 
liberty and free-will), it remains certain that a portion of the 
angels as well as all men have equally used the faculty of 
choice, and that the evil of which they have become the volun
tary servants has been their own work and not the work of 
God. Man used his free-will when he delivered up his liberty 
to Satan ; he also uses his free-will when he passes from the 
service of Satan to that of God, because grace has broken his 
chains and has rendered him capable of saying yes, without 
taking from him the faculty of saying no. His free-will, an indeli
ble characteristic of the moral being, never abandons him. He 
may become a slave, he cannot become a machine. 

Knowing, now, that evil cannot be imputed to God, let us 
beware (convenient as t.his might be I) of charging it all to the 
account of Satan. The first guilt is ours; the basis of the tempta
tion is within us. James admonishes us of this when he says: 
" But every man is tempted when he is drawn away of his own 
lust and enticed." What conscience will refuse to confess it? 
What man will dare accuse Satan in excuse for himself before 
God? As regards the Satan of tradition, it is all well enough I 
He makes use of material force, he casts spells, he possesses by 
virtue of evil enchantments. But the true Satan will never be 
an extenuation for our sin. His immense, formidable action, 
the melancholy grandeur of which I would in no wise diminish, 
bis action is addressed to beings endowed with free-will, which 
the divine grace, always at their service, renders them capable 
of using to vanquish the enemy. 
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Dualism, so sad a characteristic of the faith of the Middle 
Ages, is again manifested on other points. The devil of tra
dition is not only the acknowledged rival of God, disposing of 
our lives and our destinies, modifying or suspending natural 
laws, dispensing trials as well as temptations ; he usurps one 
after another, all the attributes of Divinity. 

It is thus that he knows and predicts the future I 
Now God has, in the most formal manner, reserved to himself 

the future. If the Bible admits the possibility of some Satanic 
miracles willed by the Almighty, it also declares that the Sa
tanic prophesies are absolutely impossible. ".And if thou say 
in thy heart, How shall we know the word which the Lord 
hath not spoken ? When a prophet speaketh in the name 
of the Lord, if the thing follow not nor come to pass, that is 
the thing which the Lord hath not spoken." (Deuter01iomy 
xviii. 21 & 22.) The only true prophets, then, who prophesy 
the future, are those of the Lord. " Show us what shall hap
pen ; show the things that are to come hereafter, that we may 
know that ye are µ:ods." " Tell ye and bring them near ; yea, 
let them take counsel together ; who hath declared this from 
ancient time? ·who bath told it from that time? have not I 
the Lord ? and there is no God else beside me." (Isaiah xli. 
22, 23 ; xlv. 21.) 

It was, of course, not to be expected that magicians and 
false prophets should ever have renounced the claim thus con
demned by Scripture. Not a soothsayer, not an oracle, not a 
teller of fortunes by cards, not a spirit of the tables, who does 
not read the future. One difficulty only is in their way ; it is 
to read justly, and we see that predictions of this sort are every
where qualified as lies by the sacred authors. " For the idols 
have spoken vanity, and the diviners have seen a lie," are the 
emphatic words of Zechariah ( x. 2), and Jeremiah describes in 
thrilling terms his own struggles with one of the men, who in 
his times foretold things that were to come. " Hananiah, the 
son of Azur the prophet, which was of Gibeon, spake unto me 
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in the house of the Lord, in the presence of the priests, and of 
all the people, saying : " Thus speaketh the Lord of Hosts, the 
God of Israel, saying, I have broken the yoke of the king of 
Babylon. "'Within two full years will I bring again into this 
place all the vessels of the Lord's house, that Nebuchadnezzar, 
king of Babylon took away from this place. Even the 
prophet Jeremiah, said, Amen: the Lord do so. . Never-
theless, hear thou now this word that I speak in thine ears, and 
in the ears of all the people. . . . The prophet which prophe
sieth of peace, when the word of the prophet shall come to pass, 
then shall the prophet be known, that the Lord hath truly 
seut him. 'l'hen Hananiah the prophet took the yoke from off 
the prophet Jeremiah's neck, and brake it. And Hananiah spake 
in presence of all the people, saying : Thus saith the Lord ; 
even so will I break the yoke of Nebuchadnezzar, king of Baby
lon from the neck of all nations within the space of two full 
years. . Then the word of the Lord came unto Jeremiah 
saying : Go and tell llananiah, saying, thou hast broken the 
yokes of wood ; but thou shalt make for them yokes of iron .. . . 
Then said the prophet Jeremiah unto Hananiah the prophet, 
Hear now, Hananiah; the Lord hath not sent thee; but thou 
makest this people to trust in a lie.. So Hananiah the 
prophet died the sarrie year." (Jeremiah xx viii.) 

The following chapter tells us of the punishment which fell 
upon another man who undertook to prophesy, although the 
Lord had not sent him. The messengers of the Lord have an 
absolute monopoly of prophecy, because God alone knoweth 
things pertaining to the future. 

The idolatrous kings-Ahab, for instance-always surrounded 
themselves with self-styled prophets, who did not hesitate to 
predict what seemed to them probable, and especially what 
was agreeable to the sovereign. But throughout the Bible we 
do not find a single example of diabolical prediction confirmed 
by the event. In vain does Hananiah break the yokes of 
wood ; in vain does Zedekiah, son of Chenaanah, make him 
horns of iron, saying, " \Vith these shalt thou push the Syrians 
until thou have consumed them." These pretended seers see 
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nothing whatever. In place of the predicted victory, Ahab 
went forth to meet his death, "Anrl one washed his chariot in 
the pool of Samaria ; and the dogs licked np his blood, accord
ing unto the word of the Lord which he spake."-( 1 Kings, xxii.) 

There never has been, there never will be predictions on this 
earth, other than the inspired words of the prophets. If the 
servant at Philippi procured much gain to her masters " by 
soothsaying," it does not follow that her predictions were truer 
than bad been those of the false nrophets under the old 
covenant. Iler oracles, as theirs, were without doubt lying 
oracles. 

It is, moreover, only necessary to give ourselves an instant 
of reflection, in order to understand bow far the curiosity 
which would penetrate the secrets that God conceals from our 
eyes, is impious. Are we determined to know the future in spite 
of him ? or do we really suppose that the angels have a know
ledge of. things that are to come ; that Satan knew his fall 
before it took place ; that he saw himself a rebel, condemned, 
cast out of Heaven? In truth, the theology which converts 
Satan into a God, leads to most singular consequences ! 

Scripture declares that a fulfilled prediction is the sign by 
which we may recognize the prophets of the· .Almighty. The 
school of the Middle .Ages declares to us, on the contrary, that 
fulfilled predictions abound in the annals of magic. M. de Mir
ville does not even relate one of his stories of sorcery, of pos
sessions, of somnambulism, of spirits, without remarking that 
the future has been most accurately prophesied. This perfect 
accuracy is his favorite argument. Less prudent than certain 
tables of my acquaintance that have taken great pains to 
establish their fallibility, he seems to indulge in the certainty of 
a steadfast belief, which events can in no wise contradict. 

Let us well understand ourselves. The question concerns 
neither predictions, for which perspicacity is sufficient, neither 
those brought about by chance coincidences, nor those result
ing from science. ·when the board of longitude announces 
an eclipse or the return of cornets, it does not prophesy ; 
when a political e~perimentalist forebodes war, when an ngri-
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culturist foresees a bad harvest, he evidently does not divine ; 
these are conclusions drawn from known facts, in virtue of 
known laws governing the physical and moral world. 

Quite different is the claim of sorcery. .According to it, 
demons know the future, and reveal it to the men whose 
outhority they are by their compacts obliged to obey. It is 
thus that at the present day, if we listen to M. de Mirville, 
certain clairvoyant somnambulists are the organs of a diaboli
cal prophecy almost infallible ; it is thus that the spirits of the 
tables and the mediums never fail to see in advance, things 
which are to happen ! 

Nothing could be more decidedly in opposition to the doc
trine constantly taught in the Scriptures, and which plainly 
condemns Dualism. M. de Mirville endeavors to divest his 
thoughts from this misfortune, and enumerates with com
placency, proofs demonstrating that the predictions of sorcerers, 
of magnetized persons, or of mediums, have been repeatedly 
confirmed by the event. It is very certain that if the pro
phecies of magicians, the realization of which is authentically 
attested, were gathered together, they would fill a large volume. 
But we know how to estimate their testimony, and those 
thousands of marvellous divinations, related in the annals of 
the past, are not worth as much as the most insignifics.nt real 
divination, the accomplishment of which we may ascertain 
for ourselves, as we may every day ascertain the accomplish
ment of the grand Biblical prophecy concerning the duration 
and dispersion of the Jewish people. 

Instead of presenting us predictions a.lready fulfilled, why 
not give ns some for the next year or the next month? 
Come, now, let your innumerable spirits set themselves at 
work. They might already have rendered us great. service, if, 
in 1852, they had vouchsafed to announce the bad harvest of 
1853 ; we could then have prepared for it accordingly. Let 
them make amends for this grievous forgetfulness ; let them 
write and publish in 1854 the history of 1855. Let them tell 
us in detail, month by month, day by day, the fortunate or 
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unfortunate events, or even the degrees of the barometer, the 
thermometer, or liygrometer at Pa.ris. I do not ask them to 
make the weather ( thougli that is doubtless in their power I ) ; 
I am content, provided they prophesy. 

IIere is a fine opportunity for defending testimony against 
our blasphemies, and for proving th:it the historical prodigies 
have hacl more reality than our skepticism will acknowledge. 
Summon together your most capable spirits, your most infernal 
ma.gnetizers, and by no means forget.your shepherds (the hero 
of Cideville will, doubtless, be vastly useful) ; write the ephe
mi::rides I have suggested ; deign to quit· the past for the 
future, leave secrecy for publicity. This will be only a. mere 
amusement for you. The predictions recorded in your works 
are much more minute in their details, much more astonishing. 
Those who see, in advance, all the :i.ccidents, great or small, of 
which my family circle is the theatre, can undoubtedly see, in 
advance, heat, rain, storms, and revolutions. 

But, no ; they prefer not to meddle in predictions that must 
Jmve a certain date, and of which the public is to be the 
judge. They will continue to acquaint us, when it is too late, 
with the surp~ising prophecies that were current before such 
and such events .. But, gentlemen I why wait so long ? Let 
your predictions be known bef orr:.hand. \.Ve are foolish enough 
to insist that your prophecies shall precede, by some good 
months, the facts with which they are connected. \Ve can 
thus compare the prediction with its realization, estimate the 
part of natural foresight, the part of casual coincidences, and 
see if anything remains for divination. 

One thing tl).at renders us suspicious (must we confess it), 
is, that your magicians do not make a fortune. We do not 
perceive that they speculate on 'change with any particnlar 
success, and yet they should make a sure g1J,me of it. 'l'be 
least we might expect of them would be to operate in stocks on 
time. The poor somnambulists place their cbirvoyance at my 
service in exchange for a few crowns, but they neglect to make 
use of it themselves, when it might gain them a n:iillion I Can 
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this be from conscientious scruples ? from a fear of abusing 
their superiority? I confess, I should be astonished at such a 
sentiment from the agents of the devil, and especially from the 
the devil 11imself. 

This, bear it in mind, reduces to a mere trifle, your best attest
ed anecdotes, your predictions of the .Middle Ages, and your 
cotemporary predictions, those of necromancers, and those of 
speaking tables, as well as those which your gravest historians 
have taken pains to transmit to us. A small pamphlet (if 
there were such a thing), published at the present time, and 
including all the events to take place next year between the 
1st of January and the 31st of December, or even those of a 
single month, or a single day, would be of far more vah:e in 
my eyes, than all your illustrious predictions with their neces
sary accompaniment of grand catastrophes and grand person
ages. 

Pasquier relates that Catherine de Medicis, desirous of 
knowing if all her children should be kings, consulted a magi
cian, who showed them to her, one after another, making as 
many turns round a circle as would be equivalent to the years 
of their reign. Cotemporary chroniclers tell us that a. female 
necromancer predicted the fortune of Napoleon. The same 
woman foretold that Bernadotte would be' king. I do not deny 
the truth of these assertions ; but, again I say, I wish that 
they would prophesy the future to us, and that the predictions 
were not always made known only after the period of their 
pretended accomplishment. 

To snm it all up, God alone knows the future, even as God 
alone restores the dead to life. The partisans of sorcery will 
never be able to cite either a resurrection or a diabolical pro
phesy that is really incontestable. 

And herein has God manifested his goodness to us, by inter
dicting a knowledge of the future I Figure to yourselves what 
would be our life, if we could succeed in finding out that which 
to-morrow has in reservation for us, instead of surrendering 
ourselves as now, into the hands of our Heavenly Father, eating 
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our daily bread, and bearing in mind the great evangelical 
words : " Sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof I" (.llfat
thew, vi. 34.) 

The Dualist character of the views I combat would not be 
completely realized if, after having attributed to Satan the 
power of governing our rlcstinies, of protecting or troubling 
our lives, of suspending the application' of natural laws, and of 
reading the future, they did not likewise attribute to him the 
power of disposing of our souls beyond the tomb. 

Herc again, the traditional theory of the devil undertakes te 
disprove the teachings of Scriptur!J. It shows us the spirits of 
the dead evoked in the name of the demon, compelled to obey 
his orders and return upon earth. It is by thousands that the 
spirits of the dead are at the present time summoned to appear 
in America, and not only in .America, but among us, do they 
come to answer the most impious as well as the most no&sensi
cal questions I 

The Bible itself utterly rejects such imaginings. ".And I 
heard a voice from Heaven, saying unto me, vVrite, Blessed arc 
the dead which die in the Lord from henceforth: Yea, saith 
the Spirit, that they may rest from their labors ; and their 
works do follow them." ( R.evelations, xiv. 13.) The First 
Epistle to the Thessalonians (iv. 14) also speaks to us of those 
"which sleep in Jesus." They arc not then delivered up as 
playthings to the caprice of table turners, sorcerers, and demons. 
Enjoying that state of repose which separates death from the 
resurrection, and which, relatively to the body, not to the soul, 
is properly called sleep, the blessed have no connection either 
with the devil or any of his agents. They are already in pos
session of the happiness of which they cannot henceforth be 
deprived. Did not J csus say to the thief on the cross : " To
day shalt thou be with me in Paradise?" (Luke, xxiii. 43.) 

Our opponents will, perhaps, fall back upon the argument ap
parently furnished them by the condition of the wicked. "They," 
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it may be mid, " belong to the devil, and it is quite reasonable 
that he should have power to recall them to earth after their 
death, and interrogate them through the agency of magicians I 
The Bible no more countenances such evocations than the pre
ceding. Not only do we not sec a single example of the kind in 
the Old or New Testament, but we see passages which cannot be 
reconciled with the exercise of such a power. The wicked rich 
man of the parable, being in hell, asks that " one from the 
dead,'' may go to his brethren " to testify unto them," and pre
vent them from also. coming to this place of torment. He so 
well knows that he cannot himself go to them, that he entreats 
father Abraham to send one of the blessed-to send Lazarus. 
But what is Abraham's reply ? "They have l\Ioses and the 
prophets ; let them hear them." The wicked rich man en
treats in vain, saying : " Nay, father Abraham, but if one went 
unto them from the dead, they will repent." The fundamental 
principle is maintained ; God will never, uuclcr any form, 
permit revelations brought by the dead, to be added to the 
sufficient revelations contained in his ·word: (Luke, xvi. 22 
to 31.) 

Judge, now, ifit is possible.that there should be an atom 
of truth in the myriads of evocations and apparitions related 
in history I ·what are we to think of those pretended souls 
who come one after another to furnish us details concerning 
life as it passes in the other world ? This one has been re
moved to Paradise by the power of an incantation, or by the 
motion of a magic wand. That one has been snatched from 
hell by a table put in rotation. Jesus Christ was, doubtless, 
ignorant of this perpetual going and coming established be
tween the dead and the living, when he gave to his disciples the 
solemn instructions above mentioned, and which, although 
comprehended in a parable, must necessarily conespond to 
absolute truth. 

The partisans of the apparitions have still a last resource in 
the witch of Endor. ThiS story is their grand battle-steed. 
Does it not show us a magician, a real evocation? A great 
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man, a saint, a prophet, is he not found to obey diabolical en
chantments, and to return upon earth ! 

I have always admired the confidence with which they cite 
this example in support of their theory. Its isolated position 
in the Bible should, methinks, inspire some mistrust. Th:it 
the dead should be at the discretion of the turn of a wand, and 
yet that the whole of Scripture should have recorded but one 
single instance of an apparition, seems to me a very strong 
reason for examining this instance with particular attention. 
The text is as follows : 

"·And when Saul inquired of the Lord, the Lord answered 
him not, neither by dreams, nor by U rim, nor by prophets. 
Then said Saul unto his servants, seek me a woman that bath 
a faru'iliar spirit, that I may go to her, and inquire of her. 
And his servants said to him, Behold, there is a woman that 
hath a familiar spirit at Endor. And Saul disguised himself, 
and put on other raiment, and he went, and two men with him, 
and they came to the woman by night : and he said, I pray 
thee, divine unto ·me by the familiar spirit, and bring me him 
up, whom I shall name unto thee. And the woman said unto 
him, Behold, thou knowest what Saul hath done, how he hath 
cut off those that hath familiar spirits, and the wizards out of 
the laud ; wherefore, then, layest thou a snare for my life, to 
cause me to die ? And Saul sware to her by the Lord, saying, 
As the Lord liveth, there shall· no punishment happen to 
thee for this thing. Then said the woman, ·whom shall I 
bring up unto thee ? And he said, Bring me up Samuel. And 
when the woman saw Samuel, she cried with a loud voice : 
and the woman spake to Saul, saying, ·why bast thou deceived 
me? for thou art Saul." (1 Samud, xxviii. 61 and folwwing 
verses.) 

"Why has thou deceived me? Thon art Saul!" The 
exclamation is strange. The woman, then, did not expect to see 
anything appear. She was, doubtless, prepared to go through 
with her ordinary performances of ventriloquism. But before 
she had proceeded even as far as the incantation, she saw as 
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it were, a god rising out of the ground ; there was the old 
man Samuel, covered with bis mantle I In the terror caused 
by so unforeseen an event, she bad not a moment for hesitation: 
her guest must be Saul, the king ; such a miracle could not 
have been performed, if not for him ; perhaps, moreover (and 
the woman's words seem to demand this hypothesis), perhaps it 
was known in Israel that Samuel would return upon. earth to 
address a supreme warning to Saul. Be that as it may, it is 
certain that this woman, with a familiar spirit, did not act like 
a person accustomed really to " bringing up" the dead ; her 
success terrified her. \Vhen the apparitiqn does come, it is 
quite a different thing from her miserable shams; it is the finger 
of the Lord. 

\Vhat a grand scene, indeed, and bow consistent is it with 
the wisdom of our God ! A king, the first king of Israel, 
strays so far from the truth as to consult soothsayers ; he will 
be punished even through his sin. God permits Samuel to re
turn for a moment upon the earth, in order that he may pro
nounce these terrible words : "Wherefore, then, dost thou ask 
of me, seeing the Lord is departed from thee, and is become 
thine enemy? And the Lord hath done to him as he spake by 
me : for the Lord hath rent the kingdom out of thy hand, and 
given it to thy neighbor, even to David. . . . Moreover, the 
Lord will also deliver Israel with thee into the hand of the 
Philistines, and to-morrow shalt thou and thy sons be with 
me." 

Remark that Samuel does not, for a moment, concern him
self with the witch and her pretended enchantments. The 
will of God alone, influenced by the earnest desire of Saul, 
restored him to eartn. It was the will of God, which, at a 
later period, also caused MoRes and Elias to appear upon the 
Holy Mountain, in conversation with Jesus, on the occasion of 
bis transfiguration. Saul alone, and not the witch, " dis
quieted" Samuel in his rest. 

The partisans of the apparitions have introduced into this 
17 
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story a multitude of things, which arc not there ; a Ycry sure 
method of finding them there afterwards. They suppose incan
tations that have not even been commenced ; they suppose a. 
woman accustomed to apparitions of the dead, instead of a 
woman terrified at the first apparition she hall eYer witnessed ; 
they suppose some sort of a communication received by her, 
some advice given by Samuel, who informs her that her guest 
is none other than ·Saul. But this is not yet enough : they 
assume that it was the shade of Samuel, aud not Samuel in 
person, who appeared that night I Tlicy everywhere speak of 
the shade of Samuel. This is a received expression upon which 
they have built the theory of phantoms and ghosts. 

Now, the text is positive. It makes not the slightest allu
sion to the shade of the prophet. _Shades figure neither in thiB 
passage nor in any other passage of the Bible ; the prophet 
himself is come. It is important to make this observation, 
because the amateurs of apparitions, in general, take great 
pains to transform them into simple phantoms. They recoil 
before the revolting thought that the souls of the dead arc 
really disquieted, and they believe they reconcile everything by 
declaring that their apparitions are only apparitions of shades 
. . . . like that of Samuel. 

According to those who take this ground, Jesus Christ's own 
words, when he shows himself to his disciples after the resur
rection, should tend to confirm the belief in phantoms : "Han· 
die me and see ; for a spirit hath not flesh and bones as ye see 
me have." The Apostles, in their turn, must have given thls, 
or an analogous doctrine, a new sanction, when, refusing to 
credit the story .of the servant Rhoda, who asserted that Peter 
had been delivered from prison, they replied : " It is his 
&ngcl." (Lidce, niv. 37-43; Arts, xii. 15.) 

The explanation is very simple. In the second case, the 
Apostles speak like poor Galileans, who arc still filled with 
prejudices on many questions, and whose ignorance, the 
moment they are abandoned to themselrns, only all the more 
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strongly shows their infallibility when writing the books or let
ters which God destined for the canon.* In the first case, our 
Saviour is far from adopting a belief in phantoms. Seeing 
that his disciples, faithfal in that respect to the ideas which 
reigned among the Jewish people, were obstinate in taking him 
for a spirit, he told them that a spirit has neither flesh nor 
bones. In what other ill!),nner ought he to have treated them? 
Ought he to have entered into a dissertation upon the non
existence of spirits? No, he had not time for all that ; it was 
neCC$Sary to prove to them that their opinion, false or true, 
was at all events, inapplicable. This was the course adopted 
by Jesus ; this is the course adopted every day by each one of 
us. If one of your friends, meeting you of an evening in a 
lonely cemetery, should imagine you to be a ghost, surely you 
would not stop to demonstrate to him that by a plus b, the 
dead do not return to earth ; you would say to him : " Take 
my hand, look at my face, listen to my voice, and see if I am a 
phantom.'' This language is natural, legitimate, and affords 
not the slightest evidence of any compromise with error. 

The dead do not return to earth, I have said, and in corro
boration of this assertion, I might r:ontent myself with an appeal 
to the good sense and consciences of my readers. But I prefer 
to present them the proof, par excdkna: the declarations 
of Scripture. It can, moreover, have. escaped no one's obser
vation that the mission of the apparitions, with which the 
books are filled, is frequently of a sacrilegious puerility. Do 
they come to warn souls, to divert them, to lead them back to 
God ; in one word, to fulfill the mission which the wicked rich 

* The error of the Apostles does not here consist in speaking of the angel of Peter, 
any more than in the other case, It consists in supposing the existence or spirits. It is 
indeed written ; "Take heed tbat ye despise not one of these little ones: tor I say unto 
you, that in lieaven their angels do always behold the face or my Father which is In 
hea.ven." The little ones (that ls to say the disciples and not children), have angels, 
th.en, who minister unto them. These same angels are called spirits, " ministering 
rpirits tt (Matthew, xviii. 10, and Hebrews i. 14). The error of the Apostles consists in 
supposing the existence of phantom angels and phantom spirits, who represent absent or 
dt:ad persons. 
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man would have confided to Lazarus? By no means. They 
come to show themselves, to answer the questions of an impious 
curiosity ! 

For want of a serious message to bring, are they perhaps 
impelled by the affection which unit~s them to the persons they 
visit ? Whence comes it then, that the beings most tenderly 
loved seldom reappear, and that persons with whom we were in 
this world on the most indifferent terms, usually figure in these 
1·endezvous ? 'fhe moral objection here, is certainly very 
strong, and I can fully understand that Augustine should have 
found the fact that his mother haC. never reappeared to him, a 
sufficient reason for suspecting all apparitions. 

Apparitions, besides, are borrowed from Pagan antiquity, 
and they are by no means all we have borrowed. Consult 
Iamblichus, he will tell you how to proceed in order to evoke 
the dead, what herbs, what perfumes, what formulas are made 
use of in the operation. Long before Iamblichus, Homer 
shows us the soothsayer, Tiresias, preparing a ditch full of blood, 
wherewith to call up the manes of the departed. In Eschylus, 
the soul of Darius is evoked, and comes to declare to the queen 
Atossa, all the misfortunes that threaten her. Virgil, in his 
turn, describes these dismal ceremonies, and Horace makes 
allusion to them in the Satires. The necromancers spoken 
of by Lncanus have even in those days, all the skill of their 
successors of the Middle Ages ; in order to make a dead man 
appear, they use magically one of his bones. This is the very 
spirit of Paganism. To it alone belongs the honor of having 
invented so many erring and pitiful souls, so many manes out 
of employment, so many diabolical practices. 

I can understand why, in view of this general and increasing 
invasion of Paganism, Salvian should have mournfully exclaim
ed : The devil is e>erywhere, "ubiq11,e damwn." All dualism 
in fact, sums itself up in a veritable religion of the devil, in 11 

doctrine wherein an ignoble fear of the devil plays a prepon-
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derating part. It is one of the signs which most profoundly 
distinguish traditional from Biblical Christianity. 

'!'here is a fear of the devil which every Christian experiences; 
I mean the fear of yielding to his temptations, and of being sepa
rated by him from the love of Christ. But there is a disgusting, 
shameful, degrading, anti-evangelical fear of the devil, which 
reigned almost alone during the whole of the Middle Ages. 'l'his 
fear of the devil does not drive us into the arms of the Saviour ; 
it makes us seek a good director ; it multiplies formulas ; it 
dictates the pious legacies destined to preserve the soul from 
the torments of hell. 'l'he religious idea with which it is con
nected, reposes entirely on the intrinsic efficacy of material acts. 
As Satan makes sure of souls by a signature affixed to the 
fatal parchment, whoever has not signed need give himself no 
uneasiness, provided he is in other respects according to rule 
as regards the sacraments. It is impossible more completely to 
overthrow the good news of salvation by faith, or more openly 
to contradict the glorious words of our Saviour : "You must 
be born again." 

In what sense did they fear the devil, those men who enriched 
churches and convents with their magnificent donations, those 
crusaders, those penitents, all those people, indeed, who were in 
the habit of combating prodigies of sorcery by prodigies of 
exorcism. '!'hose wretched unbelievers of the 18th century, 
whose deathbeds offered no other consolation than the remem
brance of a demon armed with pitch-forks and commissioned 
to punish them, in what sense did they fear the devil? Begin 
with the Duchess de Berri, daughter of the regent, and end 
with Voltaire ; you will shudder as you discover to what 
fundamental elements, to what vulgar and ineradicable notions, 
Christianity was in all minds reduced I 

It was not with impunity that so many hundred years had 
been passed in transforming great men into magicians, and 
sorcerers into supreme directors of the affairs of this world. 
After having divided its sovereignty between God and Satan, 
the majority of mankind could see nothing but the kingdom of 
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Satan. Satan became a dreaded, but a real divinity. Fearful 
adoration of wicked gods is more natural to man than is 
generally supposed, and the yezidis have always been abundant 
among us. 'l'o appease Satan, to avoid the wrath of Satan, to 
flee from the tricks and evil practices of Satan, such was the 
predominant religious idea. The imaginations of men found 
their most interesting occupation in enumerating and describing 
the diabolical hierarchy. Some represented it as being composed 
of one emperor, Beelzebub ; seven kings, Baal, Pursan, Byleth, 
Paymon, Belia!, Asmodeus, Zapan ; t~enty-three dukes ; ten 
counts ; eleven presidents.; several hundred knights ; six 
thousand, six hundred and sixty-six legions, each containing six 
thousand, six hundred and sixty-six devils ; making in all, forty
four millions, four hundred and thirty-five thousand, six hundred 
and sixty devils. Others reckoned differently, taking the number 
six as the cabalistic multiplier : thus they ranked among the 
spirits of darkness, seventy-two princes (6x12) and seven mil
lions, four hundred and five thousand, nine hundred and twenty
six demons (1,234, 321x6.) M. Louandre, from whom I derive 
these details, remarks that, right or wrong, this last snm presents 
the four numbers that constitute the Tetractys of Pythagoras 
and Plato. 

Bewildered in p.resence of such a multitude of enemies, the 
intellect finally lost sight of God's loving kindness and the real 
nature of Satan. The Middle Ages with thcir Paganism, self
styled Christian, their materialism, self-styled religious, with their 
salvation by means of ceremonies, no longer knew, it may be 
said, either the devil or the Saviour. The devil in those days, 
appeared to everybody, not as a tempter but as an agent of 
divine justice. A devil whose miraculous power is incessantly 
exercised in our midst, who carries off the damned to hell, 
where he eternally torments them ; this is the image that 
troubled the lives of men and filled their last moments with 
anguish. The devil, the chastiser, was substituted for the devil, 
the tempter. They feared punishment rather than sin. The 
fear of sin itself never assumed that character of filial appre-
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hension assigned to it in the gospel ; their feeling was the very 
opposite of the grief experienced by one of the redeemed who 
knows that by faith he belongs to Christ, and who pardons 
nothing in himself, because God has pardoned everything. 

In the Pagan reaction against Christianity, the world has 
gone back to the hell of Pluto, of Charon, and of Cerberus. 
The hell of Dante, the really popular hell, is a certain place 
where the power of the devils is exercised in tormenting, as it 
is also exercised in gaining possession of the earth ; where, 
armed with pitchforks, they relentlessly hunt the damned. 

First, possession, then punishment, these are the two sides of 
the part attributed to Satan ; temptation, so to speak, has dis
appeared. It has disappeared with the real sovereignty of 
God, and the worship in spirit and in truth. Material Dualism, 
which so long prevailed, and which still prevails in many 
places, could not have a truer expression than this particularly 
ignoble sentiment, in my opinion, most appropriately named 
the fear of the devil. 

The Dualism of traditional belief manifests still another sign. 
In the conflict between divine miracles and diabolical prodigies, 
we hardly know how· to' distini;ruish one from the other. The 
two supernaturals are continually confounded. 

We shall be told, indeed, that extraordinary facts arc of God, 
when they are produced in the name of the Church, and that 
they are of the devil when produced by the hand of heretics. 
The crusader who passes through the flames, holding in his 
hand the true spear, performs a miracle ; the Protestant Ceve
nol who passes through the flames singing a psalm, achieves a 
work of Satan. 

This is a convenient mode of reasoning, nay, almost too con
venient. " We will show," wrote, in 1833, the anonymous au
thor of la Religion constatee unfrersellement, "we will show that 
it may be ascertained from which of the two classes of super
human spirits, an event of this sort emanates. The one being 
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composed of spirits of truth and virtue, the other of svirits of 
imposture and vice, we must, in all supernatural phenomena, 
consider the moral aspect of the fact. '\Ve must examine the 
character and doctrines of the person whose invocations have 
obtained this fact, the end for which it was performed, the 
effects it has produced : in one word, all the circumstance;; 
morally significative." (19, 20.) The :Marquis de Mirvillc, 
who has reproduced the doctrines and often the reasoning of 
the work from which I have just quoted, adopts the same rule. 
In speaking of the supernatural acts attributed to the Cami
sards, he thus expresses himself : " .Misson saw prodigies and he 
converted them into mirades." In speaking of the supernatural 
acts attributed to the J ansenists, be likewise refuses to them a 
miraculous character. When he c01;nes to the history of Joan 
d'Arc, he experiences no little embarrassment ; on the one hand, 
the fairy tree is no longer in fashion, and the clergy has in the 
main, condemned all attempts to cast its entire responsibility on 
the shoulders of the Bishop of Beauvais ; on the other band, 
it is scarcely possible to transform the liberator of France into 
a sorceress. '\Vhat is to be done ? .M. de .Mirville recalls to 
mind that the devils at Loudun were forced to labor for the con
version of sinners. Why should not Joan d'Arc's devils have 
been employed, in spite of themselves, in a work not less excel
lent ? " 'Ve will never consent to rank among our enemies such 
kind and faithful i:oic-es, and if the fairy tree were of any ac
count, not only in the inspirations of Joan d'Arc, but in the 
transmission of these influences, instead of giving to this fortu
nate tree the foliage and color of the trees of Dodona, we 
should rather represent it to ourselves under the august and 
sacred forms of the old oaks of Mambre. Such, then, would be 
our conclusion in regard to Joan d' Arc : God first, and before 
e:verything e/,se his compassion for France ; then the ordinary in
struments of her inspirations, either spirits or saints, and lastly 
these spirits served in their turn, perhaps, by unknown, endemic, 
elementary and local influences " 

This was a capital method of getting over the difficulty. 
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The endemic injlueru:es, ekmentary and local, may be what they 
will, diabolical if necessary, as the prelates and pious men who 
condemn the heroine seem to think. What matters it whether 
these devils were enlisted in the cause like those of Loudun, or 
whether it be proved that ,Joan "found her inspiration under 
the fairy tree !" 

Endemic influences have, besides, many other manifestations, 
and it is always quite difficult to decide whether they are 
Satanic or Divine. Nevertheless, M. de :Mirville will insist 
upon attributing to the devil, those exercised by the greater num
ber of magnetizers, by all the table turners and all the mediums. 
With still stronger reason he will rank in the same class, the 
ecstasies of the Swedish Protestants. .And, as regards the 
innumerable miracles of ancient and modern Paganism, that 
is a matter of course. (133, 141, 183, 205, 214 to 218, 239, 
240, 245.) 

The difficulty begins in cases where the orthodoxy of the 
performers of prodigies hardly permits them to apply the sum
mary judgment to which heretics °have a right. The divining 
wand, which is unquestionably diabolical in the hands of .Aymar 
and bis confederates, will it become divine iu the hands of the 
numerous clergy who have piously made it turn? The most 
extraordinary (and in my opinion, the most apocryphal) works 
of Animal Magnetism, will they pass out of the category of 
Satanic prodigies to that of divine miracles, when the godly 
company of .Avignon shall have accomplished them? 

So long as the illuminated magnetizers operate in heretical 
countries, in Germany, in Sweden especially, they are instru
ments of the devil, although they fancy that they call down 
upon the sick, the action of angels, and drive away that of 
demons. I willingly abandon them to M. de Mirville, for I 
reject, with all the power of my Christian faith, revelations fur
nished in a state of ecstasy, or confirmed by the insensate 
writings of a Swedenborg. But now, we have Catholic associa
tions engrafted on the Stockholm revelatiou ; that of Paris, 
presided over by the Duchess of Bourbon ; that of Lyons, and 

l'l'* 
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finally, that of Avignon. They all perform admirable pro
digies. Is it still the power of the great adversary? 

~I. de Maistrc, who possesses all the necessary audacity, has 
not hesitated to draw up an answer, which is generally made use 
of by the school of the marvellous at the present day. According 
to him, there are two kinds of illuminism, the bad and the 
good, the diabolical and the divine. "To him," writes M. de 
:Mirville, "illuminism was the initiation, or entrance upon this 
road, simple at first, but soon branching out into two paths, 
one good, one bad, one strewn with flowers, the other studded 
with rocks." 

Hy these means, to which it frequently becomes necessary to 
resort, they succeed in sheltering the Catholic theosophists from 
the anathemas thundered in the ears of the other illuminated 
magnetizers. Do they not commence their sittings with prayer? 
Do they not sing the Veni Creator? Do they not invoke the 
Vlrgm and the saints, and if they afterwards address them
selves " to the . soul of the world," " to the fluid Creator," 
ought we not to pardon them these appeals, which are !coked 
upon as fool-hardy when made beyond the pale of the church, 
and in an unconsecrated form'? 

The intelligent sincerity of M. de Mirville is, however, sub
jected to a trying ordeal when he attempts to place the mir
acles of Avignon in a privileged category. He contents him
self with not condemning them, and that is something. "If 
you ask us," he writes, " what are our conclusions and our per
sonal opinion on this last spiritualist magnetism, we answer you 
once more, that not being at present prepared to judge of or
dinary magnetism, we shall not pretend to judge magnetism 
that is ultra-spiritualist .... If the Church should ever conde
scend to answer the reiterated appeals for a doctrinal judgment 
on these matters; nowhere will she be able to find more im
portant materials, principles at heart more truly Catholic, and 
especially, in case of need, an author better disposed respect
fully to accept censure or approbation." (297 to 311.) 

There is. i:itill, then, neither censure nor approbation. In 
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regard to ordinary magnetism, M. de Mirville deludes himself 
if he imagines he has not classed it with sorcery and knocking 
spirits ; that is to say, in the category of the diabolical. And 
yet the confusion is so great, the works of Satan and those of 
God so strongly resemble each other in the eyes of the matetial 
Dualist, that we see M. de Mirville himself successfully practis
ing magnetism, in which he is doubtless assisted by fallen 
angels! (218, 219.) 

It is impossible completely to disentangle the two super
naturals. I have already instanced sanctimonious sorcerers 
as well as saints who meddled with the diabolical. It would 
be easy to multiply these examples. M. Calmeil (vol. i. p. 232) 
speaks of a young girl of Salamanca, who, at the commence
ment of the 16th. century, caused much embarrassment to the 
King of Spain, the Pope, and the Inquisition. Was she a. 
saint? \Vas she possessed ? No one could tell. They spent 
a long time in investigating the matter, and finally let the pro
ceedings drop. The Church had not light enough to distin
guish between the action of God and that of Satan. It thus 
became certain that she continually saw Jesus and the Virgin, 
that she spoke to them, that whenever she was about to pass 
through doors she paused and stepped aside, as if to yield pre
cedence to some one with her, assuring the people as she did 
so, that Mary was entreating her, as the spouse of God, her 
son, to enter first ! She was frequently in a trance state; she 
performed miracles, and continued to perform them, to the 
great satisfaction of the Spanish people. 

The example of Madeleine of the Cross, is, in this relation, 
perhaps, still more striking. In her case, the work of God 
and that of the devil are, by her own confession, blended. 
From the age of five years, the demon presents himself to her 
under the form of Jesus crucified ; he commands her to crucify 
the flesh, and she obeys. When she is seven years old, the 
demon conveys her to a grotto, where he makes her embrace 
the life of a hermit. He takes her for his betrothed, for he 
always preserves the form of the Saviour. He surrounds her 
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with devils, who ure disguised as happy spirits. But, ere long, 
she makes a formal compact with o. fallen cherub, Balban, 
whom she knows for what he really is ; he places her as abbess 
over the coment at Cordova, endows her with the power of 
travelling through the ah:, and she, in recompense, furnishes 
him the means of also passing for a saint. It all winds up 
with au exorcism, and an imprisonment ; but the signs of pos
session and the signs of holiness so closely resemble each other, 
that during long years of her compact with Balban, she is never 
regarded otherwise than as a devotee.· Iler miracles were 
everywhere spoken of ; the people, the kings, the inquisitors, 
and the Pope's legates tl1emselves, humbly implored her bene
diction. She blessed the swaddling clothes of Philip IL 

If one possessed by a devil could, <;luring half a century, pas.~ 
for a saint, does it not seem reasonable that others, equally 
possessed, who, in <livers places have done injury to their magi
cian, and attempteQ. to break his neck, should also be consid
ered as saints ? The indignation that the devils of Londun 
manifested against the devil, is but little calculated to put an 
end to the confusion of which we complain. 

This confusion is everywhere. Historians admit that some
times the power of the demons, sometimes the power of God is 
manifested in the trial of red hot iron. They-remark, that the trial 
of floating cannot be relied on, because the devil meddles in it. 
If many persons are cured by divine interposition, are not some 
also cured by superstitious secrets? Observe the pious cere
monies to which the first turners of the wand had recourse ; com
pare them with the magical processes which others, at a later 
day, employ, and tell us if the success docs not seem to come, 
sometimes from Heaven, sometimes from Hell! 

The good father Lebrun undertakes to avoid this dilemma, 
by the theory of implied compacts. He instances ecclesiastics, 
and other godly men, who, ignoring their covenants with Satan, 
are successful in making the wand turn. Ile na.'ively relates to 
us accounts of various persons, who: having renounced the devil, 
and made the sign of the cross, wc1:c immediately endowed with 
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the power of turning the wand, or moving the ring. One ot 
his stories is as follows : 

"Cardinal Cajetan, one day, performed an experi;nent with a 
view of breaking, for the benefit of the faithful, diabolical com
pacts. The cardinal says, that having taken a ring attached 
to a thread, he protested that his intention in repeating the 
verse prescribed on such occasions, was not to move the ring, 
according to the covenant with Satan, but to praise God, ac
cording to the design of the Psalmist. And, indeed, he added, 
having recited the verse, the ring which he held suspended in 
the glass did not stir." (Histoire critique des pratiques super
stitieuses, iii. 44 7.) 

The explanation of this fact is, to our minds, very simple, 
for we already know enough of mixed phenomena to compre
hend their absolute cessation from the moment the confident 
and energetic will is withdrawn. Be that as it may, the 
spectacle is a very curious one ; the two supernaturals are so 
imperfectly distinguished from each other, that multitudes of 
intelligent and pious men have for ages persisted in a classifi
cation forever impossible. There has always been great dan
ger that the diabolical would be mistaken for the divine ; flt 

just punishment of Dualism! Is it_possible that any one can 
really desire mankind to· become familiarized with the idea that 
the devil effects cures, that the devil delivers from the devil, 
that the devil preaches up conversion? 

No one has clearly defined the limits of the rival sovereign
ties and their prodigies, which are in every respect similar. 
Neither has any one decided if the revelations of the spirits 
are true or false. Upon this point, as upon all the others, we 
are left in the most coII}.plete doubt. M. de Mirville alone 
seems to admit the almost invariable truth of the diabolical 
prophecies, since he constantly appeals to their perfect reali
zation. But, generally speaking, the advocates of the super
natural are not so wise ; they abandon us, bewildered in pres
ence of miraculous action, perhaps celestlal, perhaps inferna.I ; 
in presence of predictions, perhaps false, perhaps true. 
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And the necessary consequence is, that side hy side with a 
great fear of the devil, we possess a great indifference to him. 
This adversary, so puerile and at the same time so powerful, 
whose contagious touch cannot be avoided, and whose acts are 
confounded with those of the Cre!ltor, certainly docs not inspire 
us with so profound a moral repugnance as the real Satan ex
cites. \Ve do not wish .to suffer through him upon earth, or to 
be tormented by him in eternity ; but his empire is not suffi
ciently distinct for us to realize how immensely important it 
is that we should never venture withia its boundaries. 

\Ve are becoming entirely familiarized with the devil of tra
dition. I need no better proof of this than the manner in 
which his name is used in conversation. Not only do we con
stantly speak of the devil without h;iving any serious thoughts 
awakened in the depths of our hearts, but the personage of the 
devil figures in the plays of the theatre ; JJ'aust, Robert le 
Diable, le Freyschutz, for instance. 

"What does that signify? That the real devil has managed 
to make himself forgotten ; that, not content with having 
introduced a false Christ upon earth, he has also introduced a 
false Satan. And the second lie is only a proper complement 
of the first. To a redemption which is the magical effect of 
baptism, to a participation in the worship of a certain church 
and the performance of certain rites, corresponds a diabolical 
action which is no longer moral temptation, but a material pos
session produced by a miasmatic epidemic, and by contact ; or, 
it is rather perdition consented to by contract. The apostles 
proclaimed the love of God, the glorious liberty of Christ's re
deemed, the voluntary and cager obedience of all thos~ who 
should embrace the gratuitous pardon offered to faith ; tradi
tion has substituted for these teachings, the most odious and 
the most degrading of sentiments : the fear of receiving pun
ishment at the hands of the devil. The Gospel says : " Resist 
the devil, and he will flee from you." Tradition says : "De
liver yourselves by mechanical means and by formulas, from an 
enemy who attacks you· with similar weapons." 
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'Vhat an ide~ of Christianity, and how far are we from its 
serene light I 'What can 8npply the place of its holy faith, 
and its sanctifying fear? Ah I let our hearts once more render 
their allegiance to Him who bruised the head of the serpent, 
and who will soon return to claim a last victory. Let us seek 
of Him power to resist Satan, the Satan of the Bible; and not 
the Satan of magic or fluids, who brings down the hail, pre
sides at the sabbat, and shows himself to men under the form 
of a goat, or a black cat with horns. 

Men complain of materialism and pantheism ; they denounce 
those who do not believe in the supernatural ; they lament, 
and with reason, over the incredulity of an age which laughs 
at the devil, and classes him among the bogies; they elo
quently describe a malady only too real : and what remedy do 
they propose by way of cure ? A return to the sorceries of the 
Middle Ages, to apparitions, to ridiculous demons I They 
fancy that the old materialism will cure the modern material· 
ism I They fancy that Dualism will lead the world back to God I 

·when I ask myself, what has been the origin of all these 
anti-Christian notions that have so profoundly l!orrupted the 
heart, and engendered, nay, almost justified, infidelity, I find, 
first of all, the natural tendencies of fallen man, of the obsti
nately Pagan man, who, supporting neither the grandeur, spiri
tuality, nor sovereignty of the God of the Bible, still less main
tains the idea of a temptation purely moral, and of a struggle 
which has no other theatre than the heart. But how has re
bellious man been able to satisfy his desire to substitute super
stitions stamped with puerility, materialism, and Dualism in 
place of the truth, without openly breaking with divine reve
lation? By the side of this revelation he has placed Jewish 
and Christian traditions ; by the side of the Holy Books he has 
placed the Apocrypha, and it is in it we discover the origin of 
every one of the doctrines we combat, and which are in express 
terms condemned by the Bible. 
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It was, moreover, to be expected that, before dipping into Apo
crypha, and into traditions, men should have sought in the 
Bible, itself, some pretext for the new creeds. Two or three 
gross misinterpretations have furnished these pretexts. I have 
already referred to the transformation of Magi into magicians, 
and all men called diviners into real diviners-into sorcerers 
armed with power to effect prodigies. To these I will add 
the passages in which Hosea and other prophets speak of 
wood, of consulting wood, and in which ,the partisans of the 
supernatural endeavor to discover something else than a mere 
allusion to Pagan idols, or to the wands of the pretended sor
cerers. If Scripture could not name wood without attributing 
to it a real power, and without supposing it the fluid habita
tion of evil spirits, it is also evident that it could not employ 
this expression : " Ahab did sell himself to work wickedness in 
the sight of the Lord," without admitting the reality of com
pacts with Satan. The expression, "Ahab did sell himself," 
doubtless implies that he signed a compact ! 

The famous legend on the union of angels with women, may 
also be noticed in this connection. To how many fables has 
it given rise, and what a capital opportunity does it afford for 
introducing extraordinary beings among us ! And yet the 
text in Genesis (vi. 2), is as simple and as clear as possible. 
"The sons of God saw the daughters of men that they were 
fair ; and they took them wives of all which they chose." 
Now, let it be observed, that the preceding chapters are particu
larly devoted to two enumerations ; the fifth chapter enumerates 
the sons of God, the faithful race whose father was Seth, and 
of whom it is said : "Then began men to call upon the name 
of the Lord ;" the fourth chapter enumerates the sons of men, 
1he race sprung from Cain. So long as these two races re
mained distinct, there was hope ; but as soon as the sons of 
God began to take their wives from among the unbelievers, 
the great punishment became necessary, and the deluge was 
announced. 

This is all that the partisans of the false supernatural, even 
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by perverting the natural sense of the passages, have been 
able to find in the Bible ; and, it must be confessed, it is not 
much. They have felt the necessity of another basis ; it has 
been furnished by Apocrypha, and traditions. 

The devil of the Middle Ages makes his appearance as early 
as the book of Tobit. He strangles the seven first husbands 
of Sarah, which is sufficient evidence of his power to dispose 
of the life of men. The world was then familiar with Asmo
deus; the voluptuous demon, a true type of the Satan who pre
sides at the sabbat. It was equally familiar with the material 
processes whernby to preserve one's self from the devil ; the 
angel Raphael instructed Tobias to put the heart of a fish on 
burning coals, assuring him that the smoke therefrom would 
drive out all sorts of devils. 

Tradition could not fail to complete what the Apocrypha 
had so well commenced. First, consulting Jewish tradition, 
we shall see the Cabala to be composed of magic formulas, 
which were combinations of letters,. or numbers ; we shall sec 
the Rabbis evoke angels, or the souls of the dead, just as sor
cery, at a later period, evokes demons. The processes differ but 
little ; they are formulas, prayers endowed with a special 
virtue, skulls taken from a cemetel'J, and placed in the midst 
of a cloud of incense. 'l'he Rabbins assert, that the patriarchs, 
prophets, and ancient kings showed themselves on the moun
tain of Garizim. They affirm that the genii of the mountains 
were creatures whom God had left imperfect on Friday even
ing, and whom he was not able to finish befqre the day of 
the sabbat ! 

In fact, what do we not read in Rabbinnical tradition ! We 
there see Adam married for the first time to a sorceress named 
Lilith, who is mother of the devils. This vixen (see Calmeil, 
1-142) refused to submit to the will of her spouse. The 
counsel transmitted to her from God, by the angels, did not 
change her resolution. Finally, one day, after having invoked 
the name of Jehovah, conformably to the rules of the Cabala, 
she took flight and disappeared in the air. Lilith, or the 
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sorceress, was the bugbear of the Jews. If children were 
decimated by an epidemic, tho people said it was Lilith, trans
formed into an ntirial spectre, who put them to death. The 
elders of the synagogue confirmed the opinion of the people on 
this point. ·women recently delivered, likewise took pains to 
have inscribed on the interior walls of their habitation, the 
names of three angels reputed favorable to infancy. They even 
caused to be written on the outside of the house, the names of 
Adam and Eve, adding the words : "Begone, Lilith I'' The 
earth was, besides, peopled with sorcere'rs affiliated to the sect 
of Lilith ; they were continually prowling about in the silence 
of night, visiting families by stealth, caressing children, and 
putting a finishing st.roke to the tende:o deruonfitration, by 
stifling them. · 

The Talmud speaks not only of Lilith, it also describes 
Jamias with bodies of serpents, and lamias, the type of our vam
pires. It contained, then, all the priucipal elements of the 
diabolical supernatural which was, at a later day, more fully 
developed. That which Jewish tradition had sketched, Chris
tian tradition conducted to perfection. 

In the second century, the Pastor of Hermas,* metamor
phosed our good and bad instincts into so many spirits, seeking 
to entrap us. The Clcmentines present us a whole series of 
diabolical revealers confronting a whole series of the prophets ; 
Eve is at the bead of this infernal revelation ! Shortly after
wards, appear possessions and the magical contagion which deliv
ers bodies and souls over to _the devil. The legend of Simon the 
magician, is followed by a multitude of others ; the Fathers of 
the 3d and 4th centuries vie with each other in opening the door 
to Satanic prodigies ; they live in an .atmosphere of the super
natural, not in that which supposes th~ continual action of 
the God who converts, who cures, and who hears prayers, but 

* Hermas was a Christian who lived In the 1st century, supposed to be a disciple or 
PauJ, and an inhabitant of Rome. His work, u The Pastor," is one of the oldest monu
ments of Christianity. It is divided Into three parts: Vislons, Precepts and Simllitudes. 
-Trans. 
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in that of miracles, properly so called, signs, wonders evidently 
irreconcilable with the laws of the physical world, wonders 
which the Christians accomplish against Satan, which Satan 
accomplishes against the Christians. From this time, it is 
acknowledged that the demons everywhere display a power of 
which they already gave proofs during the reign of Paganism, 
inspiring the oracles, governing the flight of birds, and insinua
ting themselves into the entrails of their victims. The car is 
fairly started, it will roll to the bottom of the hill, and no one 
will dream ·of stopping. it. Did not Gerson himself demand that 
a severe punishment should be inflicted upon those who, in his 
days, threw suspicion on the prodigies of Satan I 

Here I pause. I have sufficiently indicated the origin of 
these follies, and I cannot better terminate this long chapter 
than by inviting the reader to reflect on the fundamental and 
unreserved opposition I have just pointed out between the 
Satan of tradition and the Satan of Scripture. I trust he will 
not rest satisfied with the conclusion that his duty consists only 
in spurning this hideous mass of superstition not less odious 
than childish ; he must take a step further and make up his 
mind that revealed religion is incomparably beautiful. 

It is truly admirable thus to follow its course from age to 
age. On its right and on its left, under the flag of the enemy, 
and under its own banner, a multitude of gross errors is in 
movement ; Paganism, apocryphal books, J ewish and Christian 
tradition, one cannot tell to which belongs the palm of a.bsurdi
ty. Philosophy succeeds no better ; the powers of magic, the 
soul of the world, all play their part in the most brilliant sys
tems. Socrates hits his familiar demon, the Neoplatoniciaus 
finish with ecstasies, while the Unitarian philosophers of the 
19th century invent the spirits of the Turning Tables. Now, in 
the midst of these successive follies, the Biblical writers pursue 
their long career of fifteen hundred years ; they pass through 
the enlightened ages and the dark ages ; they write in Arabia, 
in Judea, in Babylonia, in Greece or in Rome ; a.nd yet in 
these situations so diverse, these men, themselves so diverse, 
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deviate not 11. single instant from the royal road, from the 
straight and heavenly road ; from Genesis to the Apocalypse, 
from Moses to John, not a false idea, not a superstition steals 
into the sacred pages. Angels, demons, divine holiness and 
human perversity, the merciful way of salvation, the heavenly 
or diabolical supernatural-all are displayed and successively 
revealed-nothing is modified, nothing contradicts itself. 

In presence of such a spectacle, surely the smallest tribute 
we can pay is a moment's meditation. 



CHAPTER VI. 

NATURAL liXPLANATION OF THE PRETENDED SUPERNATURAL. 

Fon many of my readers· who have followed me thus far, 
the question is now solved. What we have said of testimony, 
and especially, what we .have said of the Bible, has, without 
doubt, appeared to their minds as decisive. Compelled to 
choQse between the supernatural of the Scriptures, and the 
supernatural they are called upon to admit on the testimony of 
lJ. multitude of witnesses, not knowing any means of reconciling 
two facts, which, on nil points, contradict and exclude each 
other, they do not hesitate to declare that the proofs of ChriR· 
tianity are, to their eyes, a little stronger than those of 
sorcery. 

But, by stopping here, shall we have attained the end we 
proposed to ourselves at the commencement of our work? I 
think not. The Bible is an argument for such persons only as 
believe in it, and even they have the right to demand a complete 
demonstration. So long as there shall remain one important 
consideration to present, my duty is not accomplished. It is 
not, certainly, in an age like ours, and in a discussion like 
this, that we are permitted to pause before the inconvenience 
of having too many reasons. Now, there is one side of the 
problem upon which we have not yet touched ; if we reject the 
supernatural explanation of the strange phenomena related by 
history, and even now produced in our very midst, do we 
possess any natural explanation sufficient to account for 
them? 
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This explanation exists, and my next step will be to point it 
out. 

'Vhen we place ourselves in presence of the immense number 
of extraordinary facts that are certified by ancient and cotem
porary testimony, we easily discover that a large portion of 
these facts finds its explanation in fraud, on the one hand, and 
in credulity, on the other. But it is not on this first part, con
siderable though it be, that I would now dwell ; the reader 
will anticipate my thought, and I have no time to spend in 
explanations, with which everybody is alteady familiar. 

It is only after deducting the f~aud, properly so called, and 
the gross errors, that we encounter the true difficulty. There 
are still very numerous facts which are sincerely affirmed, and 
which cannot but have a reality, eitl).er objective or subjective ; 
and in respect to them, in general, is shown the insufficiency of 
the solutions which it is customary for those to indicate, who 
reject the supernatural. A single principle can no more account 
for all these· phenomena, than a single remedy can cure all 
diseases. I am well aware that medical science has often pur
sued the chimera of a universal remedy ; this would be conve
nient, and a universal explanation of the prodigious pheno
mena would be equally so. Unfortunately we are not to 
concern ourselves with what is convenient: we are to seek the 
truth. 

Let us attempt, for example, to explain all the phenomenal 
facts by recourse to nervous excitement I we shall not succeed. 
Nevertheless, nervous excitement accounts for a great number 
of them ; it calls forth prodigies in the way of strength, 
dexterity, insensibility, of physical and intellectual development. 

Let us next attempt to explain all these facts by the action 
of certain fluids I we shall succeed no better. Y ct the fluids 
are one step further towards the complete solution, for they 
account for various phenomena otherwise absolutely incompre
hensible, in particular those of Animal Magnetism and Turning 
Tables. 'rhey also furnish us the cue to many mysterious acci
dents related in the histories of sorcery and possessions. 
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And lastly, let us try to explain all the facts by hallucination 
in its different degrees: hallucination of one of the senses only, 
or hallucination of all, individual hallucination, or collective 
hallucination! We shall prove too much and too little; we shall 
shoot beyond the mark, which is as bad as to fall short of it. No 
one can be persuaded into the belief that hallucination has 
universally and exclusively prevailed during so many ages. 
Nevertheless, hallucination accounts for many strange things. 
It has played and still plays a role far more important than is 
generally supposed ; the greater portion of the prodigies 
recounted to us, the confessions of sorcerers, the music that is 
heard, even the lights that are at the present day to be seen, 
seem to be so many hallucinations. 

This it shall be our aim to demonstrate. And here, the plan 
of this chapter, the object of which is to prove that natural 
and sufficient explanations are not wanting in regard to the so
called supernatural phenomena, properly unfolds itself. It is 
as follows : first, to point out the part of fraud and gross cre
dulity ; then, to consider successively the parts of nervous 
excitement, fluid action, and hallucination, showing that the 
effects produced by them, are precisely thoso which constitute 
the marvellous. 

In the special chapters reserved to the various manifestations 
of the supernatural apocrypha, I shall complete my solution 
by a consideration of the particular application of the prin
ciples which I now merely indicate. 

In the first place, let us remove from the question everything 
which has no serious bearing upon it. An ignorant credulity and 
a more or less intelligent fraud, account for many of the facts. 
It is even probable that we do not make their number large 
enough. Unacquainted with the real circumstances of the 
events, we are liable to discover prodigies that would rapidly 
disappear, were we fully cognizant of the facts. I remember 
that during my travels in the East, as I was returning to Cairo 
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from an excursion into Nubia, nothing was talked of but the 
miracle of the Dosch, which had just taken place according to 
custom, in celebration of the birth of Mahomet ; the horse, 
bearing his devout cavalier, had effected his passage by crush· 
ing beneath hL~ feet the Fcllahs couched close together on the 
ground. I was injudicious enough to inquire into the matter, 
and was determined to know if the assertion were really true, 
that the faithful in no way felt the consequences of their devo· 
tion. · I learned that there were dead and dying, that the cerc· 
mony had terminated in blood, that those who officinted in 
it had used all possible haste in carrying off their victims and 
stifling their howls of pain ; I learned besides that it was 
always thus. 

Yet this result, be it understood, does not prevent the mir· 
acle from succeeding every year, nor does it have any effect 
upon the numerous witnesses, who, transported by enthusiasm, 
hold themselves ready to make oath to it. :Mentioning this 
example from my own experience, I would appeal to the personal 
memory of each reader. Who of us has not a stock of fanciful 
and well attested anecdotes, of which he does not believe the 
first word? We have all heard of the beast of the Cevrnnes 
that did so much mischief to the patrols of the guard, about 
the commencement of the Restoration ; we are told that it de· 
voured women, taking care to remove the pins which fastened 
their clothes ; just the material for a capital legend or a 
good bit of witchcraft l ·we skeptrcs are satisfied with a. 
laugh, and we do well. 

It is not necessary to be a great philosopher to comprehend 
that, predisposed as human nature is to the marvellous, the 
seeds of which are nourished and bcc01nc deeply rooted in the 
heart of youth by stories of nurses and other nonsense taught 
the infant in the cradle, man rarely fails to imagine a. suprr· 
natural cause wherever the natural cause, from lack of sufficieut 
investigations, does not clearly appear. Fraud, moreover, has 
played an extensive part in the production of wonders. I have 
cited several proofs of it ; but the most illustrious example of 
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all, the pretended possession of the U rsulines of Loudun, and 
the judicial assassination of Grandier yet remains to be noticed; 
I shall speak of it in another chapter. In the meantime, before 
eutering upon a careful investigation of the subject proposed 
in this, I would offer two or three curious anecdotes which seem 
to show, that independently of the religious interest which in 
all times and in all countries has been the great fabricator of 
prodigies, other interests have also been at work in this deplor
able forgery-that pure accident or simple jes~ even, have no 
small share in it. 

Emsmus, in one of his letters, relates the adventure of a man, 
wl101 wishing to frighten his niece, disgust her with the world, 
and induce her to retire into a convent, conceived the idea of 
disguising himself as a ghost and thus entering her chamber. 
The niece had her suspicions ; she resorted, not to exorcisms, 
but to the protection of a stout cudgel, handled by a vigorous 
arm ; the pretended phantom soon had enough of it, and im
plored her pardon. 

The father Lebrun relates a story which differs from the 
preceding only in the morality of the actors. This time it is a 
father who wishes to turn his son from the bad course of life 
he is leading. The tapestry of the chamber is cut, and a 
spectre secretly introduces himself through it while the yonng 
man is reading. Suddenly, a voice sounds in his ear : " .Amend 
your ways I Amend your ways I" He did amend his ways, it 
is said, but he might also have become a madman ; the father 
assuredly played a hazardous game. 

Listen again to these two stories taken from the same ~::~~')r. 
"A domestic living in a house in la rue Saint Victor, having 

been sent down into the cellar, rushed out of it in great terror, 
declrlring that she had just seen a ghost between two of the 
casks. Of course, she was laughed at. Two or three of the 
more courageous members of the family then went down into 
the cellar, but they came back as speedily and. as much terri
fied as the poor domestic. Immediately, the report spread 
in every direction that there was a ghost in the cellar, and more 

18 
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than twenty witnesses de i·isu were to be found who testified to 
the truth of the story. Such strong testimony was well calcu
lated to perplex ignorant and credulous minds, yet it was all 
the effect of chance and human weakness. The cart belonging 
to !'Hotel Dien having been overturned near the house where 
it wa8 said the ghost bad appeared, the bodies it contained were 
thrown out on the pavement, and one of them falling through 
a hole into the cellar, was lodged between the casks, whr.re it 
remained in an. upright position. Hence the mistake and conse
quent panic." 

"The tenants of a house at Lyons, situated on la plnce des 
Terreaux, were obliged to leave it, being unable longer to en
dure the terror they bad for some time nightly experienced at 
the sight of a frightful spectre which made the ronnds of all 
the apartments, uttering drP-adful howls. So widely spread did 
the fear of it become, that several years rolled by without there 
being found any one courageous enough to approach, much Jes~ 
inhabit this fatal house! The proprietors had almost relin
quished the idea of being able to let it, when its story reached 
the ears of a soldier in the regiment of the Count d'1\rtois. 
He was an intrepid young fellow, and far from being afraid of 
ghosts, was continually saying that he never should. be satis£1;d 
until he had seen one. Here was an opportunity to gratify 
his wish. A great reward was offered him as an inducement to 
brave the peril. Taking with him into the house a 
good stock of wine, tobacco, and candles, be resolutely awaited 
the arrival of the spectre. The night was almost spent, and 
he was about giving up in despair, when all at once a horrible 
noise, an unearthly sort of bellowing roar reached bis cars. 
Whereupon, he placed himself on his guard, grasped bis pistol, 
and without moving, looked tranquilly in the direction of the 
advancing spirit. The countenance of the soldier frightened 
the ghost ; he was not accustomed to finding such sentinels, 
and he who had caused so much fear to others, was for once, 
himself afraid : he took flight. The soldier pursued him : he 
descended the stairs, the soldier did the same, keeping the pis-
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tol all the time pointed at the back of his ghostly enemy. The 
spirit at last rushed through a trap door at the foot of a stair
case, leading into a vault beyond. Our intrepid soldier did 
not hesitate to leap down after him. ·what was his astonish
ment to encounter there, in place of an assemblage of fiends, 
gathered to the sabbat, a very goodly company of men, among 
whom he recognized persons of his acquaintance I The spectre 
immediately unmasked, striped himself of his lugubrious ap
parel, and threw himself at 'the feet of the soldier who had ter
ribly scared him. You are impatient, sir, to learn the denoue
ment of this adventure : the company was composed of some 
very honest counterfeiters, who bad bethought themselves of 
this stratagem, in order to be able to work at their business 
unmolested." (Histoire des pratiques siiperstituuses, iv. 417 to 
424.) 

The soldier was made to sit down ; he ate and drank with 
them the rest of the night, and when morning dawned, he 
advised them to seek other quarters, telling them that for his 
part, he came to discover the mystery and to obtain the 
reward. How many haunted houses might have been delivered 
from their phantoms, if tl}ey had been visited by the soldiers 
of D' Artoi~, pistol in hand ! 

Thus we see the amount of the supernatural which require~ 
explanation, largely diminishing in proportion as we look into 
it. A multitude of miracles, possessions, and apparitions are 
not worthy the honor of a serious discussion. The same 
remark applies to presentiments in general, likewise to many 
dreams and self-styled prophecies. 

In regard to presentiments, I would say that as they are 
unconsciously founded on the knowledge we possess of facts, as 
we have presentiments of things which reason shows us to be 
probable, or at least possible, as we forget, moreover (and I 
have before spoken of this), the ninety-nine presentiments unful
filled, remembering only the one which seems to be realized, as 
we instinctively complete the prevision after the event has taken 
place, it naturally follows that nothing can be less extraor-
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dinary. Let us not forget, in addition, that the Yery impres
sion produced by certai.i presentiments, only too often assures 
their ulterior confirmn tion. 1\1. Brierre de Boismont ( 223) 
mentions a letter received from a person who had the good 
sense not to die after being warned by a particular dream that 
his death would take place within twenty-four hours ; this i~ 

the conclusion of the Jetter ; " If I had been so weak as to 
believe in the idea, I should probably have been dead at this 
moment." 

This was a dream in which a presentiment had manifested 
itself. Presentiments and dreams, they are all the same. Our 
soul is .pre-occupied by ideas of which we are perhaps uncon
scious. In this state, it engenders a great number of images 
more or less _startling, which trouble both our waking and 
sleeping hours. Among these images, it sometimes happens 
that one nearly coincides with the event ; that alone is related, 
transmitted, and finally offered as an argument to support the 
theory of dreams and presentiments.* 

If we pass in review, one after another, the most famous 
drea.ms related in history, we shall find in them all, the charac
ter I have just indicated, and which is in itself so very insig
nificant, that the problem of the supernatural, reduced to such 
elements, would not merit the attention of sensible men. 

I have heard of a Scotch clergyman who, being away from 
home, saw in a dream, his house on fire and his children in 
peril of their lives. He made haste to retrace his steps ; the 
fire had indeed burst out ; the clergyman darted into the flames 
and dragged forth his young son. I admit the entire trnth of 
the fact ; but we are not told if this same clergyman did not 

• I make on the subject of dreams the same reservation thnt I have already made on 
the subject of miracles. I do not maintain, for I •lo not know, that God has never 
worked miracles since the days or the Apostles, or that he has never sent :!mpercatural 
dl'eams. I maintain first, tl1at the continuation of these facts is nowhere announce<l 
by Scripture; secondly, that the stories which have reached us, bring their re!utat.ion 
with them. It is evident, moreover, that God makes use of our dreams to admonish us, 
and to lead us back to the 1·ight way, just as he makes use of all the thought. or our 
minds, all the sentiments of our hearts, all the ever.ts of our Ilves. 
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have, both before and afterwards, hundreds of dreams not less 
definite, but which were passed over in silence, because they were 
not confirmed by the event. vV e are not told if the known 
negligence of a domestic, the frequency of fires previous to this 
occurrence, the violence of the wind or some other circumstance 
of the sort, did not facilitate the prevision. In regard to the 
child rescued from the flames, it is quite clear that this coinci~ 
dence adds nothing to the value of the dream. It was impossi
ble for the house to burn without danger to the child, and 
it was equally impossible for his father to dream of the 
fire without having this image first presented to his mind. 

It is still more easy to give a natural explanation to dreams 
that have a historical celebrity. That King James, knowing 
his son to be in London during the plague, should have seen, 
in a dream, this son with a bloody cross on his forehead, 
and that he should afterwards have received news of the 
young man's death, is all perfectly simple. That Calpurnia, 
the wifo of Coosar, should, in a dream, the eve of the day on 
which he was killed in the senate, have seen him pierced by a 
dagger, will not astonish those who know to what threats, and 
to what increasing danger the dictator wa.s continually ex
posed. 

A circumstance, borrowed from some of the ancient writers, 
concerning two friends ·who, arriving one night at Megara, 
were lodged in separate houses, is often quoted in this connec
tion. Scarcely has one of the two men fallen asleep than he 
-sees before him his friend, who, with an a.ir of the deepest sad
ness, announces that his landlord has· formed the project of 
assassinating him. Persuaded that his dream is playing him 
false, the sleeper obstinately refuses to move. The image and 
the entreaties are renewed ; until, at last, he is on the point 
of going to seek his friend, when the latter appears to him a 
third time, pale, bloody, and disfigured. " vVretch," cries he, 
"you did not come when I implored you ! Now, it is too late. 
But the least you can do, is to avenge my death. At sunrise~ 
you will meet at the gates of the city, a cart filled with 
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manure ; stop it, and order it to be uuloaded ; you will there 
find my body concealed." To this I have nothing to object, 
except that the authority of Cicero in no way proves, either 
the reality of the fact, or the correctness of the details, which 
alone give it an air of the marvellous. It is possible that two 
travellers may have lodged at Megara, that· one of them, 
secretly impressed by certain incidents, may have felt uu un
easiness which translated itself into a dream. It would be 
astonishing if great crimes could always be accomplished with
out furnishing some evidence of prepara~ion on the part of the 
agents, whose physiognomy, or previous bad reputation, often 
unconsciously cause vague presentiments in the minds of the 
witnesses. 'frue, there is still the cart of manure, but I de
mand another investigation, and until that has taken place 
according to form, I shall look upon this embellishment as 
apocryphal. 

If presentiments are only processes of reasoning (sometimes 
well founded) which are carried on in our minds without our 
knowledge, and after the facts are known to us; if dreams are 
only presentiments in the mind of a man asleep, I do not hesi
tate to add, that the predictions retailed through the world, 
are only these same presentiments clothed in a more pretend
ing form. They are all one single phenomenon, a phenomenon, 
moreover, that owes its rnarvellousness, first, to the omission 
of its myriads of blunders, and secondly, to the unconscious 
form which the process of reasoning here assumes. 

Some of the most celebrated predictions are only very 
natural presentiments, such as might originate in an observing 
and sagacious mind. The Due de Saint Simon, whom I like 
to quote, because of bis unquestionable integrity, relates with 
much admiration, a pretended prophecy of Vittement. It was 
at the period when the fortunes of Fleury were in the ascend
ant. He had just received the cardinal's hat : former pre
ceptor to the king, whom he inspired with absolute confidence, 
it was not difficult to foresee that he would become prime 
minister, and maintain the post a long time. With a know-
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ledge of these circumstances, we may judge if any superhuman 
gifts were required on the part of Vittement to enable him to 
utter the following prophecy. "His sovereign power," said he 
to Bidault, "will endure as long as his life, and his reign will 
be without impediment or trouble. Ile knows bow to bind the 
king with bonds so strong, that the king can never break them. 
·what I here tell you, I know perfectly well. I cannot tell 
you more, but if the cardinal's death should take place before 
mine, I will explain to yon what I cannot explain during his 
life." 

I am not much more impressed by the prophecieB of Savona
role, on the entrance of the French into Italy. "He had always 
predicted the coming of the king," writes Philip de Comines, 
" saying that he was sent of God to expel the tyrants of Italy, 
and that nothing could resist him. He also said, that the 
king woulcl come to Pisa, would cuter its gates, and that on 
that day, the State of Florence would cease to exist. And 
thus it happened, for Peter de Medicis was driven out that 
very dny." To foresee the French invasion, and its conse
quences to the Tuscan State, was by no means impossible. 
Let us remember, moreover, that other prophecies of Savona
role, relative to the reformation of the church by the sword, 
were not confirmed by the event, and have, therefore, as was 
to be expected, remained in the shade. 

It is related, that the Archhishop of Vienna announced to 
Louis XI. the death of Charles the Bold. At a moment, when 
Louis XI. was celebrating mass in the church of Saint :Martin 
de Tours, the archbishop embraced the king, and said to him, 
"Sire, may God give you peace and repose. You can have 
them if you will. Quia consummatmn est. Your enemy, the 
Duke of Burgundy is dead ; he has just been killed, and his 
army routed." I do not know that the anecdote was not ar
ranged after the event ; the addition of two or three small 
words, more exact in their meaning, docs no harm in such 
cases. Be that as it may, it is very certain that the state of 
things at that time existing between Charles the Bold and the 
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Swiss, made it very safe to divine that the desperate struggle 
of Nancy (the ·probable moment of which was known) would 
tenninate in the ruin, and in all likelihood, the death of a 
prince so violent and high-spirited as the Duke of Burgundy. 

There was no lack of predictions relative to the French Re
volution ; and, indeed, how should it have been otherwise ? 
The whole world felt the corning of the great tempest. Louis 
XV. himself was continually repeating : " This will last quite 
as long as I shall." When Mount Vesuvius begins to tremble, 
no one at Naples is ignorant that the eruption may be expect
ed. Therefore, I am by no means astonished when I am told, 
that the Father Beauregard, in the year 1 n6, preached a. 
sermon at .Notre Dame, containing these words : "Y cs, thy 
temples, Lord, will be plundered and destroyed, thy festivals 
abolished, thy name blasphemed, thy worship proscribed. But, 
what do I hear, great God ! what, do I see ! To the Holy 
canticles that echo through these sacred arches in Thy honor, 
succeed lewd and profane songs. And thou, infamous divinity 
of Paganism, unchaste Venus, thou comest even here, auda
ciously to take the place of the living God, to seat thyself on 
the throne of the Holy of Holies, and to receive the guilty 
incense of thy new worshippers." It would be strange, indeed, 
if, in carefully searching among the oratorical declamations of 
an age in which social convulsions were universally anticipated, 
and in which the Catholic Church especially, saw rise up before 
it the terrible array of its past, there had not been found some 
language that might afterwards be made to harmonize with 
the irreligious reaction, the revolutionary saturnalias, and the 
detestable parodies of the goddess Reason. 

I know only one prediction deserving the name, that of 
Cazotte. What must we think of that, and how far 
has La Harpe exaggerated the truth concerning the presenti
ments of the illuminated? I strongly mistrust prophecies that 
bear no certain date, the publicity of which has not been in 
some sort signed and registered before the. event. "\Vhen they 
are made known afterwards, we are very apt to accommodate 
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them to the facts. If I might here be permitted to express 
my whole thought, I would say that Cazot'te probably pro
phesied in general terms, like Father Beauregard. Perhaps he 
declared to the philosophers and grand ladies who surrounded 
him, that the national catastrophe would crash them all ; per
haps he even spoke of poison in addressing Condorcet, who 
professed a penchant for this sort of suicide ; perhaps he spoke 
of conversion in addressing La Harpe ; but the famous details, 
those which make up the supernatural part of the oration, the 
twenty-two razor cuts of Chamfort, the story that Vic d'Azir 
caused his veins to be opened six times in one day during a fit 
of the gout, these are evidently added by the author at the 
time he wrote out his recollections. The associates of Cazotte 
who survived him, did not give themselves the trouble to con
test so small a matter. Now, this small matter is everything, 
and predictions made known in season can alone reasonably 
escape the suspicion of such embellishments. 

Once for all, therefore, let us get rid of this marvellous of 
bad alloy, which, in reality, rests 011 no foundation whatever 
One man has lied boldly ; a second has honestly added embel· 
lishments ; a third has given undue force to predictions of a 
ge11eral 11ature ; a fourth has encountered one of those chance 
coincidences that dwell in the memory of the people. Of what 
value are they all ? I abswer, 11011e. The explanation of such 
prodigies existed long ago ; human credulity is indefatigable 
in its complacency. Do we not all know it? 

Such things as these have no claim to be considered marvel
lous; but there are some, which, with a juster title, appeal to 
the attention of thinking minds. Upon them we shall concen
trate our investigation. Confronting real problems, we shall 
attempt to give them a solution ; not a. ra~dom, but a positive 
solution, founded on the laws of common sense. 

Ran\].om so1utio11s have always been in vogue. They have 
contributed to the strengtheni11g of superstition, for an error 
badly attacked is by.no means eradicated; it takes 011ly tho 
deeper root. I will cite but a single example : the immense 

18* 
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part that the system of small bodies has played in tlie natural 
explanation of prodigies. 'l'his system, very worthy of interest 
as a vague presentiment of the nervous fluid, the emission of 
which is still contcstecl, and the reality of which, the tables, 
turning without contact, have completely demonstrated, this 
system, I say, is none the less puerile as a solution of tbe 
problem of the supernatural. 

Read Plutarch's dialogue on the cessation of oracles ; you 
will there find philosophers, who state with the utmost gravity, 
that certain atoms have the property 9f imparting power to 
predict the future. Small bodies producing this effect, are 
constantly issuing from the earth. As the earth produces the 
plant, so does it exhale vapors that communicate the faculty 
of divination. Is the vapor subtile and abundant, it agitates 
the priestess, and dictates to her appropriate verses. Has the 
vapor less power, the enthusiasm diminishes, as also does the 
merit of the verses. Do the atoms become more rare, we must 
content ourselves with vile prose. Do they, at last, entirely 
disappear, the oracles are dumb. 

It may easily be imagined, what a capital opportunity such 
theories as the above, furnished to the scoffers, who, with a 
show of seriousness, demanded what powers then were to be 
attributed to the prophetic atoms, and invited the philosophers 
to tell them what relation existed between the lungs of a bull 
and the victory or defeat of an army. 

But the system of small bodies is not discouraged ; it has 
survived from century to century, and perhaps it has owed its 
persistence to the grand latent truth, which, without its know
ledge, has served as its base. Nevertheless, leaving all fluids 
out of the question, it is impossible not to be astonished at the 
coolness with which the disciples of Des Cartes assigned reasons 
for their extraordinary facts. This was the period in which 
the divining wand performed its most illustrious exploits ; it 
turned when held over the precious metals ; it turned when 
held over springs of water ; it turned when on the track of 
murderers. According to these gentlemen, nothing could be 
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more simple I Why should not the small bodies which exhaled 
a louis-d'or, put a stick in motion? ·why ·should there not 
have remained on the banks of the Rhone (in spite of the 
north wind), the· corpuscles exhaled by the assassin whom Aymar 
pursued, corpuscles powerful enough to agitate his hazel 
branch ? 

From a theory such as this, to that of corpuscles emitted 
by the moon or stars, and their influence upon our destiny, 
the distance is but a step. .Amulets and talismans make good 
their claims in the same manner, and Satanic possessions by 
means of material infections or miasmata, are likewise compre
hended in this theory. 

If I have summed up, in a few words, the natural expla
nations that have had the greatest success, it is because I am 
anxious to establish an absolute contrast between the simple 
solution anticipated in our times, and the desperate attempts 
witnessed in preceding ages. 

Among the extraordina.ry facts we have to examine, because 
of their really extraordinary character, first in importan~e are 
those that may be explained by nervous excitement. 

I say nervous excitement, not the nervous fluid, or any other 
fluid. Independently of all fluid action (at least it is so 
thought), there are, in a ~tate of strong excitement, manifesta
tions of vigor, of dexterity, of sensibility and insensibility, 
which strike us with astonishment. As this is not contested, I 
have no occusion to dwell on it. 

Everybody is familiur with the attack on Oran by the Span
iards, who in the enthusiasm of the assault, succeeded in sca
ling the walls ; now, not one of these conquerors could, the 
next day, when their ardor was cooled down, have executed 
this wonderful feat. Another story in illustration of the same 
fact is as follows : A partial explosion of powder having taken 
place in the arsenal of a town in one of the French cantons of 
Switzerland, a very natural terror seized the workmen, anq 
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rushing to a small aperture in the walls they all passed through 
it ; yet this aperture was so very narrow that when they after
wards attempted to repass, they found it impossible. 

'fhe most cautious physiologists and physicians admit that 
moral excitement is capable of acting powerfully on the health. 
It effects elmost instantaneous cures ; it occasionally changes 
the exterior form of certain parts of the body. 

Both our faculties and our senses are susceptible of a devel
opment which sometimes seems miraculous. Cabanis speaks 
of singular diseases in which the organs of sensr. become alive 
to impressions that, in the ordinary conditioR of the body, are not 
perceived by them. "There are some invalids who can distin
guish microscopic objects with the naked eye ; others find their 
way without difficulty through the most profound darkness. 
There are some who follow the track of human beings like a 
dog, recognizing, by the odor, objects· that these persons have 
used or merely touched. I have seen still others whose taste 
had acquired a particular delicacy, and who knew how to select 
food, and even remedies, which appeared to them really useful, 
with a sagacity in gener,al observed only among animals. 
(Septii>me memoire: De l'influence de.s •maladies sur laformatwn 
des idees et des o jf ectwns.) 

·we find nothing of the supernatural there. The accidental 
development of the senses is a fact of daily experience. The 
touch of the blind man acquires unparalleled sensibility ; if he 
is walking about a chamber, he feels the wall, as it were, while 
some distance from it, and always pauses in time. There i8, 
in an asylum a.t Lausanne, a poor man blind from his birth, as 
well as deaf and dumb ; he can receive no intelligence of events 
occurring around him, either through the senses of sight or 
bearing, yet the approach of persons causes to him a sensation 
as acute as though he saw and heard them coming along the 
corridor. 

Saint Andre describes the consequences of the sting of 
the tarentula, the dexterity, the agility, the wonderful dance, 
o.nd we know from other observers, that the effects manifested 
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in persons who believe they have been stung, are not less extra
ordinary than those produced by a real wound. 

There are no facts better established than those wherein it is 
shown that an arnonnt of fasting which in an ordinary state 
would produce death, causes no fatal result in a trance Rtate. 
M. Brierre de Boisrnont mentions a young girl who was 
subject to trances, and who, during five successive weeks, took 
no other nourishment than the born of a deer, and that only 
during a few of the last days ; the countenance retained its 
color, the pulse continued natural. General Daumas gives 
curious details in relation to a sect that exists in Kabylie. 
" In the country of Beni-Raten, a celebrated Marabout, Cheikh
el-~fadby, pretends to condnct his disciples to holiness in the 
following manner. They are each one confined separately in a 
small cave or cell, hardly large enough to permit any movement 
of the limbs or an erect position of the body. Their nourish
ment is gradually diminished for forty days, until it does not 
exceed the size of a fig in volume. Some of them, indeed, do 
not eat in twenty-four hours as much as could be contained in a 
locust pod. In proportion as they thus separate themselves from 
material life, the disciples acquire second sight ; they are visited 
by dreams from on high ; in short, the mystical relation is 
finally established ·between them and the Marabout, in which 
their dreams coincide, and they experience the same visions." 
(llfwurs Mid Coufomes d'Algerie, 21G.) 

Facts of this sort are not, then, miraculous. It is sufficient 
for me to have indicated this, without entering into the details. 
I say nothing, therefore of the famous maiden of Grenoble, who 
is reputed to have eaten nothing during four years ; of the 
Benedictine monk, who, it is said, lived throughout Lent with
out eating or drinking ; or of the vafious saints and persons 
flffected by possessions, who are celebrated for their iibstinence. 
Everybody will know what allowances to make in such matters 
for errors of testimony as well as for errors of the physiologi
cal phenomena. There is not a single prodigy, no matter how 
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great its reputation, to which these two very simple observations 
may not be applied. 

It is still less difficult to explain by nervous excitement cer
tain cxtraordiMry developments, whether of sensation or intel
ligence. The trance in its different stages, produces not only 
astonishing strength and dexterity, excessive acuteness of the 
senses, momentary suspension of the requirements of the body, 
an abnormal condition, in short, of the physical being; it also 
gives to the moral being, au absolutely new physiognomy. The 
history of the Camisards and that of the adherents of the 
Deacon Pttris embrace some incredible cir~umstances, to which I 
shall hereafter return. Within the first two hundred years 
after the coming of Christ, appeared Montan us, who set himself 
up as a prophrt. His two disciples, Priscilla and Maximilla, 
who also talked like oracles, even sometimes expressing them
selves in strange tongues, and always manifesting an entlmsi
asm, apparently genuine, were undoubtedly in a state of exal
tation. 

The American revivals, I must confess, present some features 
that pertain to the same category. With due respect for the 
greater number of the clergymen who convene camp-meetings, 
I am none the less bound to protest against operations, which 
open the door to nervous excitements and lead to a: confusion 
between the action of faith and that of the nerve:?. Such a 
course was never pursued by Jesus Christ and his 'apostles; 
nothing is more foreign to the Gospel than operations, whatever 
may be their object. I have, then, no words but those of con
demnation to utter against these protracted meetings, where a 
sort of religious mise en scene, the length of the sermon, the 
frequency of prayer and singing, the very aspect of an immense 
encampment and a vast forest, or the contagion of ideas and 
sensations produces tears, sighs, convulsions ; where the congre
gation, the women especially, fall over backward, crying Glory I 
Glory! I should not love my brethren of the United States, 
I should not render justice to their magnificent, evangelical and 
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missionary labors, to their living orthodoxy, to the glorious 
., establishment of Church separated from State, and distinct from 

the world, if I feared to point out the scandal of these religious 
awakenings. Scripture shows us no ec,statics ; when Paul spoke 
at Ephesus or at Corinth, we are not told that any of his bear
ers became ill in consequence, that they vented their enthusi
am in shrieks and howls, or rolled on the ground in agony. 
In that simple and tender preaching of good news, there 
was nothing which appealed to the imagination or the reason; 
therefore, the emotion of his flock bad nothing artificial in its 
cause, or singular in its results. 

My main object, however, in alluding to the religious 
awakenings of the New vVorld, is to show how far the 
influence of the nervous condition affects the moral faculties of 
man. As regards his intellectual faculties, they are, in such 
cases, capable of receiving a prodigious "development. The 
ec,statics themselves declare that they have two souls, that a 
strange voice speaks through them, that they suddenly receive 
ideas which were previously unknown to them, and expressions 
with wpich they were never before familiar. Uncultivated and 
ignorant minds discuss political questions, social interests, 
philosophical and religious topics. Their horizon is enlarged, 
their language is refined, they become eloquent ; the peasant 
girl, whose tongue is accustomed only to patois, speaks the 
purest }irench, and the unlettered man expresses himself in 
Latin. 

Now, is there anything of the supernatural in all that? 
Certainly not. vVe have here a physiological condition, which 
reveals treasures of reminiscences stored away in the mind of 
the patient without his consciousness, but none the less stored 
away there. The peasant girl has heard French spoken ; she 
does not know it at the time, and yet it is engraved on the 
innermost tablets of her unconscious memory, where nothing is 
ever really obliterated ; in a state of ill health or unnatural 
excitement, she finds herself in possession of the French lan
guage. In · ~he same state, the merchant who has hardly 
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learned his rudiments, and who has never studied Latin, finds 
himself familiar with the Latin tongue, often perplexing his 
learned physician, whom he insists upon adtlressing in that 
language. 

I have obtained this last fact from the physician who observed 
it. Examples of the other might be multiplied, almost to infinity. 
Perhaps one of the most striking is the account of an English 
servant girl, who, during her illness, recited in the Ilcbrew 
tongue, passages from the Bible. The case excited a great 
deal of attention and inquiry, and it was finally discovered that 
she had previously lived at service, in the ·house of a clergyman 
who had often read the Hebrew Bible aloud in her presence. 
Now, without ever having comprehended or consciously re
tained a syllabic, the result proved that it had all taken up its 
abode in the secret store-house which preserves our faintest 
impressions and remembrances, a faithful storehouse, whose key 
we do not possess . . . . but we shall possess it some day, and 
then will be resolved the distressing problems continually pre
sented to us in tl1c mental alienation of some, the impaired 
intellects of others, the gradual extinction of the faculties in 
old persons and in the dying, the apparent destruction of the 
intellectual and moral ma.n. If we would more carefully 
observe what is passing within ourselves, we should deprive 
materialist incredulity of its most formidable argument~. 

\Ve thus see that many wonders transform themselves into 
natural accidents, the moment we learn how to estimate ner
vous excitement. That which presents itself as a direct result 
of noise, motion, ecstasy, or illness, has no claim to be con
sidered as a divine miracle or a Satanic prodigy. 

Some persons hold this first explanation to be almost 
unlimited in its application. According to them, nervous ex
citement accounts for everything I I cannot participate in this 
view, and without denying the importance. of the explanation, 
I do not believe it covers the whole ground. It seems to me 
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that Animal :Magnetism furnishes a great number of facts to 
which this theory imperfectly applies. The dependence of the 
magnetized on the magnetizer, magnetic action exercised at a 
distance (if it be real, as the report of l\L Hasson and other 
documents would seem to prove), the biological phenomena 
and the automatic passivity by which it is characterized, the 
rigidity or physical insensibility produced at will, the penetra
tion of the thought especially, that grand fact in which are 
condensed all the acts of somnambulic clairvoyance, the w}\olc 
of magnetism, in one word, and the experiments growing 
out of it, exact, in my opinion, the intervention of a fluid. 
Those who refuse to acknowledge this fluid, condemn themselves 
either, systematically to .shut their eyes to many undoubted 
facts, or to give them an unnatural and inadequate explanation 
by means of nervous excitement. 

N eYcrt he less, I admit that without the Turning Tables, in 
which the elevation without contact positively brings to light 
the action of some fluid or physical agent, we should, of neces
sity, be compelled to abide by the explanation of nervous 
excitement alone. But science has just taken a great step 
forward, a.nd we have no longer any right to reason as though 
we were ignorant of the elevations without contact, and the 
other phenomena of Turning Tables. We are then in possession 
of a 8ccrmd explanation. which adapts itself with admirable 
accuracy to a great number of the self-styled prodigies. 

I shall not here enter largely into details ; they will find a 
more appropriate place in special chapters, particularly iu the 
one devoted to that portion of the supernatural apocrypha 
with which Animal l\fagnetism has been blended. My object 
now, is to establish the existence of fluid action. 

In what does this action consist? What is the precise 
nature of the fluids of which I speak ? Are there several, or 
is there rather, only one ? Is it not possible that the various 
imponderable fluids are only transformations or different mani
festations of the single fluid ? 'l'hc physical agent, whatever it 
may he, that is designated by the term fluid, is it not already 
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found at the base of simple nervous excitement, and do not the 
two explanations thus coincide, the second being only tlic more 
extended and extraordinary development of the first ? A reply 
to these questions will certainly not be demanded of me. I 
should give evidence of unpardonable presumption were I to 
pretend to resolve the grand problem which has so long occu
pied the minds of thinking men, and which cotemporary science 
now studies with an attention entirely new. I can only refrr 
in a few words to the tendency of prevailing opinion on this 
point. 

In the article by M. Arago, contair].cd in l'Annuaire of 
1853, be expresses himself as follows: "Analogous or inverse 
effects (speaking of .Mesmer's experiments, and the report pub
lished by Bailly, Franklin, and the other commissioners of the 
Academy of Science), analogous or inverse effects might evi
dently be occasioned by a ~ubtle, invisible, imponderable fluid, 
by a sort of nervous fluid, or rnaj!:netic fluid, if it be preferred, 
circulating through our orgrrns. The commissioners thus avoid 
speaking of impossibility. Their thesis -was more modest ; they 
were content to say that nothing demonstrated the existence of 
such a fluid." ( 431.) 

This, then, is the real point of departure. In the beginning, 
fluid action was recognized as possible ; but nothing bad, as 
yet, demonstrated it. 

Everybody, however, was not of this opinion, and, ere long, 
the illustrious Jnssieu Reparated from his colleagues, by taking 
the ground that "many well verified facts, independent of the 
imagination, and for him beyond doubt, were sufficient to 
make him admit the existence or possibility of a fluid or agent, 
which flows from man to bis fellow man, sometimes, 
even, by a simple attraction exercised at a distance." 

In the eyes of Jussieu, the fluid in question is identified with 
caloric. ·what matter I we are to demonstrate its existence, 
not its nature. 

Its existence seemed not very doubtful, either to "f:.a Place or 
Cuvier. According to one of these men ( Calcul des probabilites, 
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348), "it is little philosophical to deny magnetic phenomena, 
merely because they are inexplicable, in our present state of 
knowledge, ... ; " according to the other (Anatomie corn
paree, vol. ii. 17 ), "the results obtained on persons rendered 
unconscious before the commencement of the oper~tion, those 
obtained on other persons after the operation has rendered 
them unconscious, those obtained from experiments on animals, 
scarcely permit us to doubt that the proximity of two animate 
bodies in certain positions, and accompanied by certain motions, 
has a real effect, independent of any influence exercised by the 
imagination of either party. It likewise appears equally clear, 
that the effects are due to some sort of a communication which 
is established between their nervous systems." 

In as far as I am concerned, I shall not go beyond the limits 
traced by Cuvier. There is a communication; the imagination here 
goes for nothing, and the best proof of this (a proof ignored 
by Cuvier), consists in the fact, that inert matter is put in 
motion by this communication, which is so powerful on men 
and animals. No one is yet prepared to define it. Theories 
here, are only pure hypotheses, such as it is necessary to pro
pose in order to discover a law. Let us, then, speak of it as 
an hypothesis, not otherwise. 

One of the boldest and most curious systems is that of Baron 
de Reichenback. He believes he has found a fluid which is 
neither caloric, nor electricity, nor terrestrial magnetism ; it 
has the character of a real, cosmical force, both positive and 
negative combined, circulating through all bodies, and emana.
tiag from the sun in incommensurable quantities. His odylic light, 
for such is the name he gives it, is called upon to play an im
mense part, to renew the aspect of t.he world, and to give us, 
at last, the age of gold. 

'l'his is the romance ; but the reality is equally great and 
beautiful. The universal fluid announced by Mesmer, seems to 
make its way, in spite of our repugnance to it. Many dis
tinguished and prudent physiologists, whose views are far froui 
coinciding with those of M. Reichenback and M. Gregory, ask 
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if tne nervous flui<l does not explain (as well as these mysteries 
can be explained), the transmission of the commands of the 
will to our different muscles. Indeed, the problem exists not 
only external to us in our fluid action upon other mrn and 
inanimate ~bjects-it exists in us. \Ve carry within our own 
breast, the question of questions. By what means are per
formed hundreds of muscular motions not willed by me, that 
are necessary for the final accomplishment of my single desire? 
"Who addresses to my muscles the orders of detail, by means of 
which I write these lines, or move my hand over the key-board 
of a piano? 

Thrir reply begins as follows : that, perhaps, the nervous 
fluid, flowing from the brain, passes along the nerves in a man
ner similar to the passage of electricity along the telegraphic 
wires, contracting the different muscles, just as electricity 
moves the index. Sir John Herschel has exhibited this theory 
in detail (a preliminary discmirse of the study of Natural Phi
losophy), a brief analysis of which I here present . 

.Among the remarkable effects of electricity brought to light 
by the studies of Galvani and Volta, there arc none more strik
ing, perhaps, than its influence on the nervous system of ani
mals. The origin of muscular action is one of those profonnd 
mysteries of which we may hardly dare hope ever to find an 
explanation. Nevertheless, physiologists have, for a. long time, 
suspected the presence of a fluid that is conducted from the 
brain to the muscles, by means of the nerves. Now, is it not 
probable, that the nervous fluid, if it exist, is identical with the 
electric fluid? It doubtless seems strange that the electrical 
equilibrium should be disturbed in an animal organization com
posed entirely of conductors ; but we have the example of the 
torpedo or electric eel, and other fish of the same species, that, 
being also composed of conductors, give shocks, the electric 
nature of which cannot be contested, although no sparks are 
disengaged, a,nd no electric tension can be established. Before 
the invention of the Voltaic pile, the effect produced by contact 
with the torpedo was absolutely inexplicable ; since then, 
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striking similarities of structure have been observed between 
the two apparatus, that of the torpedo being likewise composed 
of layers separated by a fluid substance. It is therefore proved 
that animal economy allows of electric tension in spite of con
ductors. How is it possible, then, not to be impressed by this 
fact, that Voltaic electricity, transmitted along the nerves of an 
animal even after its death, produces a very marked muscular 
action ? ·why may we not abandon ourselves to suppositions 
involving action of the brain, an apparatus arranged, it would 
seem, with reference to producing that form of electric fluid 
observed in the torpedo ? Why not believe tha.t the fluid thus 
produced, moves our muscles, serving as an agent between them 
and the will ? 

This hypothesis, developed by Herschel in the book above 
referred to (third part, chapter sixth), has been modified by a 
celebrated German physiologist, Doctor Muller. He distin
guishes between electricity and the nervous fluid, but he makes 
the latter act in a manner which reminds us of Herschel's 
description. According to him, the primitive fibres of the 
nerves are all attached to the brain, in order there to receive 
the directions of the will. Placed side by side, they may be 
compared to the keys of a piano, upon which our thoughts arc 
successively concentrated, thus giving birth to vibrations or 
currents of the nervous. principle in a certain number of fibres, 
and consequently to the muscular motions corresponding to 
them. 

I do not pretend that the hypothesis is true, or that the prob
lem is solved; I believe that its solution still retreats before our 
advances. When you shall have substituted the distribution 
of impulsions among the keys of a nervous key-board, for the 
distribution of orders among the different muscles, you will not. 
have rendered the phenomenon more comprehensible. N cver
theless, these speculntions all show that intelligent men are in 
pursuit of a fluid action, und that they cannot conceive of tjle 
operations of humanity without it. 

Serious investigations lead us to admit the existence of a ner-
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vous fluid or a particular force, bearing more or Jess analogy to 
the other forces of nature which at this day are designated by 
the names, electricity, light, heat, magnetism, capillary attrac
tion, weight. It would seem that this nervous fluid, being 
endowed with power to attract and repulse, should have its two 
poles. It would seem that after the example of animal elec
tricity (which should in general be positive in men and nega
tive in women, according to Doctor )fuller), the nervous fluid 
must abound in persons endowed with an energetic tempera
ment, and chiefly accumulate in them, when their will is strongly 
concentrated. 

The reader will know how to distinguish between that which 
is hypothetical and that which is henceforth certain. The 
hypothesis relates to the precise nature of the fluid or force, to 
the definition of the role of this fluid, as intermediate agent 
between our wilt and our muscles, to·its identity or relationship 
with the other imponderable fluids. But without positively 
affirming anything in this connection, without anticipating by 
a single step the progress of physiological researches, without 
attributing to the fluids an exceptional nature that would sus
pend them between matter and intelligence, by avoiding to 
assimilate them openly with the first, we have a right to declare 
that fluid action is not doubtful, and that it gives the cue to 
many strange facts which ignorance formerly classed in the 
domain of the supernatural. It is remarkable, moreover, that 
the ge~ius of Des Cartes should have partially divined this 
grand law, and that in attempting the thegry of animal spirits, 
he should have shown, as it were, a presentiment of fluid 
ar.tion. 

The latter furnishes us, we have said, the natural explanation 
of many extraordinary facts. 

And indeed, if we begin at the end, that is to say, with the 
phenomenon of Turning Tables, we shall find that by application 
of the theory of the nervous fluid, their various motions cease 
to be miraculous or diabolical. If my brain, acting like a 
Leyden jar, emits and directs a fluid current along my nerves, 
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if this fluid is also emitted by the other members of the chain, 
it is evident that our combined action will soon form a sort of 
electric battery, the influence of whirh will be felt couform(!,bly 
to our thought ; we shall communicate a rotation, we shall 
produce, even at a distance, energetic elevations. 

Take, for instance, those phenomena of Animal :Magnetism 
that arc everywhere to be found in the ancient operations of 
sorcery, and that have caused the funeral pile to be lighted for 
so many innocent persons ; you will be astonished to see with 
what precision they adapt themselves to the theory of fluid 
action. Aud I speak of Animal :Magnetism in its most general 
acceptation, I speak of the particular state in which our sensa
tions and faculties submit to so strange a modification ; now, it 
seems to me impossible to deny that if a similar ~tate be pro
duced by the sole effect of disease, it is likewise often produced 
by the effect of a powerful will. In vain do our opponents 
shut their eyes to a demonstration everywhere to be seen, in 
vain do they attempt to fall back on material somnambulism in 
order to escape an artificial somnambulism, or on idiosyncrasies 
in artier to escape the action of the magnetizers ; what they 
admit is not better proved than what they reject, and, it must 
be confessed, not Jess mysterious. I would say, with Cuvier, 
that an influence ;vhich overcomes distance, which makes itself 
felt by those who are absolutely ignorant of it, by animals as 
well as by men, cannot be seriously contested. 

\Vith it, we comprehend those accidents of biology related 
in the Quarterly Review, to which I have already alluded in 
the first part of this work. We are tllere told of men trans
formed into automatons, passively accepting all the sensations 
attributed to them by a dominant will. The emission of the 
nervous fluid alone, completely explains what some have at
tempted to account for by a mere suggestion. Let any one 
try to suggest sensations to the perrnn biologizcd, let him 
even try to bring on the biologized condition without the pre
sence and action of a large quantity of magnetic force, no 
result will be obtained. But let magnetization take place (and 
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that it sometimes docs take place without passes, no one is 
ignorant), the fluid currents of the mngnetizer will immediately 
awaken in ihe biologizcd person all the sen~ations of sight, 
hearing, taste, smell and touch ; he will have the same impres
sions as if his eyes saw, as if his ears heard, as if his fingers 
touched. This must be so, for we judge of exterior facts only 
by our subjective impressions, and if the subjective impression 
is produced, it is impossible for us to doubt the reality of the 
exterior facts. 

A large part of ancient and modern hallucination may here 
find its explanation. So with other phenomena, which the 
inquisitors have declared to be deciclcd cases of possession. In 
many instances, the physical insensibility of the accused was so 
great that Labourcur, king's advocate of the bailiwick of 
Dijon, in the IGth century, said it was useless to put them to 
the torture ( T;aitc des faux sorciers). They often thus escaped 
the torture, but not the funeral pile. 'Vitness the woman 
spoken of by Boquet, a writer on demonology, who being found 
by her husband in a state of cataleptic insensibility, was de
nounced to the judges and burned, in spite of her protestations 
of innocence. 

If catalepsy may, as in this case, induce the absolute sup
pression of sensation, let us not be in haste to conclude that 
fluid action plays no part in the phenomenon. We are, in fact, 
ignorant of the office performed within us by the nervous fluid, 
independently of all foreign influence, while we know that mag
netizers produce at pleasure, this effect upon persons submitting 
to their action. 

I would say as much of that phenomenon which is, perhaps, 
the most interesting feature of magnetism-the penetrative 
power of the mind. If it may be manifested in absence of 
exterior provocations, it is also manifested as an effect of them, 
and it is precisely this fact which establishes the reality of fluid 
action. How can we help seeing the analogy between the 
biological phenomenon and that of which I now speak ? Here 
is a person magnetized by me, whose intelligence seems to 
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enter into direct contact with mine ; my thoughts become his 
thoughts, his lips serve to express what I feel. Do we not 
touch with the finger the currents of the fluid, which, directed 
by the will of the magnetizer, produce in the magnetized, 
impressions experienced by the former, or render him sensible 
to the impressions and ideas of a third ? 

·whatever may be the operation, in regard to the precise 
uature of which, it will be remembered, I affirm nothing, two 
things remain certain : the penetration of the thought has 
taken place, it has taken place very particularly in virtue of an 
act of will, and in virtue of magnetization. It is, then, ex
tremely probable that it springs from fluid action. Remark, 
moreover, with what simplicity is thenceforth explained the 
supernatural part of magnetism. 

A somnambulist describes the habitation, relates various cir
cumstances concerning the person with whom he is put en rap
port ; he defines this person's disease, and indicates the proper 
medical treatment. ·what has been done ? The magnetizer 
has put him in a particular state, where the intellectual contact 
is effected, either with himself or with the individual who interro
gates the somnambulist. Now, it is in vain to seek further ; we 
discover not a single authentic act of divinatory clairvoyance 
which exceeds the one just mentioned. The history of magnet
ism, as well as that of an_cient possessions, contains hardly any
thing that cannot be explained by the penetration of the thought. 

Apart from divinatory clairvoyance, which is invariably 
reduced to this explanation, there is still that particular clair
voyance which seems to be manifested by sight at a distance, 
through opaque bodies, and without the assistance of the eyes. 
Those who take the pains positively to contest the existence of 
these facts, while they feel compelled at the same time to 
admit analogous facts in natural somnambulism, choose a singu
lar position.. The natural somnambulist who follows his physi
cian at a distance, sees him enter into such and such houses, 
and correctly announces his approach ; the natural somnambu
list, who, with closed eyes, walks boldly over the roofs of houses, 
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with clo;;ed eyes executes a picture, or corrects the writing of a. 
manuscript, is he a less extraordinary phenomenon than the 
magnetized somnambulist who enters into contact with distant 
objects, or who can read a book without the assistance of the 
eyes ? I cannot think so. It is, therefore, in my opm1on, 
highly imprudent to declare such phenomena impossible. If 
they arc real, which I by no means affirm, they singularly 
enlarge the domain of fluid action, and proportionably restrict 
that of the supernatural. It consequently follows, that even 
the most wonderful facts recorded in the old sorcery proceed
ings, may be explained by the particular condition into which 
we are thrown by the action of the nervous fluid upon us, some
times our own, sometimes that of another. 

All this is, doubtless, very mysterious ; the particular con
tact which certain fluid influences appear to establish, the con
tact of intelligence, the visual corrtact with remote objects, 
through opaque bodies and without the assistance of the eyes, 
these are natural Jaws which strike us with astonishment; but 
it is not more surprising to sec a thought fluidically communi
cated to others, than to see a thought electrically transmitted 
in a moment from London to Edinburgh, where, by means of 
writing or printing, it assumes a body. 

"\Ye are now prepared to account for much of the would-be 
supernatural. The Benedictines of :Madrid, who, in the 17th 
century, passed for being possessed by evil spirits, seemed to read 
each other's thoughts, and to divine what happened at a dis
tance. Their superior, Donna Theresa, knew, it was said, the 
subject of their conversation before she came within J1earing of 
it. Others, affected by possessions, would suddenly fall asleep 
or into a state of exaltation, pronounce long discourses of 
which they did not remember one word when the crisis was 
past. The employment of Latiu phrases was only a very 
natural effect of the same crisis ;* in au age when the use of 

•Should there be any persons disposed to tl!etze hold of my words ns an argument 
against the miraculous character of the gift or tongues, I would ask them to read the 
o.eeount or the Pentecost, related In the second chapter or .Acts. They will there see 
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that tongue was universal, in a church whose worship was cele
brated in Latin, it was natural that the nuns should have pre
served certain latent reminiscences, the manifestation of which 
was afterwards produced by tlie influence of nervous excite
ment or fluid action. A paroxysm of fever, the intoxication of 
hasheesh or that of wine, occasionally produces analogous 
results. The Marechal de Villars, relating the wonders effected 
in this relation by the Camisards, added : " "\Ve have seen the 
Duke de la Ferte, after he had been drinking, speak English 
in presence of Englishmen. "\Ve have beard them say: 'I 
presume he speaks English, but I do not understand a word he 
says . . . . ' It might well be difficult to understand him, for 
he had never learned a word of English." The Latin, Greek, 
and Hebrew of the prophets of the Cevennes, doubtless bore a. 
strong resemblance to such English as that, although the 
causes of their nervons exaltation were infinitely dissimilar. 

Not only may ecstasy or intoxication awaken memories 

that all the circumstances, without exception, are adverse to the assimilation they 
would make. 'Vhat, Indeed, takes place in ca!':es of nervous excitement, ecstasy, intoxi
cation, 01· disease? In the first place, man :Is not in possession of himself, he is violently 
excited; now there is nothing similar to this in Peter and hls companions. Secondly, 
these tongues are most frequently spoken in a partial, imperfect, and even unintelligi
ble manner; now, the prOsclytes gathered together at Jerusalem understan<l the dis
ciples so well, that they exclaim: u How hear we, every mnn in our own tongue, 
wherein we were born ?11 1\loreoyer, the nervous phenomena is composed oniy of 
reminiscences; but the disciples E:peak in tongues of which they have never heard a 
syllable uttered. "Parthians1 and l\Iedes, and Eiarnites1 and the dwe1lers in Mesopo· 
tamla, and in Judea, and Cappadocia, in Pontus, and Asia, Phrygia1 and Pamphy1i&.1 

in Egypt, and in the parts of Lybia about Cyrene, and strangers of Rome, Jews and 
proselytes. Cretes and Arabian!, we <lo hear them speak in our tongues tl1e won<lerful 
works of God!" 

These Galileans upon whom was thus suddenly bestowed the faculty of perfectly 
speaking !:lO many idioms with which they had never had the least contact, surely bear 
litUe resemblance to the ecstatics and their recollections. They who make these com
parison~, still more ridiculous than Impious, are not careful enough to observe that the 
phenomena of development anrl reminiscence, are produced only in a state of disease 
or somnolcncy; t.hat t.hey are most generaJly only very imperfect imitations of strange 
tongues; that. in the case even where the form is perfect, owtng to old reserubln;oces 
between the tongues in question, the sense is incoherent, and shows the effect of the 
pathological crisis to which the speaker E=ubmlts. They forget to contrast'these ch;{rac
teristics with those which distinguished the preaching of the first disciples j u~ey were 
neither diseased nor somnambulists, and if they had uttered incoherent raviugs In 
strange tongues, I d1..iubt If they W'lullt have been so successful as they were ia convert
ing men lo Chri•llanity I 
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of which we were never before conscious, and furnish a facility 
for speaking (more or less well) languages previously unknown 
to us, but they modify impressions, sometimes completely 
inverting them. A person who has been eating hashccsh will 
hear in Spanish, a discourse addressed to him in 1 talian: a certain 
sick child will suddenly plunge into classical studies which he 
has hardly commenced, and of which he has the utmost horror ; 
he will translate everything that is said to him into Latin, 
employing only this language himself, and speaking it with 
wonderful purity. 

One must be blind not to perceive the" grandeur of the still 
unfathomed mysteries, which are concealed in our nervous sys
tem. The key to many wonders is to be found there, not else
where. Pure and simple nervous excitement joined to fluid 
action, the existence of which has been placed beyond contro
versy by the elevation of inert bodies without contact, clearly 
gives us the natural explanation to much of the would-be 
supernatural. Trace the phenomena through all their various 
gradations, from the development of the powers and faculties to 
physical insensibility, the penetration of the thought, and the 
employment of foreign languages, you will not for a single 
instant enter upon the domain of miracles. I admire the 
power displayed by a man, who, with his eye, tames ferocious 
beastR ; I am impressed by the lucid vision of a somnambulist, 
who, in some way, becomes sensible of the interior arrange
ment of the organs he wishes to cure ; but I see in these pro
digies of the nervous system, nothing more than the applica
tion of a physical law. 

Before taking a new step, the most important of all, it be
hooves us to give au account of the road we have travelled. 
How far are we advanced, what are the extraordinary facts 
which our explanations have already despoiled of the character 
attributed to them by a superstitious ignorance ? What still 
remains for us to explain? 
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We commenced by excluding, in a measure, from our exami
nation, the immense accumulation of fraudulent possessions, 
prepared apparitions, wonders resulting from coincidences, 
anecdotes arranged after the event, presentiments, dreams, 
and predictions, all got up at the expense of the most familiar 
facts, and the most elementury reasoning. 

Entering, then, upon the study of phenomena truly extra
ordinary, I have shown that simple nervous excitement 
explains a first and notable portion of these phenomena, that 
it engenders prodigies of courage, force, and dexterity, that it 
develops the senses beyond the power of imagination to con
ceive, that it produces medicinal effects, that it so modifies the 
organization as to render man able to endure prolonged fasts 
without grave inconvenience, that it makes him eloquent, that 
it calls forth reminiscences of which the mind was previously 
unconscious. 

I have next directed my attention to fluid action. I have 
proved that however badly defined its relation to ordinary ner
vous excitement still continues to be, it constitutes a physical 
fact of the highest importance, and one which we are no longer 
permitted to doubt, after the experiments of the Turning 'fables. 
Under this head are ranged, first, the phenomena common to 
this category and the preceding, reminiscenc;s, for example, 
and the employment of foreign tongues incidental thereto, as 
well as accidents of rigidity and absolute insensibility ; second
ly, the characteristic operations of Animal :Magnetism and 
biology, the comm~nication of sensations, the penetration of 
the thought, the intellectual or fluid contact under all its more 
or less certain forms of interior sight, of sight at a distance, 
and of sight without the assistance of the eyes. 

This is the point to which we have arrived ; the supernatural 
apocrypha is much reduced, but it is not suppressed. Many 
prodigies, both ancient and modern, refuse to be included in 
either of the categories above enumerated. Chiefest among 
the prodigies of ancient times, I would mention, sorcery with 
its excursions to the sabbn.t, its transformation into wolves, and 
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its Satanic wonders confessed in detail by hundreds of thou
sands of miserable wretches who knew the conscquenccl.'1 of 
their confessions. Among the prodigies of modern days, I 
would instance certain brilliant miracles witnessed by entire 
populations. I would instanc-:i the celestial music heard by 
the American spiritualists, the flames they behold, the suspen
sion in the air of men and articles of furniture, to which they 
testify. These things demand a new explanation, which is to 
be found in the theory of hallucination. 

This theory is most essential. If any of the adversaries of 
the supernatural have exaggerated it, their error has arisen 
from the fact, that denying fluid actio~, and admitting the 
incontrovertibili!y of testimony, they were forced to generalize 
beyond measure an explanation, which, no more than others, 
possesses the privilege of universal application. He who 
esteems the predictions of sorcerers as true, merely because they 
a;e supported by testimony, will, with a bad· grace, doubtless, 
afterwards condescend to explain them by hallucination. He 
who taxes .Animal Magnetism with absurdity, will have made 
no great advance, when, in presence of his biological accidents, 
his penetration of ·the thought, and his clairvoyance, he has 
solemnly pronounced the word, hallucination. He who laughs 
at the nervom 8uid, will not gain much by invoking halluci
nation, when he is shown the elevation without contact, of 
the Turning Tables. But to us who have been careful to reduce 
testimony to its just value, and to estimate the part of fluid 
action, hallucination presents itself as the complement and the 
admirable crown of the natural explanations. It comes to fill 
precisely the void which preceding explanations have left. 

I do not venture to give any definition of my own regarding 
hallucination ; that task I leave to M. Brierre de Boismont, 
who has brought to the subject great knowledge and saga
city. 

" Sensible signs," he says, "form the exclusive materials of. 
hallucinations ; everything that determines a strong impression 
on the mind may, Wlder given circumstances, produce an 
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image, a sound, an odor, etc. Thus, when a mau has, for a 
long time, abandoned himself to profound meditations, he often 
sees the idea that absorbs him clothe itself in a material form ; 
the intellectual labor ceasing, the vision disappears, and he 
explains it by natural laws. But if this man lives at an epoch 
when the apparition of spirits, demons, souls, and phantoms 
are matters of general belief, the vision becomes a reality. . ." 

" The prolonged concentration of the thought upon an object, 
results in determining an ecstatic state of the brain, in which 
the image of the object is soon produced, and affects the mind 
as though it were really perceived by the eyes of the body. 
It is to this mental disposition that we must attribute the 
visions of celebrated men. Their hallucinations had often no 
influence over their reason, especially when they were connect
ed with the g·eneral beliefs of the times, or when' they took 
place during the ecstasy we have called physiological." (Des 
hallucinations, 5, 14.) , 

M. Calmefl, in his turn, and with the authority of his talent, 
presents us with valuable details concerning the nature of this 
grand phenomenon. 

"Hallucination partly carries the world in its own brain ; it 
realizes up to a certain point the suppositions of the Berkleyists, 
who pretend to establish that it is not positively necessary for the 
Universe to exist, in order that it may be perceived as it manifests 
itself to our senses. It · is certain that from the moment the 
encephalon and the soul are reunited, we can no longer be sure 
that there positively exist external to us, animals, plants, 
odorous or sapid particles, sonorous waves, matter with the 
properties of resistance, cold, heat, smoothness or brightness, 
merely because the sight, hearing, taste, touch or smell, are 
affected in such and such ways .... It is well established that 
persons visited by hallucinations, are sensitive to impressions of 
sight, hearing, taste, touch, and smell ... . Almost everything 
that is related of evocations, apparitions, possessions, ghosts, 
spectres, shades, simulacres, familiar spirits, phantoms, manes, 
lares, f arfadets, goblins, ignes fatui, vampires, fantastical visions, 
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and Spirits, both incuba and succuba, has had its origin in the 
brain of individuals affected by hallucinations. . . . Among the 
hallucinations of hearing described in the writings of the 
Ascetics, there are some which are represented as taking place 
during an ecstatic rapture. . . . Tasso was pursued by the 
most cruel hallucinations ; be often heard, as he himself com· 
plains in bis letters, loud sounds, prolonged ringing in the ears, 
and peals of bells, which froze him with terror. A certain 
friend of this great poet, who was one day present at a conver· 
sation Tasso fancied be was holding with an invisible being to 
whom he addressed words as eloquent as their sentiment wns 
elevated, soon observed that Torquato was, for the moment, so 
absorbed in himself, that he evidently did not hear his friend, 
who intentionally interrupted him. . . . .Catharine de Sienne, in 
her ecstatic transports, believed that she received visits from her 
Saviour, whom ·she called her divh;1e spouse." (De la Jolie, 
i. 4, 13.) 

Such is hallucination, a phenomenon which, under the influ
ence of reigning superstitions, becomes general and quite exten
sive. We shall prove that it is far from being confined to the 
homes of lunatics ; men of sotl'lld minds, and celebrated for the 
power of their intellect, may submit to its empire ; an entire 
multitude may be equally under its control. ·without in any 
degree adopting the extravagant theories of Berkeley, above 
quoted by M. Calmeil, without agreeing with Kant that our 
sensation alone bas a logical reality1 because we are not pre· 
pared to demonstrate by regular arguments that it corresponds 
to an exterior, fact, it is evident to us that the subjective side 
of man should be taken into consideration, and that physiology 
should not overlook the exceptional cases wherein a personal 
impression, deprived of all objectivity, is produced. "The ner
vous fibres," writes ~folebranche, "may be excited in two wa.ys, 
either by the end which is outside of the brain, or by the ex
tremity which is plunged into the mass. . .. If thes_e filaments 
are agitated within the brain, no matter by what influence, the 
soul perceives something external." 
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+ am ignorant of the scientific value of this explanation, and 
do not vouch for its correctness. J. mention it, because it forci
bly expresses the two sources of our sensations, the internal and 
the external source. It cannot be denied that the second some
times acts alone ; but it is not to the philosopher of la . Vision 
en Dwu that I would address myself for its definition. 'Whoever 
contests all action of the soul upon the body, or refuses to man 
the faculty of knowing anything except through his union with 
the Being who knows everything, s~ows a disposition to exag
gerate the part of subjectivity. Now, it is my opinion, that we 
should endeavor to avoid resembling Marphurius, who said to 
Sganarelle : 

" Change, if you pleas£:, this manner of speaking. Our phi
losophy orders us not to set forth any decisive proposition, but to 
speak of everything with uncertainty, and always to suspend our 
judgment ; for this reason, you must not say : I have come ; 
but, it seems to me I have come." 

"It seems to me !" 
"Yes." 
" Zounds ! It does indeed seem to me, since it is actually 

so." 
" That by no means follows, and a thing may seem to you 

without being really true." 
"That by no means follows !" Marphurius was right, and 

although the peculiar characteristics which establish a palpable 
distinction between halluciuations and actual sensations may be 
omitted, it is evident we ought all to follow his example, and 
avoid the positive tone. Sganarelle is a fool when he exclaims, 
" What ! I am not here, and you do not speak to me ?" Mar
phurius is a sensible man when he replies : "It appears to me 
that you are there, and it seems to me that I speak to you ; 
but I am not positive that it is so !" And if Sganarelle thinks 
to settle the question with his cudgel, if he fancies he has 
refuted the philosopher when the latter commits the incon
sistency of taking the blows for real ; if he assumes to rally him 
in these terms : ''You must not say that I have beaten yon, 

19* 
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but, it seems to you that I have beaten you," he will only pro>e 
that he is a brute as well as an ignoramus. 

In order that hallucination shall compromise no certainty, it 
must be described with fidelity, not as being the exclusive 
attribute of invalids and lunatics, but as being also produced 
'11 sensible and healthy men, by reason of the exceptional empire 
of a dominant idea and an extraordinary nervous shock. In 
these terms, the theory of hallucination is not only inoffensive, 
but it is true. 

Each one of our senses may be a victim to hallucination, the 
sight and the hearing especially. I begin 'Yith the first. Noth
ing is of more frequent occurrence than visions of angels and 
demons. The Cardinal de Brienne saw his bed filled with scor
pions. The poet Harrington saw bees, flies and birds continu
ally issuing from his body. Ben Jonson, the man of letters, 
witnessed terrible combats between the people of antiquity. 
Cardon, whose son was implicated in a capital crime, gazed 
upon a bloody spot, the dimensions of which were constantly 
increasing. The Rerue Britannique (July, 1830), speaks of 
visions which beset the unfortunate Bachzko of Koenigsberg, 
fifty years ago, while he was occupied in his political labors : a 
negro, with a hideous countenance, always seated himself oppo
site to him ; a monster, with the head of an owl, peered at him 
every night from between the curtains ; serpents twined them
selves round his legs. Two centuries earlier, the English mys
tic, Pordage, witnessed, in company with the inspired John of 
Leyden and his other disciples, a most magnificent scene : the 
powers of hell, in two chariots drawn by lions, bears, dragons 
and tigers, passed in review before them ; following in their 
train came the inferior spirits with claws, ears of cats, their 
limbs contorted and deformed. This, I would beg the reader 
to remember, is already one example of collective hallucination. 

Hallucinations of sight are of frequent occurrence in Sweden ; 
scarcely a day passes that phantoms are not seen to haunt 
certain houses, that ghosts do not visit the living, and hold con
versations with them. These things have so often happened as 
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to leave no room for doubt. The persons affected by possessions 
in the Middle .Ages also saw within their own bodies, numerous 
devils, who, under various forms, kept themselves concealed 
there . 

.And let it be distinctly understood that I do not now speak 
of lunatics, although I may return to this branch of the subject, 
I shall not mention the celebrated madmen whose ballucina,tions 
fill the books of M.M. Esquirol, Lelut, Brierre de Boismont, 
etc. I confine my attention to people in possession of their 
entire reason, and who, under the influence of strong impressions, 
see, hear and touch imaginary objects. They are certain of 
having seen, heard, and touched ; they have often done it, if 
they may rely on their sensations. 

I therefore say nothing of M. Berbiguier, surnamed the 
scourge of familiar spirits, and his three volumes filled with 
records of hallucinations. I shall content myself with a passing 
reference to the celebrated hallucination of Charles VI., while 
I make only a brief allusion to the visions of Kotter, which 
excited considerable ·attention at the commencement of the 17th 
century ;-the angel who appeared to him on several different 
occasions to announce the misfortunes of Germany, and who, 
by reiterated threats, compelled him to make his public decla
ration before the magistrates of Sprotaw ;-to the three suns 
and three moons which filled the heavens ;-to the troops 
COVered T;ith Splendid armor, and engaged in desperate conflict. 
I prefer, in closing this first branch of the inquiry, to dwell a few 
moments on the hallucinations of sight to which the Camisards 
were subject. "With eyes open and directed towards heaven, 
their inspired men beheld armies of the angels, millions of the 
blessed clothed in white robes, victories gained by the celestial 
troopR over the military forces of Louis XIV. 

This brings me to the hallucinations of hearing, not less fre
quent among these poor, persecuted people. Compau, one of their 
prophets, distinctly heard the songs that were sung before the 
throne of God ; even he himself sang most melodiously in order 
to become united to these holy harmonies, , Nor were these 
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hallucinations the especial privilege of one or two persons, 
everybody sometimes participated in them. Charras ( 1'/teutre 
sacre des Cb:ennes) writes : "Although many people have ridiculed 
the singing of psalms which has in various places seemed to 
come from the far olf regions of the atmosphere, I can here 
affirm that I, myself, have several times heard it with my own 
cars. I have more than twenty times heard this divine melody 
in broad daylight, and in the company of other persons, in 
places remote from habitations, where there were neither woods 
nor holes in rocks, where, in one word, it was impossible for any 
human being to lie concealed. ·we took pains to satisfy our
selves of all this, and moreover, these celestial voices far 
surpassed in beauty and harmony any sounds that could be 
produced by the voices of our peasants." It is also known that 
the bewilderment resulting from ecstasy was carried so far in 
some cases among· our Cevenol women, .that bending their heads 
down towards their stomachs, they would say : " Listen to my 
cliild, who is prophesying." 

\Ve might give as counterpart to the above mentioned hallu
cinations, those of Charles IX., who after the day of Saint 
Bartholomew, lost his sleep, because of-the heart-rending voices 
that sounded in his ears. Stranger still, and proving how far 
the phenomenon is contagious, is the fact that Henry of Navarre, 
afterwards Henry IV., having been summoned into his presence, 
distinctly heard the same cries. .. 

Nor is it necessary to be a fanatic in order to experience this 
sort of hallucination. Lord Herbert was by no means a fana
tic ; yet he hesitated to publish his work against Christianity, 
until a noise coming from Heaven, decided him. 

What difference is there between his impression and that 
which everywhere pursued Ta£so, when, by the dictation of 
angels, he wrote the beautiful verses preserved in the library at 
F'errara? 

In regard to hallucinations of taste, I shall say but little. 
The biological experiments of which I have elsewhere spoken, 
offer numerous examples of this nature. The person, however 
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strong minded or intelligent he may be, who in this particular 
condition experiences all the sensations of a sumptuous repast, 
and tastes by turns different sorts of wines, while his palate is 
actually refreshed by nothing more than a glass of pure water, 
this person is the victim of a hallucination as perfect as possi
ble. 

The same experiments produce the hallucination of smell. Of 
this, all biology aside, most of us are probably acquainted with 
many examples. I know a lady, who, having offered her hos
pitality to a clergyman whom, judging from the habits of bis 
family, she supposed to be an inveterate smoker, was during the 
night tormented by the idea that her guest, established in 
a neighboring chamber, was indulging his dominant passion, and 
that certain dresses of hers, badly protected by a thin partition, 
would become impregnated with the odor of tobacco. So 
firmly did this idea take possession of her mind, that she dis
tinctly smelt the hated odor, and remarked it to her husband. 
Early in the morning, she rang for her maid ; "Marianne," said 
she, "go to the door of Mr ..... , give him my compliments 
and politely ask him to desist from smoking." The answer 
returned was that nernr had pipe or cigar passed the lips of 
l\Ir ..... 

Hallucinations of smell are frequently allied to those of sight ; 
the apparition of a saint or an angel, is accompanied by the 
most fragrant odors, that of demons produces the sensation of 
heavy fumes of sulphur. 

Hallucinations of touch are also real, although much less 
frequent than those of sight and hearing. Sorcerers and ma
gicians, to confine myself to them, felt the touch of the ha.iry 
devil who transported them to the sabbat. They were sensible 
of the rapidity of their flight through the air, of the· cold 
wind of night as it swept across their faces ; they were some
times beaten during the journey, and the impression of the blows 
was as painful and distinct as if real rods had been exercised 
en their shoulders.* ' 

• Let me not here be accused of reasoning in a circle, now attempting to prove bal· 
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I shall say nothing of the general hallucination which deceives 
all the senses at the same time, becam;c it is seldom met with, 
except in cases of lunacy. Now, such cases, although interest
ing in themselves, and calculated to throw light on the action 
of minds in full possession of their reason, should be left out of 
a study, the results of which they would compromise. If I 
have spoken, in passing, of Tasso, of Charles VI. or any other 
illustrious personage whose reason was bewildered, I have given 
the principal part of my attention to hallucinations that call forth 
even in the most healthy minds, a superstition, an intense 
pre-occupation, a reigning idea, a disposition to ecstasy.* 

Bodin, the great French publicist of tbe sixteenth century, 
mentions iu his Demonomanie the case of a hallucinated person, 
who, in consequence of having abandoned himself to religious 
contemplation, became subject to sensations which caused him 
great joy ; a supernatural being wo~ld frequently knock at his 
door, enter, and familiarly pull bis ears ; this being also pre
sented himself under different forms, that, among others, of a 
luminous fay, and gave him, on the part of God, serious admo
itions. 

Bosroger (la Piete Ajfligee) gives analogous details of the 
nuns of Louviers, who were, in his time, possessed by devils : 
"Sister Barbe, of Saint Michel, saw repeatedly, in her cell, a 
great number of lighted candles. I pass over in 
silence the lighted fiambeaux against the railing of the church 
at the periods of her communions. I say nothing of all the 
phantoms and men who appeared in her presence, persecuted 
her, and, after causing her much trouble and uneasiness, took 
flight up the chimneys. . Sister Marie, .of Saint 
Nicholas, in broad daylight, perceived two horrid forms : one 

luclnallon by sorcery ln order afterwards to explain sorcery by hallucination. Ir I 
Epeak of the hnllucination of touch a:nong sorcerers, lt 19 ln regard to those who were 
carefuUy watched night. nnd day, and who, consequently,did not go to the sabbat. Yet 
they experienced on differen~ parts of their bodies all the impressions of a journey 
through the air, and the ill·trealment infiicted by tlle demons. 

• I have quoted and shall continue to quote many examples from Doctor Brierre de 
Boismont, and Doctor Calmeil,pasBim. 
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presented the figure of an old man with a long beard ; the other 
form was merely that of a large black head. . . . The visits 
of apparitions to Sister Anne, of the Nativite, began about the 
year 1642 ; it is perfectly astonishing what hideous figures were 
almost constantly assumed by this detestable enemy in presence 
of the poor girl ; how, in this condition he stayed all night in her 
cell, immovable before her ; how he walked in front of her 
wherever she went, even into the choir, performing all sorts of 
buffooneries to divert her. He struck her rudely, and 
tormented her every instant. One day, during holy 
mass, a crucifix appeared before her eyes and said : " My daugh
ter, my spouse, my well beloved, I come to deliver you from 
your affliction.'' . . . . The first time she went to chapel for 
her 'lletn:ai'lle, as she was about to commence her humble prayer, 
a ray of sun more beautiful than anything she bad ever before 
seen, shone upon her face. She beard a voice issuing from 
this ray. . During the fasts, she perceived before her 
the most tempting viands and human forms inviting her to eat; 
wherever she went dainty odors pursued her." ...• 

Sister Marie, of the Saint Sacrement, has herself published 
the account of her sufferings. These things show by what per
petual hallucinations the poor nuns were afflicted. '! The five 
senses of nature," as Sancho Pauza says, are successively or 
simultaneously compromised. They see, hear, touch, smelL 
taste, that which has no 'objective reality, and so tC.e matter 
goes on, until they are finally brought to the stake I Now, in 
spite of this tragical ending, the general character of the pos
sessions of Louviers is such that no one, at the present day, 
wonld venture to give them any serious consideration, nor do I 
hesitate to quote them as incontestable examples of hallucination. 

Hallucination is always produced in the direction of reigning 
ideas. The people of the Middle Ages saw devils ; at the 
present day we have spirits, their revelations, their concerts ; 
they are most active in displacing furniture, and this seems to 
be their principal mania. . 

The hallucinations of mystics have naturally a peculiar cha-
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racter. Whnt did not Jean Rothe, Brehme, and Kuhlman 
see and hear I The latter passed from hell to heaven ; one 
day he was beset by millions of demons ; another day he 
beheld Jesus surrounded by his saints. During his whole life, 
lie was cverywl1cre accompanied by a luminous circle, which he 
always saw on his left hand. 

The famous Kcntish nun, Elizabeth Barthon, made ethereal 
voyages ; she received the orders issued by the Virgin Mary, 
who directed her to enter a convent. She might have con
tinued a long time in that position, if she had not been so im
prudent as to declare that the angels had predicted to her the 
death of Henry VIII. The choleric monarch caused her to 
be decapitated. 

But that whieh more than anything else contributes to fix 
the character of hallucinations is their epidemic and collective 
nature. In presence of such a fact we lose the right to throw 
all responsibility upon disease or mental alienation. If the 
complete and absolute illusion of the senses thus propagates 
itself, we must naturally conclude that it does not necessarily 
depend on a pathological condition, but that the impression of 
dominant ideas gives rise to it, and that it will consequently 
reappear each time that a new idea takes a powerful hold of 
the mind. 

At the period when all the world believed in spectres, all the 
world saw them. During the pestilence at Neocresarea, every 
body saw phantoms enter into houses ; so in Egypt, in the 
time of Justinian, everybody saw black men without heads, 
sailing on the sea in barks of bronze. During an epidemic 
which depopulated Constantinople, everybody saw demons pass
ing from house to house, and producing death wherever they 
they went. 

I say everybody, in order to indicate the character of gene
rality pertaining to hallucinations, which invaded entire popu
lation~, meeting no resistance ; a character which history has 
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preserved in not attributing the phenomenon to individuals 
alone, but to cities. It must be well understood, moreover, 
that I say this under the restriction of my opinion in regard to 
testimony. I am persuaded that many anecdotes are false ; 
that many arc exaggerated. I believe that in cases where a 
false sensation has been incontestably perceived by a collective 
number, many persons have lent themselves to it with that. 
unconscious insincerity which accommodates itself to the gene
ral impressions, and which. afterwards maintains with emphasis, 
what was at first only vaguely perceived. 

How can we doubt, moreover, the epidemic character of the 
impressions and hallucinations ? Ilas not the Marechal de 
Villars spoken of a city where all the women and maidens pro-. 
phesied after having come in contact with some Cevenole pro
phetesses ? Has not Thucydides related the general invasion of 
spectres which accompanied the great plague at .Athens? Is 
it not certain that among other epidemics, a belief in the terri
ble apparitions that were the harbingers of death has been 
propagated from place to place with immense rapidity? 

Hallucinations which transform clouds into armed troops 
engaged in combat, have often, in times of national struggles, 
taken a contagious turn. Pliny says, that during the war of 
the Romans agaiiist the Cimbrians, the people were frequently 
alarmed at sounds of trumpets and clashing of arms, which 
seemed to come from "the sky. Pausanius writes that long 
after the battle of Marathon, there could still be heard on the 
famous field, t.he neighing of horses and the shock of armies ; 
persons who visited the spot out of curiosity, could not distin
guish the sounds, while those who traversed the plains without 
premeditated design, heard them perfectly. .At the battle of 
Platea, a terrible cry resounded through the air, which the 
Athenians attributed to the god Pau ; this so frightened the 
Persians that they took flight, from which circumstance, it is 
pretended, that the word panic derives its origin. " A short 
time previous to the feast of the Passover," writes Josephus, 
"an incident occurred, which I should hesitate to relate, lest it 
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,might be regarded as a fable, if the persons who witnessed it 
were not still living, and if the misfortunes that followed it had 
not confirmetl its tl'uth. Just before sunrise, many people, in 
different parts of the country, saw in the skies, chariots filled 
with armed men, which drove to and fro among the clouds, 
und finally snrrounded the city, as if to hem it in. The day of 
Pcnt.ecost, the priests having been all night in the inner temple 
celebrating the service of the Lord, heard a noise, and imme
diately afterwards, a voice l'epeatcd several times : ' Let us 
depart hence !' " 

The chronicles of all nations arc full of these wonders, 
the reality of which I most assuredly do not guarantee. Yet, 
it seem@ to me demonstrated that, if the prodigies themselves 
have not existed, the illusion has often existed to a greater or 
less extent, and such is the fact upon which I insist. 

"\Vhen Antiochus was preparing to carry war into Egypt, 
men on horseback, arrayed in cloth Of gold, and armed with 
lances, were seen riding to and fro in the heavens; their helmets, 
shields, naked swords and lances were plainly to be distinguished; 
knights ormed at all points, were fighting hand to band in a. 
bloody sky. In the reign of Charles VI., in that of Charle
magne, people witnessed aerial combats between sorcerers. At 
the battle of Antioch, the crusaders saw Saint George, Saint 
Demetrius and Saint Theodosius, come to their assistance. M. 
Amedee Thierry relates that at the nttnck of the Gauls on the 
temple of Delphi, these barbarians were frightened by the 
apparition· of three heroes whose bodies were buried in the 
environs of the city. 

" It will, perhaps, be asked," adds M. Brierre de Boismont, 
who is my authority for these statements, "bow any considerable 
body of men could thus be the dupes of the same ilJusion. 
Independently of the reasons we have given, and among which, 
ignorance, fear, superstition and disease play an important 
part, the contagious influence of example must not be forgot
ten. A mere cry was sufficient. to spread terror throughout a 
multitude of men. An individual who believed he saw super-
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natural things, lost no time in imparting his convictions to 
those who were not more enlightened than he." (Des lw.llucina
tions, 116). 

In the epidemics of possession, it often happened that if a 
certain nun thought she heard diabolical or celestial music, it 
was not long before her companions also distinctly heard the 
same sounds. It still oftener happened that the disgusting 
images created in the imagination of one of the nuns made 
their way into the minds of all the others successively. One 
should read (or rather one should not read), in De Laucre 
( 'l'ableau de l'inconstance des mauvais anges), details respecting 
the sorcerers of Labourd, related by tha~ terrible counsellor 
with the utmost sincerity. Entire families, whole populations, 
daily live in presence of spectacles, the reality of which can
not certainly be admitted by the stoutest credulity. Now, all 
these people see, hear and touch ; they are not more sure of 
their own existence than of the horrid facts that are incessantly 
taking place around them. ' 

We have here, then, an established truth : collective and 
epidemic hallucinations are everywhere to be found in history. 
This is a fundamental point, and I beg the reader not to lose 
sight of it. .All the phantasmagoria of the supernatural 
apocrypha crumbles to pieces before this simple remark, which 
establishes the veritable nature of hallucinations, and sho\\·s its 
importance. Therefore, does M. de Mirville take pains to 
protest " against the doctrine of collective lw.llucinations, against 
that truly monstrous error, established and propagated at the 
present day in all our medical schools, the positive adoption of 
which would be soon followed, first, by the complete destruc
tion of all history, and then, that of all religion.'' (91.) 

It results from the facts above mentioned; in particular, from 
the great fact of the diabolical visions which extended to mul
titudes the moment a process of sorcery had given the signal 
of the epidemic, and which disappeared as soon as the cessa
tion of these proceedings had restored the imagination to its 
normal condition, it results from these facts that collective 
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hallucinations are not only real, but that they arc produced on 
a formidable scale. \Vhcn you slmll have made the part of 
errors of testimony n.s large as possible, there will _still remain 
a suflicicnt number of incontcstible epidemic illusions, to place 
the reality of this phenomenon beyond a question. 

If M. de Mirville opposed only the definitions given by the 
medical schools, I might be of his opinion. While some pre
tend to rank persons afilicted by hallucinations among mad· 
men, and summon us to consider Socrates as a lunatic, others 
seem to admit that hallucination is scarcely an accident, that 
it reconciles itself with our normal condition, that we may 
have illusory sensations, and yet preserve our good sense. 

I trust my readers will not confound such views as these 
with those I have just maintained. In emphatically establish· 
ing the profound distinction which separates insanity from hal
lucination, I have not thought to claim that the latter is a 
sensible act, or that a dispassionate, well-balanced ~ind can 
be subject to it. This would be to sacrifice the authority of 
the reason. If, indeed, there be no line of demarcation be
tween our real and our false sensations, then all faith must be 
staggered by the same blow. The person affected by halluci· 
nation, who is not insane, is a man under the influence of 
great nervous derangement ; collective illusions are, in the 
first instance, nervous epidemics combined with dominant error 
in supernatural matters. 

It is by means of hallucin;tion thus conceived, that I under
take to demolish ancient ancl modern sorcery. Not a single 
vestige of one of these marvellous stories remains, when we 
begin our work by removing the fra~ds, exaggerations, errors 
of testimony, the almost unconscious complacency of the spec
tators, ancl when we finish by a consideration of the individual 
or collective sensations, the power of which is, in impression
able persons, increased a hundred fold by a particular state of 
nervous excitement. 

As for the doubt which it is pretended that om: explanations 
throw on the Biblical supernatural, I repeat, for the tenth 

• 
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time, we do not believe in the Bible because of this super
natural, but in this supernatural because of the Bible. The 
attestations accompanying the Divine revelations are clear and 
strong, independent of those by which it is attempted to sus
tain miracles and visions ; the testimony of Jesus Christ, to 
which is added the collateral testimony of our own conscience, 
communicates to the events recorded in the Old and New 
Testaments, a character of certainty that would also strike us 
as evidence, were·it not for the intereRted resistance of our evil 
hearts. If we were reduced to the necessity of proving Scrip
ture by the miracles, we might be opposed by objections aris
ing from the perpetual errors of the most sincere witnesses, 
from the action of natural causes which seem occasionally to 
produce marvellous effects, as well as from the fact, that hallu
cination becomes all the more probable, in proportion as belief 
in the cause takes possession of the mind. It is important to 
know how to look these objections in the face, and we admit 
that none of them would be absolutely irrefutaule if we had 
unfortunately been compelled to take our stand on the unsub
stantial basis of miracles transformed into actual and principal 
proof. In vain would we dwell on the habitual calmness of Bibli
cal scenes, the infinite distance that separates them from the 
scenes of nervous disorder in which the supernatural apocrypha 
is always engendered ; our opponents might, with reason, reply, 
that the narrative had been arranged after the fact, and that 
things did not happen according to the relation.. But the man, 
who, starting from a historical reality, which our most con
scientious opponents are unanimous in proclaiming, goes direct 
to the person and teachings of Christ ; the man, who, having 
learned of him that God has infallibly manifested the truth 
through the canonical books, and infallibly assumed the collec
tion of these books, afterwards descends into his own heart, 
and asks himself if it he possible to shut his eyes to the glow
ing divinity of the Scriptures, that man contemplates the Bib
lical miracles in all their majesty ; his faith moves in a sphere 
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where the part played by earthly hallucinations, cannot dis
turb it. 

The theory I propose does no harm, then, either to the 
general credibility of our perceptions, or to the authority of 
God's book. It is supported, moreover, by so many concordant 
observations, that it must make itself universally accepted. 
The question, indeed, is not of an isolated phenomenon, uncon· 
nected with anything else in our psychological experience. 
If hallucination were an accident, if we could perceive none of 
the symptoms which precede, prepare the· way, or explain it, 
I can understand that it might be regarded with suspicion. 
But this is not the case. By the side of hallucinations whose 
origin is materially undiscernible, erroneous perceptions proceed
ing solely from the intellectual and· moral man, there are 
others which can be traced to a, previous physical sensation, and 
which offer a sort of clue to the science that would study t11is 
grave subject. 

M. Brierre de Boismont lays stress on this difference, as 
making a profound distinction between hallucination and illu
sion. According to his ideas, the first seems to originate in 
the nerves to form the external image, while the second ap
pears to follow an inverse method ; hallucination is subjective, 
illusion objective ; the one is a purely cerebral product, the 
other has a material object for its base. (108, 109, 123, 
124.) 

Whether such a distinction has or has not any foundation, 
it remains certain that illusions very naturally prepare the 
way for lrnllucinations. After once comprehending that the 
work of the imagination develops and distorts a real sensation 
furnished by the nervous apparatus, we have no trouble in also 
co~prehending that the same faculty creates at once, the entire 
sensation, and that it causes people, in other respects very 
intelligent, to be preoccupied by some dominant idea. In illu-
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sion, exterior objects undergo a prodigious transformation ; a 
stone, a bit of tapestry is metamorphosed into a phantom, a 
cloud becomes a regiment of cavalry, internal pain is converted 
into toads or serpents ; the head of a sturgeon served upon the 
table of King Theodoric, takes the form of the senator Sym
machus, unjustly sacrificed. In hallucination, properly so called, 
mental obsession assumes a body which has no dependence on 
any real incident. Is that more incomprehensible than the 
other? 

Some other examples of each may aid us to sec our way 
more clearly. 

The celebrated painter, Reynolds, on leaving his atelier 
where he had been a long time at work, mistook the lamp- • 
posts for trees, and men and women for bushes agitated by 
the wind. The image of the picture he had been painting, had 
so wrought itself into his brain as to become assimilated with 
all the sensations of the artist, compelling him to see a rural 
landscape in the streets of London. 

M. Andra! once saw at his side for the space of twenty-four 
hours, the deatl body of a child, the sight of which had strongly 
impre~sed him in the morning. Newton was very much sur
prised when, after collecting the rays of the sun in a mirror, he 
perceived in an obscure corner of the apartment an exact repro
duction of the solar spectrum. 

The action of intense thought was never manifested with 
more brilliancy than in the famous experiments of Digby and 
his associates on the palingenesia, or resurrection of plants. So 
extraordinary are they, t!lat I should not venture to speak of 
them, if tlrn English men of science in the 17th century had not 
given the matter their serious attention, and bad not pretended 
to obtain the reproduction of sparrows, after obtaining that of 
flowers. As it is impossible to suppose such men to be com
rletely ignorant, or guilty of gross and concerted fraud, we 
have no alternative but positively to admit the existence of a 
collective hallucination caused by the vivacity of the idea which 
haunted their minds, and thus produced its own realization. · 
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They took a flower, burned it, and then collecting all the 
ashes, converted them into salts by means of calcination. 
Placing these salts in a glass phial, mixing with them certain 
substances, and heati11g 1 he compound, they saw a stalk, leaves 
and flowers make their appearance. This is wonderful, is it 
not? Unfortunately, the plant thus produced, never survives 
the experiment. As soon as the beat ceases, the spectacle 
vanishes, and nothing is found in the bottom of the phial except 
what was put in at the commencement : ashes were put in, ashes 
still remain. It is true that for a moment everybody saw the 
stalk, lea>es, and flowers ; they saw them over and over again ; 
they were able to describe, to sketch them ; the official reports 

• testify to their truth. 
Father Kircher, a learned Jesuit, endeavored to explain this 

vegetable palingenesia in the following manner. According to 
him, the seminal ·virtue of every substance is concentrated in its 
salts j as soon as the heat puts them in motion, they rise in the 
phial and move round in an eddy ; the salts become free to 
arrange themselves in the same situation, and form the same 
figure as nature primitively gave them ; the atoms that were in 
the root of the plant resume their original place, so also those 
that composed the stalk, leaves and flowers. We admit that 
nothing can he more simple I . . ... or at least that the 
members of the Royal Academy of London in that instance, had, 
like other simple mortals, submitted to the law of hallucination. 

The connection of ideas comes, in its turn, to facilitate the 
understanding of such a law. ·why is it, that in winter, when pass
ing by a wall where, in Spring, I have inhaled the odor of violets, 
I experience all the sensations of that sweet perfume ? ·why 
is it that a mere view of the ocean produces in certain persons, 
all the sensations of sea-sickness ? The exact and perfect 
renewal of physical sensations takes place then, without any 
objective cause, and by the sole power of an idea which has 
been awakened in our minds. A recent number of one of the 
English reviews, relates an instance of a. man, who, having in 
childhood eaten a quantity of sugar cakes just before his first 
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confession, was never able to return to confession for more 
than twelve years afterwards without experiencing the same 
taste in his mouth. .A. lady who had been ordered to inhale 
exhilarating gas, and to whom nothing but atmospheric air was 
offered, experienced all the effects of the gas with which her 
mind was exclusively occupied. 

We have mentioned illusiont:i and the connection of ideas ; 
let us also say a word in relation to dreams, which certainly 
bear some analogy to hallucinations, and which will contribute 
to throw light on our subject. · 

Hallucinations and dreams cling together. It was in dreams 
that most of the sorcerers attended the sabbat; it was iu waking 
hours that the loups-garous committed their depredations, yet 
who will dare pretend that the second phenomenon differs 
essentially from the first? I. dream by night that I see, hear, 
touch, taste ; I imagine, in broad daylight, that I experience 
the same sensations, which are, in both cases, equally false and 
equally real. 

Equally real, is to say too much perhaps. The sensations of 
the man awake, \vho examines himself, and whose hallucinatiou 
is limited to the mass of the impressions of the day, witl10nt 
anything rising up between this recollection and others, with
out ihere being in the general condition of the observer a 
change analogous to that produced when he passes from sleep 
to waking, the sensations of this mau seem more positive, and 
consequently more astonishing. But that does not prevent 
dreams from also being very extraordinary, or from aiding us 
in the study of hallucination, since with it, they belong to the 
category of sensible perceptions, which have their origin in the 
thought alone. 

During my dreams, I visit different countries, and converse 
with various persons. I fly through the air, I foll over preci
pices, and the impression is so strong on my mind as to awaken 
me. 

During my dreams, my imagination seizes the least external 
incident to metamorphose and enlarge it. This is exactly the 

20 
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process we have remarked in illusions. I hear a light noise ; 
the impression instantly becomes a part of my dream, and com
placently adapts itself to the ideas which, at the moment, occupy 
my mind, whatever they may be. 

Heminiscences and the association of ideas operate in dreams 
as in waking hours. Still more, the barrier between these 
two conditions is not so insuperable that l cannot continue to see 
with open eyes after I am awake, the terrible object whose 
apparition interrupted my slumbers. Abercrombie, in his work 
on the intellectual faculties, relates that a distinguished physi
cian started up out of sleep at the sight of a gigantic baboon. 
He rose and made for a table in the midille of the apartment. 
This movement completely awoke him, and recognizing the 
objects around him, he perceived near the wall, at the other 
end of the chamber, the baboon, making the same grimaces 
that he had seen in his dream. 

The transition from dreams to hallucination is here most 
palpable, nor is it the only thing to be observed. Among the 
magicians and sorcerers of the Middle Ages, ~he hallucinations 
of waking hours and the dreams of sleep were absolutely iden
tical ; governed as they were by traditional belief, the society 
of the devil had acquired, in their eyes, a tangible reality which 
everywhere pursued them. 

\Ve have seen epidemic and collective hallucinations ; there 
are also numerous examples of epidemic and collective dreams. 
Does any one, in some remote Hungarian village, chance to 
speak of the recent exploits of the vampires, many of the in
Labitants are immediately visited by dreams, in wl1ich they see 
their relations rising up out of the tomb, and coming to suck 
their blood. 

The barrier between waking and sleeping is more easily 
passed than we generally imagine. It is not rare to meet men 
who, in dreams, have composed some remarkable works. The 
famous Sonata of Tartini, known as the Sonata of the Dail, 
was thus composed. Tartini had fallen asleep, after in vain 
trying to finish his work ; while he was in this condition, the 
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devil visited him, and executed a strain on the violin, which ho 
wrote out when he awoke. 

Here, the hallucination or the dream combines with the 
development of the faculties, that is to say, we meet at the same 
time, the two effects which the dominant idea usually produces. 
It would be well worth the trouble to inquire into these wonders 
of our organization, before falling into ecstasies over those of the 
supernatural apocrypha. With the study of man before us, his 
nature, his illusions, his associations of ideas, his dreams and his 
hallucinations ; with the unfoldings of memory, strength and 
skill developed by the action of a reigning idea, it is not neces
sary to seek further for the explanation of prodigies attested by 
history. 

Let it also be observed, that a more thorough investigation 
of the subject of dreams would lead to a discovery of many 
other strange phenomena, throwing light on a mode of existence 
in which man gives body to his thoughts, apart from all ordi
nary conditions of sensation. Somnamhulic sleep, in particular; 
would furnish more than one observation of this sort. 

Biological experiments would furnish no less. Surely, hallu
cination cannot be more complete than when I see and touch 
what you order me to see and touch. 

Insanity itself might afford us much instruction on this sub
ject. And yet, between it and hallucination, there arc funda
mental clifferences. Nothing has more contributed to the dis
credit of the natural explanation of sorcery, than its adoption 
of a theory which classes as insane, Joan d'Arc, Socrates, and 
all other distinguished people who have been affected by hallu
cinations. If, at the present day, we should proclaim the Ame
rican "Spiritualists" to be positive lunatics, instead of showing 
that the phenomenon which has burst out among them results 
from the common laws of our nature, a.nd has always been pro
duced among men, even of the soundest minds, whenever cer
tain absorbing ideas have reigned with unusual violence ; if we 
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should propose to submit these "spiritualists" to medical treat
ment, we would thereby only furnish arguments against us to 
the champions of the supernatural. 

This has been precisely the fate of the systems, in other 
respects very scientific, which have seemed to insinuate, that 
because lunatics arc subject to hallucinations, everybody trou
bled with hallucination is a lunatic I To maintain such a theory, 
would be to play into the hands of our opponents. " 'Vhat !" 
say they, " is your grand explanation, your famous discovery, 
limited to that! You have discovered that madmen have ha.I
lueinations : that one fancies himself a king, that another sees 
himself a tea-pot or a grain of wheat, that this man hears the 
ticking of a watch in his head, that that man receives blows from 
a cudgel, or boxes on the ear by means of an invisible hand ! \Ve 
have known all this a long time ; yet we should hesitate, not
withstanding his familiar demon, to lodge Socrates in one of the 
cells of Bicctre ; we do not believe that the thousands of pot;

sedes or sorcerers, who formerly appeared in this or that 
country, were deprived of their jntcllectual faculties. 

To such an objection, I do not see that we should have any 
answer. vVe mnst, then, take a more advantageous position, 
and show the profound distinction that separates the lunatic 
from the man affected by possession or hallucination. 

This distinction docs not consist in the fact that the halluci
nated individual reasons falsely on one point, being perfectly 
clear-headed on all others. The same thing indeed, is to be per
ceived in many lunatics. vVith them, whatever may be the 
subject you suggest, always excepting one, they will astonish 
yon by the correctness of their memories, the force of their argu
ments ; but touch the sensitive point, immediately a really 
calm and clear apprehension gives place to the most complete 
bewilderment. 

It results from this, that if hallucination ll"ere only a partia.l 
derangement, it would be none the less a derangement. But it 
is by no means the case, and for the following reason : 

The essential character of mental derangement is, that the 
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faculties themselves are injured, and that, consequently, false 
perceptions cannot be remedied even by the most palpable 
demonstration of their absurdity. Take a man, for instance, 
who, perfectly rational in other respects, fancies himself to be a 
grain of wheat, and buys up all the eggs he can lay his hands 
on, in order to make immense omelets, as well as to destroy the 
race of fowls, by whom he is in danger of being devoured ; 
endeavor to convince him that a grain of wheat does not buy 
eggs, that it does not draw a purse from its pocket to pay for 
them, your reasoning is in vain, you will not produce the slight
est impression. With a hallucinated person, the result will be 
very different. In him, the faculties are perfect, but their regu· 
lar exercise is momentarily perverted by the action of delusive 
ideas, and by extreme excitement ; in this particular state, his 
impressions arc clothed with an objective reality, and he thinks 
he sees and hears what exists only in his imagination. He is, 
therefore, accessible to reason regarding the very object even 
of his hallucination. Make him touch with his finger the illu
sion of which he is the dupe, prove. to him that his sensations 
cannot correspond to the facts exterior to him, he will reflect, 
and he will be convinced. If, in the :Middle Ages, any attempts 
had been made to cause those poor women affected by posses
sions to see that the pretended apparition of demons was tho 
work of their enemies, got up to convince them of their rela
tions to Satan and their lost condition, they might have been 
cured of their hallucinations, at least, if they were not, in the 
meantime, driven absolutely mad. An American, who has been 
present at the celestial concerts, will confess and throw off his 
hallucination, if you demonstrate to him that other persons in 
the same place have heard nothing, that the sounds have 
reached only the ears of the initiated, that even among the lat
ter, more than one has perceived no distinct sensa.tion, has ex
perienced merely the nervous contagion of the general ecstasy, 
and has succeeded in persuading himself only through the exer
tio\1~ he has made to persuade others. 

This is not 11. slight uilforence ; it is a fundamental distinc-
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t.ion. The esscnlial character of hallucination is not that of 
insanity. 

'l'hus we sec many persons affected by hallucination, who 
mistrust their sensations, who analyze them, and succeed in 

· getting rid of them. Doctor Brewster has related several 
examples of hallucination thus controlled by persons under its 
influence. Still further, M. Brierre de Boismont cites cases in 
which the hallucinated person docs not wait the termination of 
the delusive sensation to make his decision, and to conclude, 
from the calmness of the individuals by whom he is surrounded, 
that the spectacle which strikes him so forcibly, is void of all 
external reality. 

We here touch the extreme limit of hallucination, tlie point 
where it hardly merits to preserve the name, for the sensa
tion that is suspected by its subject, can have no complete 
existence. 

\Ve are, then, far removed from insanity ! Hallucination 
presents itself to us as a phenomenon compatible with absolute 
reason. Indeed, it would sometimes seem to be the attribute 
of certain choice souls, among whom the circulation of ideas 
has greatest activity. Dion has his visions as well as Socrates. 
It is impossible to speak here of disordered or even of weak 
minds ; we must confine ourselves to the remark that the 
greatest men are obliged to submit to the consequences of false 
ideas, and that in the number of these consequences, hallucina
tions sometimes figure. \Vherever we meet a nervous and 
impressionable organization on the one hand, a strong prepos
session in favor of gross errors relating to the supernatural 
world on the other, we see erroneous sensations gradually 
gaining ground, commencing ordina.rily with the ignorant, to 
end with the learned ; commencing with women, to end with 
men ; always preserving the double character of reconciling 
themselves with the perfect integrity of the intellectual facul
ties, and gravely compromising their exercise on a given 
point. 
· I would by no means be understood to declare that halluci-
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nations are in themselves, good. On the contrary, nothing is 
more humiliating to mankind than the coincidence, in the same 
individual, of the most complete intellectual life and the gross
est illusions. Hallucinations of great men, hallucinations of 
philosophers, hallucinations of ecstatics, hallucinations of the 
ignorant and superstitious, hallucinations produced in the dark
ness of the ]\fiddle Ages, and hallucinations produced in the 
middle of the 19th century, challenging its intelligence, and 
giving the lie to its pride ; these things are neither rational 
nor glorious, although they allow the integrity of the reason to 
subsist. 

One last word before leaving the subject. 
If it be certain that hallucination (that with which we are 

now ocrupied), is profoundly distinct from insanity, it is not 
less certain that insanity has its hallucinations, and that a 
study of the latter throws much light on that of the former. 
The hallucinated person is certainly not a madman ; nevertbe
lc~s, between the madman and the man in full possession of bis 
reason, the difference is not so great as is generally imagined. 
We should always remember the speech of Corvisart, as he 
showed Charenton to the eniperor : " Sire, between these dis
eased brains and yours, there is not the thickness of a sheet of 
pnper." 

It is necessary, then, that we should carefully inquire into 
the action of diseased ·brains, and pa.y particular attention to 
all phenomena that are produced by any morbid condition 
whatever. Independently of the special affection named intoxi
cation, and which, under the influence of spirituous liquors or 
hasheesh, gives rise to multitudes of dreams and hallucinations, 
to fever, hypochondria, and nervous diseases, the inflammatory 
affections furnish curious examples of deceitful sensations. I 
cannot better close tliis portion of my work, than by establish
ing this fact, and by contrasting illusions, the cause of wl1ich is 
purely physical, with those the cause of which is essentially 
moral. The latter have alone ocr.upied our attention, but we 
chould, perhaps, form a most incorrect idea of them, were we 
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entirely to neglect the others. We might imagine a wider 
difference between the two categories than actually exists ; we 
might almost forget that hallucination, even in men of sound 
minus, and in the enjoyment of physical health, takes place 
only by the action of false ideas which disturb the intellect, 
and nervous derangements which disturb the body. Let ns 
say one word, then, only one word, of the hallucination of 
invalids in opposition to that of lunatics. 

111. Brierre de Boismont describes numerous invalids in whom 
fever was accompanied during the waking condition, by the 
most horrid and distinct visions. Ile further says : " The 
hypochondriac, a veritable converging lens in which all the 
rays come to a point, is necessarily predisposed to hallucina
tions and illusions. This constant study, the fixedncs~ of which 
nothing can interrupt, is favorable to their production. Thus, 
it is common to hear these invalids complain of detonations, 
hissings, musical trios, strange voices. ringing through their 
brains. . . . Some of them fancy they feel the motion of an 
:i.dder or a fish in one or several parts of their bodies." ( 198.) 

Catalepsy, epilepsy, and hysteria, are also followed by a cor
tegc of images born in the brain, the reality of which is not to 
be doubted. Dr. Gregory mentions ·a certain poor eonvul
sionary, whose attacks, in general, came on only after an old 
woman in a red cloak had struck her on the head with her 
cane. 

The best proof that hallucinations may be caused by disease, 
consists in the fact that there are some which come with it, 
go with it, and are suppressed by a purgative or a bleeding. 
(Sec page 420, and following.) 

The best proof that hallucinations may be independent of all 
disease is that there· are some which no medication will cure. 
·who would think of putting in the hospital those persons in whom 
hallucinations are produced by sorcery or " spiritualism ?" Who, 
in such cases would recommend diet, shower-baths, or cupping ? 

:M. Brierre de Boismont himself, who may be reproached 
with not having established a sufficient.ly distinct line of 
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separation between hallucinated persons and the insa.ne, has 
too much sagacity not to protest against a confusion which the 
arrangement of the topics in his book, where examples of mental 
alienation superabound, would seem to favor. "By what 
lesions," he writes, " will you explain the false sensations of 
t.be c11ild who in his t~rror sees devils, assassins, and robbers, 
or those of the man endowed with reason, who secs passing 
before his eyes, landscapes, cities, troops of men, &c., without 
being the dupe of these fantastical forms ? Do you attribute 
this psychological phenomenon to a few drops of blood, more 
or less, to a nervous erethism ?" ( 4 7 6.) 

The explanation would throw no more light on the case of 
the man who is the dupe of his delusive sensations, or on that 
of the collection of men who submit to the same contagious 
hallucination, who contemplate it for hours in succession, who 
frequently see it reappear. 

Let us therefore make up our minds to admit the two cate
gories of hallucinations ; those directly and exclusively engen
dered by a physical cause, insanity, drunkenness, or disease ; as 
well as those engendered by a moral cause, terror, preoccupa
tion, superstition, or the peculiar nervous condition which pre
pares for and accompanies ecstasy. 

That this second category is real, is shown by the fact that 
the character of hallucinations is almost always determined by 
reigning ideas. Every period has its own hallucinations. The 
indecent visions perceived by all the possessed women of the 
Middle Ages, the filthy atmosphere in which all the hallucinated 
persons, without exception, then moved, find their explanation 
in the nature of the images put in circulation by traditional 
br;licf antl golden legentls. Since the mind of man has been 
nourished by other food, apparitions have assumed a. different 
character, and I venture to affirm, that, by the grace of God, 
they will never go back to the old. 

Even in the Middle Ages, the crusaders have their particu-
20* 
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Jar hallacinittions, in which celestial knights, saints, and demons, 
bearing the lance and shield, play an essential part . 

.At the present day, we see neither warriors in spiked armor, 
nor the disgusting scenes of the sabbat ; their places are filled 
by fluidiform spectres, extraordinary locomotions, a supernatu
ral mixed up with physics, mechanics, and chemistry. 

It is 11 fact perfectly well known that the hallucinations of 
northern regions do not resemble those of warmer climes ; that 
hallucinations of the country do not resemble those of the city ; 
that hallucinations of seamen do not resemble those of lands
men. 

It is, moreover, impossible not to remark that general and 
epidemic hallucinations, those which best serve to explain the pre
tended supernatural, are seldom met with except at times when 
social commotions, philosophical and religious systems, or re
ceived opinions, impart to the mind a v~olent shock. Even then, 
they rarely attack any others than those who are subject to 
vivid impressions, and who, without being either insane or dis
eased, are a prey to prejudices which fill the heart, subdue the 
mind, and produce a nervous contagion throughout the whole 
being. Thus it may be observed, that Shakspeare, that great 
unconscious philosopher, never repreRented nny of his charac
ters as seeing and hearing spectres or sorcerers, excepting 
those who were agitated by excessive emotion. 

"\Ve are now in possession of a sufficient theory. Hallucina
tion accounts for many soi-disant supernatural facts, wl1ich 
cannot be explained by fraud, vulgar credulity, simple nervous 
excitement, or by fluid nction. vVe shall be confirmed in this 
view as we enter upon the special studies embraced in the third 
part of our work. \Ve shall sec prodigies one after another 
disappear, nnd that, without in any degree compromising his
torical or religious certainty, without disturbing scientific cer
tainty. Hallucination can no more be opposed to our experi
ments than errors of testimony can be opposed to our faith 
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Faith rests on no testimony of man, and experiments in which 
the marvellous does not appear, lend themselves to no hallucina
tion; this fact has long been practically demonstrated. "\Ve have 
the right to say that the experimenters have been deceived, that 
they have not taken sufficient precautions, that they have not 
properly oLserved the facts, or that they have drawn unrea
sonable conclusions ; we have not the right to parody in relation 
to them, the famous words, "It is your lethargy," and to reply 
to all their affirmations : " You thought you saw ; but these 
things existed only in your own mind I It is your hallucina
tion!" 

Ilallucination (I mean that of the man, healthy in mind aw] 
body) remains in general, the appanage of subjects connected 
with the marvellous. If it shows itself elsewhere, it is in per
sons under the influence of those nervous conditions which arc 
more or less intimately related to ecstasy. "\Vith regard to the 
man plunged in such a condition, the sensa.tions produced by 
exterior objects do not exceed in clearness, intensity, or dura
tion, those produced by the hallucinations of sleep and waking, 
the latter especially. "\Vhatever has been seen, heard, to~ched, 
or done by sorcerers and loups-garous of certain epochs, is, in 
their eyes, evidence not to be contested. Yet the purely sub
jective nature of ·these incidents cannot be doubted, when we 
remember that the children devoured by the loups-garous are 
still alive and wonderfu:lly healthy, that the sorcerers pass in 
their beds, the time they devote to excursions to the sabbat, that 
nothing more is necessary for the multiplication of sorcerers 
than a process of sorcery, which seizes hold of the imagina
tion, that these processes may be interrupted and sorcerers 
destroyed by altering the current of ideas, that visions change, 
are weakened, or disappear, according to the modifications of 
the dominant thought. 

Here terminates the portion of my work which relates to the 
supernatural in general. No one will be astonished, I trust, 
that I should have treated it so much in detail, for the subject 
was new, or nearly so, although it is also as old as the world. 
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\V c were called upon to make our way through a labyrinth of 
facts, testimony, theories, and creeds; to separate the true from 
the false, and to reject the second without compromising the 
first. Up to the present time, the enemies of the supernatural 
apocryplia have been unjust to the Biblical supernatural, the 
a<lvcrsa.rics of traditional witchcraft have <lenicd the existence 
of the devil. They gave us the choice, between a sweeping 
acceptance of all superstitious traditions whatever, and a 
sweeping rejection of everything which is miraculous or 
prodigious. 

It was important, then, to state the question in its true 
terms ; such was my first care. I next so1ight to solve it ; to 
solve, not to evade it. I knew, indeed, many sensible protesta
tions against the fables of the .Middle Ages ; but protestations 
are not demonstrations. 'l'he question has most generally been 
met by ridicule or indignation, or, indeed, a mode of reasoning 
Romewhat after this fashion :-there is something to accept 
and something to reject ; the marvellous, doubtless, exists, but 
it is exaggerated ; there have been sorcerers, but not so many 
as is imagined; there have been apparitions, but the reports far 
exceed the truth ; the souls of the dead or demons may indeed 
play a part in cotemporary "Spiritualism," but rational people 
cannot believe all they hear. 

I have endeavored to avoid these insipidities, the common 
resort of a prudence that knows not what to believe. In 
place of remaining satisfied to take a middle course, I have 
tried to establish principles. I have not been content with 
vaguely repeating: "There are so many things we do not under
stand I the supernatural is so immense I our capacity is so 
small !" Renouncing this convenient humility, which is not so 
humble as it seems, I ask myself if God has not granted to us 
the means of resolving this problem, and if a modesty which 
should refuse to lay hold of them, would not resemble infidelity ? 

I have consequently ventured to take up the fundamental 
questions ; and first, the great question of testimony. I have 
Ehowu that its value, very real in matters which pertain to our 
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competency, becomes almost nothing in those which touch on 
the supernatural. I have challenged my opponents to admit as 
real, everything that is sufficiently attested. I have pointed out 
the particular causes for suspecting the marvellous things 
which our opponents would attempt to make us accept. 

After having shown the contradiction that e:idsts between 
this sort of testimony and reason, I have shown another contra
diction which Christians sl1ould regard as decisive, and which 
men1 strangers to the faith, should also holrl as very important. 
'l'hat which testimony affirms in point of the supernatural, is 
denied by Scripture. Scripture does not authorize us to believe, 
either in the unheard-of prodigality of Satanic or Divine mira
cles, in the probable continuation of miracles after the Apostolic 
age, in a puerile and ridiculous Satan, in a Satan, the rival of 
God, and p3rtaker of his sovereignty, in the gross materialism 
of possessions by contact, in Dualism, or in the mass of tradi
tion which shamefully sums itself up in the fear of the devil, in 
the terror of his pretended punishments, and in the forgetful
ness of his too rea.l temptations. ·where testimony says yes, 
the Bible says no, and vice versfi. \Ve must decide, then, 
between the two. No one can, at the same time, receive the 
supernatural of the Gospel and that of tradition. 

This point established, one duty yet remained. The super
natural condemned by reason, and impossible to the eyes of 
faith, preserved none 1'le less an appearance still calculated to 
disturb the faith and the judgment. I was anxious, then, to 
prove, in conclusion, that there is nothing in this supernatural 
but the name ; nothing which cannot be accounted for by the 
most simple explanations. Setting aside gross credulity and 
fraud, properly so considered, I have shown that extraordinary 
facts range themselves under three heads: nervous excitement, 
fluid action, and hallucination. 

·what I have thus indicated in general terms, it shall now be 
my endeavor to exhibit in detail. The principles being estab
lished, it is time to pass to their application. Such is the 
design of the third part of this work, where we shall see defile 
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before us nll the forms of the supernatural npoerypbri, false 
miracles, spurious sorcery, the marvellous portion of magnetism, 
the ranks closing with the speaking tables and their spirits, in 
honor of which, all the rest have been resuscitated. 

END OJI' VOL. I • 
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CHAPTER I. 

SUPER~ATURAL APOCRYPHA. 

FALSE l\IIRA.CLES. 

A WHOLE bcok might be written on this subject, but let the 
reader give himself no uneasiness ; I shall not write it. I do 
not forget that the essential point of onr discussion is the 
Satanic, rather than the Divine supernatural. I shall con
fiue myself, therefore, within the limits of what is strictly 
necessary to demonstrate the apocryphal character of the 
Catholic, Jansenist, and even P.rotestant miracles, with which 
ecclesiastical history, since the deatlt of the apostles, has been 
overloaded. \Y ere I to pass them by in silence, I should give 
an in<lirect encouragement to sorcery, for it cn.nnot exist, 
except in an atmosphere thoroughly saturated with the marvcl
lon~, and the prodigies of the devil find credence 011ly under 
co\-er of prodigies of anotheJ.! nature. 

It is necessary, moreo"Ver, and this I know Ly my own 
experience, that the minds of Christians should be disembar
rasscd of these extraordiuary manifestations, by which they 
arc disturbed and troublcLL As long as we -vaguely admit the 
continuation of the signs which accomp::rnicd n.ncl sanctioned 
the first preaching of the Gospel, it is impossible that ques
tions, each more perplexing than the other, should not present 
themselves for our solution. 'Vhy is tlie preaching of the 
Gospel no longer accompanied by the same signs? 'Vhy do 
they seem to be grunted to the enemies of the G05pel ? 'n1y 

l* 
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arc the epochs in which the world bas been most forgetful of 
the Gospel, the most highly favored in this respect? "\Yhy 
do tllcy share this privilege with the Buddhists-with the 
various branches of Paganism? 

rrhcncc, to. ask ourselves, if there is anything that merits the 
name of truth, if the words truth and error correspond to 
realities ; thence, to look upon all miracles with suspicion, and 
place those of the Bible in the same category with those of 
tradition, is not so far as one might believe. Let us, then, 
dispel the nig·htmare that possesses us ; what we have already 
begun on the ground of principle, let us complete on that of 
facts. 

But a difficulty here presents itself. Of what facts sha11 we 
speak? "\Yhat arc the facts that properly belong to the sub
ject of the present chapter? Nothing is more badly classified 
than the Divine and the Satanic prodigies. "\V c are an 
disposed to rank among the former the wonders of our friends, 
and to leave to the latter the wonders of our adversaries. 
Catholics, J anscnists, Protestants, each attributes the extraor
dinary acts of the others to the devil. They all reserve 
miracles to themselves alone, according to their adversaries 
only Satanic prodigies. Now, this is natural enough, for they 
an. understand that the truth alone has a right to miracles, if 
miracles there be. 

"\Ylrnt, then, is the proper course for me to pursue ? Shall 
I make a Protestant clnssifica:tion. on the same principle that 
others make a Catholic classification? Kot so. I sba11 not 
refuse the miracles of any party ; I will take them from all 
quarters, and here examine whatever any communion holds 
to be miraculous. "\V c shall, in this way, be enabled succes
sively to study, and impartially reject the Protestant, J auscnist, 
Mystical, antl Catholic miracles. I trntSt I may be pardoned 
for not increasing my task by adtling thereto, the enormous 
proportion of orthodox miracles of the Eastern Church, al
though the interest connected with them, in consequence of 
the recent Turco-Russian conflict, may lead some to expect it. 
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In commencing this work, I am first struck Ly the surprising 
prodigality of miracles since the Apostolie period. Previous to 
that time, moderation had Leen the constant character of the 
Divine· wonders ; Lut as soon as there were no longer either 
prophets or apostles, the windows of heaven were opened, and 
the deluge commenced. As I have already remarked, the first 
generation of the Fathers does not speak of miracles ; they 
begin with the second generation ; "the third sees them every
where, and the inundation continually increases, in proportion 
as we recede from the Age of the Apostles, until, at length, a 
return to evangelical light and civilization gradually reduces 
the number of these quite too abundant prodigies. 

And they are not only abundant, they are of gigantic 
dimtnsions. Between them and the miracles of Scripture 
there is the same difference as between the Apocryphal and 
Canonica] Gospels. The apocrn)has never believe they can 
say enough ; they must have great wonders ; they connect 
them with the earliest infancy of the Saviour, with the history 
of his mother, of Joseph, of hif! grandfather, an<l his grand
mother ; they call into action animals, trees, and, in fact, give 
us a legend in place of a gospel 7 a thaumatnrgus, instead of 
the Son of Goel. 

The feelings excited in our minds as we read these apo
crypha, we experience in a still stronger degree, on taking up 
the history of the mir.acles of more recent date. ''r c find 
ourselves in presence of a fabrication of prodigies everywhere 
accomplished, at the north, and at the south, at the east and 
at the west, without measure, as without end ; we witness their 
regular as well as irregular fabrications, for there arc centres 
of production which operate throughout the year, or upon a 
given day, with as much faciiity as precision. 

N mr, what are we to think, when, from thi::' boundless pro
fusion we turn to the DiYine Annals, in which the lives of the 
greatest prophets nre marked by lmt few revelations, some of 
them by not a single miracle ! \Vhcre arc those of Abraham, 
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of .Job, of Samuel, of David, of Solomon, of Esdras, of N ehe
miah? ·where are those of John the Baptist, of \\·horn it is 
said, he is" more than n. 1'>rop!iet ?" (Jlatthew, xi. 9.) How 
poor docs Jesus Christ himself appear to us iu miracles, if we 
compare Him to the least of the devotees-to the humblest of 
the saints ! 

Y cs, Jesus is the J udgc before whose tribunal I will arraign 
your incessant wonders, and your irrefragalJle tc~timony. The 
exorcists of the present day suspend their man two successive 
hours in the air, while the Bible tells us that Jesus refused to 
the J cws the sign from Heaven which they so earnestly 
implored. And what reproach did the apostle Paul address 
to these same Jews? "The Jews require a sign.!' (1 Corin
thians, i. 22.) They were animated by the spirit which after
wards progressively inrndcd the Church, and of which the 
Talmudic tradition, full of prodigies as it is, bears the incon
testable stamp. God bas ncrnr encouraged such a spirit ; He 
gave to the apostles the power to perform some miracles, and 
He eyeu signalized their ministry by this particular mark, 
occasionally imparting to the faithful extraordinary gifts in the 
proportion judged useful, and in places where the estahlish
rucut of the Gospel demanded such a manifestation. Dnt 
miracle for miracle, the miracle such as the Jews requireLl, 
such as has been continually required by the men of tradition, 
the permanent institution of the miracle, God has never 
consented to, and the serrnnts of God now, witli still stronger 
reason, hold the languagE: of Paul, "The Jews require n. 
sign ;''-"we preach Christ crucified, unto the ~Tews a stumb
ling block." 

To preach Christ crucified, this is the great and perpetual 
mission of the Church ; faith in Christ crucified is the true 
miracle. The sinner converted, the proud made lrnrnblc, the 
troubled soul finding peace, the dead restored to life, what 
ilonld you have more marvellous than these? If extraonlinary 
signs necessarily accornpnnied the foundation of Christianity, 
Christianity is now able to maintain itself ·withont them ; the 
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miracle of conversions suffices to it. I mean, of conrsQ, real 
conversions, those which bear fruit, those which give us men, 
not full of hypocrisy or affectation, but men, simple, devoted, 
without a devotional garb, without conventional formulas, men 
who respect the truth sufficiently to feel a horror for tlrn 
intolerance charged to protect it, men who renonuce themselves, 
who give largely to the poor, whose right hand knoweth not 
what their left hand doeth, men who never waver from the 
path of duty even to serre the interests of piety, who sacrifice 
their popularity, if need he, their just and noble ambition, 
rather than sacrifice a single injunction of their conscience, a 
single command laid down in the \Vord of God. 

'rlie religion which is continually producing such men, enrich
ing them while makiug them poor, fortifying them through 
faith in a free and perfect pardon, tak ing from them all esteem 
for their own works and for their own strength ; the religion, 
which has resolved the problem of virtue without pride, of 
humiliation without degradation ; which creates the " new 
man," without making him a stoic or an ascetic ; which sepa
rates him from the evil of the world, without separating him 
from its social duties and its legitimate interests ; which unites 
him to Christ without laying waste the heart, or uprooting the 
affections God himself has planted there, such a religion will 
never be deprived of miracles. 

And what miracles, great Go<l, do we see substituted in their 
place ! }.Iiracles to the ac1rnn tage of error, miracles agai11st 
the Gospel, miracles in honor of persecution, miracles in the 
name of' armed. resistance I \Yhere arc the Protestants who 
seriously believe that God has impressed the seal of his revela· 
tions on doctrines everywhere conclemncd in the New Testa
ment ? Go, Christians of the CeYcnne:::, reply to persecution 
by revolt 1 Kill 1 Defend your faith, sword in hand I Offer 
this bloody commentary upon the words of the lloly Books : 
11 \Vhosocver, therefore, rcsistcth the power, rcsisteth the ordi
n:mce of God." 11 F'or tlw weapons of onr warfare are not 
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carnal I" (Romans, xiii. 2; 2 Corinthians, x. 4.) 'Vhere arc 
the CatholicR who regard with. indifference the following c1ccla
ration : God glorified the. Inquisition by miracles ; God sanc
tioned the long train of wickedness which led to and followed 
the revocation of the Edict of N ante8, by visiting the Cami
sanls with a diabolical possession I 

Our highest natnre, then, protests against such doctrines. 
The question of miracles becomes complicated with a question 
of morality, and our conscience is the last thing we surrender 
to the golden legends woven into our creecls. 

Protestantism is naturally less rich in miracles than other 
faiths1 because it lives in presence of the Scriptures, and rejects 
tradition. Yet, it has not always been so faithful to its princi
ples1 as not sometimes to participate1 on this point as on others1 
in the opinions by which it is surrounded1 and "·e therefore see 
that Protestantism lays claim to a certain number of miracles, 
perfectly proved, as a matter of course ; there is no lack of 
testimony in their support. 

Have we well considered the difficulties we encounter hy 
admitting the genuineness of the supernatural manifc~tations 
which it is asserted have appeared in great abundance, and by 
successive epidemics since the times of the Apostles? Is it 
very certain that these difficulties are overcome by attributing 
to demons all the miracles it would be inconvenient to attri
bute to Goel, when, moreover, they are distinguished lJy no 
special characteristic ? I doubt if tender consciences are so 
easily tranquillizet1. They require to perceive a direct connec
tion, an exclusive relation, between the truth and miracles ; 
they must have visiLle marks whereby to recognize the super
natural of which the origin is infernal. 

I would remind them that l\fontanus, and other heretics, did 
not exhaust the fountain of miracles and predictions. No 
party has ever failed for want of marvellous signs, anJ. we 
might almost apply to miracles the sn,ying of Pascal : " It is 
easier to find monks than reasons." The J anscnist Saint 
~~pine, powcrfnlly refuted the no less brilliant miracles of the 
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.• Tesuits. Miracles were performed in favor of Mauam Guyon 
and the rnaxims of t!te saints, they were performed in favor of 
condemnations pronounced at Rome. 

·whoever has studied the works of Swedenborg, is aware 
of the fact that in the midst of this abominable trash, certain 
predictions are to be met with, the accomplishment of which 
it seems difficult to contest, and that certain of his apparitions 
are better demonstrated than those of the most celebrated 
saints. The Swedonhorgians of the present day still con
verse with angels, and live in the supernatural as fish live in 
water. 

I would here briefly allude to the miracles of the Irvingites 
and the Mormons. In some other century, they might have 
had more success. According to present appearances, the first 
possessed not the gift of tongues, but the much less extraordi
nary gift of uttering a series of inarticulate sounds ; while the 
second recommend to the world the new religion contained 
in the Dible of Joe Smith, always telling of their past pro
digies, without ever performing any wonders in the presence of 
witnesses. 

\Ve are, then, free to pass on, there being nothing here that 
will, in any way, change the terms of the problem. In default 
of the Irvingites and the l\Iormons, we meet with .Jews, Mussul
mans, and Pagans ; they have all abo_undcd in miracles. Those 
of the J cws are attested by .J oseplrns, am1 fill the two books of 
the rralmud. Those of the Mussnlmaus haYC neither greater uor 
less certainty than the miracles of the Christian legends ; their 
amulets work cures and protect from evil ; their dervishes, 
their marabouts, produce rain am1 fine weather ; they have 
even at Maroc, on the borders of Onad-N oun, a speaking moun
tain. 

Aud the Paga11s I how numerous are their miracles, to com
mence with the Indian gym11osophist Calanus, "·ho, mounting 
his funeral pile, predicted the premature death of ..Alexander 
the Great, and who, not co11tcnting himself with vague cxpres
i;ionR, fixed the plnce and the moment of itR occnrrenre, within 
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three months, at Babylon ! Has not Iamblicus, the enemy of 
Christianity, related a multitnde of miracles, inclepenclent of 
those he himself performed ? Have Plotinus, Porphyry, all 
the Alexandrians, remained inactive in this respect ? Auel has 
Buddhism been left behind ? Gaudama, the famous Buddha, 
worshipped by three hundred thousand men, or thereabouts, 
worked more miracles than there are grains of sand on the sea
shore. Ceylon is still the theatre of the exploits of his disci
ples; lJy means of the prayer of the three refuges, or by means 
of the three reflections, the monks of the Buddhist convents 
acquire a supernatural power ; their practices, their asceticism, 
the repetition of their formulas, obtain incredible results, unless, 
however, a moonbeam should chance to destroy the effect of the 
pious incantations I 

I pause. It would be fatiguing and useless to make the tour 
of the world in order to prove the existence of prodigies in 
all latitudes ; they are found among all nations, in every form 
of worship, nor have travellers ever yet touched at any 
island without discovering thereon some form of the supernatural. 

It is worth our while to reflect on this fact, for an impartial 
comparison of the proofs that confirm it, is not always as 
unfavorable to the Pagan or Mohammedan miracles, as we are 
disposed to think. 

Having made the foregoing remarks, I enter upon the main 
subject of this chapter, and as well-directed sererity commences 
with one's self, I shall £rst do justice to the Protestant 
miracles. 

The principal object of my tliscussion, which I shall endeavor 
to keep within reasonable limits, is the history of the pretended 
Camisard prophets. \Yith the exception of this important 
fact, I sec nothing worth the trouble of refutation. That cer
tain young girls should have had visions ; that a Protestant 
ecstatic of the 17th century, Christine Poniatovi, should have 
deserved a place by the side of Therese ; that Jung Stilling 
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should have mixed up Divine revelations with the mystical an<l 
quite too piquant account of his adventurous life, is not at all 
astonishing. The explanation may be sought in the character 
of the persons, and this explanation suffices. 

The narration of a miracle, properly so called, has repeatedly 
been hazarded among us ; hut for men reared in the Echool of 
the Bible, men who have remarked its celestial moderation, 
who are familiar with its declarations, and who have o1Eerved 
the historical march of traditions always attended by a train 
of prodigies, anecdows of this sort have little charm. The 
more they believe in the Biblical supernatural, the more they 
mistrust the supernatural apocrypha. Thus, it constantly hap
pens, that miracles, which, on their first appearance, are wel
comed with enthusiasm, are, in the end, looked upon as doubtful. 
This was the fate of the miracle which, about twenty years ago, 
appeared in the columns of the Christian Observer, and various 
other journals. It represented a woman affected with palsy, 
as recovering the use of her limbs, rising np and walking at 
the voice of her pastor, who commanded her in the name of 
Christ. Biology bas since demonstrated that the impossibility 
of acting sometimes results from a purely subjective idea, and 
that this impossibility is removed . by modifying the idea. 
Science bas not been contented with this observation, too 
special, perhaps, and which does not seem entirely applicable 
to a durable condition of the hotly ; it bas proved that strong 
nervous excitement, such as may be produced by the expecta
tion of a miraculous act, is caJcnlated to bring about very 
extensive physical effects.* II encefortb, facts like the one 
above mentioned, will no longer be regarded by ns as miracles, 

"' II ere again, I must 1irotest agnini!t all similarity that our opponents may attempt 
to estahlish between this cure and the miracle8 of the Bible. They state the question 
very badly when they ask us if certain Ilihlical miracles might not also be explaincil hy 
a moral impression leading to a physical revolution? They forget ouly two things: 
first, that miracles which comport with this explanation, are surrouncleci hy other mlra
des wliich do not comp:irt with it; that side by side with the cure of paralytic~, or con· 
vulsionarics, Scripture pref'cnts us the resurrection of the dead, sight given to tho>«i1 
who are born l>lin<l, water gu~hing out of the rock, the opening of the Red ~ca, the fir~t
born of Egypt nil p~risliiug in one night; secondly, nm! especially, that we do n'>t 
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but as natural revolutions, which, moreo-rer, it is scarcely 
necessary to say, cannot be accomplished without the per
mission of Him, whose blessings arc manifested in every event 
of our lives. 

Before entering upoi1 a brief examination of the Cevenol 
prophecies, I must say a few words in relation to an analogous 
fact, which, in our own times, has occurred in another part of 
Europe. A sort of epidemic sprung np in Sweden, in the years 
1841 and 1842, bearing a most significant name : the preach
ing malady. The signal seems to have been given by a young 
girl sixteen years of age, Lisa ..:\.ndersdocter, who, all at once, 
felt herself compelled to sing canticles, and who soon joined 
preaching io singing. She often fell into trances, or a state of 
nrtigo. She pretended that every word she uttered was by 
direct inspiration of the Holy Spirit, and that she could neither 
add to nor take anything from it. Lisa soon had a multi
tude of imitators, espeeially among the young of both sexes. 
In min uid the government nnd the clergy oppose the conta
gion ; their intolerance, which was, perhaps, one of the prinei
pal causes of the movement, was not able to check it. The 
people generally took the part of the inspired ones ; they even 
found a certain number of partisans among the ministers, who 
were, in consequence, called La:srireprestcr. 

I have no wish, the reader may be assured, to deny that there 
w·as something worthy of respect in the sentiments of the 
Swedish preacheresses. I am aware, that in this country, where 
habits of formalism and of persecution have been maintained 
side by side with the Episcopal organization, the religions li!'c 
has been fettered in its development. Under such circumstances, 
it often happens that not being able to flow through the regu
lar channels, it breuks the barriers, and fiuds vent iu anomalous 
directions. But, whatever may be the sincerity and piety of 

believe in the Bible, becau~e of the miracles it cont1ins, but in the miracles becau<e of 
the Bible, which testifies to them; so that the Divine ~igns related in the !Joly Book aru 
placed under the guarantee of the incomparable proofs upon which the Old and .\t:w 
Tes'-"ments rest. 
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the illuminated Swedes, the illumination is none the less a. 
deplorable fact, which ought to be repudiated without hesitation. 
The prophecy of J ocl is, of course, often quoted in this relation. 
"And your sons and your daughters shall prophesy ; " but we 
have elsewhere seen it is inapplicable. The visions and prophe
cies of the illuminated are also highly extolled ; and this is 
precisely the circumstance that renders them suspicious ; they 
traverse both heaven and hell; they predict future events, 
inclnding their own death, nor do I run any risk of bring con
tradicted when I affirm that the event has almost always belied 
the prediction. In one ·word, they give evidence of nothing 
miraculous ; in the first place, because there is nothing in these 
cases which nervous excitement bas not always produced in 
ecstatics ; in the second place, because there is nothing in 
them that is not in direct opposition to Scripture, which nowhere 
attributes to evangelical preaching the character of a contagious 
disease, principally attacking young girls and producing spasms 
and convulsions.* 

This brings me to the Camisards, for nowhere have these deplor
able symptoms been more persistently or brilliantly produced. 
It is without the slightest embarrassment that I make this admis
sion. The more I am imbued with sympathy for their faith and 
admiration for their devotion, the more do I feel the necessity of 
utterly rejecting the grave errors which were the work of the 
men and uot of their religion. It is of the utmost importance 
in the history of Christians, not to confound that which per
tains to their sin with that which pertains to the Gospel. 

* I do not affirm the accuracy of all these details, for they are furnished hy their 
adversaries: my observations have reference only to the i11spired preachers of Sweden. 
In regard to the religious awakening which, thanks be to God, has also been produced In 
this country and which certain circum~tances, per~ecution among others, have sometime> 
confounded with the phenomena of ecstasy which seem to be manifested at. the same 
time, it i~ wholly distinct from them. Jn the eyes of an enervated, formalist, and 
intolerant cl111rch, everything that shows ~igns of life appears equally su~picious; it 
indiscriminately denounces both ccRtatics and Christians. But this Is only a. stronger 
reason for repudiating the Incident of iu11piratio11, which, In whatever degree it i8 pro
duced, threatens to engraft Itself on the glorious work of Spiritual regeneration com
menced In Sweden, and thus really pervert and compromise it In the opinion of the 
world. 
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I nm perfectly aware of the existence of two systems ; one 
belie-res itself bound to praise everything, or at least, to excuse 
cverythiug when friends and co-religionists are in question; the 
other regards it as a duty to condemn everything deserving 
ceusnre, irrespective of friends or foes. The last system is 
mine ; I beHeve, not only, that it is the most sincere, I believe 
it is the best. There are things which we ought not to leave 
to our adversaries to say. Let us anticipate them, let us prove 
that our principles are principles, and that no consideration can 
make them waver. Thus our commendations will have value, 
our attacks will be taken seriously, we shall inspire even our 
enemies with respect, we shall exercise a salutary supervision 
over our own church, for it will be strong only so long as it is 
faithful, and whoever overlooks its fanlts, deprives it of one 
means of success. Such were the sentiments of the .Apostles ; 
the vices of the Jews and Pagans doubtless grieved them, but 
it was to the wrong-doings and errors of the Christians that 
they reserved the public expression of their strongest disap
probation. They were jealous over them, "with a godly 
jealousy." ( 2 Corintltians, xi. 2.) 

A similar jealousy instigates me loudly to disavow the Ceve
nol prophecies, as l always feel bound to disavow the, sometimes, 
grave faults of reformers and reformed churches. I have only 
one fear, in such matters, that of being too indulgent. Far 
from being interested in innnting infallible reforms and an 
impeccable Protestantism, I am interested in calling crime 
and error by their right names, in order tliat I may be justified 
in calling truth, truth. I am unwilling to forget that the 
Scriptures alone are infallible, that Jesus Christ alone is without 
sin, and that this is the fundamental doctrine of a communion 
which clings to no tradition, to no man, which recognizes 
no other rnle than the Bible, no other head than the Saviour. 
Even the most distinguished members of the Protestant family, 
the Scotch Presbyterians and the French Huguenots, have been 
led astray I This must indeed be candidly confessed. The 
atrocious persecutions inflicted upon the first, justify neither the 
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resort to arms by the Covenanters, nor the affectations of 
costume, doctrine, and language in which many of them 
indulged ; the long patience of the French martyrs under 
Francis I. and Henry II., did not sanctify their appeal to force 
in the succeeding reigns ; the abominable iniquity of the system 
c~tablished by Louis XIV., without provocation or pretext of 
nny sort, was no excuse for the revolt and religious trances of 
the Camirnrds. They were victims of a refined and unheard-of 
oppression ; who deni~s it? The first, and principal share of 
the crime attaches to the king, Madame de Maintenon, L~tel
licr, Louvois, Father Lacbaise, the bishops who demanded the 
extermination of the heretics, and those, who, like Bossuet and 
Fenelon, were content to approve it ; but that is of little con
sequence. Can the intrinsic nature of a bad act or of a false 
doctrine he changed, because of the provocations and extenuating 
circumstances which should be taken into consideration in a 
moral estimation of the persons ? 

But the persons here are of much less importance than the 
acts and the doctrines. I challenge the most declared enemy 
of the Camisards, to contemplate without admiration and with
out emotion, their love for God, their ·firmness in the midst of 
torture, their heroic courage, which held in check the fortunes 
und armies of Lonis XIV. Let us visit their galley-slaves, let 
us go among their prisoners of the tower of Constance ; let us 
follow their convocations in the desert, which, thanks to God, 
survived the preachings of the prophets and the campaigns of 
Cavalier ; let us follow them under the ministry of Brousson 
:md other pastors, all destined to martyrdom, and we shall be 
nssure'1 that their prophesying was only an incident, a prepa
ra tion, n corollary v.nd a punishment for their resort to n.rms, 
and that it. did not prevent, in these poor Christians, the mani
festation of the most touching piety. 

But as it is of the incident, not of the Camirnrds themselves, 
I have to speak, upon it I must concentrate the discussion. And 
first, to present the facts. 

Persecution bad burst out, more ingenious and more perse-
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vering than that in the first ages of Christianity. Even before 
the formal revocation of the edict of Nantes, schools were sup
pressed, temples razed to the ground, Protestants were excluded 
from all the liberal professions, from all the art and trade cor
porations ; soldiers were stationed in their houses ; attempts 
made to carry off their children, and bring them up in the 
Catholic faith. The revocation of this edict, in 1685, was the 
crowning stroke to their misery ; their ministers were exiled ; 
the rights of fathers and mothers were trampled under foot ; the 
marriage of Protestants was declared null, their children became 
illegitimate in the eyes of the law ; they themselves were consid
ered as Catholics ; cruelly punished if they practised their "~or
ship in any part of the kingdom, and not less rigorously dealt 
with if they attempted to leave it. The imagination can 
scarcely represent to itself a situation like this, lq,sting not for 
one month or one year, but for a long succession of years. The 
prisons were full of victims, the galleys also ; the devoted 
pastors who still sought to preach the gospel to their brethren, 
were either strangled, or broken alive on the wheel ; the bodies 
of men and women who 011 their deathbeds had refused the 
Catholic sacraments, were drawn on a hurdle and bmied on the 
highway. 

It was the duty of Christians to endure these persecutions 
to the end, invoking blessings on their executioners, and pray
ing for the king. It was their dnty and their privilege. Thus 
had they formerly done under the Pagan emperors ; thus had 
they since done under the first Valois. But the earlier Chris
tians had aspired to power ; they bad seized and abused it ; 
those of the sixteenth century experienced the same tempta
tion ; the Cevenols, in their turn, believed themselves able to 
reconquer their religious liberty with fire and sword. 

This insurrection was preceded by the deplorable phenomena 
of which I nm about to speak ; they prepared the way for it, 
they constantly accompanied, and they survived it. There had 
already been prophets and especially prophetesses in 1688 ; 
some still existed twenty years later, after the capitulation 
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of the Camisards. Yet these ecstasies were so strictly con
nected with the war, of which they had been the first rumblings 
as they were the last echo, that the re-establishment of peace 
(what a peace !) led to their gradual extinction. The religious 
organization was then courageously undertaken and ca,rried on 
by men who anticipated the sacrifice of their lives, and who, 
all of them, indeed, died for the cause. The influence of the 
prophets was at length gradually superseded by that of the 
pastors ; direct revelation retreated before written revelation ; 
the true authority, tho.t of the Bible, resumed its exclusive 
empire. 

But we have not yet come to that. Let ns, on the authority 
of the Theatre sacre des Cevenfies, of Brueys, and of Flechier, give 
a few details in regard to the Covenol prophets. I shall not 
attempt to write their history ; my object is merely to point 
out their characteristic traits, without any pretension to chro
nological order. 

The gift of prophecy was transmitted by breathing into the 
mouth of the neophytes. " Receive the Holy Spirit," said the 
prophets who performed the ceremony, and immediately the 
newly-elected began to speak by the spirit, and were, in their 
turn, endowed with the power of breathing upon other aspir
ants. 

Thus we see that they did not hesitate to repeat the very 
act of Christ himself, who breathed npon his apostles, saying 
to them : " Receive the Holy Spirit !" \Ve may judge from 
this first trait, what was the delusion of these poor Camisard~t 
Let us now turn to the description of the phenomena which 
accompanied the exercise of the prophetic gift. It is gathered 
from the very fountain-head. 

Elie Marion expresses himself as follows: "·when the Spirit of 
God takes possession of me, I feel a great warmth in my heart, 
and its vicinity, which is sometimes preceded by a shuddering 
of the whole body. .At other times, it seizes me all of a sudden, 
without my experiencing any presentiment of it. \Vhen I 
find myself seized, my eyes immediately close, and this Spirit 
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causes an agitation of my body, making me sigh heayiJy and 
give vent to broken sobs, as though I bad difficulty in breath
ing. I quite often experience very severe shocks, wllich are un
nccompanied by any s"ensations of pain, nor do they deprive 
me of the power to think. I remain in this condition for a 
quarter of an hour, either more or less, before I utter a single 
word. ·Indeed, I feel that this spirit performs in my month 
the words he wishes to make me pronounce, and which are 
almost always accompanied by some extraordinary agitation 
or motion, or at least hy great fear. There are times when the 
first word that I am to pronounce is already formed in my mind ; 
but as a general rule, I am ignorant of what is to be the ter
mination of the word the spirit makes me commence. It some
times happens that I think I am about to prononnce a word 
or n sentence, when my voice utters only an inarticulate sound. 
During the whole time of these visions, I always fed my spirit 
tend towards my God. . . . It is to God th:i,t I entirely 
abn.nc1on myself in my ecstasies, in the government of my 
tongue, my mind being then occupied in thinking of God and in 
listening to the words uttered by my month. . . 'Vhile I 
epenk, my mind is attentive to the words of my mouth, as 
though they were a discourse prononnccd hy anutber. tind they 
always leave an impression more or less \ivit1 on my memory." 
( Avertissements prophetiques d' Elie ~llia rion, 6 ) 

These are, certainly, not the usual methods by which the 
Holy Spirit proceeds. Peter, preaching on the day of Pente
cost, did not listen to the words of his month ; Paul, writing 
his epistles, was not astonished at the words formed by bis pen, 
he was not ignorant of the letters it ·was about to trace, nor 
did he abandon his lrnnd to any other <tction than that of his 
will. Nothing is more contrary to the itlca of inspiration, such 
us is taught ns in the Scriptures, than this transformation of 
the prophet into a machine, by means of which the Holy Spirit 
forms sounds, or traces characters intended to express revealed 
truth. Every inspired wonl is a hmnan as well as a divine 
word, and if it contain mysterion~ <logmas, predictions, prom-



iscs, the whole bearing of which the sacred interpreter himself 
cannot grasp, and on which he clwells without comprehending 
all their sig nifi cance, it would be insanity to deny that it coi1-
tains a still greater number of exhortations that the prophet 
presents to his brethren, that he comprehenc1s, that experience 
has taught him how to apply to the w::mts of his hearers or 
readers. Now the preaching of the Ceveuol prophet.s has no 
other character; it is marle np of pious exclamations, calls to 
repentance and fidelity ; the passivity of the prophet is, in such 
cases, the e1idcnt sign uf disease. Inspiration docs not proceed 
thus. 

N cithrr is it accompanied by a cortege of physical woes, ner
Yons clistnrl)anccs, shncldcrings, and sudden beat. Let us listen 
to further details : "One of my brothers received an inspira
tion, and a few moments afterwards, I suddenly fe lt a great 
warmth in the region of my heart, which gradually spread 
throughout my 1Jody. I also found myself somewhat oppressed, 
anu was compelled to utter deep sighs. I restrained myself as 
long as possible, because of the company. Some minutes after, 
a power I could no longer resist, entirely took possession of me, 
forcing me to make loud cries, interrupted by hcayy sobs, and I 
shed torrent:-' of tears. . . I pass'ccl a peaceable night, but 
when I awoke, I fell in to agitations similar to those which, since 
that time, have always seized me in the trance state, arnl ,~·hirh 
were accompaniell lJy very frequent sobs. . . . The further I 
p roccede1l 1 the greater became my co11solation 1 until finally, 
praise he io God ! I entered into possession of this blessed con
tentment of mind, which is a g reat gain. I found myself 
entirely changed ; things which had been most agreeable to me 
before my Creator gave me a new heart, became disgusting and 
even ahhore11t to me. ..And, ind eed, it was a ·new joy for my 
soul, whc11, after a month of silent ecstasies, if I may call them 
thus, it plra:o;e(l God to loosen my to11g-11c, and to put his woru ~ 

iuto 111y mouth. EYc11 as his holy Spirit hacl moved my body 
to awnkc it from its lethargy and co11fonnd my pride, his \Vill 
had al so moYCd my tongue and opened my lips, to make use of 

YOL II.-2 
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these feeble org:rns, according to his good pleasure." ( Thelitre 
sacre des Cfrcnncs, GG-GS.) 

Auel the prophet goes on to describe t he wonder he ex
perienced wheu a stream of words, of vd1ich he was not the 
anthor, issued from his mouth. At the time of his fi rst inspira
tion, the Holy Spirit hall said to him : "I assure thee, my 
chikl, that from the womL of thy mother, I destined thee f~r 
my glory." 

Opening the same work ( Tl1elitre sacre), at page 43, we there 
find the no less significant declarations of Jean Carnlier : 
"I felt as t hough a hammer had strnck heaxily on my chest, 
and it seemed to me that this blow had excited a fire within me, 
which burned in all my Teins. This threw me into a sort of 
fainting fit, and I fell on the floor. I immedia tely arose with
out experie11ciug any pain, and as I lifted my heart to God in 
inexpressible emotion, I was struck by a second Llow, with 
increased heat. I instantly redoubled my prayers, speaking 
and breathing only by dec'p sighs. ~oou after, a, third blow 
shattered m:· chest, ::md set me all un fire. . I had a few 
moments of repose, and then I :suddenly fell into agitations of 
the head and body, which were 1ery great, and similar to those 
I have siuce had." 

Jean Cavalier adds, that a consdonsncss of his sins imme
diately filled his sonl. The whole scene took place dnriug the 
preacliiug of a young propliet, who condmled hif' sermon by 
directly addressing him. llis attacks were always accompanied 
Ly prayers, tears, a.ud he ·was a prey to such Tiolent agita
tions, as to lie repeatedly thro'rn 011 tlie ground, and forced to 
remain tlicre. He was nearly uiue mouth8 in th is condition, 
during which time his tongue \ras never loosenecl. Finally, one 
Sunday morning, Goel opened hi:'> mouth. "For tliree times 
t weuty-four honr~,'' lie sa.n~, " I was cuntiunally under the ope
ration of the Spirit, in different degrees, without drinking, or 
eating, or sleeping, and I often spoke 'rith more or les8 whe
mence, according to the nature of the things." 

There are no portions of even the most touchiug of these 
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accounts, which do not clearly indicate a nervous condition. 
Tears themselves, the natural sign of repentance, have never 
had, in the churches directed hy the apostles, this spasmodic 
and contagious character. Among the Camisards, everybody 
shed tears when a prophet entered into his transports ; they 
wept even when they (fol not comprehend the sense of his 
words, which "·ere sometimes pronounced in an unintelligible 
tongue. 

'l'o prophecies were added v1s10ns. \Vhenever they found 
themselves in face of the enemy, the prophets and prophetesses 
saw tliousands of angels descending from heaven, and coming to 
enlist in their ranks. If we may believe Flechier, the event did 
not al ways correspond to these magnificent promises. He 
g ives the following account of one of their battles : " They 
mutually embraced, and breathe(} in each other's months, in 
order to communicate the Holy Spirit ; then they boldly went 
furward to meet the enemy, possessed by the iuea that they had 
become immortal and invulnerable, or that, at the least, they 
would be restored to life in a few days. Rut they were sur
rounded, and it is the common opinion that three or fonr hun
dred of them were killed or wonnued." , ( Leitrcs clwisics, i. 394.) 

I believe this to be true, although Flechier numbers the dead 
with a satisfaction not very evangelical. I also really fear that 
Brueys, whose testimony is still more suspicious, u evertl1eless 
had reason for uffil'miug that the CeYe11ol prophets sometimes 
resorted to ridiculons methods of overthrowing their enemies. 
Their breath fir::it, and then the word tartara, seem to ham 
been employed with this ouject. \Ve read iu l' IIistoirc des 
fanatiqncs de notrc ternps (i. 180), that "the prophets a11tl pro
ph etesses advanced to meet the troops with a furiou s a ir, 
hlowi11g upon each other "·ith all their strengt h, and eryi11g in 
a lo11d vokc : ' 1'artara ! 1'artara !' They fooli~hly bclicYed 
that they Heeded nothing more to enable thl)m to put to flighL 
an army of warriors ; lmt seeing that the latter marched 
steadily forward, bringing dest ruction 11po11 the inspired ones 

.. as upon the others, these lunatics themselves took flight." 
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This is the statement of an enemy, and of an enemy so cow
ardly, that he cannot admit what the Marechal de Villars and 
other antagonists of the Camisards have vied with each other in 
admitting· : their heroism. N c"Vertheless, I am not Llisposed to 
set aside those portions of the truth which enemies, like Brueys, 
can alone see. The evangelical cause, thank Goel, will never 
have need to conceal tlle faults of any of its defenders. 

The Camis:-tnl prophets rank, in many respects, among the 
most nolile defenders of the Gospe1, and I certainly shall not 
be so nnjnst as to repudiate them, because, under the influence 
of terriulc circumstances, they committed g-rave errors. But 
the more I admire the Christian firmness they displayed in the 
midst of massacres and tortures, the more do I feel nrgccl to 
cfo;tingnish between that :iincere piety which looked to Christ, 
to Christ alone, on tho wheel as in the combat, and the lamen
taJ,le delusions which rather indicated a, nervous epidemic, thau 
the serious and sanctifying action of faith. 

The Ccvcnol prophets beliend tl1emselves directed in all 
their determinations by the Holy Spirit. Prolonged fasts were 
thus appointed for their observance, and under the influence 
of the pccnliar condition of their organization at this time, these 
were easily endured. This is a fact of frequent occurrence in 
history, and one that I have already had occasion to remark. 
J~lic-.\Iaric relates that bci~1g at London, in l 70G, he was 
repeatedly ordered hy the spirit to preserve n. protracted fast,· 
which prodnccd neither weakness nor hunger. "I had my 
inf'pirations," he adds, "every dny, excepting the 23d, with 
ngitations 1Yhich were at le ast as Yiolent as usual. .And even 
the last day, the 28th, I received three inspirations, which I 
do not think had hnppcnerl to me before. I wonld 
say, in passing·, that thc:'>e fosts were to prr.cccle extraordinary 
tbi11g·s." ( T/u!lttrc sacrP., 82.) 

"\V ~ arc not to bc!ie\·c that. the prophets of La.n~nedoc con
sidered tbcmsPlvcs as objects of pity. ~ otwithstanc1ing their 
conrnlsions and their snfferings, notwithstanding the tortnrcs 
for which they were reserved, they experienced a joy, beyond 
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expression. Independently of their real piety, to which I have 
rendered homage, I am constrained to avow that this joy found 
its source iu the idea of a direct and personal contact with 
God, of a supernatural guidance. There is so great an attrac
:ion in this idea, that the best Christians have always been 
obli3rd to guard themselves against it. Our ignorance and 
our pride arc always tempted to overlcap the space wh~ch 
separates the ordinary help of the Holy Spirit from Lis extra
ordinary gifts, the divine assistance of infallibility, and the 
communion of the redeemed with their Saviour by a special 
inspiration. All is not false in the unworthy raillery directed 
by Shaftesbury against the Camisard enthusiasm .. (Letter on 
cntllllsiasrn.) It is very true that many of those who took 
refnge in England, regretted their former emotions, and that 
in comparing the calmness of ordinary life to the cl_clights of 
ecstasy, they shed bitter tears. 

I have sketched a few of the principal traits of the Cevcnol 
prophecies. I would now thoroughly analyze their nature. It 
is well worth the trouble, for we have, as yet, hut little more 
on this grave subject than invectives ·without justice, apolo
gies without (liserimination, or stories }Vithout authority. Some 
ha vc con fined themselYcs to a rel a ti on of the facts '"i th out, in 
any way, characterizing them; others have allowed themselves 
to be carried away hy very natural sympathies, and have. 
admitted the reality of ihc miracle; while there arc still others, 
who have listened only to their hatred, and have pronounced 
the wonl possession. \Vere the men of whom I speak possedes, 
,,·ere they prophets, or were they poor Christians invadc(l by a 
nervous epidemic ? This is the question. 

I'osstdcs..J I "·ill not <lo this insinuation the honor of scri
onsly di~cns~ing it. To insnlt the persecuted is, indeed, to 
ah11se one's allrnntagcs. But there is a party whose work is 
never fini.shcd. IlowcYer cruel and rcfincll may be the religious 
terrors that it org·anizcs, we may be sure it has not said its 
last word. In the times when it was the fashion to slanghtcr, 
it slaughtered ; in the times when the world consented only to 
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shut up schools and places of worship, it shut up schools and 
places of worship ; in all times, it calnnmiates. \Yhoever bas 
glanced at the history of the Camisards, knows in what light 
to consider these demoniacs of a new species, who, throughout 
their graye errors, towards which I am as little indulgent as any 
one, continually manifested the most sincere piety, prayed to 
God, sarig psalms and hymns, loved Christ, who experienced 
in no common degree the feeling of repentance for their sins, 
and who joyously laid down their lives, accepting unheard-of 
sufferings for the sake of the Gospel. 

If the first hypothesis is nuworthy our attention, it is not 
thus with the second. \Y ere the prophets of the Cernnnes 
true prophets-did they reveal a true revelation-did they per
form true miracles? 1Iy answer is already known. It will 
be easy to justify it, ·without resorting· to the general prin
ciples I have elsewhere established, whence it results that any 
manifestation whatever of the snpcruatural, is, at least, sus
picious, simply Lecause it takes place after the .Apostolic period. 

My reasons are of two natures : first, the marvellous facts 
here quoted to ns may be explainNl without the aid of mira
cles ; secondly and especially, miracles could not have been 
accorded to the Camisard prophets as a divine imnction of 
their aberrations. 

On the first point, the cle1~1onstration is easy. That men, 
women, and even little children should ha>e become capable 
of pronouncing long discourses, that they should ban fancied 
themselves controlled by a strang·c power, that they should 
have believed they gave utterance to ideas whieh were not 
theirs, is not at all different from the known results of n 
nervous epidemic, or of intense preoccupation. If some of the 
prophets in the habit of speakiug patois, spoke pure French 
while in the ecstatic state, or even mingled with their exhor
tations, words borrowed from other language~, we already 
know what arc the prodigies of development aml reminiscence 
called forth by a certain physical and moral condition. Our 
wonder further diminishes, when we learn that the pretended 
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strange tongues do not -appear to have Leen recognized or 
understood hy any of the persons present. 

.A certain prophet perceived, it is saill, the persecutors at a 
great distance ; Clary repeatedly read what was passing in the 
minds of other men ; he thus baffled the arts of two spies ! 
These arc the habitual phenomeua of clairvoyance and penetra
tion of the thought, produced by fluid actiou, in the experi
ments of Animal ~Iagnctism. 

The same Clary was made to undergo the trial by fire, from 
which be came out without experiencing either pain or suffo
cation ! This seems more diiTkult to acconnt for ; yet, when 
we reflect, we can11ot help making two or three remark8. In 
the first place, the witncs~es may have been mistaken ; in the 
midst of such a state of excitement, and with men habitually 
moving in an atmosphere of the superun.turnl, we must not 
expect any rigid criticism ; the trial was scarcely proposed ere 
its success was looked npon as certain ; they were far from · 
difficult in regard to the tletails. And then at what period 
wa.s the account of these things writte11 ! A few yen.rs after the 
occurrence of the cYents, when the mintls of the narrators were 
still under the impression of the most. affectiug r emembrances, 
under the influence of a most natural feeling which led them 
to exaggerate, to embellish, to set aside details calculated to 
throw doubt on the miracle, and t hus to construct the legend 
of the Camisanls, as nll other legend-; harn been coustrnctccl, 
"·ith that relative sincerity which is dctcnnincd to see things 
under their most l.n·illi a11i:. n.spel:t. I am sure thnt Clary passed 
throngh the flames, but I am not equally sure thn.t he rernaiucd 
there as long as it was pretended. I grant that the dry 
branches may lrnYe been piled up as high as he, bnt I cannot 
assert that they were not light brush-wood, and consumed in 
m1 instant. I remember, in short, that the co11seq11encc of 
certain sta.tes of rc~ta;:;y, is inscn;,;ibility a11d a sort of impene
trabili ty of 1.hc Lutly. There lin vc been numerous examples of 
of this insensibility ; witllout speaking of ethcrizatio11, we arc all 
more or less familiar with natural nervous crises, arnl other 
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crises produced by the action of magnetism, which entirely sup
presses pain. 

The phenomenon of impenctrubilit y bus been less studied, 
·which is not to say, howc-rer, that it is less certain. The 
Secours of the cemetery of Saint ~foc1an1, will soon furnish us its 
irrefutable proof. \Ye shall there see women, who recei-re on 
their breasts heavy blows from fire-dogs, and at their side, 
another woman, the salamander, who passes throngh the flames 
with as mnch impunity as Clary. In presence of snch facts, we 
ha-re only two alternatives : either to admit the natural modi
fication of the organism, a sort of ecstatic induration of the 
tissues ; or to acknmdedge the event to be supernatural. 
Now, in proportion to the ease with which I can conceive that 
natnral irnpenctra hility may have its limits, the more difficult 
does it become for me to conceiYe of ·a half-miracle. Clary, 
the Salamander, the crusader who bore the true spear, and all 
those who have come out unscathed from the trial by fire, 
would hase perished on a regularly constructed funeral pile of 
reasonable dimensions ; the J anscnists 'rho received thrusts 
TI"ith spits, and blows from fire-dogs, v.·ould not have been 
impenetrable to the axe of the executioner. The history, in 
fact, l1·hich shows us so mncb relufrre impenetrability, shows us 
not a single instance of absolute impcnctrabilit~·. The unfor
tunate ones condenmed to the fire, huve inniriably heen con
sumed, and at the blow of the sword, heads hal'e regularly 
fallen ; there is no exception to this rnlc. Try, then, to form 
some ic1en. of a miracle, or even a Sa tanie prodigy, which pre
serves from the fire-dogs and does not prcserYc from the sword, 
which protects from fire those who :ire placed there in a state 
of freetlom, and which does not protect those who are bound in 
the middle of it I 

Thns far, then, we observe nothing more than natnral effects 
of our nervous constitution, in relation to which, so little is yet 
known. The miracle of Clary must he rejected, and we return 
to tbe grand fact, the only one of any real importance, or D.t 
nll ch:iracteristic, the fact of insp!rntion. 
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X ow, I ask, how is it possible that this fact, such as it is 
here presented, should not have opened the eyes of all thoge 
who ha1e been disposed by a nry legitimate sentiment of sym
pathy, to look only upon the fa1orable aspect of the Ce1enol 
prophecies. Here is something that speaks louder than all 
sympathies. . 
~ ot content with equalling the ..:\..postlcs, the Camisan1 

prophets hold a language that no .Apostle, certainly, either 
wou!L1 or should have held. Those who assembled at Tanznc 
aml who wrote to the judge of Saint-Pierre-Yille, ~mmmoning 
him to release the prisoners, all represented themselves as 
Hnly Spirits ! Indeed, it is always directly, and in the first 
person, that the Holy ~pirit speaks through them. That 
which the Apostles 'never did throughout their ministry, that 
which only a few of the prophets under the ohl covenant were 
calletl upon to do when they employed the terms : " Thus 
saith the Lord," these women, these young girls, these children, 
are all p.llowed to do continually. " I tell thee, my child," is 
the inrnriable introduction to their exhortations. ~-\.s I have 
already remarked, the prophet who i:; the organ of the revela
tion, is at the same time the hearer ; it is most frequently 

.. addressed to him ; he is ahsolntely passin•. 
In rn<.:h discourses, predictions, properly so called, cannot be 

wanting. This is still another sign by ·which it will be easy for 
us to recognize the reality or falseness of the inspirations. 
~ow, it is most often the case that the prophets confine them
selves to threats, whic:h, from their generality, make all special 
application of them impossible, or which arc only the reproduc
tion of Biblical declarations : " I will rome when the world 
docs not expect me ! Ah ! how many people will b~ snrpri:'ed, 
how many troubles ·will happen in a few days, in rnrions parts 
of the earth ! . . . . ~Iy children, speak bolt.II~? ; my rhildren, 
do not fear the torrent which onrfi°'vs the bank ; I will dry 
it up in a few days. Rely upon my promises, "·hirh are certain 
and faithful. ~ry voice "·i11, in a few clays, sound through the 
havcnf:, a marvellou::; voire, whif·h slrnll bring terror upon the 

2* 
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fish of the sea. The earth will tremble and be afraid. (A,rer
tisscment s propl1etiq11e~~, li 7.) 

.Apart from the too preci;;e expression," in a few clays," 
which occurs .se\cral tirnes, the whole of this re,elation is con
fined to a rngne imitation of passages in the Holy Books. A 
few days after the prediction, it was grie:onsly contradicted by 
the ewnt: I shall, ho\\"c\er, not insist upon this circumstance, 
being fully a\\"are that the prophetic style comports with the 
indication of times which seem near at harnl, though they are 
so, only in the eyes of him " to whom a thousand years are as 
one dny." 

But certain of the Cen~nol prophets seem to have g:i\en to 
their thoughts a still more decisi\"e form. Flerhier mentions 
one, who, arrested by the military, declared that in a fortnight 
from that time bis pardon 'roukl be granted, and be shoukl go 
to Paris to connrt the king I I shall not believe this on the 
word of the Bishop of Ximes, bnt. my conclusion in regard to 
their predictions, is as foll°'vs : if it is not proved that the 
Cevenol prophets predicted falsely, neither is it proved that 
a. single one of their predictions was Her jnstified by the 
event. 

I no" come to the hrn symptoms, which more than any 
others, perhaps, render the hypothesis of miracle inadmissible : 
the Cen:nol prophets counselled armed resistance, and some
times, even, cruel reprirnls ; the CL:venol prophets bad con
vulsions. 

~\.s regards the employment of carnal weapom:, it is not 
necessary to remind the reader that this is explicitly forbidden to 
Christians ( 2 Corin! 11ians, :x. 4). J esns Christ did not say to 
his diseiples : Yon shall be peaceable aud snbmissi\e, so long 
as you are not opprcs:::ed. IIe said to them : " Lo\e your 
enemie~, bless them that curse yon, do good to them that hate 
you, aml pray for them v.~hid1 de::pitefully nse you aml per;';c
cute yon." (Jlattlzew , Y. 44:.) Ile did not say to his Churd1 : 
Invoke the mo:st fearful punishments on the head of the ene
mies of the Gospel ; he said to James and John, who wished 
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to call down fire from heaycn upon foeir adversaries : "Yo 
know not what manner of spirit ye arc of F' (Luke, ix. 55.) 
Panl did not write to his brethren : lic.sist as soon as rc~istnnce 
is possil1lc, and whencnr persecution seems in~npportable ; 
he wrote to them in the 1ery rei~n of X cro : "Let every soul 
be subject unto the higher powers. For there is no power Lut 
of God ; the powers tlrn t be, are ordained of God. \Yhoso
vcr, therefore, rcsistcth the power, resisteth the ordinance of 
God. . . . \Vhcrefo!·c, ye must needs he snhject, not only 
for wrath, but also for conscience, sake." (Rornans, xiii. 
I, 2, 5.) 

If there is, then, an incontestable dogma, it is that of submis
sion to established powers. (I do not inquire where these 
powers reside in a constitutional government.) If there is a 
sing·le duty written in large characters on every page of the New 
Tcst::imcut, it is that of never resort iup; to violent means iu the 
defense of evangelical trnth , never resisting our persecu tors, 
with force, never cursing them. And yet it is maintained that 
God, contradicting himself, sent to the Camis::m1s a direct 
revelation, contrary to that r eceived by the Apostles ! This is 
impossible, and the question of mira~lcs is solted for all those, 
who, glancing at the contents of the Tl1catre Sacre des Ccrenncs, 
see there the calls to arms, the maledictions, the inflammatory 
appeals, instigating them to bloody retaliation. The men who 
hclLl this language may ham lJcen deluded Christians, they 
were not prophets. \Ve shudder, whcu , after haYing read the 
sacramental words : "I tell thee, my child," we nrc introduced 
to clisconrscs which breathe only a, spirit of wnrfarc and a 
hatred, which, in any other than a Christinn point of vicvl, 
woulJ scc1n only too justifinlJlc. But onr point of view is here 
that of Christianity, since tho qnestion is of prophecy ; now, 
the Holy Spirit. clocs not preach batre<l, it docs not order the 
dcstrnction of pricstf', active as they mny ha\c heen in Eihedding 
innocent blood. Y ct we arc tolu of the execution of u. wretchcll 
cure, \rho knelt at their feet, imploring par<lon for bis crimes ; 
of a, priest prcci:pi ta ted from the top of his church steeple; of 
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certain merciless jmlgrnents prononuee1l hy the organ of the 
prophets, which make us recoil in horror. That these men 
were driven to extremity, is no excuse ; the Holy Spirit cannot 
be so chiren. It docs not teach us to defernl the Gospel by 
opposing evil to evil ; it teaches us to "overcome evil with 
good." (Rcmans, xii. 21.) 

The convulsions of the Cevenol prophets is an equally strong 
argument against their pretended inspiration. Before speaking 
of the facts, which, unfortnnately, were real, I would fir;;;t 
allude to the circmnstauces that produced them ; the responsi
bility of these melancholy scenes should rest on the really 
guilty ones. For many long years, the poor Protestants of 
Languecloc and Yirnrais had been suhjcctetl to persecntiorn:;, 
the perse\erance and cruelty of which, it woulcl be difficult for 
us, at the present clay, to conceive. The deepest and holiest 
sentiments of their nature were wounded ; without any prorn
cation whatever, they were deprived of their temples, their 
schools, their places of public worship, their rights as citizens, 
their rights as fathers and mothers. Yes, the institution of the 
family itself, was, "·ith them, to all intents mul purposes, 
abolished ; now, in the midst of the ine:xpres::;ib]e emotions 
raused by so many accumulated woes, in the midst of drogon-
11ades, insults, ruin, they 'iere, by the exile of all tlleir minis
ters, bereft of the enlightened counsels, of "'·llich they were 
more than e\Cr in need. Tlle ·ecclesiastical organization, whieh 
was at a later period, formPd ane\\· in the desert, had been 
destroyed at the first onslaught. Is it, then, clifficult to con
ceive that a community so unfortunate, so agitated, so unex
pectedly deprived of the ehlers or ministers, whom the Apostles 
had established in all tlrn churches, shonhl have fallen a prey 
to a nervous epidemic and to direct impirn.tion ? Iu removing 
the ministers, a place v1as prepared for the prophets. 

The epidemic a,nd nerrnus character of the phenomena which 
were then manifested, cannot be doubted. 

One sign alone suffices to make this evident. The spirit of 
prophecy appeared first among women anfl children. It 
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rapidly invaded entire neighborhoods ; fire does not spreacl 
more s"·iftly among the prairies of the New \Yorlcl. Thou
sands of women, according to the Marquis .de Guiscarcl, com
menced to prophesy ; the ~Iarecha l de Villars speaks of a town 
in 'vhich all the women and yonng girls prophesied, all without 
exception. The 'l'lu!utre sacre des Cei-ennes (17) fixes the num
ber of cl1ilclren who prophesied at one time, at not less than 
eight thousand. He quotes the following· declaration of Pierre 
Chaman, from which we may infer the physical and moral con
dition of those poor children : " I knew at Tyes, a man hy the 
name of G---, whose little hoy, only five years of age, 
prophesied. Several times, in my presence, he was, through 
the power of the Spirit, seized with violent agitation of the 
head and every part of the body. After that, he spoke, he 
predicted misfortune to Babylon, and disturbance in the Church. 
He exhorted londly to repentance ; but the poor little fellow 
was sometimes so agitated, that his words became incoherent. 
He always spoke in good French. Ile made nse of these 
expressions : " 1 tell thee, my child ; my child, I assure 
thee." (rn.) 

The infant prophets multiplied to such a degree, that their 
enemies grew weary of arresting ihcm. They bore their ill
treatmcn t with unexampled firmness ; the dungeons in which 
they were hudcllecl together, resoumle<l with the psalms sung 
hy their young voices. Orders were finally issued to make no 
more such prisoners. Some of them would really Lave required 
tile care of a nnr::c. \Y c lmYc here the statement of J can 
V cruet and J aeques Dubois. ( ThCtUre Sacre, 15, 32.) 

".Abont a year prcvion~ to my departure, I went with two 
of my friends to Yisit another friend, Pierre J acqncs. \Vhile 
we were together, a daughter of tbc family came to call her 
mother, v1ho was seated with us, and said to her : ' _jf y mother, 
come see the infant.' \Vherenpon the mother also called tfs, 
t elling us that we mig·ht s·ec the speaking infant. She added 
that we had no occasion to he frightened, and that this miracle 
had already happened. \Y c fill immediately followe1l her. 
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The infant, three or four months old, was lying "'Tapped up in 
the cradle, and it bad never spoken or walked of itself. ·when 
I and my friends entered, the child spoke distinctly in French. 
in quite a lond ·mice, c01isidering its age, so as to he plainly 
heard in e\ery part of the chamber. Tt exhorted to repent
ance, just as I have seen others do when in a state of inspira
tion .... · \V c all prayed and wept around the craule. 
After the ecstasy bad passed away, I saw the child in its ordi
nary condition. Its mother told us that its hotly bad been 
agitated at the commencement of the inspiration, but I did not 
observe it when I entered." 

:c I have seen at Qnissac, a boy only fifteen months old, in 
the arms of its mother, and who was affected by violent agita
tion of the whole bocly, particularly of the breast. He spoke 
with sob:::, in good French, distinctly and in a loud voice. but 
with occasional interruptions, which rendered it necessary to 
listen with the utmost attention, in order to hear certnin words. 
The cbikl spoke as thongh God were speaking; through bis 
month, always making use of this expression to give certainty 
to his words : ' I tell thee, my ebild.' " 

.Tacqne~ Dubois adds that he has seen more than sixty chil
dren between three and twcl"Ve years of age, who were in a 
similar condition. \Ye will take that for granted ! Bnt in 
regard to the nursling babies spoken of, I mnst he allowed 
to think that their certificates· of baptism were not commu
nicated to the witness. Those who are familiar with the 
customs of the sonth of Europe, where children are often kept 
longer at the breast than in the north, will have no difficulty 
in believing that Dubois might have been decei"VNl in the age 
of the little prophets. \Yhen, in addition, "·c remember the 
natural tendency of the lmman mind to embellish and exagge
rate ; when 'Ye remark, moreover, that the discourses were so 
incoherent that they could not alway8 be urnler:;tl)od, we shall 
arrirn at the conviction, that the children, who were, doubtless, 
more than fifteen months old, were seized with spasms, accom
panied hy cries and confused words, among· which, figure() 
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those in most common use around them. Nothing more clearly 
demonstrates the fact of the epidemic and nervous contagion. 
The shock was commnnicnted to .these poor children, and in 
consequence of the ,.,,.cu known development of reminiscences 
aml faculties, they reproduced, first, the convulsions, and then 
the prophecies, in the style of those that were continnally 
taking place beside their cradles ; they Rervilcly rcpeate<1 t11cm, 
not forge ting the formula: " I tell thee, my child." The Scrip
tures wllich speak of the Hosamrns sounded by the children of 
J erurnlcm upon occasion of the triumphal entry of the Sa,' iour, 
nnll which thus clearly explain the words of the eighth Psalm : 
" Out of the mouths of habcs and sucklings hast thou ordained 
strength ;'' the Scriptures nowhere present us with the specta
cle of eight thousand prophets in short clothes, repeating the 
refrain of a monotonous inspiration, and showing by tlie agita
tion of their limbs, the physical disturbance of tLeir system. 

K ow, this is the point to which we must return. The con
vnlsions, together with their epidemic character, settle beyond 
dispute, the nervous condition of the C<~vcnol prophets. 

J urieu thus expresses himself in his L ett res proplu!tiqnes : 
"A certain man, who, at a time w4en it " ·as the fashion to 
imprison the prophets, thought of nothing less than prophesy
ing, one night, on going home from a meeting in company 
with other villagers, suddenly fell, as if .seized with the falling 
sickness ; he threw himself' on a bed of snow two feet deep ; 
then, with his eyes closed like a person asleep, he began to 
preach and to prophesy." 

This is one example among a thousand. "I have seen at 
Anbcssargucs, ''says Guillaume Brnguicr, " three or four inspired 
chik1rr.11, between three and six years of age. \Vhilc I was in 
the honso.of a certain Jacques Bonssigncs, one of his children, 
three years oll1, was se ized Ly the Spirit, and fell on the grourn1. 
He was greatly agitate<1, and struck hi~ breast violently "·ith 
his hand, saying, at the same time, that his sufferi11gs were 
causc<l by the sins of his mother. 1 [c added that we were in 
the last days, that it was 11ccessary to fight valiantly .... I 
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was also present on one occasion, when the little Suzanne 
iT onguet, 'rho was four or fi1e years of age, fell into agitations 
nearly similar to those of the little. Boussigues. She spoke 
aloud, distinctly, and in good French, and I am sure that when 
she is not in the ecstatic condition, she speaks only patois . ... 
\Yhile I was at Terronx, I saw a little girl si.....: years old, 
named Marie Suel, who, after violent motions of her body, and 
particularly of her chest, which lasted a quarter of an honr, 
began to speak. Her father and mother, two of her brothers, 
and several other persons were present with me. She said that 
we all of us did nothing but offend God ; that we must alter 
our conduct and lire better in the future. She added that 
Babylon would be shortly destroyed." (llistoire sacree, 36.) 

J acqnes Dubois ( 33) also speaks of a child, who, in his pre
sence, fell into agitations of the head aml chest, talking in a 
loud voice, in good French, and likewise predicting the 
approaching min of Babylon. 

The brother of Brnguier began to prophesy at fifteen years 
of age. " \Yhen the Spirit seized him, he ordinarily fell on the 
ground, and hecame very pale. \Yhile we were together at a 
meeting of about two hundred persons, in the neighborhood 
of Anbessargues, he was placed as sentinel on a tree close to 
the meeting ; I saw him fall from this tree, more than twelve 
feet high, he har"ing been suddenly seized. He was not injnred. 
After various .. agitations, which lusted nhout a quarter of au 
hour, he said, among other things, that there were people at 
the meeting who hnd come to betray it." (37.) 

J acqnes He bout, " \rho had receirw1 pardon," also fell, with
out doing himself any injury, from a rock six feet high. He 
hall been suck1en1y seizell by the Spirit. There were similar 
falls in all the marches and counter-marches of the Camisards. 
Claude Arnassan relates the following fact, which seems to hear 
the marks of real epileptic fits : "There was at my father's 
house, a shepherd named Pierre Bernard, who was a poor idiot. 
He sometimes entreated me to take him to the meetings, but I 
dared not do it, for I mistrusted bis weakness, and com:equently, 
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his indiscretion. I ventured once, however, and took him to a 
meeting that was held at night. \\Then we had arrived there, 1. 
observed that he fell on his knees, in which attitude he 
remained nearly two hours. At the end of that time, he fell 
down as though dead, and his whole body became strongly 
agitated. The next day he had a relapse, and his ngitations 
were infinitely more violent. ..As he fell over on his Luck, his 
body was raised and tossed about, as though he had been shook 
by a strong man. \Ye were afraid that he would be wounded, 
and three of us tried to hold him, but it was impossible to stop 
the violence of bis movements. He continued in the same con
dition, striking himself, and the sweat pouring from every part 
of his body. The same incidents occurred to him two or three 
times before he spoke ; but, finally, bis great :Master having 
opened his mouth, the first thing he said was that he had been 
thus tormented because of his sins." (31.) -

.All the testimony unites in establishing the universality of the 
agitations. The movements of the head, of the chest and the 
stomach, were the most ordinary. Isabeau Charrus established 
the following distinction : "\\Then the inspired ones preached 
or exhorted in public, their agitations. were not very great, and 
did not last long. . .. But when they predicted the judgments 
of Goel, and spoke of other things concerning the future, it 
almost always happeneL1 that they first fell on the ground. The 
head, the arms, the chest, and the entire body, were some
times affected by severe shocks, and they seemed to have a cer
tain difficulty in breathi11g·, which prevented them from speak
ing with facility." (35.) 

The epidemic character of the convnlsions is not less well 
estaulished than their frequency. I shall not dwell on what is 
told us by Brueys, who affirms that the greater number of the 
in;;;pired ones felt the Spirit take possession of their bodies, only 
when they supported on their knees the head of some prophet 
fallen into convnlsions ; that this Spirit often entered by the 
thigh, which seemed to he of iron, and that he penetrated 
thence throughout the body, "·hich was agitated by a shm1l1er. 
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He relates several facts, among others that of the contagion 
snhmitted to by ~fatlam de B . . .. the wiJow of a counsellor 
to the parliament of Grenoble. She became inspiret1, it was 
said, in consequence of ·Ii::ning listened to the improvisations of 
the prophetess lsabeau. It is added, that, persecntetl by the 
intendant of Danphiny, she fled from his power, and took her 
conrse along the Lanks of the Drume, in order to gain her native 
place, situated a.t Liveron. .K early three hnndred persons who 
beard her speak, 'vere seized with the prophetic spirit. 

But what does all this signify? The proof of the epidemic is 
gathered more from its progress than from its witnesses, and no 
one can have followed this invasion, "·bich commences with a 
fe"· individuals to spread throughout their immediate neighbor
hood, no one can have studied the phenomenon daily attendant 
on the steps of the prophets, communicating prophetic gifts in 
every direction, sometimes to entire populations, without becom
ing convinced that a sort of nervous disorder was, at that time, 
prernlent in the Cevennes. 

The striking analogy that exists Letween the characteristics 
of the Cevenol prophecies and those of somnambulism, will com
plete this demonstration. I take, as an example, the most cele
Lrated of the prophetesses, Isaliean Vincent, ordinarily called 
the shepheruess of Cret. In this singular, incoherent woman, 
"·ho prophesied a long while against Catholicism, and finally 
hecame a Catholic, we find united, in an eminent tlegree, the 
features which distinguish the pathological condition of the self
styletl inspired ones. X one of them had a greater umnber of 
paroxysms ; none of them inoculated more persons v;ith the 
"gift of the Spirit." ::N" ow, is there any reason for not Leliev
ing her the snhject of a sort of somnambulism?'' " Sometimes," 
writes Doctor Ualmeil, "she seemed to Le overcome by a pro
fonnd lethargy, from which all attempts to rouse her were in 
vain ; calling, ::;hakiug, pinching and burning even, had no eff~c t 

to distnrli this apparently slumliering coudition, in whieh she 
often sang psalms in a clear and intrlligible voice. The move
ments of her lips were moderate, exempt from spasms, her ges-
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tures measured and appropriate. After having sung, .she could 
be heard improvising prayer::, reciting long paragraphs from the 
Bible, commenting on the lloly Scriptures, apostrophizing the 
inspired ones, pronouncing sermons full of power." (De la Jolie, 
ii. 300.) 

J uricu has made the remark, that on awaking from these 
crises of sleep, which sometimes lasted four or five hours in suc
cession, I sabeau no longer remembered the ecstatic preachings 
with which the time Imel been almost entirely occupied; she felt 
uo fatigue, and declared that she had slept very well. I men
tion theRe so~nambulic fits, not that they were common to the 
prophets generally, but because, having established them in the 
case of the shepherdess of Cret, they complete the picture of the 
nervous epidemic, ·whose reality we have maintained. 

\\,.ill it now be necessary for me to prove in detail that such 
a condition cannot accompany the gifts of the Holy Spirit ? If 
any one has had courage to read, in this relation, the erstasy 
of the .Apostle Paul, or the pretended convulsions of Balaam, he 
will already have anticipated my arguments. 

The passage bearing reference to the ecstasy of Paul, is to be 
found in the second epistle to the Corinthians : "It is not ex
pedient for me, doubtless, to glory. I will come to visions and 
revelations of the Lord. I knew a man in Christ above fourteen 
years ago (whether in the body, I emmot tell ; or whether out 
of the body, I cannot tell : God knoweth); such an one caught 
np to the third heaven. And I knew such a man (whether in 
the body, or out of the body, I cannot tell : God knoweih); 
how th:it he was caught np into paradise, aud heard uuspeak
alJle words, which it is not lawful for a man to utter." 
(xii. I, 4.) · 

X ow, wbat relation is there behrcen this event and the crises 
of th <~ Uevenol prophet.s? Ilid Paul have the falling sickness? 
Did he experience violent flhocks, agitations of the head, the 
c.:hest, a11d other parts of the body, when he was about to preach 
the Gospel? By no rnean~. But God, in hi s wisdom, flaw fit 
to tran:;port to Paradise this pious witness, who was to cndnro 
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so mnch suffering, nncl to give a foretaste of celestial joy::i to 
this man who was to enconntcr so many trials on earth. God 
dicl that, aml he concealed from bis serrnnt the precise mode of 
his translation : "\Ylrnther in the body, I cannot tell." 

\\r as it, at least, an incident of frequent occnrrence in the 
case of the Apostle, as were the prophetic paroxysms among the 
Camisarcls ? X ot at all. The fact appeared to Panl so extra
ordinary and exceptional, that he hardly dared mention it, lest 
he shonlcl seem to glorify himself. It is, imleed, qnite enough 
that such a privilege should be accorded even once in a, long 
life : "fourteen years ago." 

I ha\e spoken of privilege. All the Apostles, all the prophets 
of the primitive chnrch, did not then have their ecstasies, as all 
the Cevenol prophets had. None of Paul's cotemporaries 
appl'ar to have received the same favor: "I knew a man in 
Christ." 

In short, ecstasy was so little resorted to as a means of 
Di\ine revelation, that Paul carefully abstained from clescribing 
''"bat he hacl seen, or relating what he had hearu in this state 
of rapture : "U nspeakal1le worus, which it is not lawful for a 
man to utter." 

IlmY, then, are we to regard the only i)assagc, hy which it is 
attempted, at all 1rnzan1s, to justify the nervous epidemic that 
Yisited the poor Carnisards? \Ye nre to regard it as an allu
sion to the miraculous mptnre 'rhich was, ou ::t single occasion, 
accorded to a single Apostle, aml '"bich remained without 
direct connection \Yith the exercise of the prophetic gift, and 
unaccompanied by convulsions. 

Ilnt Balaam I Balaam had no more convulsions than Paul. ... 
"\Yhat do we read in the twenty-fourth chapter of 1Ynmbers? 
" And he took up ltis parable ancl said, Balaam, the son of 
Bear, hath said, and the man whose eyes arc open hath said: 
Ile hath. said, ·which heard the 'rorcls of Goll, \rhich saw the 
Yision of the Almighty, falling inln a trance, bnt having- his eyes 
open : how goodly are thy tents, 0 Jacob, ancl thy taber
uacles, 0 Israel !" Our adversaries would try to make us dis-
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cover here, a sort of epileptic, who falls on his back, his eye 
fixed and staring, and in this dignified Bituation, nttering mag
nificent blessings placed by the Lord in his mouth, and boasting, 
moreover, of his condition. "Aud the man whose eyes arc 
open !'' \Vhy do they not ask how it is that the same phe
nomenon was not reproduced in any other prophet of the Old 
and :X ew Testaments? \Yhy do they not ask if a more natu
ral signification might not Le attributed to the words of 
Balaam ? .X ow, to comnH:nce with the expression which first 
presents it self, which recurs several times, and which evidently 
controls the rest, what arc 'vc to unde1:stand by a man "whose 
eyes are open?" An epileptic rolling on tho gronnd, with 
staring eyes, or a seer? It is impossible to hesitate. The men 
n "·hose eyes are open," seers, arc everywhere to be met with in 
the Bible ; it was natnral that Balaam, in commencing his dis
course, sh0nl<1 refer to the fact that he was a seer or prophet. 
Bnt in his character of Eccr, he "saw the vision of the Almighty 
falling i11to a trance." I::; there a11y cause for astonishment in 
the fact, that at the moment when the venal prophet is com
pelled to prophesy faithfully, he should be led to mention his 
re~pectfnl and absolnte submission in presence of divine revela
tions? As soon ns the vision shows itself to the open eyes of 
the prophet, he prostrates himself with bis face to the gronncl, 
he not only prostrates himself, hut be is overwhelmed by the 
manifestation of a sovereign will, the empire of which he can
not resist. 

Vain will it be to seek, we shall discoYcr in the Scriptures 
no trace of prophetic convnl:;ions. They arc to he found in 
Paganirn1 ; the pricstc.-ses of Delphi experienced physical inva
sions of t!ic nervous crisis, preparatory to their pretended 
in:;pirations. The Goel ! Behold the God ! The howling 
dcrYishcs of Islamism, the sorcerers who figure in the balas of 

· the ncgro idolatt·rs; the inspirc<l men of India, Knm~chatka 
and Polynesia, indicate their supernatural condition by their 
disordered movements. This gross and impious error has been 
reproduced in all times and places, even in the bosom of Chris-
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tian ciYilization-evcn among men of real piety. \\ .. c have a 
remarkable example of this iu the people of the C<frenncs ; we 
are fnmi3hec1 "dth another in the Shakers or trembling Quakers, 
whose deplorable errots deservedly scandalize all 'vho witness 
them, although it woukl doubtless be unjust to dispute their 
religious sincerity, because we are obliged to dispute their good 
sense. 

Their measmecl movements are one means of producing the 
trance and the visions Ly which it is accompanied. Herein 
cor..sists the foolishness of the direct revelation, which under 
\"arious forms has been the ruin of those who conlcl not remain 
content with what is u·ritten. l\I. de .Jiirville has, on this point, 
set up a claim that is really na'ive : Catholicism, according to 
him, is exempt from this foolishness, which attacks only here
tics, J ansenists, or Protestants ! I shall not endeavor to proYc 
to him that the Shakers arc not more Protestant than Catholic, 
that Prote:st:mtism, which is the religion of the Bible, has 
nothing in common with those who, nfter the example of the 
Shakers or Mormons, substitute their personal revelations for 
the Bible ; I shall procr.ed straight to the fact, :rnd will show 
him convulsionaries in the bosom of Catholicism. I "·ill 
answer his triumphant question, "\\Thy is the Roman Church so 
pure from thm~e comnlsin follies that are to be found at the 
head and the foundation of all the sects oppo~ed to it?" (167). 

\Ve pass over the really extraordinary accusation contained 
in these words ; whoever has opened any hook on history "·ill 
do ns jm;ticc :md will know that in Protestanism, to speak only 
of it, conrnlsions have been an accident as rare as they have 
been circumscribed. I do not pretend that they have had any 
other character in the Tionrnn Ulmrch ; Lnt it is impossible for 
me to shnt my eyes to the length of time they have endured in 
it, or to the approbation, if not :::.vowed, at lc::ist implied, with 
which it has "·elcome<l them. 

Among its saints, some, and a brge proportion, have been 
subject to nervous ucciclGnts and trances. Those of Ignatius 
de Loyola are well known ; Fran~ois d'.Assize played the fool ; 
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he was follo'\"\·ed by the children of the towns through which he 
passed, and these things were certai11ly not much more edify'" 
ing than the dances of the Shakers. Thcre:::;c, agitated, suffer
ing, fell into a state which it is impossible not to compare to 
that of the cataleptic convulsionaries. She herself thus de
scribes· it: "The soul, in its raptnre, seems no longer to be iu 
or animate the body-warmth is extinguished, respiration 
ceases, neither the least breath nor mo\ernent can be percei\ecl ; 
all the limbs become cold and stiff, the countenance loses its 
color, aml tlie whole body appears in a dead or dying condition .~' 

M. Calmeil, from "·hom I extract the abo-rn quotation, men
tions several other facts. "Blosins," he says, "relates that 
Saint Elizabeth de Spalberk was subject to frequent ecstatic 
fits ; that during these attacks, she remained without feeling 
or motion, even that of respiration ; that her body was so stiff 
tliat one part of it could not be moveu without being followed 
by all the rest. Marguerite du Saint-Sacrement sometimes 
became as stiff as a corpse ; the extremity of her foot could not 
be moved without also moving her bocly. Cardinal de Vitri 
attests that in his time, several gouly women, intoxicated by 
the abundance of the Spirit of Goel, liv.ccl in ecstatic raptures ; 
that they were ·without Toice, without any feeling in relation 
to exterior things ; that the peace of the Lord with which they 
were fillecl, so absorbed their sen.ses as to render it ithposs iblc 
for nny noise to awa.ken them ; that they "~ere not conscious 
either of the woumh; or ulows inflicted 011 their bodies. ~la.rie 

de l'Inearuatiou, the fuundress of the Carmelites in France, 
often appeareLl as though dead, while her soul, in an ecstatic 
rapture , received the impres:;ion of <livine things. )folleleinc de 
Pazzi sometimes fell into a trance which continued fh·e or six 
hours; in 1535, on the evcniug before \rlii tsuuday, ~he was 
~cized with a tra11ce, in \rhich she remained ei.!!,'ht days and 
nights, without being nccc:-)siblc to impressions from tho mate
rial worlu. ~Iargueri t c de Uortloue was sometimes so utterly 
deprived of her senses, as to see1u really dca<l." (Vol. ii., 342.) 
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He adds, on another page (399) : "Have not convulsions 
similar to those of the cemetery Saint Medard, been repeatedly 
seen to take place on the tombs of the greatest saints? ... 
might not the phenomenon manifested on the monument of 
Saint Angnstin of Canterbury, in which a lame, deaf, and dumb 
woman was seized with coirrnlsions and cured of her infirmities, 
nlso be effected on the monument of a saint like Paris? ... 
Saint Marie cl'Oignies, during her ne1Tous crises, writhed her 
limbs in a frightful manner : she struck herself with stones. 
Saint Ursula, the foundress of the Order of Theatins, strug
gled so Yiolently during her convulsi\e fits, that the spectators 
more than once belieHcl that she was vexed by de,ils. .Jfar
guerite de Cordone gnashed her teeth, rolled on the gronnd, 
"·Tithed like a worm, in open church and before the populace. 
Saint 'Therese and Catherine de Sienue were so violently agi
tated during their ecstasies, that it seemed as if their limbs 
would separate from their boclies." 

These fanatics (fiagellants) who 80 abounded in En rope, 
from the 11th to the 15th centuries, were C~tholics ; the 
clergy, in a body, went to meet them at the entrance of every 
city ; a Dominican monk, Ueinier, comnrn1Hlcd one of their 
principal bands. If the Homan Church finally cli~avowed them, 
this was not until it had for a long time sanctioned their savage 
frenzy ; its conrse in regard to these religfom; conrnlsions was 
the same as its course in regard to the trial by retl hot iron, · 
which it continued to direct until it becai~e expedient to 
reject it. 

There remains, indeed, at the present day, a place of resort 
for pilgrims, where the sacred dances are still executed. The 
chapel of Saint Yitns was long celelJratcd, nnd I am not aware 
that any anathenrn, ever interdicted the nervous agitations of 
which it was the theatre. They were so great that the mania 
for the dance, known as the i:,horea, received the name of the 
dance of Saint Yitns. \Y omen flocked to the festirnl of 
the saint from all parts of Swabiu and of Germany ; they 
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danced there day and night, to such a degree as to produce 
ecstasies or delirium ; and the following year, at the same 
period, they felt the necessity of returning to the consecrated 
place to renew their maniacal dance 

Ko Church, then, has the right to pretend that it has escaped 
the humiliating malady of religious convulsions. Jansenism has 
passed' through the sarr;.3 experience ; indeed, its crisis having 
declared itself at Paris, in tlte middle of the 18th century, in 
the centre of an immense movement of ideas, the facts con
nected therewith, have obtained great celebrity. 

Let me first mention a few details connected with this great 
fact, and which it is essential to state before making it the sub
ject of our criticism. The J ansenists saw in it a brilliant mira
cle, although the wisest men among them seemed to admit, 
towards the end, that it was tinged with the diabolical super
natural, and f~lt the necessity of repudiating the ignoble paro
dies that followed in its train. Was it a possession, a miracle, 
or a nervous malady ? These are the three possible explana
tions of the Cen~mol prophecies ; these are also the three possible 
explanations of the scenes in the cemetery of Saint :Mcclard : 
we must choose between them. 

M. Calmcil has collected the principal elements of the whole 
affair. In completing it on several points, and especially on 
the article relating to cures, by the aid of the great work of 
Montgeron, in also consulting other works, such as la Religi,on 
cnnstatie unh:erselleme11t, I shall be sure to omit nothing essential 
in an analysis which can only be an abstract, although I shall 
endeavor to render it correct. 

The cleatl1 of Deacon Paris took place in 1727, in conse
quence of ba\ing practised incredible austerities, and in the 
midst of the opposition to the bull Unigenitzts. His tomb 
continued to he visited with rc~ pect by the Jansenists, until at 
length, in 1731, a person affiicted with infirmities, having been 
placed on tho nnerated marble, experienced convulsive ut-

\OL. II.-3 
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tacks. The fame of the prctcmleu miracle was immediately 
spread a broad, and inrnlids flocked to the cemetery of Saint 
Mcclard, where Paris was interred. Scarcely had they touched 
bis tomb thau the greater number of them were seized with 
violent agitation, and uttered loud cries ; the paroxysms that 
commenced there sometimes lasted several hours. The grounds 
of the cemetery, nnd the streets lealling to it, 'vere continually 
filled ''"ith the infirm and the curious. 1 t shouk1 be added, for 

. that is the marvellous side of the event, that in certain iu
stances, the violent crisis ·with "·hich the invalids were seized, 
was accompanied sometimes by a relief, sometimes even by' a 
real cure. 

Such is the original and essential fact which attracted such 
quantities of people to the charnel-bousc of Saint :Mcclard. 
Let us begin Ly well establishing its characteristics ; let us 
inquire if, in this first period preceding· the famow; phenomenon 
of the secours, the nervous epidemic which sometimes produced 
these cures, present eel among the J anscnists the same symp
toms we have seen it manifest among the Camisards. Shall 
we here find inspired discourses, interior dictation, and convul
sions, properly so called ? 

In regard to the discourses, they have the sumc spirit, the 
same compass, the same rapidity ; they arc the perpetual 
reproduction of the J unscuist arguments aucl anathemas against 
the bull, and against the Papal power. The mo.st ignorant, 
the moment they cutereu iuto the ecstatic st.ate, fonud them
selves in possession of a. certaiu number of ideas and terms, of 
which they occasionally made eloquent use ; they announced 
the coming of Elias, the conversion of the .Tews, the npproach
ing reign of Christ, and quoted texts with a facility that might 
have excited the envy of more cclebrntcd preachers. Let us 
listen to Carre uc Montgcron : 

"They 'verc secu to represent, by the most energetic expres
sions, the prince of darkness, making use of the bull as an 
instrument in causing Divine truths to be rejected. 
They were sometimes seen with their eyes bathed in tears, 
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deploring in the most tender and touching manner, the al.rnse 
made of the sacraments. They placed, so to speak, before the 
eyes of the spectator.::, a vi·dd picture of the frdng body of 
Jesus abanuoned into the hands of sacrilegious priests. . . . 
The conrnlsionaries1 frightened by the terrible images pre
sented to them, prostrated themsel>es on the ground, tearfully 
entreating all the l'pcctators to hide their faces in the dust. 

Their countenance and eyes animated with a seem
ingly di>ine fire, they announced that abundant shower of 
blessings which the God of mercy will pour upon the earth by 
the ministry of the J e1rn, who will reestablish his worship 
throughout the world. 

"It is a matter of public notoriety tliat the conrnlsionaries in 
general, have more mind, more penetration, and more intelli
gence when they are in convulsion~, than in their ordinary 
state. Young girls externally timid, who are at heart, ignorant, 
stnpicl, and vulgar, become entirely changed when in con
vulsions, speaking quite correctly, with animation, elegance 
and grandeur, of the corruption of man by original sin ." 
(ii. 18.) 

Dom Lataste1 in bis work, (LcUres ThCologiqLics) gives 
specimens of this eloquence. "The Church lies in filth and 
dust, the worms devour its flesh, its very bones are rotten, an 
insupportable odor continually exhales from the corruption 
that envelops it ; come, then, to its assistance, apply the iron 
and the fire, spare nothing to effect irs cure, use the knife 
anu the sword ; it calls for the most violent remedies." (ii. 
926.) 

Inspiration took, from time to time, the form of a dialogue : 
"~Iy father, see the state of your child, it is a state of suffer
ing.'' "); o, my sister, do not fear, the Lord will not reject 
you. Ah ! Lonl, how good you arc to clenl with this 
sister, in your mercy ! Lord, how great are your purpo~es ! 
Ah 1 dear sh:ter, do not lose courage. Goel makes you drink 
the cup ; ask him to increase your faith." (Lettres Theolo
gUjucs, i. 121. ) 
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'};bis reminds us of : "Jfy child, I tell thee," of the Clh·enol 
prophets. But we are still more strongly reminded of them 
by the absolute passivity into which many of the conrnlsion
aries fell. They bcliHed themseh·es to obey a foreign impulse : 
they listened to their own "Words as proceeding from the Holy 
Spirit ; they felt that their ideas "Were in a measure furnished 
to them, that their words were dictated, that their tongue "Was 
put in motion without any "Will of their own. 

"Yon are now about to see/' obserres JI. Calmeil, i: that 
certain conrnlsionaries, in the conrse of the same impwdsation, 
sometimes spoke as though they had been abandoned to their 
o"Wn resources in the arrangement of the ideas, sometimes as 
though words bad been put into their mouths. sometimes 3S 

though they had yielded to an irresistible foreign poller ; and 
it appears that their eloquence suddenly gre"W dim the moment 
they percei>ed that the assistance of their pretended di'rine 
breath commenced to foil them ; but brightened up as soon as 
the breath returned, to droop again whene>er it, perchance, 
diminished .. :' (ii. 354.) 

I t is a matter of course that the strange tongues pla:ed their 
part at Saint Jfedard. \Ye have no \ery clear accounts, 
either in relation to this or the similar phenomenon in the 
Ce>ennes ; it, ne>ertheless, appears incontestable that some 
extraordinary deY"elopments of reminiscence and faculties were 
produced, and in entire conformity with the manife:~tations of 
the same phenomenon in a large number of nerrnus crises. 
Jfontgeron speaks of a lfos Lordelot, who, from her birth bad 
had great difficulty in expressing herself, and "Who yet pro
nounced discourses in an unknown tongue with all po.-:sible 
grace and facility. Ile speaks of another young lady, ·who, 
ne>er ha1ing had any rnice, sang canticles admirably in an 
unknown tongue. He also cites other analogous example::. 
These will suffice to comey an idea of the inte1lectnnl rr~·nlts 

of the Jansenist agitation; let us now gire a few authentic 
details respecting this agitation itself. The word ccnrulsion
aries that I h:n·e employed, and which is, indeed, n<;cd by the 
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authors who wrote in times most favorable to miracles, is it 
justified by the fact ? I shall 11ot dwell on the general descrip• 
tiou of the conn1lsive moverne11ts with which so many persons 
were seizecl, and which constantly garn to the neighborhood 
of the celebrated tomb an aspect so strange and hideous ; I 
will briefly transcribe the details furnished us reganling a few 
individuals who were most carefully obsened. 

The famous Geoffroy expresses himself as follows : " The 
convulsive movements to which I submitted, without losing 
consciousness, ouliged me to heat my feet against the ground, 
the pavement, or the marble of the tomb. I could not preveut 
these movements. Sometimes my head tottered and turned a 
long while ; sometimes my arms grew stiff and rigid.. At other 
times, I threw them about on all sides, and my body often 
turned round and round, as though on a pivot. The 
pains I suffered were beyond anything I can express. 
The same movements took place at the house,· with this differ
ence, that they were not so intense. I have been 
assn red, that during the fit in which I lost consciousness, my 
eyes rolled back, and all the monments I have alreauy men
tioned were much more violent. I invariably felt some relief 
after the convulsions, and this relief was greatest after the 
n:ost powerful shocks." (.illontgeron, iii. 57.) 

The same author describes the proLligions hounds of Jeanne 
The11ard, who leaped so liig·Ii ancl ·with so much strength that 
the persons wl10 tried to prcYCut her. from injuring herself 
against the marble, could scarcely holLl her ; she fatigued them 
all to such a degree that they were COl'ered with perspiration, 
and obliged to be frequently relieved. He gives the following 
declaration of the girl Fonrcroy : " Having· cutered into the 
cemetery of Saint ilf cdard, I was strnck with terror by the 
cries of suffering-, am1 the howls that rcachel1 my ears from the 
convulsio11aries i11 tho cenwtcry a11d under tlic charncl-housc, 
wherenpou l thought I would go away without approaching the 
tomb of the deacon ; bnt being encouraged by the person who 
accompanied me, I sat down upon it." This modest girl ex-
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perienced so great a repugne.nce at the idea of also having 
convulsions, that she was in baste to quit the cemetery as soon 
as she heard the persons around her say that the precursory 
motions were manifested, and that she was about to enter into 
a cr1s1s. N evertbeless, three months later, feeling that her end 
was approaching, the fear of death was stronger than the fear 
of convulsions ; she sent for some earth from tLe tomb, which 
she put in wine and swallowed drop by drop. Scarcely bad she 
drank it than she commenced her nenvaine. The emotion she 
betrayed in this prayer was caused by the remembrance of what 
she had seen, and the expectation of what was to happen. This 
was more than enough to bring on a nervous attack. " Almost 
at the same instant I was seized with a shudder and shortly 
after with great agitation in my limbs which made my whole 
body spring into the air, and gave me a strength I had never 
felt before. . . . In the course of these violent motions which 
were real convulsions, I lost consciousness. As soon as they had 
passed away, and my senses "'ere restored to me, I felt a tranquil
lity and an internal peace hitherto unknown." (Jionfgeron ii., 
p. 1, and following, of the obserrntion of the girl Fourcroy.) 

Among the convulsions, one of the most singular is certainly 
that of Fontaine, private secretary of Louis XV., who strongly 
opposed to J ansenism, but who one day dining at a house 
where he met with the book of Quesnel, and where the guests 
doubtless, spoke with enthusiasm of the miracles which, at that 
time, occupied the attention of all Paris, was constrained to 
turn on one of bis feet, and became an immediate convert to 
the J ansedst doctrines. There is, in the accident of Fontaine, 
a remarkable combination of physical derangement with moral 
emotion ; we there touch the nature of the phenomenon for 
which we attempt to account. I borrow some details from the 
first pages of the second ·rnlume of ~Iontgcron. 

" He suddenly felt himself forced by an iirrisible power to 
turn on one foot with prodigious velocity, without being aLle 
to stop ; this continued more thun an hour with no intcrrnis-
sion. From the first moment of this singular convul-
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sion, an im:tinct from on high prompted him to ask them to 
give him as quickly as posssiblc a pious book. The first one 
at hand happened to be ::i. volume of moral reflections by Father 
Quesnel, and although Fontaine <lid not cease to turn with daz
zling rapidity, he read aloud from this book as long as the convul
sion lasted. . . . These attacks of convulsions continued more 
than six months ; they occurrecl regularly twice a clay, and did 
not leave Fontaine until the Gih of August, 1733, the day on 
which lie finished reacfo~g, turning all the time with prodigious 
force, the eight "\'"Olurncs of the reflections of Father Quesnel 
on the New Testament, which Fontaine accompanied with fre
quent elevations of his heart to God. The tnrning convulsion 
of the morning seized him C"\'"ery day precisely at nine o'clock, 
and lasted an hour and a half or two hours. That of the 
afternoon commenced at three o'clock, ancl cnclurecl equally 
long with the morning p::i.roxysm. Bvcry day on ri!'ing-, Fon
taine fouml himself so weak in his legs that he could not pos
sibly stand ; this continued until nine o'clock, when his turning 
convulsion seized him. Then his body supported itself 
on one IPg, \d1ich for an l1our and a half or two hours dill ·uot 
quit the centre v;hcre it h::id bce11 placed, while the other leg 
described a circle with inconceivable rapillity, keeping almost 
the whole time in the air, yet occasionally, lightly touching the 
ground." 

They counted as many as sixty revolutions in a minute, and 
this excrci::;c seemed to have a salutary effect, fur Fontaine found 
himself almost aLle to stand on his legs after the convulsion of 
the morni11g, and he felt entirely strong after tl1at of the even
ing. It is true, the thing was to be done over the next dny. 

Fontaine changed his views in conscqncncc of the call ; he 
resigned lii::i place, became very liberal to the poor, gave up all 
luxuries, li,·cd in retircmcHt, practised austerities, and fi11ally 
had inspirations and ecstasies. 

"On. )Ion<l:iy, the !)tlt of ~[arch, 1130," writes :J[ontgeron, 
"Fontaine, forced by his convulsion to leave the place of his 
nbode, went, by the effect of the ~ame impulse that ha<l clriven 
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him from his retreat, to the house of one of liis friends, \Ylio 
received him as a messenger of God. 'l'lie next day, 
he was constrained to announce that during the rcmairnler of 
Lent, he should take but one meal a day, aild that, of bread 
and water." 

Tlie Spirit soon constrained him· to fasts still more severe I 
The impossibility he experienced of carrying anything to his 
month, prond to him tliat he ouglit to abstain from all nour
ishment. With that energy of resistance with which certain 
nerrnus conditions seems to endow our constitution, be sup
ported this total abstiuence for eighteen successive days. But 
if he did not die, it is all that can be said. neduced to the 
state of a skeleton, forced to remain extemlecl on bis bed, he 
was in a fair "Way to expire, when some broth, timely aclminis
tered, restored him to life. This, however, tlill not prevent the 
unhappy man from imposing on himself in virtue of uew reve
lations, another fast more prolonged, although less vigorous ; 
on this occasion he deprived himself only of food, contiuuing to 
drink during the forty days' trial to which he had been inte
riorly ordered to snbmit. 

I shall terminate the sketch of these convulsions, in describ
ing, on the authority of Doctor Calmeil, by whom it has been 
carefully analyzed, the afllicting crisis un<lergone by the widow 
Thevenet. It presents this peculiarity, thnt the poor woman, at 
heart a Catholic, snbmittecl, iii spite of herself, to the invasion 
of the evil, and recovered her peace when she renounced the 
invocation of the Deacon Paris, to go back to her ordinary 
confessor, and return to the saints of her pari=-h. 

The widow Thevenct, who was almost lleaf, determined to 
drink water into which liad been put a small bit of earth dng
from the grave of Paris ; she partook of it directly after the 
ncuraine in honor of the blessed <lcacon. Bat her conscience 
was ill a.t ease, and the sight of som~ Jansenist books bron:_rlit 
by a convulsionary, threw her into great terror. Be that as it 
may, the conrnlsions were not long in declaring tbemseh·es ; she 
ma.de snch trcmendons leaps that it seemed as though she would 
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touch the ceiling. The widow Thevenet was raving ; she 
struck the persons about her, her bounds were finally so great 
that she almost reached the ceiling, aucl they were accompanied 
hy contortions of which the reader co.u form no iLlca . 

• \..few clays after, the poor ·woman was thought to be dying. 
She bad ceased her frantic movements, but complained of an 
internal fire that devonred her ; she lay motionless, her teeth 
locked, her face and hands like ice. There was no apparent 
rcspira tion. 

A hi9eous scene then took place. Her ordinary confessor 
was called iu. The widow Thevenct1 having come out of 
her trance, exclaimed that she was a couvulsiouary-onc of the 
blessed-one of the elect ; the confessor replied that she was 
possessed of the devil ; the poor creature then fell into an 
agitation more violent than eter, and the head, hands, legs, 
and whulc body of another conrnlsionary present, began to 
shake as though they had belonged to a dancing Jack. 

N eYerthcless, the canon :Mariette, brother of the widow 
Thevcnet, was not discouraged. He regained her confidence ; 
little by little, he removed ouc after another, the pious manuals 
of the J anscnists, the portrait of the deacon Paris, the earth 
from his tomb, the bit of wood from his bed ; he carriecl his 
sister to church. There again she mauifcstccl a maniacal rcsist
aucc, which was triumphed over hy sprinkling her with holy 
water. She succeeded in mounting the steps of a chapel, and 
iu kneeling heforc a saint more orthoclox than Paris. Freed, 
then, from the delirious emotions which a belief in the great 
r11iraclcs had created, brought bnck to the familiar circle of 
her old itlcas, she was entirely removed from the uominion of 
convulsions. 

Let us no\v pass to another order of phcnomenn, which, 
although met with in the Cevenol prophecies, is presented in the 
J unscnist convulsions on a much largrr sea le. I ::;peak of the 
phenomenon of insensibility, or the pervcrsiou of physical sensi
bility. I speak of the phenomenon still more strange, because it 
hns been less studied, the induration ancl the power of resistance 

3* 
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which a certain nervous cond_ition communicates to the organ
ism. If Clary issned unharmed from the fire, the faithful c1is-
ciples of the deacon Paris performed other prodigies ! The 
history of the seconrs is scarcely to be credited. 

By this name were called the tortnres, blows, and other 
severe treatment prayed for by some of the convnlsionaries. 
ThPy experienced the need of it; it brought them great relief, 
a sensible pleasure ; the blows they received were never violent 
enough to satisfy their desires. And this was, in regard to 
them, not merely one of those intemperate aspirations after 
suffering which has been manifested in all ages. They sought, 
doubtless, to mortify the flesh in e\cry possible way, sleeping 
on bard boards, the naked gronnd, on piles of wood, or on 
fire-dogs, eating only on Sunday and Thursday, making it their 
study to do witliont sleep, refusing to change their linen, to 
wash their clothes, or to keep their dwellings clean ; but indepen
dently of the desire to please God by torturing the body, they 
appear to ba\e been impelled by a sor~ of morbid enthusiasm 
to inflict upon themsel\es, during the i:-pasm, pains which 
caused a beneficial and agreeable reaction. 

It was also agreeable to gain notoriety, and create a sensa
tion. The reader will take into consideration the moral and 
physical attractions to which these convulsionaries yielded. 
It is always the case that the facts are attested by the books 
of the period, and cannot be wholly rejected, whatever allo"W
ance is to be made for complaisance and exaggeration. 

It "Was natural that the conv-nlsionaries should think, first of 
all, of reproducing the crucifixion of the Saviour. I here gi-rn 
some information on this point, from the pen of a member of 
the Academy of Science, Surgeon )f orand, "Who was commis
sioned by the Lieutenant of Police to present a report on the 
subject : 

"I commence with the ceremony of crucifixion. . It 
is proper to oLserre that the four girls bad on the parts of 
their hands and feet thnt were to receive the nails, numerous 
scars, the flesh of which had become very hard, in conseqnenee 
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of multiplied operations in the same places ; the ca11ousness of 
these scars explains the small degree of sensibility manifested 
hy the g·irls during the operation. It is also proper to observe 
the address displayed by :M. La Barre, who, holding the hand 
loosely on his knee, stealthily, yet attentively, studied the spot 
that mts to be pierced . It was nearly in the centre of the 
hand, bet,reen the third and fourth fingers ; and tbut was 
,\·here I saw him, " ·ith a single blow of the hammer, drive one 
of those nail::: called derni-picaros, very slender, with a sharp 
point, four sides, and a-large head. The nail passed through 
the hand, and entered the cross, into which I suppose it did 
not penetrate far. The same thing was done to the two feet, 
at a short distance abore the toes, between the third and 
fourth, i.vhich were so placed as to secure accuracy and quick
ness to the operation. Felicitc showed no signs of pain at 
either of the operations. "\Vhen she was on the cross, she was 
very cheerful, turning her head from one side to the other, 
uocl holding conversation with those of the assembly who were 
disposed to talk to her. She wore a garment made of the 
cloth nscd for bed-ticking. I remarked that the wounds were 
not all bloody, and that ·rery li ttle plood flowed from them 
when the nails were taken out." ( J.llorand, Op1iscules de cltirnr
gi,e, part ii. chap. vi.) 

The reporter afterwards relates that F elicitc askecl papa 
(this was the name sl1e g-::wc to La Barre) to pierce her 
tongnc, which was done. ·without pausing on all these details, 
we arc, in these days, prepared to cstablii<h that this inscnsi-
1,iJity is snpcrnatnral only in appearance, anc1 that there is no 
ncrrnns <'ffcct more ccrtn.in, or more frequent . Mugnetizers 
continually, produce it ; moreover, the wonders of ether nnd 
chloroform prorc to ns that it is easy to destroy the conscious
ness of pain. \Ye arc not, then, rcducccl to the necessity of 
accepting ~forancl's theory respecting the callousness of the 
places pierced by the nails. How many other insufilcicnt 
theories would be thrown aside, if we possessed in regnrd to 
other ncrrnus phenomena, the sn.me light that Aninrn.1 )fognet-
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ism and etherization h:n·e furnished us in regard to insensi
bility ! I am convinced that, in ::t few years, the natural 
explanation of the \arions secours will present 110 more diftlcnlty 
than is, from this time, presented by the crucifixion. Unfortu
nately, w~ do not yet possess the light that will, ere long, 
dawn upon the world, and in relating the remainder of the 
facts, if we are not able to present the solution itself, we 
must be content to indicate the direction in which it is to be 
found. 

I girn below the account derirnd from Carre de ~fontgcron, 
·which is on eYery point confirmed by the pamphlet entitled : 
" Vains efforts des melangistes." The two hostile parties unite 
in attesting the following facts, that are snpporteu, moreonr, 
by numerous certificates. 

"It is a matter of daily experience" (I quote, now, from 
Nontgeron ), "that the cournlsionaries are more or less relie"'fed 
in proportion as the blows administered are more or le!'s heavy . 
. . . It has hcen prond by innumerable witnesses that when they 
are \iolently struck in the pit of the stomach '\\ith an iron instru
ment (this is one of the seconrs they most ordinarily demand), 
the instrument hnries itself in their hody, sometimes appearing 
to penetrate as far as the spine ; and the further it enters into 
the stomach, the more relief the convulsionary experiences." 

" The author of rains ejf orts says : ' Jeanne ~fouler, a young 
woman of twenty-two or threo years of age, basing supported 
herself against the wall, one of the stoutest men seized a fire
dog, weighing, it was saiu, twenty-five or thirty pounds, and 
struck her powerful blows in the stomach. This operation was 
rep0atecl on \arions occasions, and at one time more than a. 
hundred lJlows 1Yere counted. Another day, ha,ing given her 
sixty, he tried the effect of similar blows on a wall, and it is 
stated that at the twenty-fifth blow, he made an opening in 
it.' . . . The fire-dog here in question weighs twenty-nine or 
thirty pounds. It was wi th this instrument that the conrnl
sionary submitted to the most terrible blows in the "'fery pit of 
the stomach. . . . I declare that I um the m::i.n of whom the 
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author speaks as the brother who tried on a wall the effect of 
blows similar to the ones be bad just given to this conn1lsion
ary. . . . It was in vain that I employed, throughout, all the 
strength I could exert to redouble the weight of my blows ; the 
conrnlsionary complained that they procured her no relief. She 
compelled me to give the fire-dog into the bands of a very 
large, strong man, standing among the spectators. This person 
did not spare her. Instructed by my experience, that the blows 
coukl not be too violent, he stmck her with so much force in 
the pit of the stomach, as to shake the wall against which she 
was leaning. The. coll"rnlsionary made him gi-ve her in succes
sion the hundred blows she bad at first demanded, counting for 
nothing the sixty received from me." . 

" 'The exercise of the plank succeeded,' continues the author 
of Yains ejforts. 'They placed upon the convulsionary, lying 
on the ground, a plank which entirely covered her ; then, as 
many men mounted on this plank as it could hold. The con
vulsionary bore the weight of them all.' . :Jfore than 
twenty men have been seen gathered together on this plank, 
which was supported by the body of a. young convulsionnry. 
. . . . The body of this girl resisted the weight of more than 
three thousand, sometimes more than four thousand ponnds
more than sufficient to crush an ox." 

" ' The exercise of the stone ( caillou) was not less perilous,' 
again remarks the author of Yains ejforts. 'The convulsion
ary, lying on her back, a brother took a stone weighing twenty
two pounds, and with it inflicted repeated blows on her breast.' 
. . . It is to be obscrvcu that the person who struck her with 
this stone, placed himself on his knees at the side of the convul
sionary, who was lyiug on the floor, that he raised the stone 
nearly as high as he could, thnt, after a few light trials, he 
precipitated it with all his strength upon the brcnst of the eon
vulsionary, and gave her in sucecssion a hundretl simihl r blows. 
At each lJlow, the whole room shook." 

" 'The Salamander,' says the author of Yains ~fforts, ' cried : 
"Barley sugar ! " This barley sugnr was a. stick thicker than 
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the arm, sharp and pointed at on€' end. The conrulsionary, in 
the centre of the chamber, cun·ed her body in the form of n. 
bow, and, balancing herself by her hands, rested on the point 
of the barley sugar ; in "this position, sLe cried out, 'Biscuit ! 
Biscuit!' This was a stone weighing about fifty pounds. It 
was attached to a cord which passed through a pulley nailed to 
the ceiling of the room. Raised to the pulley, it was several 
times allowed to fall on the stomach of the sister, her loins 
bearing all the time on the barley sugar.' . Neither the 
skin nor the flesh recei-red the least injurJ", or suffered the 
slightest pain." 

" A certain coll'rulsionary receives, three time a week, the 
most terrible sccow-s. Seated on the ground, the back against 
the wall, she induces those who come to v;ituess her convul
~ions, to kick her in the stomach two thousand times in succes
sion. . . . Extended on the ground, she causes herself to be 
violently struck with billets of wood on every part of the body. 
. . . Stancling erect, her back against the wall, she takes a 

spit used in roasting meat, the strongest she can find ; she 
places its point against the pit of her stomach, in the region of 
the short ribs ; she then makes four, five, and six persons push 
against it, with all their strength, so that the spit bends per
fectly crooked. . . . She sometimes puts the point of the spit 
to her throat or her forehead. : . . In short, for the last two 
months, she has submitted ev-ery part of her body to sword 
thrusts. . . . Although her skin is indented by their points, 
and a Rlight red mark sometimes remains, yet the flesh is nev-er 
cut." . 

" Gabrielle cansed the point of a certain rod to he put to her 
throat, just below the chin, and the point of a similar rod to be 
placed in the cavity at the back of her neck. Two persons, at the 
Emme time pushed against these two rods, with all their strength, 
repeating the operation several times in succession. But in vain 
cfal they try to make the points of the two rods penetrate beneath 
the skin-not the slightest puncture could be percciv-ed. . .. 
Gabrielle, lying on her back, placrd the edge of a shovel 
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against her larynx, tha t is to say, exactly over the windpipe. 
She persuaded one of the spectators to exert himself to the
utmost in pushing this shovel perpendicularly .against her 
throat. . and she felt only an agreeable and salutary 
impression." . . . (Vol. ii. and iii. of Montgeron.) 

I pause. I have not yet spoken of the iron pestle, the blows 
of hammers on the pit of the stomach, the billets of wood dis
charged at the head, the screw by means of which the head 
was squeezed between f~.tUl' boards, of the quartering ( ecartele
mcnt); neither of the young girl to whom not less than thirty 
thousand blows of the fist were administered. hy six men, iu turn 
rclicviug each other, nor of the one who demanded that she 
should be repeatedly dashed on the pavement, head foremost. 
The facts I have already presented must suffice for the edifica
tion of the reader. I will merely add that these extraordinary 
accidents continued nearly ten years. It was in 1731 that the 
first conrnlsions took place in the charncl-housc of the Inno
cents ; on the following year, a royal ordinance closed the 
cemetery of Saint lifodard, hut all the exertions of the police 
could not prevent the pr~tendecl miracles from continuing in 
various places and even rapidly spreading. It was then that 
the great scconrs made their appearance. A nalogons pheno
mena were produced in other places besides Paris ; there "·ere 
conrnlsionaries at Troyes, Corbeil, and elsewhere. Then, in 
proportion as the rn01 al agitation subsided, the ner1011s agita
tion disappeared, and with it aII the prodigies to 'rhich it had 
given birth. Bnt I must not anticipate. Let us inquire into 
the character of the facts before us: arc they to be regarded 
ns possessions, miracles, or maladies? 

I should "blush for myself were I to attempt a serious refuta
tion of the opinion which secs in the J auscnist convnlsionarics 
only so many possedcs, through whose agency Satan effected 
prodigies. This opinion, sustained by the author of la Religion 
constatCe 1tnii:crseUcmcnt1 und uuhcsitati11gly adopted by )1. de 
Mirville, will lie for cnr n-fntcd by the public conscience. I 
confess that I am for from admiring the doings at Saint 
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~Iedard, and im1eed the appellants themselves were in general 
ashamed of the exploits of certain convulsionaries ; but to 
hlame these ac ts and disclaim the fundamental errors of Jan
senism, is one thing; fo admit that God delivered the Jan:-:en
ists over to the ckril, iu order to furnish arguments against 
them to tLe Probabilism of the Jesuits, to the absolute rejec
tion of the Bible, to systematized religious materialism, is quite 
another ! These poor people who oppose the bull r_rnigenitus, 
who read the works of Dnguet aml Quesnel, still preserve, I 
grant, mo.ny superstitions and errors ; yet, who 'ilill not acknow
ledge their immense superiority to their adnrsaries and their 
persecutors ? They pray, they lo-re the Lord, they have pre
serred a portion of the Gospel. 

Nothing is more instructive than to see the hatred that is 
maintained against them ; the horror of J ansenism appears to 
exist as strong am1 as deep as ever. As for me, I do not 
believe that Fontaine was "condemned to a pirouette six 
mouths in duration, and to fasts forty days in length, merely 
for having read a single chapter of Quesnel." ( Pneumatology, 
173.) 1f this were true, I am inclineCl to think that ~fontgeron, 
for his large rnlnme~, would have been condemned to pirouette 
ail his life. 

Let ns talk reason. "\Yho, then, will succeed in persuading 
himself that the most diabolical men of France, in 1731, were 
the partisans of the deacon Paris ? .Apart, e-ren, from this 
preliminary consideration, is it possible to attribute to a 
supernatnrn.l agency, phenomena, whose morbid nature is con
stantly betrayed hy innumerable signs, phenomena epitlemically 
propagated, and the accompaniments of a peculiar nervous 
condition? 

I might here repeat the demonstration I hal'e already fur
nished with the Bible in hand, and from which it results that 
the prodigies attributed to Satan can be only a pure and simple 
fable ; but I prefer to leave to the partisans of possession, the 
f'atisfaction of representing to themselves the devil occupied in 
putting into the lips of the J ansenists the denunciation of 
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reigning vices, the announcement of the coming and kingdom 
of Christ. They must, at least, admit that the possedes of the 
:Middle Ag·es hcl<l a diff cren t language ! 

If the hypothesis of possession is untenable, that of miracle 
is equally so. It is as absurd to suppose the divine supernatu
ral associated \rith the gambols and degrading follies of the 
connilsionaries, as it is to suppose the Satanic supernatural 
associated with their often sincere piety, ancl their aspirations 
to the Saviour. 

On this ground alone, it is absolutely impossible for us to sec 
the finger of God in the phenomena of convulsions ; I shall 
not return to the proof of this contained in my remarks on the 
Cevenol prophets. But the J anscnist prophets show still 
more conclusively, by other signs, that they were not the organs 
of the Holy Spirit. They all pre<licted the coming of Elias, 
as near at hand : " The Almighty," says Carre <le .Montgeron, 
" raises up a multitude of persons, and makes them announce, 
in the most magnificent terms, that the time is arrived ; that 
the prophet Elias will appear in a few years ; that he will be 
despised and insulte<l by the Catholics ; that he will be pnt to 
death." And i\Iontgcron adds, that ~he convulsionaries have 
often prophesied fal sely. 

His admissions do not stop there. He confesses that many 
disgraceful things ha Ye been mixed up with the pretended 
miracles ; he speaks of a brother who "authorized the greatest 
indecencies nnder the frivolous pretext that they were figures." 
Ile acknowle<lges that "some convnlsionaries have appeared, 
in every sense, very little worthy of being the instruments of 
God." (See in his second volume, l'Idee de l'o:mvre des convul
sions.) 

And how can any one help agreeing -n·ith him, provi<led they 
rend the description of the ::;ccnes I have mentioned? In vir
tue of what principle can women he justified in exposing them
selves as public spectacles, and submitting to treatment, little 
compatible with a sense of tlcccncy? "\Vhen we hear the cries 
of the Salamander : "Biscuit 1 barley sugar !" we feel that 
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we assist at an ignoble parade, and that the Spirit of God bas 
nothing to do with such manifestations. 

The spectacle of the transports, to which the conn1lsionaries 
abandon themselves, g;ives rise to all invincible sentiment of 
disgust. The Jansenist, Raymond (see his Lettrcs), acknow
ledges this. "The \Vork of the scconrs, '' says he, "has been 
followed by shocking disorders: licentious conversation, criminal 
liberties .... It is elem· that the unchastity of a great num
ber of the secouristes, as well as their loss of faith, originated 
in the work of the sec01us . ... I have known several convul
sionaries who, having renounced the detestable work, confessed 
the most infamous things." 

It could not be otherwise ; for at the very moment of the 
greatest ferrnr, during the crisis, the convulsionaries aban
doned themselves to shameful extrarngances. One of them 
with her head on the ground and her feet in the air, devoutly 
recited the De profundis; the recitation terminated, she 
denrnnded assistance in thro"\Ving a somerset, afterwards declar
ing that "·hat she had just done, was a serious mystery, "·hich 
represented that everything was overtnrnecl in the church. 
Another performed her prayers, the tongue lolling out of her 
mouth. Others prayed to God, going through with all the 
motions of slmring themselves, pretending to eat soup, or 
hanging themselves to a hoo~. (Avis anx fidelcs, Lcttres tlleo
logiques of Dom Lutaste.) 

I should never finish if I were to relate all the pirouettes, all 
the strange attitudes that the convnlsionaries mingled with 
their preaching and their acts of worship. "A certain 
brother," says 1'1. Calmeil, "remainecl extended on the ground 
'\Yhile he delivererl bis most sublime sermons ; from time to 
time, he rai~ed his feet, and placed them on the head of another 
convulsionary." 

\Ye might believe ourselves in a lunatic asylum, and, indeed, 
nothing more nearly resembles a lunatic than a leaping, biting 
.convnlsionary, ·who feels the necessity of combating, Ly external 
suffering~, the interior fire that devours him, who pretends to 
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prophesy, and taking the inspirations of his malady for those 
of God, solemnly transforms his particular convictions into 
0raclcs. 

:Many of the demoniacs aspired to the peculiar state called 
the supernatural infancy, and which has been admired in various 
saints, in :Marie de l'Incarnation especially, who, on awaking 
from a rapture that had lasted three days, possessed the grace 
of spiritual infancy, and actually had the gestures of a little 
girl six years old. Evrn so, the convulsionaries of whom I 
speak, g:we vent to childish sneers at the end of their parox
ysms. They spoke and coughed like children, affectedly held 
their breath, tied their clothes up into bundles, and seemed to 
attach importance to passing for imbeciles. ( Calmeil, ii. 389.) 

Upon 1.bc ·whole, we cannot help considering the nervous 
epidemic that bnrst out in 1731, as au event in every respect 
calculated to humiliate human pride. I heartily join in the 
exclamation of Dom Latastc : " Is it possible that ceelesinstics, 
priests, in the midst of the numerous assemblies composed of 
persons of both sexes, of all ranks, ca11 be in(tnccd to doff tl1eir 
cassocks, to stand in their shirts and drawers performing the 
office of the executioner, throwing won1en down and drag·gi11g 
them on the grournl I ... Is it possible that men who pique 
themselves on their sentiments of religion and humanity, shonld 
take turns in administering thirty or forty thousand Llows of 
heavy billets of wood on the arms, legs, and heads of women, 
and make other extreme efforts Rnfficient to break their skulls ! 
... History furnishes us no example of any excesses of th.is 
sort so scamlalous or so mnltiplied." (ii. 878.) 

It is, consequently, ns impossible to sec miracles in these 
manifestations, as to suppose them to be possessions. ..Why 
Fhould we go so far out of our way to seek what is so near ? 
\Vhy invent supernatural explanations, when the natural expla
nation is so obvious ? The nerrnns m:ilacly is not only proba
ble, it is certuiu, evident ; it is betrayed in every symptom. 

'l'ltc partisans of possessions arc not less embarrassed than. 
those of miracles, when they see the pretended agent of the 
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importation, the earth from the tomb of Paris, replaced with 
impunity by ordinary earth ; but the partisans of the third 
hypothesis ha;re no trouble in sho1ring that in a disease where 
the imag·ination determines the nerrnns derangement, ordino.ry 
earth may produce exactly the same effect as the earth of the 
tomb, on condition that the patient takes one for the other. 

It must also be remarked, that among the celebrated con
"Vulsionaries, nmong those \Yho played their part in the secours, 
we scarcely find any but women, and young women especially. 
X ow, enrybody knows that certain forms of nervous affections 
are met with neither in men nor in old women. 

I ba"Ve said that all the characteristics of a nerrnns epidemic 
are here to Le oLsen·ed. Conn1lsions, gradual c0111munication, 
and certain physical effects are, in fact, constantly connected 
with this sort of infirmity. 

As regards the epidemic nature of the agitations, I shall not 
pause to pro"Ve it. It is sufficient for the reader to recall to 
his mind the manner in \Yhieh the conrnlsions displayed them
selves on the tomb of Paris, whence they were immediately 
propagated by sight and hy emotion. Each comulsionary was 
a centre, from which radiatell bis malady. .Moreonr, "the 
reaction of the nenons effects," remarks :JI. Calmc·il, " made 
itself especially felt on feeble and "Volduclinarian subjects, on 
children, and on wry impre;:;~ionable young women." (ii. 317.) 

Kor is there anything Yery astonishing in the prodigious 
agility to which the nerrnus derangement may gi"Ve ri::;e : if 
certain eonrnlsionaries leap almost to the ceili11g·, if Fontaioe 
turns on one foot nearly two hours in succession, there is 
nothing wonderful in that. I have seen the der"Vishes of Cairo 
turn, and it would be as impossible for me to imitate them as 
to imitate Fontaine. So long as we will not a.?.mit the extra
ordinary development of powers that takes place nmler certain 
influences, we shall he olJliged to seek a supernatural explana
tion of acts, which, far from being wonderful, are rather the 
consequences of a morbid condition. 

The same morbid condition produced what has Leen erro-
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neously called the gift of tongues. Aside from the woman who 
pronounced a mass she bad often heard, and who accomplished.
this act witli her body bent back\rnrtl in the form of an arch, 
her head touching the ground ; aside from the one who really 
prononncetl Latin words in -virtue of a power of reminiscence, 
and of "·liieh we barn seen examples much more remarkable, 
this gift among the convulsionaries was confined to an unintel
ligible jargon, or to the repetition here and there, perhaps, of 
a few Latin expressions that had heen accidentally fixed on 
their memory. Their gift of tongues differed in no respect from 
that of the Ir-ringites, or from that occasionally observed 
among persons of deranged intellects. There is, then, nothing 
here, upon which we have auy occasion to dwell. 

The long fasts of Fontaine seem, at first sight, more extraor
dinary. Nevertheless, it appears certain that among persons 
whose minds have lost their balance, the fixed idea of abstain
ing from food, is quite frequently manifested, and it appears, 
besides, that after they have for a few clays persisted in their 
resolution, it is sometimes almost impossible to overcome the 
constriction of their throat, so that the action of abstinence is 
more difficult to commence than to continue. It also appears 
that the effect of g-reat over-excitement may he to maintain life 
in spite of excessive privations. \\~c arc aware, moreover, to 
what an atteuuatccl condition Fontaine was rellueed. Ile was 
scarcely able to breathe at the termination of his fasts. 

Thus far, we cannot a-void being strnck by the purely natu
ral character of the accidents to which the conrnlsionaries 
were subjected. This impression will he strengthened if we 
compare these accidents with tho:;c produced hy .Animal Mag
netism. Is it not evident that fluill action which is the cam~e 
of the second, may also he tlic canse of the first ? Let me 
instance a. few fact~. 

Boyer, a cotemporaneous author, wrote (arnl no one at 
that time snspecte<l the existence of the Me:;mcric pheno
mena ) : "There arc convnlsionaries who read with their eyes 
bandaged." Anotlier cotcmporary adds : " It is an intlubita-
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ble fact, and one certified to by a great number of persons, 
that one comulsionary reads things presented to him, although 
thick tow-pads are tig-htly fastened over bis eyes, in a manner 
entirely to exclude the light." (Coup d'a'il s1ir les convulsions; 
Lettres sur /es coni·1dsions. ) 

The penetration of the thought bas been established among 
numerous convulsionaries. This is affirmed, not. only by Mont
geron, but by declared auversaries, such as Lataste. "Conrnl
~ionaries lrnse been known," he write~, " to cfrdne thoughts or 
things impenetrable to all human cunning." Doctor Bertrand 
also speaks with positiveness of "the discovery of the secrets of 
hearts." Various proofa have been brought forward in sup
port of this assertion, and especially the instance of a certain 
conrnlsionary, who comprehended whatever was said to him in 
Latin, Greek, Hebrew or Spanish. (Lettres thcologiqnes, letter 
xiv.; du .Jiagnetisme animal en France; L ettres sur l'au'i:re des 
convulsions, letter ii.) 

Doctor Bertrand was authorized then to hold the following 
language : "\Ye cannot help feeling the greatest astonishment 
at the perfect identity we are compelled to see between the con
vnlsionar.r state and that of the magnetic rnmnambnlists. 
There is here nothing wanting ; the smallest details, as well as 
the most important phenomena, offer nne.xceptionable proofs of 
the identity." (Dzt .Jiagnet~sme animal, 318.) 

This conclnsion, which is also that of ~L Delenzc, is adopted. 
by M. Calrneil. He cites, in its support, the famous state of deatli, 
which was one of the forms of ecstasy among the convulsionaries. 
"Some convu1sionaries," writes :Jiontgeron, "have remained 
thus two or three Jays in succession, motionless, with their eyes 
open, the countenance very pale, the whole body insensible, us 
immovable and stiff as that of a corpse."' (ii. 86.) He remarks 
with rea.son

1 
that the snmc state was described by the saints in 

a trance, and particularly by Therese, who employs, so to speak, 
the same terms. 

The convulsiona.ries occasionally discov-ered diseases, and in
dicated remedies. Still further : some of them appeared to 
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submit to ::i. sort of morhid contagion; they became deaf, dnmb, 
crippled, epileptic, by the mere contact with persons affected by -
these different infirmities. \Ve have here again one of the 
symptoms of that ncrrnn~ state which al so permitted them to 
suck poisoned wonnds with impunity, just as certain charmers 
of serpents defy the bite of the most dangerous vipers. 

Snch is the general character of the phenomena we are now 
investigating. \V c have discovered in them nothing of the 
supernatural ; incontestable analogies have lcll us to rank them 
with the mass of facts rcsnlting from nervous excitement and 
fluid action, and chiefly with the facts of magnetism. Let us 
now take one step more, and enter upon the two great incidents 
that have Leen e::;pecially qualified as miracles ; the cures and 
the seconrs. 

\V c must first, take into consideration the arguments alre~cly 
offered on the valne of te3timony. The reader knows how little 
confidence I place in it! Evidently there have here been im
mense exagg·erations ; nor can ·we forget, in fact, that the 
adversaries of J ansenism, the archbishop of Sens, in particular, 
have pretended to demonstrate anll unm~sk extensive decep
tions arnl frauds con nectccl therewith. ·, Y ct, I confess, that 
many of the facts appear to me dcmonstratccl, at least in their 
principal circumstances. It is, therefore, jnst to aLlmit them, 
at the same time making some reservations, based 011 the known 
effects of the current of cnthnsiasm and credulity 'vh ich then 
cxisteL1, and by which the most susp icions minds could not help 
bt'ing:, in a greater or less degree, Dffccte<l. 

'\Ye remark, besides, that in the certi11catcs with which the 
volumes of ~[ontgcron abound, there arc many 0xprcssious "it 
is said," mirrglccl with the declarations of ocular witnesses ; 
that there arc docnmcnts signed hy phv~icians attcsti1w the 
c:irc, not the 111:.1m1cr in which it i::; cffect~d. \\;c rcmarl~ tlw,t 
tho~c who rp1cstioncd or rejected the prodigies, maclc no formal 
dcclal';1tion oft heir objections. 

I vrnul<l distinctly indicate these rc.servations, although I uo 
not refuse to lJclicvc in the reality of some of the cures and 
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some of the seconrs. I protest, in particular, against the abuse 
that is made of the famous argument : "Shall we be mo~e 
difficult in regard to proof, than the infidels of the 18th 
century ?'' 

Yes. I do pretem1 to be much more difficult than they, and 
for two or three good reasons : first, because they were neces
sarily affected, in spite of themselves, by the general enthusi
asm ; secondly, because J ansenism agreed with them in oppo
sition to the Jesuits and the stifling traditions of the grand 
reign; in short, because the complete incredulity of naturalism 
"'as an invention reserved to our age, while the 18th cen
tury could not refrain from looking elsewhere for the super
natural it rejected in the Bible. X atural allies of the J ausen
ists against the despotism of official religion, the infidels were 
not as unfavorably disposed towards the miracle of Saint 
Mcclard as is pretended ; moreover, the age which was to ter
minate with Saint Germain, Cagliostro, and the masonic mys
teries, could find no better commencement than with the tomb 
of the deacon Paris. The era of the Voltaires and the Lalandes 
is thus very appropriately introduced. 

With these remarks, I come to the cures that have had so 
much celebrity. 

I do not oppose them with the special plea in har, furnished 
by the Scriptures. I will not say : There is here no miraculous 
cure, for the conntlsionaries have recourse to the intercession 
of the deacon Paris, and the Bible nowhere authorizes such a 
practice. I shall content myself with establishing that the ex
traordinary cures are neither so numerous nor so complete as is 
pretended, and that the nry few facts which seem to have a 
supernatural character, may he explained quite naturally. 

Doctor Calmeil makes a very just remark, to which I here 
give place : "In perusing the observations and dissertations 
published by the J ansenists on the miracles effected by the 
omnipotence of the deacon Paris, ·we at first feel inclined to 
place faith in a great number of quite exceptional cures, and to 
attribute to undue excitement of the nervous apparatus, to a 
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fevered conclition of the imagination, or to the effects of convul
sive shocks, cnres previously considered as impossible. On · 
turning our attention to the other side of the question, to the 
works that ha 1e emanated from the pen of the Anti-J ansenists, 
we become convinced that many of the convulsionaries who, in 
the heat of enthusiasm, believed themselves cured of a deafness, 
of a pain in the head, . . . were not slow to perceive, after this 
enthusiasm had passed away, that the. cure was only illusory." 
(ii. 381.) 

I will ::idc.1, that when we compare the immense crowd of in
valids who continually overflowed the charnel-house of Saint 
l\Icclard, with the very restricted number of miraculous cases 
reported in the work of Montgeron, we are persuaded that the 
amount of convulsions without a result, far exceeds that of the 
convulsions followed by a relief, and that, consequently, the 
latter arc confined within the limits of the uatural effects, which 
so many nervous crises must have caused to be foreseen. 

Tile natural effects, I !lave said, and nothing seems to me 
more clear. 

IIcre is a person both deaf and dumb, who is taken to the 
tomb of Paris ; the sight of all the couvulsionaries there and 
the fluid conununication which perhaps takes place, soon 
throws her into a dreadful paroxysm ; she perspires profusely ; 
she intimates by her gestnres, that she suffers principally 
in her head, throat, and cars. She remains as though dead. 
She is carried home. Brought Lack to the cemetery, she ex
periences conn1lsions of the most violent description, which 
continue until night. .At length, on the fourth clay, on recover
ing from a swoon, she finds herself in possession of the sense 
of hearing, and articulates words the sound of which reaches 
her ear. 

Herc is another person, a cripple, Philippe Sergent, in whom 
the conrnlsions bring about a tension and n, sharp pain in his 
diseased leg. All at once, the mu::;cles, in thus stretching them
selves ont, give way, making a noise similar to the crack of a 
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whip, and Sergent sings the Te Demn on the tomb, from a book 
which has been brought •cry apropos by one of the assistants. 

The cure of the eye of Don Alphonse has had still more 
celebrity. Those who have read the first volume of Montge
ron, know to what a variety of discussions it has given rise, on 
both sides of the Pyrenees. Yet 1vhen we come to look at it 
rather more closely, we are led to suspect that the diseased eye 
on which, in addition to a bit of the deacon's shirt, compresses 
of laudanum and marsh-mallow root were placed, may have 
been cured through the virtue of laudanum as well as through 
that of the shirt. 

It mu'st not be forgotten, moreover, that the cures foretold 
were not always effected, even though the convulsionaries 
undertook their performance by throwing their bodies into the 
form of the cross, or making prodigious somersets. The resur
rection of the dead, that stumbling-block in the way of all the 
manufacturers cf false miracles, has succeeded no better with the 
J ansenists than icitli others. The girl Lopin, surnamed the bark
eress ( aboyeuse) because she, as well as several of her compa
nions frequently barked during the paroxysms, fruitlessly tried to 
restore to life a young girl whom she had caused to be brought 
there. In vain did she rub her with the earth of the tomb, 
or wash her with water from the well belonging to Paris, or 
stretch herself out upon her after the manner of Elijah, the 
dead body remained a dead body, and the flesh Lecame corrupt .. 

In conclusion, I beg· the reader to well v.·eigh my last consid
eration. "\Vlrnt are we to think of progressive, of incomplete 
miracles ? Are we not authorized to consider these two char
acteristics, when they arc habitual, as indi<;atillg a natural cure 
and not ::m act of divine power ? 

As for myself, I am of the opinion of the servant of :Marguerite 
Thibault, who, when everybody was in raptures because of the 
marvellous deliverance of her mistres5, shook her head, saying 
that miracles were never clone by halves. In her strong good 
~ense she could scarcely conceive that God, who ha.cl, as it was 
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said, removed the swelling from this poor woman's body, should 
not also have rendered her the use of her hands. I agree with -
the servant in suspecting two things ; first, that the physicians 
were mistaken in supposi11g in Marguerite Thibault the existence 
of a scirrbus, secondly, that the physical effect produced by a 
li"rcly and sanguine emotion, the sudden warmth she experi
enced, the strain upon her ner-res, procured her a relief by 
which the anchylosis of t!1e bands did not profit. 

The cures of Saint M edard almost always took place by 
marked gradations. Two different newvaines (the first one of 
every third week) were required for the two eyes of Pierre 
Gautier. :Marie Cartery did not entirely recover until several 
days subsequent to the miracle performed in her favor. Mlle. 
Coirin was delivered from her cancer, but the parts destroyed 
were only slowly and incompletely replaced. It took six days 
to accomplish the cure of Marguerite Duchene ; these are 
compared by the conrnlsionarics to the six days of creation I 
It was also necessary to repeat the process several times in the 
case of Louise Hardouiu. La Duchesne, in short, whose cure 
converted the Protestant hair dresser Contet, only arrived at 
perfect health by means of a series of transpirations, vomiting 
and violent pain. 

I certainly do not maintain th::i.t medicine can explain, step 
by step, the results of these salutary crises ; but I do main
tain that reason forbids us tu suppose a few, small, complcmen
tal miracle~, as coming to finish a work which natural causes 
ba.vc visibly commenced. 

It remains for me to show the action of these causes in the 
phenomenon of the secours. 

The rcacler. will have the goodness to keep in view, not only 
my theory relative to the value of testimony in supernatu
ral matters, bnt also the prejudiced cuthusiastn of the principal 
witness, Montgcron, an o~d libertine, whom the sight of the pre
tended prodigies ltad transformed into n.n ardent Jansenist, as 
well as the legitimate suspicion attached to the secours, because 
of the fact that the cures were not miracles. 
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I commence with a, considerntion, the worth of which every 
one is at liberty to determine for himself. It lrns been truly 
said that we do not strike a woman as we would strike a stone. 
N oh\ithstandiug the sincerity and earnestness of purpose of 
Montgeron, his. blows with the fire-dogs on the wall, were very 
differently dealt from those he a<lministered to the convnlsion
ary. \Vha,t is true of him, is no less true of the other persons 
upon whom the perpetration of these barbarities devolved. 

Another consideration which I have already presented, seems 
so forcible to my mind as to constrain me to repeat it. As 
neither divine miracles nor diabolical prodigies haYe ever pre
vented the fire from devouring sorcerers, or the axe from lay
ing low the head of martyrs, it is impossible not to abate some
thing from these stories of the spits and swords which refuse 
to enter the body, the braziers which do not consume ; reason 
requires ns to suppose that the ones were baclly sharpened, and 
that the others were not very bot. 

\V c have here something more serious still. Montgeron is 
obliged to admit that " small" ecchymoses were often remarked. 
\Ve shall see that the supernatural intervention which was 
always refused in preventing the action of the axe or the sword, 
and which probably wonld not have prevented, even at Saint 
Medard, either that of a, cannon-ball or of a simple gnu-shot, 
was also refnsed in preven~ing bruises uncl contusions l It was, 
however, a very simple matter to complete a prodigy that 
lacked so little of being perfect l \Vas the power which pre
served the essential organs of the convulsionary incapable of 
preserving a few fibres and a few tissues? \Ve do not see that 
Daniel's companions left the furnace with the marks of burns on 
their bodies, or that the Apostle Paul, after shakh1g off the 
viper, had any swelling on his finger l 

This is a graver consideration than is imagined, for the ecchy
moses acknowledged by Moutgeron, of themselves, demonstrate 
that we are not on the domain of the supernatural. They pnt 
us on the track of the real explanation,. of which I shall try 
to give an idea, although science is not yet prep2rccl to shed 
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sufficient light on this subject. She is thus justly p.irnished for 
her reluctance to investigate mixed phenomena, fluid action 
and Animal :Magnetism. 

Notwithstanding science is not here prepared to account for 
everything, she lea\es no reasonable doubt of the true solution. 
\Vhat do we indeed find extraordinary in the scconrs of Saint 
~fodard ? Two things : the perversion of physical sensibility, 
which caused a demand for "Violent measures ; the power of 
resistance, which prevented those measures from producing 
any real injury. Let us give our attention to these t"Wo 
points. 

As regards the first, I can only refer to tbe unanimous 
opinion of physicians, who declare that the perversion of sen
sibility quite frequently accompanies mental alienation, and 
that it is also manifested in certain states of neHous excite
ment. Some lunatics procure for themselves a real enjoyment 
in tormenting their bodies by cuts and blows, and by tearing 
the skin ; nor is there any doubt, that, apart from the advantage 
of making themselves public spectacles, and paying the ransom 
of their own sins, the fanatic fl agellants of the l\Iiddle Ages 
often found a strange so;·t of pleasure in the self-inflicted blows. 
In the case of our co1ffulsonarics, these \arious sentiments, the 
desire of producing an effect, a mistaken devotion, a physical 
necessity which called for violent external reactions, were all, 
probably, in play. Doctor Calmeil, while on this subject, 
relates an obseHation made by Hecqnet, aud from which it 
results that the characteristic of certain pathological conc1i
tiom;, especially among women, is so to modify the nature of 
the impressions, that, in doing violence to the nerves of sensi
bility, a scus~t ion of enjoyment is created in the brain. The 
connil:'io11aric:::, then , had reason for saying that the instinct of 
c:ournl:-:ion impelled them to call for rn1trdcrons secours. ( Calmcil, 
ii., i38-L) 

But th:it is not the point of the grand difficulty. \Yhcther 
sensihility may or may not he perverted, does it 11ot remain 
incomprehensible that feeble women should have been able to 
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receive, without being crushed to pieces, the terrible blows of 
which we have spoken? llow are we to explain such a power 
of resistance ? 

.A. very slight change effected by the nervous fluid, would 
suffice to render the thing perf.ectly simple. Supposing that 
the skin and fibres of the conrnlsionaries took, in virtue of their 
particular state of excite~ent, a consistency analogous to that of 
gum-elastic, all the facts which now astonish us, would become 
as natural as possible. The conrnlsiouaries being of gnm
elastic, or rather, their bones being protected by muscles and 
tissues of gum-elastic, what would be the consequence ? 

.A. sharp, quick thrust of a sword or f:abre, such as is gene
rally given with these weapons, would certainly have pene
trated. But we find that among the numerous secours related 
as having taken place at Saint ~Iedard, there are no instances, 
and for a very good reason, of blows given after this fashion ; 
our friends prudently restricted themselves to placing the point 
of the weapon on the body, and then giving the order to push. 
This is a very different matter, and the gum-elastic which 
would yield to a sudden impulsion, is impenetrable to simple 
pressure, eveu from a pointed object, provided the point is not 
very sharp. \Ye have all performed the experiment a hundred 
times. Let us continue our hypothesis. 

\\bat would have been .the result of the c1i~cbarge of a 
pistol at the gum-elastic breast of a conrnlsionary ? The ball 
would have pierced it through and through. Here is still 
another trial, which was carefully avoided, although pistols 
were invented a long time previous to I 73~. 

So also were razors, and it certainly would have been inte
resting to see the skin of the comulsionaries resist their 
persuasive edge. Unfortnnately, gum-elastic cannot resist it, 
and, therefore, the amateurs of the secours arnided the razors 
''ith as much care, as they a~oided fire-arms and the real sword 
thrusts. They preferred to i1n·ent complicated machines, to 
raise stones of twenty or forty pounds in weight, to experiment 
with the barley sugar and the biscuit 
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It is true that neither the barley s1tgar nor the biscuit, nor 
the fire-dogs, neither fire, nor sword, nor Epits, as they were
applied, would have injured the gum-elastic envelope. They 
wonld ha;re produced no visible injmy. They would, at most, 
have occasioned only an internal friction, more or less serious, 
according to the thickness of the elastic armor co1ering the 
bones and other organs. 

This, I repeat, is only an hypothesis ; but it seems to me 
that it says much in relation to the pretended impossibility of 
supposing a modification of the human body, which may suffice 
to explain the impenetrability of the eonvulsionaries. A flnid 
action giving it the consistency of gum-elastic, would fully 
attain the object, as we have just seen. Is this change much 
more extraordinary than that produced ·within us, wheu, by the 
effect of chloroform, we entirely lose eonscion.sness of pain ? 
I think not. I confess that to suppose a snpernatural action, 
furni shing protection against wounds, without furnishing it 
against ccchymoses, parrying blows from fire-dogs, and not 
sabre thrnsts, defying spits and swords, on condition of first 
placing them on the part required to resist them, arniling 
itself of fire-clogs, stones, and funernl ,piles, to the exclusion 
of pistols and razors, would appear to me far more extraor
dinary. 

"\Vhethcr the tissues of the convulsionaries did or did not 
assume the consistency of gum-elastic, it is very cvi<lcnt that 
they received the two qualities which distinguish this substance, 
an<.1 which are strictly connected with each other : ·elasticity 
and impenetrnbili ty. 

Elasticity works wonders. A cat will foll from the 1'Ccond 
story of a hriuse without injury ; a marble statnc cannot er-en 
fall from its pedestal without being broken to pieces. \n1y is 
it that children are so little hnrt hy their numerous follc;? 
\Vhy i:; it tlint men in a state of intoxication f'all with impu
nity, where sober men wo11id break their necks? It is been.use 
of the fl exibility of the oues, and the inflexibility of the others. 

Relative impcnctrabilitJ is 110 less frequently obscrHu. It 
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may be said that the epidermis, that our muscles are always 
equally penetrable l This is not true. The least variation of 
the temperature, the slightest alteration of our health, exposes 
us to injuries we would have escaped under other circumstances. 
The veriest trifle suffices to break my skin when I am cold, 
when the blood does not flow freely in my veins, when my limbs 
are deprived of elasticity. Yet my skin is always the same. 
\Yhat is it, then, that is modified? 

The answer seems to be partially contained in the following 
words of l\I. Calmeil : "The energetic resistance which, in the 
convnlsionaries of Saint nledard, was opposed by the skin, the 
cellular tissue, the surface of the body and of the limbs, to the 
shock of the blows, was certainly calculated to canse surprise. 
But these fanatics greatly deceived themselves when they fan
cied that they were invulnerable ; for it has been repeatedly 
proved that many of them, at the end of the cruel tests they 
solicited, exhibited large ecchymosis on the integuments, and 
innumerable contusions on the surfac8s that had been subjected 
to the rudest assaults. l\Ioreover, the blows were never ad
ministered except during the convulsive period. Then, the 
fiatulency of the stomach, the spasmodic condition, . . . the 
state of contraction, of erethism, the turgescence of the fleshy 
envelopes, of the muscular fibres which protect and cover the 
abdomen, the thorax, the principal rnscular trunks, the osseous 
surfaces, must singularly contribute to weaken, to <leaden, to· 
annul the violence of the blows." (ii., 386.) 

Why is it that, after reading this passage, we are inclined to 
repeat the words of Gros, examining the drawings of his pupils : 
"It is. that, and it is not that !" \Vhy is it that while we 
are struck with the justice of the observation, we preserve a 
sort of intellectual uncomfortablcness, a sort of suspicion of a 
disproportion between the phenomenon and the e.xplunation ? 
\Vhy is it that under the influence of such an impression many 
people are led to admit either the diabolical prodigy or the 
miracle ? It is because M. Calmeil is faithful to the instruc
tions of the scientific institutions in. France and England ; he 
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does not accept fluid action, and refuses to take a single step 
beyond ordinary nervous excitement. Now it is in vain to 
speak of shocks, of spasms, of tmgescences ; there remains some
thing more than these in the secours of Saint-Medard. They 
demand the intervention of a special force, a fluid which is 
clisengagcd sometimes by the effect of certain crises, and some
times by the power of magnetization, properly so called. Those 
who systematically maintain this hiatus in the study of man, 
nrc the best nJlics of the superstitions they pretend to combat. 
Thus, every aspect of the question brings us back to onr fumla
mental remark : we shall never put an end to the supernatural 
apocrypha, as long as we obstinately reject the study of any 
portion of the natural laws. 

Supposing that this study had been seriously unc1ertaken, 
with what clearness might we resolve the problem, the solution 
of which wc can as yet only anticipate l Accustomed to the 
wonders of the nervous fluid, knowing that it elevates inert 
object:> at a distance, that it biologizcs, that it communicates 
flexibility and rig·idity, the extreme development of the senses 
and absolute insensibility, we should not be greatly surprised to 
discover that it also, in some cases, comi;nunicates the relative 
elasticity and impenetrability which clrnracterize gum-elastic. 

Montgeron himself clcscribcs that elasticity of body in the 
convnlsionaries, by which they yiclcled under the pressure of 
blows from the fire-dogs to such ati extent that the pit of the 
stomach almost touched the vertebral column ; the relief thus 
afforded being most complete after the clccpest impressions. 
Ile tells us of a convulsionary who persua<led him to lay her in 
a coffin, where she allowed herself to be covered with sand ; 
this reminds ns of the Hindoo sorcerers, who, having reached n. 
particular state of cn.talcptic iuscnsibility, are buried in a tlitch, 
whence they arc several days afterwards, it is saicl, withdrawn 
alive. The fakirs do many similar things I ·when will Science 
condescend to fulfill the noblest part of her missiou, and burst
ing the leading-strings of childhood, advance with a manly step 
into the domain of mixed phenomena, where so many disco-

4 * 
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veries, by which our darkness shall be dispelled without pam
pering our pride, await us? I can imagine what it will cost 
her to quit the sure, the immutable, the regular, in 1Vhich she 
so much delights, to· ab:mdon, e\en for a moment, the holy 
heights of mathematical certainty, in order to seek her physical 
agents in those mysterious depths where they are closely united 
with the moral and voluntary action of man ; but her repug
nance does not change the facts, and she pays rather dear for 
her exclusive love of positive notions, when she remains embar
rassed before the Jansenist convulsionaries, and thus directly 
encourages the grossest superstitions. 

I ha\e dwelt at considerable length on the prodigies that 
seemed to me worthy of my attention ; I shall merely touch 011 

those in which I do not find the same plausible appearances. 
All the miracles of the mystics pertain to this category. Liling 
in a world apart, attenfo·e to their interior revelation, they 
assist, with the most perfect sincerity, at scenes whose reality 
exists only in their imagination. 

Of the mystics, I shall mention only Jeanne d' Arc, to whom 
I have already alluded. A poor and noble girl, she distinctly 
heard her i·oices; they sounded in her ears, under the beech of 
the fairies; they there dict_ated to her everything· she uttered 
from the time that the love of enslaved France had taken pos
session of her heart. 

Of what use to discuss the T"isions of Jeanne d'.Arc? She is 
sincere 1Vhen she speaks of them, when she deplores their cessa
tion. A hallncinateu mystic, and as such, enjoying the privi
lege which appertained to mysticism in the Dark Ages, she is 
superior to the belief of her cotcmporaries, becam:e the errors 
of interior revelation, however gross they may be, cannot fail 
to elevate her above the materialism of the opus operatum. 
"}.!en will not absohe me ! God absolves me ! " The faith 
that dictated that beautiful language, casts a touching light 
upon her character. A possMee, according to some, miraca.-
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lonsly directed, according to others, she is, in onr eyes, only a 
most brilliant example of what strong excitement may prodnce
in a pious soul, in an age without intelligence, and in a Church 
without Christianity. 

I have no further remarks to make in relation to the 
miracles of Mysticism. Those of Catholicism demand a rather 
more particular notice. Yet I shall amid clwelling upon them 
at any length, being desirous to say only what is absolutely 
necessary to complete this essay on the miracles not contained 
in the Bible. Ha,ing studied the Protestant and the Jansenist 
miracles, with a passing reference to those of the :Mystics, it 
is proper that the Catholic miracles should have their turn. 
They arc by no means the least numerous. 

Leaving all the legends, and devotiug my attention to what 
seems most wcrthy of an examination, to what has taken place 
within the last hundred years, and with as much cdat as 
though it bad been seriously verified, I commence with the 
celebrated episode of Gassner. 

This was in the second part of the la.st century. The ,Jesuits 
felt the necessity of a great miracle to enable them to resist 
the reforms of J oscph II. .X ow, miracles always come when 
they are ·wanted, and the Ultramontane miracle was as ine,ita
able, in 17GO, as the Jansenist miracle thirty years previous 
There appeared, at that time, a perfectly si11cere :mu respect
able man, a priest of Coire, who, having curetl himself of his 
convulsions by invoking the name of the Lonl, naturally con
ceincl the idea of curing others. He rep::iirecl to Germany, 
where the ~T esnit party took him under its protection, and 
where the question of the reality of his cmes gave rise to n. 
long and spirited polemical controversy. 

I shall not take sides either with the bishops who celebratecl 
his miracles, or "·ith those who attacked them ; but shall con
tent myself with the remark, that the action of Gassner applied 
only to convulsions, and, in general, to nervous diseases, which 
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he termed possessions. It i;;i, therefore, easy to conceive 
that a shock given to the imagination, may have sufficed to 
bring about, as at Saint 1Iedarc1, a beneficial crisis, and that 
Gassner may have exercised, in addition, the power that 
pertains to an energetic nrngnctizcr. If the celebrated doctor 
of Haen had not "rittcn his famous report at a periof1 when 
iliesmerism was still almost unknown, he '\"roulcl certainly have 
been struck by an analogy which seems quite evident to us of 
the present day. " Gassner," says he, "produces stupefying 
effects on people ":ithout touching them. Ile changes 
the state of the pulse, diminishes and accelerates it (without 
touching it), two or three times an hour." I see there, nothing 
whatever that is not obtained by the action of the magnetic 
fluid ; and, upon the whole, deducting from the miracles of 
Gassner the exaggerations of his partisans, the incompleteness 
or utter failure of his cures, those produced by moral emo
tion alone, as well as those expl:iined by magnetism, I am 
convinced that nothing remains to be imputed to the super-
natural. · 

The same considerations apply to the miracles of the Prince 
of Hohenlohe. It is, indeed, our opinion that they are still 
less ustonishiug than those of Gassner. The memory of his 
successes has, in fact, alone been preserved, and the very 
numerous cases in which a cure did not follow his intercession, 
have been left out of the reports. In what way were these 
miracles performed? The prince was written to, in behalf of 
different invalids, of Mrs. :Mattingly, who lived in \Yashington ; 
of the sister, Marie Rccchioni, who lived in Fermo ; of M. 
Isidore Vinl, who lived in Romans. (I mention the persons 
whose miraculous cure has been most celebrated.) The prince 
appointed a neu,-1.:aine; he indicated the hour at which it 
should finish, and at which he himself vrnukl engage in prayer 
for the cure. The patient was required to pray at the same 
moment, and in order to assure perfect coincidence, the longi
tude of the place was taken into consideration. Thus, ·we see 
that :Mrs. Mattingly commenced her prayer at three o'clock in 
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tlte morning, because the prince announced his for nine o'clock 
of the evening. 

Now, is there any reason for being astonished that several 
remarkable results were obtained ? Among the numerous 
persons invited to this solemn appointment, was it not proba
ble that there might be found some, in whom the emotion 
caused by such n. moment, and the waiting for a marvellous 
event, would have the very effect to provoke a crisis ? .May 
not even the most extraordinary fact, the recovery of speech 
by M. Vial, have been i:rroduced by a very great shock, and 
does not history furnish us, among other examples, that of the 
son of Crresus ? 

I add, moreover, that I believe in the efficacy of prayers. 
If Gassner and the Prince of Hohenlohe prayed with faith in 
the name of Christ, if the sick persons and their families also 
looked to the promises of the only Mediator, I am persuaded, 
that notwithstanding their errors, they obtained one of those 
miracles which God has not ceased to accord to His children, 
and which differ from the signs that accompanied the Apos
tolic preaching only in the respect that the divine action does 
not here show itself in a way to exclude the natural explanation 
of the facts. \Vhat Christian does not daily and silently effect 
as many miracles as the Prince of Hohenlohe ? He knows 
that life and death arc in the hand::; of the Lord ; he knows 
that the Lord cures the sick, that he hears and grants the 
prayers of his redeemed. Therefore, he docs not cease to 
implore, and to receive great deliverances ; but he respects 
the Sovereign will which has not conferred upon all times, 
and upon all men, the miraculous gift, properly so called, 
the word ntJcrcd in the name of Christ, operating of itself, 
the inexplicable cme, or the impossible resurrection. He 
humlJly contincs his petitions within the circle of favors, which, 
without being less real, arc less }Jrilliant, and he does not fail 
to add at the end of each prayer : " My will, not thine, be 
done l" 
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After the miracles of Gassner a.ncl the Prince of Hohenlohe, 
I know of no Catholic miracles better attested than the Cross of 
Mig~e, and the stigmatics of the Tyrol. I must, then, say a, 
few words in relation to these two facts. Let us commence 
with ~Iignc. 

This prodigy took place at the period of the missions and 
the plantings of the cross. On SunLlay, the 17th of December, 
just as the exercises of the jubilee were n.bout to close, at the 
Yery moment of the solemn planting of the cross of the mission, 
and as the preacher, addressing the crowd assembled before 
the church of ~ligne, spoke to them of the cross that showed 
itself to Constantine, a large, luminous cross, elernted more 
than a hundred feet abo-rn the level of the ground, was dis
tinctly to be perceived in the sky. It remained visible, so 
it was stated, nearly half an hour. The report, forthwith 
addressed to the bishop, thus concludes : " ~ o one, my lord, 
can form an idea of the religious impression which the sight 
of this cross produced on the spectators. .Almost all of them 
instantly fell on their knees, rapturously repeating : " l'"ire 
Jesns ! rive la cr&ix ! 77 The report of the Counsellor of the 
Prefecture, written some days afterwards, attests, in its turn, 
the effect produced by the miracle : " In a parish which was 
far from being religious, everybody, ·with the exception of a 
few individuals, drew near to the altar." 

Such are the facts. I shall not object that the .Apostles, 
and the churches of the .Apostles, had neither the cross nor 
the worship of the cross ; that the cry, "Vit-e la croix ! would 
really have astonished the men who adored Jesus Christ, who 
confided in his sacrifice, but who detested its abominable 
instrument. I shall not appeal to the dogmatic argument. I 
shall not even remark to what degree a miracle of this sort 
must have seemed desirable to the men who establisheJ. the 
mission of 1826. Their open adversary, I deelare, that after 
the examination of the documents, it is impossible for me to 
belie1e in the fraud, in the suspended crosses: in the kites 
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which have occupied so important a place in the polemics of 
the opposition. 

A general hallucination would not be inadmissible, especially 
as no inhabitant of the farms or neighboring hamlets seems to 
have seen the luminous cross which ought to have been observed 
throughout the country, since it remained in the sky nearly 
half an hour. Y ct it was perceived only by the persons who, 
gathered round the preacher, their minds full of the cross in 
honor of which they were assembled, and listening to the story 
of the vision of Constantine, were perhaps in the necessary con
ditions for obeying ::i. common impulse, and for seeing ernry
thing that any one of their number might fancy he saw in the 
sky. 

I think, however, that the explanation is still more simple : 
a real image probaLly appeared, the reflection of the cross just 
planted. The report of the Counsellor of Prefecture confirms 
us in this opinion : the cross having been brought in procession 
from the house of the individual by whom it was presented, it 
could not be placed upon the Calvary prepared for it before 
sunset." 

It was planted, then, at sunset; tl!e Abbe :Marsault com
mences his .discourse at the same moment ; be speaks of Con
stantine, and hchokl, the luminous cross appears ! " Tlte sun 
was then set," adds the Counsellor of Prefecture .... "This 
luminous cross rcmaiuc<l constantly in the same place nearly 
ltalf an honr, tltat is to say, until it was dark." 

J hcg the reader to remark these expressions, because they 
cstalJlish, not only the almost immediate connexion that exists 
between the planting of a cross and the appearance of an image 
which would ha\e been impossible without it, but also the real 
moment of the appearance. The sun was set ; but it did not 
hccome dark until half an hour afterwan1s, that is to say, at tho 
precise instant when the reflection was obliterated. ]\ o lumi
nous cross m1til there is an object to reflect ; 110 more luminous 
cross after the light fails. 

This is the capital point. Its partisans h1n·c felt it. 'rhC're-

• 
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fore have they \ied with each other in entangling the matter ; 
in place of half-past four o'clock, the hour of five, snnset, night
fall have been substituted ; stars have been mentioned as 
shining in the sky. It 1rns necessary, absolutely to get rid of 
this unfortunate phenomenon of reflection. This they have 
thought to do, by opposing to it, first, the ln,teness of the hour ; 
secondly, the ubsence of vapors ; and lastly, the difference in 
form. Let ns see if they have succeeded. 

In regard to the lateness of the hour, we must not forget ::i. 

fact that escaped .M. Desplaces-Dessessarts, the Counsellor of 
Prefecture : the sun had then set, but it was not dark until 
half-an-hour afterwards. The snn set on the 17th of December 

• at four o'clock and six minutes. I think, then, -we may fix the 
very latest hour of the phenomenon "at abont half-past four 
o'clock,"* which is the same with th3.t mentioned by the great
est champion of the miracle, the author of la Religion constatee 
'nnirersellernent (ii. 293). It is melancholy to see the efforts that 
have been contimrnlly made to prove tLat it was later, and that 
the solar light, ha·ring disappeared, could not produce any 
result. Similar phrases to this have here and there been insinu
ated : ii the sun that had been set for at least half an hour !" 
It has been affirmed that the people re-entered the church 
before the close of the miracle (this would not have been very 
respectful, it must be admitted)! Descriptions have been given 
of the stars shining at the moment of their re-entrance into the 
church, and of the gradual disappearance of the image ; then, 
·we have been given to understand that the stars shone all 
the time that the vision lasted I It is true that on another 
occasion, being desirous to refute those who pretended that the 
cfarkness had favored the fraud, they stated tha.t "there vrns 
sufficient light to read by !" (Lettre de J.lI. de Cu.r:=on.) 

* T!Jis is really the latest possible hour. It is probable that the fact was produced 
previous to this moment; at all events, everybody knows how strong, in certain circum
stances, is the rtflected light from the suu for a long time after its setting. Those who 
have been on :IIont Blanc at sunset, will understand my meaning; the mountain, aft<'r 
gradually losing its color, and becoming quite pale, as it were, i~ suddenly tinted with 
a brilliant rosy hue, which la~ts for several minutes. 
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To those who spoke of reflection, they answered : "It was 
<lark." To those who spoke of fraud, they said : " It was -
light." 

This last assertion is evitlcntly true. "But what does that 
sig·'nify ?" exclaim the champions of the miracle ; u the phe
nomenon of the reflection demands not only light-it demands 
vapors whereby to reflect the image I" Doubtless, and it only 
remains to know if these vapors did not exist. Now, I am well 
aware that they speak of a sky "almost without cloud." I am 
well aware that the commission appointed by the Bishop of 
Poitiers, reports "that the <lay was very beautiful ;" but I am 
also aware that it adus, there had previously been " a ~uccession 
of rainy clays." "The sky," it says, "was clear in the region 
of the cross, a few clouds only were to be seen here and there, 
at two or three remote points near the horizon." \Vhat man 
of science would venture to declare that, under these circum
stances, with that light and with those vapors, reflection was 
impossible ? 

True, we have yet to account for the differences between the 
celestial image and the cross planted on the Calvary. ·who 
will hclicvc that the oLservations ma<~e by the enthusiastic 
populace of ~Iigne coulll have hce11 sufficiently exact to dcciLle 
(what no one even thought of at the moment) whether the 
accessories of the cross on the Calvary, the brass heart, the 
sword, the recd and the sponge, were or were not reproduced in 
the miraculous vision ? 

M. Brierre de Hoismont has furnished, in relation to the giant 
of Brocken, the following details, which it is interesting to com
paro with the cross of Migne : "At certain periods, the giant 
shows himself. on the summit of the Hrockcn (a division of the 
Hartz ~fountains), to the great astonishment of the inhabitants 
and travellers. This prodigy, for a long po:·iotl of year:-<, garn 
rise to the strangest stories, until, at last, l\I. Ilauc hatl the curi
osity and the gootl luck to sec it. \Vhile he was contemplating 
the giant, a violent gn:-;t · of win cl ucarly deprived him of his 
hat, whereupon he. hastily rarric1l his hand to his head, a moYc-
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ment which the giant imitated ; he then performed the action 
of bowing, and his bow was instantly retnrned. M. Hane made 
known his discovery to the proprietor of the inn of the Brocken, 
and the two together, ·repeated the experiment with the same 
result. The wonder was thenceforth explained." (109.) 

Yes, the wonder is explained. It is nothing more than the 
effect of light thrown upon a shining snrface, and which, at a 
certain distance, reflects the object in magnified proportions, 
according to an optical phenomenon of frequent occurrence. 
Father Lebrun relates the following, on the authority of Car
den : " IIe says, that being in :Milan, it was reported about the 
city, that there was an angel visible in the air, n.nd he him
self saw it as well as more than two thousand other persons. 
Some of the most scientific men having displayed great admira
tion for this prodigy, a clever jurisconsult, who happened to be 
on the spot, examined it attentively, and shmved them that 
what they saw was not an angel, but the figure of an angel, 
carved in stone on the top of the steeple of Saint Gothard." 
(riistoire des pratiqnes superstitieztses, iv. 374.) 

If this effect of reflection had not brcn remarked, we should 
have had another great miracle, and the people of l\Iilan, not 
less sincere than those of l\Iigue, would have affirmed the 
appearance of au angel, flying over their city in broad day
light. 

I have said that I should nlso speak of the stigmatics of the · 
Tyrol. The facts are well known. Those who have visited 
Tscherms or Kaltern, who have seen the ecstasies of the devo
tees, their wounds bleeding at the predicted moment, the 
strange ohjects issuing from their mouths, are counted by hun
dreds of thousands. Men of science, physicians, philosophers, 
have made this pilgrimage, and their reports have astonished 
the academies on the other siue of the Hhine. 

Shall we utterly deny the truth of these reports? By no 
means. "\Ve shall simply remark that inquiries undertaken in 
these holy places, are never, either so easy or so complete as is 
imagined. The doubter who feels that be ~tands alone, the 
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only one of his kind in the midst of a crowd of pious worshippers1 
experiences great embarrassment. The very politeness and 
consideration with which he is welcomed, the facilities offered 
him1 add to his embarrassment, to bis pruclencc1 to his reserve. 
Filled with respect for the women whose devotion is perhaps 
real1 he wonlcl believe himself a monster1 were he to manifest 
rcrtain doubts which he now feels to be inadmissible. 

Thus much for the sincere inquirer ; in regard to the stig
matics thcmselves1 they should not be judged according to the 
terms of the famous dilemma : They arc either saints or 
wicked sinners. Experience proves, alas ! that a certain 
degree of sincerity may be combined with falsehood ; that 
pious frauds do not exclude all uprightness and all real devo
tion. ~fany persons go so far as to believe that the end sancti
fies the means1 and1 although the theory is horrible1 yet we 
cannot regard every one who puts it in practice as a villain. 
To counterfeit miracles in order to gain friencls1 to unite in the 
same act a persevering deceit with an intention almost Chris
tian1 is not1 unfortu11ately1 an inconceivable moral pheno
menon. 

In what, then1 consists this miracle which1 for twenty years1 
attracted so much atten tion ? The stigmatics of the Tyrol 
eject from their stomachs, nails1 glass1 horschair1 bits of combs1 
and other ohjects they have never swallowecl ! Is it possible 
that any one can believe that Goll, the God of the Biblc1 stoops 
to sur:h prodigies as these ? To admit it1 is to admit what is 
morally and religiously impossihl~. ·who will sncccell in per
Rtrn(li11g himself that the vomiting of nails and frag·ments of 
crockery1 that usual attribute of possessions1 co11ld1 all at once, 
become in Tyrol1 the mark of a divine inspiration ? 

This single ... feature1 iIHlcpc11clcntly of the seemingly marvel
lous chnrueter of other acts of the stig·matics, shoulll snflice to 
fix the opinion of nn impartial man. l' ut one of these acts1 
moreon·r, has any iiositiYc value. The stigmata which so 
many Catholics refuse to recognize, e\·en on the body of Fran
c;ois cl' .Assize1 have existed among acknowledged impostcrs1 
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who, up to the very period of the discovery of their fraud, 
have had their bleeding wounds ready for exhibition at the 
appointed moment. The illuminated magnetizers of Avignon 
pretended to check, at-will, the flow of blood, when they opened 
a vein ; Doctor Billot affirms that the sanguineous emission 
obeyed tbe commands : " Stop I Flow I" 

The trances, the inspired discourses, the employment of 
phrases borrowed from foreign tongues, the penetration of the 
thought, there is nothing in any of these that exceeds the 
natural limits of Animal :Magnetism. Indeed, the ingurgita
tion of bits of combs, of horsehair, pins, and similar objects, 
may take place without producing death ; that is shown by 
very numerous facts, among others, one of a quite recent date, 
which is related of a young girl who attempted to kill herself 
in this way, but did not succeed. The devotion of the stig
matics was of a character to make them reckless of any danger 
resulting from this sort of alimentation. 

· I here stop short, and I trust the reader will appreciate my 
moderation. Having given a rapid glance at the miracles 
most worthy of our attention, I refrain from mentioning such 
as are entirely beneath any serious notice. \\Te are all aware 
that their name is legion. 

If I were to open one or two volumes of the Lives of the· 
Saints ; if I were to visit the miraculous fountains which, 
having formerly cured in the name of Paganism, still obligingly 
continue to cure ; if I ·were to take up, one by one, the impos· 
sible relics -which do not fail to accomplish their prodigies and 
distribute their indulgences with a remarkable fidelity, my 
work would not be so quickly finished. At Rome alone, do 
they not preserve in their churches the stone (of Carrara mar
ble) upon which .Abraham bound his son, the portraits of the 
Virgin painted by Luke (who was a physician), phials filled with 
the milk of the Yirgin, with the blood of Jesus Christ, with the 
water that gushed from his side ? Do they not hold in reve-
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rence the altar upon which John the Baptist offered up his 
sacrifices in the desert, the napkin with which our Lord wiped 
bis hands after having wasbed the feet of the .Apostles, the 
column to which be was bound by the order of Pilate, the 
finger of Thomas which touched our Saviour's wounds, the 
rock upon which the angel placed himself at the time of the 
Annunciation, a piece of the stone on which Jesus was seated 
when he pardoned the sins of the .Magdalen, a portion of the 
tables of the law, of the manna, a fragment of ~oses' rod, one 
of the stones with which Stephen was crushed, as well as 
numerous portraits of J esns Christ, locks of bis hair, bits of his 
garments, those of his mother, and even the inscription on his 
cross 1 

And I speak only of the most famous relics, whose supernatural 
virtue is undisputed ; I say nothing of those to which the least 
doubt is attached, such as the portrait of our Saviour painted 
by himself and sent to King Abgarns, Judah's lantern, tho 
cross of the good thief, the crucifixes that have spoken. The 
prodigies connected with the most sacred relics, arc quite 
sufficient to convince the reader that it is utterly out of the 
question for me to do more than allude to a subject which has 
no limits. ' 

As re~pccts the miracles performed by the saints during 
their lives, they are not less numerous than those performed by 
their bones. \VhocYer may be inclined to doubt this, is 
referred to the history of Fran9ois d'..Assizc, or the .work enti
tled: Cmiformites de saint Franfois ai·ec Jesus-Christ. The 
life of Liguori may also afford them satisfaction ; this man, 
" who 11cver commits even a venial sin, of deliberate design," 
must have performed a prodigious quantity of miracles, since 
the sim11lc p'i·occss of beatification specifics more than a hun
dred. Another, an<l no less wonderful prodigy (I quote the 
modern and official facts), is connected with the body of Saint 
Philomc11e1 the miracle-worker, which, being found in Home, in 
1802, was recognized by the brilliancy of its eyes, and sig
nalized itself during its transportation t'o ::Mugnano, by dimin-
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ishing the size of the vehicle when the streets were too narrow 
to admit of its passage. The box in which these relics are kept, 
also constantly contracts ; vain are all attempts to stretch it 
out, it })ersists in being too short for its saint. It is by thou
sands that miracles are each year per~ormed there ; the 
pilgrims witness the marvellous multiplications with admiring 
eyes, particularly that of the little book in which so many 
procliges are related. 

I do not maintain, however, that this is more extraordinary 
than the flying Cochin-Chinaman, or the house of the "Virgin 
carried through the air from l\ azareth to Loretto. Now, la 
santa Casa is there, in the splendid church of boretto ; and 
notwithstanding the remarks of the skeptics, who assert that 
the stones of which it is composed "Were never known at X az
areth, it confirms its origin by its miracles, and to that there 
is nothing to say. Let us leave, then, the devotees to kneel in 
crowds in front of the square window through which the angel, 
after having spoken to :Mary, disappeared ! 

I have no wish to pr~ss the matter further. .Jiy end is 
attained, and I am not disposed to go beyond it. The reader 
knows what to think of the miracles that arc said to have been 
accomplished since the Apostolic period. The Protestant mir
acles of the Ce\ennes, the Jansenist miracles of Saint :Medard, 
the Ultramontane miracles. of Gassner and the Prince of 
Hohenlohe, the Catholic miracles in g·eneral, those that have an 
appearance of plausibilty, as for instance, the stigmata of the 
Tyrol, or the cross of :Jiignc, and those i.t is impossible to. con
sider in a serious light although supported by the same author
ity ; I have passed them all in review. The conclusions of this 
chapter are obvious, and I ma,y now proceed to another portion 
of the supematural apocrypha. 



CHAPTER II. 

SUPERNATURAL APOCRYPHA. 

SPURIOUS SORCERY. 

I INTEND, without losing time in preambles, to point out at 
once, the extent and duration of the general belief to which we 
now turn our attention. It might seem, perhaps, judging from 
the astonishment sometimes expressed, that faith in sorcery is 
an exceptional fact, an eccentricity, that books such as those 
of Messrs. de Mirvillc and Des Monsseaux arc a strange acci
dent, that theories such as those promulgated by l' Univers, arc 
nn offense to the dignity of the human mind, that the success 
of the knocking spirits is an unlooked for humiliation ! :Mcu 
who hold this language, forget only one thing, that the super
stitions of our times have been those of all times. Before 
Christianity and after Christianity, among enlightened nations, 
ancl among savage nations, in the midst of philosophies and in 
the midst of religions, we cnrywlicrc find this distinctiYc aud 
indestructible element. \Yith the exception of the book of 
divine revelation (a truly admirable exception ! ) there is no por
tion of the annals of humanity, which is not polluted by the 
prctcndcLl intervention of evi l Rpiri ts aml other fables connected 
with this doctrine. 

Prom this universality of the belief in sorcery, we may, indeed, 
conclnde with Schlegel, that superstitions whid1 thus maintairr 
their ground, necessarily result from certain tendencies in our 
nature. Y cs, I am fully persuaded that onr fallen nature con· 
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tinnally returns to diabolical prodigies as it returns to all errors 
and to all sins; and this is only a still stronger reason for com
b.a ting an evil so persistent, and for seeking refuge in Biblical 
truth, the only means of escape from the fatal option pre
sented us by modern ,.dsdom, that of admitting the superua
tural apocrypha or rejecting everything supernatural ! 

Faithful to the course I have adopted, and resolved to leave 
out of the discussion everything that appears insignificant, I 
shall pass rapidly over the mass of facts simply absurd, and 
devote my attention to three or four principal manifestations 
of the tendency I am about to examine. 'l'he great facts of 
the divining wand obtained immense notoriety in the reign of 
Louis :XIV. ; many persons, at the present day, still consider 
them as inexplicable without the action of the demon ; a few 
words in relation to this· important episode, will, therefore, not 
be out of place. Apparitions may be ranked in the same class 
of phenomena as the divining wand in the history of the pre
tended marvellous ; there is, indeed, no belief more extensive 
or supported by more respect::tble testimony ; in presence of so 
many excellent persons who have looked upon apparitions with 
their own eyes, we are not allowed to keep silence. But the prin
cipal subject upon which onr attention should be fixed is that of 
sorcery, and everything resulting from it. ~\fter cl welling upon 
this somewhat ::tt .length, we shall close the chapter with an in
quiry into an affair for whieh our achersaries have conceived 
an affection ; I refer to the U rsulines of Lonclun and the execu
tion of Urbain Grandier. It will be interesting to descend upon 
the ground to which they are constantly calling us, to consider 
this horrible tragedy from a nearer point of view, and to see, 
by one illustrious ex::tmple, in what light we are to reganl the 
sorceries, the possessions, the institntions, and the doctrines of 
the Middle Ages. 

Thus, we have four questions to resolve : the divining wand, 
apparitions, sorcery, the Londun possessions. Before entering 
upon special problems, let us give a general glance at the 
subject. 



HISTORY OF SOl~CERY. 

All people of antiquity cultirntell the oc.:cnlt sciences. 'Io 
cite here, only the most enlightened period, and the most prac
tical nation, the nation ·which alone possessed no national oracle, 
we h::t;re no eddence that the Romans of the Augustan C'nt 

rejected magic or any of its branches. Cresar had his amulet; 
Augustus wore 011 his person a bit of seal skin, in order to 
preserve him from lightning ; A colo~sal phantom appeared to 
Brutus in hi::; tent, saying to him : "I am thy evil genius ; we 
shall meet again at Philippi ;'' Cussins himself, whose nature 
was by no means credulous, perceived in the height of the 
battle, the shade of Julius Cresar fighting at the hea<l ot his 
enemies; Cicero, in short, wrote on the subject of divination, and 
fully admitted its reality. I do not speak of Yirgil and Ovid, 
who, in their writings, seem to recognize it as a fact; I am per
fectly aware that the license accorded to poets, renders it 
impossible for us to derive ::my argument from them. Setting 
aside, then, the eclogues and elegie::;, we shall content ourselves 
with establishing that the Latin ciYilization, when at the height 
of its dcYelopment, did not repudiate magic. Iii seeking, then, 
among the t!Jinkers, the writers, the politicians, the skeptics, 
the debauchees of this period, we scarcely fintl more than two 
men ·who haYe distinctly expressed an opinion unfurnrable to 
enchanters auu ::rngul's ; Cato and l lorace, so unlike in 
everything else, agree in this. The fir::;t was astonished that 
two augurs could look each other in the face without laughing; 
he a8kcd why a fool should be more inspired than a wise man, 
a11d "·hy Cassandra should know more than Priam. The 
second diverted Leuconoc from the vain efforts to foresee her 
destiny hy consulting the Babylouian numbers: "\Yhatcver 
it may be," he sai~l, "let U8 emlurc it ; that is of far more 
consequence." 

.... Gt mcliuB, q11itlquiu erit, pati ! 

The age of Pericles was in this respect equal to the age of 
Augustus ; Pericles him:self wore a talisman which had been 
given him hy t~e Athenian la~lie s. And if from these summits 

YOL, 11.-.1 
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of classic antiquity we descend to its dark valleys, if we con
sult other periods and other countries, we shall see the belief 
in sorcery becoming still more gross, and its authority less 
contested. Without speaking of the mysteries of Ceres, of 
Isis, of Bacchus, of :Mithras, and of tbe magical secrets then 
in constant circulation, without uwelling on the power which 
certain philosoph~rs attributed to numbers, without visiting the 
great centres of occult doctrines and practices, India, Chaldea, 
and Egypt, we everywhere come in contact with spells, the evil 
eye, and amulets, we discover the legitimate ancestors of our 
sorcerers in the wonders performed by .Apollonios of Tbyana, 
in the traditions of a secret affiliation often in opposition to 
the laws, in the prodigies affected by the .AJexandrians, and 
which were followed up by Julian, the last champion of 
Paganism. 

Paganism ended in magic, to be introduced and continued in 
this form, in the bosom of conquering Christianity. This was 
not the only point on which the latter ·was so unfortunate as to 
purchase its ·dctory by a compromise ; it combated sorceries 
as diabolical, bnt admitted tbem as real. 

And now, why should not the enormous error with which 
Christianity compounded, be presened in all other religions? 
All sarnge nations have tlieir sorcerers, or their rain-makers. 
But it is especially among· the Jews and ~Iussulmans, that it is 
interesting to follow the 'traces of this universal belief. The 
Talmud of the J e'vs is filled with exorcisms an cl magical for
mulas. I have else"\\·here aJlnded to the remains of their 
talismans discovered by M. Layard at Babylon, in "hich may 
be observed the theories already developed upon the subject of 
the demonR, their classification, their sex, their 'vorks, their 
places of abode, the combinations of syllables which summon 
them to appear, and those which put them to flight. 

The Mussulmans can·y on an extensive trade in amulets 
against the evil eye, against fever, and against fleas I They 
have schools of alchemists and necromancers, they have phil
ters, apparitions, fortunate and unfortunate days, adventures 
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with animals which announce happiness, and others which 
announce death ; they cover themselves with talismans, and 
attach them to the necks of their dogs aud horses. In one 
word, they arc far from proving an exception to the rule, and 
destroying the not very glorious unanimity of the human race. 
I recommend this unanimity to tbc stul!.y of tbe theologians 
who pretend to demonstrate truth by the argument of univer
sal consent ! 

"Gnircrsal consent, which, in supernatural matters, is the 
ordinary attribute of error, bas not been wanting to the 
sorceries that have sprung up on the soil of our self-styled 
Christian Europe. A long trail of lJlood, a long succession 
of executions is there to testify to its presence, which is equally 
indicated in the intellectual debasement and the moral blight 
brought upon us Ly the prevalence of so many vile creeds. 
\V c must frankly own that the Protestants of the lGth and 
17th centuries were not much Jess credulous than the Catholics 
in point of sorcery ; or, more properly speaking, they remained 
Catholic in that, and were not yet prepared entirely to shake 
off the yoke of tradition, and return to the Scriptures. Luther 
often spoke of the devil like a true monk, ·and the Puritans of 
the United States, burned their sorcerers, according to tllc 
customs of the .Ancient \Vorld. 

At the present <lay, thank God, the nations who possess tllc 
Bible, Jia,·c, in general, broken with tllc snpcrntitions therein 
conclcmnccl, and it is not one of the least remarkable facts of 
our times, thnt a revirnl of sorcery practices should be ener
getically prosecuted by the aclYcrsarics of the Reformation, 
while it;:; drfcndcrs seem to agree in the no less energetic 
ncgati1J11 of the,· diabolical prodigies. 

There lie:; the question. 'rhe two great doctrines stand 
face to face ; one rests on Scripture ; the other on tradition. 
They must., iu<lcc1l, be opposcu on this ground, as upon nil 
others. Between them, the contest is always serious. As for 
those men, much the most nurncrons, clonbtlcss, who lJelong 
neither to the party of Scripture, nor to the party of tradi-
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tion, they must permit me to tell them, that, in spite of their 
incontestable lights, they will exercise no great influence on 
the solution of the problem. An experience, the growth of 
nges, already pro-res that incredulity ends in becoming credu
lous, and that error is never effectually resisted, except in the 
name of truth. Our deists ham repugnances, this is not 
enough ; they must ban a hatred of false doctrines. Other
wise they run the risk of outwardly sneering at sorcery, 
"While at the same time, they have their visions and ghost
stories. To-clay, they deny e-1erything supernatural, they be
lieve neither in the miracles of Jesus Christ, nor the personal 
existence of Satan ; to-morrow, they will amuse themselves 
with the f:peaking·-tables, and consult the spirits, as they not 
long since amused themsel1es with Free-masonry, and, as two 
hundred years ago, they sought for mystical emotions, and the 
twelrn reflections of the interior light in the Society of the 
Rosicrucians. 

The occult sciences have, then, everywhere prevailed ''°ith
ont interruption, as long as men haY-e existed on the earth ; 
they base met with ouly one absolute condemnation, that 
furnished by the Bible ; they are attacked Ly only one decided 
adY-ersary-the party of. the ilisciples of the Bible ; men who 
reject the false snpernaturnl in rejecting also the truth, do 
the work of superstition, and urge in that direction, all souls 
not disposed. completely to banish the notion of God from their 
minds. Such is the state of things, and if, in addition, graY-e 
social commotions arise to increase the terrors caused by 
atheistic theories, it is natural that the reaction towar<Js tra
ditional beliefs should receiY-e a still stronger impulse. This has 
n.lreacly happened, and in it we find the explanation of the 
autlacity with which traditional beliefs are revived, in the 
midst of the astonishment of a world whose murmurs are disrc· 
garded, in the knowledge that it must eventually submit, or 
that, at the worst, its consent can be dispensed with. 
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11 But," it will be said, "you speak in general terms of 
magic, sorcery, the occult sciences, and the supernatural 
apocrypha ; would you maintain that all the theories-all the 
practises of this sort which h~rre passed current in Pagan 
antiquity, have been collected in our .Midule ..Ages, and are 
resuscitated under our own eyes ? Do they all, according to 
your judgment, come within the limits of the present debate?" 
I have not said this, although I think that the fundamental 
principles and many of the details, are the same. It, thereJ 
fore, becomes necessary tc give a technical definition of terms. 
This I shall endeavor to do as briefly as possible ; moreover, 
my want of science will prevent my making any very deep 
researches, nor do I pretend to have carried my stndies in 
demonology as far as my adversaries. I am quickly disgusted 
with such subjects. I trust, therefore, that if I should fall into 
any heresy, the believers will kindly pardon me. I abandon 
Raymond Lulle, Cardan, Postel, and their fellow laborers, to 
the attention of the really initiated. 

The oldest classification of the branches of :Magic is to be 
found in the books of Moses. He discriminates (Deuteronomy, 
xviii. 10, 11,) between the diviners, enchanters, necromancers. 
and witches, properly so called. 

"\Ye meet with nearly the same distinctions among the 
Greeks and Tiomans, with the exception, thn.t divination is 
with them sulJdivided into numerous branches : they divine the 
future hy the entrails of victims, by the flight of birds, by the 
noise of thunder, by dice, by omens, by the position of the 
stnrs ; indeed, the importance of this last method became so 
great as to give rise to a particular class of diviners, the 
astrolog-<'rs. As respects the subdivisions, they form an appall
ing list, an ide'a of which mriy be obtained from the following 
names : axinomancy made use of axes ; gastromancy employed 
n rnsc \\·ith a large howl, into which a. chilu was made to look ; 
cltiromancy inspected the liues of the hand ; aeromaucy, botan
omancy, cleromancy, geoma11cy, pyromaucy, capnomancy, um
IJilicomancy, lecanomancy, hippomancy. There was also lettro-
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mancy, or divination by means of the combination of letters, 
which was connected with the deepest-rooted superstitions. 
In all ages, there have been people, who, attributing a virtue 
to numbers, and to ,syllables, made use of them to read the 
future and explain cli'line mysteries. 

This leads me to mention the Cabala, not the grand Cabab. 
connected with the Jewish traditions, the ancient theurgies 
and Gnosticism, imputing a mysterious rnlue to certain expres
sions of the sacred books, and describing, in virtue of its mys
tical interpretations, the hierarchy of the angels, or the attri
butes of Goel ; but the vulgar Cabala which diswrers spirits 
or genii in the f oiir elements (old style). It designates by the 
name of sylphs, the inhabitants of the air, gnomes, the dwellers 
in the interior of the earth, undines, the tenants of the water, 
and salamanders, those of fire. The distinguishing feature of 
the vulgar Cabala, consists in the fact that it attacks all 
demonology, and absolutely denies the action of the devil in 
this world. It admits only its genii. Of this, it is enough to 
say, that it bas never maintained its position, that it was 
rejected by the l\Iiddle Ages, and that there is no question of 
restoring it at the present day. \Vith a few brief words, we 
shall consign it to oblivion. The genii or elementary people 
are of the order of the initiated. Nothing equals the power 
of the sages of the Cabala. ; they dispose of all the forces of 
nature, and are themselves, moreover, begotten by sylphs or 
salamanders. No great man has any other origin ; this is a 
rule without exception. The holy Cabala had its horoscopes, 
and its forms of evocation. It had its magical numbers ; it 
bad, in short, its philosophy, a strange philosophy, which 
cursed Eve, women, and marriage ! Laugh as we may, 
sylphs and gnomes figure in the Capitularies of Charlemagne, 
ancl of Louis le Debonnaire : the pretended tyrants of the 
earth and the air, are there made to submit to the gratest 
punishments. How is it possible to doubt their existence? 

And yet, I have said, we shall give to the Cabala only a 
passing notice. Opposed to received superstitious, it has 
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never lh·cd among us except as a stranger. \Ye La1e too 
many serious errors to combat, to waste our time in fighting 
windmills. 

I would say the same of enchanters, who must not be con
founded with sorcerers, and of whom, ~Icrlin is the most iIIus
trious representatiYe. Although bis predictions ha-re been 
transformed into oracles, and were solemnly consulted during 
the Middle . .:\ges, it cannot be said that there has been any 
linng belief in enchanters. Sorcery has onrrnn e-rerythin,g 
else ; by the side of the sorcerer who gives himself to the 
devil and who works only evil, the popular imagination bas 
resernd no place for the enchanter who is connected rather 
with Celtic superstitions, is less in relation "TI"ith devils than 
1'ith the forces of nature, and works, indifferently, good or 
evil. 

,,~ e arc thus brought back to sorcery and possessions ; there 
lies the heart of the debate. This chapter wiII not close, the 
reader may be assured, without our bestowing upon these 
topics tlie attention they deseHe ; in the meantime, reserving 
to them their place, that is to say, the principle place, I must 
complete my preliminary outlines by pointing out three second
ary branches of the occult scicn~cs : rtlchcmy, necromancy, 
and astrology. 

If alchemy bad been only an imperfect ancl inexperienced 
science, the infancy of chemistry, it wonhl have been wrong to 
place it in this list. Dut by the side of the alchemy of Albert 
the Grand, we have that of Xich0las Flamel ; by the side of 
Rtudies and experin1Cnts on the rnrious combinations of matter, 
we have cabalistic formulas, the emerald table, the great ?.cork, 
and the invocation of Satan. 

X ecromancy looks still more suspicious ; thus, we see that 
in all ages, In.-.,·s have been made against it. In place of evok
ing genii, according to the Cabala, or the devil, according to 
sorcery, it evokes the souls of the dead. It mnkes them appear 
and interrogates them. This ~honld cau~c us no surprise, for 
our "Spiritualists'~ do nothing else, and ~L Cahagnet, in anti-
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cipation of the speaking tables, has given us, at Paris, magical 
sittings, in which figure departed spirits. There are errors as 
old as man himself, and which will die, alas ! only ·with 
man. 

Astrology is of the number. The idea of consnlting the 
stars, and of reading destinies in the sky, is inscribed on the 
most ancient monuments of Egypt. Transmitted from age to 
age, the horoscopes of the kings of France, including Louis 
XIV., were drawn by astrologers, so also, were those of the 
Roman emperors. Convinced that the world was governed by 
the seven planets (at that time there were only seven !) and by 
the twelve constellations of the zmliac, men naturally a ttache<l 
great importance to the conjunction of these so\·creign stars. 

The theory of talismans is also naturally connected with 
that of the stellar influences. The Sabeans, Egyptians, and 
Chaldeans, imagined that metals cast under the inflnence of 
certain favorable constellations, absorbed and retained these 
Influences. The virtue of talismans is nothing else, and I 
frankly own that I prefer the superstitions explanation to the 
scientific explanation of corpuscles, which, for a time, took its 
its place. Its authors indignantly rejected the magical virtue 
of the stars, but accepted the small 1.Jodies emitted by them ! 
If their house tumbled t1own without crnshing its occupant, 
they denied that this resulted from the protection of the star 
under which he was born; it was because of the small bodies 
sent by the same star, iYhich so arranged the timbers and stones 
as to prevent their fall from injuring him ! In their eyes, talis
mans had a real effect, provided the metal composing them bad 
been cast in calm weather, which, according to their theory, 
offered to the subtle matter emanating from the constellations, 
the greatest facilities for reaching the fntnrc talisman, for 
penetrating it, and remaining congealed therein ! 

Thus much for the superstitions which take a secondary 
place in our discussion. Let us now pass to the facts that 
have played a more important part, and the Satanic ren.lity of 
·wbich, is at the present clay, officiaily maintaine•l. 
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The first is divination by means of a wand, as it was exten
sively practised two centuries ago, and as it is, perhaps, still -
practised in our own times. 

It is of little consequence to know what was its precise 
origin. Y ct I cannot doubt that the remembrance of l\Ioses' 
rod, combined with that of the caducens or staff of ·Mercury, 
nnd the wand of Circe, has contributed to engender this super
stition.* ~Iinerrn also employs a wand, with which she trans
form~ ulysses, and so exi,ensive was its mysterious use among 
the ancients, tliat tLe Romans proverbially saitl of people who 
acquired wealth easily : "Tliey have tlie secret of the wand." 
The .Angnrs, moreover, always made use of the litzm.<: t in tLeir 
solemn divinations. 

But whatever may be its genealogy, the divining ·wand has 
none the less effected innumerable prodigies, and when :M. de 
:Mirville attributes them to the devil, he only reproduces the 
opinion of various ecclesiastics whose discretion has not been 
disputetl-that of Father Lebrun, for example, and of Father 
Mcnestrier. 

How iR it possible, indeed, not to to experience Rome embar
rassment at first ? Donbtless, the wan'ds, less sincere or less 
courageous than the speaking tablef.:, do not, when interro
gated, confess that they know the future, and that they are 
dependc nt on Satan ; but they discover the sources of water, 
concealed deposits of gol<l or silver, the boundarie~ of land, 
and even the traces of assassins I They perceive the di~eases 

of the body, and the sentiments of the heart I They recognize 
true relics I They sene to ferret out tlie Camisards in the 
Ccvcnnes, and deliver them into the power of the armies of the 
king I II°'v are we to explain so many wonders, accom-

• Not to speak of the wantl of the fairies: 

"Ah! gootl fairy, teach us 
Where you conceal your wantl." 

t The Augur's crooke<l staff wherewith he used in hi~ office t.o quarter the he:i.ven.
A i11Rwort.'1'R /,11fi11 I>icfiMl(ll'!I· 

5* 
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plished, let it be remarked, by millions of bands at the same 
time, for the wand moves, not only in the bands of its pro
fessional turners, it likewise movc3 in the hands of capnchins, 
cures, and those benevolent individuals who frequently see 
therein a means of terminating lawsuits, by fixing the limits of 
inherited estates. 

Among the numerous e~eriments to which I might refer, I 
shall select. but one, that which is most celebrated, the most in
explicable, and which has most contributed to bring the wand 
into favor. I speak of the discovery of the Lyons assassins by 
the famous Aymar. 

Aymar was renowned for his skill in finding springs of water, 
concealed metals, and in defining boundaries. A murder hav
ing been committed at Lyons, the criminal lif'nten ant bethought 
himself to send for Aymar. The latter was introduced into the 
cellar that had been the theatre of the crime. There he became 
agitated, his pulse beat vdth accelerated rapidity (let us observe 
the circumstances, for they will furnish us with a natural expla
nation), and his wand which he held, according to custom, by 
the two extremities of the forked part, began to turn with great 
velocity over the two places where the dead bodies of the hus
band and wife had been found. After which, guided by his 
ring or an interior sense, Aymar set to work to follow on the 
track of the murderers, taking eV"ery street through which they 
had passed ; be left the city by the bridge over the Rhone, and 
wended his ·way np the left bank of the river. Ar1-i"rnd at the 
house of a gardener, he obstinately insisted that the assassins 
had there refreshed themselves ; his wand turned chiefly over 
an empty bottle lying there. The children of the family soon 
recollected that three men had entered their cottage, an<l had 
obtained a drink. Aymar then directed his steps towards the 
Rhone, discovered their tracks on the sand, and embarked. Ile 
touched at all the villages where the assassins hn.d lanued, and 
visited the hotels where they had lodged, invariably recognizing, 
by means of his wand, the beds on which they had slept, and 
the tables at which they had eaten. 
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I should be carried too far, were I to relate the whole of this 
strange pmsnit, interrupted, it is true, hy a return to Lyons, 
but finally ending in a dungeon of Beancaire, where, from among 
fifteen pris_oners arrested for larceny, the w-arnl designated the 
hunchhack, whose confessions speedily confirmed the indications 
furnished by Aymar. 

This is the grand exploit of the divining wands. It is not 
my wish to deprive it of any of its really extraordinary features, 
although I reserve to myself the privilege of inquiring if it docs 
not comport with any natural explanation. It is but fair to 
add, however, that the success of Aymar, was not limited to 
this. His wand turned when held over hats which contained 
money, and the violcnre of its rotations was proportioned to the 
number of the crowns. Requested by the lieutenant-general of 
Lyons to discover the place in which a sum of money that had 
been stolen from him was concealed, he applied his wand to 
every nook and corner of the ca.binet, but it turned only when 
in the vicinity of the desk and money-drawer. The wife of the 
lieutenant-general, wishing, on another occasion, to pnt him to 
the test, took the money hcr~elf ; but the wand absolutely 
refused to turn, and Aymar replied to those who. maintained the 
reality of the theft, that doubtless it had been committed only 
l>y way of a joke. 

I shall now present the reverse of the medal ; it would not 
he just to leave the reader any longer under the impression of 
wonders such as these, which, if they were the only examples, 
would seem to constitute a sort of infall~lJilit.y of wands. Far 
from that, they commit the grossest blnnucrs, speaking true 
and false hy turns, according n.s the turner of the wand is or is 
not clcceivcd in his sometimes nnconscious suppositions. 

":M. le Cu~6 cl'Eybcns, in the neighborhood of Grenoble," 
says father Lebrun, "states that a man from ·\Yhom some grain 
had been stolen, resorted to the wand : it turned at the doors 
of seven or eight houses ; consequently the man who had Leen 
robbed, folt convinced that the grain was there ; he was loud 
in his complaints, ancl was <lisposcc.1 to institute a legal searr,h 
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on these premises. The result was, that susp1c1on, mistrust, 
ca.lnnrny, quarrels, and insults were rife throughout the parisll, 
setting the greater portion of the inhabitants by the ears ; all 
so much clear gain to the demon. The Cure, however, learned 
to a certainty, that neither the thieves nor the stolen g·rain had 
been in any of these houses." (Histoiri des pratiques supersti
ticuses, iii. 341.) 

The same author relates the numerous discomfitures expe
rienced by the famous Aymar in person. 

He had repaired to Paris at the order of the Prince uc Conde; 
requested to discover rnme money hidden in the cabinet of the 
Prince, he made a complete failure, for which be acconnted 
by the pretence that the gilding on the furniture attracted 
the wand in every direction. He was then taken to a place in 
the garden where there were no g~Llings. Several boles had 
been dug there ; one was filled with gold, another with silver, 
a third with copper, a fourth with stones, the fifd1 contained . 
nothing. X ow the wand >1as so clumsy as to turn, first, with 
great animation over the stones, and then over the empty bole. 
As regards the w.clzes stocked with gold and silver, not only c1i<l 
it refuse to turn when held over them, bnt it was with great 
difficulty that the perrnns by wbon1 they bad been made could 
find them again. 

Summoned to the Hotel de Guise, Aymar su~ceeded no bet
ter : bis wand turned ·wbe.n in the vicinity of the buffet, because 
of the plate it contained ; hut it did not turn in the ·dcinity of 
another piece of furniture, which was full of p13.te ; it turned 
when held over couches on TI"bich the gilding could be percei"red, 
but it did not turn v.hen near those that were conred. 

At Chantilly, th~ mystification was complete. The question 
related to the theft of trout : the wand turned se\eral times as 
it was held over the pond, thus indicating that there had been 

• several tbie-ves ; when he was required to designate them more 
clearly, some of the party were mischievous enough to mys
teriously introduce a lad who could by no possibility ha\e been 
guilty, since he hncl only lived a. year at Chantilly, while the 
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theft had been going on for seten years. They pretended to 
whisper together, as though talking about the lad. Aymar fell 
into the snare, and his wand began to turn violently, making 
very obl'ious that it obeyed no other law than the personal im
pulses of its holder I But let us not anticipate the explanation, 
to which we shall come in due time ; our present object is to 
state the facts. 

After the experiment of the trout, another was tried in rela
tion to water courses. The wand seemed us though it were 
nhout to recover its po::iition, and take a glorious revenge ; but 
this was not the case ; it turned on several different points of 
the park ; then, on passing over the river Chantilly, which is 
hidden by an arch, covered 'vith earth and trees, it made not 
the slightest movement ; ~\ymar was taken to the riter three 
times ; he was detained there and asked if be were snre that 
there was no water in the vicinity : the wand remained in a 
state of absolute immobility, simply because Aymar saw no indi
cation of water, and bccn."usc he was confirmed in his error by 
the ycry questions addressed to him, in which he suspected a 
snare. It was afterwards proposed that be should allow his 
eyes to be bandaged, in order to sec if the wand would again 
turn at places over which it bad already turned, but he could 
not be induced to consent. 

In short, this man, who had so marvellously followed the trace 
of the Lyons assassins, wa~, at Paris, only the laughiug stock of 
everybody who a::;ked the a~sbtance of his art. Ilis wand turned 
most seriously for imaginary thefts ; it followed the directions 
that those who woul<l test it chose to indicate, either hy open
ing a wi11tlow, breaking a square of glass, or some other :-ign. 

It is said that the unfortunate .Aymar, who, at the beginning 
perhapsi w•as perfectly honest and trausmitteu to his wand with
out willinG it, the effect of tlic suc:cessirn impressions derived 
from his natural sag-acity, finally became a. regular t1ealer in all 
sorts of information, aml faking udrnntage of his celebrity, 
sold to applicauts the favor::tlJle testimony he consented to ren
der. Ile was, nevertlieless, a clf'nr man, anrl always knew how 
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to throw suspicion upon those who were looked upon as the 
most worthless rascals of the place. It was thus, that called 
upon by some nuns to disco-rer the evil spell which en.used so 
many of their cattle to die, be carefully established the existence 
of the witchcraft, demandecl exorcisms which were solemnly 
performed, and then pointed out the hut of a man of very bad 
reputation, who thereupon, immediately took flight, and was 
never afterwards heard of. 

But enough of the errors of Aymar. I might enlarge the 
list and quote the testimony of Mabillon, who declares that his 
wand did not turn in the sacristy of the Abbey of Saint Ger
main, in which were quantities of the precious metals, and that 
it remained immornble in his hands, ·when in the hands of 
other persons it twisted so that it broke. Of what use to mul
tiply examples? \Vells dug on the erroneous indications fur
nished by the turners of wands, have long remained a monu
ment of their empire. One is still to be seen near Salons, in 
Provence. The Marshal de Bouffiers caused another one to be 
undertaken near his chateau ; the workmen persevered a long 
time because of the confidence inspired by a certain monk 
whose wand turned with great force whenenr held over the spot. 

Thus, three things have been clearly dcmonstrateu : first, that 
the wands always tnrned when the aspect of the places seemed to 
announce a water-course; secondly, that they never turnecl when 
the exterior indications were wanting, although a ri'ler might 
be flowing beneath the feet of the person holding them ; thirdly, 
that no discoverer of water-courses has ever consented to debar 
himself of this ocular evidence in allowing his eyes to be ban
daged, and ahandoning the wand to itself. 

This leads ns to the explanation* which is briefly as follows : 
In the first place we must take into consideration the whole 

of the facts, not alone the experiments that ha vc succeeded. 
Has this been done ? According to custom, the errors of the 
wands have been forgo:ten, their triumphs only have been regis-

* I am happy to acknowledge, in reading the articles published by l\I. Chcvreul, in the 
Journal des Sa rant.~. that my explanation on the essential point• i• confiru1cd hy his. 
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tered. In general, the world is familiar with but one thing, 
the grand discovery of the assassins by Aymar. That is every
where, it is known in all its details ; any one will conduct yon _ 
to the gnrdener's cottage, and " uncler that arch of the bridge 
of Vienna, where boats were not in the habit of passing." It 
results from this incomplete exposition, that the divinations of 
the wand assume an appearance of the marvellous, in place of 
presenting the more common aspect, I gmnt, of nervous phenom
ena reflecting the thoughts of the person iYho holds the wand. 
If this person bas sagacity and experience, it is probable that 
the nnmber of lucky coincidences will considerably exceed that 
of the failures. The proportion will be precisely what it was 
with Aymar and his associates. 

\\Te must remark, in the ~econd place, that this rotation is 
not so extraordinary as might be supposed. The form of the 
wand is such that the necessary effect of nervous agitation is 
to make ·it turn. Its shape is that of the letter y ; the two 
branches arc held in the bands and the point is thrown forwards. 
X ow, I challenge any person whomsoever be may be, thus to 
bold a similar wand, to engage in a search, and to perceive the 
signs which seem to announce the vicinity of the object sought 
for, without immediate motion of the point, falling or rising 
by the effect of mmcular contraction. Here is not the slightest 
trace of jugglery ; I am even disposed to think that the inter
vention of a fluid is not necessary ; if it bas any agency in the 
matter, which is •cry possible, it evidently cannot, by itself, 
account for the phenomenon, and the comparison between the 
t:!bles and the wand is, in this respect, unjust, since the former 
nre put in motion without contact. It is not thus with the lat
ter, for the nervous agitation communicates to it, abrupt motions. 
E\·ery involu~1tary action of the muscles of my bands makes 
itself felt in this forkecl stick, the two branches of which I holu 
firmly grasped. The point will ascend or descend with a ra
pidity proportioned to my emotion, and it will, in certain cases, 
end Ly estuLlislii11g a real rotation. 

Tliat g ranted, let us take one step further. \Yhat gh·es rise 
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to this emotion ? the sight of the signs which seem to indicate 
the presence of the object sought. Here again, the sincerity 
of the turners of the wand is sheltered from all suspicion ; they 
may mistake their unconscious perceptions for a snpernatm-al 
influence. 

Add now, that their perceptions, however unconscious they may 
be, are none the less intelligent and acute; that the habit of fixing 
their attention upon certain objects has necessarily dC'reloped 
within them the instinct and the scent, as it were, exacted by the 
pursuit in which t~ey arc absorbed, and yon have the complete 
series of principles, the concatenation of which furnishes the 
explanation demanded :-a mind prompt to discern the signs, 
muscles contracted by the sight of them, a wand which from it 
form quickly feels the violent rebound of these contractions, a 
large allowance made for the errors which this mode of dis
covery allows, an absolute powerlessness when the eyes are 
bandaged and the wand is left to itself. 

Such are the principles ; behold the application. 
First, in respect to water-courses, there are a multitude of 

exterior circumstances of which an experienced man may 
avail himself as guides. \Yithont speaking of the information 
he may sornetime.s gaSher, even when he does not seek it, the 
c011fignrntion and nature of the ground, the plants growing 
there, the general aspect of the soil, all furnish him rnlnablc 
indications. The moment he becomes acquainted with them, 
independent of all premeditation on his part, muscular contrac
tion takes place, and the wand moves. 

Secondly, in respect to boundaries, the process is very much 
the same. The elements of the contention, the claims and the 
arguments of the respective parties, arc known to the turner of 
the wand ; whether bis opinion .is formed in advance, or whether 
it is formed by the appearance of the places, it will happen that 
when he reaches the point '1hich i~, in his rniud, the limit of the 
estate, no power in the world can prevent the wand from turn
ing in his hands. The -rery expectation of such an event will 
powerfully contrilmie to bring it abont. 
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.Next come the drawers, the hats filled with money. This 
is still more simple, for the turner of the wand need only be a 
physiognomist to make success generally certain. It is less 
easy to distinguish the proximity of water under ground, than -
to detC'ct the locality of the hilling-place in the eyes of the wife 
of the lieutenant-general. It is very clear that the turner of 
the 'rnnd gathers essentiaJ indications from the faces of the 
assistants, and this is confirmed by the fact that when he is in the 
presence of persons who habitually control their countenances, 
or throw into them a false expression for the purpose of mis
leading him, he invariably commits grave errors. The mus
cnlar contraction then takes place at an unsuitable moment, 
and in presence of an empty drawer, the unfortunate wand 
abandons itself to the most compromising contortions. 

It is thus to be seen that I have no occasion to suppose the 
agency of actual fraud in this matter; intleed, I do not hesitate 
to acknowledge that many honest men have, in the integrity 
of their hearts, turned the wand, that they have even rendered 
real services to their neighbors by peaceably settling angry 
hw-suit s, and by giving to their fellow-citizens tlie benefit 
of the knowledge they have acquired on the subject of the 
sources of water. 

It is trnc, there still rf'mains the detection of thieYes and 
assassins. It is here that the amateurs of the marvellous 
assume the triumphant to11e ; their favorite argument against us 
is the hunchback delivered up to justice by Aymar. Let us, 
then, examine this, lJy way of conclusion. 

I would first take some exceptions to the story, such as it 
has been transmitted to us. It has, doubtless, been embel
li~hecl, according to cnstom. There is anesthetic sentiment, an 
artist instinct, a love of the beautiful, called into netion on 
such occm;ions, which lcaYes out the little discor<lances, and 
snpppresses the hesitations or errors of detail. 

But granting that things actually occmrecl as is here related, 
an insurmountable objection then springs up in my mind. 
·why shonlcl such an exploit have been the only one of the 
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kind ? "\Yhy did not the police arnil itself of this method of 
discovering the guilty ? Is it because there were no more 
robberies or munlers at Lyons ? Against a wand which could 
follow their traces on a river, designate the tables at which 
they had sat, the beds on which they had slept, the malefactors 
would have had bnt little chance. It is strange that the 
officers of justice did not resort to its assistance. Indeed, I am 
mistaken, they <lid resort to it, lmt without success. Aymar, 
summoned to Paris, was one evening taken to Ia Rue Saint 
Denis, where a watchman had just been killed. The blood 
flowed in torrents from fifteen or sixteen wounds ; yet the 
wand remained motionless. The fact occurred in the presence 
of the Prince of Conde, the Prince of Conti, and several magis
t rates. I conclude, therefore, not that the wand or the spirits 
were less alert, but that Aymar was less posted up in the 
necessary information, nor do I see anything in all these facts, 
to change my opinion : it is in man, not elsewhere, that the phe
nomenon of which the agitation of the vrnnd is the visilJie 
manifestation, takes place. 

Now, what took place in tlze man when appealed to respect
ing the Lyons murder ? I shall take the liberty of offering an 
hypothesis ; I do not state it as true, but as possible, which is 
snfficien t. 

It is possible that the cabaret, the proprietors of which 
were killed, had been principally frequented by the inhabi
tants of Provence, and that· the idea of descending the Rhone 
to seek the assassins, was thus wggested to the mind of 
Aymar ; this was, if I may be allowed the expression, the 
stroke of genius. This first step taken, the search insti
tuteLl in the direction of Provence, the rest was comparatively 
easy. 

I say nothing of what occurred in the cellar. Aymar wns 
too well acquainted with the facts, even withont any efforts of 
bis own, not to be able, immediately to point out the spot where 
the murder had been committed. In default of the indications 
furnished by the looks and gestures of the assistants, we must 
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not lose sight of the communication of thought which, in cer
tain instances, is produced by the action of the nervo1.is 
fluid. 

Leaving the cellar, and guided by the idea that the assassins 
were from the southern part of France, .Aymar departed from 
Lyons, and followed the banks of the Rhone until he arrived 
at the house of a gardener, who might, perhaps, have been in 
the habit of harboring criminals and facilitating their e~cape 
by water. ~Iy supposition seems to be confirmed by the posi
tive manner in which the family at first denied the visit of the 
three ban di ts. 

The wand which indicated this because .Aymar suspected it, 
aftenrnrds indicated their still visihle traces on the banks of 
the river. They conducted to the place of embarkation. 
Aymar cmharkecl in his turn. He knew the necessary extent 
of every day's journey made by the Rhone boatmen. There 
were, in those days, no two ways of travelling on that river. 
The halting places of each evening were marked, and in the 
villages where the traveller stopped, there were never two inns; 
these inns never contained many tahles or a great variety of 
beds ; consequently, the agitation of the wand in presence of 
the beds and tahles is not at all miraculous. 

Let us not forget, besides, that conv'crsation was going on 
around Aymar, that he hall cars, experience, and even a dis
cernment, wl1ich seized upon the slightest hint. Let ns not 
forget that the assassins, in proportion as they left Lyons 
behind them, might haYc become communicative and spoken 
of their projects, of the route they intemled to take. 

It is tlms, (louhtlcs.::, that Aymar's attention was directed to 
that arch of the Bridge of Yicnna, nnder which it is not cus
tomary to pa;;:~, hut where traces of the assassins were found. 
It is rcmark ulJlc, morconr, that arri'red in the vicinity of Beau
cairc, he experienced dther fcnr or cmbarras~mcnt, which 
prompted ltim tu di:::co11ti11uc his pursuit. He returned to 
Lyous, and ullowe(l ~ome time to pa~~, during which, he 
gathered other information that fina1Iy led to his success. 
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..Among the hints gleaned by him in the inns on the banks 
of the Rhone, was one fact that must necessarily have struck 
his attention ; in all the descriptions of the three fugifr\·es, he 
could meet with nothing definite, further than that one was a 
hunchback. :N" ow, here was a hunchback arrested at Bcau
caire ; Aymar obtained access to the prison ; the sight of the 
hunchbaek produced its effect, the wand turned, and the mur
derer brought back to Lyons, perished on the wheel after 
having confessed bis crime. 

It is proper, however, to obsene, that according to these 
confessions, Aymar was mistaken in designating the hunchback 
as the chief criminal, for he seems only to have guarded tho 
door while bis accomplices did tho deed. Such a circumstance 
is not to be neglected, especially as the two asrnssins, ·who 
were neither hunchbacks nor in other respects conspicuously 
deformed, escaped ..:iymar's pursuit, the wand giving no evi
dence of being influenced by their vicinity, although it must 
have been repeatedly 011 their traces. 

I do not know that the explanatory hypothesis I have jnst 
presented, will appear as plamible to the eyes of the reader as 
it does to mine. Perhaps he may prefer to believe that .. Aymar 
was the agent of Sat::mic prodigies, and that, sorcerer witbont 
knowing it, but a poor sorcerer at best, be preclicted accurately 
once, ancl afterwards allowed himself to be duped by appear
ances where the means of information were wanting. It 
seems to me more simple to suppose in tho affair of the ossassi~ 
nation, a sort of divinatory instinct, such as is often found 
among the detectirn police, and which when once on the right 
track, is kept all-re by ·the increasing light of information 
g·ained as they advance. Let us not forget that tho course of 
the murderers was, according to all appearances. much less 
singular than we imagine, that the programme of the travels of 
a man fleeing towards the south mnst ham been made out in 
adrnncc, that embarkation ou ilie Rhone wa3 necessarily ofren 
resorted to in such cases, that the directions and halting·placeR 
could vary but littlP. \Yo are not to endow the 11th century 
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with the means of transportation possessed in the 19th. At 
that time, the modes of communication between Lyons and 
the South ·were not so numerous as now : roads on the left
bank, roads on the right bank, diligences leaving at all hours of 
the day and night, railroads and half a dozen steamboat lines, 
without counting the sailing \"essels. 

It will, at least, be granted that my explanation is a little 
less extraordinary thau that current among the Cartcsians in 
the time of Aymar. Theil' corpuscles accounted for the pro
digies of the wand, as Wf~ll as for all others ! Their argument 
is as follows : 

"There is no body in the world from 'rhich there is not 
continually detached an infinite number of small particles that 
distribute themselves through the air, and exercise an action 
around them. But it is in the nature of some of the corpuscles 
to attract, of others to repel. \ fhy should uot those which 
issued from the bodies of the as:::assins, and which took a 
particular form after the com1~ission of the crime, ha\"e dis
agreeably affected the corpuscles contained in the body of 
.Aymar? \\yhy should not the corpuscles emitted by gold, sil
ver, or hy water-com;::es, have exerci8ed an analogous influence 
upon the filJre of the wand, or npon tlH~ person who held it?" 

Duriug the period in which this theory continued to be 
s<'!'iously di:::cussell, the wl1ys of the Cariesiaus were answered 
by two or three id1ys 011 the other side. "\Vhy," said 
they, " do not the corpu~cles of water make t.hemseln:s felt 
when the wand is in pursuit of gold? \\""hy cliu Ayruar~s wand 
turn when on the trace of assassins, and remain insensible to 
the corpuscles of a great river like the Rhone? \Y'hy did the 
corpuscles of the murderers remain more than a month in a· 
valley cel<·bratcd for its strung uorth winds ? \\"" hy do ·the 
turners of the waml make mistakes, and submit to the infln
cnce of corpuscles of gold, where there arc none ? \Yhy 
do they refuse to allow their eyes to be bandaged, when 
such a. proceeding cau iu no way injure the action of the cor
puscles ? 
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I shall not quit the subject of the divining wand without say
ing a few words in relation to the more moderu prodigies that 
are explained in virtue of the same principle, that is to say, 
by muscular contraction, and by the involuntary impulsion 
given in conformity with a dominant thought. 

All school-boys have sounded the hours in a glass, by means 
of a suspended button or ring. The thread which holds the 
object is attached to the thumb ; the experimenter strongly 
concentrates his attention and determines in his mind the 
number of blows the ring is to strike ; then, without apparent 
motion of the thumb, the vibration is transmitted, a11d the 
motion willed-accomplished. This toy bas recently taken a 
grave, scientific name ; it is the odometer of Doctor Herbert 
Mayo. But the phenomenon has not changed its nature, nor 
have we any need to resort to the odic force, in order to con
ceive of the obedience of the ring, which is agitated a certain 
number of times, approaches or retreats from certain persons. 
The thought of the operator is reflected in the mo,ements of 
the odometer, and as his finger may perform a mechanical act 
without his being conscious of it, we have no occasion to Rpeak 
here of the nervous fluid, although its intervention may be 
probable. 

After the odometer of hlayo, comes the magnetometer of 
Rutter. This is a ball suspended to a metallic rod, and whid1, 
after being some time in contact with a person, commencei-; to 
vibrate ; these vibrations change in direction and intensity,· 
according to the persons or objects with which the operator 
enters into relation. Rutter and his numerous disciples at

tributed the fact to human electricity, but it bas since !Jren 
·proved, that there, again, is only irffolnntary muscular action 
exei:cised in the direction of the dominant thought, or, perhap8, 
a fluid action exercised in the same direction ; in one word, it 
has been demonstrated, that, ·whether through the agency of 
the muscles, or through the agency of the nervous fluid, the 
thought alone is realized in the vibrations of the magnet
ometer. It obeys the human will, and not an electrical attrac· 
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tion or repulsion. The experiments of a bomreopatbic physician, 
Doctor Madden, seem to leave no doubt in this respect. He 
made some magnetic experiments with bis globules. Placed 
in the vidnity of a certain globule, the magnetometer vibrated 
longitudinally ; in the vicinity of certain other globules, it took 
an opposite direction. Unfortunately, Doctor Madden knew 
the difference between the globules thus presented to tbc 
instrument. \Vben be attempted to present them without 
knowing tbis difference, the science of the magnetometer, which 
was only a reflection of that of the Doctor, was found to be 
completely at fault ; tlie same homccopathic globule provoked, 
successively, two contrary vibrations. 

Thus, we arc invariably brought back to this fundamental 
principle, which we have found at the basis of all the pre
tended prodigies-that which pnsses within man, is precisely 
that which we see reproduced external to him, now, by means of 
the .muscles, now1 by means of the nervous fluid, now, by means 
of the imagination. rrhc wand furnishes the example of mus
cular reproduction ; the Turning Tables furnish that of fluid 
reprodnctiou ; the history of apparitio~s and sorcerers will 
furnish that of imaginative reproduction ; but, in all cases, there 
is reproduction. Let us pass on to apparitions and sorcerers, 
commencing with apparitions. 

X othing in this world has been more frequently seen. Grave
yard phantoms, if le8s numerous at the present day than in the 
good old times, nevertheless, allow themselYes to be still per
ceiYecl. Men of sciencr, it is true, no longer, with their own 
eyes, contemplate the formation of a spectre, by means of the 
"seminal itle,p.s" co11taine11 in hlood freRhly spilled ; but for 
all tha t, the t'J>Cctre.:; h:-ive not entirely disappeared, and 
numerous witncs...;es arc ready to swear to it. 

The world, in former tim~i", had something better than 
witnesses ; it had decrees. Parliaments often cnncelled the 
lease of a house, because of the apparitions that tormented its 
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tenants ! After that, how was it possible to doubt? \Vas 
there not reason for such a decision ? X o one, moreover, 
dreamed of contesting it. The greatest and the most scienti fic 
men of the 16th century had apparitions; Luther, Melanchthon, 
Pie de la Mirandola, .Ambrose Pare, did not escape the common 
weakness. I mention these few names, passing over in silence 
men less eminent, such as Bodin, and the obscure epoch of the 
Middle Ages, when visions were universal. 

"But," I shall be told, " the people yon speak of were not 
fools, and it seems rather strange that yon should refer to the 
universality of a fact, as an argument against it !" The con
clusion is more legitimate than our opponents are willing to 
think, for facts that are universal in times of ignorance, 
becoming more and more rare as the world is enlightened, 
and retreating, as it were, before the sun, cannot fail to he re
garded with suspicion. Moreover, '"c shall sec, when we c-ome 
to examine the confessions of sorcerers, that very general hallu
cinations have sprung np and prevailed nnder the influence of 
certain dominant ideas. Yisions are only hallucinations. 

Do we find one single instance of a vision 'Yhich cannot be 
accounted for in that way, provided due allowances are made 
for errors of testimony ? ~I. de .Mirville invites us to distin
guish bet,veen the vision which may, in fact, be entirely sub
jective, and the accomplishment of the predictions that accom
pany it. Do not the la tter seem to have an indi~pntable 

objectivity ? Yes, if we admit the accnracy of the story. Bn t 
to present, for our serious consideration, all the ir1le tales found 
in the works of both ancient and modern authors, to summon 
us to hold them as certain, is to trifle with us. \Vhy do not 
tbe men who publish such prophecies as these, lmT"e courage 
also to publish other new prophecies concerning our future, the 
realization of which we ourselves may be able to establish ? 
That, however, they are -rery careful not to do, while they take 
pains to remind us that the phantom of Brutus warned him of 
Philippi, that the genius of Socrates announced to him the 
overthrow of Sicily ! 'Vhat authority haYe we for believing 
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it ? Do the hooks that relate these wonders contain no fable, 
no exaggeration, no error? 

The most embarrassing apparition in this relation, seems -
to be 1.liat of the Marquis of Londonderry. Paying a visit to 
one of his fricnch in IrcJ::i.n<l, he was lodged in a chamber, hung 
round with family portraits. Shortly after getting into bed 
and extinguishing his light, be was visited by the apparition of 
a luminous child. The next day he acquainted bis host with 
the occurrences of the past night, when the latter informed 
him that the luminous chilrl appeared to those who were des
tined to a career of eminence. The same chihl afterwards 
reappeared to Lord Londonderry during a sitting of the Ilouse 
of Commons. It is known that be became Prime Minister and 
put an end to bis days by cutting his throat with a razor. 
\Vhat gives a value to this anecdote, is its veracity and the 
powerful effect it bad on the Marquis of Londonderry. It would 
be nry strange, in fact, that the child should have appeared 
to him in a. hou3c haunted by this sort of phantom, if be had 
been entirely ignorant of the tradition. But if he knew it, or 
even if he had known arn1 forgotten it, it is easy to conceive 
t hat by a phenomenon of reminiscence and moral excitement, 
the image might he presented to him. It .is thus that I explain 
the first adventure ; as for the second, the reappearance of the 
chi ld when he was at his scat in the House of Commons, that 
is nothing more tlrnn au ordinary hallncination. 

Among the prophecies which sometime accompany our 
visions, a. good nnmbcr of them relate to our approaching 
death. These explain themselves so naturally as to render it 
111111cccssary to dwell on them. Sometimes, I might say almost 
nlways, they arc contradicted by the event, and forgotten ; 
sometimes, they arc confi rmed by the event ; nor is it very 
strange that the approaching disorganization of invalids, 01· 

CYrn of prrson:'l npparently in health, should he accompanied 
by forebodings ; sometimes, in short, they themselves produce 
the event, hy hring-i11g 011 a fatal crbis. 

But here is something that seems more extraordinary. "\V c 
YOJ,. 11.-6 
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are gravely told that certain crimes, previously unknovrn, cer
tain atrocious murder::; have beeu denounced by apparitions 1 
I ask, fir st, where is the complete proof of these assertions, 
where is the official verification of the revelations of ghosts, a 
verification which is of no ·ntlne unless it precede the discovery 
of the facts. I ask, secondly, "·hat has become of the thousands 
of fal se denunciations that havr. had the same origin ; they 
have tlisappeared, leaving only a few coincidences more or less 
exact. I ask, if it is very certain that the persons \Vho have 
been the subjects of these visions, had no kno-wlcdge, no sus
picion of the crime thus related to them. .Aml as it is impos
sible that I should receive a satisfactory answer to all these 
questions, I sha ll Yenture to insinuate that the indications, 
somewhat crude, perhaps, in the hegiirniog, were amplified, 
embellished, and completed aftP.nrnrcls ; that it was conscien_ 
tiously clone, and with perfect sincerity ; in short, that in 
the midst of an excitement caused by unexpectcll success, 
every one is disposed to speak of the revelations he has 
received, even thongh their details directly contradict each 
other. Not only does the person who has seen the ghost, yield 
to this temptatiou, but there are as many involuntary accom
plices as believers ; everyLody labors to establish harmony 
between things as they are, an<l things as tl1ey have been pre
dicted. On snch occasions, nll arc di~posec1 to play the 
role of Pourceaugnac * recognizing Eraste. 

"Ah l what is this ! what do I sec? ""\Yhat a fortunate 
meeting. Monsieur de Pourceaugnac, I am delighted to see 
you l How 1 clo you not recognize me ?" 

" Sir, I :.i.m your obedient servant." 
"Is it possiLie that a separation of five or six years should 

have caused you to forget me, nncl that you do not recognize 
me as the best friend of th e whole family of the Pourceaug-. 
nacs ?" 
.... "\Vhat is the name of that restaurant keeper at 

Limoges, who gives such good fore ?" 

• )lolihe's Comedy of ~Ionsieur do rourcraugnac.-Tu:o;s. 
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"Petit Jean?" 
"That is the man. \Ye used to go very often to his 

place to regale onrseh·es. "?hat is the name of the promenade 
at Limoges?" 

" The cemQtery des .. Arenes .. " 
"Exactly," 
" How is your . . . . the . ... , who is such a gentleman ?" 
" ~Iy brother, the consul ?" 
"Yes.'' 
" Ile is very well." 
" I am delighted. And he who is so good-natured? the .... 

your" . . .. 
" ~Iy cousin, the assessor ?'' 
11 Exactly." 
" As cheerful and as merry as ever." 
" Indeed, I am very glad. And your uncle, the " 
"I have no uncle." 
"Yon had, however, at that time" 
"X o, only an aunt." 
"That was "·hat I meant" .... 
. . . . " There is also my nephe1v, the canon, who came 

near dying with the small pox." 
""~lrnt a misfortune that would have been I" 
'' You know 11im also." 
"Indeed, do I knqw him ! a tall, well-made fellow." 
11 X ot very tall." 
11 X o, but of the ordinary height." 
" Tiey, yes !'' 
" \Yho is your nephew?" 
"Ye~." 

" The !'Oil of yom brother or sister?" 
"Exactly." 
''The Ca11on of the church of .... what is its name?" 
" Saint-Etienne.~' 
"The same ; I am not acquainted with any other." 
" He knows all my relations I'' 
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He knows all m.y relation:;. This is a correct model of the 
revelations made by ghosts. I seem to hear the Pourceaugnacs 
of the -vision exclaim n.t every new circumst::rnce discovered : 
"It is that ! It is exactly what the phantom told me !" 

\Y c have often heard stories of friends, who agreed that the 
first one to die should immediately return to -visit the other. 
That would be glorious, if it were true ; but, unfortunately, 
between a very ordinary hallucination and o. very miraculous 
prodigy, there is here the thickness of a small, insignificant 
detail. 

Take, for example, the famous rendezvous of the :Marquis de 
Preci with :M. de Ramhouillet. Preci had remained at Paris, 
detained there by a violrnt fe-ver (let this be remarked), while 
Rambouillet went to Flanders. Intimate fri ends, they bad 
mutually promised that the first one who died should come back 
to visit the other. Six '\Yeeks afterwards, Preci heard his bed
curtains drn.wn aside, and turning to see who was there, per
ceived the :Marquis de Rambouillet, in uniform and boots ; he 
sprang out of bed, and was about to fall upon the neck of his 
friend ; but Rambouillet, shrinking from his advances, told him 
that embraces were no longer in season, that he had been killed 
the evening previous, mid that he was come to fulfill his word. 
He added, that the descriptions of the other world were correct ; 
that Preci mnst resolve to lead a. better life, and that he had 
no time to lose, for he won~d be killel1 in }1is next hattle. X ow, 
it turned out that Rambouillet had been really killed the night 
before in Flanders, ancl it happened that Preci was really killed 
at the battle of Saint Antoine, the first in which he took part 
after his restoration to health. 

What is there of the marve11ons in this adventure? That 
Preci, during his fever, believed he saw the phantom of his 
fri end? that his imag·ination, impressed with the promise made 
to him, a.nd expecting, with all the rest of Pnl'i~, unfavornule 
news from Flnnders, his vision should ha;rn nearly coincided 
with a battle that was generally anticipated? that the idea, 
of death should have led him to place n. serion~ warning in the 
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month of Rambouillct Y that the constant recurrence of this 
thought shonld have caused him to bcliHc he heard the 
announccmrnt of his own approaching encl? X o, the marvel
lous is not there ; it is in the correctness of cert a in circum
stances, probably embellished afterwards : "I was killed with a 
mus ht-ball in tlie back ; thou wilt be killed on tlw first occasion." 

It may also be, that the partisans of ghosts have forgotten to 
mention more than one apparition anterior to that of llambouil
lct, thrown aside to give place to the only one confirmed by 
the event. 

This is the principal observation, and it proves how very 
absurd it would be to attach much importance to anecdotes in 
which the marvellous fact is always carefully disengaged from 
the accessory facts that miµ:ht aid in making it understood. 
Baronius relates the famous apparition of Ficinus, who appeared 
to his friend i\lercatus the very hour of his death ; but he does 
not tell us whether F icinus was not in feeble health, whether 
Mcrratus was not conccrued about him, whether he had not 
previously dwelt on the illusion of his visit from beyond the 
tomlJ. These arc details which it is important to know·, for if 
they arc correct, we find nothing very astonishing in the follow
ing account, gi,-cn in the book of .M. Brierre de Boismont: 

" The illustrious friends, after a long discourse upon the 
nature of the soul, agreed that whichever of the two dicr1 first, 
should, if possible, appear to the snrvivor, and inform him of 
our coudition iu the other lifo. Some time afterwards, it hap
pened that while ~Iichacl Mcrcatus, the cider, was studying 
philosopl1y at an early hour in the morning, he a ll at once 
11canl a horse gallop up to the door, and recognized the voice 
of 11is fricml Ficiuus, exclaiming : ' Oh! Jllichael, J.lliclwel, all 

those tl1ings a(e true!' Surprised at these words, ~frrcatus rose 
from liis scat, and ran to the wiwlow. Ile perceived 11is fricud 
turning from him, clothed in white>, and rnountetl on a horse of 
the same color. l\Tercatu:; called to him, and followed him with 
liis eyes until he di~appearc<l. He f'hortly received news that 
Ficiuus had died at Florence at the hour in which he saw the 
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apparition. The distance that separated them was considera
ble." (Des Hallucinations, 335.) 

The same author relates other analogous stories. \Yho has 
not heard of them? and who has not obsernd, that in spite of 
the astonishing assertions they contain, there is always some
thing ambiguous in these statements, something we would like 
to know, but cannot make clear? K ow, this something is pre
cisely what metamorphoses simple coincidences or natural pre
vision into prodigies. 

I shall not dwell on adventures in which we do not even find 
the piquancy of a death announced before it can be otherwise 
known. These, of much more frequent occurrence, come under 
the head of on1inary hallucinations. I know a la.dy, who, hav
ing lost a tenderly-loved daughter, has seen her reappear, has 
passed half-an-hour at her side, and has not the slightest doubt 
of the reality of this apparition. But it is the character of hal
lucinations to leave an impression in no respect distinguished 
from that which would have been produced if the fact had actu
ally taken place. 

Houses haunted by apparitions, present no zery difficult prob
lem. \Yhen we remember that haunted houses have abounded 
neither in all ages nor in all countries, and that their mysterious 
inhabitants do not nnture to disturb everybody, we shall have 
no trouble in understanding that the expectation of phantoms 
creates them, and that certain imaginations, impressed by such 
stories, will not fail to .heal' nocturnal noises, the sound of foot
steps, or the rattling of chains, to say nothing of the spectres 
which show themselves in person, and which come to perform 
their traditional office. \\henever it shall be proved to me that 
any one witness of these terrible scenes bas had, neither directly 
nor indirectly, at any period of his life, any knowledge or sus
picion of the bad reputation of the house in which it occurs ; 
whenever this shall JJe satisfactorily proved, I will take bis 
ghosts into serious consideration, asking, at the same time, 
'vbether. they have been exactly faithful to their special role, or 
whether they have had only the common-place character of the 
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apparitions which figure in all the books, which people H ery 
memory, a nd which the aspect of ruins, of old halls, of portraits 
or tapestries, is calculated to call up. 

The phenomena of second sight, and particalar1y that which 
consists in seeing a second-self close to us, belongs to the cate
gory of lrnll~cinations the mo;:;t easy to be concch·cd. Certain 
countries have consequently had a monopoly of them. It is 
especially among the mountains of Scot land that \Ye hear of the 
famous prognostication of death, and we may bel ieve that those 
by wliom it is pcrcci,ccl, have tlicfr reasons fo r regarding it in 
that light ; without being :iLlc to acconnt for it, th ey are 
doubtless directed by the secret instinct of their d iseased con
dition, or by the prcvLsion of a danger announced by precursory 
signs. Besides, we arc not toltJ, either of the persons who ha1e 
sr.cn themselves, and yet remain in wondrously good health, 
or of those whose health would have r emained good, if they 
had not seen themsel ves. In the case of persons who see at a 
distance tlte death of thei r neighbors, independently of the 
explanation that may he furnishe d by Animal Magnetism, in 
'·:hicli the i<lcntical phenomenon is prodnccd, the proportions of 
the prodig:y would, donbtlcss , he g reatly reduced if we would 
consent, first, to take into acconnt the erroneous visions, mid 
thcn° those \';hicb innocently depend 'on well-founded con
jectures. 

In regard, then, to all these ancctlotcs of phantoms and 
second Right, we mnst come hack to the opinion indicated by 
.Augustine, in his reply to the Ifohop Emde : "Hespecting 
visions, even those from whirh we learn someth ing or the future, 
it is not possible to explain how they arc produced, nnlcss we 
know how cvcryt bing iJ produced that takes place within us 
when we thiyk ; for we clcnrly sec that it summons up in our 
soul an infmitc number of images representing objects ·which 
have made an imprc . .;sion on onr sig-ht or other senses. 
At the very moment in which I dictate this letter, I sec you 
with the eyes of my mind, witl1out yonr being present, or wit h
out your knowing anythi ng about it." 
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Tliat which Augustine partially divined, modern Rcience has 
completely demonstrated. The hallucinati01rn of mystics and 
sorcerers of former times, those of second sight iu Scotland, 
those of persous of vivid imaginations who arc visited hy 
ghosts, may be ranked· among the number of least contestable 
facts. Armed with this fundamental observatiou, we proceed, 
without astouishment, to the innumerable visions rclatell iu his
tory. The exp1anatiou of those possessing a religions character, 
is especially eaRy. An apparitiou of the Virgin created the great 
Aragouese devotion ; JYezistra seilora del Pilar; the apparitions 
of Fran9ois d'Assisc, in 12.21 allCl 1223, led to the great con
cession of indulgences to the church of Notre Dame l1cs Anges ; 
Elizabeth, abbess of Schonaw, is favored hy the apparition of 
the eleven thousand virgins, all of whose names she remembers, 
as well as the incidental details connected therewith ; the ama
teurs of visions will have no difficulty in making a long cata
logue of them, even without having reconrsc to those of Madame 
Guyon, of Antoiuette Bourignon, and of Swedenborg. 

But these are all decidedly beneath criticism. Leaving them 
aside, therefore, I pass to a more important branch of the same 
subject. I would speak of sorcery and ·whatever is connected 
with it. 

Sorcery, have I said. Tlte question here no louger concerns 
the Cabala, necromancy, alchemy, astrology, and those various 
branches of the diabolical snperuatnral to each of which I have 
given a passing notice. Sorcery, the religion of evil, the central 
manifestation of the power of Satan, demands a more thorough 
examinatiou. It occupies the whole period of the i\Iicldle 
Ages, and extends beyonrl it in every direction ; it is established 
and combated by the Catholic Chnrch ; it fills and pollutes 
the imagination of many successive gcuerations. Let ns t::tkc 
it up, snch as it presents itself tons, with its troops of magi-· 
cians, sorcerers, lonps-garozis and possMecs, with its cortege of 
demons ::tnd of sabbats, with its parnphcrnali::t of compacts, con-
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jurations, and spells, with its maladies, its sudden deaths, its 
exorcisms, its prosecntions, its confessions, and its horrid pnu
isbments. 

It must be admitted that few historical facts have had the 
extensive circulation, the gravity, and the dnration of the one 
,,,.c arc now about to analyze ; few have been better attested. 
During many ecntnrics, the whole worhl, learned and unlearned, 
saw and touched with their hands the prodigies of sorcery. 
De Lancrc was an intelligent mau, his discoveries in modern 
geology were two hundrcll years in advance of his age ; yet, 
this upright and distinguished magistrate passed his life in ex
terminating sorcerers. Bodin was, on many questions, in 
advance of his cotemporaries ; yet he wrote a demonology. 
Matthew Hale in England, Mather in the United States, serious
ly expressed the same convictions, thus manifesting the persist
ency with which certain Catholic traditions have clnng to Pro
testants themselYcs. \Yben the Dominican, Bartholomew de 
Lepine, wrote his dissertation on vampires, his book became the 
manual of the laical and ecclesiastical judges, and all the co
temporaries of the author, beginning ·with the sorcerers whom 
he ransed to be lJurnt, were as firmly convinceci as he of the 
sabbat, the transformations into cats or wolves, and all the 
atrocious things committed by the demons and those whom 
they possessed. 

I go too far, howcvr.r, in saying that all the cotemporaries of 
Lcpi11e or De Larn~re agreed with them in opinion. There 'rerc 
a few exceptions, and these arc so honorable that I am eager 
to mention them. Ponzi1tiliins, Alciat, Lcrdnins, Pigray, Porta, 
Montaigne, arc the only dissenters on this subject to be found 
among the learned writers ; two illustrious and three or four 
tlistingui:.;hc11 men ; this is certainly not too mnch in presence of 
the enormous muss uf several nnanimous generations I Perhaps 
I should ha,·e added to this glorious company, the unfortunate 
J~dcli11e, a doctor in Sorbonne, who in the miudle of the 15th 
century, ventured to attack in front, the belief in diabolical 
prodigies ; but the men whom he attncked were stronger than 

(i* 
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he ; they succeeded in morally- dishonoring and ruining him ; 
their testimony (the only testimony that, according to custom, 
remains ton~), represents him as having confessed before his 
judges the compact he had concluded with Satan. \Yas ·he 
calumniated? Had he become mad? Ko one can say. The 
time bad not yet come, when an objection against the mfrversal 
conviction could be hazarded vdth impunity. 

This conviction was confirmed both by the laws of the Catho
lic church and the laws of the state. ~\.fter the example of the 
legislation of Constantine, Constance, and Y alentinian, the bar
baric codes punished magical operations with terrible penalties. 
The Salic law declares that sorcerers who devour men shall 
be condemned to a fine of eight thousand deniers;* now, this 
fine must have been inflicted more than once, for the sorcerers 
often got over their fancy for eating their neighbors. X othing 
is better established. 

The miracles of the devil were, in those days, mixed up with 
all the details of the national life. If a bridge or a cathedral 
was to be built, the devil always hall a hand in the matter ; if 
any superior man made his appearance, if he acquired extensive 
power, large property, or great reputation, it was in virtue of a 
compact made with Satan. Indeed, remnants of these convic
tions still exist, and even at the present day, we find it hard to 
believe that Albert the Grand or Raymond Lnlle were not sor
cerers ! Certain popes were also regarded in that light by 
their cotemporaries, and I ·experience no little satisfaction in 
remarking that some adversaries of the Reformation passed 
among their brethren for real instruments of Satan, because of 
the skill they displayed in their contests with Protestantism. 
Palma Cayet, author of the Chronologi.e no1:ennaire, sold his 
soul, on condition that the evil spirit should make him con
queror in his disputes with the Protestant ministers. Ilow was 
it possible to doubt it? After his death, the contract was found, 
signed with his blood, and the devil ba,·ing carried away his 
body, large stones were put in bis coffin as a substitute I 

* An old French coin. 
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These beliefs continue until the encl of the 17th century ; I 
might say until the 18th, or even the l!Jth. In 1750, a nun 
was bnrocd at \Yurtzuourg, who pretcm1etl to be a sorceress, 
an<l who confessed that she bad caused the death of several 
Ycry healthy persons. In 1823, the court of High Commission 
at ~Iartiniquc, condemned the ncgro Raymond to the galleys 
for life, because he had used sorcery and witchcraft. It 
may, ner-crthelcss, he affirmed that the ordinance issued hy 
Lonis XIY., in 1G82, marked the real termination of the 
sorcery period. Prom this time the judicial executions ceased, 
and rnpcrstition, already greatly ·weakened, lost the power it 
had hitherto derived from the rnnction of legal prosecutions 
and the publicity of testimony. Since then, the usages which 
manifested its empire, have successively disappeated ; the 
trade corporations, for example, have renounced the strange 
ceremonies, the infernal mummery which many of them formerly 
associated with the admission of new members. The ~Iodern 
Spirit, in f:hort, has made known its advent. \Yill it be con
qucrcu, and shall we be carried back to the Middle Ages? I 
think not ; but I fear that we may continue the impious nega
tions of our age with the not less impious credulities of past 
ages. Compromises of this sort arc not difficult to make ; 
nothing but a restoration of the BiLlical doctrines can triumph 
at 011cc over the skeptics who deny the devil, a1ul tbe supersti
tious that misrepresent him. 

The Biblical L1octrincs have already given evidence of their 
power in thi~ respect. Overhomc for a moment by the tradi
tions so profoundly impressed on the soul, tlwy have finished by 
everywhere completely tlestroying faith in sorcery. 1f Protest
nnt nations had, in the beginning, trials for sorcery, as they also 
in the beginning had intolerant laws, thcY, nevertheless, coultl 
not ritl thc1nschcs of the influence of ti1e Scriptures, which , 
gradually ti iumphing o,·er i<lc:is senilely rcccind, have annihi
lated the th{'orics of persecution nntl possession contrary to 
them. The work is now accomplished, and with the exception 
of one country, Swc>rlen, incompletely reformed, whose people 
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are still behind the age, with the exception also of a few whimsical 
individuals, such as there always have beeu and always will he, 
Protestantism rises in one mass, in opposition to the theories, 
the restoration of which is at the present day attempted under 
the cloak of religion. Iu the eyes of Protestantism, they are 
not Christians, hnt Deist'~, who, rejecting the absolute authority 
of the Bible, nncl thus repudiating the Protestant symbol, labor 
to carry humanity backward rat!Jer than forward, hy propagat
ing under various forms, a faith in wonders and in the revela.
tions of the Spirits. 

It 'iYUS not such a state of things ns this, us my book will, 
perhaps, demonstrate, which led to the terrible persecution 
directed hy the judges of New England, in the 17th century, 
against the pretended sorcerers of Salem. Doubt in regard to 
the diabolical supernatural then existed only in a few of the 
the most intelligent minds ; almost all the religions emigrants 
who sought the \Yes tern Continent, and became the founders 
of the future "Gnited State11, carried \Yith them the tradi
tions of the Old "\"Vorld. 'l'hns in Sn1em, was witnessed the 
spectacle of honorable, enlightened, conscientious men, tl·ans
forming nervous or fluid phenomena into incontestable proofs 
of possession, and declaring (in the land 'iYhich was to give 
birth to Franklin !) that lightning itself was directed by 
demons. 

But this was the last effort of an expiring prejudice. The 
scenes of Salem left an imp~·ess~on which nothing has since 
obliterated, and which ex.tends even to onr own times. lt led 
men to reflect ; they read the Bible, and were astonished to 
find there, neither sorcery nor possession by means of material 
contagion, nor spells, nor demons, masters of our lives and of 
our L1estinies. The opinions of Christians were then g-rallnally 
formed, and nothing henceforth \rill Le able to g-ive them a 
retrograde t endency. The imagination becomes dbtnrbed at 
the thought of the t errible condition to which we shonhl bare 
descended, had it not been for the Reformation, in other words, 
had it not heen for the appeal to the Scriptures. Far from 
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being an advance upon the previous period, the 16th centmy 
was signalized by increased faith in magic and sorcery. The 
world was no longer content to burn sorcererF:, it burned also 
poor animals accused of tl1c same crime ; a dog-sorcerer wa-s 
condemned in Scotland, a cock-sorcerer was condemned at 
naslc, and with him on the pile was placed his cock's egg! 
Some years later, the authorities of Lyons sat in solemn judg
ment on a peasant who was accused of haYing, by his spells, 
caused the melting of the ice in the river, so that it might 
carry away the stone britlgc. How far woultl this thing have 
gone, if the Bible hatl p1Jt reappeared ? 

The influcucc of the Holy Book was fel.t, not alone, in 
Protestant countries. The whole of Europe submitted to a 
salutary revolution, salutary even for those who cursed it. 
From that time, progress was everywhere perceptible, it carried 
the world in a direction more and more remote from the ~Iid
dlc Ages, until, in 1GS2, we sec Louis XIV., immediately after 
the scandalous affair of Lalrnyc-Dnpuis, reforming all the laws 
relative to sorcery. Jn this matter, more than five hundred 
persons had hecn compromised by the blind zeal of the Par
liament of lfoucn, in which the traditional doctrines still 
prcvailecl ; a miserable epileptic hntl been metamorphosed into 
a possedc, and even into a magician. .Finally, after more than 
twenty capital condemnations had been pronouncctl, the affair 
attracted public attention, the course of proceeding was inquired 
into, arn1 cliscnsscd, light was thrown upon the pretended 
supernatural facts, and the royal declaration, in spite of the 
parliament, which, tu the last moment, continuc<l to protest, 
pnt an e11d to the abominable system, which its partisans 
at the present time, wonlc1 attempt to resuscitate. 

But it i:-; not my intention to relate in what way this Rystem 
(fo;appc·ared ; l shall confine myself to a statement of what 
took place clnriug it::i existence, arnl resolutely confront sorcery, 
us it was mauifcstcll i11 its palmy days. 

The two most brilliant signs by which it showed itself, and 
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to which I shall principally devote my attention, are the 
confessions of sorcerers, and the possessions. It was by 
thousands that the most precise-the most circumstantial 
declarations were every day produced ; one had repeatedly 
been to the sabbat, had slaughtered, or crucified children, had 
offered np mass with Satan, had participated in the most 
infamous acts ; another had hcen transformed into a wolf, he 
had had claws-hair-he had torn to pieces and dernured a 
great number of persons. As for the possessions, their exist
ence was no less clearly demonstrated ; extraordinary and 
nearly uniform phenomena were manifested iu convents of 
women ; the nuns related, iu detail, their visions, their tempta
tions, their crimes ; they abandoned themselves to unheard-of 
convulsions, they executed feats of strength, they felt within 
them the material presence of the demons. 

Such were the two great proofs of sorcery. Nothing, 
however, 'vas more diversified than its proceedings, or more 
shocking than its results. I cannot write a technical treatise 
on the subject; a short sketch is all that can here, legitimately, 
finrl a place. 

\Ye will leave out of the question the distinction between 
white magic, which passed for innocent, and black magic, 
'1hich was not; it is exclusively v.·ith the latter that we are 
concerned ; it traces back to Solomon the invention of its 
cla"licula, and the magical ring of this great nrngiciau was the 
most celebrated of talismans ! U nfortnnately, those who pre
tended to possess it, labored under a delusion ; the incompar
able ring reposes in Solomon's tomb, in the midst of the isles 
of the Indian Ocean 1 It is more easy to procure the skin of 
the hyena, which renders its possessor invulnerable ; the blood 
of the black dog, which keeps away importunate demons ; or 
even emeralds and dried toads, which also perform trifling 
services. Nor are the "·ords agla, abracadabra to be dis
dained. The magical square possesses an acknowleged Yirtue ; 
how is it possible to resist figures arranged in such a manner, that 
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the sum is always the same, in whatever direction the addition 
is made I I here gi-ve a moclel, at the risk of divulging some 
fatal secrets : 

Magical wands, magical mirrors, magical cups, figured in 
their turn, in the arsenal of the sorcerers, nor must we forget 
the enchanted arms, the starry rings, the heads of brass, which 
gave their advice on important occasions, or the rings of invisi
bility ; but these were only arms of courtesy, the small trade 
of the profession. \Yhoever pretends to investigate sorcery to 
its very depths, must make acquaintance with compacts, with 
evocations, with the ointments used for the sabbat. 

'fhe compacts (I mean the explicit and regular compacts), 
were executed with horricl ceremonies ; the iuclividual com
menced by clcnying his baptism, by committing all so1~ts of 
profantions ; he then signed a contract, drawn up according 
to form, to which the devil, if we may belie'Ve the sorcerers, 
affixed the impression of his claw. lu virtue of this reciprocal 
promise, the sorcerer gave his body and soul, and the devil, on 
his side, pled7cd himself to obedience, sometimes for a certain 
number of years, sometimes during the entire life of the other 
contracting party, sometimes, for an indefinite period, who
ever might be the future holders of the contract. 

The evocations were terrible formulas, very clifi'erent from 
the innocent /wx, pax, max, which cures the bite of mad dogs, 
or the pate!:. flit sang, which closes wounds. They were u~ed 
for ealliug up the <lemons. I borrow from ::\I. Lnuandre, who 
has condensed into a few words ( Lri Sorcellerie, :rn to 54 and 
following), the most important <lctails on this subject. 

In imitation of the efficacious names employed by the 
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people of India, the Ephesian letters used among the Greeks, the 
sorcerers of the Micldle .• \ges coined cabulistic phrases in 
which, Latin, Greek, arnl Hebrew words, more or less marred, 
were thrown pell-mell, together. 'l'o these, they joined expres
sions taken from the Liturgy, and thus they invented an unin
telligible language, an infernal gibberish. In this way did 
they compose their books of conjurations (grirnoires). One 
of the most celebrated of these was attributed to Pope 
IIonorius ; the names rnystere des rnysteres ( arcamwi arcanorum), 
and grammarinm, from which, doubtless, comes the term 
grinwire, were indifferently applied to it. 

After naming· the spirit they wished to make appear, and 
invoking the name of the Father, the Son, and the lloly Ghost, 
they added : " I conjure thee in the name of the great, 
living God, Adona'i, Tetragrammaton, Jehovah, Tetragram
maton, J ehornh, Tetragrammaton, Adona1·, Jehovah, 0 Theos, 
.Athanatos, .Adona'i, Jehovah, 0 Theos, Atlrnnatos, Ischyros, 
Athanatos, .Adona'i, J ehornh, 0 Theos, Sada!, Sada!, Sada!, 
Jehovah, 0 Theos, Athanatos, Tetragammaton, ut luceat, 
Adona!, Ischyros, Athanatos, .Atbanatos, Ischyros, Atha
natos, Sada!, Sada'i, Sada'i, .A.clona'i, Sada!, Tetragrarn
maton, Sacla'i, Jehovah, Adonai', Eli, Agb, Eli, Agla, Agla, 
Agla, Adona!, Aclonn5, Adona'i." They concluded with the 
name of the demon evoked, proclaiming the torments with 
which the Angel Michael would pnnish his disobedience. They 
associated ''ith the pronunciation of the conjuration, certain 
particular practices. They· sacrificed cats, dogs, black hens. 
They carried a piece of the dead man's halter on their 
persons ; they took especial pains to procure cock's eggs laid 
in the lands of the infidel ; they spread a cloth, and served up 
on it a little repast, by way of an offering to Satan ; they 
protected themselves from his virncions tricks, by tracing 
around them the pentacle, or magic circle. 

This example will suffice. Everybody is aware, however, 
that they had recourse, secondarily, to the magical power of 
certain hours of the night, certain rays of the moon or stars, 
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certain plants nnd nuimals ; the cypress nnd poisonous herbs, 
serpents, owls, an<l toads, the bones of the <lend, and particu
larly those of criminals, figured iu the firi:;t rank of efficacious 
ingredients ; neither wns there any harm in joining therewith, -
newly born infants, or inserting into one's skin the teeth of 
adders and toads. 

I try to smile ; but in trutli, my prevailing sentiment is one 
of disgust ; in this nbominaLlc materiafo:rn, tl1is action of 
formulas, t!Jis awful ahnsc or the name of God, this mingling 
of the most holy with the most impure things, there is some
thing so hideou~, as to fill me with horror and dismay. I feel 
that I am, indeed, in the very heart of the Middle .Ages ; I 
recognize the foul atmosphere which so many generations have 
been condemned to inhale. 

The spe11s hn<l the samr. r·haractcr ns the cv-orntions and com
pacts. I do not speak of simple philters, intcndetl to produce 
friendship or lore, of the sympathetic alphabet, of the small 
wax figures tied with a ribbon, of the liquids into whose com
position entered ambergris, the golden apple, and the root of 
the emila campana, gathered the night before the festival of 
Saint J can. Sorcery, wltid1 occupied itself with philters only 
in its idle moment~, hntl for its special end, to do harm ; we 
must, therefore, give om· attentiou to ·this, its princlpal work, 
to its Fpells nud its envoli.tements. 

The sltepherds (with whom, as we all know, the charnctcr of 
sorcerer usually descended from father to son) dried up pas
tnr<.', eh:wged himhs into wolves, propagated at will distempers 
amo11g cattle, aud possessed, besides, the only formula capable 
t,f n·1utiri11g the evil they hnd caused; the formula in honor of 
salt was as follows : "Sult, wl1ich is made and formed in the 
chfttcuu of Belle, holy Belle Eliza.Leth, iu the name of Ut:~olct 
Soffe, lwari1rg i'alt, Falt of salt, I conjure thee . . Salt, I 
tliruw thee with the hand that God has given me; grnppli11g I 
t.ake thee, fur thee I await." 

But it was a small matter to t1ispo:-;c of the life of aaimnls ; 
the sorcerer.-; had elrnnns against men, and un<lerstoo<l ho'r to 
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suspend their action or assure their success. The envofttement 
was prnctisecl, sometimes by means of fruits, sometimes by 
means of poor Leasts, to which they gavr the name of the 
enemy whose sufferings or death they wished to produce ; the 
blows administered to them were felt by the person whom they 
represented. But the most ordinary method consisted in 
making a small image of wax ; they baptized it ; then, they 
pricked it in the neck and head with a needle, at the same 
time placing it near the fire. At the moment of the first 
prick of the needle, the em:oiltc became ill. \Yben the image 
was qnite melteJ, be died. They sometimes maltreated the 
image in various ways before pntting it to the fire ; it was 
thrown into the 'rnter, hung, suffocated, buried ; all so many 
tortures added to the disease and the death ! Cases of em:ofltc
ment were very numerous in the ~Iicldle Ages. Kings and 
Popes were particularly exposed to these attacks, which often 
seemed to them very formida hle. 

The ointments will conclude the list of the magical cere
monies, ·which are, in my opinion, worthy of mention. These 
ointments were concocted at the sabbat, in a great caldron, into 
which Satan had put toads, adders, the s"·eepings of altars, the 
filings of bells, and children cut in pieces. He made ointment 
for his fellow-laborers, and distributed among them little pots 
of it, which sened to Lriug them to the next meetings. It was 
sufficient, in fact, to rub it on the arms, the "Tists, and the 
soles of the feet, to prouuce i:tn immediate flight to the chimney
top, where a demon "·as found ready to transport the sorcerer 
through the air to the place of assemblage. 

\Yhat was there seen and done, I shall not describe, for 
there are things regarding which our modern pens should be 
silent, although all the books and heads of the .Middle Ages are 
filled "·ith them. I refer the reader to Saint Andre (Lettres 
sur la magic, 320 and follmring), v.-110 has himself taken the 
trouble to look into the grnnll affair of Lahaye Dupuis, nncl who 
there gives authentic anll official details concerning this hideous 
mystery. I dare quote only a fragment : 
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" There are four general sabbats, held in the four seasons of 
the year. The most solemn of all is that of the night previous 
to the day of Saint John the Baptist ; the grease and magical 
powder are then distributed.. The particular sabbat takes place 
twice a week : on Monday and Friday. ..All the sorcerers must 
appear at the general assemblies. These arc the grand assem
blies of the devil. He is seated on his throne ; be receives the 
faith and homage of his snbjects ; he makes them giYc an 
account of their actions, and the spells they haYc cast . . . . 
Each sorcerer carries his herb to the sabbat; one takes fern, 
another mistletoe. . . . I forgot to tell you, that besides the 
particular dance, usually performed back to back, and with 
which the sabbat commences, there is a general dance of all the 
sorcerers in a circle, after the manner of our peasantry at fetes 
nnd festival~, in the middle of which the devil is to be found, 
now, under the form of a large black man with horns on his 
bead, now under that of a buck or a dog. The dance finished, 
the devil leans his elbows on a table, and receives the homage 
of the dancers, as they, one after the other, approach him, each 
bearing in their hands blazing torches of pitch. . . . He docs 
not answer the applications of those who desire to enter into an 
engagement with him, until after their third or fourth appear
ance at the sabbat . ... He then makes .them deny chrism and 
baptism, makes them renounce Jesus Christ and his church; 
and, to confirm them in their new belief, he stamps npon some 
part of their body the mark of the nail of one of his little 
fingers, a mark which he renders invisible .... Ile marks them 
three times, on three different occasions, in three different places. 
The third .time, the sorcerer, who must he at least twenty-five 
years olcl, hinds himself and takes his last rnw, from which be 
cannot be released." . . . 

I have now~ givcn the principal facts; how arc we to account 
for them? 

Fontenelle says, in his report on mngic, "that they cannot 
be ascribed to physics." I am entirely of his opinion, if we 
accept for our starting point, the objective reality of all thcso 
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things, but if we do not accPpt such a starting point, if '\\e 
tlemand of subjectirn imprcs:;ions the explanation of rn many 
strange confessions, it will Le perceiYed that uothing can be 
more incorrect and dangerous than the language of Fontenelle, 
since then, too often r~pea ted by other academicians; the super
natural apocrypha has no better support. In our study of sor
cery, we shall perceirn that it docs not go beyond the domain 
of physiology and ph,:n:;ics, of nerrnus ancl fluid effects. 

Let us first get rid of the frauds and nonsensical tales that 
are enough to send us to sleep. 

In respect to the francls, they are much more numerous than 
bas been represented, and of theEe, I shall gi\e an illustrious 
example in my analysis of the Loudun affair at the close of the 
chapter. But as the documents to which we ha\e access in re
lation to this matter, are not to be obtainetl Ly the generality 
of readers, as it is certain, moreo\er, that the confessiuns of 
sorcerers remo\e the suspicion of falsehood in the majority of 
cases, I am content to make my rcserrntions and pass on. 

K either do the absurd tales merit a long refutation, for they 
clearly refute themselns. I am more and more astonished at 
the facility with which the champions of the Middle Ages 
accept these stories. E\erything is good in their eyes : the 
traditions of the fathers, the credulities of iguorant ages, tlie 
superstitions of sarnge nations, the supernatural of the Pagans, 
Jews, and :J[nssulrnans, the exag·gerations of tra\ellers and news
paper anecdot es. \Yhcn we· open their books, we feel as tboug·h 
we hacl stumbled on the collections of ~.\nas, or on the tales of 
ogres and Bluebeards, inn~nted for the amusement of children. 

:3i Peau <l'...\ne m'etait contc, 
J'y prendrais un plaisir extreme. 

Bnt although the Pean d'Anc may please, it need not be 
transformed into an article of faith ; the theological argument, 
mixed up ~ith the story, dcprfres it of the charm of uai:\ete. 
I might find consid~rable amusement in the idea of a polar sor
cery and a mountain sorcery, the one favored by the oblong 
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form of the terrestrial globe, which furnishes more facility to the 
flow of the fluidico-satanic revelations it contains, the other, 
favored by the vicinity of these elevated regions where similar 
influences circulate ; lJnt when this is told me seriously, aucl I 
am required to believe in its truth, I ask on what authority it 
rests, and how far it will be necessary to discuss the question, 
by comparing the relative abundance of sorcerers on the Alpine 
heights of Switzerland and the plains of France or Italy. 
The account of the lamas who open the stomach, and after
wards miraculously close it, appeared to me quite amusing in 
the book ot' Father Hue ; hut it loses all its charm to my eyes, 
when it figures among the proofs of M. de Mirville, by the side 
of the contest of the barks drawn by genii, the invisible men 
anu other wonders, "very common in China,'' if we may believe 
the Catholic missionaries. I might tolerate the credulity of 
those missionaries, who suspect neither the false stomachs, the 
ropes stretche<l under water, nor the absurdity of the thousand 
reports to which they lend a too complaisant ear ; I am dis
posed to be more rebellious towards the doctors, whose treatises 
ad lzoc rake up all this nonsense, range it in order of battle 
against reason and against the Gospel, and make use of it to 
revive among us the beliefs, the institutions, the persecutions 
of a most otlions age. 

Setting aside, then, these deplorable collections of puerile 
fables, to the level of which this discussion cannot descend, I 
turn to the only facts that have any eonsistency or importance : 
the confessions and the possessions . 

.A method of explaining them physically, has been proposed, 
to which I here merely allude by way of refreshing the memory. 
Corpuscles, as has been showll, "·ere, at one time, the univer
sal explmiation. ~\toms or ~pirits detache<l from certain objects, 
were s11ppu:;ecl to soh·e all the difficulties. A magician causes 
cattle to pcri~h ; it is rorpuscles ! .A houquet communicates a 
sort of possession ; corpnselcs ! 

\\'"hat I have to suy is Jes:; marvellous. I shall show that the 
confessions of sorcery uml the marks of possession hnvc their 
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principal source in diurnal and nocturnal ha11ucir.ation, especially 
in dreams. I shall likewise show that torture, pride, the in flu
ences of drugs employed, and lastly, flnid action, sufficiently 
account for e1crything of this character that took place in the 
Middle Ages. 

It is e1iclent, first, that in the majority of confessions, the 
thing confessed had no objecti1e reality. In min, then, are the 
confessions sincere, spontaneous, perse1ering ; the crime of 
TI"hich the accu.:5ecl acknowledges himself guilty, and for which 
be dies while complacently repeating its most minute details, 
this crime has not been committed. 

Some sorcerers confess that they ha1e carrie11 off a great 
number of children, and that they base slaughtered them at 
the sabbat; yet we find that no child has aisappearcd. A per
son affected with lycanthropy, relates his transformation into n. 
TI"olf by means of tlie magical nomatums with which he rnbhed 
himself; here, be killed a young lad, there, he dernnred a 
woman, else1rhere, he sucked the blood of a little girl ; yet, no 
little girl, woman, or young lad lias perislied in the 1icinity. A 
sorceress describes her journey to the sabbat ; nevertheless, 
during· that same period, slie was carefully tied in her bed, and 
watched every moment. 

"~fr. Joanissena," writes De Lancre, "one night that bis 
servant was expecting· to go to the sabbat, fastened a cord firmly 
round her leg as she -was sitting by the fire, and bokliug one 
end of it in his hand, ga1e her a rough jerk whenc1er she 
seemed to he asleep. X enrtheless, the de\il deceind the mas
ter , for she was at the sabbat, confessed to ha1ing been there, 
and told him all the particulars, which were confirmed by a 
multitnde of others who "·ent there at the same time.'' 
(Tableau de l'inccnstance des mazci-ais angcs, 6i .) Ifo:torians 
relate many analogous facts, lmt none so striking as this, for 
here the sorceress was kept awake, which did not pre1ent hal
lucination. It is far more astonishing· to me than the instance 
mentioned by Doctor Calmeil (i. ~29): "She engaged to go t o 
the sabbat in broad day-ligh t, and in presence of numerous -wit-
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nesscs, on condition that she should be permitted to rub her 
body with a certaiu pomatum, the use of which was familiar to 
her. It is auded, that ns soon ns the operation was finished, 
she fell down as though dead, and that, after lying seHral 
hours stiff and motionless on the ground, she none the less main
tained, on coming to herself, that she bad just returned from 
the sabbat." 

How is it possible not to doubt thn.t the entire phenomenon 
takes place i11 the imagination of the preteudcd sorcerers? 
Gassendi, at one time, undertook the direct dcmon~trntion of 
this fact. He himself anoi~tecl some peasants with a pomatum, 
to which lie, iu their presence, attributed the property of trans
porting men to the sabbat. In fact, they went to sleep (there 
was opium in the pomatum), and when they awoke, they d!d 
not fail to relate, with the fullest conviction, the scenes iu 
which they had just participated. 

This was very well for th~ times of Gassendi. At the pre
sent day, we might employ all the ointments in the world to rub 
all the peasants in the land, probably without causing any of 
them to make the voynge, for the human mind is no longer ex
posed to the nlmost irresistible action of a general belief aud 
excitement. The belief alone would not suffice if it were sepa
rated from the excitement, a11d 11othing proves this better than 
tl1e effect produced by the great sorcery trials ; ns soon as tliey 
commencec.J., and a seusfttion was produced, magicians nud sor
cerers visibly multiplied ; as soon as they were Lrought to n. 
close, and the moral di.'order had subsided, the voyages to tho 
sabbat were no longer heard of. 

But when the excitement and the belief coincided, then cnme 
the misfortune ! How was it possible for the firmest heads to 
rc~h; t these contagious hallucinations. Hcprcsent to yourself 
imugi11ntions etwrupteu from infancy by the Golden Lrgcnd aud 
nnnlngons bo11ks in circ11lntio11 to the exclusion of the BiLle, n. 
state of things in which the prevailing eon versa tion is of lvzips
garous, of rn:igiciaus, spells, chilurcn carried off to the sabbat, 
convents invaded by possession!';, terrible exorcisms practised 
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for years to the great peril of the priests engaged in them ; in 
which the church sanctions all these beliefs, and uot a theolo
gian holds them in doubt ; what is to uecome of men accus
tomed to live in such an atmosphere, if, all at once, there bursts 
mnong them one of those dark tragedies which attest the real 
action of sorcery ? · All think, all dream of it ; each man sus
pects other men, he suspects himself, dreams and hallucinations 
make their appearance, and the lwbitnes of the sabbat soon mul
tiply to such an extent that the stake does not suffice ; the world 
is filled with these armies of sorcerers, whom Judge Boguet, nu
der Henry IV., compared to that of Xerxes ; not a community 
which has not its demoniacs, not a church in which is not heard 
howls and barks, not a village that is not the theatre of diaboli
cal wonders, not a shepherd who does not become a magician. 

The following remark of Saint Andre (Lcttrcs, 319), is here 
most appropriate : "Not one of the accused, I refer to those 
who believe themselves real sorcerers, who does not speak of 
the sabbat as he has heard it spoken of, who does not repeat the 
stories he has been told, or that he has read in books." A 
Cure, to whom he had cornmnnicaced the testimony relative to 
the affair of Lalrnyc-Dnpnis, replies by this observation : "Their 
sabbat is like that of all books, all times, and all countries ; 
they all grease themselves, and a large black man, with horns, 
transports them out at the chimney; their dance, their delight 
in the black art, the children cnt in pieces and boiled with ser
pents in the caldron, th~ enchantment powder, their compacts 
written by the grand master with blood, the great buck, the 
torches of pitch, we everywhere see the same thing." ( 343.) 

The difference in the versions, all of them as well known as 
the text, consisted in this, that certain sorcerers went to the 
sabbat on a broom stick, and that in each country they employed 
local terms. Those of Savoy were named Erygcs, and they 
called the devil the pzitc-betc; bnt this in no respect changed 
the thing itself, and every one's dreams exactly coincided with 
what he had learned Ly tradition. 

As regards persons affect€'d with lycanthropy, their lesson 
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was not less well learned. They all wandered through the 
woods, changed into wolves ; they attacked and devoured 
children, and they continued to preserve a great taste for human 
flesh. Some clothed themselves in the skins of wolves, others 
did not require to adopt this costume ; hut the difference is 
small, and if it really sometimes happened that children were 
slaughtered and partially devoured by these wretched beings, 
the same things occur at the present day. There arc idiots 
on whom paroxysms of anger produce similar effects. 

I have pronounced the word idiots ; in fact, the nervous 
disturbance of loups-garous and so rcerers, bad the character of 
a real malady. If any of -my readers still doubt the purely 
subjective nature of the phenomenon, if they are not convinced 
by havin,; seen persons affected with lycanthropy devour imagi
nary victims, or by having witnessed experiments on sorcerers, 
who are beaten and pinchell during their slumber in order to 
make them join to the description of their nocturnal wander
ings, the statement of the bad treatment thns infiictel on 
them, I would refer these doubters to the account of the mor
bid signs that have often accompanied possession, and which 
proclaim its origin. 

1'L Calmeil clearly proves that the hermit of Saint Bonnet, 
burned as a loup-garo1.1, in virtue of a <;Jecrec of the parlia
ment of Dole, that Pcrncttc Gandillon, his brother and his 
nephew, condemned some years later, were actually raging 
madmen, absolutely similar to those whom we at the present 
day, i:;lmt up in our lunatic asylums (i. 279 and fol. ; 314, and 
fol.) Ile shows in the history of the famous possedee of Ver
vins, that a poor woman, subject to hysteria and catalepsy, was 
exorcised with great ceremony at Laon, on an immense scaffold, 
surrounded J1y crowds of Catholics and Protestants, ready to 
attack each other, the ones crying out miracle, the others im
posture. Interrogated hy the Prince of Cond6 and Charles IX., 
Nicole Aubry related several circmnstanccs whieh indicated an 
unhealthy condition; ::;he was seized with the falling sickness, and 
lost consciousness for entire hours ; when the paroxysm lras 

YOL. 11.-7 
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ended, she remained deaf, dumb, paralyzed, an inanimate mass. 
After her return to Y erlins, Xicole gradually got better. 

Convulsions, cries, an the symptoms the morbid nature of 
which wc have established in relation to the J ansenists and 
Camisards, are found.among sorcerers and in cases of possession. 
We there also find the significan t fact of epidemics which 
manifest the communication of the uerrnus disturbance. It is 
e-ren complicated l\ith another fact not less remarkable, that a 
tendency to diabolical hallucination is often hereditary. 

In th e g-reat prosecutions of rpper Langnedoc, during the 
sixteenth century, figures a woman named Jeanne, whose 
mother was bnrned as a sorceress, and vd10, still a child, was 
condemned to witness the punishment. Remy, speaking of the 
persecutions which were about the same period directed against 
the sorcerers of Lorrnine, declares that both he and his col
leagues often expressed their opinion that all yonng children 
should be whipped in presence of the fire that consumed 
their relatives. "But Satan," he says, " continued to retain 
them in his snares." Ile instances, in fact, ~icole .Jiorele, 
Dominique Petrone, }fatthhts and many others who, sons and 
daughters of sorcerers, Yisited the sabbat in their earliest 
youth, and were in the habit of frequently going there after
wards. And Boguet, also, enumerating the legal presumptions 
in fayor of sorcery, is careful to place among these, the cir
cumstance that there had been sorcerers in the family of the 
accused. 

Thus it is proved that the confessions of sorcerers have no 
other foundation than ideas strongly impressed on their minds, 
and particularly such as are imbibed in their infancy ! 

The contagion of sorceries and possession finishes the 
demonstration of our thesis. ~I. De ~lirrille, I am well aware, 
sees in it an irrefutable proof of the action of the de·ril ; he 
has no hesitation in speaking of Satanic contagion and centres 
of infection; but, as we ha'lc no C'lidence that the real demoniacs, 
those of the X ew Testament, infected the countries through 
which they passed, producing among the inhabitants posse.~-
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sions by the hundreds or thousands, we shall be permitted, I 
trust, to remain faithful to the plain common sense united in 
these two ideas : epidemics, morbid affections. 

If it be objected that epidemics of this sort ha-re ceased, I 
answer that they even now, everywhere manifest themseh·es in 
connection with the reappearance of beliefs of the sort so pre
valent in bygone ages. The things now taking place in 
America, already ha'e the character of epidemics ; the same 
may be said of the manifestations common among the ~Iussul

man ascetics. Their pliysical and moral condition becomes 
such, that the same T"isions lwppen to all ; their reality is 
acknowledged, their occmTence predicted-they are, co'nse
qnently, inevitable. 

This w~s the case with the convents of nuns formerly sub
jected to contagions that spread with fearful rapidity ; this was 
the case with whole populations snddenJy invaded by sorcery ; 
it is still the case in the regions where the horrible hallucina
tions of vmnpirism prevail. During the demonological epidemic 
which desolated Labourd, the Yery children were attacked l>y 
the malady, and began to have hallucinations of the sabbat. It 
was especially, while they were asleep that the poor little crea
tures felt themselves transported through the air hy women 
metamorphosed into cats. "Two tl;ousaud children of 
Labourd," '\"\"rites De L:rncre, "presented to the devil at the 
sabbat, by certain women whose 11ames they gave in full, and 
of whom the majority have been put to death as sorcerers, 
while the remainder arc on the ere of the same fate, these 
two thousand chihlren maiutni11ecl the reality of this transporta
tion without ever rnrying·." (!'reface, 4.) 

.M. Calmeil, who has collected all the details relatiYe to these 
children, relates that large 11umhers of them were gathered 
together i11 t.lte~ churches, where pains were tnk<>n to keep them 
awake as long as possible, an1l 11ot to lose f'iglit of them from 
one end of tlte night to the othc·r, throu3h fear that they would 
be carried oIT to the diabolical as~emlJlies. If, nnfortmiatc1y, 
they were for an in~tnnt orcrcomc with sleep, they were almost 
immediately filled with the most inconceivalJle i::ensations. 
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( Calmeil i, 435.) It was thus, according to De Lancre, that 
Catherine De N aguelle, twelve years of age, asserted that, 
ha"Ving fallen into a dozP, the denl availed himself of the occa
sion and carried her off. J eanue Abadie affirmed that, having 
watched se1eral nights in the church with the other children, 
she one night fell asleep at her o-wn house, and was taken to 
the sabbat. The description she gn;re of her Yoyage, and the 
incidents that transpired at the sabbat, strike the imagination 
with horror, and furnish au opportunity for measuring the 
depth of the corruption which then prevailed. \\bat sort of 
an age is it in which young children are haunted by such 
images? 

I prefer to signalize this particular trait, rather than to im
pose on the reader the tiresome and disgusting reYiew of the 
epidemic hallucinations which made the tour of the provinces 
and religious communities. Promoted by the groYeling ideas 
then in circulation, and sometimes eYen by infamous debauchery, 
the uer\ous disturbance was everywhere manifested under an 
almost inn1riable form. 

One fact worthy of remark is, that the simple account of the 
phenomenon often sufficed to produce the contagion. Those 
who incline to the idea of a material infecti0n, would do well 
to ask themsel\es if a mere narration can transport Satanic 
miasmata, and if it is not e:s:clusiYely addressed to the moral 
man. That epidemics often resulted from reports of them, I 
am \cry certain ; but ·in the generality of cases, we are not 
prepared to affirm the physical contact to Laye been absolutely 
impossible. 'Thus, when the possession of Loudun brought in 
its train those of ~imes and of LouYiers, it could not be pre
tended that there bad been no communication betweeu the 
places. It is a little less easy to conceiYe of a communication 
bet,veen Ai:s: and Lille, and everything indicates, moreoYer, 
that the report alone pas~ed from th~ first to the second of 
these cities. Scarcely was the history of the Crsulines of Aix 
known at Sante-Brigitte in Lille, than analogous symptoms 
manifested themselves with violence. ( Calmeil i., 512.) 
~ othing is so epidemic as hallucinations connected with the 
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infernal supernatural. \Ye are familiar with the history of a 
battalion of the regiment of the Tour d'.Atl'lcrgue, \Ybich lodged 
in an old abbey at Tropea, during the occupation of the king
dom of X apleR by the French, was invaded by a collective -
ns1on. The soldiers had been warned by t be inhabitants that 
they could not remain ail night in the aLbcy, because of the 
spirits by which it was haunted ; and, indeell, a bbck dog ran 
through the house and passed O\er their breasts ; "·hereupon 
they rushed out of the lrnilding, uttering tries of terror. 
l.\ othing more simple, it will be said ; a dog had been turned 
loose into the abbey, in orc!8r to frighten them ! Listen to the 
end. The following night, the officers undertook to restore 
confidence to the soldiers by staying with them in the abbey ; 
now, at the same hour, the same nui.ses were beard, · and the 
same dog was percei\ed by all the soldiers, whom it suddenly 
awakened out of their sleep ; lrnt the officers, who were not 
asleep, saw aLsolutely nothing. 

The battalion of Tropea saw the black dog just as the sor
cerers saw the scenes at the sabbat. In their minds, disturbed 
by a common idea, the vision was transmitted with the rapidity 
of fire communicated to a train of powder. \Ye have all the 
less reason to doubt this, when we consider thut the physical 
symptoms were equally communicated : · convulsions created 
c0nvulsions, barkings excited a disposition to bark. \Vith the 
establishment of this last fact, I dose my remarks on the con
tagions hallucinations of sorcery. 

~[. Calmcil ( i., 503-511) mentions the bar kings of the 
women of .Amon, near Dax, in 1 Gl3. I quote from the Tableau 
of De Lancrc, the following passage : "\\r c have been informed 
that they (the sorceresses of the parish of Amon) imparted 
two sorts of dir-:ease, epilepsy, or the falling sickness, and 
the disease \\"hich they call mal i·oyant ou mal de layra . 
. . . . .As for the mal de laym, it is perfectly monsbrons to sec 
sometimes in the church, in this little parish of Amou, more 
than forty persons, who, all at a time, hark like clogs. . . . 
This music is renewed at the entrance of every sorceress who 
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has at some time imparted the disease to them; so that, at her 
entrance into the church, many of them are seized with layra, 
that is to say, a fit of barking.'' ... 

De Lancre states that this im·oluntary denunciation enabled 
them to lay theiT hands on sorceresses in great numbers. The 
relation that existed between the barkings and the presence of 
the sorceress who communicated the evil, was so well known, 
that the friends of the barking women hastened into the street 
the instant the yelping commenced ; if they found any woman 
in front of their house, they arrested her and delinred her 
ff\Cr as guilty, to the zeal of the magistrates. 

The barkings of the women of Amou remind us of the mew
ings, Lleatings, and warblings which occurred at Amsterdam, 
in the monastery of Sainte-Brigitte, among the women of 
Kintorp, and in twenty other places. The evil was everywhere 
transmitted, it was enrywhere manifested in all its force, as 
soon as the person by whom it was commtrnicated approached, 
and even before he could be seen. De Lancre gives some . 
remarkable proofs of this. 'l'Le sorceresses, moreonr, openly 
confessed that the mal de layra had been imparted by them. 
The woman Broqueron, 1vho underwent capital punishment, 
was one of those who made a fornrnl acknowledgment of her 
guilt. She stated that they advised and settled with each 
other at the sa bbat, as to what persons should be inoculated 
1vith the barkings. 

I have dwelt with considerable emphasis on hallucination, as 
being the essential explanation of the phenomena of sorcery 
and possession ; I shall say only a few words rezarding the 
secondary explanations. 

Torture is one of these. If many of the confessions were 
voluntarily made and maintained, some of them were also 
extorted by fear. The very inquisitors, who sometimes wrung 
from the Christians separated from the Romish Church, con
fessions that were afterwards revoked on the scaffold, applied 
their mode of treatment to those accused of sorcery, and the 
laical judges often walked in their steps. The art of recog-
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nizing and of tor turing sorcerers became the speciali ty of cer
tain men. The torments of the question were gradua lly substi
tuted for other inquisitorial methods, ai1c1 ccrtai11ly, many of 
the accnse(l, in a manner co11sen tetl to the false confessions 
that afterwards honorably fignrccl in the official reports stained 
with blood, in which a large part of the workl still seek their 
historical proofs. 

\Vho will not distrust such sources, when he rea<ls in Boguet, 
the rnlcs to follow relati\'c to sorcerers, rules which seem taken, 
word for word, from the inquisition? .Atcording to Boguet 
(Di.scours szu !es sorciers), the accused is to be thrown into a 
dnrk and narrow dungeon, subjected to the most painful priva
t:ons, and made to undergo the torture. He requires this to 
be r('peated three times, if necessary. He admi ts the testi
mony of the father against the son, and that of the sou agaiust 
the father. He considers the deposition of children as espe
<:ially important. He also requires infant sorcerers to be 
tlc::;troycd, for the disease of the parents is communicated to 
their descendants ; his mercy, however, leads him to direct 
t~.at the~c little sorcerers shall be strangled instead of being 
burned alive. 

\\'hen we read over these rnles, so calcnlated to make us 
regret the mild and blessed regime of the 1\falcllc Ages, WC 

remain com·i?1ced that hallucination clocs not explain every 
thiug in matter::; of sorcery, and that some all owaucc must be 
made for the wooden horse. There arc certain proceedings which 
leave 110 <lonLt on thi:5 poinf. To mention one i11staucc among 
mauy, the pcrsccut:on directed in 1598 :i.gaiust .Aupctit, cure of 
Pay::i.s in Limousiu, is a case in point. Ile had denied Cl'crything 
up to the mcment of t~.c torture; but when the question was ap
plied, he confessed wha teYC'r was required of him : he had wor
i;bippcd the <lL•:ril; he had received a black powder to assist him in 
the commi~si(•u of a thonsan<l crimes ; he 11ac1 cansed the <leath 
of both men aml beasts in great numbers ; he had brought a 
blight on the c11cstuuts ; he had crnkecl the devi l by saying : 
"Tyrant I tyrant ! Beelzebub !" 
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If the torture explains only too many similar confessions, 
pride (a strange pride ! ) gi \'CS the key to others. Some per
sons were seized with a fancy to play the part of sorceresses and 
possedecs, they often had reason to hope that justire would 
not interpose ; but when it did, vanity prevented tL.e miserable 
creatures from contradicting themselves. They had the satis
faction of producing an effect to the encl. Father Lebrun 
relates the history of the woman Avcnel, who, in his time, was 
burned alive at Rouen. J ralous of certain devotees, who were 
highly esteemed by the cure, she thought it would be a good 
thing for her also to have long audiences1 and, therefore, gave 
herself out as an expert in sorcery. "I can assure yon/' said 
father Lebrun, "that the cnre had taught her everything she 
knew alJout it." Be that as it may, she persuaded him that 
she had given herself to Satan, finally persuading herself of the 
same thing, perhaps, and carrying the matter so for as to 
perish at the stake. 

It would be easy to multiply examples, but this suffices. 
I will, in addition, only indicate a new accessory cause, which, 
with vanity and the torture, assisted hallucination in bringing· 
about the confessions that so much astonish us. The drngs 
employed by the sorcerers added to their natural excitement. 
Stramoninm, solanum somnifermn, opium, and lzenbane * (jus
quiame), entered into the composition of these drugs. Such 
substances arc calculated to produce feverish sleep, dreams, 
delirium, and night-mare.· Everybody knows that the magi
cians of India and Egypt never fai l to accompany their opera
tions by the burning of incense and of certain powders, the 
smoke of which affects the brain. The anointings which pre
cerled the journey to the sabbat were not then of as little 

* 'l'hc effects of black henbane are extraordinary. The journals of the month of 
April last, contain an account of an accident which happened to a family of Lillers 
(I'as-de-C:ilah>), who were so imprudent as to eat. the roots of this plant. 'l'hose who 
had tasted it, fell into paroxysms of frantic laughter, were seize•l with a pa,,ion for 
dancing and making contortions; some seemed idiots, others were disposed to sleep, 
one of the members of the family became stiff, and his body assumed a deatl1lik-J 
appearance. 
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importance as is generally supposed ; they influenced not only 
the imagination, they produced a physical effect. It is related 
by :;\L Louantll'e (La Sorcelleric, 08), that the physicians of 
Pope .Julius III. tested upon a woman attacked hy a nervous -
disease, a pomatnm found about the person of a sorcerer ; she 
Flept thirty-six hours in succession, and when she awoke, related 
a mass of strange hallucinations. Analogous facts have fre
quently occurred. 

In fine, e1erything in sorcery which cannot be accounted for 
by hallucination, torture, Yanity, or drugs, must be imputed to 
fluid action. The reader .!:.nows what I mean by this phrase, 
and that I thus designate the physical force, whatHer it may 
Le, which is manifested in the experiments of Animal Magnet
ism, biology, and the Turning Tables. Now, we frequently 
meet, in cases of possessions and sorcery, phenomena, every 
feature of which recalls to onr mind the effects of the ner·rnus 
fluid. Take, for example, the possession which broke out in 
the 17th century among the nuns of Anxonne. 

" They entered," says Jl. Calmeil, into a trance or somnam
hulic state, sometimes at the command of the exorcists, some
times at the hour previously indicated by their companions in 
mi:-fortune. The Bishop of Chalons, ha.Ying commanded the 
demon 'rho possessed the nnn Denise, to suspend the sensibility 
of this young woman and render her inaccessible to suffering, 
a pin might be plunged uncJer the root of her nails without 
obtaining the least sign of pain." (ii. 134.) 

Other nuns also fell into states of torpor and insensibility. 
"\Yhilc in the somnamlrnlic state, they distinguishecl themselves 
hy incredible feats of strength and dexterity. \Yhen the sister 
Catherine was exorcised, she appeared with the bead turned 
round, the eyes open, the ball absolutely drawn up under the 
eyelid. In tlii~ co11dition, these women possessed a certain 
acquaintancr with Latin. They showed a. knowledge of secret 
thoughts, and they obeyed commands that hncl uot been 
expressed. They attained the famou.3 state of dcatlt, suspend
ing the motions of the heart and arterial pulsations 

7* 
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\Yho does not here recognize the principal effects of Animal 
:Magnetism ? X ow, this magnetism is to be met with in all 
sorcery, both ancient and modern ; a long time, certainly, for 
it to ·wear the supernatural disp:uise, purely physical agent that 
it is. If we go bac~ to the practices of the ancient Indian or 
Egyptian sorcerers, we shail there find passes, unnatural sleep, 
clairrnyance, all the effects of this force which, for the sake of 
bre·dty, we name nerrnus fluid. ..And they are to be found in 
:Modern as well as in Ancient E,gypt ; we have already 
remarked to what point the essentfo.l features of magnetism 
ancl biology are met with in the sorcery experiments of M. 
Leon de Laborde, at Cairo. 

K c>ertbeless, our opponents still insist, they maintain that 
many prodigies related concerning magicians and persons 
affected by possessions, cannot be embraced in any of the 
natural explanations which we derive first, from hallucination, 
and secondly, from errors of testimony, fraud, the fear of tor
ture, the action of certain drugs, and that of the nervous fluid. 
" Prodigies," they say, " a.re prodigies, and remain such in 
spite of all explanations. 

Of what prodigies vrnuld they speak ? Doubtless not of the 
extraordinary deYelopments of strength and dexterity that 
constantly accompanied the epidemic of the nuns. ""We have 
already ~een that these contortions, tricks of leg<'rdema.in, 
howls, mewings, maniacal dances and prolonged rotations, are 
symptoms of certain nervous conditions. In regard to those 
nuns who throw their bodies into the form of the cros~, who 
scale ·walls, descending with the head downwards and the feet 
in the air, who bend their bodies into the form of an arch, who 
run o-ver roofs, who leap to a. great height, as though shot 
from a. gun, I do not think they canse us any great astonish
ment after what we have seen at Saint :Mcdard. The physical 
insensibility which they occasionally manifest, "-ill no longer 
surprise us, neither the penetration of the thought, nor the 
knowledge of a. few Greek or Latin phrases ; we know, indeed, 
what are the wonders ot remini~cence sometimes developed by 
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disease. Martlrn Brossier, the pretenclecl possCdec whom H enry 
IV. succeeded in silencing, and whose possession was dispelled 
because he had the wisdom to interdict its public exhibit ion, 
Martha Brossier bad paroxysms, during vd1icb she made 
appropriate answers to questions in Greek and in English ; 
this was certified to by a commission of physicians. 

Docs auy one fall back on the famous double personality, 
anu offer it as the unanswerable proof of the supernatural 
intervention of demons ? But one of the habitual characteristics 
of hallucination is the illusion by which we hear an interior voice, 
and tliride ourscl-res into t "·o beings, one of which listens to 
the other and secs him act. The reader bas not fo rgotten the 
Camisards and their constant form of speech : " My chilcl, I 
tell you." He bas, moreover, present to his mind, those terrible 
stories of monomauiacs, who commit atrocious crimes, who cut 
the throats of their children, and who afterwards declare, with 
perfect sincerity, that somctl1ing impelled them to do it. This 
sometliing was the fixed idea, the monomania ; there is scarcely 
a madman who is not more or less conscious of two exis
tences within the same body, and there is scarcely ·a person 
affected by hallucination, who, in making such a distinction, is 
not in a fair way to become insane. 

I seek, then, for prodigies, and fiml none, unless, indeed, we 
must designate as such the nails vomited np by one, the 
stones running after another, the appari tions proved by the 
terror of animals, the power of vision at a distaucc possessed 
by m:igiciam:-by Torralba, for example. 

To commence with him, I would remark, that this celebrated 
man, so much admired in Spain and Italy, ancl to whom 
Ccrrnntes, in his Don Quixote, giYcs a rather malicious immor
tality, has done nothing really inexplicable. T he presence at 
his side of the-genius whom so many men Yi'crc desirous to sec, 
and whom a great lord wished to buy of him, enters into the 
category of known 11:.1llucinations, anu this supposition gains 
strength from the fact, that the Yi~ion seems to liaYe aug
mented with the moon. The journeys of Torralhn. on n. stick 
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are no better authenticated than those of the sorcerers ; they 
have no other witnesses than himself; he said : "I went last 
night to Venice ;" that is to say, he dreameu that be went to 
Venice. As regards his famous vision of the sack of Home,· 
I do not comprehend the admiration it inspires. 'Yithout 
having recourse to the sight at a distance, which certain som
nambulists claim to possess, I maintain that the march of the 
Constable of Bourbon was known, that it struck dismay into 
all hearts at Rome, that it would naturally cause intense anx
iety to the earnest friends of the Eternal City, and that, under 
such circumstances, it is not difficult to conceive that its capture 
and pillage should he present to the imagination of the self
styled magician. His presentiment was, on this occasion, 
confirmed by the event, and his cotemporaries have, according 
to custom, remembered the lucky coincidence, forgetting, 
doubtless, eYerything of a contrary nature. 

All the gTeat facts of sight at a distance comport with the 
explanation ·which, as we ba,-e just seen, applies to the most 
important of them. Do the terrors animals are said to have 
felt at the aspect of pretended spectres, constitute a more 
substantial proof of the diabolical snpernatural? I think 
not. "In Scotland and the Hebrides," Rays ~L de Mirville, 
"spirited horses, coursing at full speecl, ban been seen to 
come to a dead stop when their riders experienced a vision 
of this nature" (226), and he relates the aclnnture of a lady, 
whose horse suddenly refused to proceed ; she put her he.ad 
out of the carriage door, and asked the coachman what was 
the matter. "'Vhat is the matter, madam ! Do yon not see 
the knight who obstructs the way, threatening my poor beasts 
with his lance, and thus prevents them from passing ?" I can
not but think, that in both of these cases, the hallucination of 
the coachman, or of the horseman, might ban caused them 
inrnluntarily to tighten the bridle or the reins, aud force the 
horses to struggle between the blows of tllc whip instigating 
them to advance, and the action of the bit holding them back. 
They would, at ]east, prance and snort! I nm far from deny-
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ing, moreover, that the moral impression of the man may not 
also he transmitted to- the beasts by n fluid commnnication ; 
they participate, perhaps, in some measure, in the shock we _ 
experience from the sinister apparitions we fancy before us. 
In the same manner might 1Jc explained, if necessary, the 
convulsive agitations which, according to Doctor Kerner, 
nff ccted the auimals in the vicinity of the seeress of Prevost ; 
hut it is much more probable that the doctor was self
deceived. 

As for the mysterious stones with which some persons have 
been assailed, the mystery is not so insoluble as it seems to 
be ; it is a fact of hallucination analogous to many others. 
·when, at the time of the great Salem witchcraft in the United 

· States, certain individuals WPre wounded by enormous pebbles, 
it was proved that the pretended pebbles could not be fonnd, 
and that the pretended blows had left no marks. (See 
J.lfather.) Some ha-re fancied they saw stones flying throng·h 
the air ; the Surgeon Manoury, for instance, the ferocious 
persecutor of Crbain Grandier, rnw them in every direction 
one evening as he was returning from visiting a patient ; the 
vision ne\Cr afterward::; left him, and he died contemplating it. 
In what respect does the first phenomenon differ from the 
sccoud ?. ' 

Objects vomited up by poss.~des and saints (let us not 
forget our stigmatics of the Tyrol), arc all simply objects 
swallowed by them, either with fraudulent intentions, or 
from the effect of au habitual mania of which they are 
unconscious. )f. Calmeil (i. 190, 251, 278; ii. 173), relates 
some ohserrntious ma!lc by \Yier, which prove that in the 
1 Gth century, the ingurgitation of the fragments of bones, 
feathers, Lits ... of iron, was of frequent occurrence. The found
lings of Amsterdam, who were attacked with convulsions in 
15GG, vomite<l nails, needles, Hocks of wool, rngs, pieces of 
skin, anll other foreign suLstances which they ha<l s"·allowed 
unknown to any one. The young girls, whose frenzie<l an<l 
contagious dancing spread terror throughout the neighborhood 
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of Toulouse, cndeav-ored, in the interval of their crises, to 
swallow bits of ribbon and crooked pins:- :M. Calmeil mentions 
his own obscrrntions, and those of Doctor Pouzin, the result 
of which is to demonstrate that this strange faculty is nothing 
less than miraculous. · 

Thus, then, apart from some strange acts 1vhich arc ex
plained by fluid action, or the simple excitement of the nervons 
system ; apart from the phenomena incidental to a state of 
conrnlsion or the magnetic condition, the great facts of 
sorcery, such as they are established by innumerable confes
sions, haT'e a character essentially subjectirn ; it is within man 
that they arc accomplished, and not out of him ; they are the 
li'dng reflection in the imagination, of powerfully prerniling 
ideas. 

I am of ~ontaigne's opinion, when, towards the close of the 
16th century, be says, in his Essays (iii. 281 ), "The witches 
of my neighborhood rnn a hazard of their lives, upon the 
intelligence of er-ery new author, that gives a real substance 
to their dreams. I nm plain and blunt, and am in
clined to that which is solid and most likely. I sec 
very well that men are angry, and that I am forbidden to 
doubt, on pain of execrable injuries. A new way of per~nad
ing ! God forgi-re them ; I am not to be cuffed into belief. 

. To coffrince men, a clear and shining light is required. 
Our life is too real and essential a thing, to warrant those 
supcrn\ltnral and fantastical -accidents."* 

Yes, to convince men, a clear, and shining light is always 
required ; but many men have been conYinced, when neither 
they nor their guide could see clearly. The whole world has 
believed in the diabolical supernatural ; I have just shown to 
what it is diminished ! That is not to say, howc-rcr, and I 
close with this reflection, that the deT"il has pbyecl no part in 
the sorceries of the .Jiiddle Ages. He was at work then, but 
otherwise than has been saicl, he was at work propagating 

* Tr:i.nslation of )font.aigne'~ F."say~. 1771i. 
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impious superstitions ; he was at work creating a belief in his 
prodigies, in his "·itchcraft, in his material and miasmatic 
infections ; he was at work assisting in that immense develop~ 
ment of impurity, the necessary accompaniment of possessions ; 
he was at work stirring up the dregs of the heart, and leading 
men further and further from the pure light of the Gospel. 

I ha-re stated that I slrnll not conclude this chapter without 
enteriug upon a serious ancl careful analysis of the Loudun 
possessions. It is time tv fulfill my promise. 

I enter upon it under some adrantages ; first, the affair of 
Louclun, being a ground chosen by our aclversarie~, their defeat 
will ban a significance particularly grave ; secondly, the per
secutions against Grandicr embrace the question of sorcery 
as well ns that of possession, so that we are here afforded an 
admirable opportnnity for a thorough study of both, with 
reliable documents, and opposed to skillful antagonists. Herc, 
then, we have the most curious, the Lest authenticated, the 
best known fact, an investigation of which will most assist us 
to uccidc on the reality or falsity of the two essential portions 
of the Satanic supernatural. Let us examine it in detail, and, 
although the general question of possessions may be already 
resolved, let us confine ourselves to this special possession 
which is opposed to us as n. <lecisirn argument. 

I maintain that fraud was the predominant feature of this 
odious affair, which, howe\er, does uot exclude that enthusi
asm, that rch1tive sincerity, that nervous excitement caused 
by the mise en scene; I maintain that the gloomy history of 
which I am about to present an analysis, is a worthy specimen 
of the rule onr opponents i;voulcl no\v attempt to restore ; that 
there is i11 s ti:Uctio11 to be drawn from it, a11<1 that it is not a. 
matter of iwliffercnce to discover that the ~ame spectacle which 
makes us shuch1cr with horror and indignation, produces in 
other men (bonornble men, nnu composing an important 
party), emotions of admiration anr1 E<ympathy. 
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It is true that, although perfectly sincere, they ha\e their 
own way of telling the story. In their eyes, the official reports 
are complete eYidence ; the official reports of Laubardemont ! 
Of the works published on the opposite side, remarkable as 
some of them are for .the coherency of their narrative and the 
correctness of their facts -n-hich ha\e not been contested, they 
take not the slightest notice. They admit e-verything : the 
divinations, the suspensions in the air, the Latin of the 
superior, the wonderful extension of her legs, "so that it 
was se\en feet from one foot to the other." (:JI. de Mir
\illc, 119.) They speak of the -visit of the Duke d'Orleans, 
and the attestation signed by him ; they are silent regarding 
the visit of the Duchess d' ..iignillon, and the discoveries she 
made. It is thns they succeed at one stroke, in rehabilitating 
sorcery, the l\fiddlc Ages, the commissioners of Richelieu, and 
the mass of judicial butcheries intended to protect traditional 
belief. They exult O\er the language, "that Laubardemont 
Jrnd chosen his twelve judges from among the most distin
guished good men." They remark, that these judges, the Yery 
best of magistrates, "are prepared for the g-rcat and painful 
<luty they arc called upon to fulfill, not, as at the present day, 
by a low mass to the Holy Spirit, but by a public reception 
of the sacraments, general processions, the visitation of the 
churches, and prayers of forty hours in length." ..After that, 
how is it possible to doubt ! How can we fail to arri\e at 
enthusiastic conclusions ! ·Behold those of :M. de l\fin·ille : 

"\Yhat signify, then, all these declamations on the pre
tended animosity of Richelien in regard to a certain small 
libel? Nothing ; absolntely nothing. That La11bardemont 
and Richelieu should have used more or less severity in the 
accomplishment of functions which it became impossible for 
them longer to decline, is a matter of little concern to us ; 
that is not the question, the form might be blamable without 
the process being iniquitous. But if you wish for our candid 
opinion, when we see him take the superior of the connnt in 
his own curriagP. from Loudun to Paris, simply to proYc by thP 
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Court, and by the whole capital, the l)loody stigmata stamped 
upon the hands of this woman, whom yon yourselves regard ns 
above all suspicion ; 'k when we sec him, in short, conferring _ 
on all these wonders with these men of God, whose sincerity 
you also acknowledge, and when we hear them affirm that this 
same Laubardcmout ,l?articipatecl in all their views-nothing 
but their godly vicw~~,,fo ·confess that we arc more than 
tempted to believe, we' ai·c certain that Lau hardemont, culpa
hlc or uot in the forms, culpable or not in other proceedings, 
is completely innocent in this matter, and that he should 
figure in the first rank among the numerous victims of the 
calumnies which yon, witlt so much reason, declare absurd." 
(l~G to 129.) 

"My Goel !" adds :M. de 1\Iirville, "what a manner of writ
ing history, nnd how much reason had the Count clc .i\Iaistre 
to affirm that 'for the last three hundred years' ours has been 
'only a long series of lies I'" 

If our history for the last three hundred years is to be 
reconstrnctccl, it is my opinion, that other things will also be 
reconstructed. It is, then, of some importance to resist these 
first attempts at rehabilitation, and to inquire who is here the 
victim, Urbrrin Granclicr, or Lanbardcrnont. Lanbaruemont 
a vidim I 'y c might smile, if we were i10t accustomed to this 
uanl'position of parts, this violence clone to the ordinary mean
ing of words. Head history rcconstrnctecl after the system of 
the Count de ~I aistre, and you will sec that the Catholic 
Church is "oppressed" when she cannot persecute, and that 
her " liberty" consists in disposing of secular power for the 
violent snpprcssion of all schism, and all contradiction. I 
Emspcct that we shall find Luubarclemont to haYe been n. victim 
of this sort ; the Church has even allowed a discussion of the 
question I ' 

Iudeecl, I i;hall Yenture to discuss it anew, and, in order to 
do that, I shall complete the account of the executions, con-

• M. llertrand has held this language, nnd :11. de )llrv111e avails himselC of it. 
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necting therewith, not the arguments, but the authentic facts 
contained in a hook referred to with confidence by all those 
who have debated tlrn suuject, even those whose conclusions 
are inrnked by .JL de .Jiirville as favoraule to his proposition. 
I allude to the Histoire des diablcs de Loudun. The edition 
before me appeared ~t Amster<lam, in 1693."' 

It is, then, the old Protestant calumny I am about to repro
dur.e. I contend that the Ursulines of Loudun, during a period 
of six or seven years, practised frautl of the grossest kind, that 
they played an infamous and bloody comedy. I contend that 
the public conscience, which bas long since adopted the opinion 
of the Protestants regarding this affair, is not deceived, as our 
opponents would now persuade us. The public conscience is 
seldom mistaken on this point ; the impression of an abomina
ble crime seldom prernils n·ben the atmosphere is perfectly pure 
and holy. :Moreover, .JL de .Jf irville and bis friends cannot 
disguise it ; the purity of Richelieu, of Laubardemont, of .Jfadam 
de Belfi.el and her subordinate demoniacs, is not doubtecl by 
heretics only; the old Catholic ''-riters speak no better of them 
than the Protestants ; they think with us, that the assassination 
of Grandier was the result of a pious fraud ; nor do they deny 
that the nuns and exorcists took an active interest in the ac
compfo:.hment of their l'.'ork of darkness. They begnn with 
lying ; they soon found themselves personally concerned, they 
became excited, they remembered that their adversaries were 
real ad-rersaries of the es.tablished dogma ; they were cham
pions of the truth; the means were sanctified by the end ; the 
result was, that they eventually persuaded themselves and 
hrougbt into play much hatred and passion, as well as a par-

* '.\I. de :'llirville (12'.?) is indignant at this "caprice of public opinion, which leads it 
lo preier to the Yery positiYe t.c5timony of so many men of the highest rlistinction and 
integrity, the testimony of a Protestant wr:tcr, who appears more than a century after 
the event." 

Jford titan a century after tltr cunt .' tliat is much to say. It appears that '.\I. de 
r.Iin·ille must rt!fer to some edition publi~hetl towartls the close of the JSth ceutury . 
.ls for me, having under my eyes tliat of 1C03 (55 years after the possession), I admire 
ttis new proof of the cool levity with which so many grave questions are solYed. 
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ticular species of sincerity. Those who believe this to be 
impossible, know \ery little of the human heart. For my part, 
I am convinced that :Mahomet himself, towartls the close of his 
life, was scarcely conscious of his impostures, and that he almost 
beliend his revelations to come from heaven. 

That the same moral phenomenon was accomplished at Loudun, 
I am wi11ing to grant; the Ursulines may have had hours 
of full conviction, as well as of poignant remorse. At an events, 
it is impossible not to say with Saint Andre (258) : "It is still 
a problem whether the possession was real, but it oug!tt not to 
be one." Aud he relates nne of the most palpable proofs of 
fraud. To this we shall again ref er. Let us now commence by 
summing up in a few words, the series of facts which first 
attracted attention at Loudun in 1632, and were prolonged 
to 1630. 

Loudun contained one of those numerou:; convents of Ursu· 
lines founded in the lGth century, under the patronage of the 
English Saint Ursula, to whom an enor in the translation of 
the books of legends has given a train of eleven thousand vir
gins. The fact fa, that she had, for a companion, Undeciviila, 

so named, doubtless, in consequence of being the eleventh 
daughter or her parents ; this, however, as we have seen, did 
not prevent the eleven thonsancl virgins from appearing in per
son before the eyes of another saint, in virtue of a special 
favor from God ! Ent ]et us pass on ; the question here is not 
of the institution of the Ursulines, but of the transactions at 
Louclun. 

The superior of the coment belonged to the family of Cose. 
She was named Jeanne de Belfi el ; among the nuns, t]~ere 
figured, as everywhere, young women of noble blood, tlie ladies 
De 8azilli, De Barhezier, De ]a Mathe, D'EscouLleau. The 
first was n relative of Hichclieu. 

It was in the :-pring of 1G32 that 'vitchcraft began to be 
talketl of. It may be that it ma<lc its debut, ns in other con
vents, by simple nervous accidents, "·hich took an epitlemic 
character, and were complicated by the insinuations of a con-
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fessor. It may be that the nervous accidents were themselves 
brought about by the mischievousness of some of the younger 
sisters, who felt the need of diYersion. They amused themselves, 
it is said, in terrifying their companions. They visited the 
nuns and boarders by passing along the roofs. One of the lat-

• ter, Marie .Aubin, an accomplice of the pretended goblins, took 
care to open the doors to them, at the same time feigning the 
utmost terror. She often mentioned it afterwards. .At all 
events, what possiLly bad its origin in the sport of idle girls, 
was not slow in assuming a more serious character, and in 
this way: 

The old confessor of the Ursulines was dead, and :Mignon 
had just been appointed in his place. The latter bad an enemy 
whom be mortally bated ; Urbain Grandier, Cure of Saint 
Pierre an March{~, had had violent disputes with him and his 
family. Did l\Iignon immediately conceive the plan of cruel 
ve11gem1ce1 or did the ide::t of implicating Grandier in the pre
tended possession of the Ursulines not come to him until a later 
perioL1? I do not know, bnt I incline to the second hypothesis. 
It is probable that the confessor, when the sisters, really 
frightened, told him of the apparitions they had witnessed, him
self thought that the devil was not a stranger to this disorder. 
He foresaw the profit and renown to Le derived from it by the 
community. He therefore stimulated rather than checked the 
excitement, and ere long, nervous symptoms which would natu
rally lead to scenes and . occupations of this sort, made their 
appearance. Thus everybody, those who had invented the 
amusement., those ·who had been their c1upes, the director who 
had chosen to be duped, and who was, perhaps, really duped at 
first, all concurred in investing with n, Satanic character that 
which had hegnn in joke. 

N o one can tell whut course the th1ng then took. It is not, 
however, very difficult to imagine that the nuns, in their crisis 
state, had mixed up with their ravings the name of Urbain 
Grundier, which .Mignon would have been likely to paint to 
them under black colors. :Jiignon may then have foreseen an 
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easy and almost legitimate means of revenging himself. ·why 
might not Urbain Grandicr have made a compact with Satan? 
·why should be have hcen a stranger to the singular accidents 
that had spread terror among the community. Hatred is not -
difficult in matter of proof ; Mignon really admitted the culpa
bility of Grandier. 

I shall not he expected to show that in the 17th century, 
a convent of women, in which certain unaccountable facts 
were produced and nervous attacks manifested, could not 
pause in mid-career, when the confessor was the first to urge 
on the nuns. The result could not have been otherwise. 
Thus, the nervous symptoms multiplied, and assumed an 
aggravated for!ll ; accusations against Grandier were in all 
mouths. Then Mignon proceeded to exorcisms ; he called in 
on~ of his friends, Barr6, Curo of Chinon. The latter seems to 
haYc been a visionary ; be practised a thousand extravagances, 
and aimed at perfect holiness. He arrived at Loudun at the 
head of his parishioner::;, who followed him in procession, in 
order to give notoriety to his doings. 

Y ct this very notoriety made it impossible longer to confine 
the prodigy within the walls of the cloister. The moment was 
come to take one step further, to acquaint the magistrates, and 
to perform their operations in public. bet us not forget, bow
C\cr, that before coming to this point, Mignon and Barre had 
had time to prepare everything in tlrn community. The nuns 
had committed themselves-they could no longer retreat. How 
many infamies grow out of the fact that we cannot confess 
onr first mistake I But we have not yet reached the infamies, 
the concerted lies ; these will fo1low, they mnst fo1low. 
Tims far, the question relates only to the manifestation of 
what they bclic\e1l true, for the nervous crises were real, the 
belief in posS'Cssion was probably sincere, and the idea of the 
witchcraft of Grnndirr had possilJly maclc n, profound impres
sion on the minds of the sbters. Let us avoid representing to 
ourselves a comcrly arranged, and the parts distributed in 
advance ; things rarely take place after this fashion ; the ac· 
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knowledged and premeditated lie is not introduced until it has 
become the only resource, until there remains no other way 
of maintaining previous assertions, and of saving the honor of 
the flag. 

The nuns, then, knew their lesson without ha·ring positively 
learned it, and the two exorcists had prepared their plot with
out, perhaps, giving it a full consideration, when they notified 
the magistrates of the condition of the Ursulines. Consequently, 
the bailiff of Loudunois, Guillaume de Cerisai de la Gueriniere, 
and the civil lieutenant, Louis Chauvet, repaired to the convent. 

It was on the 11th of October, that they assisted for the 
first time at the scenes 'rhich were to be so often renewed. 
On one side was :Mmes. cle Belfiel and Sazilli, a prey to violent 
excitement, which translated itself into extmrngant gestures, 
feats of streng·th, cries, and immodest language ; on the other, 
were the two exorcists assisted by several cures and Carmelite 
friars, seeking to conjure away the demon. 

For more than a year this state of things continued. Nuns 
were brought forward ; they twisted in their beds, leaped 
about, bowled, bent their bodies in the form of an arch, 
recoiled before the Holy Sacrament ; and in the midst of the 
foul words issuing from their mouths, the accusations against 
Grnndier, against that brilliant and noble cure, against the 
enemy of Mignon, against the man renowned for his talents, 
and the scandalous treatment of which he was the "Victim, these 
accusations were continually repeated witL increasing energy. · 

Yet Grandier gave himself no uneasiness. The bailiff and 
the civil lieutenant were present at the exorcisms ; they took 
pains to observe the proofs of fraud and connivance, so that 
the imputations of the Ursulines seemed to reflect ouly on 
themselves and their directors. 

There was, nevertheles8, nothing on which they could rely. 
The party of Mignon and Barro was active ; the frequency 
and the growing violence of the convulsions excited consider
able attention ; a sp~rit of indignation began to show itself 
ngainst the pretended magician. 
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It was then that the Archbishop of Bordeaux interposed. 
He ordered the sequestration of the demoniac~, and resorted 
to threats in order to satisfy himself of the reality of the pos- -
s€'ssion. K ow, here we witness a most remarkable feature, 
and one that the champions of the Unmlines should take upon 
themselves to explain - the accidents immediately ceased ! 
This liappcnccl at Loudun, just as it afterwards happened at 
Chinon, at .Xhnes, and whcrc1er there was really a disposition 
to put an end to the diabolical prodigies. The bad spirits 
showed the most exemplary docility. Is it not wonderful that 
authority should meet with such prompt obedience from the 
demons, and that the nuns should so well understand ho'Y to 
dispense with their crisis the instant orders for harsh measures 
are issued by the minister of state, or simply by the bishop ? 

The whole matter would hn1c died away, if there had been 
no special interest at stake in resuscitatiug possession. Mignon 
and Darrc reviYcd the prodig·ics ; they knew they were about 
to have assistance ; Lauhardemout was coming to Londun. 

Herc commences, towards the close of the year 1 G33, an 
entirely knew phase, the tragical phase of the affair, that in 
which the impartial supervi~ion of c;ivil magistrates is set aside 
to ma kc room for the violent and mer~·il ess will of commis
sioners determined to prove the possession, and to min Gran
clicr. The power of Laubardcmont was unlimited ; his de
cisions and judgments were without appeal ; he immediately 
set to work. 

Grandier was arrested ; his most just demands were denied ; 
he was delivered np to the tried barbarity of ..Manomi, who was 
instructed to disr.ovcr the marks that the devil had stamped 
npun his Lody : they confronted him with twelve demoniacs, 
supported hy !heir six cxorci~t~, and s111TOUJHlcd hy an army 
of Uarmelitc~, Capucl1ius, and Hccullets; they exhibited his 
four compact;; v.·hich the nnns had disconrcd uy m< ans of 
their dem ons ; they declared that he had introduced infernal 
spirits among them by throwing a bouquet of roses into tho 
convent. 
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When all was thus prepared for the denournent, Laubardemont 
made known the names of the judges, those " good men" who 
listened to so many masses, visited so many churches, and 
assisted so devoutly at prayers forty hours in length. \\Te do 
not see, however, tha:t their probity and piety induced them, iu 
one single instance, to respect the most common rules of justice. 
They carried the torture of Grandier so far as to break his 
legs; they promised him that he should be strangled previously 
to being burned, but they did not keep their word ; in short, 
they resisted entreaties that would have moved a tiger : these 
are all the virtues I have been able to discover in them. 

Grandier dead, one might believe the disturbance would 
cease. But if hatred ·was satisfied, other passions were not. 
The possession had been of immense service to the interests of 
the community ; its celebrity had become European; crowds 
flocked there from every quarter ; the vanity of the demoniacs 
and the exorcisers was finally interested in the continuation of 
these odious proceedings. It was convenient, moreover, to 
avail themselves of a supernatural means of controversy, and 
to bring arguments from the demons against the Heformation. 
They continued, therefore, to gi1:e sittings, and particularly to 
visitors of distinction ; the most celebrated visits were those 
made by the Duke d'Orleans and the Duchess d'Aiguillon : 
of these, we shall have occasion to speak. 

But Richelieu had no further interest in countenancing the 
possessions ; nor did the .reports of persons who hacl'seen them, 
contribute to maintain the reputation of their prodigies. On 
the other side, the hand of God weighed heavy on the exor
cists ; they died one after another. rrhus, when Father Tran
quille, the most celebrated of them all, gave up the ghost, 
uttering dreadful cries, this was, as it were, the signal of the 
termination of the catastrophe. · The piece was played, and the 
curtain slowly fell before an almost deserted house. It is true 
that the spectacle had lasted sevrn years, and that from the 
period of the punishment of Grandier, in August, 1634, until 
the last scene of the drama, in 163D, it had been prolonged 
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beyond measure, by repeating ten successive times the operation 
of expelling each demon, and letting him return, to be expelled 
anew. 

llut it was then positively determined to bring the affair to 
a dose ; and when Barre, wl1om the success of ~Iignon had 
inspired with a taste for the thing, attempted its revirnl in bis 
own house at Chinou, the government haYing had enough of 
such doings, vigorously opposed its veto, which the demons 
eYinced no particular desire to resist. At that time, the 
greatest exorcist in France was nichclieu. If he had chosen, 
he might have exorcised tb.c demons of Loudun as easily and 
as quickly as those of Chinon ; but he did not choosr., and we 
shall sec why. 

I have spoken of comedy ; let me vindicate the use of this 
word. 

The champions of Loudun first oppose to me the testimony 
of skillful physicians who have certified to the possession ; 
uow, on a close examination of these, this is what we dis
cover: 

In place of calling in physicians from the large cities iu the 
vicinity, Poitiers, Angers, Tours, and Sanmnr, they were chosen 
from small towns, all of them men without merit or reputation, 
with the exception of Daniel Hoger, the physician of Loudun, 
whose opinion could not prevail over that of so many ignorant 
a~~ociates. One of them had not taken his degree ; another 
one afterwards showed his wit in favoring the possession of 
Chinon, which was acknowledged as a cheat, and the authors 
of which were punished ; several of them were related to Gran
dier's mortal enemies or to the nuns. If at a later day, the sig
nature of various doctors belonging to the cities of Xiort, Poi
tier~, and Fontenai, was obtained, it was not that they bad 
investigated the ~nffair and made a report, bnt Lccanse, having 
come like all the rest of the worl1l to sec the cxorci:::;ers, the 
latter took pains to sound them, arnl in case they seemed com
plaisant and farnrably disposed, to ask them for an attestation. 
It is notorious that more than a hunrlred physicians came to 
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Lou dun, who refused to give certificates of this sort. (Hist. des 
diables, 121, 122, 222, 223.) 

These refmmls have far more importance than the compliances ; 
in fact, physicians then submitted to the yoke of reigning super
stitions, as we may be convincctl by looking over their reports. 
They could not, moreover, he strangers to the terror inspired 
by Hichclieu and bis formitlaLlc Counselor ; to refuse one's sig
nature in snch a case, was almost heroism. M. Calmeil himself 
indicates these considerations (ii. 72, 73) : "to speak the truth, 
the will of the physicians was controlled hy that of the clergy. 

. All these physicians depended more upon the efficacy 
of exorcisms than npon the power of their art. It 
wonlu have l>ccn dang·ernns for them to Lokl any other lan
guage." 

Among those whom this fear did not cause to waver, we 
must mention Doctor Duncan, the principal of the Protestant 
Academy of Saumnr, who had the courage to pin firmly to the 
ground, a nun, whom it had been declared impossible to holtl, 
and who puhlished bis observations soon after his rctnm to 
Saumur. Another Protestant, the physician Fanton, contented 
himself with refusing to Lauhardcmout the certificate demanded ; 
the poor man thus excuses his refusal to express his opinion 011 

the true cause of the possession : " It wonld have hecn dnuger
ous for him to act otherwise, and the consequences could not 
have failed to be injurious both to himself and all bis family.'' 
(Hist. des diables, 441.) 

This is not very heroic, but it is none the less instructive ; it 
shows us whence came so many sig·naturcs. Let us add, that 
the University of Montpcllier, when commltcd a short time 
afterwards respecting some facts of possession absolutely similar 
to those at Lomlun, voted an answer which signally manifested 
the disgust this prolonged Rpectacle hntl inspired in the rnin<ls 
of srnsible men. Docs auy one 'Yi:';h to know the true nnd 
decisive opinion of the medical world nt this period ? Let them 
seek it there. 

But there is another consideration upon which our advcr::m-
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ries seem to lay much stress. It was cYen suggested by the 
author of Demonomanie de Loudnn : "It is to be believed tlrnt 
our daughters hnsc sufficient regard for their reputation to pre
vent them from wishing to do anything indecorous. H ow 
is it possible for a high-born young woman to bring herself to 
make a puulie exhibition of her grimaces, indecent. gestures, to 
me foul language, to expose herself to the gaze :rn<l the ridicule 
of all the worlll, without being ashametl of her conduct ?" 

They seem to say in other words, that if the Ursulines 
hail Leen peasant girls, we might comprelicml the grossnes:-; 
of their acts antl conversation; Lut young ladies of the family 
of De Soudis, De Barn.cc, De X ogcret ! a relative of niclic
licu I that is iuconceirnblc 1 I answer that neither can it 
he concciYCd of in respect to nuns born among the hnmulc 
peasantry. The "high-Lorn young woman," and the young 
woman of an iuferior condition, if both entered the cloister 
iu their youth, .should stand on a footing of perfect equality, 
as regards the delicacy of their sentiments ::i.nd language. I 
enn confess that I suspect the young lady of haYing been 
exposed to dangers which her compauion partially escaped. 
:.More pains was bestowed upou her education, she learned how 
to read, she read. "N" ow, that which is an immense atlrnntage 
in an age when good books, aud the Bibl<J in particular, cau Le 
placed in the hand:; of young persons, constituted a formidable 
ii.conYCnicnce at a perio<l ·when the lloly Scriptures were pro
Fcribcd, and the literary resources were chiefly composed of 
Louks calcnlatell thorougltly to corrupt the heart. A nun who 

• hall been fed 011 the Golden Legend, and "·ho had in addition, 
devoured the proceedings in sorcery or the stories of posses
sions, had 11othing more to learn in fact of infamies ; all the 
t rue modesty of her nature was destroyed. 

They ,reason, .morconr, as if the Ursulines had Leen accused 
of having coolly planned out in atlvuucc, their impions and 
filthy co1uluct ! I cannot tuu often repeat that thit1gs do not 
ltappen thus. lly mean:-; of ball impulses and mischievous 
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counsel, by means of lending themselves to an oclious system of 
falsehood, the sisters of Louduu submitted to actual tempta
tion ; their nerrnus crises were often real, and they then 
obeyed the ordinary laws of epidemic convulsions ; the remem
brance of the possessions of which they had heard, the feats of 
strength, and the indecent language connected therewith, 
seized hold of all their faculties, and prompted analogous 
inspirations. It was impossible that their lips should not give 
vent to all the impurities and all the blasphemies that defilecl 
their imagination. Bosroger quotes, in his Piete a.fftigee (284), 
a letter written by one of the nuns of Louviers to her confes
sor ; she giYes evidence of the moral disorder produced in the 
minds of the poor girls ·when the agitation took possession of 
them, and when they attributed it to the demon. 

" :My mind, clouded by the most hideous views of bell, is 
filleLl only with blnsphemies. . . . . This i~ why I rnmit up 
my rage before me :i • • • • I dare not continue the quotation, 
so horrible is this portrait of a soul invaded by the mo:;t fatal 
obsessions. The poor nun closes with these words : " \Yoe is 
me !" and we might believe her materially possessed, if we dicl 
not know, by the experience of sorcerers, the subjective charac
ter of these phenomena. It would, moreover, be difficult to 

·doubt that the Llevil, in his quality of tempter, contributes 
largely to produce them. 

In this sense, the noble Ursulines of Loudun were very truly 
the prey of the demon, wherein nothing distinguishes them 
from the plebeians. Our adversaries do not deny it, but at the 
same time they would insinuate that it was impossible for the 
former to practise fraud, and especially fraud of such a nature ! 
\Yhy so ? \Vas there, then, no girl of good family among those 
nuns of Chinon who, a short time afterwards, abandoned them· 
selves to the same barefaced licentiousness, and whose lies 
were discovered, proved, and punished? At Chinon, it was 
thought proper to take a possession with all its disgusting 
acceRsories, and it was mingled, doubtless, with a certain por-
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tion of sincere excitement, which is never wanting in such a 
case ; why should not the same act lrn:rc been accomplished at 
Lou<lun in the rnmc manner ? 

But still further, and I am wrong in seeking arguments or 
analogies, 'When I can invoke the positive testimony of the 
demoniacs of Lou<lun themsch·cs ; in their hours of sincere 
remorse, they loudly proclaimed, and with tears in their eyes, 
their odious machiuations ; they asked pardon of God and 
men for having conspired to ruin the innocent ; they sought 
to break their chain, the heavy chaiu which binds the liar to 
his lie. Of these touchi!!g and decisive confessions, ~I. de 
::Mirvillc says not one word, neither of the silence imposed on 
the false possidics of Chinon an<l other places. And it is 
thus that history is written by those who pretend to recon
struct it ! 

I do not blame their intentions ; prejudice explains many 
thing~. H ow explain, if not in this way, the attempt to 
rehabilitate the proceedings of Loudun, the homage rendered 
to most "able and upright judges," to Lauhardcmont, who, 
" culpable or not in the forms, culpable or not in other pro
ceedings, is completely innocent in thi s matter ? . . . Let us 
look more closely into these horrid transactions, if only for the 
sake of cugaging rebabilitatcrs (relwbilitatwrs) to a little pru
dence, and inducing the admirers of the ~[iddle Ages to confine 
their ac.lmiratiou to questions of architecture without extending 
it to questions of faith, of happiness, of civil guarantees, of 
justice arnl morality. 

It was not difficult to incite Richelieu against Grandier. 
Independent of his tics of rcbtionsbip with the Superior of the 
Ursnlines, it was impossible for him to efface a certain pamph
let from his memory. It had been attributed to Grnndicr, and 
contained a most offcnsiYe satire directed against the cardinal. 
Various partie11Inrs of bis life and ministry were thus rcYCalcd, 
whereat he had evinced great resentment. It had happened, 
morco\·er, that in earlier year:', when Richelieu was only prior 
of Coussai, quarrels ba<l taken place between him and Grandier, 
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who, claiming to be first among the ecclesiastics of the Lou
dunois, was not willing to yield to the prior. ~lake Ilichelien 
as angelic as you please, it must, nevertheless, be admitted that 
these incidents (Hist. des diablcs, ~)\), 100), taken adrnubge 
of by crafty enemies, . at the head of whom Laufiarclemont 
placed himself from the instant of his arrival, and under whose 
influence all the commissioners constantly lived, were calcu
lated to stimulate a malignant and despotic spirit, not over 
scrupulous in its conduct. 

There is no doubt that hatred directed the acts of Lauharde
mont, for tlie moment be made his appearance at Lonclun, the 
most complete change was effected. Previous to that time, the 
exorcisms had been snhjected to a rigid snrveillance, the frau11s 
had been remarked, an order from the archbishop l1acl put n. 
stop to everything, and the resumption of the work hall heen 
attempted with timidity, and with only partial success ; no 
sooner does Laubardemont arrive, than success increase~. pro
digies multiply, independent voices are liushed, the tragedy 
moves forward to its anticipated denoumcnt. 

I ask, indeed, bow it is possible to doubt the iniquity of the 
transactions, when we compare these two most dissimilar 
phases of the same affair. I here present a few of the facts 
which signalized the first, 1.lianks to the impartial ·dgilauce of 
the bailiff and the civil lieutenant. 

Mignon and Barre sometimes performed their exorcisms with 
closed doors, declaring afterwards, that marvellous things lrnu 
been done, aud that they would draw np a certificate of the 
details (it is in these certificates, doubtless, that are to be 
found the famous suspensions in the air, trinmplrnntly cited by 
M. de }ifirville). ·whereupon the bailiff made remonstrances, 
and compelled the exorcists to admit the magistrates and the 
public. (Hist. des diablcs, 44.) 

Another time, the bailiff ordered the separation and seques
tration of the demoniacs, intending thus to prevent any 
concerted action 011 their part ; to this, tlie superior replied 
that she did not recognize the jurisdiction of the bailiff, that 
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she was opposed to the sequestration, because it was contrary 
to the \OW of perpetual seclusion ( 55). 

The bailiff and the ei,-il lieutenant <li<l not cease in their 
resi::;tanc:e to the insinuations of Darr6, who represented to them· 
that their opposition to the prodigy was prejudicial to the 
glory of the ehurch. They received the petitions of Grari<lier 
un<l <lid him justice ( G9). 

But they are soon overwhelmed by the insubordination of 
the nuns, of the exorcista and their party, who are tired of so 
much justice, so many scrnples, and who, above a11, can 110 

lo11ger endure to see their impositions, one after the othrr, di~
CO\"cred. It was necessary to get rid, at any price, of th 
bailiff and the magistrates who partook of his sentiments : 
Consequently, the <lemo11iacs were made to declare that they 
would no longer be exoreiscd in their presence. On one occa
sion, admittance was refused to the bailiff accompanied by his 
officers, and they were obliged to resort to threats, in order to 
gain au entrance (78, 80, 85 ). 

In short, the interposition of the .Archbishop of Bordeaux, 
who prescribed measures so severe as almost to pnt an end to 
the posses=-ion, cornpleteu the exasperation of the a<.lversaries of 
the bailiff ; his lirotecting authority was abruptly set aside, and 
LaulJardemont appeared on the theat re of action. From th:::it 
moment, there was nothing bnt violence, false sequestrations, 
see11es prepared beforehand, odious perseentious. The civil 
magistrates were treated with suspicion, the clemoniacs did not 
foil to hurl against them nud against the mernher~ of their 
families, accusations of magic. The mind of the poor civil 
lietttenant was at last seriously disturbed. After Grandier's 
tragical ernl, his terror became 1mhitual, arnl unse ttled his 
rca~on. (92, 117, 118, 119, 125, 130; 131, 267, 268). 

I haYe alhdccl to the false sequestratio11 of the demoniacs. 
E\"cryhody comprehends, inllee11, that if the parties were dis
posrd to fra1H1, it could only be 1weYe11ted by isolating them 
from each other, and putting a stop to all intercourse hetw~en 
them and their exorcists ; Grandier incessantly demanded this 
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measure, and the ci"vil authorities proclaimed its necessity. 
But what was actually <lone? Laubardemont, feeling that 
for form's sake, it was import::mt he should consent to such 
an arrangement, took care to confine the Ursulines in such a. 
way that se-reral of them were together in the same house, and 
the principal ones lodged with the enemies of Grandier, in per
petual comrnnnication with ~Iignon and Barre. 

Let us take one more step. \Yhen the royal authority 
became interested in the question, the Bishop of Poitiers 
entered the lists. He said to those who went to meet him on 
his arrival, " that he had not come to inquire into the truth of 
the possession, but to make those believe in it, who still 
doubted." He permitted the exorcist to look upon Grandier's 
culpability as undoubted, and numed him master of Lucifer in 
his formulas. Then it began to be published among the peo
ple, that it was necessary for them to believe in possession, 
since the king, the cardinal, and the bishop, declared it to be 
real, the effect of which was that they feared to manifest their 
doubts, and thus to run the risk of passing, in the eyes of Lan- · 
bar<lemont, for accomplices of the great sorcerer. One of the 
principal exorcists, Father Tranquille, himself said, in a pamph
let published by him, "that if there is any person \\'ho has 
shown great clear-sightedness in the affair, and whose judg
ment should he followed, it is the king, ... it is His Eminence, 
the Cardinal. . . . To his piety nnd zeal n.re owing the under
taking of this affair, as is plainly to be seen from his letters to 
hl. de Laubardemont." . · . . ( 150, 151.) 

It appears, howe-ver, that some nnadYised ones did not yet 
understand the truth, but contiuuetl to fancy themsel-ves at 
liberty to regard Grandicr as innocent, and the possession as 
douhtful, so long as jm1gment had not been pronounced. 
Pains were taken to enlighten them by publishing the order of 
July 2d, 1634:, which punished slander agn\nst the poss!decs 
and the exorcists, ·with a. fine of " ten thousand line~, or a 
still larger sum, and corporeal punishment if the case de
manded." (166.) 
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Next came the nomination of commissioners. This was 
equivalent to a sentence of death ; Richelieu never formed a 
commission except to condemn. They collected all the pre
ceding official reports ; even adding those drawn up by the 
Lieutenant-General of Chinon from the declarations of the 
demoniacs of the convent of that place, who also accused Gran
clier. This testimony of persons whose imposture was after
wards estahlished beyond a doubt, figured in the trial, while 
they set aside the docnments furnished by the bailiff of Loudnn, 
whom public action had great difficulty in protecting against 
the direct attacks of whic!1 his wife, himself, and family, were 
the object. On one occasion among others, had it not been 
for the coolness of bis wife, who, accused of magic in the open 
ehnrch, summoned the demoniac to exhibit the contract of 
which she said she ,~ras in possession, and closely followed her 
up until night, the malignity of the exorcists would not have 
limited itself to annulling the official acts of the magistrates, it 
would h:we compromised their persons. (174:-178). 

\\r c arc, indeed, confounded when we remark the complete 
absence of proofs, or even of pretexts, which signalizes the con
demnation of Urbain nramlier. Ile is not represented as a 
sorcerer who confesses his guilt ; he is not even a magician 
1lenounced by :;.;trangc witnesses. There i'3 no evidence against 
him h11t the frantic ravings of the Ursnlines. I am well aware 
that the attempt was made to connect with them a direct 
demon;0:tration. The Sister Superior having declared that 
Granllier's body bore fh·c marks made by the devil's claws, 
Lauhardemout dclivcreLl him np to the barbarous operations 
of the surgeon )fanonri, which were performed in his presence. 
Bnt in vain was their search, two marks only were discovered 
instead of five. In respect to their insensilJility to touch (the 
marks of the 'demon always possess this character), this was 
lH'OYed, it is s;yitl, in the followiug manner: The eyes of Gran
dier were bandaged ; when ~fanouri applied his probe to either 
of the two pretended diabolical sigus, he made use of the 
r.rnmled end, and the patient, of course, did not cry out ; when 

8* 
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he applied it to other parts of the body, be plnnged the point 
so deeply into the flesh that the blood gn:;hed forth in torrents, 
and Grnndier's screams coukl be beard all onr the neighbor
hood. (129, 130.) 

Here we ha \e the principal proof alleged in his condemna
tion ! Supposing e~en that Manonri's probe had not been 
managed in this way, it remains certain tbat be discovered 
only two marks, and that the tlemoniacs ba<l announced five; 
it i:cmains certain that they cli<l not designate the place of the 
two marks until after iL had been ascertained 1Jy the snrgcon. 
No one is ignorant, llloreo-rcr, that certain parts of the body, 
and especially those bearing particular signs, arc sometimes 
depri-red of sensibility . 

..As regards the other proofs, they are rcclnced to t11cst:) : 
Grandier had led a11 inegular life ! That is not contested ; 

hut a man may have a bad reputation "\Yithout being a magi
cian. 

Ile bad been seen to read a work of .Agrippa ! The fact is 
not prov-eel ; but if it 1Yerc, I shall take the liberty again to 
reply (and I am personally interested in this charge): one may 
reatl hooks on magic withont becoming a magician. 

The -Crsulines were ·risitetl by -risions bearing reference to 
Grandi er; the beginning of their disorderly conduct is con
nected with a bouquet of roses, found by the superior on the 
staircase, and to three black thorns, which were put in her 
bands one enning after .prayers ! It is possible that snch 
assertions may have great weight in the eyes of the modem 
champious of the }ifa1L1le Ages ; as for me, not beiug able to 
sec anything more in them than assertions and subjectiYe 
impressions, I p:iss on. 

The demons were unremitting in their accusations of Gran
dier ; the very sight of him prompted the posst!dces to a thon
sancl extravagances ; they fonnd senral compacts, one of \Yhid1 
was stained with drops of blood ; .Asmoclcus dccbrcd that ~his 

hloocl was from the thumb of the master's right hand ! .Asmo
dcus is made to speak throng:h one of the nuns. Admitting 
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him to have spoken correctly, nnd Grandier's thumb to have 
been fonrn1 slightly grnzec1 without his being able to account · 
for this insignifica11t accident, there is no great cause for 
astonishment, for the ·persons stationed as guards over the
accusec1, as well as the woman in whose house he was at that 
time placed, would not foil to furnish his enemies all necessary 
information. 

A<1d to that, the fact that Grmu1ier pnt to the torture, con
fessed that he had composef1 a book on the celibacy of priesfa, 
and you have the total amount of proof alleged in fayor of his 
co1H1cmnation. I say nothiug for the present of the wonders 
performed hy the Ursulines, and which gave weight to their in
cessant accusations; I shall refer to these by-and-hy. That 
which is deferred is not lost. It ill, moreover, instrnctive to see 
how they managed to preYcnt all opposition. The orc1inance I 
have already mentioned, was first provided ; later, after the 
death of Grandier, attempts were rninly made to bring into bad 
odor the exorcisms that followed their trinmphal rnareh. A 
Protestant apothecary, named Boisse, having ventmed to say, 
at the time of the Ybit of the Dnke d'Orleans, that he knew a 
Protestant maiden who could throw herself into posture~, and 
perform feats of strength equally wonderful with those of the 
superior and her sisters, the Duke c1'0rJeans sent for him, and 
summoned him to name this maic10n. Ile said she was known 
to the physician Fournean, whid1 was true. But Fonrnean, not 
caring to compromise himself, left Boisse exposed to all the 
anger of the prince, who ordered the criminal lieutenant to 
arrest him. Boisse hacl only time to take flight. (305-30!).) 

Thas, terror reigned to the e11c1. It was still worse beforn 
the death of Grandier. The irregular and violent proceedings, 
the llcnials of justice, the refusal to rcceirn the petitions nn<l. 
protestations of the accused, or to communicate to him · the 
charges produced against him, nnnounce11 a rcsolntion of judicial 
assaf-1;i11alion which nothing could moYe. :MoreoYer, the thing · 
was started ; there was no longer :my half-way conrse: either 
Gnu111ier mn:-t perish as a mngicinn, or numerous monks and 
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ecelesiastics, a convent of nuns, and mauy persons of eminence 
among the laity, backecl by a bishop, a counselor of state, and 
the prime minister himself, must be convicted of the most atro
cious calumny, and of the most odious machinations. 

The death of Grandier was then resolved on, and his exami
nation was only a mntter of form. Thns, nlthough nothing had 
been discovered bearing the slightest resemblance to proof, 
although every attempt to extort a confession from the accused 
hau signally failed, on the 18th of August, 1634, the sentence 
was pronounced which declared him "duly convicted of the 
crimes of magic, witchcraft, auu possessions, effected through his 
agency on the person of numerous Ursuline nuns of the city of 
Londun and other places." He was condemuecl " to be hnrned 
::tlive, with the compacts and tho nrngical characters registered 
thereon~ together with the manuscript hook composed by him 
against the celibacy of pri·ests, and his ashes thrown to the 
winds." Care was taken to add, " that the said· Grandier 
should first be submitted to the question, ordinary and extraor
dinary." ( 197-199.) 

His torture and punishment partook of that character of 
ferocious and violent hatrcu which marks the whole proceedings. 
During the torture, the exorcist Lactance continually cried out: 
"Dicas ! dicas !" and for this renson, he was called by the peo
ple Fatlter Dicas. But Grandicr protested his innocence, at 
the same time confessing the irreguiarity of his previous life ; 
he entreated his persecutors to leave him in peace, hut would 
not give them the satisfaction of acknowledging his crime, 
even to escape those t1readfnl torments. 

They hau evidently calculated on his terror. Laubardemont 
held a long conversation with him in prirnte before the appli
cation of the question, and after be had submitted to it, the 
same Laubardemont came back with a document already pre
pared, a signing of which would release him from so mnch 
misery. ' The sufferer, whose limbs were broken, preserved his 
strength of son], and from the straw on which he was extcnued 
in the Council Chamber, energetically refnsed the signature that 
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would transform into truth t!1e long lie of the U rsulincs and 
their accomplices. 

I must, indeed, say a few words in regard to this torture in
flicted on Grandier ; let us not recoil before the details. His -
legs were fastened between two boards, und wedges afterwards 
driven in with a hammer. They gave to Grandier two wedges 
more than custom allowed ; but these wedges were not large 
enough to satisfy the vindictiveness of the monks and Lau
lrnrdemont, who threatened the man upon whom this part of 
the business devolved, with severe punishment if he did not 
bring otherfl. The Recollet and the Capuchins who assisted, 
were not content with exorcising the boards, the wedges, and 
the hammers ; fearing the devil had power to resist the blows 
of tbc profane, they themselves applied the instruments of tor
ture. . . . Grandier fainted several times under their blows, 
hnt other blows restored him to consciousness. At length, 
when his bones were broken, and the marrow was seen to ooze 
from them, they suspended the torture, and lai<J him down 011 

the pavement. He prayed during the torture, he still continued 
to pray, and I certainly hope that bis prayers were not in vain. 
Christ died "for sinners ;" Grandicr acknowledged that he was 
a sinner, while he protested against an iniquitous n,ccnsation. 
Persecuted lJY the merciless hatred of men, he looked to Him 
who gives pn;·tlon and peace. · 

FinaJiy, not lJeing able to extort any confession, they decided 
to burn him. Ile was hornc to the place of punislunent. There, 
he solemnly panlonc<l his enemies, as he himself Loped for par
don. The executioner placed him on an iron ring fastened to 
a E:t akc, making him turn his back to the church of Sainte-Croix. 
It was five or ~ix o'clock in the evening. 

T he Fathers exorcised the air and the wood, and then asked 
the patient if he were not yet willing to confess ; to which he 
replied, "that he had nothing more to say, and that he hoped 
shortly to be with his God." They h~Hl promised him two 

, things: that he might i;peak to the people, antl that he should 
lie strangled before the fire was lightcll. But they continued to 
lie and deceive until the end. When he undertook to ad<lrc~::; 
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the people, the exorcists threw so large a quan~ity of holy water 
into his face, as to make it impossible for him to 1'peak. It is 
even assertell that one of their number ran np and kissed him, 
in onler to drnwn his words, and that Granclier cried out : 
"Behold the kiss of Judas;" whereupon their malice became so 
ungovernable, that tliey repeatedly struck him in the face with 
an iron crucifix, which they held out to him as if to make him 
embrace it. 

\Vhen the executioner prepared to set fire to the pile, Gran
dier exclaimed t.wo or three times : "Is that what they pro
mised me ?'' N otwithstancling thii', Father Lactance, taking a 
lrnntlle of straw, lighted it by means of a torch, and threw it 
on the wood. Thus Grandier was burned alive ; as the flames 
rose up :.tround him, his voice was Leard, issuing from their 
midst : "1liiserere mei, Dens! My God, have pity on me !'' 
(200-218.) 

Any reflections would be superfluous, and particularly as it 
is very certain that the population of Lonuun ditl not partake 
of the opinion of those writers who, at the present time, offer 
themselves as apologists for Lanbardemont, and proclaim the 
equity of the proceedings. On one occasion, their indignation 
·was so great, that they assembled officially at the souncl of the 
hell of the HotPl de Yille, and voted a letter to the king, 
wherein they complainecl of the sfonders in which the possedces 

were allowed to indulge, and which Laubaruemont encourageu. 
The petition of the authorities and inhabitants of Londnn spoke 
of the "pretended magical' compacts, likewise imaginary." .As 
a matter of conrse, Laubarclemont <lid not allow a document of 
th:.tt character to reach its address ; he issued an order that it 
should be destroyed, and that he should be furnished with 
the names of the authors of this high-handed measure. ( 18:"2, 
187, HlO.) 

I have given un idea of the course of proceedings ; I um 
now about to say a few words of the possession. \\~e have 
made the acquaintance of the judges, let us visit the exorcists 
and the nuns. 

One of the motives which actuated the getters-up of this 
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odious comedy, was the desire to refute Protestantism. Not 
only did they shnt its month, in proving the power of cxor
cbms, lJut th<'y had the lH1vautagc of making the demons of 
the U r:-:nlines sustain their most learn cu and orthodox propo-
si tions to tbe confu::;iol! of the Hcformers, who were quite 
11umcrons in the city and its environs. 

This was not eYcn all. Advantage was taken of the prcs
t•ncc of Lanlrnr<1cmont to deprive them of their portion of the 
('<'mctery of Loudun, and to colllpel them to gire np their 
lionscs to the posse.s!' iou of the Fetc-Dicu. They possesseu n. 
college, the lm.ilding;-; of which were covctctl by the Ursulines ; 
Laulmrdcmont published decrees, journeyed back a11d forth to 
court, and, at last, the cstabfoshmcnt passed from the hands of 
the Protestants into that of the sisters. (3~7-33!J.) 

In regaru to the dogmati~ revelations of the dcmorrn, they 
were woudcrfully adapteu to a mL-xcf1 population. Amoug 
these demons, the greatest and most scrYiceabJe doc:tor in sneh 
matters appears to have been Isaacarnm. Herc arc a few of 
his declarat ions : 

"It is as true as the flesh of God is in this tabernacle before 
yon." "Saint Joseph is eome, who dro-rn out Leviathan 
(another demon), intimating to him, on the part of God, 
tbat it was no longer of use to res\st the ministry of the 
Church." 

I heg the reader, here to rcmnrk that this important rule 
rc:-crred to Joseph, appears to Juwc been an ingenious flattery 
au<1resoed to Fa,thcr J oscph, the protector of the exorcists nt 
the si<1c of nichclicn. Pains were lakcn to publish a small 
book, entit}e(1 : The glory of Saint Josep!t, "Victorious ot-er th~ 

principal demons of t/1e possession of Loudun. But Jct us prn
cccd. !saacarum is Hot at the c11d of his thculogy ; J give a 
few more phrases extracted from a long edifying harangue 
which he pronounced towanls tlic close of the posscssio11s, 
ahra)S through the month of the superior. 

IIc sa id that he lost many Ro ul:-; hy the attraction of 
the senses, " that he had acquired much credit with Lucifer by 
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the fall of :Macaire the younger, which he accomplished bJ 
-visiting him in his desert, and attacking him with the shoe of 
a woman, and a perfumed handkerchief. That Alu
mette, another demon, of whom Elizabeth de la Croix "·as 
possessed, had caught Martinien nearly in the same manner." 
Having thus expressed himself, Isaacarum perceived that be 
had spoken to the benefit of men, whereupon l1e ga"le nnt to 
dreadful howls, declaring, "that be repented of ba-ving come 
into a body, where he served the counsels of God against his 
will ; that he had for a long time been at work in the world, 
although Behemoth had been at work still longer than he, and 
that the latter had been employed from the beginuing against 
Job." 

He added, to the great delight of the exorcists, that be
cause of this obsession, Job could murmur as he did, and yet 
recei"le this testimony : " In all this, did not Job sin with his 
lips?" The poor demon was not well posted up in the Scrip
tures ; he did not remember that this testimony rendered in 
Job's farnr, preceded the murmurs, instead of follo\V'ing them ; 
he had forg·otteu the final confession of the _patriarch : 
"\Yherefore I abhor myself, and repent in dust and ashes." 
This may be said in passing, and without prejudice to the 
ingenious explanations which Isaacarum felt the necessity of 
giving in regard to the multiplicity of possessions and of 
sorcerers, reckoning from the time of the Apostles. 

He said, "that before the Incarnation, derus did not possess 
men as they possessed them afterwards. That after 
the death of Jesus Christ, the devils tried to imitate Him, and 
to make themsefres in some measure incarnate, possessing 
rnrious persons hy a -very subtle mixture impalpable to the 
senses, and that magicians were such persons us gan them the 
most assistance in this design.n (346, 34 7, 355, 365, 366, 
37:2-375.) 

It was convenient, to say the least of it, thus to obtain 3, 

reveln.tiou of the magical art, when they wished to burn a. ma
gician, and of the dogma of transubstantiation, when it became 
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necessary to refute the Protestants. :Neither was it a matter 
of indifference to provide for the prosperity of the ccnvent ; 
persons of the most fastidious delicacy on points where they 
themselves only are concerned, frequently lose their scruples 
when associated as a fraternity. 

I have alrea<ly relatec1 how the Ursulines obtained the 
award of the reformed college of Loudun. Alms were sent to 
them from all parts; the generosity of the nobility, who in 
turn visited the demoniacs, an<l especially that of the Duke 
d'Orleans, made them qnite opulent. They soon purchased the 
houses in the neighborhooll of the college, of which they had 
taken possession ; they next added thereto extensive grounds, 
on which they erected buil<liugs ; they invested money in tithes, 
stocks, lands, and finally became one of the richest communi
ties of their order. 

:Nevertheless, the day of the Ursulines of Loudun was not 
destined to be of long duration ; that fashion passed away, 
like all others ; the contributions cease<l to arrive, the visits 
became less and less frequent, the cardinal grew tired of pay
'ing the exorcists the pensions he had at first granted them. 
Not only did he find that this expenditure bad bste<l quite long 
enough, but he learned through )[me. Combalet, his niece, that 
the game was very badly played, an<l tpat it woul<l finally 
result in scandal. The four thousand francs were, therefore, 
withheld, and this was, it may be said, the death-blow to the 
possession :-The more money, the more dei-il. 

But Jet me not subject myself to the reproach of treating· 
with levity a matter like this, in which the comic touches so 
closely on to that which is hateful and disgusting. Let me 
rather dwell for a moment 011 the a<lvantages of all sorts 
derived by the [ rsulines of Lom1un from their complaisance. 
Their repntntion, especially, bad immensely gained by it ; for 
several years, nothing else was talked of; in distant countries , 
where certain suspicious details had uot penetrated, books and 
sermons were written about the Ursulincs ; they formed the 
general topic of connrsn.tion. They received letters compas-
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sionating their snfferings, admiring their privileges, and rc
qn esting the ]Jenefit of their prayers. Yarions superiorR of 
other co11vents cxpre~set1 a desire to ,·i:::it them, and ofTer their 
humble services to th ese holy "·omen, so clear to Goll, aud to 
Saint Joseph! (3:26, 330, 365, 459, 466- 4 70.) 

Attendant upon so much glory, there must also have been 
slw,me aud mortification. In spite of the nervous excitement 
which oecasi01rnlly ov0rwhelmcd them, and which is in some sort 
the extenuating circnmst:rnce of their crime, it often likewise, 
necessarily happened that thry were folly consrions of the li es 
to which they ·were tempted, and which from that time, possrssed 
thrm. Yet', which possessed them, fur this vrns their only, but 
too real possef'sion . 

.. \.\That mnst they b'v'c thonght, when, at the order of the 
.Archbishop of Bordeaux, their demon::; 1anishcd· as if hy en
chantment ; or when they, afterwards, gradually reappeared, and 
pro_rortioned their manifestations to the protect ion promised 
them by the Court? (34, 49, 87, 92, 9-1, 97, 98, 100, 101.) 
\\That must they have thought when their errors or gross frauds 
shone most conspicuously either before the urrin1l or after the · 
departure of Laubardemont? Let us mention a few facts. 

On a certain occasion, as the snpcrior was heing exorcisell 
in presence of the bailiff (this was nt a period when they were 
pcrsccntcd, c1en to the point of contradiction), she strngg·l ecl 
violently on her bed, while the priest, ahrnys keeping in Yiew 
the controversy in which the chnrch was enlisted, eomrnanded 
the demon to confess t!ic reality of onr Lord's body in t he Sa
crament. The bailiff perceived a young man named Dcssen
tiers, with a. hat on his hcnd ; he desired him to take off his 
hat or leave the apartmcut. The snperior immediately impro1ecl 
the npportunity, and exclaimed that there were Ilngncnots 
present. " How many ?" t1cmanded the exorcist. " T1co/' ~he 
replied. From which, we m:iy be allom~d to conclude that the 
devil L1id not know how to connt, for, besides Desscnticrs, there 
mis Gautier, his brothel' und four sisters, Fournea.u aud Ange~ 
viu. (15.) 
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The bailiff afterwards de>;ired the exorcist to ask her where 
wa:; Crliai11 Grandier at that time. The question being expressed 
in the terms of the ritual, an answer coul<l not be ernded. The 
Llcmoniac replied tliat he 1cas in the lwll of tlw castle. The 
commissioners, half of their uumuer designated by the hailiff, 
and half by the exorcist, were sent to inquire into the matter, 
aml reported that, far from being iu this hall, Grandier had been 
for more than t'rn honrs in a house a long way off. 

Snch a strange proceeding-, such a brutal method of estab
lishi11g the deception, threw the superior into a stupor ; she 
remained speechless while the c::>mmissioners were absent on 
the i1rrestigation ; her eorrrul~ions disappeared, althoup;h the 
exorch;ms were contilineLl. This silence endured more than 
half an hour. At length, the hniliif having left the charnber, 
and eYCryb~dy supposi:1g lie had gone to find Gr.rndicr: the 
possf:dr~e renewed her agitation, and being again interrogated, 
i-he asserted that Grnndier was w:ilking with the La:Jiff. Two 
persons went out in OI\.ler tu ascertain if the d..:vil had suc
ceedNl any bette1' this t!me tb~;n the first, and discovered that 
both answers were equally far from the truth. The nuns had 
thenceforth only one re.::onrce, wllich they nsed in declaring that 
they wonhl no longer be exorcised by the bailiff ( ii-80.) 

It will be remembered that in relation to the marks of the 
clcYil on GrandiC'r's body, the superior began hy indicating fiYe, 
whi:e ~Iauouri himself conld only succeed in di~coYeriug two. 
It will also he remembered that she refused to tlesignatc their 
locality, until she had heen informed of it by the surgeon's 
report. The demon being then askccl why he. ha<111ot chosen to 
reply the preceding Saturday : "Because," said he, "I wns on 
that day occupied in conducting to hell the soul of Proust, soli
citor to the Parliament of Paris." They had hoped that no 
one would take the trouble to inquire into the trnth of rnch 
Rlatemcnts a::i thL;; ; but there were some ohsti11atc and curious 
peoplr, clcterminecl to i11~pcct both the registers of deaths and 
the list of the solicitors to the parliament ; now, it was found, 
that Proust figured neither in one nor the other. ( 131.) 
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Doctor Duncan relates that the first time he saw the nuns, 
his arrival was the occasion of temporary disgrace to the devil 
Gresil : the exorcist adjured him to tell the name of the vh;itor, 
whereupon the nun, aware of the fact that be was a physician 
of Saumer, named two other physicians of that city, Bcnait and 
Sexier. (148.) 

But one of the gravest mistakes committed by the devils of 
Loudun was that into which they were entrapped by the 
Count de Lude. (319-391.) He came to London like many 
others, after the death of Grandier, and the departure of 
Laubardemont. Having witnessed the convulsions, he pre
tended to be entirely convinced, and manifested a desire to sub
mit to the possedees, a box of relics that bad been transmitted 
to him by his ancestors ; offering, as an excuse, that be wished 
to know if they were really relics. The exorcists assured him 
that be could not put them to a better test ; they then took 
them from his hand, and applied them to the superior, making 
her a sign she perfectly well understood, but of which the 
Uonnt, who observed them, also took notice. She instantly· 
gave utterance to horrible cries, and threw lrnr body into 
frightful contortions ; it seemed as though she were devoured 
by an invisible fire. The reliquary being remo-rnd, she subsided 
into tranquillity ; whereupon the exotcist turned to the count, 
and said : " I do not believe, sir, that yon now doubt the 
reality of your relics." " I no longer doubt anything," replied 
the latter, "but the reality of the possession." The father 
manifested a desire to ·see the precious relics ; M. de Lude 
opened the box, in which the confused and indignant exorcist 
found only a feather and some hair ! " Ah ! sir," said he, 
",. ·why have yon trifled with ns ?" ".And you, my father, why 
do you trifle with Goel and the world ?" 

I shall be told, perhaps, that it is possible for de-vils to 
lie ! I answer that the affair of Londun, from beginning to 
end, is based on entire veracity. The possessed women know 
everything, and are mistaken in nothing ; this is the usual argu
ment of their partisans. They accuse Grandier ; then Grandier 
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is guilty. They make known dogmas ; then the dogmas are 
divine. How many doctrines would be in peril here, if it 
were once admitted that the exorcised devils deviated from the 
truth 1 

And let it be remarked, moreover, that this theory of the 
veracity of the exorcised demons was expressly established by 
the ring-leaders of tbe Loudnn affair ; that, opposed to them, 
were other contradictory propositions of La Sorbonne, is of 
little consl:quencc ; it is no concern of mine. I make only one 
assertion, that according· to the terms of their own revelations, 
the gross errors of the Ursulines are inexplicable. (181, 183, 
184, 250, 251.) 

In using the word " errors," I do not say enough. Take, for 
example, their famous Latin : this one of M. de Mirville's 
great arguments. Let ns see what it is worth. 

The facts are so little extraordinary here, that we do 11ot 
even require to have recourse to the analogies fnmished us in 
Animal Maguetism. Loudun gives us nothing which equals 
either the fact of the peasant girl speaking good French, or 
that of the servant seizing by the penetration of the thought, 
the sense of the Hebrew books read by her master. \Ve meet 
among the L"rsulines only a miserable system of fraud, which 
everywhere betrays itself. 

If you wish for the proof of this, draw near to those pos
sessed women. You will, first, be somewhat surprised to remark 
that the devil of the superior is the only one who has learned 
his humanities ; the others cannot even pronounce the few 
phrases of bad Latin which are so much admired in his mouth, 
and which would shame a scholar of the fourth class. 

Let the reader judge for hiimclf. One day, Barre ap-
proachrc1 the superior, holding in his hanus the Sacrament, antl 
micl to her : "Adora Deum tuwm, creatorem tuwm." (Adore thy 
God, thy Creator.) She replied, at a nnture : ".Adoro te." (I 
adore thoc:-.) "Qu.em adoras ?" (Whom dost thou udore ?) cle
manded the exorr.ist. "Jeszts Cllristus." (Jesus Christ.) Annoyed 
by this solecism, and perceiving that it had attracted the atten-
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tion of the audience, Barre endeavored to set her right, aml to 
render her language consistent by changing the form of the 
question : " Qziis est iste q,uenz adoras ?" (\Yho is the person 
thou aclorest ?) he hastened to say. Ile hoped she would 
ag·ain repeat : Jesns Christns. Ent the superior having just 
heard the contempt.nous remarks of Daniel Drouin, assessor to the 
provost, thought she must change the phrase, and replied : 
" Jesn Christe." This was most unlucky I 

Barre then retnrned to questions with which she was familiar, 
wherupon the Latiu immediately underwent a favorable change. 
Interrogated ou the nature of our Saviour, she replied, like a 
profound theologian : "Jesus Cliristzis est szibstantia Patris." 
(Jesus Christ is the substance of the Father.) Interrogated 
on the number of her demons, she replied : "Sex." (Six.) It is 
trne, that when the bailiff was so indiscreet as to invite her to 
express the same things in Greek, she found herself absolutely 
incapable of doing it. Asmodeus, her principal devil, could not 
know everything I 

But Elimi, the principal devil of the sister Claire, was still, 
less learned. He made an attempt at Latin, and replied hap
hazard. Intermixing the que::;tions and consequently the 
answers, he uo sooner heard the exoreist ask him : " Qzw pacto 

ingressns est da:rnon ?" (By what compact does the demon enter?) 
than he responded: "Duplex." (Double.) This evidently applied 
to somethiug else. 

Then they returned to the superior. She, at first, did very 
well ; but pressed by unexpected questions, and adjured Ly 
order of the bailiff, to repeat .in Latin, several phrases she had 
just expressed in French, she made various efforts to speak, 
but being able to say only, sisi, or liti, she had no more parox
ysms for that <lay. 

'The next day the experiments were resumed. The bailiff 
had brought with him a Scotchman named Stracan, the princi
pal of the college of LouL1un. The superior having just pro
nounced the Latin won1 aqna (\rnter), Stracan begged her to 

trauslatc it into Scotch. Earrt\ quite disconcerted, replied 
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that the demon would do it, "if God chose to permit him.'' 
Ile was, nevertheless, compelled to pronounce the command, 
and repeat it several times ; but the superior exclaimed : 
" ... 7\~imia curiositas !" (This is too great curiosity !) Unfortu
nately, she did not adhere to this apothegm ; she took a fancy 
to add : "Dws non 'i:olo," which was intended to signify : God 
docs not choose. Some one remarked that Dws non 'l:lllt would 
have been more correct. The exorcist attempted to get rid of 
the difficulty hy saying that,indced, their curiosity was too great; 
to which the bailiff replied, with the ritual in his hands, that 
the faculty of speaking strang·c tongues was one of the official 
allll obligatory marks of po~session. 

In default of the Scotch, the bailiff proposed llebrcw, adding 
that the demon ought to be more familiar with that language 
than all the others. Adjured to pronounce the Hebre"· term 
which corresponds to the Latin aqua, the superior did not 
answer ; hut sho could he heard to pronounce, in quite low 
tones, these words: "Ah ! I abjnrc !" whereupon a Carmelitc, 
who was at some distance from her, affirmed that she had said, 
Jaqnaq, and that this was a H ebrew i,rnrd f'ignifying : "I have 
spilled water." But those who were nearer, unanimously at
tested that she had said, "Ah ! I abjure !" which caused the 
snb-prior of the Carmclitcs publicly to r.cnsnrc that monk. 

The famons response : "J..Yirnia curiositas P' served thenceforth 
as a protection to the superior against embarrassing questions. 
\Yhcn the bailiff summoned her to speak Greek, she declarccl 
him too curious, and remained dumb as a fish. If he interro
gated her concerning circumstances in regard to which she had 
not been informed-for example, the name of the Bishop who 
had performed the ccremo11y of tonsnrc on Grandicr-she con
fessed her ignorance. llnt as soon as the exorcist pnt questions 
to her from his ehicf, she experienced not the slightest embar
rassmc11t. 

At a, later period, \rhc11 11cw l'Xorcists had assumed the duties 
of the office, one of them, the father Lactancc, rcmarkrd that 
the superior kucw very little Latin. He consequently took a, 
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heroic part : he ordered her to reply in French ! It being 
objected to this, that the de1il ought to have a knowledge of 
Latin, be sometimes answered "that the compact had been 
made in this way," and sometimes "that there were devils 
more ignorant even than the peasants !'' 

Yet he himself had the imprudence to sta tc his questions in 
Latin, although he exempted the demoniac from replying in the 
same tongue ; the result of which was some misapprehensions. 
On one occasion, among others, he asked her how many times 
the demon had entered in her, employing iu his quest ion, the 
word quoties. The superior, thinking that this term was the 
equivalent of quando (when?), replied : "I <lid not really 
notice the day!" (34, 51, 58, 60, 62, 65, 66, 61, 70, 11, 
126, 129.) 

A manuscript statement, put in circulation at the period of 
the possession, and which .is all the less suspected, because its 
author, a Roman Catholic, is strongly convinced of the prodigy, 
nevertheless contains some details confirmatory of those to 
·which I have just referred. They are quoted in l'Histoirc des 

diables de Loudun, on pages 15i, 158, and 1G4. 
The demoniacs were in presence of Lanuardemont and of the 

Bishop of Poitiers-that is to say, of the temporal and spiritual 
heads of the enterprise. Grandier had hren sent for, and strug
gled against the fury of bis pretended 1ictims. Ha1ing begun 
to exorcise, in Latin, the sister Cntbarine, who was the most 
ig·norant of all, the others set np an infernal noise, so great as 
to render it impossible for him to rontinue. He then turned 
to the sister Claire, and announced his intention to interrogate 
her in Greek, to ·which the devil was careful to reply through 
the mouth of the possedce: "Indeed ! you arc very cunning ! 
Yon know perfectly well that one of the first conditiom; of the 
compact between yon and ns, is, that we are not to answer in 
Grec"ic" In min did Grandier protest against this falsehood, 
demanding, moreover, that this pretended compact of silence 
should be broken. In vain did he add : " It may be done, for 
God bas given power to his Church over the devils ; and, iu 
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fact, you yoursel-res boast of h~rdng broken various others that 
were of no consequence.'' His enemies were not anxious to 
depri"1e themsclYes of their only mode of shielding the devils 
from a trial they were incapable of sustaining ; hut they finally 
permitted him to ask questions in Greek, ptovided lw first wrote 
wliat lw intended to say ! 

Pushed to an extremity, the possedee still continued to boast 
of her power to answer him in all languages ; but she incurred 
no danger by this tardy offer, for all her companions renewed 
their frantic cries, spitting upon Grandier, threatening to break 
bis neck, abamloniug themselves to dreadful convulsions ; this 
was an effectual method of putting an end to importunate 
questions . 

.And now, if, from coternpornneous accounts, we pass to the 
book of ~1. de ~firville ( 124, 125), and to his official reports of 
Laubardemont, which ha"lc, in his eyes, the authority of the 
Gospel, we sha11 really be astounded. It does not enter the 
mind of ~f. de ~Iirville, that, in order to exculpate the persons 
uccused of falsehood and murder, be mnst gfre us something 
more than documents drawn np by themselves. He iieither 
mentions nor discusses any of these details taken on the spot, 
and "·hich JJear the seal of truth. He granly quotes the 
assertions of the commissioners, and affirms that the tlemouiacs 
not only ~poke Latin, lmt Greek, Tnrld>.:h, Spanish, Italian ! 
Still further, they spoke certain dialects of some of the .Amer
iean savages ! They challenged Grandier to interrogate them 
in Greek ; be refused to do so, and remained utterly cou
fonnded I 

Di<l )f. cle :.\fir·ril!e expect, perchance, to find in the official 
reports, the confession of Grandicr's triumphs, and the ignorance 
of the demons? Did he thillk that the favorable testimony of 
the bishop, the almoner, the doctor of La Sorbonne, or the com
plaisant traYeller, might not have been the result of hribery? 
Did he imagi~1e that, in onler to orerthro"· the established 
opinio1i of two centuries, it would rnffice to show us (what we 
certainly knew very well before !) that Laubardemont was 

\"OL. II.·-0 
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supported by nnmerons signatures ? This was not the ques
tion. Signatures arc not wanting, in such times, to any lie or 
any infamy. Some witnesses arc frightcnetl into it ; some arc 
bought ; some arc credulous ; some, perhaps, arc persuaded 
"to write first what they iutcncl to say." Jn this manner, the 
test s arc snccessfnl, and the Ursulincs speak, equally well, 
Latin, Greek, rrmkish, and even Iroquois. 

Thus, to evade the true question, is to t rifle with the argu
ment: what is the respective value of the official reports and the 
statements related in detail which entirely contradict them ? 
Now, as the public conscience has never hesitated between 
these two classes of documents, the statcmf'nts being looked 
upon as true, and bearing, inc1cec1, in ternnl marks of their 
truth to the minds of all who read them, as the universal 
opinion rises in opposition to the infamous system of judicial 
falsehood which grew up under the influence of Lanbanlcmont, 
it is for yon to produce the proof, you who pretend to invert 
the rules, and change the order of things. Analyze, then, each 
of the statements, each of the documents contained in l'Histoire 
des diables de L oudim ;* prove that that is a lie ; I meau a 
perpetual lie, a coustant invention, for your famon.s official 
reports do not even allude to the siguificai1t fact s to which I 
have just referred. A demonstration in clue form will not be 
too much, it will possess far more value than a passing langh 

* M. Calmeil l1imself, who seems t o disbelieve the accusation of frau•l, although his 
indignation is excit ed a t the iniquity of the proccetlings , l\I. Calmeil who end eavors to 
place to the account of tl1e nervous exciteme1;t. of the Ursulines, their entire participa
tion in the matt er, does not hesitate to atl opt l' llistoire des diaole.s de Loudun,. as 
the most relia.ble work on the suhj ect, as the surest. guide. It is this book which he 
quotes, which he transcribes on all his pages, to such an ext ent as, indeed, almost to 
exclude all the others. li e is not disposecl to pay the same honor to the Demonom am"o 
anu other books composed 011 the authority of the official reports. 

Nor were books in r epucliat ion of these di ~grace ful rnurces, long in making their 
appea rance. The manuscript narrative put in circulati on a ft er the possession, a11<1 
the author of which, was no t only a Ca tholic, but co11 vi nced of the prodigy, contradicts 
none the less fo r tha t , tl1e lics ot Laubar clement ancl the exorcists. Thus, the author of 
the Demo11 oma11ie, ha ving uar etl to ~ t ale on otlidal a uthority that Granclicr ha<l 
r ecoiled before the challenge to interroga te the nuns in Greek, the narrative relate~, 

on the contrary, that when he wi~he<l to interrogat e them in Greek, the pusserle~s 
interrupted him with terrible cries. (!list. des diublrs, 1G4, 165.) 
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at the jokes which you do not refute, or the tale of the reliquary 
whose falseness you do not prove. 

It is certain that history would soon be reconstrncted accord
ing to the system of ~I. de Maistrc, if it were permitted to 
transform into historical truths, the allegations contained in the 
official reports of judicial committees. The jn<lges who have 
huruc<l sorcerers by hundreds of thousands, affirm that they 
fly through the air ; inqui:;itors affirm that dissenters are 
miserable sinners ; the revolutionary tribunal affirmed that the 
aristocrats had conspired with the foreigners ; the creatures of 
X ero and Domitian affirmed that all who were proscribed in 
their time, \rcre guilty of high-treason ; the Sanhcclrim af
firmed that J csus Christ had blasphemed I All these things 
arc in official reports, but until the present time, no one has 
ventured to make use of such documents and say : " You sec, 
sorcerers went to the sabbnt, the condnet of the dissenters 
was infamous, the aristocrats had a secret understanding with 
Pitt ancl Coburg, all persons looked upon with suspicion by 
the government of Ancient Rome, intended to assassinate their 
sovereign, Jes us Christ was a blasphemer ; you see, it is writ
ten, those who wrote the sentence, have assigned their rea
sons, and a sentence for which a reason is giYen, cannot be 
unjust I 

What the partisans of the possession did not formerly dare 
to undertake, they arc courageous enough to try at the present 
day ; they open these worthless pages, traced by the man
slaughtcrers, and they exclaim in a triumphant tone, " I have 
here disco\·ere<l that there is no foundation for your idle tales 
and ridiculous jests ; I have here discovered that the Ursulines, 
throughout the whole affair, never committed any error ; I 
have here <liscovcrell that they all possessed a knowledge of 
Latin, and even of the Turld::ih language; 1 have here discoYcrc<l 
that nu mc11tio11 is made, either of the reliquary filled with 
feather::;, the rl~moniac pinned to the ground by Dnncan, the 
translation of quotics, or of the re:-ort to the pretext: nimia 
curiositas; according to this authority, they triumph, they chal-
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lenge, they confound their enemies, they perform things impos
sible to ordinary mortals ; one of them even remains some time 
suspended in the air !" 

This was the .-cry least that could he put in the official 
reports of the exorcists and the commissioners. \Yhy do they 
not add those of the ci"dl lieutenant and the bailiff? This 
exclusion alone, shows the confidence to be placed in their 
statements. I ha rn no fear that any of my readers will hesi
tate between them and l' Histoire des diables de Loud1rn, at the 
pages of which, no one can glance without recognizing the 
faithful registry of facts and of documents. :X ow, let it be 
remarked that all these facts, and all these documents must be 
absolutely false, for, if they contain the smallest particle of 
truth, fraud is proved, and the official reports become a 
tissue of falsehood. In point of lies, one proof is worth a 
hundred. 

To retmn, for instance, to the Latin of the superior, l'His
toire des diaUes de Loudun relates (7G) that the very clay on 
which she committed the mistake of enumeruting two Pro
testants in an assembly which contained at least nine, Barre 
asked her if, apart from the possession, she had not some 
knowledge of the Latin tongne. He called upon her to swear 
to it on the ciborium, to which she, with some difficulty, con
i:ientecl. Yet she acknowledged that she interpreted the Pater 

and the Credo to her scholars, while she denied that she like
wise explained to them the catechism. 

Thus we behold the very natural origin of this small stock 
of Latin. At a period when Latiu was everywhere spoken, in 
a church that made constant use of it, is it Yery surprising 
that an intelligent woman who possessed sufficient acquaintance 
with it to translate the P ater and the Credo to the boarders, 
should have learned to make use of a few of the most frequently 
recurring words, such as : pact um, urbanns, fl ores, rosa, aqna, 
diabclu.s? Her small smattering of Latin, the faults she com
mits the moment she is tempted beyond the narrow circle in 
which she is accustomed to move, the absolute ignorance of the 
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other sisters who do not give Latin lessons to the pupils of the 
convent, all this is in perfect h'hrmony. 

M. Calmeil ( ii. 234) thinks with me, that the Latin of the 
superior was a reminiscence, although he seems to admit the 
sincerity of the Ursulines, and blames the learned Boissicr de 
Sauvages for haviug regarded their convnlsious as feigned. 

I do 11ot go quite so far, as the reader already knows ; I 
admit that there were at Louclun, real nervous crises, but that 
they were complicated with fraud, which, in proportion as the 
thing progressctl, became more and more appareut and gross. 
As regards the feats of strength that accompanied the convul
sions, there is nothing in them which exceeds or even reaches 
the level of analogous phenomena, elsewhere observed. Here 
is a.n opportunity to judge. 

By means of his official reports, M. de :Mirville c_asily pro
cures less vnlgar prodigies. Thus, he mentions ( 119, 123) an 
extension of tbc superior's legs, which increased her length to 
seven feet, and a suspension in the air to which the commis
sioners could not but give their assent, since it was exacted by 
the ritual ! But these fine things run no danger of passing 
into the class of bistorical facts. 

It is still less extraordinary to sec the exorcists thrown to 
th~ ground, either because they really desire it, or because they 
participate in the coutag·ious agitation of the <lemoniacs. The 
nuns who throw themselves backward 'so that the nape of • 
the neck touches their heels, do nothing which may not be 
seen at auy fair, nothing which, moreover, may not be ex-
plained hy a special physical state. The bounds, the cries, the 
fligl1t before the ;mcrnment, the licking of the pavement, the 
obedience to the onler to crawl on the ground, the cataleptic 
inse11::;ibility, the paroxysms prouuced hy the sight of Urn.ndier, 
all enter i11 to the class of facts with which we arc familia r. 

Hc:.tu the account published at Poitirrs, of the visit of the 
Duke d'Orlcans to Loudun, aud you will ::>ec the followiug 
description of the wonderful feats of Elizabeth Blanchard, in 
this respect, altogether the most remarkable. " rrhc demon, 
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the Enemy of the Virgin, appeared, according to the command 
· of Father Elish::i, the Capuchin, her ordinary exorcist. Ile put 

her to sleep, and rendered her as pliable as a bit. of lead. 
The exorcist then bent her body in various ways, backward 
and forward, on both sides, so that she almost touched the 
ground with her bead, the demon retaining her in these differ
ent positions until the exorcist saw fit to change them, 3rnl, 
during this time, which was quite long, she tlid not breathe at 
all through tbc mouth, and· only very faintly through the nose. 
She was almost insensible, in proof of which, the Father took 
her arm and pierced it through and through mth a pin, with
out causing any blood to flow, or the girl to manifest any 
sensibility. Sabulon next 3ppeared, who rolled her through 
the chapel, causing her to tremble violently, and to make 
-various contortions. He c3rricd her left foot five or six times 
from her shoulder to her cheek, at the same time firmly holding 
the leg to her side." 

It was the custom, 1re have seen, for the possedees to eject 
from their stomach foreign substances, such as nails, pins, etc. 
The superior alone b3d skill enough to succeed in this, and she 
chose only the most harmless things. The famous official reports 
of the commissioners, mention one instance of the vomiting of 
the barrel of a quill as much as a finger long, and another of 
the vomiting of a silk button. (148, 149). In this respect, 
then, 1re are also below the average . 

But it was in presence of his Highness, the Duke d'Orleans, 
that the great prodigies were accomplished. It would, conse
quently, seem only just to ·give them a more particular consid
eration, although I can discover there nothing worthy of 
special mention. They relate to nuns who swing baek1r3rds 
and forwards, after 1.hc manner of the howling dervis.hes ; to 
tongues so swollen as to b:mg from the mouth ; to bodie:::, 
rolling and twisting themselves into all sorts of sh3pes ; 3 nd 
to arms, arranging themselves in the form of a cross. ( 289-
304.) One single thing seems astonishing, and this was, in 
fact, what determined the conviction of his Highness. The 
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demon appeared to divine bis thoughts, and obey his unex
pressed orders! (302, 304, -308.) The certificate of the 
:prince holds the following langnnge : 

"13eing desirous to have a conrincing proof of the real 
possession of these women, having secretly concerted, in an 
undertone, with Father Trnnquille, the Cn.puchin, to command 
the demon Sahulon, who actually possessed the said sister 
Claire, to kiss the right hand of Father Elisha, her exorcist, 
the said demon promptly obeyed, according to our desi re. 

Signed, Gaston." 
The importance attribu ted to such an exploit, makes us 

smile now-a-days ; but the 17th century was much Jess ad
nnccd than we, and the poor Gaston never gave any proof, 
either of great character, or great genius. If he had had a 
little more independence, or a little more judgment, he would, 
at least, have understood (I say nothing of the fluid phenome
non of the penetration of the thought), tha t the simplest 
prudence would have required him to keep to himself the 
command, of which he desired the execution. If ho had been 
content to write withou t communicating it, if, indeed, he had 
communicated it to others than the exorcists, who, perhaps, 
suggested it to him, without his suspecting it, it is probable 
that the sister Claire would have been less snccessfnl iu her 
divi nation. In the condition of things at that time, after 
several years of exercise, it was mere ·play for the exorcists 
and the demoniacs to trausmit nu indication from a distance. 

They bad, moreover, one resource always at band for cases 
in which the experiments fail eel ( 145, 14G): "It i3 to maintain 
some in their incredulity," was the cunning reply of the demo us! 
This reminds me of the response of the superior, when too 
closely cornered Ly the Lu,tin and Greek examinat ions : nimia 
curiositas ! In this way, did they extricate themselves from all 
uilemmas. 

The foc:t h>, there is nothing wonderful in uny of these 
things, and we may adopt the conclusions of Duncan, ao 
statc<l in the book to which we have already so often referred 
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(3 1~, 313) : "X o one would have wondered at the exploits 
of the nuns, if they hall been performed by mountebanks at 
the theatre. Besides, these exploits \Yere not com
mon to all the women. If the exorcist had com
manded the superior to do what was done Ly Elizabeth 
Blanchn.rd, and the sister Agnes to do what was ordinarily 
<lone by the t"wo firs~, be would not have been obeyed. X one 
of these women were raised more than to a. trifling height iu 
the air, nor did they remain snspcndell nny considerable time ; 
none of them possessed the power of flying, of walking on the 
water, in which case they would barn been more than mortnl. 
But one's mind must be wholly absorbed in the marvellous, to 
believe that rolling, tnmbli11g, an<l crawling on the ground are, 
in any degree, supernatural." 

This becomes all the more difficult to brlicve, when we know 
that the agency of fraud has been repeatedly estalJlisliecl. 

On one occasion, it was in tho month of ~1fay, and in 
presence of tlle terrible Counselor of State, the Crsulincs had 
resolved to distinguish themscl1cs. They were determined to 
leave simple contortions, and pass to real prolligies. T1ro, 
umong others, had been annonnced. The superior and two of 
the sisters were to raise themselves above the ground, and 
continue suspcndell there some time ; Lauhardcmout"s coif was 
to be lifted from his head into the ail·, remaining there for the 
spnce of a ?IIisercre. The first trick eompletely failed, Jwrause one 
of the 8pectators bncl the andacity to lift the bottom of the supe
rior's floating garment, and show that the tip of onr. of her feet 
touched the ground ; this·want of Ruccess discouraged the two 
other possedees as v.ell as their demons, Cerberus and Eazas. 
But Beherit had made up his mind to restore the honor of the 
convent, and the exorcist, Ln.ctancc, described, in adv:rnce, the 
suspension of the coif. X cvcrtheless, the appointed time 
h~v;ing arrived, nothing moved, althongh besieged by the most 
solemn adjurations ! \Vhat was the matt.er ?-Some 
suspicious individuals, remarking that it was late, that the 
church was ba,dly lighted, and that Laubardcmont was seated 
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at some distance from the rest of the assemblage, ascended to 
the roof, and there found, dirc.ctly over the Counselor's bead, 
the man who was charged, so it is said, with letting clown 
through a hole, the little fish-hook and line destined, with 
L:rnbardcmont's assistance, to remove bis coif. Be that as it 
may, there was no prodigy, no sing·ing of the lllisercre, and the 
discomfiture was complete. (134-135.) 

These foil mes had a bad effect on the possession ; many per
Rons v.-ho had visited Lou<lun expressly to witness miracles, 
retnrued thence but little satisfied. Father Trnnquille himself, 
thus complains in his book: ").fony persons having come to 
sec the wonders of Londun, went away dissatisfied if the devils 
c1id not at first g·ive them the signs they demanded, and thus 
increased the number of unbelievers." In order to make 
amrnds for these dcfents, which no one wonlu ever suspect 
from rending the book of _jf. de ~Iirvi11c, or the invariably tri
umplmnt official reports that serve as his authority, they fixed 
on a prodigy more easy to accomplish than the suspensions in 
the :.iir. Lactance announced that three of the seven demons 
of the superior wonld take their departure on the 20th of }fay, 
without fail, ::i.nd that in Jen.Ying her lJody, they would make 
three wounds on her left side, and three corresponding holes in 
her chemise, tlic waist of her pcttico~t antl robe. The largest 
of tbc three holes wonhl be of the leng-th,uf a pin. 

The commander of Laporte, who was at that time at Loudun, 
expressing a fear that the superior might herself, inflict those 
wonntls, he was tohl that her hands should be bound behind her 
hack at the moment when .Asmoc!cus, Gresil des Trunes, ancl 
}unant des Puissanccs were thus to ]cave her body. X cverthc
less, when the day arrived, the superior appeared with lrnr 
hauds perfectly free, in presence of the immense crowd gath
ered together in the church of Sainte-Croix. Doctor Duncan 
immediately rcmonstr::i.tccl, and the exorcist admitted that it. 
was right to bind the possCdfe ; hut he added that as many of 
the people had come a long distance, and had not yet seen 
the <'Onvnl;;;ionc::, they ought not to be depri'rcd of this portion 

8* 
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of the spectacle, with which the performances would com· 
mence. 

Indeed. after ha\ing made known, through the medium of 
the physic·ians present, that the side of the superior, her che
mise and other garments were whole, they proceeded to the con
tortions. These were \"iolent and continued, until leaning owr 
on her left side, and remaining a moment in this position, she 
uttered a groan, and showed her right hand, the fingers of 
wbich were red \lith blood. \Yhen she was examined, tv;o 
boles were found in the dress, three in the waist of the petti
coat and the chemise. The skin was pierced in three places, 
the wounds were nothing more tha.n scratches, one of which 
was of the size of a grain of barley. Yet all tbree were 
bloody. 

Laubardemont himself '\\as confused at such evident imposi
tion, and annoyed at the manner in which the promise made to 
the commander of Laporte had been eluded ; be could not help 
admitting that " it was lamely done ;" from which '\\e are by 
no means to infer that he wrote the same thing in his official 
reports. \Ye find nothing registered there but success ; the 
trutb, ho'\\ever, is else'\\here brought to light, and especially in 
the work published by Duncan after his return to Sanmnr, for 
which courageous undertaking Laubardemont would have ma<1e 
him feeJ the weight of his displeasure, had it not been for the 
energetic protection of the ~farshal de Breze. Duncan re
marked in this work, that the bands '\\C're free ; that a small 
knife might easily have been concealed ; tha.t if the devils bad 
really left her, it was not in obedience to the power of the e:x:~ 

orcism, for there had been no command given ; that they had 
not, according to their promise, made three incisions in the robe, 
because one of them corresponded to an opening in this gar
ment ; that, in short, the incisions were much larger in the 
garments tbun in the skin, which proved that they bad been 
made from without,instead of from within. 

Grandier also made some observations confirmatory of those 
made by Duncan. He states that bad it not been for the groans 
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of the snperior and the bloocl on the ends of her fingers, the suc
cess of the exorcists m1ght haye lJeen complete ; the superior 
shoulU have wounded herself at the same moment, but she 
should Im.Ye continued tbe convulsions ; her hands shoulu after
wards have Leen tied, according to promise ; the exorcisms 
shonhl have been pronounced, nud then only, shoulu the three -
dc·dls have Leen summoned to depart. It is certain that thus 
the gravest objections would have Leen overcome ; tbe thing' 
then would not hai·e been lamely done. llut God dill not permit it. 

"\Vhy," asks Grandicr further on, r, did the devils take their 
departure by catting the flesh instead of burning it? Because 
it i~ easier to conceal a knife than fire, about the person. \Yhy 
did they make their exit through the side rather than through 
the forehead or nose ? Because the superior could not ha vc 
wounded herself in the face without being detected in the act ? 
\Vhy the left side rather than the right side? Because more 
convenient for the action of the right hand. \Yhy clid she lean 
OYer on her side and remain in thn.t position ? \Vhy were her 
fingers bloody ? \Vhy that groan ? \Yhy those slight wounds ?" 
All of them questions not difficult to answer. 

Did LauLardcmont pay nny attention to the document to 
which I refer? .Most assuredly not. He made out his official 
report, stating the expulsion of Asmodcus, of Gresil and Arnant, 
l>y three wounds made below the region of the heart, from the 
body of Sister Jeanne des Angcs, and .this instrument aided in 
bringing about the burning of Grnnclicr, as it is to aid in the 
reconstruction of history and in rendering a tardy justice to 
the unfortunate Laubardcmont ! 

The next day, Lactancc sought to palliate an offense at 
which everybody was indignant. Ile demanded of Balaam 
why his three companions had left while tho hands of the supe
rior were concealed from the people. It was then that the 
demon made his great reply so well auapted to explain all dc
fcn ts. This was done for the purpose of maintaining some in their 
incredulity. (134-145.) 

Nothing was better calculated to attain this end thnn tho 
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result of another experiment related by Duncan. Still relying, 
and perhaps with too much confluence on the protection of the 
Marshal de Brem;, he ventured to hold back the superior, and 
thus prevent the execution of the motions ordered by Lactance. 
The monk was furious, he multiplied his orders. " I cannot,"'' 
at last exclaimed the superior," for he hold~ me." "Let go her 
arm," said the exorc~st to Duncan, for how can she make the 
contortions if yon hold her back ?" " If it is a demon," replied 
Duncan, in a very loutl voice, " he should be stronger than I." 
" However good a philosopher yon may be," returned Lactance, 
"your argument is bad, for a demon out of the body is stronger 
than you ; but being· ia a weak body, his strrngth is not neces
sarily equnJ to yours." " This good father," adds Duncan in hi~ 
book, " did not remember to have read in the Gospel that the 
demoniacs broke their chains, and that the ritual tlemand~, 
among other marks of possession, that proof should be given 
of extraordinary power. 

The next day, he treateL1 the Sister Agnes in the same way, 
until they requested him not to squeeze her hand so tightly, 
assigning as their reasons, that the superior had complained of' 
his hurting her. ( 146, 14 7.) 

I shall not dwell on the little impositions practisel1 eYery 
day; on those, for example, which lell to the discovery of the 
four compacts of Grandier, one of which, instead of falling from 
the ceiling, as had been announced, fell prosaically from the 
head-dress of the superior. ( 164.) 

Saint Andre (Lettres au, sujet de la magie, 258-%1), gives the 
following statement from the pen of hl. de Monconis, who, with 
many others, had hn.d the curiosity to visit the possedees of 
Loudun : " On the morning of the 8th of .May, 1645, I went 
to see the Superior of the ·ersulines .... :My µatience was put 
to the test by being obliged to wait in the parlor more than 
half an hour. This delay made me suspect some artifice. For 
tha,t reason, after paying her my compliments, I beggetl her to 
show me the characters that the demon who possessed her, had 
marked on her band while f'he was being exorcised ; she com-
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plied with my request, and dr11wing oIT the glove from the left 
hand, I saw, in letters of lilocrt1 on the back, beginning at the 
wrist and extending to the little finger, the following words : 
.Tesus, on the part nearest the shoulder ; lllary, lower down ; 
Joseph, lower still ; and on the fourth line, Fran[ois de Sales._ 
She told me of all the wickedness of the priest Grandier. . . . 
I,at length, took my leave, but not until I had requested the 
privilege of again looking at her hand, which she very civilly 
cxteuded to me through the grating. Then, examining it 
clo~cly, I remarked to her that the letters were not so red as 
when she came in ; and as it seemed to me that the letters 
might be made to scale off, :md that the skin of the whole hand 
rose up so as to resemble a thin coating of dried starch , I took 
1 he end of my nail, and by a light touch, carried away a port.ion 
of the letter m, at which she was very much surprised, although 
the place remained as fair as the rest of the hand. I was satis
fied with that, and made my adieus." 

\Yards thus engraved on the hand were one of the last frauds 
of Londun, and one of the grossest. It was not long before it 
was openly and everywhere laughed at. \Vhen the Duchess 
d'Aiguillon (Mme. de <'.Jombalot) left the CM.teau rle Richelieu 
for the purpose of visiting the sceue of the possessions, she did 
not even condescend to dern:rnd the exhibition of this prodigy, 
for a short time so famous; one of her train haviug, in presence 
of her ladyship, produced it on her anri without the assistance 
vf any demon, she preferred to witness another exploit rather 
more extraordinary, au account of which had pa_rticularly struck 
her : it consisted in one of the Ursulines stretching herself out 
on the ground, and becoming so heavy as to render it impossible 
to lift her. 

Having arrived at the convent, the work of investigation ·was 
hegnn by arranging that the Marquis de Faure should take his 
station in front of the Marshal de Brcze, who ordinarily pre
ceded him ; they were desirous to see if the devil, always postetl 
up OJI such matters, would not be caught in the snare. Their 
anticipn.tions were <'OrrC'd ; t 11P name De Brcze was ~pplied to_ 
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hl. de Faure. But overlooking this little n.d-renture, they pro
ceeded to the exorcisms. 

A scene then took place which ser-res as a proper pernlnnt 
to that furnished us by the nudacity of Duncan. Duncan had 
held back the demon ; )fme. de Rambouillet, on the contrary, 
made him let go his hold. It was to her that the exorcist 
addressed himself, because he hacl remarked her curiosity an<l 
apparent credulity. ·Alme. de Rarnbouillet did not require to be 
told a second time ; she ga-re her glo-res to her attendant, and 
taking bold of the nun, not by the place the exorcist had indi
cated, but by the bead, she raised her -nithont difficulty, to the 
great astonishment of the audience. (391-a97 .) 

I will mention, in conclusion, the results of two other visits 
(400, 401). The first was made by the Duke and Duchess de 
la Tremouille ; they dwelt at Thouars, and yielded to their 
curiosity to see the demoniacs. They wished to try the experi
ment that had succeeded so well in presence of the Duke 
d'Orleans ; but, either more clear-sighted or more courageous 
tlrnn he, they refused to comnmuicatc to the exorcist the 
secret to be re-realed. Conseqnently1 three whole hours were 
p:.i.ssed in adjnrations to the demon, without e:xtractiug any 
response. 

Two Parliament Counselors, who were equally prudent, ob
fained the same result ; their secret will could not be penetra
ted, and the demoniacs extricated themselves from the dilemm::i., 
by urging a compact of silence, which pre-rented the de-ril from 
speaking. 

I must here say a few words relatfre to one of the prodigies 
which made most impression upon the Duke d'Orleans, and 
which most clearly shows that these exorcists :rnd demoniacs 
finally went so far as to become perfectly unscrupulous in the 
use of means to accomplish their ends. They resorted to the 
cousecrated wafer, in order to produce the effect ! ( Calmcil, ii. 
43-45, 57, 62. Histoire des diables: 256-263, 285, 292-295, 
302, 303.) 

I shall not relate, in all thC'ir details, the profanations men-
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tioncd in the passages to which I refer : the bloody wnfers, the 
wafers swallowed a.nd ejected,·the sacraments which serve to 
pro,'e the demons, or to restore conviction to unsett]ed minds. 
I restrict myself to one or two incidents. 

Even as the performances of the superior exceJied those of 
the other nuns, so did those of EJizabeth BJanchard bear the 
pa1m among the secular possessions (for the contagion soon 
spread heyond the walls of the cloister); 8hc represented her
self as possessed by six devils, Astaroth, Charbon d'Impurete, 
Bee]zelmh, Lion d'Enfer, Peron, and Maron ; she had a mono
poly of the exercises in which figured the Host. Previous to 
the celebrated scene played before Ilis Highness, she had 
already made her debut in presence of Lanb::i.rdemont. 

Grandier had just been pnt to death ; his enemies felt the 
necessity of some great mirac1e, to banish the remembrance of 
so many horror8. A wafer was therefore pJaccd on E1izabeth's 
lips, and in this situation, it became spotted with b]ood, which, 
they were cager to show, cou1d not have come from the month 
of the demoniac, and conc]nded therefrom (must I indeed 
transcribe this blasphemy?) th::i.t it was the blood of Jesus 
Uhrist, shed in honor of the assassination of Grnndier, us it had 
former1y been shed on the cross ! 

This was not all. It had hecn agreed upon by two of the 
Hecollet monks that Elizabeth shou]d m::i kc a movement of ado
ration, which she dill, saying : " I adore ·the precious blood of 
~T esus· Christ." 

In short, an opportunity Jike this for inviting the demons to 
resume their theo1ogical discourses against the Ileformation, 
was not to be Jost. The possessed woman declared (in French, 
for Latin was not in her 1in0), "that it waR the blood of Jesus 
Christ, thus spread on the consecrated wafer, in order to con
vince the infidels and the ungodly, who say it is only bread." 
After a coufession of faith so explicit, it would seem that she 
need not have carried the matter further ; but the next day, 
she 'yas seiz~d with scrnples, terrors, horrors. "I will not 
answer you touching this blood. . . . I am going mad. . .. 
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God h:::i.s done tlrnt., in order that more reverence shall be paid to 
the Holy Sacrament ; I am oLliged to rny so, hy the power of 
God. . . . I cannot tell it without suffering pain. . . . I am 
going mad .... it is the blood .... , it is the blood of the 
Son of .Man ; .... I adore" . . . . · 

It would be repngnant to my feelings to transcribe this 
examination iu fnll-. It is sufficient to add that the bloody 
wafer was carried with great ceremony to the altar, and placed 
in a tabernacle, of which Lanbardemont took the key. The act 
bad been previously arranged, be it understood, and now figures 
in the official reports. 

"\Ve next come to the second representation-that in which 
the Duke d'Orleans participated. The miracle this time con
sisted, ·-not in making blood appear upon the wafer, but in 
keeping it npon the lips nnd teeth of the demoniac, without 
wetting it ! The reader ma.y judge for himself concerning the 
value of such a wonder. 

It was still Elizabeth Blanchard. Iler demon Astaroth began 
by throwing her into convulsions. Her tongue livid, swollen, 
and hanging from her mouth, she rolls and writhes about until 
she approaches the feet of the priest, who puts the sacrament 
upon her lips, and commands the demon to prevent the element. 
from becoming in any way moistened. This is fol lowed by 
contortions : the demon breathes through her lips ; and, 
although the wafer trembles, it continues to adhere. The exor
cist withdraws the wafer, and shows, by touching it wifh bis 
fingers, that it is neither wet nor sticky ; then, afte-r wiping 
Elizabeth's teeth with his· surplice, be applies the wafer to them 
with equal success. Re finally orders the possedre to swallow 
the wafer ; her mouth is examined, and nothing found there ; 
she is made to drink a glass of water. But, at a new 
command, the wufer appears intact on the end of the tongue. 

It is possible that the reader may not bav.e been able to 
overcome his disgust sufficiently to follow· me thus far. I do 
not intend to inflict upon him ·the clc8cription of the physical 
deformities manifested in the demoniac, when the different 
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demons were adjured to visit nrious parts of the body. ·when 
Deelzebub was ordered to take ·up his alrnde in the face, the 
throat throbbed, and swelled to an extraordinary size, and 
Leenme as Jrnrd as wood. \ Vhen the same tLing was required 
of the other devils, their passage through the body was indi
ratcrl by throbbings and tumors. 

These are the most remarkable things that I have found on 
the subject of the consecrated wafers. In rrgard to tLose which 
were "transported at command, nnd, without visible motive 
power, in obedience to the order of the Duke d'Orlcnns, men
tally transmitted to the exorcists," I do not know where M. de 
Mirville has discovered them. ( P neurnatologie, 122.) Doubtless 
in books manufactured frow the official reports ! I see the 
certificate signed by Gaston ; I sec the wafer taken dry from 
the lips and teeth ; the wafer swallowed, and restored intact ; 
the o!'der to kiss the hand of Father Elisha communicated to 
the car, and executed without words ; but I see uo trace of the 
wafer displaced without contact--which, nevertheless, would 
lrnve been still more extraordinary. 

I shall not push my aclrnnta g·es too for. With the informa
tion furnished by the nffair ·of Louc1un, a whole treatise might 
he composed on the nature and manner~ of the demons-a 
treatise at which no serious man could help shrugging bis 
shoulders. 

"\Yithout speaking of their strange nan'tes-whicL, in them
selves alone, irresistibly demonstrnte their untruth-the devils 
teach the existence of an infcrnnl trinity, formen of Lucifer, 
Beelzebub, and Leviathan. (IIist . des diables , 283.) The 
demons and their posshlfes sometimes go to the country, for a 
d:Jy or two's rest from their labors. ( l GS.).. rrhese evil spiri ts, 
moreover, arc not wm1ting in complaisance ; an order from 
Lanb;rclcmont suffices to change all thei r ideas . They, nt fir.::;t., 
cleclared that they would 1~ot take their departure until after n. 
pilgrimage in a certain distant country ; lmt the Counselor of 
State, l!Ot liki1.g the aspect of affairs, the demons consented to 
be expelled wi thout leaving Louuun. (36G, 3G7, 370.) This 
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expulsion is effer.tcd in such a way, that there are always a few 
demoniacs remaining : they are not entirely deli'1ered ; and, if 
one demon is driven out, bis comrade is left in peace, and 
charged with the duty of dogmatically commenting on the 
expulsion. (380-382.) They may even be recalled at need, 
when their information on any particular subject is considered 
essential. (346~ 354-356.) Their theology is orthodox, and 
their morality, on occasion, is quite edifying. (371, 372.) Their 
docility is explained by the fact that they may be subjected to 
punishment. This happened to one of the devils of the superior, 
who was chained for a month under the portrait of St. .Joseph, 
and who, confined there in a space not more than a foot sqnnre, 
felt himself scorched by the proximity of the Iloly Sacrament. 
( -105.) It remains to comprehend why it took seven years to 
expel them, when it was so well known how to imprison them, 
and why the superior waited so long for "the fluid vapor" to 
esc:-tpe from her arm, lea·dng, in its flight, the famous, but 
surely not very diabolical mark : 1llaria. (380.) 

I do not prete11c1 to fathom the depths of this great mystery 
( 313 ), in which the exorcists continually show themselYes very. 
powerful in compelling obedience from thf) demons, and utterly 
powerless in expelling them. The gradual and imperfect ex
pulsion of the seven demons of the superior, is, in itself, a com
plete drama, with innumera.bie catastrophes; they arc bound 
not to bring it to a conclusion until they have gone through 
with all the fi'\"e acts, the infernal actors leaving the stage by 
the right entrance, to return hy the left. (340, 342, 346, 349, 
364-370.) Finally, a grand nezwaine deliYcred the demonin.c, 
who, by way of recompense, was transformed into a saint ; her 
arms bore the sacrQd marks ; she was miraculously sustained ; 
arnl t be perspiration of her body, the chemise with wlJich it 
was dried, became iufallilJle means of cure. The odor alone of 
these objects, put to flight the demon Sonillon, who possessed 
a poor woman ; and Mme. Laubardemont (this was only jus
tice I) was one of the first to benefit in her infirmities, by the 
power of the so-called 1t11ction. (376-385, 403-441.) A 
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Jong time afterwards, the superior again had visions, and per
formed miracles. ( 4 70-4 71.) 

But, to avoid fatiguing the reader, I must omit many most 
Pignificant details. The invasion by material contagion ( 40, 
71) ; the unconseuting dependence relatively to the devil, who 
occupies the body without possessing the soul (39, 62, 157) ; 
the violent hatred against Grnudier-that is to say, "Satan 
<1ivided against Satan" (158, 159, 162); the double personality 
(270-281) ; the effect produced by the application of the 
sacrmncnt (27 4, 285) ; the singular enjoyments procured by 
possession (458, 459) ; the fine miracles and the glorious rnnrks 
with which the whole affair concludes, not only in reference to 
the superior, but in referenc~ to other sisters (345, 348, 352-
359) ;-all this would demand n, complete analysis and de
scription. 

I can only allude to these passages, as well as to the account 
of the celestial drenm which so capitally fills up the interval 
( 369, 370) eansed by a temporary absence of the demons com
peIIed to show themselves at the sabbat. There nre only two 
points upon which, in conclusion, I fee] t he right to insist : the 
remorse repeatedly manifested hy the Ursulines, and the chns
tisements of God which burst over the heads of the exorcists. 

One day, this was at the commencement of the af!'air, the 
superior, exhausted by a long sitting, fini shed with these words: 
Iniquitous judgments! ( 6 7.) Another day, urged by the exor
cist to swear on the ciborinrn, she replied : "My father, yon 
make me take a great mnny oaths ; I fear nry much 'that 
God will punish me." (76.) On the 3d of July, 1634, at n, 

period when the persecution against Grandier was at its height, 
the sister Claire wus seen in tears in the church of the castle 
whither she had been taken to be exorcised. She declared 
that everything she hnd said for the last two weeks, was only 
pure calumny and lie:;; ; that she had done nothing excC"pt 
by order of the Hecolletf;, of Mignon, and the Curmelitef;, 
and that if slie were separated from all companionship, it 
would be found that these things were only sham, and the 
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result of malice. Two days afterwards, the poor creature 
repeated the confession, and even tried to make her escape ; 
hnt Demorans pursued, and brought her back. (1G8, 169.) 

The sister Agnes, emboldened by this example, frequently 
held tLe rnme language, tearfully beseeching· those who 
assisted in the exorcisms, to deliver her from the horrible cap
tivity, under the ~veight of which she groaned. (169.) La 
N ozeret, also, on one occasion, protested that she had accused 
an innocent person, for which she asked pardon from God ; 
then turning to Laubardemont, she declared' that she was 
obliged to make this confession, in order to relieve her con
science. (170.) 

\Ye need not fear that these touching confessions figure 
either in the official reports, or in the Dcrnonornanie ! Yet, 
they were renewed on several occasions after the death of 
Grandier. ( 401-403.) The sister Agnes being one day exor
cised in presence of a physician from Chateau-Gonthier, who 
addressed her some questions in Greek, she ingenuously replied: 
"that she did not understand that language, having never 
learned it." The f'Xorcist found fault with her in terms, giving . 
her to understand that she had not performed her part, rather 
than indicating his belief in the reality of the possession . He 
afterwards desired to continue the exorcism, b~t she exclaimed: 
"that she was not a demoniac ; that they had long tormented 
her in private to compel her to the things whiuh she did in 
public ; that if God had not sustained her, she would have 
been in despair, and that she was very unfortunate in being in 
the hands of such people.?' She wept while she spoke, and the 
greater part of the spectators burst iuto tears. 

The sister Claire, being exorcised in the presence of a lawyer 
from Saunrnr and several other persons, was burned by a wire 
dipped in liquid sulphur, "·hich the exorcist made use of to 
Emoke out one of her demons. \Vhen she felt the pain, she 
threw herself backward, deploring her condition, and complain
ing of the tyranny of those who compelled her to pretend that 
:she was possessed. She ardently prayed to God to deliver her 
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from her misery. Had it not been for a lady of quality, who 
followed her as she left the church, and brought her back to the 
co1n·cnt, she would never have re-entered. 

llut the nnn who experienced the most -violent remorse, was 
the superior. She was, on one occasion, seized with such a linly 
consciousnes:; of her crime, that she attempted to take her owu 
life. This was before the unfortunate woman, whom we haYe 
seen dC'scencl step hy step to the gross fraud which characterized 
the latter days of the possession, bad become completely 
hardened. (232.) She had, the evening previous, in presence 
of Lanbardemont, made a solemn deposition, which would com
plete the min of Grandier. Horror-strnck at what she had 
done, she stripped herself to lier chemise, unco\"'ered her head, 
and with a rope round her neck and a taper in her hand, 
remained two hours in the middle of the court, while the rain 
was pouring down in torrents. After 11hich, she rushed into 
the parlor, and throwing herself on her knees before Lanharde
mont, declared to bim that she was about to repair the fault 
she had committed in accnsing the innocent Grandier. Then, 
witl1drawing into the garden, she fast ened the rope to a tree, 
and would ha\"'e been strangled, had not some of the other 
si8ters intelfcrcd. 

\Y c feel a certain relief when we occasionally meet in this 
hiueons history of Loudun, the real language of the heart, au 
invohmtary homage to justice, a return to' truth. It is a sort 
of reparation made to the victim ; it is a proof, too, that all 
goodness wa::; not yet dead in the hearts of the poor -U rsulines. 
It takes time to kill the conscience. 

Perhaps it also gave rnme signs of life among the exorcists 
themselves ; the human heart coutains snch vast treasures of 
inconsistency ! The fact is, that soon after the execution of 
Granclicr, Father Lactauce died in an inexpressible agony of 
rage aud ue~pair. Father Surin, who took hiR place, became 
almost a lunatic. " Deprinu of the external use of his focul-
1ies, he could L.citb.er walk, nor speak, nor write, and was ::i. 

!lrey to violent temptations. In this humiliating condition, it 
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was thought best, for bis own safety, to keep him in confine
ment." (Article Snrin, in the Biographie Univcrselle of 
Michaud.) He remained in such a state of stupidity, that he 
could not say a Pater. On one occasion, the demon threw 
him from a window upon the rock on which was built the 
monastery of the Jesuits, and broke bis thigh. Ile was finally 
cured, and lived a ~ong time. ( Cabneil, ii., 64.) 

But it is especially in relation to Father Tranquille that were 
manifested the dreadful crises in which the hand of God clearly 
showed itself. An invincible melancholy, violence, cries so loud 
as to cause the population of Londnn to assemble in mob!:! 
around the convent ; these are some few signs of the punish
ment which the exorcist sufferetl. Nothing can equal the horror 
of his la~t moments ; the funeral pile of Grandier was a bed 
of roses in comparison with the couch on which "Tithed the 
Capuchin. The monks, his companions, saw there only a proof 
of his holiness, and the hatred borne him by the devil ! They 
therefore wrote on his tomb : " Here lies the humble Father 
Trauquillc. . . . The demons not being longer able to endure 
the courage he di:;:played in his employment of exorcist, tor- · 
mented him so that he died.'' 

Tbe horrible end of this exorcist made such a vivid impres
sion on Father Lucas, who witnessed it, that he, in his turn, 
fell into a fit of maLlness. It took several of the monks to 
hold him, and even then, he could not be prevented from kick
iug at the body of the deceased, until it was removed from the 
chamber. 

I do not dwell on these dismal scenes, to which we should 
also add the hallucinations of the surgeon :Manouri, who 
fancied he saw Grandier at his side, and who shortly afterwards 
expired in presence of this formidable vision. 

Those who ·wish for tletails, are referred to l' Ilistoire des 
diablcs de Loudun (263-267, 214-276, 287-288, 441--458, 
4 7 0-4 7 3). They will then unc1erstand the last cries of Father 
Tranquille : " ~.\h ! how I suffer ! I suffer more than all the 
de-rils together, more than all the damned." They will assist 
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at the opening of his body by those who wished to assure them
selves that no evil spell st ill remained there ; they will see 
his immediate transformation into a saint, bis garments divided, 
bis bier broken up and the pieces preserved as relics. 

I have already dwelt too long on this matter, and shall con
clude its inrnstigation without inquiring if Goel chastised the 
other accomplices in the assassination of Londun. Did its prin
< .. ipal author, Laubardemont, go unpunished on earth ? I can
not tell. I only know that his son perished by a violent death 
in the flower of Lis age. 

Ile that as it may, the tragical encl of Fa,ther Trnnquille 
nearly marks the term of the possession. This was in 1G38 ; 
the following year, there was uo more question of it. But the 
epidemic, after extending itself through Louclun, even beyond 
the walls of the convent, had gained a foothold in several other 
localities, always attacking women or young girls, and · parti
cularly nuns. It showed some un pleasant symptoms at A vig
non ancl Ximes ; it burst out with considerable violence at 
Chinon. .An account of its manifestations at the latter place, 
wi11 complete my demonstration of the true character of the 
fact. The world was getting tired of hearing of demoniacs, of 
exorcists raging mad, of frauds and discovered machinations. 
The new manifestations were, therefore, welcomed with but lit
tle enthusiasm. The devils were ordered to return to silence, 
:rncl they, of course, obeyed. 

At :Nimcs, where the possession manifested itself with more 
energy, it was CQndemncd by the faculty of .Montpellicr, and 
soon disappeared ! The prodigy died out in the midst of gene
ral disgust, as was also the case at Loudun, where the posscs
siou was no longer auything more than a diYcrsion, or a celestial 
favor ! The secular posse'd{cs went to exorcisms at certain hours, 
as they wouhl have gone to wnlk. \'\Then asked by those who 
met them on their way, if they were possessed, they replied : 
"Y c~, thank God !" and the devo~ees who assisted at this 
play, envied thei r happiness : "\V c arc not so blcst," they 
would cry out, "Goel docs not love us enough for that !" 
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·when the disease assumes such a mitigatetl form, it is no 
longer of sufficient consequence to occupy our attention. The 
devils of Loudun turned into angels, and the demoniacs gradu
ally became saints ; a proof that the affair was coming to 
an end. 

Attempts were, indeed, made to resuscitate the· real posses
sions in the neigh~orhood of .Avignon ; hut Mazarin then exer
cised there the functions of vice-legate of the Pope, and was 
not anxious to have any troubles of this nature upon his hands. 
He peremptorily prohibited it, and the demons submitted to his 
authority. (Hist. des diables, 315.) 

At Chinon, it was more difficult to make them listen to rea
son. It is true that one of the old exorcists of Loudun, Barre, 
was there, and desired not to remain inacfrve. It is instructive 
to witness the establishment and suppression of the fraud at 
Chinon, by the public authority itself. Barre was of no less 
importance than .i\Iignon, Lactance, or TranqniHe ; the sisters 
of Chinon were of no less importance than those of Londuu. 
But Barre and his nuns were officially convicted of falsehood. 
A hint for those who manifest astonishment when we suppose. 
the existence of fraud at Lonclun ! (359-364, 386-389, 
482-565). 

Barre defended himself to the best of his ability, and Lau
hardemont, who was opportunely appointed intendant of .Maine, 
Touraine, and Anjon, lent him his protection against the deci
sions of the official authorities of Paris. Thus the affair 
did not terminate so quickly as in the Papal dominions 
governed by Mazarin. · N everthless, the possed~es of Chinou 
having· abused their impunity, the Cures Santerre and :Magloire 
having each, in turn, incurred the risk of passing for magicians, 
and filling the role of Urbain Gnwdier, it was decided to put a 
complete end to the comedy. The demoniacs were placed in 
seclusion, Barre was exiled, and nothing more was heard of 
magicians or possession. 

This was the period in which tranquillity was also restored at 
Loudnn. No evidence of the late proceedings remained, except 
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the riches acquired by the Ursulines, and a few marvellous 
01-1jccts offered to the devotion or-the curiosity of travellers. In 
this way, the Carmclitcs made great capital out of the bloody 
wafer still preserved in their church, and the compact of Gran
<licr, an authentic copy of which had been brought them by a 
demon. It read as follows : " ~Ionsieur and ~faster Lucifer, I 
acknowledge you for my God, . . . and in case I fail to serve 
r.ml atlore you, aud to pay homage to yon three times a day, I 
µ-i,·c you my life as belonging to yon." The rough draught is 
in hdl, in one corner of the earth, in the cabinet of Lucifer, signed 
1cith the blood of the magician (270, 271 ). 

Let us pause here. The reader has now under his eyes the 
complete proof of the degri:tding and sanguinary practices 
which for senn long years defiled the City of Loudun. He 
will not be astonished if I gh-e vent to the feelings that ham 
accumulated in my heart, while r elating this crime, and if I 
address a few serious words to those who hn;re dared to be its 
apologists. 

"'\Ye cannot be too se-rnre towards such outrages, even 
"'hen, as in this case, they find some excuse in a prejudice 
which makes all impartiality impossible. M. de Mirville, and 
others who have attempted the work, accept a -rery heavy 
responsibility I To approve of the affair of Loudnn, is to take 
its part ; it is also to show in what spirit they would act if they 
had the power. The party which thu:< re-reals itself, is, God be 
thr.nked, the -rictim of a great delusion : it is deceived in the 
age, and I trust it is equally deceived in the country ; France 
of the present day, 'vonld not, for forty-eight successive hours, 
bear with the tendencies which arc now complaisantly held up 
for her approval. 

But, dangerous or not, it is none the less a duty to offer a 
few earnest words of admonition to the honorable men whom I 
addrc:;s. This is not an innocent pristime ; the fancy for 
rehabilitations at any price, under all circumstances to be 
regretted, for the temlency of error is always pernicious, may 
yet sometimes be satisfi ed, without di rectly outraging ancl 

YOL. II.- 10 
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wounding the public conscience. If history has forgotten or 
done injustice to certain personages of former times, correct 
the mistake, if you think it worth while ; no one will be greatly 
alarmed. 

To reinstate Laubardemont, is quite another aff:.,Ir. Human
ity receives only one compensation for the great crimes perpe
trated against her ; 'it is the sentiment of horror and indigna
tion which follows in their train. Refrain from meddling with 
her indignation, that precious treasure, the painful accumula.· 
tion of ages ; there is a point, beyond. which she will not 
endure. 

I conclude this portion of my work with the fact which the 
champions of sorcery themselves haH chosen ; it was necessary 
to examine it in its deta ils, for it is the detail s, which, in such 
cases, tc11 the story, and an accurate analysis alone can pnt a 
stop to empty declamation. This example, moreover, suffices; 
well may it be said : Ab nno discc omnes ! The Louclun affair 
contains at once, the two great classes of diabolical prodi
gies, sorcery and possession ; we feel authorized, then, to pre
serve our tranquillity, when, in future, those who barn held 
such a triumphant tone, shall proclaim on of!:ier points, judg
ments not less arrogant, not less peremptory. 

We have endeavored to estimate successively, the rnlgar 
superstitions connected with magic, the confessions of sorcerers, 
possessions, particularly those of Londun ; and the invariable 
conclnsion at \\bich we haT"e arrived, is, that there is no trace 
of anything supernatural in this second branch of the super* 
natural .Apocrypha. 

Let us now pass to the third. 



CHAPTER III. 

THE SGPERXATGRAL APOCRYPHA . 

.AN"ilfAL MAGNETIS~I. 

THE amateurs of the Supernatural Apocrypha have, of 
course, made the most of Animal Magnetism, and the curious 
phenomena connccteLl wi th it. It is another story added to 
the edifice, of which knocking-spirits form the crown. The 
human intellec t needed this apprenticeship, that it might be 
prepared to accept cotemporary prodigies ; if it had not begun 
by false miracles, by ancient sorceries, and by the more recent 
magic of ).Icsmerism, it would have been incapable of recehfog 
the new wonders just im·entcd in America. 

\\'" e have done ample justice to sorceries and pretended 
mirac1cs ; we have discovered that, aside from frand, they 
were based on nothing Lut physical and physiological effects . 
.Au examination of the ~Iesmeric phenomena will conduct us to 
the same conclusion. 

Such is not, be it understood, the conviction of the :Marquis 
de ~foville. I quote from his own words : 

" Let onr modern magnetizers try to sell a simple act of the 
will for a lmmlred loni~, as did ).fcsmcr ; men would laugh in 
their face. Dut 1fcsmer soh1 other thirn;s." 

"\\rhat will it he, 'rhen to all these authoritie~, ancient and 
modern" pr. de ?\Iirrille has jnst indicated them), "we shall 
presently add the authority, par crccllcnce, that of M. le Daron 
Dnpotct and of his journal, the only organ of philosophical 

21!) 
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and practical magnetism at this moment in Paris. What will 
it be, when we shall read in bis pages the most frank and the 
most complete disavowal of bis old naturalist theories, and 
the formidable announcement of his new and lllysterious associ
ations? But let us not anticipate : let us content ourselves for 
the present, with establishing that which results from bis first 
admissions, that is to my, the effocts of Animal Magnetism are 
not due, as has been hitherto asserted, to the simple develop
ment of a human faculty, hnt, according to the masters them
~eh·es, we must there acknowleuge, first of all, the inteHen
tion, or at least, the shadowing forth of an extra-natural, or 
superhuman cause." (P.ncumatologie, 261, 271.) 

Tlien follows au entire chapter, bearing this title : "Tr:rns
cenden t facts of Jfagnctisrn, or the intervention of spirits 
demonstrated by facts." In it :JI. de Jiirrille pretends to 
prom the insufficiency of the natural explanation demanded of 
the nerrnus fluid or force, wbate¥er it may be called, of which 
we, in certain cases, dbpose, and he actually mentions some 
results, for which fluid action cannot acconnt : such as the 
will deposited in talismans, caming obedience to its mandates 
at distances of hundreds of leagnes, am1 at intcrrnls of months! 
men and fnrnitnre flying through the air ! the existence of 
magnctizcrs, who make ·raiu and fine weather ! 

This all leads to the grand re¥elations of :JI. Dnpotct, who 
declares, "that there is magic iu tlie smallest magnetic fact," 
and who understand::; hy magic, " the assistance of the occnlt 
po"·ers/' The new sorcerer tremblingly asks himself if it is 
wise to awaken the spirit of di¥ination, and to teach men 
where it rcpo:3e~. "A secret instinct," be adds, "my con
science tells me, that I do wrong to meddle with these things." 
Elsewhere, be says, "I ha'\c felt the touch of this formidable 
power. The bond was drawn up, the compact was 
consummated ; an occult power came to my assistance, com
bined itself with the forces of my own natnre, and enabled me 
to see the light. It is thus that I discovered the ron.d to true 
magic." (2i0-293.) 
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We also find :M. de :Mirville, on this point in perfect har
monv with the 8nthor of la llcligion constat(e ·unii·crsellcmcnt 
(vol~ ii. l5a, lGO, 184, 20:3, 203, 217, 223-242). I note this, 
because I am anxious to take nothing of tlieir importance from 
the tendencies wc combat, and wliieh many arc incliued to 

attribute to imli'rhlnal fancy, or passing error; on the con

trary, they belong to a very ancient, a. \Cl',Y consistent system, 
which andaciously shows itself whenever it judges the moment 
f;woraLle, lmt which, avowed or concealed, remains none the 
le~s immovable. If the dreams of sorcery and of tlic Middle 
.Ag·cs were only a whim, they wonld give us no concern ; but 
they indicate tlie existence of a large party, which is, assuredly, 
lacking neither in cunning nor in perseverance. These are the 
terms in which it expressed itself, in 1833. 

"The most remarkable of the phenomena., for the last half 
century designated by the name of .Animal )fagnctism and 
Magnetic Somuambnlism, arc notliing else than such as were 
formerly named effects of possession, magic, sorcery, and en
chantment." 

"llbtory, hoth sacred and profane, relates a great nnmber 
of examples of human bodies sonmambulically seized by infernal 
spirits whom no one had evoked." 

"If the Lorlics somnnmbn1izer1 nrc deprived by spirits of the 
empire of their soul~, if it is spirits who. paralyze them, strike 
them with lethargy, move them, agitate them arnl express 
themseh·es throngh their mouths, the somnarnbnlists, when 
reentered into posse:-1sion of their hoclies, must he wholly ignor
ant of what Lus happened. An cl this precisely, is always the 
case." 

"This cansc being otiec admitted, all the facts of somnam
bulism explain them:::elYes with a facility and a simplicity 'vhich 
nothing <li~turhs. The magnetizer inv1Jkes the som11amb11lic 
power npo11 a living human body. \Yhen e\'uked, it invisibly 
seizes 11oltl 0f the body. Tims re1110\·cd from the 

cmpiro of the rnul, this body is at the disposition of sonurnm
buliziug spirits." 
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"Inherent in somnambulism is the immorality which defiles 
almost all its victims ; it excites within them condemnable 
emotions, kindles shameful passions. The beings, then, whose 
power somnambulizes mortals, are visibly spirits of imposture 
and vice-enemies of the human race-seeking to deprave it. 
They also seek, often successfully, to corrupt the body, to fill 
it with disease." 

"It does not necessarily follow, nor have we anywhere 
asserted, that all the facts classed under the denomination 
of Animal :Magnetism, ha 1e superhuman power for their cause. 

However, now that we ha"Ve unveiled the 
interposition of infernal spirits iu the principal facts of som
nambulic scenes, we must be on the watch against the artifices 
of these seducti1e geniuses, whose passions are interested in 
practising their deceptions at the very source of the phenom
ena they produce." 

The conclusions are then the same. Among the :Mesmeric 
facts, some of them partake of the character of the super
natural, and of the infernal supenmtural. "\Ve shall make it 
our business to sec if this proposition can be sustained, and in 
order to that, we shall examine, in succession, ordinary Mes
merism, and the magic Mesmerism of :ll. Dupotet. 

M. Deleuze, ·who, even in his time, was everywhere met 
with the accusation of sorcery, became indignant at it, con
scious as he was of being an honest man. Armed by a long 
cour;:;e of experiments in mag·uetic phenomena, he had no 
difficulty in refuting the book of :ll. l' Abbe \V urtz (superstitions 
des pltilosopltes), in \Yhich. reappeared, during the year 181'7, 
all the creeds of the 13th century, and which was liberally 
distributed among the seminaries. In it were to be found 
phrases like this : " \Yhile the world affected no lcnger to 
belie"Ve in the devil, it was he who played the chief part in the 
lodges of the Free-masons, in the centres of the illuminated. 

He was tra1estied, now into an extraordinary man, 
now into a natural philosopher, now into a magnetizer.'' 
(148.) 
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Thus we see that the imput ation hi not new·. In order to 
render it plausible, it is necessary to begin by enlarging the 
list of prodigies effected by Animal Magnetism. It is clear 
that if men attribute to it prophecies, the transportation of 
men and furniture through the air, they g~ve themselves the 
right to affirm that magnetism is diabolical ; but to collect. 
together by handsful, all the stories current on this subject, is 
not to change their character ; fables do not become truth 
mr.rely bccanse they are affirmed in a peremptory tone. A 
little criticism i:s necessary in such matters. 

In lookiug over the contents of :M. de Mirville's book from 
page 2i7 to page 284, what do I find? Magnetic wonders 
heaped upon other wonders. At fir st sight, we are dazzled ; 
but ere long, we remark that the facts are less certain or less 
extraordinary than they appeur to Le . 

.A priest who was fo r some time professor among the Jesuits, 
relatr.s in manuscript notes, that in virtue of an energetic act of 
his ,\·ill, some curtain rings which he held tightly in bis hands, 
and which he sought to retain, were burled to the other 
extremity of the chamber ! He adds that a f auteuil set to 
turning rouml, and that it rolled without any assistance, all 
about the floor l Supposing that the memory of this priest is 
entirely correct, is it not possible that a certain fluid action 
may have been developed "ithin him? Is it not probable, 
moreover, that he himself, divided as he was between the 
intention to remain passive nnd the will tbnt accomplished the 
motion, may have unconsciously given to the rings and the fav,
teuil, an impulsion analogous to that communicated by the 
electric girls, of whom. so much hns been said ; analogous to 
that which might naturally have been supposed in the pheno
menon of Turning Tables, if the lntter had been limited to 
rotntions or projection~, if it had not presented the fact of 
elevations without contact ? 

A person whom ~f. de Mirville carried npou his shoulders, 
greatly increased in Wf!ight as soon as he had the desire to 
become heavier ! Another person, placed on the ground, 
could no longer be lifted from it, after he had mentally willed 
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to adhere to the floor; the combined exertions of four men were 
not sufficient to make him move an inch ! Biology daily 
accomplishes the same miracle, which is wholly fl, mental opera
tion, and has no objective reality. :M. de Mir-ville arnl his 
friends ·were doubtless hiologized ; perhaps the very orders they 
thonght they issued, were imposed on them by the magnetizer. 
If, in place of the µian, a piece of paper had been substituted, 
they might have equally exhausted themselves in v:i,in attempts 
to detach it from the ground. Now, a physiological pheno
menon is not a prodigy. 

This explanation applies to the experiments of Doctor Teste. 
If he renders certain persons or certain things invisible, if he 
transforms a glass of water into a glass of orgeat, if he annihi
lates the staircase and prevents his somnambulist from descend
ing lower, if he places imaginary barriers in his path, he does 
nothing which is not everywhere clone at the present day, 
nothing which h; not embraced in the vast category of internal 
impressions communicated by magnetization. 

As for those witnesse::; who relate to M. de Mirville that they 
nave seen men flying among the lights of a drawing room, I· 
advise him to interrogate them anew. In drawing-rooms 
" very far advanced," many astonishing things are effected, 
which, unfortunate:y, never leave the theatre of their origin, 
n.ncl 'vhich, decidedly, seem to fear tlie broad light of tlay. Do 
they result from enthusiasm ? from exaggeration ? from hallu
cination? I cannot say. I wait for these wonders to be effected 
in puLlic places. 

M. de Mirville will answer, perhaps, that they have already 
been effected, that a somnambulist fell down upon the Batig
nolles in mid-cln.y (29G). But, unfortunately, it 'Was 't:isible 
only to t11c initiated. 'This is probably the case at tlie house of 
Doctor Ch--, who effects similar transportations tLrough 
tlie air. I suppose also that when the cateclrnmens of the 
Catholic missionaries in China, vault into the air and sail 
about at tlieir pleasure, the prodigy i.s perceivctl lJy the 
initiated alone. 

Thmi, in this order of phenomena, we always fall back upon 
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our habitual explanation ; sometimes hallucination, sometimes 
hiology. 

It is this last whieh acconnts for some grave facts in the 
experience of ~I. Alexarnlrc Dumas, aml quoted by :\I. de ~Iir
"\"'"ille (2!.l5) from the 13th rnlume of his ~lcmoirs. "In her 
cu~c," said he (f:peaking of a young somrnunhulist " ·horn he had 
magnetized without preme<litatiou, at the house of the pnhlic 
prosecutor of the republic at Joigny), "in her case, all the 
sensations were completely rousetl ; fire was ire and ice was 
fire . . . . I encircled her forehead with a lrnnd of fictitious 
snow, and she soon l1egan to shiver . . . . Then I suddenly 
ordered the clothes to dry, nnc1 they dried." . . . . :M. Alex
andre Dumas changes water into kirsch; he surrounds his 
somnamlrnli~t, not asleep, ]Jc it remembered, with a circle of 
iron, which he forbids her to leave ; he persuades her that she 
holtls a poign::ml in her hancl. 

BeholLl many of the facts which appear supernatural, but 
which haxe no claim tu that title ; they, in no way, depart 
from the domain of physiology and physics ; with our intelli
gence, ~ncli a~ it ifl, with our nerves :rnd fluid action, we arc 
prepared to explain them. In other words, Hothing exterior, 
nothing real takes place, except what results from our sensa
tions. 

\ \~ e come now to other stories which have not even the 
merit of corre:-;pon<ling to imbjecfrrc impr~ssions ; the imagina
tbn has been the sole c011trilmtor. I rank in this cl::iss, mag
netic tuli~mans ancl predictions. 

That 11i::i.gnetized waters arc impregnated with some physical 
power, l 110 not attempt to affirm, lint I comprehend that it 
may he so. l comprehenc1, also, that magnetism may act at 1t 

t1i . ..;tancc, and communicate certain impressions to the person 
npon \Yhom it urts. The tu1i~ma11 is quite another thing ; it 
transports u~ into the llornain of the supernatural, and in this 
way : '' It shoul<l be known," say~ ~f. de )i!irYille (2H ), "that 
they name as mngnetic auxiliaric:", all magnetized objects that 
serve as vehicles for the occult influence deposited in them by 

10* 
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the magnetizer : these are the talismans of the ancients. 
Sometimes the ta1ismnn produces snch or such effects on the 
person to whom it is sent, accon1iug to such or such circum
stnnccs ; it tlzeref ore follows, that this trarelling influence, at a 
distance cren of two lmndrcd leagues, and after intervals of months, 
f1iljills all tlzc recommendations of its employer; while the latter 
sleeps, forgets, and· ignores, it must forget nothing, it must 
weigh e-rerything, and decide according to circumstances." 

If this is indeed the actual state of things, then the super
natural is demonstrated ; but its partisnns affirm it without 
establishing the intelligence of the magnetic auxiliaries, or even 
the intelligence of the tables. They state as a fact, that the 
magnetized w::i.ter rernemhers the commissions with which it is 
intrusted ; that it reflects and decides according to the emer
gency, endea·rnring to acquit itself of its duty in the hest pos
sible way ; they state as a fact, that the tables mnkc admirable 
responses, compose sublime Yerses, reproduce the thoughts of 
great men who no longer exist ; then, ha\ing stated these 
things as facts, they pass on. Intelligent men will not be sat
isfied with assertions so gratuitous. They will demand when, 
where, and by whom it bas been established, that magnetic 
talismans have regulated their colll1uct with so much perspica
city; then, opening the books of ~L Deleuze, they will find 
something qnite different from what is claimed to be discovered 
in them. 

:M. Delcnze docs not, in the least , suppose intelligent auxiliar
ies : be supposes auxiliaries impregn ated with a fluid which 
they preserve a certain m1mber of days. This is \ery different, 
and, although I am far from regarding the fact as certain, c'fen 
stated in these terms, 1 shall quote the words of 1\L Dcleuze 
himself. (Instruction p ratique, 10, Gl-63, 68-7 5, 345, 348, 
364, 365, 373.) They prove that, in his eyes, talismans are a 
folly, and that he sees a physical agent instead of a spirit , in 
the magnetized objects made nsc of. 

"The magnetic fluid that emanates from us . . . perhaps 
borne hy an intermediate agent." 
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"The auxiliaries arc magnetized water, wool, cotton, plates 
of glass, etc., that have been magnetized ; magnetized trees, 
buckets, or reserrnirs. I have seen magnetized water 
produce such marvellous effects as to make me fear I was 
laboring under an illusion. It preserved its virtue for 
several cbys, and numerous facts sccmctl to prove that this was 
not entirely lost until after the expiration of several weeks." 

" I have often seen magnetized socks produce a warmth in 
the foot which the wearer had been unable to obtain by any 
other means." 

"Somnamlmlists, and c\·cn other persons who arc in the 
magnetic state, recognize, by an impression for which we can
not account (because this modification of tbc taste sleeps within 
us), whether water has been magnetized ; whether by their 
own magnctizer or another ; whether it has been merely touchc<l 
by a magnetized person ;-and they sometimes vomit up to the 
last drop, water that bas been touched by a stranger." 

l\f. Delcnze goes so far as to think, that when music is 
resorted to as an agency for putting rnmnamlrnlists to sleep, it 
would he well to magnetize the harp or piano made use of. He 
goes thus far, no further. 

For my:::elf, who am not even disposed to accompany him 
thus for, and who believe that the pretended action of magnetic 
objects rests, perhaps, on illusion and confusion, I refuse, for the 
strongest of reasons, t o place :rny faith i11 talismans endowed 
wi:h iutrlligence to act arnl decide fo r themselves. 

I ha\·e i::aid that the above-mentioned phsnomena. result, per
haps, from illusion and confusion. From illusion, in fact ; for 
no one has any right to affirm ihat invalids gathered around a 
magnrtizcd tree or bucket, that those who wear socks which 
they i:: upposc impregnated with a curative virtue, <lo not expe
rience sudden warmth or some sort of nerYous effect, by the 
sole action of the idea with which their imagination is impressed. 
Confusion also ; for, in cases where nothing announces to the 
invalid that certain water is mngnetiied, that certain other 
water is not, that this is intnc t, that tl}at has o('cn touched by 
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a stranger, it is forgotten that the knowledge may have been 
revealed to him by the penetration of the thought-the con
stant and fundamental phenomenon of magnetism. The irnpres· 
sion attributed to the auxiliary is probably produced by mag
netism itself. 

I am, howenr, unable to speak positively on a subject with 
which I am so little- acqnainteu, although it has often occupied 
my earnest attention. It is sufficient fo1· me to have stripped 
from the auxiliaries the pretended supernatural envelope in 
which they have been mnfficd. I would say as much in regard 
to pretended somnmnbulic prophesies. The more I examine the 
experiments related by men who know how to use their eyes 
and their judgments, the more am I struck with the truth of 
this remark, that the only incontestable predictions are those 
which relate to accidents resulting from morbid conditions, to 
crises, to cures, to death. 

hl. de ~Iirville (193) giYes us, it is true, one or t'vo predic
tions of another nature : in the mouth of X onmber, 1847, some 
somnambulists informed him, through the medium of other per
sons Ly whom they had Leen consulted, that the republic would 
arise, and endure three or four years! They informed him, iu the 
month of ~larch, 1848, that ::rnarchy woull1 continue until the 
days of Saint John, and that a general would put an end to it I 
SHcral of his friends were informed, iu adLlitiou, that a pontiff 
would die on the same day, which prediction they believed to 
ba1e reference to the pope ! 

I answer, that, without for au instant questiouing the sincer
ity of 11. de :Jfirville ai1d his friends, I am sufficiently well 
ncquaiutec1 with the human heart, to he certain that their 
prophecic~, if puhlished in c:denso hefore the e-rents, would not 
}iave talliell quite sc well with them ; that nothing is said about 
thousands of other somnambnlic prophecies which have failed to 
lie realized ; I say, iu short, that, c-ren confining our~elvcs to 
the happy coincidences (and, as a matter of course, there ha.-re 
been some), many people, in 184 i, who were not wrcerers, 
predicted the republic. . On the other hand, how was it possiLle 
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to speak of a republic in this country, without limiting its 
duration to three or four years"'? llow was it possible not to 
foresee, in the beginning of 1848, that we were on the He of n. 
military reaction? How coukl we help divining that it would 
ue directed by a general ? The pontiff still remains ! but it is 
preci:-:ely concerning such lletails that it is important to institute 
n. rigid invef'tigation, or, better yet, canf'C a note of the prophecy 
to be taken down, according to legal forms, before the e1ent. 
·was the word pontiff employed? .. Was it not simply announced 
that a priest, that priests, woulcl die, or, in terms still more 
Yagne, that priests woultl be compelled to suffer? X otbing 
more than this would haYc lJcen needed, after the death of the 
Archbishop of Paris, to persuade many people tbat the assassin
ation of the pontiff bad been predicted, and that this particular 
moment bad ueE:n fixed upon. \\~ c arc so adroit in self-decep
tion ! we arc so eager after the marYcllous ! 

·with regard to diYiuations which relate to the progress, the 
incidents, the happy or fatal issue of disease, they do not seem 
to he coutested. 

" The sonrnarnbulic faculty of prevision," says llL Bertrand, 
"when limited to the faculty of annonncing in adrnncc, organic 
modifications which cannot be anticipated, and indicating with 
the greatest precision the moment when these changes or 
crise:; arc to lJPgin, their dnration aw..1 the priueipal svmptoms 
they may be expected to present, however' incompreh~nsiLlc it 
rnr.y be, is fonmlc<1 011 numerous and positive facts." (Du Jllag-

- rzr:tisrne animal, 418.) 
The Commi~sio11ers of the Academy of ~fcllicinc, charged 

with the examiuation of magnetic facts, ha1c cited among 
other examples, that of a jonrncyrnan hatter, named Cazot, 
~who pre1lictt1l a mouth in advance, the llay aml the hour of 
his epileptic nttacks. Messrs. Bronssais and Frappart have 
proved by certificate, a pretliction not less extraordinary. In 
short, the writiugs of ~[essrs. Georgct, Hostan, Petcti11, 
Delcuzc, etc., are filled with these medical prophecies, which 
relate not only to the somnambulist himself, but to the invalids 
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'\\ith "IThom he is en rapport. (See Religion constatCe, ii.,·195-
199.) 

I have named ~I. Delenze. By referring to bis hook, from 
which I ban already quoted, it will there be seen (274, 216, 
~SO, 288), that he thus limits the direct attestation of the 
facnlty of divination. He expresses himself, moreo-rer, with his 
usual reserrn : 

"The faculty of prevision," be '\\rites, "the most incontest
able of all, ne\er extends itself beyond a certain number of 
objects ; it is conditional, and if the facts are sufficiently nume
rous to prove its existence, "ITC can, in no case, ho"ITewr, entirely 
depend on the accuracy of its application.:' 

\Ye gather from bis book, taking it as a whole, that although 
he does not show enough resolution, perhaps, in rejecting the 
divining presentiments manifested by somnambulists in regard to 
the various Hents of life, he considers these presentiments as 
stained with frequent errors, which lead those who listen to 
them into -,ery gra\e faults. In regard to the marnllous tact 
·which discerns the disease, which foresees a crisis near at 
hand and selects the remedies, be every"IThere proclaims its 
reality. 

X ow, there is no appearance of the supernatural, there is no 
trace of cfrdnation in this phenomenon. On the one hand, 
somnambulists are quite often mistaken in their diagnostics, in 
their therapeutics, and in their indications relative to the future 
progress of the disease; on the other, it is easy to comprehend, 
that, seeing the real state of the organs, perceh'ing what. 
passes in the interior of the body, they are enal1led to fOTesee 
the accidents which are preparing fornrable chances or final 
dissolution. If a good phpician, in virtue of a single inspec
tion of external symptoms, annonnces many things correctly, it 
is not surprising that a somnambulist, e\en though unlearned, 
should, in Yirtue of an inspr,ction of the internal symptoms, 
be able to speak with still more certainty. The latter sees 
what the formr.r i;;; oblige<l to conjecture. 

But prevision, and I return to that, is not divination. The 
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supernatural phenomena of magnetism disappear then, one 
after another, when rnbjectcd to a close examination ; there 
are no talismans endowed with inte1ligence, no somnambulist 
prophet~. 

Its other phenomena seem to lend themselves st ill less to the 
interpretation of the champions of sorcery, who yet pretend to 
appropriate them. To these I shall presently refe r. 

Having indicated what is pure illusion in Animal ~fognetism, 
I am about to indicate what seems to me to possess the charac
ter of truth. 

I rny 'rltat seems to me to possess this character. I am 
anxious, indeed, not to be too positive when the question con
cerns a science comparatively new, whose adepts arc divided on 
various points, and i;rhich the most iniquitous contempt show
ered upon it by official science, has sometimes contributed to 
throw into the hands of charlatans. There are some genernl 
facts connectrd with it, the demonstration of which is achieved, 
nncl which the voluntarily blind, alone, are unable to sec ; but 
there arc also many particular assertions circulated in conver
i-:ation and newspapers, which have arnidcd all serious inquiry, 
and which a prudent man should subject to quarantine, for 
they come from a quarter frequently infcc~ecl by a cor.tagion 
of exaggeration aud credulity. 

As for frarn1 1 which pl:Jys a part by no means insignificant in 
the fabrication of the magnetic wonders, I think it may be 
passed over without remark. In fact, more is suspected than 
really exists ; that which is real is always discovered sooner or 
later, and a discovered fraud throws discredit on a hundred 
irrefutable truths. The academies seem to have taken a fancy 
to this mode of refutation, and in 11ecessitating the contact of 
re~pcctablc mag:netizcrs with those of eYil renown, it wonkl Eeem 
ns though they reckoned on the disrepute into which the ones 
will bring the others. Thus, they will always ha\c the trickery 
practised by tho unscrupulous to oppose to the serious success 
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of honest men ; anecdotes "Will be made to answer for experi
ment1;, the ·world will refuse to sec, it will veil its face-from 
motives of decrncy and Yirtue. 

"Far, then, from denying the presence of impostnre, I cannot 
conceive bow it shonld h[tl''e been otherwise, in a position such 
as Animal ~fognetism has been made to occupy. Leaving that, 
I attach myself to facts which barn a true value, and form the 
elements of this science foreseen by Yan Helmont in the 17th 
century, noisily introduced by :Mesmer, and which Messrs. de 
Puys(;gur and Deleuzc (I pass over its living champions in 
silence) have practised with a devotion that cannot be suffi
ciently admired. 

The history of :Mesmerism is familiar to e"\"cryl)ody, therefore 
I shall not relate it. I $hall merely establish the reality of the 
facts, the proof of which I de1fre, first, from the very conduct 
of the Academy of .Medicine, by whom the new phenomena are 
rejected. 

The first report, still celebrated, is of the year 1784: ; 
Laurent de Jussieu, Franklin, La"\"oisier and Baiily, fo rmed a 
part of the commission instituted by the govemment in the 
Academy of :Medicine, in the Faculty, and in the .Academy of 
Science. The course pursued was not the Lest, arnl it laid itself 
open to criticism; they had the great Hall of the Tnb ( baqud), 
the H.dl of convulsions, where the effects of nerrnns contagion 
and expect:rncy were of themselws ·sufficient to determine the 
crisis ; they afterwards devoted themselves with considerable 
ardor, to the in¥cstigation of magnetized trees and glasses, 
that is to say, to the most controvertible part of the discovery. 
The result wa~, that the commissioners, having· obscned frequent 
errors, and being convinced of the effect produced on in';"alids 
l1y the pnblic in"\"estigation and treatment of their maladies, 
were natnrally led to draw conelnsions nnfarnrable to ~csmer

is:n, and to regard the imagination or the touch as the only 
en.mes of tbe phenomena they witnessed. " All the effects 
observed in what nre styled the crises," so speaks the report of 
Rallly, " spring, either from a disturbance of the functions of 
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the diaphragm (of the nerrous, diaphragmaJic plexus) by 
some physical cause, such as touch or pressure, or from the 
power with which the imagination is endowed, to act on this 
organ and to derange its functions. 

Thus far, there w·as not much to be said. The advocates of 
the new agent basing materialized it beyond measure, having 
pretended to incorporate it in trees and liquids, ha:ving com
pared it, in all respects, to 'the loadstone, and attributed to it 
two poles, the commissioners felt it their duty to state that they 
liad recognized the existence of no fluid fulfilling these con
ditions. They were careful, however, not to go too far in their 
negations. :M. Arago has published the following very just 
observations respecting their work : "Analogous or inverse 
effects might c1iclently be occasioned by a subtle, invisible, im
ponderable fluid, by a sort of nervous or magnetic fluid, if the 
term be preferred, circulating through our organs. Therefore, 
the commissioners were very careful to avoid speaking of im
possibility in connection with this subject. Their thesis was 
more modest ; they contented themselves with saying that 
noll1ing demonstrated the e:dstencc of such a fluid. (.Annuaire of 
1853, 437.) 

Such was the conclusion of the public report of Bailly; in the 
secret report addressed to the king, the terms of which arc now 
known, he forcibly describes the extraoidinary effects of mag
netization. ".All," he says, "are under the control of the 
magnetizcr ; no matter how profound, seemingly, is their slum
ber, a word, a sign, a glance from him awakens them. \\' e 
cannot help recognizing from these constant effects, a great 
pozccr which agitates the sick, overcomes them, and of which 
the magnetizer seems to be the depositary." 

The summary of the first and fairest encounter that has taken 
place hetwecn official science and Mesmerism, would not be 
complete if I were to omit to add that Laurent de .Jussie11 
separated hiri1self from the other commissioners, anrl based the 
refusal of his signature on the ground that "several well veri
fied facts, independent of the imagination, and established to his 
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mind beyond a doubt, rnfficed to make him admit the existence 
or the possibility of a fluid or agent which passes from one 
being to another, . . . . sometimes even without contact, a.nd 
at a distance." 

J ussieu ::ifterwards sought to identify this agent with animal 
heat, which is of very little consequence to the question. The 
fact is, this eminent mind thenceforth took an independent 
position between the uni-versal fluid of :Jfesmer and the academic 
theory, which explains e-verything by the n.ction of the imagin::i.
tion on the nerves. He did not, however: help the position of 
Animal :Magnetism, crushed as it "·as by the declared opinion 
of such iJlnstrious men. The world looked upon it as dead, but 
it revived, and to rnch an extent, that, in ~825, it was neces
sary to commence the inv-estigation ov-er again. This time, the 
facts were more certain, and the doctrines Jess positi-ve ; very 
little was said of magnetized trees and the universal fluid ; but 
the penetration of the thought, insensibility, magnetization at a 
distance, were the subjects of discussion. .Men were approach
ing the true foundation of the science. 

Regular experiments had been made for sev-eral years pre
nons in the -various hospitals of Paris, and official reports, 
signed by twenty-nine physicians, confirmed the results as 
decisiv-e ; it was then that Doctor Foissac compe11ed the Aca
demy of lfedicine to take an active part in the matter. It 
hesitated ; but in presence of so many facts, in presence of a 
magnetic clinic established at Berlin, and the serious study to 
which learned Germany fearlessly devoted itself, it dared not 
refuse to examine, and named a commission of eleven mem
bers, charged to conduct the investigation in the most rigid 
manner. 

The commission labored diligently for firn years, and it was 
only after h::i;dng engaged au equal length of time, in experi
ments of all sorts o\'er \vhich it had entire control, that it pre
sented its report (June, 1831) through the meL1ium of ~L Hus
son. This report was signed by all the commissioners, without 
exception. 
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" It is demonstrated to us," they declare, " that magnetic 
sleep bas been produced in circumstances where the magnetized 
persons have not been abh~ to see or gain any knowledge of the 
means employed to determine it." They relate, indeed, nume
rous experiments in which the magnetizer, introduced into a 
separate apartment without the knowledge of the somnambulist, 
operated conformably to instructions reccind at the very 
moment, and thus produced, at a distance, almost instantaneous 
sleep. Herc the imagination could have nothing to do with it, 
since no sign announced to the somnambulist, either the vicinity 
of bis magnetizer, or his action at the prescribed instant, which 
was known to no one in advance. 

The sleep, moreover, '\Yas very profound. Several examples 
of this nature are mentioned in the report. 

"Cazot was in a somnn.mbulic state when :M. Fouquicr sud
denly thrust a pin of an inch in length, into his right band, 
between the forefinger and thumb ; he pierced the lobe of bis 
ear ·with the same pin ; his eyelids were r aised, and the ball 
struck several times with the head of a pin, without bis show
ing the least sign of sensibility." .Another time they applied 
flasks of ammonia to the nose ; they sat on the hody of the 
somnambulist; they endeavored to tickle him. N otbing could 
disturb bis slumber. 

The report also speaks of a terrible operation (the removal 
of the right breast)' which was perform eel by nI. Cloquet upon 
Madame Plantin. During the twelve minutes that the opera
tion lasted, the invalid, previously magnetized, " continued to 
converse calmly with the operator, giving not the slightest evi
dence of sensation; no movement of the limbs or of the features, 
no change in the respiration or in the voice, no emotion, even 
of the pulse, was manifested." 

The commissioners convinced themselves of the reality of the 
magnetic influence by personal experience ; one of their num
ber, )f. Itard, nrngnetized eighteen times, and a very rebellious 
subject, was each time relieved of bcac1achc. 

In regard to clairvoyance, the commission reports several 
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facts. Among others, it speaks of a law student, ::M. Yilla
grand, whose eyelich were kept closed by the different members 
of the commission, and who, ne\"'"ertheless, recognized cards 
entirely new, and read from a book open before him. 

Iu short, the interior life, the state of the body, the prelision 
of crises, the instinctive prescription of remedies, are forcibly 
attested in this rei)ort, from which I here transcribe its principal 
conclusions. 

")Jagnetism acts on persons of different sexes and ages. 
Some of the magnetized invalids ha1e recei>e<l uo benefit, 
others have been more or less relie1ecl .... Considered as an 
agent of physiological phenomena, or as a therapeutic method, 
magnetism ought always to find a place in the list of medical 
studies. . . . The magnetized person c:in not only be acted 
upon, bnt he can, without his knowledge, be thrown into and 
aroused from a complete sonrnambulic condition, when the ope
rator is ont of his sight, at a certain distance from him, and 
separated by doors. The greater number of somnambulists 
whom we have seen, were completely insensible .... Tlic phe:
nomenon of clairvoyauce takes place, then, even with the fingers 
pressed tightly over the eyelids. The pre>isions of two som
nambulists, relative to their health, were realized with remark
able accuracy." 

The Academy was rather astonished at such a report ; for a 
long time it shrunk from the cliscus~ion ; yet, the experiments 
continued to multiply ; the phy~iciaus especially, were struck 
by a phenomenon with .which ether and chloroform ha1e since 
familiarized us : the complete suppression of sensibility. .At 
the will of the magnetizers, the innlids submitted to their con
trol, fell into conditious farnrahle to the performance of the 
most atrocious operations ; rnoxa* was placed on the skin, 
producing large sores without causing any suffering, pistols 
were discharged close to the head of the somnambuli:'its with
out making them slart, without interrupting the sentence they 

* See Brande's Cyclopedia.-TR.!:>3. 
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had commenced. All this could. not long pass unperceived, 
nor could the report of the eleven commissioners he silently 
co11signed to oblivion ; the academy then decided to discuss it, 
aral the result was that they refused to print the report, voting 
only for the autograph copy ·which remains shut up in the ar
chives of the .Academy of ~Iedicine ! 

This was not very encouraging, one must allow. It was to 
say to the magnctizcrs : " \ Vhether you succeed or not, whether 
our commissioners are opposed to you, or whether, after five 
years of investigation, you bring them all over to your convic
tions, is of little consequence ! \Ve will, at the very outset, 
accept the unfavorable, reject tl1e favorable reports. \Vere we to 
become of yonr opinion, we should renounce all faith in ourselves." 

Thu:->, after the severe lJlow given, in 1837, to the report of 
M. Ilu~son, and which brings to our mind the course now pur
sued in reference to Turning Ta bl es, there was, as it were, a 
marked divorce between Animal Magnetism and the scientific 
men of this country. By an inevitable eonseqnence, charlatans 
invaded in gr~ater force than ever, the abandoned ground, even 
as the spirits have monopolized the tables since the promulga
tion of anathemas against them. Ent let us finish our state
ment. 

There was no difficulty in oLtaining the report contradicting 
that of ~I. Husson. Doctor Berna having l'laimed an in<1uiry, 
~I. Dubois handed in a report which professed to demolish 
everything established by the old commissioners. M. Husson 
energetieally protested, and showe<l, that in matters pertaining 
to the physiological state, the failure of oue experiment does 
not destroy the success of anterior experiments. Then came 
Mlle. Pigeaire an<l her h:rnclngc, the history of which wouhl lead 
me too far ; then, the rceiprocal challenges, the prizes offeretl 
by )f. Berna. to the .Acudcmicians who should read a single 
word with the rejected hn1Hlage over their eyes, hy ~I. Burdin 
to the somnambulists who should rend through a mask placed 
six iuchcs from their faee. \\" .. e were at that point when the 
Turning Tables most seasonably made their appearance, to 
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revive the debate, in furnishing to magnetism an unlooked-for 
argument, the unanswerable proof of a fluid action produced 
and directed by the human will. 

The real injnstice of the Academy commenced at the period 
of .M. Husson's report. Until then, she bud been in the right. 
I fully understand that she is not to be expecterl to stand 
forth as godmother to all new ideas, but that it is her duty to 
examine before accept ing them. The reserve of the Bailly 
report was quite jnstifiable ; the nnjnstifiable part was to reject 
and throw into the background ·what had been carefully 
established by means of her own commissioners ; the unjus
tii1able part ·was the refusnl to examine, the almost nafrt! 
declaration which rejects as impossible, all those magnetic 
phenomena, of which we do not possess the explanation, or of 
which the explanntion rests upon a flnid or force obedient to our 
thought. 

Do phenomena of this sort exist? To doubt it, one must 
reckon, as of 110 nccoun t, the innumernble fact~, nt the head of 
which figure those collected under the inspection of the com
missioners of the Academy of .MeLlicine. One must nlso deny 
natural somnambulism, assuredly not less extraordinary than 
mngnc tic somnam bu1ism . Inasmuch as the existence of natural 
somnambulists cannot be L1eniecl (and who will deny it?) little 
will be ga.ined by contesting .Mesmerism. An immense, shame
ful hiatns, at all events, exists between the description of man, 
and the forces d1ich sometimes put him in relation with the 
exterior world. 

I find in the hook of :M. Ernest Bcrsot (llicsmcr et le lliag
netisme animal, 172-182) some details, themselves borrowed in 
p:rcat, part from the article on Somnambnlism, in the Encyclopc
flia. \Ye shall see from them, whether it is "·orth while to 
fight rn obstinately against Mesmerism, and whether it becomes 
those who are actnally compelled to admit such natural prodi
gies, to proclaim a priori the impossibility of other analogous 
prodigies. 

An ecclesiastic of the diocese of Bordeaux was affiicted with 
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somnambulism : he rose in the night and wrote sermons while 
asleep ; be not only wrote, but also corrected them, being still 
asleep ; bis copies were deposited in their proper places, ac
companied with corresponding corrections in the text. Ilis 
friends, wishing to assure themselves that he could not see, inter
posed a card between his eyes and the paper ; bnt be contin
ued to write as though nothing were there ; they then chaugcd 
the paper, which he perceived, because of the cliITerence in the 
dimensions ; when they afterwards substituted a paper of 
prcchiely the same size as the first, he took it for his own ancl 
made corrections that were in exact accordance \Yith the lines 
written on the old leaf. rr:1e same ecclesiastic wrote music, 
first making all the notes white, and then filling up those that 
ought to be black t 

One evening, the somnambulist Castelli was found at work, 
translating Italian into French ; he looketl ont his words in a 
dictionary as he wonld ha vc clone lrncl he been awake, a t the 
same time, apparently making use of a light standing near ; 
those who ob::;ervccl him, extinguished the- light, and he imme
diately appcarctl to be srnsiLle of the darkness ; be fe lt all 
over the table for his candle, and relit it in the kitchen . Yet, 
at the moment when he thought himself in darkness, he was 
actually in a lighted chamber, lightell, however, by other can
dles than the one standing at his sille, btit \Yhieh were of no 
use, because he was unconsc:ions that they were burning. 

It would be easy to enlarge the list of these anecdotes, and 
to show in certain natnral somnambulists, the penetration of 
the thought, the extraordinary clevelopmcnt of the faculties 
and of reminiscences, the medical instincts and provisions 
re:;pccting health, the relative insensibility, in short, which is 
remarked in magnetic somnambulists. 

\Ye have the instance of the poor peasant girl, who, ignorant 
of even the word somnambulism, is taken ill, but whose ilh1ess 
is ea.rcfnlly concealctl by her parents, who arc, so to $peak, 
ashamed of it ; she makes no parade of her high facts, and yet 
she is endowed with a wonderful clearness of vision, she speaks 
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purely, embroiders skillfully, and directs her own medical treat
ment. A somnambulist of Genern every night opened his win
dow, threw himself into the Rhone, took a bath, and returned 
to bed without being awakened by the sudden contact with the 
icy "·ater, while the touch of a friendly hand that wished to 
retain him, but i.mforeseen and not in his dream, abruptly 
awoke him, and endangered his life. 

Somnamhulists who walk on roofs, appearing to see clearly, 
are not uncommon in any country. A young painter of Poi
tiers, who, in a somnambulic state, went to work at night in 
his studio, continued his painting on canvas that had been 
substituted for his own, adding precisely the features and out
lines belonging to the absent picture. 

Ilow is it possible not to be struck by the relation which 
exists between these natural somnambulists who follow their 
thought, whose clairvoyance is entirely concentrated in this 
absorbing idea, and the artificial somnambulists whose intelli
gence is in some sort limited by that of their magnetizer? 
Doubtless there arc likewise differences, and the first are gene:
rally more easily awakened, while the awakening of the second 
depends on the will of the person who has put them to sleep ; 
yet the fundamental analogy is striking, the state is the same 
during the crisis, the forgetfulness the same aftenrnrds, and 
the wonder is equal in both. 

Be that as it may, and independent of the argument fur
uished by natural somnambulism, certain Mesmeric facts have 
acquired so great a value, that official science itself cannot 
much longer refuse to take them in to consideration. These 
facts range themselves under three principal heads : ordinary 
physical effects, such as sleep ; interior contact as it is 
manifested in the penetration of the thought ; action at a dis
tance, as it has often taken place since the investigation of 
1826. 

Among the ordinary physical effects, I have already men
tioned sleep, and this result of magnetization is too well known 
for me to dwell on it. 
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I shall next mention magn~tic somnambulism, which is 
scarcely less well known. This is a state produced by the 
fluid action of the operator, and during which, the person 
nffected by it, is apparently asleep ; if the magnetizer then 
speaks to him, he replies without awaking ; he can even per
form various motions, anu when he comes out of the crisis, he 
preserves no rememhrance of what has taken place ; his eyes 
are shut, and he usually hears only those who are put en rapport 
with him. The exterior organs of his senses are all, or almost 
all, in ~t state of inacti'rity, nevertheless, he experiences sensa
tions, but through other channels. A sort of interior sense, 
which is, perhaps, the centre of the others, is manifested in 
him. (Deleuze, I nstruction pratiqne, 85.) 

\ Y c shall return to this iuterior sense whieh governs all the 
so-called supernatural portions of Animal Magnetism, and fur
nishes the explanation of the greater part of the phenomena. 
Let us continue to enumerate the ordinary physical effects. 

'l'he cures performed by magnetization appear incontestable. 
M. Deleuze, in the book to which I have already referred the 
reauer , speaks of a large number of cures effected by simple 
passes, and these cures are fa r from Leing confined to nervous 
uiseases, being also produced in cases of dropsy, glandular con
gestion, obstruct ion, ophthalmia, etc. In diseases where the 
nenes are affected, the efficacy of magnetii;;m is naturally still -
more striking. Epilepsy, iu particular, often yields to this 
mode of treatment, and persons subject to sea-sickness, never 
feel any effect from the very worst weather, when they have 
been magnetically put to sleep. (viii., Lx, 41-60, 61-67, 78, 
152, 173, 179, 188-217, 242- 245, 338, 354-356, 379, 380, 
386, 388-392.) 

I do uot guarantee the success of all these. I quote from 
the detailed and repeated declarations of an author of known 
moderatiou ; I appeal, besides, to every day's experience, 
and I think I am justifiell in concluding that the cure of 
disease should figu re among the ordinary physical effects of 
lllaguctbrn. 

\"OL. II.-1 l 
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Another effect, more singular, perhaps, is the unhealthy con
tagion that is often estalJlished between the magnetized and 
the magnetizer, to the detriment of the first, and sometimes 
even of the Recond. ( 11, 149, 252, 296, 3GO.) 

Mesmeric action produces at will, a paralysis or an insensi
bility, sometimes partial, sometimes total (120, 121 ). Here 
again, the examples· are too numerous to be quoted. I will 
simply refer to the attestation of .M . .Audr'.ll, and the declara
tions of other distinguished physicians. M. Georget, a member 
of the Institute, thus expresses himself: " ~Iy somnambulists 
are so insensible to sound, that the Yery loudest noise:", pro
duced une.xpectedly to them, do not cause them the slightest 
emotion. Thus, the discharge of a pistol, the chiming of bells, 
does not prodnce the least movement, does not pre>ent them 
from continuing in the same toue and without interruption, a 
conversation already commencecl ; ... although they always 
bear the magnetizer." (Physiologic du systeme 11en·c1t.r, part I., 
chap. III.) ~L Rostan, in his turn, holds the following lan
guage : " The outward li fe cease:", the somnambulist lires 
within himself, completely isolated from the exterior lsorld ; 
this isolation is especially complete for the two senses of sight 
and hearing . . . . The eyes of the majority of somnambulists 
are so insensible to light, that the lashes ha1e been bnmed 
without their testifying the least impression ; if tlrn lids are 
raised, and the fingers passe<l rapidly in front of the eye, the 
immohility remains complete . . . . .Aud yet they are con
scious of the objects 1vhich surround them; they amid with the 
greatest address, obstacles in their pa th .'' ( Dictionnaire dr, 
Jlfidccine, the article .Lllagnctisme animal.) ~I. Bertrand ( dzt 
lllagn ctisme animal, 270) declares that he has witnessed partial 
paralysis proclnced by the will of the magnetizer. Sometimes 
it was an arm, a leg, a baud, or only a finger ; at other times, 
the somnambulist was depri1ed of certain senses. 

It is not, hmYcnr, Ly way of privation that the mag:netizcr 
usually proceeds ; far from suppressing the acti ''ity of the 
senses, be denlops it, he excite:;; all the faculties in excess 
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The memory, especially, takcs·cxtraordinary scope and accu
racy ; facts, long forgotten, and which the individuals do uot 
e-ven rcmcmuer ever to have known, idioms which have seemed 
to lea ye no trace in the mind, suddenly make their reappearance, 
giving the character of miracle to that which is, however, only 
a natural phenomenon. (Deleuze, lnstrnction, 20G, 131, 132.) 

In regard to the trance, this is a subject to which magneti
zers, and )[. Dcleuze amoug others, always return ·with 
marked complacency. I confess that I am less struck than 
they, with a state which may Le produced by all sorts of 
c:xeessh·c nervous excitements, and particularly those con
nected with the moral emotions. The reality of magnetic 
action would not he nearly so well demonstrated as it is, if 
only th~ philanthropic discourses of certain somnamlJnlists, or 
the double personality which is active in them when they hear 
themselves speak, could he invoked in its f:wor. \\r c have 
seen the same facts among· the prophets of the Ccvennes, 
and among the .Jansenists of Saint :Medard ; the moral nnd 
ucrvons excitement always translates itself into declamations 
which arc the exact and often elevated reflection of the 
dominant thonglit. 

I much prefer, in fact of proof, the influence which Mesmer
ism exerrises on animals. " It enn appears," says l\I. Dcleuze, 
"that its action is su rer, more constant,· more efficacious on 
them than on man. I have collected a great number 
of facts, I ha,·e witnessed obvious results, and scnral of my 
friends have told me of crises that they have produced, ancl 
cures that they ha,·e effected, with surprising promptitude, on 
dogs, horses, goats, cows, etc." (288.) 

I have just indicated some of the ordinary physical effects ; I 
am now ahout to descrihe more directly, the particular physira l 
effect which, in my opin ion, constitutes the trnc originality of ..:\n
imal },fnguctism. I woul<l ~peak of the interior sense, "·Iiich we 
here find r..t the basis of all the extraordinary phc11omena, the 
penetration of the thought, the pei·ception of moruid symptom~, 
the prevision of cri~e~ n11cl the in<lication of reme<lies. 
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It is so true that the sncldeu manifestation of the interior 
sense, of which the others are, perhaps, only the external reali
zation in ordinary life, gives the key to somnarnbulic prodigies, 
as to make it eertaiu that natural sonmambulisrn itself there 
finds its explanation. \Vithout speaking of the displacement 
of the senses, without supposing that the somnambulists who 
walk on roofs, or who correct their munuseripts or pictures 
with elosed eyes, sec, correctly ~peaking, the objects placed be
fore them, it is sufficient to admit in them the unfolding of the 
interior sense, of the nervous taet as it is daily verified among 
magnetized persons. By means of this sense and of somnambu
lic reminiscences, the perfection of which is unequalled, they 
are capable of Relf-direction, and can return to the circle of the 
idea that pre-occupies them. 

\Vith regard to the interior sense of magnetic somnambulists, 
it seems to me that its existence cannot Le gainsayed. Although 
their clairvoyance in other respects may be denied, it evidently 
exists on two points : the perception of morbid symptoms invis-· 
ible to the eye, and the penetration of the thought. 

The perception of morbid symptoms is established by :M. 
Deleuze, on enry page of his book. Ile relates, in detail, the 
somnambulic prodigies of diagnosis, and e>en of therapeutics. 
Although, with his ordi1mry prndence, he makes allowance for the 
grave errors into which the somnambulists sometimes foll, he 
renders palpable, it may be said, -the action of this interior sense, 
which enters into contact with the organs, and obsen-cs facts 
wholly concealed from tlie·other senses. \Ve comprehend, more
over, from reading his book, that the instinct of remedies develops 
itself as an inseparable corollary to the real knowledge of the 
e>il, and that the pre>ision of fo;rnrable or nnfornrable symp
toms is also strictly connected with it.* 

* See : 1st, On magnetic somnambulism in general, pages 84, 85, Si, sq, !l0-!15, 100 
-1 05, 111, 116, 117, 120, 123-126, 135, 133, 140, Hi, 226, 25i, 262, 266, 274, 34i , 352, 
356-360 j 

2cl, On the diagnosis of somnambulist>, pages, 10, !!4, 105, 106, lOS, 2611, 263, 236, 287, 
2!13-299; 
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The Commissioners of the Academy of :\Icclicine have not 
less clearly attested this remarkable perception of the patholo
gical state founu in somnambulists aud in persons pnt in rela
tion with them. They mention some experiments in which in
ternal symptoms, inappreciable to the eye, and unknown to the 
physicians, were described by somnamlmlists, and the correctness 
of the description afterwards verified by a post-mortem examina
tion of the bodies. One of the members of the Oommissian, 
Doctor }fare, having submitted to the examination of a som
rnunlmlist, she gave him information in regard to his health, 
the discomfort he sometimes experienced, and the conformation 
of his organs, which coincided astonishingly with the reality. 

M. Bertrand ( Traite du Somnambnlisme, chap. iii.) r elates 
his ob:->ervation of a fact quite unforeseen, and which struck him 
very forcibly. He was with a somnambulist whom he had 
magnetized, when one of his friends entered the apartment , ac
companied by a young mnn who had been recently wounded in 
a <luel. This was told him in a low tone, without speaking of 
the sort of wound. Ile put the somnambulist en ra1Jport with 
the young man, whereupon, apparently talking to her~elf, she 
said : "X o, no, it is not possible. If a man had received a 
ball in the head, he would have been killed. Ile must 
be mistaken" (the spirit to whom the somnambulist thought she 
was listening); '' he tells me that the ge1;tleman has a hall in 
h:s head !" They answered that such was the fact. Then open
ing her mouth, she indicated, with her finger, that the ball had 
enterecl there, and had penetrated to the back of the neck, which 
was very true. In short, she went so far as to designate, with 
correctness, some of the teeth which the ball bad broken. It 
~houl<l be added that no external sign coul<l have made these 
things known to the somnambulist, whose eyes, moreover, were 
shnt. 

:111; On the thcrapeutios of the somnambulists, pages 10G, 110, 112-114, 2G7, 2SS, 352, 
l)G3, 3S2, 400, 4Ul; 

4th, On the errors of somnambulists, pages 25S, 2GO, 2GG, 2GS, 2G!), 213, 275, 217-
281, 320, 32!>, 8G~70, 352. 
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It would be easy to mention a great number of analogous 
facts. 

The penetration of the thought, I have said, is the second 
form under which th3 interior sense manifests itself. M. De
leuze asserts, in fact, that it is a species of somnambulism, 
during which the sonmambnlist reads in the mind of his mag
netizer, seizes the thought and the intention of those with whom 
he is occupied, and especially of those who are occupied with 
him. Examples of this contact of one mind with that which is 
passing in another arc everywhere to be met with. Physi
cia11s have repeatedly observed (Du magnetisrne animal en France, 
444, 449) that women, devoid of education, became capa
ble, during their somnambu1ic crises, of understanding Greek, 
Hebrew, or Latin phrases ; they were also able to define certain 
scientific terms, solely because they perceived the translation 
of the phrases or the definition of the terms, in the head of the 
magnctizer. 

Pctctin, speaking of the first somnambulist observed by him, 
thus expresses himself: "If any one formed a thoug·ht without 
manifesting it in words, the patient immediately knew it, and 
anticipated by her actions, the orders of those who had charge 
of her, as if the determination hacl collie from herself. Some
times, when the iwrformance of the mental order was beyond 
her strength, she begged to have it suspended or revoked." 
( Electriciti anim(ile, 103.) 

M. de Puysegur, aJindipg to a peasant whom he had magne
tized, says : "I han compelled him to move quickly about ·on 
his seat, as if dancing to a tune, which, singing mentally my
self, I made him repeat aloud. I have no occasion to 
speak to him ; I think in his presence, he understands and an
swers me." :M. Bertrand, who takes this qnotation from an 
article by liL Puysegur, adds on his own account : 

"llaving performed, on my fii·st somnambulist, the process by 
means of which I usually awakened her, exercising at the same 
time, a fir111 will to the contrary, she ·was seized with strong 
convulsive movements. '\Vhat is the matter with you?' said 
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I. 'Indeed,' she replied, 'you tell me to awake, and yet you 
do not will that I shall awake !'" (Du .Jiagnctisme a1Limal, 

3:!:!, 439.) 
.All this is nry extraorclinary; yet, I must acknowleclge, that 

if there was 11othi11g else, if .Animal ~Iagnefom did not act at 
a distance, if tables especially- tables which ha-ve neither 
nerves nor imagfoatiou-wcre not raisecl without contact, the 
action of a fluicl, or any particular force, might still, in strict
ness, be denied. It might be maintained that simple nervous 
excitement, when carried to a certain point, and when it takes 
place nucler certain conditi0.!1s, produces all the phenomena of 
ElumlJer antl dev-elopment, of exquisite sensibility and entire 
insensibility, of internal vision and the penetration of the 
thought. But action at a distance does not comport with this 
explanation ; yet, there are few facts better demonstrated. 

\Ye ha11'e seen that the commissioners of the ..:\.caclcmy of ~fecli
cine endearnr to establish this capital point . "A mag·netizer,'' 
so states their report, "may sometimes throw them into a 
complete somnambulic state, without their knowledge, when 
out of their sight, at a certain clistance from them, and sepa
rated JJy doors." I myself hold to this precise declaration, 
the result of careful experiments, continually r enewecl cluring 
fiv-e long years. It would be almost to pompromise it, to place 
by its side the stories in circulation respecting somnambulists, 
who arc put t o sleep or awakeuecl at an hour determined by 
their magnetizer, liring in another country. The same mag
netizer inspires them at a distance, it is said, with the desire 
for foocl or drink. One thing is certain, that Doctor Bertrand, 
abore suspicion in this matter, since the action at a distance 
contraclicts his system which explains somnambulism by the 
imagination, himself r elates that he has thrown into the som
nambulic state, a per.sou a hundred leagues distant from him. 
(Du 1llagnetisme animal, 2GG.) 

I here pause in the enumeration of phenomena that may be 
lookecl upon as certain. Hesolretl to proccecl \rith great 
caution, I clo not take upon myself to affirm the reality of 
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various other facts which yet have the testimony of many wit· 
nesses in their favor. Impartiality compels me to aL1mit that 
their verification is still imperfect. 

It is thus, that sight at immense distances, through opaque 
bodies, or by the agency of other organs than the eyes, appears 
to me badly demonstrated. ·we feel that this sight may be 
different from the interior sense of which we ham just spoken; 
we can conceive of the internal contact of the thoughts, arnl 
the internal perception of moruid symptoms, independently of 
the power to read by the stomach, or through the co-rering of 
a box. 

Now, the proofs of this last fact will seem to me insufficient, 
so long as the magnetizers do not surmount the repugnance, 
very natural, indeed, which bas, for se-reral years past, prc
Yented them from facing public ordeals aml academic investi
gation on this point. Tlieir recollections of 1831 ha-re taught 
them to mistrust the equity of prejudiced judges, who would 
exaggerate a failure, and who would, perhaps, a second time, 
refuse to add the sanction of their authority to the success 
acknowledged by their own commissioners. They remember, 
in particular, the mixed nature of the phenomena in question, 
-phenomena in which confidence anll the \T°ill play an essential 
part, and it consequently results, that experiments engaged in 
under these conditions, so calculated to intimidate the oper
a.tors, are rarely successful. 

I acknowledge the justice of such observa.tions, the legiti
macy of such sentiments; nevertheless, I boldly declare : mag
netizers must put all that under their feet, they rnnst win the 
prize offered to those who shall succeed in reading through n.n 
opaque body. 

Men, the most impartial and open to conviction (I inclmle 
myself in the number) , cannot fully admit facts which still fear 
the light of day, and which retreat before hostile critici!'m. 
"When, on one side, I see Major Buckley affirm that bis clair
voyant somnambulists, one hundred and folty-cight in Irnlllber, 
haYe already read more than 36,000 words, shut up in Loxes ; 
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and when, on the other, I see Professor Simpson, of Edinburgh, 
promise fiyc huntlred pound~ sterling to the somnambulist who 
shall read five verse~ of Shakspcare, placed in five different 
Loxes, I feel impelled to address au energetic appeal to the -
ot1e huu<lrctl and forty-eight somnambulists of the major. 

It wouhl be more profitable to reacl these five \erses than 
to ha\e read the 313,000 words, a consideration. which should 
ha,·e some weight with the champions of reading through 
opaque bodies. If the conditions of the trial appear unaccept
able to them, let them propose others ; but let it be iu a louu 
and intelligible voice, to the discomfiture of their adYersaries. 
I think, iL1Clcc<l, that the nature of mixed phenomena is such, 
that it would he an evidence of great thoughtlessness not to 
foresee the inequality of the sonmambulic faculties. To at- ~ 

tempt to test the matter with a single sonrnambulist, or in a 
single sitting, wonld be simply absurd. Let the magnetizers 
reserve to themselves freedom to choose their time and place : 
twenty sittings, for instance, the employment of various som
nambulists ; nothing· call be more just. To succeed once, is to 
succeed ahrays ; for there arc no coincicleuces in the worlcl 
that could make me accidentally hit npon the verse selected by 
way of test. 

Under these conditions, the combat ought to be accepted ; 
it ought even to he offered, so that the shame of refusal should 
fall upou the right ones. It is, also, reasonable that the tran
quillity of the somnamhnli~ts Rhoultl be sccurccl, and that the 
snn:eillance shonlcl be org:.111izecl in such a manner as to avoid 
embarrassing them, or iuterrupting their work. On the other 
ha11<l, their ach·cnmries ought not to read the lines, or verses, 
Lefore they arc pnt in the box, for if they have a knowledge 
of the contents, the penetration of the thoughts will suffice to 
win the clay for the somnambulists. 

I fairly indicate the course to be pursuecl in orcler to arrive 
at the positi\'c verification of the phenomenon of sight o.t a 
grnat distance or through opaqne 1Jodies. Those who main
tain the reality of the phenomenou, arc bound to overcome the 
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objection resulting from their backwardness in accepting chal
lenges publicly proclaimed ; this objection gi1es an invincible 
force to the secret mistrnst which springs up ·within us when 
we ask ourscl1es why the police does not lrn-vc its somnambu
lists, charged with the duty of detecting thieves and conspirators 
from a distance, wh·y somnambulists do not describe to us what 
is now taking place on the Baltic or the Black Sea. 1 know 
that there is an answer to these questions ; but it wonld be 
better that there should he no excuse for asking them, and 
this will be the case when Animal :Magnetism shall have 
picked up the glove thrown at its feet, and shall ham publicly 
announced its promise to read, in the course of a certain 
number of trials, whateV"er may ha;rn been deposited in a 
box. I say a box, because t!Jis is the only decisi-ve experiment; 
it renders unnecessary all insipid debates about masks and 
bandages. 

I have just mentioned my motives for still doubting ; it 
would be unjust not to indicate also, my motives for believing. 
Sight, at an enormous distance, through opaque bodies, or . 
without the assistance of the eyes, has testimony in its favor, 
the weight of which I am not disposed to diminish. 

"'\Yithout dwelling on the pro<ligies of this sort, which the 
sorrrnarnbnlists of M. Pnysegur have the reputation of accom
plishing-without reproducing the more recent stories concern
ing somnambulists who designate cards which they have not 
seen, and describe habitations which they perceive, perhaps, in 
the mind of their interlocutors, I go direct to the celebrated 
attestations of :Messrs. Rostan, Georget, Filassier, Despine, and 
Petetin. Let ns commence with Doctor R.ostan. (Dictiorznaire 
de llfidecine, article on viagnetisrne, sect. B.) 

"I took my ·watch, ·which I placed three or fonr inches behind 
the occiput. I asked the rnmnambnlist if she rnw anything. 
'Certainly. It annoyR me : it is a watch.' 
' Cn.n yon te1l me what o'clock it is ?' ' It wants ten minutes 
of eight o'clock.' This was correct. M. Ferrus wished to 
repeat the experiment himself, and he had the same success. 
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He turned the bands round several times ; we presented it to 
her without having seen it : she did not make a mistake." 

M. Georget positively declares (Physiologie du Systemc Ncr-
1·cux, ii. 404) that he has witnessed analogous fac ts. " One -
person," he says, "has presented me ·with very astonishing 
phenomena. I have met nothing more extraordinary 
in any work on magnetism, even in that of P etetin, which does 
not contain nearly so many phenomena as I myself have had 
the opportu11ity to observe." 

In the book of },f. Filn.ssier ( Qudqucs Faits . . . ., ii. 25, 
53, 55), we find the followi nb : "I caused all the lights to be 
remoYed, which left us in darkness. I took my watch, using 
all necessary precautions to prevent its being seen by the som
nambulist, and placed it on her forehead. '\Vhat haYe you on 
your forelieacl ?' . . . ' A watch .' 'See what time it is.' . . 
'The large band points at 6, and the small band at 7,' she 
replied, after an intense concentration of her mind. \Ve pa~sed 
into an adjoining apartment which was lighted, ond ascertained 
that the hour was half po.st seven by the watch. Thinking she 
might possibly have hit upon the time merely by a random 
guess, . I t urned the hands of my watch round several 
times, without myself knowing a t what hour I had stopped 
them, and then placed it with the sam,e precautions on the 
occiput of the somnambulist. ' "\Yhat hour is it by my watch?' 
She remained some t ime in a deep study, and at leng tll said : 
'The large haml i~ at 5, the small hand hetween 3 and 4, but 
much nearer the 3.' I passed into the lighted room, and saw, 
in fact, that the time hy the watch was twen ty-five minutes past 
three. I induced my friends to repeat the experiment for 
themselves. They did it t wice as I have described, and with 
the same circumspection . They placed t lie watch on the 
epigastrinm of the somnambulist, outside of her clothes . The 
somnnrnlrnlist made no mistake." 

'l'he same doctor likewise relates that a young somnambulist, 
hllle. Clarice Lef--, described at Paris, minute by minute, 
the movements, tlle n.rions acts, the at t itudes, and even the 
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secret thoughts of her mother, who was at Arcis-sur-.Anbe. 
" Every possible precaution," he adds, " was taken to ascertain 
the truth regarding this vision into space. The inquiry "·as 
conducted by a family of intelligence and strict integrity, in 
connection with some conscientious physicians. The lucidness 
of Mlle. Clarice was ·in all cases justified by the event." 

:M. Despine, chief physician at the waters of Aix, is the author 
of the following attestation, which was read by M. Frnncreur, 
before the Pbilomathic Society of Paris : "Not only did our 
patient bear by the palm of her hand, but we have seen her 
read without the assistance of the eyes, with the single extrem
ity of her finger, which she moved rapidly to and fro over the 
page she wished to read. . . . At other times, we baye seen 
her select from a pac~age of more than thirty letters, a par
ticular one called for write several letters, three of 
which are now in my hands ; read them over-always by means 
of the end of the finger- and correct the faults that had esr,aped 
her ; recopy one of her letters, word for word, reading with the 
elbow of the left arm while she wrote with the right hand. 

During all these operations, a screen of thick pasteboard 
wholly excluded every ray of light from her eyes. The same 
phenomena took place on the soles of the fee t, on the cpigas
trium, as well as on various parts of the surface of the hotly, 
which seemed to be painful to the slightest touch." (Du, Jllag
netisme animal en France, 459.) 

But nothing, in this r espect, equals the experiments related 
by M. Petetin, a member of the Academy of Science, and Pres
ident of the Medical Society of Lyons towards the close of the 
Ia.st century. His work ( Electricite Animalc) appeared in 1808 ; 
it contains an accom1t, not only of his observations, but n.Iso 
those of his Lyonese colleagues, some of which I now present : 

On one occasion, he took bits of various alimentary sub
stances, each in a separate envelope of paper, and placed them, 
one by one, on the stomach of n. somnambulist. She named 
them all. She designated cards ; she told the position of the 
hands of a wa,tch. 
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11 Another time," writes P etctin, 11 I rested my hand on the 
stomach of the invalid, who, without hesitating, said to me : ' I 
see throngh your hand, an antique medal.' I opened my hand, 
ntterly confounded ; the sister-in-law of the somnambulist cast 
her eyes on the medal, turned pale, and fainted. "\Vhen she 
came to herself, she inclosed a piece of paper in a brown and 
semi-transparent bonbonniere, and handed it to me behind her 
sister's couch. I coYered it with my band, and silently laid it 
on the stomach of the cataleptic: " I see in your hantl," said 
she, "a box, and in this box, a letter to my address." The 
terrifiecl sister-in-law trembled in all her limbs. I hastened 
to open the box, an d drew from it a folded letter, heariug the 
address of the invalid, antl post-marked Geneva." 

11 The next day, before leaving my house to visit my cata
leptic patient, I placed, by way of experiment, a very small 
letter on the npper part of my breast, and covered it with my 
cloak. A numerous company had assembled. 
At seven o'clock, the cataleptic was transformed into a listening 
statue. I drew np my chair, in order to be nearer the invalid. 
Her head being kept turned aside, I could see only her profile. 
I threw back my cloak, so as to expose the npper part of my 
body. 'Ah ! Doctor, how long has it been the fashion to 
carry letters about in the bosom ?' ' ~fadam, yon mnst be 
mistaken.' ' :No, I am sure of what I see ; yon have a letter 
in yonr bosom, which is not larger than that.' And she pointed 
out with the utmost correctness its position. 'If I were not 
very tliscreet, I might tell yon its contents ; but as a proof 
that I han really read it, it contains only two lines and a half, 
written in very minute eharacters.' .After having obtained 
pC>rmission to open it, everybody saw that the note corrcspomlcd 
to her description. 

" A friend of the family suddenly drew a purse from his 
pocket, placed it iu my bosom, closetl my vest over it, and 
pushed me to the side of the inYalid. ' Do not tronlJle your
self, tloctor ; you have in your 1Josom at this moment ~L ll. 's 
netted purse . There arc a number of louis on one 
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side, and silver on the other. But let no one be alarmed, I am 
going to mention the most remarkable thing that each person 
has in his pockets.' ' She commenced with her sister-in-law, 
and told her that the most interesting thing about her was a 
letter. The latter ~ms all the more surprised at this, since she 
bad received it that Yery evening by the post, and had not 
spoken· of it to any one. The invalid then passed on to the 
pockets of the others, describing their contents with the great
est exactness, and perpetrating a joke at every opportunity.'' 

:M. Pctetin speaks of other somnap1bnlists, not less clair
voyant ; one of them rccognized,in the closed baud of .M. Dolo
mieu, a. seal with armorial bearings, and the image of a griffin. 
She perfectly deciphered the writing on a piece of paper that 
had been sealed np and placed upon her stomach. 

It will, doubtless, have been remarked that almost all these 
experiments may be explained by the penetration of the thought, 
for persons who surround the somnambulists, generally know 
what they have written, what their letters contain, what is in 
their pockets or pnrse, what is engraved on their seals. Yet 
there are exceptions-among others, that of the watch, whose 
hands were made to turn round in a perfectly dark room. It 
is possible, then, that we here meet a real phenomenon of 
sight, penetrating oraquc bodies by means of other organs than 
the eyes. l.Vhile I hesitate to affirm this, because magne
tizcrs do not evince sufficient alacrity in accepting the cha.1-
lenges actually addressed to them, I assert that the thing is 
probable, and that in no case is any scientific principle opposed 
to it. 

:M. Ara:ro himself has admitted it in his article on Mesmer
ism, inserted in l' Annuaire dzi B1irea1i des longitudes. "The 
man," says he, "who outside of pure mathematics, pronounces 
the word impossible, is wanting in prudence. . Nothing, 
for example, in all the "·ouders of rnnmambnlism, is looked upon 
with more mistrust than an often repeated assertion touching 
the property possessed by certain persons in a crisis state, of 
deciphering a letter at a distance, by means of the foot, the hand, 
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or the stomach. Yet, I do not doubt that the suspicions of even 
the most rigidly critical minds will be removed after having re
flected on the ingenious experiments in which Moser produced, 
also at a distance, '°ery distinct· images of all sorts of objects 
on all sorts of bodies, ancl in the most complete darkness.'' 

There will, of course, be found scientific men, 'vho, with less 
genius than Arago, have less liberality. In order that our 
field of vision may be extended, we must take a. high point 
of view, and this is not gi-ren to all the world. "Since we see 
by means of the eyes," is the language of some, "'it is impos
sible that the image of objects sboulu produce au impression on 
the other organs, whatever may be the exceptional sensibility 

• occasioned by a particular state !" " The letter being sealed or 
enclosed in a box," say others, " it is impossible that the char
acters traced in black, on white paper, should be revealed by 
any effect whatever, 011 any organ whatever, even by the eyes I" 
I would adlisc those who argue so well, to pursue their reason
mg to the end, and to demonstrate to M . .Moser, that since there 
is a contradiction between the idea of the image and that of 
absolute darkness, it is impossible that the images should be 
produced at a distance in darkness ! 'This will prob
ably not prerent the images from being produced. 

After all, then, I carry my caution to its•extreme limits ; not 
only do.I say uothing of the wonderful misc en scene of magne
tism, of the magnetizers, who, not content with acting on their 
somnambulists at a distance,· amuse themselves with Llovving 
into a handkerchief or glove the fancies and even dreams they 
would induce in their patient, but I put a mark of interroga
tion before the seriour.i experiments which treat of the displace
ment of the senses, and of sight through opaque bodies. I bear 
in mind that the displacement of the sense." corresponds, pcrhnps, 
to nothing real, since our senses seem to he only different trans
formations of the touch ; ancl I atlcl, that it is not more flifficult 
to conceive of our impression of colors or forms traversing an 
opaque body, than traversing an absolutely dark space like th:it 
in which M. Moser operates. 
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In regard to that part of Animal :Magnetism which is hence
forth incontestable, it is co111prehenc1ed in the fact of fluid action, 
exercised near by or at a distance, on men and on animals. This 
action bas remarkable effects, but none which decidedly exceed 
the limits of the gre.at central phenomenon : the interior sense, 
the intellectual contact, the penetration of the thought. The 
clairvoyance of somnambulists appears, in general, to have only 
the character of an echo ; its prodigies arc prodigies of remfo
iscence or of perception of images and ideas which fill the 
minds of persons wi1:h whom the somnambulists are en rapport. 

Such t:eems to me to he the manifesto of Animal .Magnetism. 
It is but little modified since its origin ; if it has clrnnged and 
sometimes suppressed its' manipulations, if the emission of the • 
fluid or force is effected without buckets, without magnetized 
trees, and even sometimes ·without passes, it remains evident 
that magnctizers continue to revolve round the· same phenomena 
~of slumber, of medical effects, of insensibility, of action at a 
distance, of internal communication. This last phenomenon . 
has continued to be the pivot of the magnetism which is 
claimed to be supernatural ; I do not see that thus far any
thing of great consequence has heen added to the experiments 
of Messrs. Deleuze, Puysegur, and Petetin, to those of the com
mission named by the Academy of Medicine. 

If I make this remark, it is certainly not with a view to under
value a discovery, the importance of which is very great, or to di
minish the merit of the distinguished men who devote themselves 
to a study which, among us, calls for real courage. I feel, on the 
contrary, that in showing them that they have not been able to 
get rid of certain facts, I show tlrnt these facts are decidedly 
certain. There are countries (Germany in particular) where 
the men of science have no fear of compromising themselves, 
where Animal :Magnetism has been treated with the respect 
which is its due, and yet where they have always finished by 
returning to fundamental ideas, to truths henceforward estab
lished. 
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Biology itself is not an innovation ; it is only a, new form 
given to an old phenomenon. To bring a.bout, by nervous ten
sion and by fluid action, a state in wbicli the magnetized person, 
asleep or not, may be at the disposition of the magnetizer ; to 
profit by this state in order to suggest to the mind become 
thus passive, a series of images and impressions ueprived of 
all objective reality, is simply to modify the application of prin
ciples recognized from the commencement. \Vhy should not 
the incontestable influence of the magnetizers and the incontest
able penetration of the thougut, furnish the natural explanation 
of biological facts ? ·why should we go out of our way to 
seek what is within our reach? 

It is pretended that concentrated attention suffices to biolo
gize, and that there is no magnetism in this matter ! \Ve II, 
then, Jet it be tried ! Take twenty persons; let them fix their 
attention twenty successive times, yet, not a single one will fall 
into an antonrntic state, unless some of the party possess great 
magnetic power, and will to make use of it. And were it 
otherwise, whn.t would prevent me from being my own magne
tizer, and disengaging the fluid or magnetic force within me, in 
order to act upon myself in the energetic effort which is to end 
in my biologiza tion ? 

It is, then, evident that biology enters into the known acci
(fonts of magnetism, and that the progressive torpor manifested 
in it, is similar to that which takes possession of a magnetized 
person. This is all the more striking from the fact that the 
physical and moral energy of the subject is an obstacle to the 
success of the experiment ; women, young and rather feeble 
persons, and especially children, are biologized with nost faci
lity. A vigorous man, strong in mind und character, will 
rarely be brought. into thr. automatic state in which we find the 
taste of <li[er:~nt liquors in the same glass of water, in which 
we cease to feel blows after hunng, as we think, inhaled the 
fumes of a lmnc1kerchief impregnated with chloroform, in which 
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we cease (so it is · said) to see certain persons who are declared 
invisible ; in ·which, in ~hort, we yield to all rnggestions, 
expressed or not expressed, including the suggestion of sleep. 
Such a man will only partially submit, enn to the oruinary 
action of magnetism, properly so called. 

If biology adds ·nothing to the primitive discoveries of Mes
merism ; if ·it be only a very interesting and a very pretty 
method of explaining the wonders of pretended magic whieh 
are, at this day, performed in Egypt, the sensitires of Baron de 
Reichenbach are still less worthy of a place among new princi
ples. Indeed, nothing there is new but the name ; it is true, 
a name is something ! Instead of saying that magnetic action 
is exercised on certain persons, particularly on women, and 
that they then experience a nrnltiturle of sensations, the only 
source of wbieh is found in the mind or in the "·ords of the 
magnetizer, let them speak of the sensiti1:es, of that particular 
class endowed with mysterions facnlties ; let them fix their 
attention npon the od, that cosmical force which, positive and 
negative all together, circnlates through all bodies, and arrives· 
to us, moreover, in incommensurable quantities from the sun. 
An immense effect "·ill be produced ; there will be opened 
before the imagination those indefinite perspecti"res in which 
human credulity delights to roam. 

The scnsitires, we are told, have a positive pole and a nega
tive pole ; they experience peculiar sensations when in the 
vicinity of the loadston~ ! Is a magnet passed oYer their arm, 
they feel prickings ; they see flames issuing from this magnet 
in the light of day; their hand is compelled to follow it ! Our 
answer is, that without denying in itself, the possibility of 
a reciprocal ::i.ction between our nervous fluid and the magnet, 
there are here no facts that demonstrate it, for the sensations 
of biology suffice to explain the phenomenon, which is shown 
to have no ohjective reality, by the fact that the attractive 
force of the magnet really draws the hand, bnt the attractin 
force of the band does not draw the magnet. Now, such 
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actions are always rigorously reciprocal, and the movement 
of the magnet would alone have the value of proof, for the 
m::tgnot is incapable of the involuntary complaisance to which 
the hand is liable. 

In thus proceeding, by way of elimination and simplification, 
in discarding facts still contestable, and in bringing the new 
discoveries withi n the limits of oh1 priuciples, I have greatly 
reduced the list of certain results to which Animal Magnetism 
has hitherto conducted us. A physical action which is mani
fested under the form of drowsiness, of alleviation, or even of 
cure, of partial paralysis, or of total insensibility ; an influ
ence at a distance, vd1ich is felt by both men and animals ; an 
internal sense, in short, which is developed, and the effect of 
\rhich is to bring minds in contact, to create, as it were, a new . 
wny of seeing the objects that enter into the circle of the domi
uant idea, or into that of the fluid relations submitted to by 
the magnetizell ; this is all that the experiments have put 
beyond doubt. 

Shall we find it necessary to demand of the diabolical super
natural the explanation of such prodigies ? The answer to 
this question has, for some time, not been clonbtful in the eyes 
of the reader. He sees here, as in the Tul'lling Tables, a 
mi:~ed phenomenon : the vdll and the physical agent of which 
the will disposes. I say the will ; and I do not add the exter
nal manipulations. In fact, the will often suffices without the 
manipulatiom;, while the manipulations without the will, never 
effect anything. 

M. Dcleuze has accurately defined mixed phenomena in his 
Instructian pratique ( 324), when he says : "Those who would 
estabfo;h a theory of nrngnetism on the properties of matter, 
and those who would seek it only in the faculties of the soul , 
alike wu11der from the truth. Magnetism Lcing an emanation 
of omsckrs directed by the will, equally participates of the 
two substances that compose our being. 
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We lose our wny, indeed, the moment we discard this faith
ful analysis. It is rare, at the present clay, that it is mntilatetl 
by reducing everything to the action of a material agent ; the 
world is much more inclined to suppress this, either by seeing 
in magnetic phenomena only the effects of the ·will and the 
imagination, or lJy substituting, in place of the material agent, 
diabolical power. Let us examine the two systems. 

That which speaks only of the will and the imagination, 
might be sustained, we admit, were it not tltat magnetization 
at a distance, and especially the elevation without contact, of 
the Turning Tables, lend to :Mesmerism the only irrefutaLlc 
argument at its disposal. There is no reason, indeed, why the 
ascendency of a strong will, which strikes the imagination, and 
through it affects the nerves, should not, in certain cases, cause 
drowsiness, insensibility, or developments of dexterity and of 
the intellectual faculties ; there is no reason, indeed, why "it 
should not induce the manifest~tion of the interior sense 
with its perception of the pathologica1 appearance of the 
organs, and its penetration of the thought. \Vho can affirm 
that the intervention of a fluid or any force whatever, is 
indispensable in such circumstances. Are not the nervous 
results of moral impressions immense ? Does not fear take 
the legs from under one ? Does not emotion produce con
vulsive accidents ? Are not the convnlsionaries affected by 
catalepsy ? Do we not observe in them rigidity and insensi
bility, either partial or total? Do they not often display 
extraordinary strength and agility? Do they not surprise us 
by the development of certain senses or faculties, by the 
accuracy of their reminiscences ? Auel who wonlcl dare to 
determine the insurmountable limit of nervous phenomena? 
'Vhen the obstinate fixedness of my eyes on the same object 
ends in putting me to sleep, when a view of the water that 
fl ows under a bridge exercises an attraction over me, when the 
sight of a serpent or of a toad takes from a poor bird its strength 
to fly, is there necessarily a fluid in play? \Vhy should there 
be one, oven in the most extraordinary acts of natural, or 
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magnetic somnambulism? Have· we not seen the Chevalier 
de Barbarin, resorting to faith and the will · alone, excluding 
(at least he thought so) all process of magnetization, and yet 
obtaining the somnambulic trance ancl cure ? Is it not obvious, 
moreover, that the symptoms manifested in hlesmer's sibylline 
cave were such as arc coustantly observed in nervous epi
clcmic.:s : yawning, uneasiness, drowsiness, hysteric convulsions? 
Docs not .Animal .Magnetism, although at the present clay rid 
of its multitudes of couvulsiouaries, still bring on nervous crises? 
In short, is uot the magnetic state an unliealthy state, and is 
it not upou invalids that .Mesmerism exercises the most marked 
influence. 

Thus far, the adversaries of magnetism have a right to deny 
its fluid, an<l to interpret its prodigies by the imagination and 
the nerves. The action exercised on small children, and on 
animals, docs not, in itself, cause them any serious disturbance ; 
for imagination ancl nerves arc not wanting, either in animals 
or little children ; how, then, can it be affirmed that the 
glance of a magnetizer, in which is portrayed an energetic will, 
is not the only cause of the impressions they experience. In this 
respect, I uecm that ~1. Husson has goue too far, when, after 
citing the example of two children, ouc of twenty-eight months 
old, the other, ueaf and <lumb, who <lid not know what was 
done to them, arnl who were, nevertheless, sensible to magnetic 
actic,n, he coneluues that the imagination had no part in the 
result. Strict ly spcaki11g, it might have occasione<l it; certain 
gestures, and certain glances of the eye !Jaye power to disturb 
the nervous system of those even, who arc ausolutely ignorant 
of the suhjeet in question. 

Maguetiza.tion at a llistance is not exposed to the same ob
jection. If it be cle111onstratecl that sleep or other effects may 
be produced from a distance, at the minute willed, in a person 
not prcviu11~ly forewarned by any sign, it is certain that t!Jc 
llla.g-netizer has ui:'poseu of a flniu or force. For myself, I 
believe that the clemoustration i:-> complete on this poillt, aULL 

that the persercriug investigations of the .Academy of ~lctli-
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cine no longer leo;rn room for legitimate do.ubt ; yet, there are 
tenacfous doubters who are still tormented by vague sus
picions ; it seems to them that some sort of secret communi
cation must hn:rn been established between the magnetizer and 
the magnetized, and they reg·ard the fluid as contestable, so 
long as it uocs not manifest its presence in inert bodies-in 
objects deprived of ner-res and imagination. 

It is to skeptics of this sort that the Turning Tables n.nd 
their elerntions without contact, offer a decisive proof-a visible 
and tangible proof-of the presence of a physical n.g-cut. I am 
2.ware that they will not convince all ; but it is less important 
to conquer incredulity than to render it inexcusable. 

They \Yill possess another merit, for which I am still more 
grateful to them ; they will render inexcusable the credulity 
of men who discover the supernatural in _jfesmerism. From 
the moment the na.tural and material cause is demonstrated, 
it is no longer allowable to suppose a miraculous cause. X ow, 
I ask, what ~fesmeric phenomenon is there, "hich the fluid, 
obedient to the will, docs not suffice to explain ? Is it clrowsi~ 
ness, is it the performance of cures, is it insensibility, is it the 
interior sense with its nrious applications, is it action at a 
distance? Evidently, no. In order to justify the supernatural 
c:xplauation, its parti:saus are obliged to innnt snperuatural 
facts, deprived, as we have seen, of all reality ; they suppose 
intelligent auxiliaries, who hear iu mind the orders \rith which 
they are charged, and who modify their tenor according to 
circumstances ; they add to simple medical previsions . re~d 
prodigies l 

Determined to study magnetism, such as it is, and not such 
as it is imagined to be, I do not think it my duty to dwell 
longer on the error into which the champions of the super
natural apocrypha here fall. That which they imist upon 
discovering everywhere, that which they have demanded of 
old legends, of sorcery proceedings, aud of stories of po:::session, 
that which they now demand of the spirits of the Speaking 
Tables, they would naturally also ask of magnetism. A descrip-
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tion of this has sufficed to refute them. I have, in general, 
followed no other method in this discussion ; I have related 
facts, and the facts base rendered argument unnecessary. 

"The facts!" they exclaim, ''you have been careful not to 
report them all 1 Yon speak at great length of ordinary mag
netism, but yon barely touch on magical magnetism, which is 
our prinripal argument !" 

I mnst, then, say one word in relation to this melancholy 
episode : I slrnll have no difficulty in showing that here, ulso, 
it is absurd to have recourse to Satanic prodigies. .And first , 
to give an outline of magical magneti::m, the rnagnefam of 
M. Dnpotet. 

All his sorceries may, in general, be classed with the most 
simple and most familiar phenomena of biology. Thns, the 
famous magic cirde of )f. Dnpotet, that fatal ring traced by him 
on the floor during my ausence, that invisible ring iu "·hich he 
places me, and which it is impossible for me to leave, what else 
is it thau one of the ordinary experiments of biological rnag·
netism? Subjected to the will of the magnetizcr, I receiYe 
from him the impression of an impossibility, which, from that 
moment exists fo r me. If .M. Dnpotet, then, mentally orders 
me to turn in one direct ion, I turn ; if lie prohibits me from 
lifting my feet from the ground, it seC'ms to me that they arc 
ri\'eted there ; all of which is not more extraordinary than 
that I should find the taste of champagne in a glass of water, 
because such is the will of the magnetizer or of any other 
energetic per~on with whom I may be in magnetic rapport. 
In the magic circle, l\1. Dnpotct will make me sec shipwrecks 
arnl c-onflngrntions, he will Jill, at pleasure, rnr heart with gen
tle or tempest nous emotions ; M. lle La horde~ . ., nrn.g;ician did the 
same, anc.1 ~1. de Laborde l1imself, n·lio is not a magician, has . 
obtaine<l, with other Liologized children, results uot less renrnrk
able. 

Tl1e lines of good and Cl'il do not extend beyond the magic 
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circle, in so far as the marvellous is concerned. Here are two 
lines traced on the floor : the first is white, terminated by a 
triangle ; the second is black, terminated by a serpent. An 
individual awake, as are generally the subjects of biology, pre
sents himself for the purpose of testing the experiment. It 
may he that Le i.s, as yet, only partially under the influence 
exercised by a certain degree of anxious expectation, of mys
terious preparations, and of the magnetic action developed 
without passes, by the will of M. Dnpotet ; it may be that he 
fancies he is about to show the insignificance of the magic lines. 
But scarcely does his foot touch tLe fatal marks, than his emo
tion becomes intense ; attracted by the line of evil, and 
inclining to that of good, he attains neither one nor the 
other, but becomes exhausted and a prey to real convul
sions. 

It is thus, at least, that the fact is related. Is it very cer
tain that everybody is at liberty to try the experiment ? 
Those who attend the dominical conferences of M. Dnpotet at 
Paris, are they not, whatever may Le said, and whatever they 
may themselves think, extremely disposed to admit the diaboli
cal supernatural ? If one of the profane shoukl rise and take 
his place upon the floor, woul11 he not fiml that one of the ini
tiated had anticipated him? Does it not very naturally and very 
honestly happen by the effect of a general law which is every
where oheyecl, that the unsuccessful experiments are not taken 
into consideration ? I would venture to ask these, as well as 
some other questions which the realler may divine. Iu any 
case, whatever may he the superiority of tLe magnetic action 
disposed of by M. Dnpotet, wLatever may he the impressibility 
of our imagination in presence of doings in magic, of the silent 
attention of au assembly of the initiated, of the acts, the 
expression of countenance and the appalliug assurance of the 
sorcerer, whatever may be the agitation cansell in our minds 
hy the single iUea of these two lines and the two terms in 
which they end, whatever may be the moral disturbance pro
duceu in us by the fact of our witnessing nervous crises in one 
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or two other experimenters, although it may be trne that no 
one can resist such a mass of enervating eircnmstances, I shall 
have none the less a right to i;;ay that the empire exercised 
over the assemLly by ~I. Dupotet, comes within the ordinary 
facts of biological magnetism. :Mesmer's famous Ifall of eon
vnlsionaries was nothing in comparison with the magical ball 
of ~f. Dnpotet, and I incline to the opinion that if, instead of 
performing his operations with great ceremony at his own 
house, where the believers prellominated, and where he was 
always allowed to commence with noise and excitement, ~f. 

Dupotet had quietly come to pnr house or mine, to draw his 
Jines on our floors, and had asked us to put our feet on them, 
yon and I would, probably, have been able to move about on 
these two lines, according to our pleasure, or even leave them 
entirely, without experiencing any effects from the pretended 
power which the chalk or chareoal are said to contain. 

The magic mirror of M. Dnpotet, of .M. Segouin, or of any 
other modern magician, has precisely the same sort of action. 
\Ve shall be told that the spirits have been fixed there by an 
incantation of witchcraft, that the virtues and viees reside in 
the clrnrcoal arnl in the filings, or in the signs of the Zodiac 
which surround the mirror. Scarcely are the eyes of the 
experimenter attentively directed to this fatidical glass, than the 
trembling comme11ces ; signs of terror or· of anger are to be 
seen ; tears roll down the cheeks, and the nrngnetizer is some
times oLliged to interrupt a paroxysm that threatens to lJecorne 
dangerous. 

I can easily conceive that these things may lie, nevertheless. 
I no not helieve there is anything magical connected with the 
mirror except its name . . . . unless biolo~y is al so magical, 
anll with it, all nrngneforn, aucl all the natural facts it may 
plea~e u~ to inscribe in the catalogne of sorceries I 

If any one call:-; my attention to the facL that ~[. Dupotet 
coufcsscs to hi ~ cleali11gs in magic, that he acknowledges him
self guilty, very guilty, I answer that such illusions are not 
new ; the nw.gicians and sorcerers of oltlen times, also con· 

VOL. lI.-12 
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fessed their crime, and related in what manner the spirit of 
darkness acted in and through them. In one sense, th.ey were 
guilty, for a recourse to the devil cannot be innocent, although 
its miraculous results may he only a dream. For a still 
stronger reason is it true that au appeal to Satan at the 
present day, is nqt made without sin, and that its inutility in 
regard to prodigies does not destroy its fatal reality in regard 
to the intention. Satan plays bis part, and a terrible part in 
all spurious sorcery. 

But this is not the part attributed to him by )f. Dupotet, 
when he says : "For the operation of the magic mirror, with 
a hit of coal we trace a circle, taking care that all its part;;: 
arc blackened. Onr intentions are clearly formed in our 
minds : no hesitation in our tbong·bts : we will that the animal 
spirits shall be fixed and remain confined in this small space, 
that they shall call there ambient and similar spirits, so that a 
communication may he established between them, and a sort of 
alliance result therefrom." 

This language, which supposes neither simple fascination nor 
a fluid action, implies the nistence of an occult and super
natural power which takes possession of the operator. ::\L 
Dupotet, who, for a long time, expressed himself with extreme 
caution, has finally rendered his thought perfectly clear. "I 
seem,~~ he write~. " to hear the partisans of magnetism say : 
' Bah ! Is not everything discovered ? Have we not somnam
bulism and ecsta~y? \Yhat can there he more ?' ' There is 
something which yon have not dh·ined ; for, groping your way 
like the blind man, yon do not see what is by your side, what 
actually touches yon.' '\Vhat is it, then?' 'I am about to 
trust yon with this great secret. By a sort of mental e1:owtio11, 
by a mysterious appeal, the spirit e'i:oked by you~ having need, in 
order to communicate with mortals, to make use of the orfr~llls 
of the latter, takes possession of their domicil without ceremony, 
and soon causes the arms or hands to lllO"\e.:' ... 

I have already mentioned the \ery significant confession of 
~I. Dupotet.. He declares "that he has felt the touch of this 
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formidable power;" this force (an.other would say "this devil") 
agitated all his being as soo11 as it Lael been evoked hy him. He 
acknowledges that the " compact was consummated," aml thus 
he thinks he bas found true magic. 

Once more I repeat, this is sadly serious, notwithstanding 
the strange illusion of which ~L Dupotet is the victim. Ile 
who cli<l not, at that time, helieve in the devil, though he has 
since declared for his majesty, inYents some sort of invisible he
ings by wn.y of explaini11g facts for which physiology all(l 
physics, properly consulted, wonlcl very satisfactorily account. 
"In the performance of my lahors," he says, "I confess that 
I experienced a degree of fear. I saw extraordinary thing:;:, 
strange spectacles, and I felt within me the approach and co11-
tact1 as it were, of invisible beings. I was in the full possession 
of my reason ; my incredulity, e\en, had not left me. I ca11not 
tell what it was that <leprivcd me of my courage and filled me 
with terror. I did not believe in the devil ; but, I say it with
out reserrntion, my skept icism was finally conquered. One 
may well be permitted a slight shndder when the l10use trem
bles." (J.1Iagie rlevoilCe, 147, 152 and 153, 221.) 

M. de ~lirville makes similar confessions, at which no one will 
he surprised. "Let ~I. Dnpotet, however, not deceive himself," 
he writes (286). "He is not the discoverer pf the magico-mag
nctic force ; he has made no other progress in his experime11ts 
than that of having once more bronght to light, and more clear
ly perhaps, the nullity of the rational magnetic theories, and 
or having again demonstrated that something else tha11 material 
fiuitls or psychological manifestations is necessary to fnrni sh the 
cine to the art he professes ; a cine which the humhlcst sacris
tan of the most motlest church, or the shepherd of his village 
will, perhaps, know before him." 

As for the slwpherd, that is a matter of conrse ; it has long 
heen demonstrated that whoever takes care of sheep sells himself 
t0 the cle·dl ! Seriously ~peaking, it is deplorable to see so many 
sincere and intelligent men, at the pr<'se11t day, falling into such 
enormous, such gratniton=- error. P~ychology and the fiuitls do 
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not suffice ! \Vhy not? Is it because one of the pupils 
(" c:rperirncntes ") of M. Dupotet, on the occasion of his first 
appearance at his conferences, ignorant of what had previously 
taken place there, and personally unknown to the mngnetizer, · 
insisteu upon following the mark of an olc1 line, traceu at for
mer operations, ·and to which the hrnsh had been repeatedly 
applied? But, to snpposc there to have been no illusion in 
the verification of this fact, it enters as clearly as the others 
into the phenomena of biology. The old line was present . 
to the memory of M. Dupotet, am1 his pupil was in an 
admirable condition to submit to this new mngnetic rngges
tion. 

Thus we always find ourselves in presence of these two op
posite theories, between which the reader must make his choice; 
the one maintains that natural explanations, so long as 
they are possible and sufficient, should be preferred ; the other 
indignantly rejects explanations 80 -vulgar and common-place, 
while it. constantly supposes the supernatural. The champions 
of this last hypothesis, nowhere gi-ve greater evidence of their 
weakness than in the theory of mng·ical or non-magical Mes
merism. At the sight of the most ordinary phenomena, the 
development of the facnlties or paralysis, the manifestation of 
the internal sense and biological lHtssivity, they cry out prodi
gy, they reject or make snbordinate, physiology ancl the fluirls ! 
For what reason? Because it pleases them so to do. It is 
impossible to discover any other motiYe. Strnck, like every 
one else~ with the ciose relation that exists between -a great 
number of the facts of okl magic and those of Animal Magnet
ism, they find it too simple to say with ns : ".Magic is often 
only magnetism.'' They much prefer to say : " :Magnetism is 
often magic." 

They quote, by way of demonstration, these words of ~f. 
Dupotct : " Magnetism is magic. Does not history preserve to 
us the melancholy example of what happened to past genera
tions in regard to sorcery and magic ? The facts were only too 
real But how lrn.vc I discovered this art ? From 
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what source have I learned it ? fwrn my own ideas ? X o, it is 
nature herself lfho has taught it to me. How ? in producing 
under my eyes, at first, without my seeking it, indubitable facts 
of sorcery aml magic. In truth, what is somnamlmlic 
sleep? A·rcsult of magical power. \Vhat is magnetization at 
a distance, by the thongbt aml without rapports, if it be not 
the action exercised by shepherds aucl sorcerers ? 
That 1vhieh you call nervous fluid, magnetism, ecstasy, the 
ancients called the occult power of the sou], subjection, the 
influence of spells." (Jlagie dh·oil{c, 50, 51.) 

The Chevalier Gougenot des :Mousseaux, ·who fights under 
the same banner as ~I. de :Mirvi1Ic, rejoices with him over these 
assertions of :M. Dupotet, whom them gentlemen seem to 
reg·ard as almost infal1ible, since he has come to the conclusion 
that he is a magician. Listen to .M. de l\fousseau:s: : 

"It woukl, then, show ignorance or folly, henceforth to attri
Jmtc to the forces of physical nature the grand phenomena of 
magnetism, arnl to apply the name reality to the pretcndccl 
fluid which sen-es as its agent. Or, indeed, if this natnral fluid 
exists, as we arc rather inclined to think, its physical action is 
reducecl to effects far more paltry than one would suppose. Per
haps, however-and the thing is quite singular-perhaps it must 
be admitted, v.-Iwtever may be its power or its weakness, that its 
existence is necessary or useful to the spirits who like to join 
with us in the practices of magic. For this fluid (this spirit us 
inscn:icns animrc of certain thcnrgy), according to the opinion 
of very remarkable observers, might wc1l be the instrument of 
these ~pirits arnl their means of operating on matter. 'V c, therefore, conclude that either the iluitl of magnetism does 
not exist, or its physical action is weak ; or rather, according 
to some men of very remarkable sagacity, it is often seen to 
become, as it were, a natural link to which the spirits arc sus
p('11dc<l, and hy which they operate." (llla:urs et 
I'ratiq ucs des demons, 216-21!). 

'Vhat a. quantity of assertions ! I demand the proofs. 
These they would seem to offer us iu the attacks directed 
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against CLristi:rnity Ly many of the mngician magnetizer;;; and 
the ninjority of the mediums, who now-a-dnys follow in their 
footsteps. They insinnate that to attack religion tbns, one 
must hare made a compact with Satan. 

Alas ! the ordinary compact in which there is nothing magi
cal, that which abandons our wicked hearts to the influence of 
the tempter, this compact is fully sufficie11t to explain such 
impiety. Is there any necessity of transforming all the enemies 
of the Gospel into sorcerers ? Now, it would be all the more 
ahsurd to reason thus in reference to the present subject of our 
consideration, since transcendent magnetism has not only its 
srbool of magic, bnt it has also bad its Catholic school. \Vere 
those men who iirrnked the Virgin and the angels also magi
cians? Their p.rodigies, the constant reality of which I am, 
moreover, very far from admitting, ·were they accomplished by 
the action of the devil ? The illuminated Catholics of Avignon, 
with their stigmata, their deliverances from possessions, with 
their anticipated submission to the judgments of the Roman 
church, did they hold the language of M. Dnpotet : " I have 
felt the touch of this formidable power .... the bond was 
drawn up, the compact consummated?" 

Far from supposing magic to be magncfom, let us haore the 
good sense to sec magnetism in magic. Let us open onr eyes 
to the evidence, let us follow that principle of common wisdom 
which requires that, so long as the natural explanation is possi
ble, we do not resort to the supernatural. We shall thus find 
the key to many prodigies. 

Let us take, for ·example, those still practifcd in Eg-ypt 
and in India. There, the pretended sorcerers effect cures, 
practise divinations, charm serpents, and fall into a deathlike 
insensibility. This is very snrprising ; it is not inexplicable. 

Here is an old Ilimloo woman, who is called upon to discover 
stolen goods; she enters gradually into a nervous paroxysm, or 
perhaps the interior sense is quickened, and brings her in 
contact with the sought for objects, with the authors of the 
offense. 
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I leave out of the question enrything that comes nnder the 
head of imposition or of sagacity, everything founded on the sim
ple knowledge of the human heart, like the divinations of that 
brahmin, who, likewise caIIed upon to discover a thief, solemnly 
weighed out some smaII portions of rice, and invited all the 
Hiudoo servants of the house successively, to eat the part set 
before them, declaring that the throat of the guilty one would 
close up so that he could not swallow it ; a. result which 
frequently and natura11y takes place by the simple effect of 
emotion. 

Sneh miracles require no cowmentary. It is otherwise with 
the fart related by the Rev. ·wmiam Buyer (Northern India, 
36g-370 ), of a man possessing power to suspend in himself, 
sensibility, and, in a measure, life. The story is confirmed lJy 
the testimony of numerous European officers, which, as we 
know, by no means excludes illusions or errors. N evertbele.ss, 
supposing it to be entirely true, and it is corroborated by many 
analogous facts, it might be accounted for in this way : 

The man in question might have fallen iuto a complete 
lethargy; be might have been, according to a programme 
previously agreed upon, sewed in a. winding-sheet, f'hnt up in 
his coffin, and interred in a tomb of very solid brick. Thi:; 
tomb might have remained sealed for a month. Afterwards 
opened, the patient might have been fom1d there in the same 
state of insensibility ; milk having been introduced into his 
month, he would be immediately resuscitateJ. and able to 
mount his camel and continue bis journey. I do not positively 
assert that things actually happened thus, or that the tomb 
was inhabited for thirty days ; but more or less prolonged, the 
apparent suspension of life was none the less produced at will 
by this Indian, and it appears tha t the same power is also 
possessed by many others of his countrymen. It is impossible 
to overlook in it, one of the most distinguishing characteristics 
of the nervous state, brought on Ly certain crises, and which is 
also r.aused at a. specified hour by the action of the fluid or 
ma.gnetic force. 
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But there is another feature, still more astonishing, perhaps, 
which seems to be presented in the practices of modern magi
cians almost as distinctly as in the history of the convulsions 
of Saint Medard. I would speak of that invulnerability, of 
that rela.tive impenetrability which characterizes the great 
secours. The char.mers of serpents seem to be not less inn1lncr
aLle-I mean those who arc to be seen every day in the Indies 
and in Egypt, those so correctly descriLed in the book of 11Ir. 
Lane (Account of tl1c llla11ncrs and Onstoms of tlze J..'IIodcrn 
Egyptians, ii., 103, 104), those llcscribcd by _Mr. Spry 
(lliodcrn India, i., 209 and following). In respect to the 
charmers of serpents of antiquity, although Galen and Strabo 
attribute to them exaetly the same wonders, I shall pass them 
hy, pausing for an instant only, on the acts aml gestures of a. 

Hindoo charmer, and of an Egyptian psylle. :Mr. Spry, a 
Yery distinguished physician, whose skepticism, moreover, was 
absolute on this point, gives us the following information : 

" Ile was in company with some other Englishmen. Having 
taken with them a charmer, they conducted him to a heap of. 
ruins at a great llistance. There, they caused him to lay aside 
his clothes, so as to make sure he played them no tricks, and 
they closely watched bis movements. Ile approached the 
ruins, uttering a hissing noise like that of serpents, and 
agitating his limbs and features more and more violently. 
Thereupon, serpents after scrpeuts were seen to appe::ir, all 
belonging to the most venomous species. They gradually drew 
near to the charmer, who took them in his hand and put them 
in his basket." 

Up to this point, it may be s::iicl, there is no evidence of any
thing more than a fascinating or stupefying action exrrcisel1 on 
animals ; the invulnerability of man does not show itself. But 
it is difficnJ.t not to snppose something analogous ttJ this phe
nomenon, ·when the charmer afterwards ties the serpents nround 
liis neck and puts them entirely into his mouth . This is also 
done by the psylles of :Modern Egypt. From a covcrell tub, 
one of them will draw a. serpent whose bite is mortal. He 
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wilJ wind it aronntl his neckr like a ribbon. He will place the 
head of the reptile in his mouth, which it enters, fold after folr1, 
uutil even its tail disappears. Tbeu, he will slowly withdraw 
it. And let no one say he bas removed his veuomons teeth, for 
they are seen shini11g in the open jaws of the animal ; neithe1: 
let :my one pretend that the creature bas been tamed, for the 
psylle will call nnc1 cn.tch the serpent in your presence 1 from any 
old wall you may point out to him. 

Of whatever nature the action exercised may be, whether it 
applies to the serpent alone, or whether it also modifies the 
fibre:;; of the charmer, it classes itself in all cases, as is eviue11t, 
in the category of effects sometimes protlucec1 by fluitl opera
tions and uervous crises. 

There i~, however, no relation between the invulnerability of 
the charmer:-> and the miracle which J esns Christ promised to 
show forth i11 the midst of the Apostolic generation. Panl, 
~haking into the fire the viper fastenetl to his hnml (Acts xxviii. 
3-G) dic1 not act like a charmer of serpents : he rendered 
inoffensive, through 1he power of the Lord, the venom already 
introduced into his body. No charmer ever has done, or enr 
will do, anything similar to thi:;:. ·we may be snre that, if the 
apostle hatl merely mag·netically subdued the viper so as to 
handle it with impunity, the inhabitants of :Melita, accustomed 
ns they were to sec prodigies, wonld not have Leen tempted to 
take him for a gotl. 

My demonstration is fini shed. :Magical magnetism furnishes 
no more arguments than ordinary magnetism to the theory of 
the supernatural. Neither docs the em pirical mngneti:'m of the 
Egyptians or the Hindoos exceed the limits of pnrrly phpio
loµ:ical or physical effects. The partisnns of the s11pernaturnl 
have, then, only one other resource-the l'pirits of the speakiug 
tables, and of these they consequcn11y take enry possible 
udrnntnge. Bnt, before pas~ing to this last portion of our 
stncly, I nm anxious to say n. few words iu relation to one or 
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two painful thoughts arising from the examination of the mes
meric pbcnomcua. 

"You speak to us," will he saiL1 hy more than one reader, 
" of influences, magnetically exercised, of the penetration of the 
thought by the internal sense. I prefer to attribute such a 
power to the devil, against whom I know I must be on my 
guard, than to men· who, hy a nui.terinl process, may ruin, at 
their pleasure, my free will, or betray to the first comer the 
"'ecrets of my heart !" But where do they see that free-will is 
destroyed, and the secrets of the heart betrayed ? Let ns com
menee with free-will. 

M. Dclenze (Instruction, 11, 96, 91, 99, 118, IHI, 138, 14 7, 
238, 240, 241, 266, 269, 279, 281, 375-377) a1lmits, in a 
(10grce, (lonbtless e.xeessivc, the good or bad impulse which the 
nrngnetizer, according to bis theory, is able to commnnicote to 
the magnetized. "He may sometimes arrange with him the 
means of correcting his faults, of rendering his conduct more 
rcg;ular, of breaking off dangerous eonnections."--" The mag· 
nctizer may, after having agreecl with the somnambulists to that 
effect, communicate to them while in the somnambulic state, an 
i<.1ea or a will which shall influence them in a waking state, 
without their knmving the cause. Thus the nrngnetizer says to 
the somnambulist : "Yon ,yil] return home at snch an hour ; 
yon will not go this evening to the theatre ; yon wil1 dress 
yourself in a certain way ; you will make no difficulty in taking 
such a medicine."--" Magnetism, "·hen accompanied by som
namlmlism, ordinarily gives to the somnambulist a "Very strong 
nffection for her magnetizcr, and this affection eontinnes in the 
'rnking state, cnn after the treatment is finished."--" I would 
recommend to the magnetizcr to excite, in bis patient, confidence 
in God, and religions sentiments. . \Yhen she is cured, 
she will think of him in her prnyers." 

In the Letter from a foreign pl1ysicia11, which closes the volume 
of M. Deleuze, bis corref'pondent recurs to the fact mentioned 
hy the author, which seems most contrary to our free will-the 
dctermina.tive influence that the will of the magnctizer, acting 
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in concert with the somnamhuJist during his crisi~, continues to 
exercise in a waking state. "This fact," says hr, "enters into 
the same category with another v1ell-known phenomenon-tlint 
in wldeh, when we form a rc~olution to awake at a certain hour, 
we i11variahly rouse ourselves at the appointed moment. The -
impression of onr will penetrates through sleep, and produces 
its action without our being sensible of the succession or the 
existence of the intermediate ideas." Ile adds the following 
curious details : " One of my somnambulists had been expressly 
forbidden to cat of certain dishes of which she was "\"Cry fond, 
lrnt she could not absta in, not";7ithstandini:; all my remonstrances, 
in her waking state. Foreseeing, then, the inutility of further 
representations on my part, she begged me to will that, each 
ti~e she was tempted to partake of these dishes, she should be 
seized with inexpressible anguish, and that her throat should 
close up ; things which act nally happened. The snme person 
was ordered to take cold bath~, which she di~likecl beyond all 
expression. \Yell aware thn.t she could not conquer this repug
nance, she entreated me to will strongly, that, the instant she 
had taken off her clothes, she should, in spite of herself, plunge 
into the bathing-tub, and there fall iuto the sonmamhulic state ; 
nnd this was clone, to the great astonishment of all who kucw 
her. This si11gnln.r empire of a foreig-n will, solicited as a relief, 
supplying the place of one's own will, -extends both to moral 
and intcllcctnal things ; and I hnse oftc11 in the ease of this 
same somnnmLulist, recalled thoughts and sentiments to her 
rniucl, or induced actions which were apparently i11 contrndictio11 
with her real di~position. Two souls were then i11 conflict in 
the same person." 

These are the limits of the empire of magnetism nncler its 
sornnamlrnlic form : it directs certain physical or moral nets, 
hut only after having been tacitly or morally acceptetl ; the 
sonmamlrnlist so little loses bis free-will, that he himself ~olieits 
the assistance of the rnagnctizcr, and resists, 'vith iuvineiblc 
encrg-y, propositions offensive to him. If he afterwards, when 
awake, forgets this agrreme11t, anrl recrivcs impulses to which 
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he does not remember lrn.ving cons0ntccl, it is none the leRs true 
that this free consent bas existed on bis part, and that the phe
nomenon which gives him the strength to overcome uctnal 
repugnances by means of a previous resolution, docs not essen
tia11y differ from that which is every day ohsc·rvecl in the life of 
men of a persistent will. 

But does not magnetism under its second , under its biological 
form, expose itself to the objection? These obvious manifesta
tions of free-will, this resistance, tbis consent \\'hich '"e discover 
at the basis of somnambnlic ouedience, are they equally apparent 
in biological obedience ? I admit there is 110 trace of tllem. The 
biologizecl person submits to impressions without controlling and 
without debating them ; be secs, feels, touches, simply because he 
has been commanded to toucb, feel and s~e ; acted upon byi:bis 
power alone, he even experiences sentiments which his moral 
being bas not accepted, ]ms not willed. I was told, the other 
day, of a man whose conscience seemed to have serveJ. as a play
thing for his magnetizer. " Do yon wish," he asked, "that I 
should give him the instinct to steal?" And instantly, his victim . 
stealthily creeps towards you, takes your handkerchief, and 
puts it in his pocket. "Do you wish me to give him back his 
honesty?" Restitution of the artides is then made, accom
panied with touching confessions a.nd tears. " Do you wish me 
to make him perform an· act of worship ?" His knees bend 
under him, and his eyes arc bumbly raised towards heaven. 

I do not deny the facts ; I contest the in terpretation given to 
them. "You see," it is s;:i,id, "that biological magnetism its.elf 
disposes of our will, it inflects and changes it at pleasure !" 
Certainly not, for it begins by completely su~pentling the exer
cise of the will, and this is what cbaracterizes biology. \Yherc 
thP-re is no longer any will, there can be no question of free-will. 
Has it ever been pretended that insanity or imbecility are in 
contradiction with free-will ? Yet any one mig·ht, by wounding 
certain of my essential organs, make me an imbecile ; a material 
accident might make me a fool. In this condition, I should 
conceive ideas and adopt resolutioni', the responsibility of 
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\rhich would not rest with me, -and all because of a slight phy
sical injury. 

The conclusion is easy to draw : certain diseases, certain 
crises of the human body, disturb or even suspend intellectual _ 
and moral life ; that which the man then docs, is not accom
plished hy his intellectual and moral nature ; as long as he 
olJcys suggestions or a fixed idea, he remains equally a stranger 
to the acts performed by him. I can only shrug my shoulders 
when I hear it said : " Go, mngnetizers and biologizcrs : take 
the place of the missionary ; convert the Pagan nations, by 
suggesting to them the idea of Christ ; correct debauchery, by 
suggesting the idea of temperance and virtue !" To this super
ficial olJjection, there is only one answer : The morbid state 
once passed away, the snggestion also passes away; the me, the 
all-important self, who was absent, then returns, and there 
remains alJsolutely nothing of what was done without him, noth
ing, not even a remembrance. 

Thus, free will is no more compromised by biological magne
tism than by somnamLulic magnetism. The somnambulist 
resists injunctions which displease him ; the biologized subject 
remains a stranger to everything, forgets everything . 

.Mou arc, nevertheless, indignant that material facts should 
have such power over ua; they say : if the magnetizey is unable 
to overcome the funtlamcntal repngnn uccs' of his somnambulist~, 
docs he uot dictate to them various indifferent acts; docs he not 
contribute to make them adopt, during the crisis, resolutions, 
the empire of which is greatly prolonged; docs he not positively 
introdnce a new elemcu L i11to their determinations ? 

Those who reason ihusJ seem to believe that all influence cx
erci:;cd over ii:; by others, and iu particular every impulse pro
ceeding from a physical canse, is irreconcilable with our free
will ! If this were the case, free-will could never exist ; arnl 
yet it docs exist to such an extent that a mau without free
will (I do not say without liberty) ca1111ot even be conceiveu 
of; cverybouy instinctively feels that the human me is Aus-
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pended during insanity or during the biological crisis, as during 
lethargy. 

I ha.-e said that free will could never exist if it were irrecon
cilable with the often very powerful influence of extraneous im
pulses, and especially of physical causes. \Vbere is the man, 
indeed, who is secure from this influence ? Let us enumerate 
the various forms ui1der which it is produced : I ha1e lived snr
rounc1ed by good examples, or I have breathed from my cradle, 
the corrupt atmosphere of vice ; still further, the blood which 
flows in my veins, bears with it good or evil dispositions. Do not 
these infiuenees immensely surpass, iu energy, that exercised by 
a magnetizer whose propositions must be made acceptable, and 
who limits his despotism to continuing, during the waking 
hours, what has been agreed npon during the sornnan_:ibulic 
state, joining thereto, perhaps, a few analogous directions1 a cnp 
of milk, a cold bath? God, who preserves onr free-will from 
the blows under which it wouh1 seem that it must be crashed, 
God, who does not abandon the man plunged into the lowest 
depths of infamy, or led away by the most perverse hereditary. 
propensities, who enables him to respond to the outw::ml or the 
secret appeals of grace, and to use his free-will to escape from 
the bondage of sin, cannot Ile protect the moral man against a 
less vital aggression ? 

But onr opponents do not yet give it Ul\ they pretend to doubt 
the resistance of the somnambulists ; they wonk1 make us believe 
in their absolute subjection ; they speak to us of their nffection 
for their magnetizer ! Affection is not subjection. Yes, . the 
somnambulist loves him who doeti him good ; he experiences a 
natural sentiment of confidence and gratitude. Attcmpr, how
ever, to overstep this limit, and to exact a servile obedience ; 
attempt, for example, to impose on a somnambulist opinions or 
acts contrary to his principles, anc1 you will see ·in what manner 
he maintains his free-will ! 

hl. Deleuze forcibly establishes this in his Instrnction p1·atiqni 
(240, 241, 281): "\Yhat has been related," he says, "of the 
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dependence of the somnamhuli5ts upon their magnctizer, has 
inspired ill-founded prejudices against somnambul ism. This 
clepcndencc is only rclafrrc ; it h::is its necessary limits, and can
not result in the conseqncnces tlrnt have hitherto caused it to 
be lookccl upon with suspicion. The somnambulist preserves his 
reason and the use of his will; when he feels that the magnetizer 
wishes him well, he yields to him, and strengthened by him, he 
resolves to conquer a bad habit, to resist a pernicious inclination 
or fancy, to take a medicine for which he has an aversion ; he 
derives benefit from the ascendency of the magnetizcr over him, 
and is put in an aclv:rntageou:3 position, which may continue 
during the waking hours. Sometimes he obeys the orders of his 
magnctizcr in regarcl to indifferent nrnttcrs, because the desire 
to please gets the better of whatever spirit of opposition he may 
feel; but the latter never obtains from him the disclosilrc of n. 
secret which it is his duty or interest to conceal, neither any
thing contrary to his principles of integrity which direct him in 
the waking state. A reprehensible act revolts him, and throws 
him in to convulsions.11 

hl. Dcleuze, who has just spoken of the principles of integrity 
of the somnarnbnlists, elsewhere admits that all do not possess 
these, and states that th~y also know how to defend their evil 
instincts or mischievous opinions against their nrngnctizer ; in 
no sense can it be said that they arc :i.hsolntcly subjected. 
".Jiany somnambnlists," writes l\I. Delcuze, "prcscnc the pas
sions antl inclinations whieh they had in a waking state. There 
arc some very good ones, who even s::icrificc themselves for 
others ; some arc profonrnlly selfish; some nrc of an angelic 
purity ; . . .. some arc to be fon11tl, who preserve, in somnam
bulism, the <ll'prnvity of their waking state ; some, who calcu
htc their intcrl'sts, and who profit by what is tohl them, in 
order to procure themseh·cs a<lv:rntagc~ : rnnity and jea1on~y 
arc quite common among them." 

Ile quote:-;, in conelusion, as a summary of his opinion, the 
following passage from .JL Pas:rnrnnt, who himself maiutains 
f'OmC' rcry rcmarlrnblc faets: "Extrrior agents may, in spite of 
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us, carry disorder into our physical organization ; but our moral 
organization depends only ou our will. So long as man wishes 
to be free, be remains so, as much in somnambulism as in the 
waking state. \Ye may wound, we may kill ; but we cannot 
corrupt a human being without bis consent." 

This assuredly does not hinder man, either in the somnambu
lic or waking state, from being surrounded by influences which 
act upon him to a greater or less degree. The authority of the 
maguetizer, the confidence and affection he inspires, coustitute 
one of these influences. In relation to this as in relation to the 
others, free-will is manifested rrot only in what he resists, but 
also in what he sometimes yields, in spite of strong repuguance<S. 
\Vhy desire that somnambulists should be more free than men 
in their ordiuary state ? It is sufficient that they should be as 
much so Now, even as you, in order to spare the feelings of 
the author, reluctantly embrace an opinion displeasing to you, 
so does this somnambulist obey injunctions which annoy or justly 
offend him, but with which he cannot refuse to comply without 
grieving his magnetizer. That such an influence may Le carried 
too far, is not to be doubted ; that certaiu souls (feminine souls 
especially) thus sn tisfy their baiefnl taste for direction, their 
1 hirst for dependence, their necessity to shake off legitimate 
responsibility, and to believe in a man instead of iu tr:uth, I am 
not disposed to deny. :Moreover, this is the liistory of all influ
ences, without exception, and no one has the right to say that 
the individual who examines, who reasons, who now abandons 
himself to temptations,. and now resists or struggles, is trans
formed into a machine, the springs of which are held by a 
foreign baud. 

This is all the more striking from the fact, that the resist
ance ceases as soon as physical effects are in question. The 
Romuamlmlist who debates propositions with his magnetizer, 
:md who obeys only on goou grounds, is seized, whether he 
wills it or not, by the fluid power, which lulls him to 
sleep, awakens the interior sense within him, nml estn blishes 
the coutact of the thought:;. He has just overcome a moral 
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attraction ; he immediately yields to the material attraction, 
anu "·hen the magnetizer wills him to move in one direction, 
he is compelled to obey his command. Bound by cords or 
by fluids, it signifies' but little, we go whither we are led, and 
our free will has nothing to do with an act. in which the forces 
alone arc in play, in whid1 our body alone is acted upon. 

I would stty as much of the fluid penetration, by means of 
which the somnambulist sometimes receives the rebound of the 
sentiments, or acts of his magnetizer. The latter, ti.red out, 
takes a bath, and experiences decidccl relief; the somnnmbulist, 
ignorant of this circumstance, receives, perhaps, nt the same 
instant, the Bensation of Lcing immersed in warm water, and of 
unexpected comfort. Bnt here, still, the free-will is not in 
question ; our ordinary senses transmit to us their pcrceptio11s 
without consulting 118, so also does the interior sense transmit 

• to us its impressions. The inclepenclcnce of tl:c moral man is 
entirely separate from the question ns to whether we enter in 
coutncL with tangible ol>jccts, or with thoughts, images, and 
impressions. . 

The only power that could menace or ruin it, would be one 
capa1Jlc of mollifying our Gpinions and sentiments, without our 
knowledge aud consent. Thanks be to God, such a power 
docs not cxi;:;t, and never has existed. It is, as we have seen, 
one of the impieties of traditional Lelief, to suppose a magical 
action, charms, witchcraft-a Satan, with power to' act other
wise than as a tempter, or sorcerers, di:.:posing of our affections 
at their pleasure. There are biologized suLjects, and there 
are fools ; there arc states of crisis or of alienation, during 
which the moral life is, in some sort, snspencled ; although a 
person lJiologizcd passively suLmits to the ideas suggested, 
altl10ugh a fool obeys the cnprices of his imagination, although 
a maniac accomplishes his crime with tear::; and sobs, and 
yields to the irresistiLle temptations of his fury, no one pre
tends that the mnn is responsible for these facts ; it is in his 
house, but during his absence, they are accomplished. Quite 
different seems to ha\e been the condition of those poor 
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wretches whom magical possession visibly defiled, and whom 
it impelled to bind themselves to the de,·il Ly a compact often 
irrevocable. Quite different would be the condition of the 
magnetized, if their convictions and thdir sentiments were 
really at the disposal of others, which I haYc proved to be, in 
no respect, the case. 

If there be any one who also feels anxiety, in regard to the 
morality and the religion of the phenomenon I ha.ve designated 
under the name of penetration of the thought, I shall have 
no c1ifficulty in dissipating these respectable fears. 

Might- it not be said, indeed, that the magnetizer puts at 
our disposal the divine omniscience ; that he, in a measure, 
prepares us to imitate Him of whom it is written: "Thou 
knowest my down-sitting and mine up-rising ; thou understand
est my thought afar-off. For there is not a word in 
my tongue, but lo, 0 Lord, thou knowest it altog·ether ;" • 
Him who reads the hearts of all men, who takes note of all 
our tears, who counts all our sighs, who hears and answers all 
our silent prayers ! Let us not be disturbed ; the magnetizers 
and the somnambulists are simple men, and they do nothing 
that exceeds the humble sphere in which wc mO\-e here below. 
They arc no better acquainted than yon or I with the secret 
thoughts of the persons by whom they are surrounded. The 
following are the limits of the truly wonderful fact of magnetic 
lucidness : 

In the first place, certain somnambulists come in contact 
with the thought of their magnetizers, and of the individuals 
who arc introduced to t'bem iu this special relation. They 
read, then, only in minds that have been voluntarily opened to 
them. Now, we are at perfect liberty to reveal to any one 
that which takes pl::i.ee within us, and whoever consents to 
enter in relation with a lucid somnambulist, well knows th~t 
he consents to Emch a relation, that he gives up to the latter 
a portion of his secrets. A portion, I have said, for the lucid
ness greatly varies, and in no case extends to everything. 

In the second place, the penetration of the thought is some-
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times effected without there being any relation established by 
the union of the will of the · per~on introduced, with the will of 
the magnetizer ; but what then takes place? A nervous action 
has been dcvelopecl in some one of the assistants, which, in 
making visible the images iu bis mind, bas rendered them 
accessible to magnetic perception. Are there not, also, in 
ordinary life, some diseases or emotions which impel us to say 
eve.rything aloud, and to reveal all our secrets ? -well ! the 
same accidents are produced in ~Iesmerism. To the voluntary 
confession of persons regularly introduced, is thus joine<l the 
involuntary confession of .persons affected by the magnetic 
disease ( if I may be allowed the expression) ; and these arc 
the limits of that penetration of the thought to which it is 
attempted to give a character almost divine l 

Having quieted the scruples to which magnetism gives rise, 
I must, in conclusion, dissipate the illusions it has generated. 
My oLject being to reduce it to its legitimate proportions, the 
proportions of a natural fact, it is important that I should at 
once refute, both those who would make it a monstrosity in 
moral order, a revolt against established laws, a manifestation 
of that magic which is evidently irreconcilable with free-will, 
and those who would convert it into a wonder, a celestial 
revelation, a sort of miracle destined to bring to light the 
great truths concerning the soul and the life to come. 

Magnetism is not more celestial than infernal ; it is what all 
mixed phenomeua arc, in which a physical agent is at the dis
posal of moral impulses, and especially those of the will. 

I fully comprehend that they should say with ~I. Delcuze 
(Instruction, 86- 142) : 

"The phenomena we arc made to observe in somnambnlism, 
demonstrate the distinction of the two substances, the double 
existence of the interior man and of the exterior man in the 
same individual ; they offer the direct proof of the spirituality 
of the soul, and the answer to all objections that have been 
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raised against its immortality." " Among the meu who have 
made magnetism their study, there are, uufortnuately, some 
materialists. I cannot conceive how it is possible that many 
of the phenomena witnessed by them, such as sight at a dis
tance, prevision, the action of the will, the communication of 
the thoughts without external sigl!s, could lm1e failed to 
appear in their eyes ·as sufficient proof of the spirituality of tLe 
soul." Again am I obliged to admit that the most ordinary 
acts of the human thought seem to me as strong a refutation 
of materialism as the extraoruinary acts of somnamLulist~. 
Those who can only believe in matter when they meet with 
intelligence (and the whole question is there), will be likely to 
maintain their fatal confusion in the domain of somnambulism, 
and will find no difficulty in attributing to their thinking mat
ter, their forces, their vibrations, the acts which are accom
plished by the aid of the internal sense. 

I think, then, that :M. Delenze has a slight tendency to 
romance in regard to the virtues of magnetism ; but his eutlm
siasm on this point especially misleads him when, not content 
with seeing in somnambulists a living demonstration of Spirit
ualism, he seems to accept their e.;static discourses as a qnasi
clivine revelation of the truth. 

Doubtless, he makes his reservations, and tloes not impute to 
the state of ecstasy, the privilege of promulgating dogmas ; 
yet, he places the ecstatic somnambulists so high, he shows 
them soaring so far above error, aud littleness, and human 
passions, he paints them . so pious, so loving, so disinterested, 
so charitable, that one cannot help supposing him to he of the 
conviction expressed by his correspondent in the letter of a phy
sician ( 382-385), when he says : " It is a matter of constant 
ohservation, that, although the inferior states of somnambulism 
vary in their character and direction, it is always devoted to 
religious ideas, to the purest and most elevated sentimcnt8, 
and bears the same character in all religions, in all times, 
and in all countries. It appears to me that the human soul 
then enters into a region where there is nothing <.:onvention:.il, 
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nothing traditional, nothmg arbitrary. I know nothing 
on earth that can, to the same degree, inspire the enthusiasm 
of l"irtne, create and fortify the religions sentiments, purify the 
soul, tum it from the vanities of tl1is world, ancl lcacl it back to 
that region whence flow all life n.nd all truth." -

I know of no more nrng11ificcnt terms in which to describe a. 
divine revelation. the nrnnifcstntion of absolute truth. Now, if 
any one wil1 take the trouble to collect the scattered fragments 
of this religion of the ecstatics (Instr net ion, 126-128, 132, 133-
135, 139-141), they will discover that it is the exact reflec
tion of the doctrines current at the period when l\I. Delcnze 
made his observations ; that rather vague philanthropy, that 
indifference to dogmas, that latitudinarianism which equally 

· accepts or despises all religions, that mysticism which believes 
it has annihilated questions because it has ascended so high 
that it no longer secs them ; it is that deism, which, with the 
intention of preserYing the Gospel, takes away from it the 
divinity of Christ am1 his sacrifice, its justification by faith, its 
new birth, the authority of the Scriptures, ancl much else 
besides ; it is that respectable and by no means troublesome 
religion, whose creed is made up of three or four articles : the 
existence of God, Providence, the spirituality of the soul, the 
future life, and well-doing. 

I trust I shall not be accused of any ironical intention. 
Those who ridicule the philanthropists arc often not as worthy 
as they. \Vben they arc serious, modest, and tkroted, like ~[. 
Dclenze, it is impossible not to entertain a profound respect for 
them; but the Gospel surely contains other things than such as 
the philanthropists have fonncl there, and those who have felt 
its power, wiIJ experience no transports in view of the refresh
ing common-places uniformly recited hy ecstatics for thP- last 
thirty yean:, common-places cmbellishccl with most nnscriptnral 
assertions of the intercession of saints, and the expiation of sins 
by acts of charity .. 

The fact is, that the ecstatic somnamhnlists were, at that 
time, the faithful echoes of the opinions in the mi<1st of which 
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they lived, and with which they, as well as their magnetizers, 
were imlmecl. Since then, this beautiful harmony has been 
somewha t disturbed, for the simple reason that the revealed 
truth has been seriously accepted by some few, and the awaken
ing of strong convictions (an awakening, moreover, the extent 
and. depth of which I do not exaggerate), has compromised 
the indifference on the subject of dogmas, which is the very 
basis and essence of philanthropic deism. 

Thus, the revelations of the somnambulists are, at the present 
day, frequently in opposition, instead of in accordance with each 
other. I am inclined to believe that they would have been 
still fnrther opposed n.t the time of M. Deleuze, if ecstatics 

,., could then have been procured from among the real disciples of 
the Bible, from mnong consistent Catholics, or, indeed, from 
among the Caffres or Hindoos. The ones vrnuhl have pro
mulgated precise, positive doctrines, excluding in their very 
nature, everything opposed to them ; the others would have 
proclaimed Pantheism, or denied the existence of Goel. All 
would have satisfactorily proved that magnetism is not a reve.: 
lat.ion, but an echo ; that it is not a miraculous fact, bnt a 
natural phenomenon. 



CIIAPTER IV. 

SUPERNATURAL APOCRYPHA. 

SPEAKIN"G TABLES A:N"D THEffi SPIRITS. 

THE study we have just completed, logically hrings us to our 
present subject of consideration, which properly crowns this 
work. In magnetism, we have touched upon those still par
tially explored and mysterious branches of science, which in
clude much of the explanation, and consequently, the negation 
of the mar>ellons ; in magnetism, we have witnessed the in
structive spectacle of a discovery, which discredited, or nearly 
so, as long as it has nothing to recommend it but its grandenr 
and reasonaulcncss, gains proselytes by thousands from the mo
ment it seems to step on the grournl of magic anc1 phenomena 
that transcend the limits of hnman knowl~dgc. As it has been 
with magnetism, so is it now with Turning Tables, a most mag
nificent complement of the anterior discovery ; an unanswerable 
demonstration of a force or fluid diRposcd of by our will : 
reasonable, the tables are ridiculed ; supernatural, they arc ex
tolled to the skies. 

The public would not condescend to interest themselves in 
this phenomenon, 11ntil the Turning Tables had yielded their 
place to i;:peak ing tames. "A physicn l law," say they, "what 
is that to us ! \\rhy let it trouble us, even thongh it may open 
a perRpectivc view of t he most obscure portions of lJOth human 
and physical nature ! llow shall we confront the ana.themas of 
the ncademics which will not hear of any moclification of their 
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official system I Ent speak to us of a Satanic prodigy ; speak 
to ns of spirits, of the souls of the dead and their revelations ! 
These things embarrass no theory ; they are not classed in any 
treatise of physiology or pbysics. \Ye have no ohjection. 

Speaking tables are then in favor. It remains to be seen if 
their interest will he lasting. I suspect, however, that the 
world will get tired, after a while, of listening to nonsense re· 
peated by Franklin, insipidities by Voltaire, almanac verses hy 
Corneille, prosaic sermons by Bossuet. Yet, a profound evil 
must result from it all ; modern civilization will have taken a. 
step backward ; baleful superstitions will have resumed posses
sion of many sonls ; prejudice, passion, violence, all the dregs of 
the ignorant and corrupt heart, will have been stirred up from the 
very bottom ; in short, two anti-Christian revelations, that of 
the Unitarian spirits of America, and that of the diabolical 
spirits of the Old \Vorld,- will have propagated their perverse 
doctrines. Now is the time to speak, if we would not have 
this mischief always abiding with us. 

Nor have I the least disposition to trifle with a subject ·~hich 
is only too solemn, althong·h its details often present a ridiculous 
aspect. Let us first briefly review the phenomena, the manner 
in which they have been produced and in what they consist. 

It is well known that the first blows (rappings, knockings) 
were beard about six years since, in a house at Hydesville, 
(State of New York,) which was inhabited by the Fox family. 
Two young girls, well prepared by the reputation of this resi
dence, where it was said strange noises bad previously been 
heard, were witnesses of the debnt of Spiritualism. Sounds, 
ordered by them and expressing ideas by means of a conven
tional alphabet, motion communicated to articles of furniture, 
and especially to tables, nothing was lacking in these original 
manifestations. .Already were found in combination, physical 
effects on one side, intelligent reEponses and the souls of the 
dea<l to which they were attributed, on the other. 

Ere long, analogous facts occurred in the neighborhood, then 
in the adjoining counties, and afterwards throughout the whole 
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United States. I borrow from ?\I. le Comte de Richemond 
(le lllystere de la dansc des tables di'i:oilC) some information which 
I believe to be correct in relation to the marvellous things that 
many persons in these rnrions places fancied they saw brought 
to light. 

"By means of knocks and a repetition of the alphabet, the 
invisible beings who produce them, h:n·c succeeded in making 
affirmative and negative signs, in counting, in writing sentences 
nm1 even entire pages. But this is far from being all. )[ ot only 
do they beat marches, following the rhythm of the airs indicated 
to or sung with them, imitate all sorts of sounds, such as those of 
the saw, plane, shnttle, the sea, ruin, and thunder, but they have 
likewise been beard to play tunes upon the violin and guitar, 
ring bells, and even execute without the presence of any mrn;ica.l 
instrument, magnificent bits of military music. At other times, 
and our own experience would seem to he embraced in this class 
of phenomena, articles of furniture, and objects of all sorts and 
size~, are to be seen putting themselves in motion without any 
known or apparent ca.use except the simple demand of the 
spectators, while others, on the contrary, adhere so firmly to the 
floor as to render it impossible for several men, exerting their 
utmost strength, to move them. Enormous tables traverse 
apartments with frightful rapidity, although encumbered with 
a weight of several hundred pounds ; others are rocked to and 
fro, inclined in an angle of more than 45 degrees, without throw
ing off the objects placed on their top ; others ~pringing upon 
one foot, actually execute a dance, notwithstanding they, at the 
same time, support the weight of ~cveral persons. :Men them
selves arc carried from one chamber to another, or elevated 
into the air where they remain suspended several minutes. 
There, hands without bodies, arc often seen and felt, or re
maining iirrisiblc, they affix the signatures of clcccascd persons 
or others upon papers that have not hccn touched. IIcrc, 
transparent forms of human beings have been pcrcciYcd, and 
their voices ha rn sometimes been heard. In other places, 
crockery bre:iks of itself, cloth drops in pieces, rnscs arc upset, 
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wax candles arc extinguished and relighted, apartments are 
suddenly illuminated and as suddenly restored to darkness, 
\\inclows are broken Ly blows from stones, women's head
dre!'ses taken off." 

"\\That are the necessary conditions for the development of 
those manifestations ? The only one we have as yet been able 
to establish as indispensable, is the presence of certain indivi
duals who arc necessary intermediate agents between man and 
the author of these phenomena, and who for that reason arc 
designated by the name of mediums." 

" Independent of the rapping mediums, that is to say, of 
those in whose presence knocks arc heard, there are persons 

. who, under the influence of spirits, suddenly fall into nerrnus 
conditions entirely resembling those often produced by magne
tism, and who, for the time being, become real automatons, of 
whose members and organs the spirits dispose at will. In this 
condition, the medizims reply to the verbal and e-ren mental ques
tions acldressecl to the spirits, by spasmodic and im·oluntury 
motions, striking blows witll the hand, making signs with the 
bead or body, or indicating with the fingers successive letters 
of the alphabet, with a rapidity so great as often to render it 
difficult to foIIow them. Others, the writing rnedinrns, suduenly 
feel their arm seized by a tetanic stiffness, ancl pwlidcd 
with a pen or pencil, they ser\"'"C as passi\"'"e instnWlents for 
writing or designating things which the spirits wish to make 
known, and sometimes they write entire volumes without bring
ing their O'Wll intellig~uce into action. The speaking mediums 
are veritable pythonesses ; in a \"'"Oice often different from their 
own, they pronounce, either a.wake, or sometimes in their natu
ral sleep, words witll which they are inspired, or which are put 
directly into their mouth. Instances are enn gi\en, although 
the fact has been strongly contested, of mediums who spenk and 
vrritc European and Oriental languages, of which they are 
ignorant in their ordinary state, or tongues utterly unknown, the 
strange tones of which recall to mind the dialect of the ..Ame"ri
can savages." 
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"Sometimes, mediums who have previously been wakeful, mag
netic clairvoyants, or who are brought into this condition by the 
action of the spirits, are actually enabled to see and hear them ; 
as, for example, the ecstatic subjects of Cahagnet ; or, what i5 _ 
still more satisfactory, they describe the minutest details of 
scenes or animated tableaux, into the midst of which these 
spirits transport them. Iu short, there are mediiims, who, un
der the influence of spirits, imitate, with surprising clearness, 
the countenance, voice, appearance and gestures of persons 
they have never known, and act scenes from· their lives with 
such trnthf nlnes, as to make it impossible not to recognize the 
individual whom they represent." (Le lllysterc de la danse des 

tables, 8-17.) 
After having related these facts, of which he does not affirm 

the entire certainty, although he admits their reality far be
yond the point I feel at liberty to admit it, and accepts their 
supernatural origin with a facility which astonishes me, :M. de 
Richemond goes on to establish that the spirits are all souls, 
souls of relatives or friends, souls of celebrated personages. 

" They carry their imprudence so far as to bring on the stage 
our Saviour and his Apostles, the devil and the damned . . . 
but they do not always suitably sustain the rOle they assume, 
often committing the grossest errors in facts, dates, places, 
and being frequently incapable of answering the most trivial 
question. Y ct it frequently happens that they not only give 
pertinent replies to verbal and mental questions proposed by any 
one present, but they also furnish quite surprising proofs of their 
identity, either by showing an acquaintance with facts known 
only to the person who interrogates and the individual whose 
name they bear, or by their language, writing, and signature. 

Sometimes, even, they give to individuals in whom 
they take au interest, excellent advice in relation to their per
sonal affairs, their health, daugers that threatcu them, reforms 
to he made in their habits and character, all of which shows a. 
perfect kuowledge, on the part of the spirits, of everything that 
concerns these individuals, their relatives and friends, and which 
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would compel us to believe that they foresee the future up to a 
certain point, or at least that they can form much more exten· 
site and accurnte conjectures regarding it than men." 

" There arc spirit", who, through the ug·ency of their mediums, 
describe diseases, foresee crises, dictate their treatment, and 
effect a cure by the imposition of hands, or magnetic passes, 
similar to the practices of clairvoyant somnambulists. Others 
have given, in relation to old and forgotten facts, recent facts 
ignored hy every one present, or even in relation to events 
passing at a distance, of "·hich they could naturally have no 
knowledge, connectetl and circmnstantial details, which arc 
sometimes found to be incredibly exact. A great number of 
spirits dictate on philosophical, political, moral or scientific 
questions, essays in prose or verse, and even whole volumes, 
which often contain remarkable things, entirely superior to the 
capacity of the rnedinm, but which, still oftener, abound in com
mon-place, frirnlons, incoherent or absurd ideas, corrcspondiug 
little to the name of their supposed author." 

The abo-ve analysis is written by a man of eminence and dis;
tiuction, who is too sagacious not to make some reserves, but. 
who, at the same time, positively attributes to the spirits the 
phenomena observed, or thought to be observed, in America. 
I ha-..c taken pains to lay it before the reader, in order that 
he may be convinced of my disposition to treat the subject 
with perfect candor, and to allow due weight to the facts of 
Spirit1ialism. 

Spiritualism, have I said ; in fact there is no longer question 
of anything else. The physical side of the phenomenon has 
been rapidly absorbed by the marnllous side ; thanks to the 
avidity with which Unitarians have seized hold of this powerful 
engine of propagandism, ere long nothing more will be heard 
of rotations and elerntions ; souls, with their revelations and 
their prodigies, are occupying the whole grournl. 

I will accept things as they ha -..e happened, an cl passing over 
in silence that which the Americans have neg·lected, that is to 
say, the true and beautiful disco-..ery, I will confine myself to 
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the follies which ham attracted universal attention. They 
have made their way with ui1hcard-of rapidity. It is by in
creasing thousands that the medinms are, at the present time, 
connted in the Unitetl States ; all the cities in the Union have 
spiritual clubs, and Philadelphia, alone, numbers more than 
three hundred ; the books ancl jonrnal.':l dernted to the spirits 
multiply every day ; men of standing range themselves in the 
ranks of the believers, aml Jm1ge Edmonds, former President 
of the Senate,* fearlessly places himself at their head ; in 
short, whole populations are thro~ iuto commotion or hurried 
away by the movement, and a new science studies the spirits, 
classes them, describes their habits and customs, fixes their 
hierarchy, promulgates their revelations. 

From the United States, the contagion has spread to other 
countries of the K cw \V orlcl, Canada and .Jfexico. X ext comes 
the turn of Enropc. IIcre, also, the true discovery has been 
compelled to yield its place to the spiritnalist phantasmagoria. 
Men of science would have nothing to do with Turning Tables, 
considering them unworthy of notice, but they have thrown 
themselves headlong, into the superstition of speaking tables; it 
gains ground ; it has its circles of the initiated, and its regular 
evocators in all the cities ; it publishes books, the sale of which 
is immense ; it establishes journals ; in one word, the Old 
·w orhl follows exactly in the steps of the N cw. The only dif
ference consists i11 this, that Spiritnalism with us, has not be
come the almost exclusive instrument of the Unitaria.n doc
trines ; all doctrines make use of it, and give themselves the 
satisfaction of proclaiming their p:;irticular creeds through the 
organ of the spirits, but the party that employs them with 
the most uniformity, uctiYity, ancl talent, is that of which Hie 
manifesto is written by ~f. de :Mirvillc, and which, seizing on the 
wing an unhoped-for occasion, attempts to restore the marvel
lous of ancicut times, Ly means of the marvellous of modern 

* The Author here, evltlently, confouncls the New York State Senate with the Senato 
of the United State8.-'l'ra11s. 
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times, und thus to justify its sorceries, its exorcisms, its massa
cres, all the atrocities of the ~fiddle Ages. 

Be this as it may, and indepeudeui.ly of the diversity of ap
plication to which they have been subjected on both shores of 
the Atlantic, there can be only two opinions "concerning the 
phenomena in question. Arc they natural ? are they superna
tural ? These wrer the whole ground. I shall easily be able 
to show that all middle terms introduced into the discussion, 
are comprehended, either in one solution or the other. Much 
erudition und intellect have been spent iJ1 inventing, now a fluid 
magic, now magical and intelligent fluids ; but it is very cer
tain that if magic is exclusively fluid, it does not merit the 
name of magic, and if fluids are intelligent, they no longer de
sene the name of fluids. 

\\re must then choose between the explanation I propose, 
and that which (under different forms, and in speaking, now of 
devils, now of souls, now even of intelligent fluids) supposes 
the intervention of superhuman powers. One of two things is 
necessary, either to ag-ree with me that all this marvellous 
decomposes itself into real fluid action, hallucination, and errors· 
of testimony ; or to agree with Messrs. de Mirville and des 
hlousseaux, that the devil at the present day, works as be did in 
olden times among the posscdees and sorcerers, that he express
ly declares it, that he sometimes demands a compact before Le 
begins Lis work, and that be, moreonr, manifests in his 
responses, an intelligence which never pertains to matter, a 
superintcl.ligence even, which man cannot possess. Those who 
participate in this sort 'of belief, cannot do better than join 
~\L de Richemond, in bis conclusion : " In place of spending 
their time in gazing at, or making the tables dance, faithful 
priests and laity will shudder as they think of the danger that 
has menaced them; and their faith, revived by the sig·ht of illu
sions which recall to their minds the )fiddle Ages, and the 
times of the primifrre church, will become cnpable of removing 
mountains. Then, seizing their pastoral staff for the defense 
of their dear flock, Our Lords, the Bishops, und, if necessary, 
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Our Holy Father, the Pope himself, will exclaim, in the name 
of him to whom all power h·as been given in heaven, upon 
earth, ancl in bell : 

'Yade retro, Satanas !' 

words which have ne-rer been more justly applied." 

By the side of this theory, which has the merit of being con
sistent with itself, of knowing what it wants, and whither it 
tends, there have been brought forward many others, which, 
although they assume to combat it, arc only reproductions of 
the same, in scientific disguise ; men, who have no tendernesi:i 
for the .Micldle Ages, who arc by no means anxious to restore 
Laubardemont; men, v;ho, far from seeing the devil e1erywhere, 
do not even acknowledge his existence, also maintain the 
reality of the procligies cnumcratecl by :M. de Richemond. How 
make their creclulity and their incredulity accord ? 

The ones, ancl they are by far the greater number, dispense 
with all theory ; they get out of the dilemma by substituting 
apparitions for clemons ; and in that they have so much the 
less trouble, for, it is in reality, as apparitions, and not as 
demons, that the spirits almost always present themselves to 
those who call them. They are souls of the dead, souls that 
establish their iclentity, soul::; that deny S:itan. 

The others, without orclinarily contesting the intervention of 
apparitions, endeavor to make it clepcnd, as 'veil as the other 
phenomena, on a fluid, a force, a vibration. They imagine 
that they thus re-enter the clomain of natural science ; deceivecl 
by a pcurilc war of worcls, they persuade themselves that the 
employment of certain expressions is sufficient to change the 
cl1aracter of things ; they produce magic in their own way, 
und have full faith in th~ power of their formulas. Uut tlie 
formulas never o\·erthrow the insurmountable barrier which 
1mparates matter from thought, and the doctrine of intelligent 
fluids will o.lways remain identified with the theory of superna-
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turul intelligences, served or not, by the fluids, with this differ
ence, that the first expresses very badly what the Recond 
expresses very well. This illogical doctrine introduces a con
tradiction in terms, which can conceal only from an inattentive 
mind the real bearing of its affirmatiQns. As often as any 
intelligent action whatever, wbjch is neither the reflection nor 
the result of a human thought, shall be admitted-as often as 
we shall be presented with revelations which surpass the know
ledge of the spectators-so often must we resign ourselves to a 
conclusion in farnr of Divine miracle, Satanic prodigy, or tbe 
intervention of apparitions. That which is intelligent proceeds 
from intelligence : the intelligence of God, of man, of demons, 
of the dead. It js, then, absurd to labor in placing to the 
account of a fluid, facts which, bearing, moreo\er, the impress 
of a thought, cannot be attributed to the impulsion of any 
living man. That a man may intelligently dispose of a fluiu, I 
can conceive ; that a spirit may intelligently dispose of a fluid, 
I can likewise conceive. That a spirit may produce intelligent 
acts, without recourse to a fluid, I can still better conceive ; 
but that a fluid accomplishes the same acts when it is di-· 
rected by neither man nor spirit, is utterly beyond my concep
tion. 

Now, it is into this enormous error, into this anti-philosophi
cal confusion that a great proportion of those arc fallen, who 
have sought the impossible reconciliation of Spiritualism with 
physics. It does not suffice to borrow from M. de Reichenbach 
the mysterious term od or odyle; the nature of things defies all 
terminologies. Yon will name orl, the magnetic fluid, ·the 
nervous fluid, the fluid of somnambulism and Turning Tables ; 
yon will incorporate it in the theory of the universal fluid ; 
yon will even connect it with the phenomenon of life ; in fine, 
you will attribute to it an immense rOle, a role indicated by the 
name you give it, which is derfred from the Sanscrit, and 
signifies motion. To all this, I have nothing to say. \Yhether 
yon arc right or ''Tong, I neither know nor care to know. But 
what I do know perfectly well 1 arn1 what yon also ought to 
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know is, that if od is a fluid, it is not an intelligence ; I know, 
:rn<l yon also ought to know, that a theory which does not 
recognize the connection between the operations of the soul 
and corporeal organs, which confounds spirit with matter with
out establishing their reciprocal <lependence, which suppcses -
inteIIigcnt matter to exist by itself in its single quality of mat
ter ; such a theory is neither more nor less than absolute 
materialism. 

Henceforth, we are on the grand roa<l, the termination of 
which Jrns frankly been indicated to ns by Ji!. Cahagnet, and 
which is none other than material atheism, in all its crudi ty : 
a fluid that is the soul of man, a ·nnid that is Goel ! "The od," 
he writes (Lettrcs odiq1tcs, 101, 102), "is the God Spirit, the Uni
versal Spirit, ct lier, the electrio and mngnetic fluid, the fluid of life. 
It is, as it were, the modification of a single substance, which 
is the life Divine, the breath of the Eternal. I t is a snbstnnce, 
of which the objectivity appears to be modified by the groups 
it forms auc1 animates. It is, as it were, the substantial 
soul of the world, rendered sometimes sensible to the naked 
eye." 

Mr. Rogers docs not go so for as to sign this appalling pro
fession of faith ; yet, he unwittingly performs a formal act of 
materialism,* when he pretends to explain by means of the od, 
the marnllous things attributed to the Spirits. Ili::i book 
( The P hilosopl1y of lliysteriou.s A gents) expresses upon this 
point, the opinion of an entire school, and herein consists its 
importance. 

He is there in presence of lrnock8, celestia l symphonies, 
revelations which everywhere exceed the science and thought 
of men who buve witncsscc:! similar scenes. He is in presence 
of the gift of prophecy, and the gift of tongues ; <lo you 

* The principle of materialis1n may be adopted without deducing It~ consequ,,nces. 
The same writer~ 'II speak of intelligent matter, nud aftcrward~ maintain the Spfrit-
1talht doctrines on the ~on ! and on God. But logic never renounces its rights, aud no 
prinrlple ever remains sterile. Tl.~ idea of ln'eiliirent. mnttcr will not ha,·e been 
rlrc•1laler\ with Impunity. Thi~ :ig'! will often come in contact Trilh It. 

18* 
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believe that be will hesitate ? No, od explains these things, 
and od is a physical agent, nothing more ; with him one bas 
the advantage of not trespassing on the domain of mag·ic, or 
the supernatural. Do you know whence proceed these natnral 
prodigies ? Some "sensitive" person bas unconsciously allowed 
his od to escape, which, joining itself to the uni1ersal or 
terrestrial ( m1indane; or earthly) emanations, and especially to 
those that are disengaged in certain localities, produces musical 
harmonies, the sudden knowledge of foreign languages, and of 
facts previously ignored ! 

If phantoms are in question, the system is also prepared for 
them. Sometimes they exist only in the imagination of those 
who believe they see them ; but sometimes, they have an 
objective and formidable reality. How so ? The odyle fluid 
disengages itself from all the particles of a dead body ; the od 
of the individual who thinks of the dead person, takes possession 
of this luminous mould ; the od universal also plays its part, 
the upshot of which is, that a very good spectre lives and acts. 

He acts with intelligence, revealing circumstances ignored 
by the living I Behold the point where disappears this sem
blance of a physical explanation, which the system of Mr. 
Rogers attempts to maintain. 

\Vhat Mr. Rogers has attempted in the United States, 
:M. Morin bas also attempted with ns. I would add, that his 
theory is much more ing.enious, and much more learned, that 
it often approaches the truth, and that those who have 
courage to pursue bis thought beyond the thick veils that 
envelop it, will there discoYer more than one luminous indica
tion to repay them for their trouble. In his book (Comment 
l'Esprit Tient a1LX tables), and in bis journal (la JIJagie au Xl:X:0 

:;iecle), M. Morin seems to try to make himself as obscure as possi
hle, he exhibits everything at halves, be advances no propo
~ition which he does not afterwards appear to withdraw, and 
he adds to the punishment of his readers, by encompassing 
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with cabalistic formulas and ~qually fantastic outlines, a dis
cussion which, in itself, certainly does not lack spirit ; be, 
ne-rertheless, in spite of himself, throws light on several impor
tant parts of the subject. By directing our attention to the 
faith that performs so many prodigies, to the power of which· 
certain effects are naturally proportioned, by shO\\ing us in 
vibration the physical agent of which the faith disposes, and 
which others prefer to deE;ignate Ly the name of fluid, by 
establbhiug, moreover, the reality of the hallucinations that 
cngraft themselves on these natural effects, and modify them 
through the influence of biological or magnet ic action, he 
touches the true solution of the problem in question. "Why 
must he, by overshooting his mark, fail to atb:i,in it, and how 
is it that his vibrations, becoming the agents of a revelation 
which exceeds acquired knowledge, an infallible revelation 
which reveals the past and divines the future, necessarily 
awaken the idea, of intelligent matter ! 

M. Morin is not a materialist ; nevertheless, he lays the very 
corner-stone of materialism. True, he docs not have recourse 
to the od and its wonders of snperhumn.n perspicacity ; yet, 
there is really no great difference between his revealing vibra
tions, and the magic fluid of the American men of science. 
Head over the ·work (Spiritualism) written by the learned 
Judge Edmonds and his friends, a work, of which more than 
one edition has been sold c,·ery month since its publication, 
and which, like the work of Mr. Rogers, expresses the views 
of those intelligent men to whom the diabolical interpretation 
of the phenomenon is repugnant ; you will there find the od, 
even when scientifically emitted by a sort of battery carried Ly 
one of the evoked phantoms, dcscriLcd as dictating to the 
mediums, phrases in llcLrcw, Sanscrit, and other languages, of 
which they were prel'iously quite ignorant. Then taking up 
the book and journal of :M . .Morin, you will Le tolu of -i;ibra
tions, which, uftcr being very naturally developed uuder the 
powerful action of faith and instinct, after having taken for 
their principal organ the sensitive perRons whom magnetism 
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converts into somnambulists, are not satisfietl with communi
cating motion to inert bodies, and endowing them "\Yith an 
apparent intelligence, but go far Leyond this thought, and 
discover the mysteries of the past, of the future, of the 
absolute. Between these two theories I see no essential differ
ence, if it be not, that in the common effort to shuffle out of 
the difficulty by identifying matter with intelligence, one 
bas laid the emphasis on the first term, the other on the 
second. 

Yes, M. Morin so speaks of faith, will, and instinct, he so 
spiritualizes everything, that one is almost tempted to believe 
in the entire suppression of the physical agent between human 
thought and the result obtained. Y ct the vibrations arc 
something, and they are incapable of adding anything what
ever, to the thought or the instinct that puts them in play. 
There can be no more science in the effect than in the cause. 
If there be, we must necessarily admit that other causes have 
intervene<l, and that to the will of man and material vibration, 
are joined, either intelligence of vibration, or the direct action 
of spirits. 

M. :Morin fully believes that h3 has succeeded in avoiding 
this consequence. Let us follow him for a moment, in order 
that the reader may juuge for himself. 

He first rejects the fluids, supplying their place by vibrations. 
This, I consider of no importance. "Let 1M not insult witli 
the narne of jhtid," is his language, "electricity, and the other 
imponderable bodies ; let .us speak of nervous vibration ;" -very 
well, as he pleases ! I am quite willing to present, word for 
word, the following declarations of M. :Morin. 

" I believe in vibration, that is to say, in contrasted motion, 
as the unitary principle. .And it is not the nervous fiui<l alone 
which here finds its origin ; but sound, which is already 
admitted ; light, also presumed to be nothing more than ~t 

vibration ; odor and taste, which are only th::tt ; electricity, 
heat, terrestrial magnetism, still called fluids from our power
lessness to obtain a clearer conception of the trnth, all of 
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which will soou be known n.s simple modifications, or more 
correctly speaking, the various di1·ections (or qualities) of 
perpetual, infinite, and absolute motion " "All intervention 
of fluids or Fpirits resoh·es itself into the biological force of 
vibration, the sole cause of motion in every and each thing, in .. 
every and each person." 

Neither adopting nor rejecting these hypotheses, I pass on, 
nor shall I lose my temper if .M . .Morin maltreats another hypo
thesis, that of the fluids, if he denies all intermediate agents 
between matter and motion, if be crushes "these irrational 
hybrids, invented by a powerlessness to explain." (Comment 
l'Esprit 'i:ient azix tables, 33, 34, 35, 37, 55, GS.) 

Once more, I repeat, the question is not there. Fluid, od, 
force, vibration, motion, either of these terms suits me ; none 
of them seem to me authorized by any decisive demonstration, 
nor have I any preference for one to the exclusion of the others. 
Let us rather observe the manner in which lif. Morin develops 
his system. 

Intellectual action propagates motion by vibrations. Inert 
bodies obey these vibrations commnnicated first by contact ; 
that which the will has obtained, is in turn, obtained hy simple 
desire, until finally, the instinct , that superior light and power, 
seizes bold of the direction. Everything is annihilated before 
instinct ; it governs both the involuntary movements of our 
muscles, and the vibrations which proceed from us, without ocr 
being always entirely conscious of them. 

\Ve here touch on M. :Morin's first grave error. Instinct is 
perfect , instinct is, in a measure, divine ; rendered torpid within 
us by education and the abandonment of our natural life, 
it may be roused to action by means of a lively desire, or by 
8tnpefying the other faculties, whereupon it immediately mani
fests its presence by the utterance of true oracles. Thm;, the 
fall of man is denied : the renl man, the instinctiYe man remains 
good, the surface only is spoiled ; let him become himself again, 
and he will cease to err I I simply state the theory of M. 
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:Morin, I do not discuss it ; this is not a treatise on theology, 
and I may be permitted to hold as evident, until the contrary 
is pro\ed, the fundamental corruption of our nature. 

Once in possession of our instincti\e infallibility, lL Morin 
makes great headway in the explanation of the phenomena. 
"ffhy ha\e recourse to spirits, since there is in man a sublime 
renlation which asks only an opportunity to be produced? 
Shaking off the yoke of preconcei\ed ideas, let us girn oursel\es 
up to the impulsions of instinct. " Therein consist all the 
mysteries of divination : to silence the \Oices from the outer 
world or prejudices, to listen to the interior \Oice or nature, 
which teaches only the truth. How does this \oice become 
sensible? In a thousand ways ; it is the science of magic 
that I will teach you." 

\\Te must not hclien, hoTI"e\er, that reason immediately con
sents to humiliate itself before instinct. " It will first prefer to 
fall hack on an impious belief, the expedient of pride, and 
represent itself as in correspondence with superior spirits." 

" Let us, then, hasten boldly to inoculate humanity with 
faith in itself, in order to combat the deadly influence of a 
belief in spirits, 1rhicb arises from a want off aitk in one's self." 
(24, 26, 29, 30, 31, 37, 78, 83.) 

It is thus, that a.lways advancing, ~L ~forin establishes bis 
new la'W, which he names, "the law of the powers of instinct." 
Faith, understood in the sense he has just indicated, is the great 
motive poTI"er. It has never more energy than when instinct is 
put in action by the passjve condition of the other functions of 
the soul. Then, man believes strongly and wills strongly. 
" The principle," says M. ~forin, "is the faith which comes 
from God : the force is the will which comes from us." And 
elseTI"here : " He who still asks himself whether be can, 
doubts ; he has not faith, and 'tis in vain he wills, be cannot, 
because be does not believe he can. . . . Reckon up the 
amount of what you believe, and you will know what you can." 
(163, 164, 165.) 
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" Very well !" say you ; " faith evidently plays tbi:-: part in 
mixed phenomena !" \Vait, yon have not yet the last word, 
the true word of the system. 

Not satisfied ·with placing the pretended infallibility of the 
instinctive man (Tionsseau's savage man) in juxtaposition with 
his observations founded on the power of faith and the will 
disposing of vibrations, M. Morin asks of these same vibrations, 
prodigies of superhuman science. It is true that he solders the 
second error upon the first, and that the wonders of instinct 
serve him to explain the wonders of revealing vibrations, but 
the latter are still much greater than the former, and the 
physical agent here necessarily usurps the part of the intelligent 
cause. 

"It will be admitted," he writes, " that all these soi-disant 
miracles emanate from the natural strength drawn by the human 
soul from the infinity which is its inheritance." The force 
anirniqne, such is its name, produces the facts, erroneously ca!led 
supernatural, and which are only the natural expression of 
the instinct raised to its maximum by the formation of the 
human chain, by the vibratory conjunction of all men and of all 
times ! Certain young girls affected hy disease, and physiologi
cally organized for the role of mcdiurn, will reveal to yon the 
secrets of the tomb ! Instead of resuscitating phantoms, instead 
of believing yourself in the power of spirits; learn how to destroy 
by confidence in your~elf, the illusion tlui.t has dominion over 
you, and ask yourself what it is that can cngcncler within you 
this faculty for instinctively transcrihing ideas. "The infinite 
force of our immortal soul, a ray from the divine centre, which 
may be at an immense distance, hut never entirely detached 
from it, puts us in communication with the past and the futnrc, 
but not with the beings or the things of the past and future. 
The ones have been, consequently they arc no longer, they are 
illusions ; the others not yet hciug, their existence is always an 
illusion. 'l'he past and the futzire alone arc not illusions, lmt 
contained, indeed, in the present, which is Eternity with a change 
of name." (H, 15, Sfi, 110, 111, 15'1.) 
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The reader thinks, perhaps, that the statement might be 
more clear. I assure him it is not my fault. Let us see if the 
journal of :M. :Morin (la J.llagie, 31, 44, 4G, 50, 52) will not 
assist us in apprehending the theory of his book : 

" The revolution of the tables will enable us to comprehend 
the revolutions of the Rhumbus or magic sieve of the ancients. 
The Druidical stone, rescued by the progress of light from the 
appalling superstition which sprinkled it with human blood, 
may yet move on its base as soon as the men of science, who, at 
the present clay, rack their brains to discover its mechanism, 
shall have become Christians enough to understand that the will 
is a lever wizen it has faith for the fnlcrnm. ~fagnetized animals 
will explain the cock of Esculapius, and we shall come to 
believe that the augurs 'vere not so stupid, perhaps, as we 
ba:ve fancied them, when they watched fowls eating out of 
golden troughs bearing ~onventional signs, since a table, that is 
to say, a bit of wood perfectly inert, may, under the influence 
of human magnetism, speak to us also by signs. Oracles will 
be pron01inced quite naturally and with simplicity as reasons are 
gfren; only, the former '>Yill proceed from the inmost sentiment, 
from the inner thought ; whereas the latter often result from 
the prejudices of a false education. Courts of Justice ·will no 
longer condemn soothsayers ; they will consult them." 

" You will place your hand on the forehead of your children, 
and it is they who will teach you. You will breathe on a mir
ror and the phantoms of your imagination will condense there 
in movable images. ~I:;ittcr will be vanquished ; the senses 
will cxt1md to the limits of the soul which rests only in God.'' 

:M. Morin ranks among the number of miracles which are to 
be transformed into natural and ortlinary acts "penetration 
into time, that is to say a view of the past and future." \Ye 
are yet only on the threshold ; but let us proceed. ·· The~c 
rational motions of the tables produced by the -ribration of 
your inmost thought, arc the first signs of ihe telegraphic 
nction of the mind establishing the solidarity of sonls, 
which is about to renal itf'elf to hnnrnnity."' Herc we 
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haYe, then, vibrations which seem to establish the contact of all 
the instincts, annihilating, at once, time and space, putting god
like, instinctive humanity in an attitude to promulgate itS re\""e
lations and its prophecies ! 

"If your spirit is infinite, it has 110 limits either in time or 
space ; and as the spirit;:; of others arc quite as infinite as yours in 
the past, the present., or the future, at Pekin, Paris, or Rome, it 
follows that all 1llinds communicate witli and J ans1cer each otller, 
like the endless rings of a, chain, the two extremities of which arc 
in you,. The in\""ocation of a spirit is merely a point taken on 
the infinite circnmference embraced by, and embracing all of 
us. To command the spirits, is to bear our own to
warcls a ring of the chain which is everlasting ; it is to resuscitate 
the past which has ceased to be, or to call up the future which 
will be, in the present, which is Eternity, under a different name. 
To command the spirits, is, in short, to interrogate our own in
finite soul, and to comprehend the solidarity of all in God." ... 

I am not here callecl upon to weigh the value of these ideas 
of solidarity, of humanitarianism, of collective infallibility ; I 
confine myself to the question in which we are immediately in
terested. Has :M. :Morin avoided the rock of the materiafo=ts ? 
bas be got rid of intelligent matter ? He has song ht to do so 
by multiplying fantastic creations, infinite souls, humanitary 
chains, identifications of the past, the pr,esent, the fntnre, and 
of Eternity. As, however, the denial of an abyss does not suf
fice to fill it up, the gulf that separates us from the future and 
the unknown past, none the less subsists ; and the i~ibrations of 
M. :Morin fill the same office as the od of ilir. Hogcrs, or of 
J uclge Edmonds ; they teach us what we did not, what we 
could not know. 

M. Morin, who denies not only the actual prodigies of the 
spirits, but e-ren the existence of Satan and his angels ; ~I. ~fori11, 
who sees iu the devil only a myth, only a personification of the 
contrast in the ensemble, and of diversity in the union, only a 
supposition which Jesns Christ, while seeming to adopt, really 
combated, exclaims in a trinmpliant tone : spirits, farfadcts, 
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larvre, ghouls, infinite phantoms of nothing drawn from nothing, 
populace of ·rncancy, out of tlic way I retire before 
humanity, which advances in its single might." (32.) 

I do not see, in so far as I am concerned, that the supersti
t ion of humanity, of solidarity, of instinct, and of revealinf!; 
vibrations is \ery superior to the old superstition, from which 
it borrows everything, even its divinations and the magical vir
tues of numbers (Comment l' Esprit vient aux tables, 62-64) 
The only difference is, that it connects them with humanitary 
solidarity instead of attributing them to demons ; it is the old 
tradition under a modern mask. And its pretensions arc not 
less exorbitant than formerly ; laying claim to info llibility, it 
also assumes. to found a mfrversal relig·ion. \\Te are then fairly 
warned ; if we desire to escape from the church of the Middle 
Ages, we shall fall into the church of the future, which proceeds 
openly from man, and the excellence of his instinct. 

" In grouping themselves by contrasts around a table, men 
have begun to combine their inspirations, am1 to return to the 
path of future truth. To these limited associations \rill soon 
succeed affiliations more numerous, as wen as the mystical re
union of the ancient temples, until each of these ccenaculums, 
in place of being still contented with its particular re-relations of 
which to form a faith and a religion, as was the case in antiquity, 
(because the men dispersed over the earth had only rare com
munication, one nation with another) will then propose, in arnil
ing themselves of the progress of industry which so divinely 
prepares the universal revelation-will propose I say, to appoint 
the best understood of tl]e discoveries in each of their circles 
to unite them again by contrasts in a last clrnin, a sublime 
areopagus where humanity, represented entire, will finally receive 
from nature the last mystery of its law." 

This time, M. Morin is perfectly clear. He hastens to tran
quilize the minds of tho.sc who may fear that humanitary reve
lation does not precisely accord with e-vangelical reYelation. 
"\\Tho tells you that in it, the vacillating faith of each one of 
us will not find a brilliant confirmation at the encl of this new 
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path, where men, in extending t9 each other their hand, will no 
longer fall into error ?" Ile is met by the objection that the 
manifestations in America tend to an entirely contrary result ; 
bnt he replies : " ~When, instead of attributing to spirits 
awakened from their dreams, the revelations they obtain, the 
initiated shall know that glory is to be given only to the power 
of the sonl which the Creator has made in bis own image, then 
the same principle of revelation, restored to its natural course, 
will necessarily conduct them to true and universal religion." 

(96, fn.) 
Let those be reassured who will. They who know that there 

has everywhere been, in the history of man, something called 
the fall, they who everywhere see in their own heart and in the 
experience of each day, the irrefragablc confirmation of the 
Biblical account, will slightly mistrust " the universal religion," 
promulgated by humanity. 

\V c arc proceeding in this direction, however, and whether 
we will or not, this clonlJle pretension which we have encoun
tered on the subject of speaking tables, confronts us in refer
ence to cverJ other question ; it would carry us backward 
towards the Middle Ages ; it would precipitate us forward 
(thus is it called) towards the adoration of man. 

It is worth our while to pause a moment over the book of ~L 
:Morin, in order to establish this curious r CiSn lt, and also to show 
that whoever places superhuman intcllig·cnce in the effect, is 
compelled to place it equally iu the cau:;:c, is compelled to invent 
like the men of science in America, a matter possessing the 
power of divination, or like M. ~Ioriu, a physical force laying 
bare the treasures of infallible wisdom hidden in humanity. 

It is a pity tha~ M. ~forin should allow himself to be <lra wn 
into such excesses, for he has made a powcrfnl effort in the 
tlircction of the trnc i;;olution. It sometimes seems that he 
is about to attain it. Many of his pages on faith, on the will, 
ou vibration, will contribute to throw light on the nature of the 
phenomena we arc studying. He has written others, not less 
strikin~, 011 lial\11ci11ation, arnl I shall be happy to refer to them 
ngain whr.n I come to the explanation I have adopted. 
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A man of science, whose name has not been published, but 
whose book has been reproduced in parts by The Speaking 
Table (56 and following pages), bas gone further than ..\1. 

Morin, and we may say of his work, that, if the supernatural 
could be explained naturally, if the fact of the superhuman 
intelligence of the ·responses could be reconciled with the inter
vention of a simple physical action directed by the human will, 
if, in short, the problem, as it is stated, were not radically 
insoluble, it "Would this time be solved. The substance of the 
tlieory of which I speak, is as follows : 

Admit, first, that the souls of the dead are not in the tables, 
but in the place of departed spirits. Admit, next, that the 
imponderable fluids may occupy space ; and certainly, hypo
thesis for hypothesis, the latter is worth fully as much as the 
supposition of an ether invented as an universal filling up. 
Admit, finally, that the system of undulations is applied to 
all the fluids, to galrnnism ancl electricity as well as to light 
and sound. 

Thus far, we find nothing in these propositions that we· 
cannot easily grant. i\ ow, let us follow onr author in the 
deductions he draws from these premises. He begs us to 
obserrn ·what takes place in the transmission of telegraphic 
dispatches : At the two ends of the telegraph are two intelli
gent beings ; they are distant from each other ; they do not 
know each other, neither do they leave their places ; their 
means of communication is a fluid undulation deprived of intel
ligence; yet, the though.t of the first indi1idual is seized by the 
second, who, in his turn, charges the fluid undulation ·with a 
response, which the material agent transports to its place of 
destiny without comprehending it. The same thiug occurs 
when souls are evoked, when mesrnges nre addressed to them 
and they reply, putting naturally into these responses a science 
far exceeding ours. 

A table, or any object whatever, is transformed into an 
electro-bio-dynamic pile, when it is charged with a Yital or 
human nervous fluid. The will may impress on it a vibration 
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that communicates itself to the .ether or to the universal elec
tricity, which certainly encounters in its immense rings the. uni
versality of beings, and strikes, without any doubt, the spirit 
to which your will or thought addresses itself; and as this 
spirit possesses an intelligence and a free-will like yours, he will 
send back to you, if he be so disposed, a signal through the 
same channel, either in disturbing the laws of gravitation, as 
docs the galrnnic fluid by magnetization at a distance, indicat
ing letters on a dial like the electric telegraph, producing a. 
spark, a gyration, etc .... It is a mistake to believe that the 
spirit is there, in the table that speaks to you; the clerk in the 
telegraph office might, with er1ual reason, believe that his 
interlocutor is hchind bis dial. There is neither time nor space 
for thought ; they no longer exist for the spirits, and one of 
the sublimest inventions of the Creator of the world is to have 
annihilated for Rpirit both time and space, n. fact which it 
wonl<l ha"\'e been impossible to admit before the invention of the 
Electric Telegraph." 

The reader will remark with what dextrous care the author 
here avoids in telligent matter, the presence of the spirits in the 
tables, ancl the instinctive revelations of humanity. It will not 
do, however, to examine his theory too closely. The new sys
tem recoils from the difficulty ; it docs not overcome it, as I 
shall easily prove. 

Let us resume the example of the telegraph. How does the 
clerk, placed at one end, comprehend the signals that arc made 
from the opposite end? Is it from the siuglc fact, that these 
fluid undulations were governed by an intelligent being ? No. 
In min would you place two intelligent beings at the two 
extremities of your line ; in vain would they address to each 
other, fluid undulations to "·hich their thought had given a. 
certain signification, this signification would never he under
stoo<.1 ; the undulation would alwn.ys remain 1111clulation ; the 
material act wonlcl always remain a material act, nothing more. 
The men at the different stations, unclersta11d each other only 
because a previous agreement has attached a meaning to each 
of the fluid un<lulatious. 
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Have you made such an agreement with the spirits? I have 
nothing to say ; nothing, except that I do not see in your 
practice, these combinations of signals that your theory sup
poses. The spirits sometimes employ them in their responses, 
but you never employ them in your interrogations, to which 
you apply no sort of alphabet. How does a fluid undulation, 
which is constantiy the same, vary itself to the ryes of the 
spirits ?-will it designate the one whom you evoke ?-will it 
make him acquainted with the question he has to resolve? It 
will not suffice that your intention joins itself to the vibration 
communicated ; you thus endow this vibration with intelligence 
and make shipwreck on the very rock where your predecessors 
have been lost. 

This is not all ; had you even adopted an alphabet to yonr 
questions, it would have been previously necessary to commn
cate to the spirits, the conventional equivalents that you 
establish between certain signals and certain letters or ideas. 
Have you had these previous communications? 

It will be replied, perhaps, that the spirits know more about 
the matter than we, that they understand a hint, that they 
hear our words and even read our thoughts. Then, your ten
dency is no longer towards intelligent matter, it is towards the 
direct intervention of spirits ; yon fall from Scylla into 
Charybdis. "'frhat appreciable difference is there between 
8pirits, themselves animating the tables or the mediums, and 
spirits who hear our words, divine our intentions, and fluidi
cally effect the prodigie~ demanded? Of what use to explain 
by undulations sent in pursuit of them, that which may be 
more simply explained by our intellectual relations with the 
spirits ? In regard to the question of knowing whether they 
reply to us fluiclically near by or far off, I venture to guarantee, 
on the part of the Spiritualists, that they will be wonderfully 
well contented with your :-tction at a distance, and with your 
intervention of spirits without cbnuge of plaee. 

I add, that if we are determined to enter into so extensive a 
revolt against the teachings of Scripture, if we abandon the 
souls of the dead to the thousand indiscreet impulses of human 
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curiosity, it is incomparably more consistent to suppose them 
accessible to our thoughts than to imagine a vibration of uni
versal electricity, of which the material premonition alone 
succeeds in fixing the attention. 

All the theories, then, have thus far failed. The phenomena 
which at present occupy the attention of the world, are either 
included in the circle of facts for which physical agents are 
adequate to account, and of ideas that exist in the brain of the 
operators, or they are purely and simply supernatural in the 
old sense of the word, and proceed directly from spirits, angels, 
demons or ghosts. Between these two solutions, no one will 
invent a third. 

Yet, such is the necessity that is experienced of attempting 
n. reconciliation, if not real, at least apparent, and in default 
of anything better, to procure the illusion of a middle t erm, 
that men of real merit have wasted their time in giving to the 
physical solution a somewhat equivocal character. I mention 
as an example, the author of a learned and remarkaule 
pamphlet, which has appeared in Boston, under the title of 
To Daimonion; or, tl1e Spiritual lllediu,m, by Trrl'l.:erse Oldfield. 
Under this cognomen is disguised a clergyman, full of faith and 
talent, who, having first explained the new phenomena in lec
tures before liis congregation, consented to allow his discourses 
to be published. Those who read them, "ill there learn many 
things ; they will gladly meet there a return to true good 
sense, that is to say, the peremptory negation of everything 
supernatural in the Spiritualist prodigies ; but, at the same 
time, they will he struck by the efforts the author makes to 
conceal an opposition 'rhich cannot he too plainly censured, 
and the hints he throws out, that the belief in the magical 
supernatural ha ::: , almost :ilways, been a belief in the nervous fluid! 

It is da11gcrous thus to make a partial amnesty with old 
superstitions, and to interpret their authors with so much 
friendli ne;,s. Independent of the fact that historical truth is as 
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important as all other truths, and that attempts to restore the 
uncertain past always disturb the human conscience, it is im
possible that a certain reciprocity should not establish itself in 
snch a matter ; you pretend that the Pagan philosophers ancl 
the Fathers of the Clrnrch actually had an idea of fluid action 
when they affirmed to the reality of magic ! \Vhy should not 
we suspect that yotl actually believe in magic, when yon affirm 
to fluid action? 

That would be unjust, I admit, ancl no one maintains, with 
stronger convictions than the author of the Dainwnion, the ex
clusively natural explanation. Yet, by dint of seeking allies 
among those who support a contrary opinion, he runs the risk 
of compromising his own argument. Therein consists, how
ever, the originality of his book ; he indirectly refutes all the 
champions of intelligent matter, all those who, taking a physi
cal agent, envelop it in the cloak of n. supernatural mission ; at 
the same time, he himself falls a little into the opposite excess, 
for he takes theories impregnated with the supernatural, and 
endeavors to discover in them the physical agent. He thus 
gives us, in some respects, an intermediare theory, which I can
not pass over in silence. 

I have said that the author of the Daimonion fu]]y adopt~, 
on his own account, the natural explanation. The proof is 
everywhere in his pamphlet, and particularly in pages 10, 11, 
13, 2'7, 31, 36, 37, 38, 60. Led away by his imperfect doc
trine on the subject of testimony, he makes too full an admis
sion of the reality of all cotemporaneons phenomena ; led away 
by his veneration for the ancients, and hy bis classic enthnsiasm, 
he stands in too great fear of isolation for his theory, and is too 
cager to assure to it (how strange !) an almost universal con
sent. Nevertheless, apart from these two errors, which are 
only a result of the same too sympathetic tendency applied 
both to modern times and to antiqnity, he does not once desert. 
the cause of good sense and of true science. The true medium, 
in bis eyes, is the nervous fluid, and nothing else; it is this vibra
tion, or if it be preferred, this undulation, communicated by the 
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will to the universal fluid, a po1:tion of which resides in us; it is 
this force, this particular modification of matter, of which it re
mains to state the precise nature, and to find the positive name. 
Ile is not so foolish as to reject, as illusions, the best attested 
facts of Animal ~Iagnctism, of Turning Tables, or even of the 
possessions of former times ; but he does not attribute them to 
Satan or the spiri ts, he attributes them to his spiritual medium. 
Nor docs this medium become, in his hands, an intelligent being, 
who reveals unknown truths ; it never does more than reflect 
our though t, or awaken within us vague reminiscences. 

I admire the science he has clisplayed ju his efforts to rally 
into his system Plato, Pythagoras, Cicero, the Fathers, the 
ancient Egyptian, Assyrian, ancl Greek wisdom, but I prefer the 
rude goocl sense which takes things for what they are, and does 
not cliscover in the clearest words, the contrary of what they 
signify. The philosophers and the Fathers were deceived I 
Let us dare to utter this blasphemy ; let us even clare to utter 
it often, for they were deceived in many matters. 

Traverse Oldfield is more circumspect (11, 17-19, 60-99). 
He endeavors to persuade himself that the soul of tht world, 
that grand ancient hypothesis, which, with certain modifications, 
passed frori::l the inhabitants of the Indies to the Greeks, is 
nothing else than the fluid, than the spiritual medium ! 

This is not the place to enter into . an examination of 
the questions relative to the connection between India and 
Greece, ancl the true doctrines held by the thinkers of 
those two countries. A simple glance at the work of Ritter 
( IIistoire de la philosopkie, translated by 'l'issot, vol. 1, pages 
108, 111-113, 122-124:, 182, 298, 31'1, 316, 339-341, 356, 358, 
etc.), will show us what antiquity understood by the soul of 
the worlcl. \Vi th 1;01nc, it was Brahma, or universal life ; with 
others, it was water, it was the air ; with others still, it was the 
numbers and their mancllous properties, ocld and even. ll ere 
prevailed the ic.lca of nature, all-powerful in it.self; there, ap
peared that of a personal God ; nowhere, was a glimpse to be 
caught of the special theory with which we arc now occupied. 

VOL. 11.-14 
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This is not to say that the nervous flnid may not have per
formed its functions among the nncients ns among the moderns; 
then, as at tlie present day, certain apparent prodigies could 
only be prodnced by means of it ; but that is not the question. 
It is not even required to know if the ancient magicians discov
ered the utility of certain fluid manreuvres, or if the theurgy 
addicted to these mysteries, did not, in the latter times, occa
sionally suspect the existence of a speeics of fluid emanation 
which it snpposed divine. Iamblicus has well described this in 
his " Book of llfysteries :" " The prophetic virtue of the gods, 
disengaged as it is from all substance, and for that very reason 
entirely present in all places, snddeuly bursts forth in its power, 
filling all beings, and, at the same time, e11lightening them from 
without. It circulates through nll clements, and leaves neither 
an animal, nor any portion whatever of nature, without 
impressing upon them, according to their degree of capacity, 
this indescribable something which emanates from it, and con
fers the gift of divination. Providence lavishes signs upon us. 

It miraculously gives a soul to inanimate things, mo
t ion to immovable objects, intelligence to those that arc depriv
ed of reason." 

Tliis passage is surely very remarkable, and flnid action is 
here clearly hinted at ; but can it he said that the effects 
described by Iamblicus may be attributed to a natural cause ? 
On the contrary, he connects them with " the prophetic nature 
of the gods ;" and he is right, since the question with him is 
"of the gift of divination." The cause must be worthy of the 
effect. 

I would apply the same remark to those who, unlike Iambli
cns, have not even suspected the existence of the physical 
phenomenon. All have spoken of the action of the gods, all 
have spoken, clearly spoken, of magic, of supernatural divina
tions. By what right docs any one now undertake to modify 
their unquestionable ideas, and suppose them strnngcrs to a 
superstition, against which they neither directly nor indirectly 
protested. Some of these writers did not believe in magic I very 
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well, but did they believe in t!ie fluid? They purely and sim
ply rejected everything, or laughed at everything. In regard to 
the opinion which admits certain extraordinary facts, an11 gi-res 
to them a natural explanation, we find it impossible to discornr 
the least trace of it in antiqnity. • 

I hanlly under:stand, then, why .Mr. Oldfield should have 
appealed to the testimony of the philosophers of antiquity and 
tlie Fathers. This is an alliance that shonld be left to the 
partisans of the supernatural apocrypha. M. des ~[ousseaux is 
in his proper sphere when be reminds ns of the conformity of 
his belief with that professed, first, by the pagan philosophers, 
then by the Fatber.s, and those who succeeded them. I am 
not astonished that Lis book (21-29) borrmvs from Apuleius 
the substance of the notions of antiquity in regard to spirits: 
the demons or intermediate divinities of Plato ; the enchant
ments anc1 omens which, according to him, they furnish to 
magicians arnl augurs ; souls separated from th ei r bodies, ot· 
limwes, * now protect iug, now terrifying. 

Behold the true trnth. In order to extract other truth from 
the same source, much good-will and ingenious erudition are 
necessary: one must take an opposite course from that pursued by 
ordinary translators, who arc generally accused of Yili fying their 
author-hence bas arisen the well-known proverb, ·which assimi
lates trauslations to treasons ; here, on t1ie~ contrnry, the original 
thought is embellished ; it is interprete<1 iu a t111pcrior se11sr, 
which differs so greatly from the first signification, ris to he its 
express ncga1ion. \.\here the ancient writer has written demon, 
the translator inserts fluid ; where he has spoken of divination 
and magic charms, the translator substitutes attraction and 
magnetism. 

Docs the question, for cx:unplc, have reference . to In<1ia and 
Egypt? If the first teaches that the Fon] of nature furnishes 
us secrets for assuming a11 rnrieties of form, for clwnging the 
laws of nature, arnl for renaling unknown things, the translator 

• llohgohlin~, f) Vil ~pirits.-TRANS. 
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supposes that this soul of natnre is the substance of the attrac
tiYe forces which ;ue exercised among us. If the second gives 
lessons in sorcery to the e11tire worltl, be arrin~s at the conclu
sion that the priests and magicians were scientific experimen
talists and g1~eat philosophers, who bad proved the existence of 
flnid action, and who, doubtless, only disguised it under mys
terious names, in 'order to strengthen their own influence. 

How unfortunate that such a secret should not haYe been 
betrayed by some one, and that a ·rnlume like that of Mr. Old
fich1 Rhould not lrnve been transmitted to us hy antiquity! A 
re.,,elation of this sort \\Ould not have been too much, it will be 
admitted, to authorize us to interline so many opposite declara
tions, and to v1rite underneath each word, the contrary of what 
it seems to express. 

"\Yhen I open Ilesiod, I there find the famous chain \\bich 
unites all beings ; in Plato, I ,again see the soul of the world ; 
In Socrates, I meet \\ith divination. But by what right shall 
I maintain that the chain is the universal fluid-that the soul 
of the world siguifies the material iufluenr.e which we can exer
cise or submit to-that divination corresponds to the penetra
tion of the thought and to remiuiscences ? 

Ilere 'rn have a more skeptical group-that iu \\hich figure 
Plutarch, Cicero, Galen, Plautn:<, C~sar, J1ffenal. Are we :my 
more likely to discover in their writings the theory of the spirit
llal medinm? Certainly not. They may sometimes have ridiculed 
these spirits of divination, and attributed their oracles to excite
ment or to intoxica.tion; but that is quite another proposition: it 
denies the pheuomena; it does not explaiu. them. Moreover, they 
admit, in general, the reality of rnrious supernatural operations. 
Cicero demonstrates, in bis treatise on divination, that man may 
enter into relations with spirits, and thus recei-re the knowledge 
of things inaccessible in any other -way ; Plutarch admits, that 
the bodies of the dead passing fir.st into plauts, and then iuto 
animals, it is not astonishing that their souls should appear in 
the entrails of victims ; Galen does not contest the efficacy of 
umulet::i. 
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Do I presume to teach all that to the author of the Daimo
nion? It wonld ill become me to do rn, for it is he who fur
nishes me this information. It is probable that his real thought 
docs not go so far as his words ; he has merely wished to show 
that antiqnity had some presentiment of fluid action ; that 
underneath its theories it is always possible to find the funrla
mental features of the spiritual medium; in short, that, in spite 
of their real superstitiom, the gTcat thinkers inrnriably held a 
language which might easily be rendered reasonable at the 
present day, by changing three or four words. 

That is certain ; aud the same remark is equally true of the 
Fathers-of Clement of Alexandria and of Tcrtullian, who even 
distinguish between the divine miracles and the prodigies of 
paganii:-:m or magic. But the distinction did not prevent such 
prodigies from having, in their eyes, an origin entirely super
natural ; and there lies the whole gist of the question. Parti
sans of the snpcrnatnral, adversaries of the supernatural-there 
have been, there will he only these two categories. If you 
transfer Plato or Tertullian from the first into the second, under 
pretext that their doctrine becomes similar to yonrs by snbsti
tuting fluid in place of the soul of the world, and magnetic 
inftncnce in place of the <lemon, I also will transfer into the 
same category, and Ly \'irtnc of the same process, the whole of 
the ).fiddle Ages, both ancient and modern' demonolog·ists, .M. de 
Mirville, and l' Unirers. 

Upon the whole, the Daimonion is an extraordinary book, 
one that marks a middle, hesitating positionJ to which a large 
part of the world, in such matters, incline. The time derntcd to 
its examination has not been uselessly spent ; we h::i;ve no 
further terms to keep with the supernatural apocrypha. Hence
forth, we shall preserve neither complaisance nor consideration 
for doctrines, that, in any degree whatever, suppose the inter
vention of spirits ; we sha.11 make it our business to find a 
natural solution which is so in reality, '"hich demands of tlic 
physical agent only such things as it may legitimately furnish
motiou commn11icatcd to matter, and the servile reflection of 
ideas from our minds. 
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In order to establish this natural solntiou, we must refer to 
the general principles laid down in the second part of our work. 
Now or never do they fiml their application. Let us bear in 
mind, first, that, as Christians, as admitting the absolute truth 
of the Scriptures, we are certain of the absolute falsity of 
knocking spirits. ·Let us also bear iu mind that testimony 
in such matters has never any great value ; the most honest, 
the most enlightened, the most numerous witnesses are de
ceived, they deceive themselves, aud ·will deceive each other 
whenever prodigies arc concerned, and wherever certain cnr
rents of credulity prevail. Not only do they deceive them
selves, bnt they practise their deception (may I be pardoned 
the expression), with the utmost sincerity ; they deceive 
because they exaggerate, because they repeat with confi
dence that which Las been related to them with reserva
tions, because they report their success, while they pass over 
their failures in silence, because they examine nothing· tho
roughly, and except everything. 

Ent it is not by means of a single principle, or even by means' 
of two principles, that we shall work our way through so many 
posifo·e assertions, so many overwhelming facts. The adver
saries of the supernatural ha·rn too often fallen into the mistake 
of wishing to discover the universal explanation ; it is like the 
universal remedy after which medecine has so long sought. 
Some one hits upon a true and ingenious idea ; be forthwith 
imagines that it will .apply to everything ! Now, let us 
attempt it here I If you appeal only to errors of testimony, 
you will be met by the reply that errors have limits, and that 
attestations renewed every moment by thousands and lnrndreds 
of thousands of ~vitnesses, necessarily answer to something· real. 
If you accuse your opponents of frand, they will say that the 
supposi tion of a perpetual fraud is iuadmissib1c, and that its 
constant success would Le a miracle a hundred times more 
extraordinary than those upon which you make war. If you 
rest your argument on fluid action, they will.retort that it can 
account for certain things, but not for everything ; that it can-
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not, in nny case, procure the knowledge of languages previously 
ignored, of circumstances of which uo one has heard, of the 
future which nothing has announced. If, in short, you attri
lmte the mischief to hallucination, they will foll you that the 
facts cited have sometimes an incontestable reality, and that 
when they find iu the gown of Madam N. the watch taken 
from her husband, or when they sec fall on the furniture of an 
apartment, sugar plums that arc afterwards passed from lrnnd 
to hand, these are material results, the proof of which leaves 
nothing to desire (la Table parlante, 44, 45 ). 

Your situation will lJe very different if you know how to 
unite your objections, if you avoid putting into your explana
tions the uniformity which is not evident in the facts, and 
advance to meet the cotemporary supernatural, supported at 
once, by your observations on the errors of testimony, fraud, 
fluid action, and hallucination. These principles, indeed, all 
enter into the spiritualist. prodigies, and yon will be the better 
armed agninst the adversary, for having continually before 
yonr eyes, the unremitting, radical, irreconcilable opposition 
that exists between the Biblical supernatural and the super
natural in question. 

I commence with errorR of testimony. A few words will 
suffice to show that 'rhat I have elsewhere saill on this subject, 
here find s its legitimate application. 

Let ns represent to oursc:lves a country where marvellous 
stories have excited 1he imagination, where a considerable and 
influential party have an interest in making the most of pro
<ligiCB ; where, in addition, real facts, too much neglected by 
science, furni sh a solid basis to any fantastic edifice they may 
please to constrnct on it ; let us suppose that faith in phe
nomena becomes a party matter, that it is propagated by 
numerous jonrnals, that experiments arc pcrfor111ell i11 the 
midst of large assemblies controlletl by the initiated, and to 
which their euth_nsiasm giYes the tone. \Yill it be an easy 
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matter for tlie criticism of the skeptics mingling with the crowd, 
to be very exact? will not they themselves often submit to the 
general excitement, and will not the most insignificant results, 
obtained after long waiting, and welcomed with transports, 
often assume, in their eyes, exaggerated proportions ? 

Tacitus has said : Sunt rnobiles ad superstitio11em perwssce 
semel mentes. The· impetus once given to the spirits, supersti
tions have a fair game of it. The struggle is, as to who shall 
believe the most and amplify the best. \Yhat right lrn;re we 
to take our stand as infallible witnesses, when it is proved that 
no other epocn bas seen such things, and that the supernatural 
has never been dispassionately observed ? It is certainly more 
difficult to comprehend how the multitudes of pretended sor
cerers and pretended magicians could have, for centuries, 
affirmed to imaginary acts, the confession of which often con
ducted them to the stake, than to understand bow it is that the 
American Unitarians believe they see prodigies which place at 
their disposal an unhoped-for revelation, or the Ultramontane 
party of the Old ·world acknowledge the reality of wonders, 
that come Yery opportunely to rehabilitate the Middle Ages,· 
and restore to honor a mass of compromised creeds. 

I do not doubt their integrity. I only say that the integrity 
of the loups-garous, and possedees, 'ms uot more doubtful, and 
that I am not inclined to accuse of premeditated false
hood, the innumeraLle witnesses of the false miracles which 
are at the present day abandoned hy everybody, the cures 
of king's evil, trials by red-bot iron, hy boiling water, and 
by floating. I say thn."t they have a fair game against con
tradictions and denials (there have been both, in Europe and 
in America), when they are united, when they assume a loud 
and consequential tone, and when, in addition, their phenomena 
rest on an unrecognized truth. Yes, there lies the cause, I 
cannot repeat it too often, of the sncccss of reigning supcr='ti
tiorn~. "While Achilles sulkily withdraws to bis tent, llcctor 
carries fire and sword into the Greek camp. Men of science 
will not hear a word of the action f'Xr.rcised by the nervous 
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fluid or the force, "·batenr it may he called, that places itself 
at the sen·ice of our will ; thenceforth, that force is mysterious, 
superhuman, aml offers a firm point of sn11port to the nonsense, 
which, by itself, could not for an instant have occupied a tena
ble position. 

Archimedes demandell only a lever and a fulcrum, with 
which to mo\·e the world ; superstition asks no more. You 
abandon into its hands the rotation of inert ohje<:ts, their obe
dience to the thought, their clen1.tions without contact, the 
noises produced, perhaps, hy Yirtue of a fluid commotion ; it 
bas there more than it needs. The residue will spring up o~ 
itself, and will cluster ~pontaneously round the natural fact, 
thus gratuitously metamorphosed into a marn~llous fact. I 
plainly declare to you, that if I had not begun my investiga
tions by establishing the phenomenon of the tables, I should 
at this "lery moment, aIHl iu perfect sincerity, have regarded 
the whole thing as a legend. 'l'he house I now occupy, in 
which nothing marvellous bas ever taken place, would have 
heen, in my eyeg, the theatre of hnnclrecls of prodigies. 'Ylrnt 
house is there, iu "·hicb peculiar f':ounds have not at times been 
heard ? "That bom:c is tberc, in which the most ~imple causes 
do not bring about the most inexplicable results, and furnish 
food for eretlnlity ? The chief thing is to know if credulity 
exists, for if it does e:xif':t, it will alwap:i fiud pretexts for its 
indulgence. About eighty ycnrs ago, )fadamc de Serres, my 
great-grandmother, hearing one night. a regnlar noise over her 
head, conrageously asccuded to the garret in quest of the 
cause ; the noise ceasing at her approach, she returned to her 
chamber, which she had scarcely rcac.:hed when it was resumed; 
she n.scendcd to the garret a second and a third time, each 
with simi lar results. Housing the domestics, they made n. 
thorough search, and eonclush·ely established the ahseucc of all 
corporenl beings capable of producing the solen111 rumbling for 
which their dcpartnre garn the signal. Herc was a c::ipital 
opportunity for supposing the intervention of spirits. As times 
go now, such a co11se<p1encc must naturally have followed, and 

U* 
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this story would have added a new, authentic document to the 
mass of deceptions that have already thrown so many dwellings 
into confnsion. :My great-gr:mdmother was, in her character 
of heretic, perhaps, less easy to convince ; she was obstinately 
bent on seeking a natural canse, and finally discovered it in 
the shape of a cat, that had overturned upon herself a bushel 
measure. The poor animal dragged ber prison across the 
floor, and thus produced that lugubrious rumbling which had 
alarmed the household ; whenever she heard any one approach
ing, she paused in her march, persuaded that they had come 
to deliver her. How many formidable mysteries are, at bottom, 
not mere extraordinary ! 

M. Morin told u8 not long since, of "an old soldier, a revo
lutionary hero, furiously incrednlons, who, at five different 
times in his life, and ahvays on the night preceding a catas
trophe in his family, was warned of it by three distinct blows 
at the head of bis bed." (Comment l'Esprit 1:ient aux tables, 
22. ) Shall we be compelled to believe that there was no 
illusion in the case, and that he did not unconsciously assist in . 
the accomplisliment of the prodigy, whenever circumstances 
instinctively led him to forebode a misfortnne ? Or, indeed, 
shall we admit everything that is attested by estimal)le per
sons? Shall we believe, since the Palatine says so (1'{oU1:cllcs 
Lettres, 153), that a bitch has given lJirth to mice, and that a 
cat has brought forth. dogs ! Let us also believe that the 
casting of spells forcibly inspired love, delivered bodies to the 
devil, caused men to pin!? away or die. although we 
cannot but he filled with wonder, when we remark that no one, 
at the present day, succeeds by these means, in influencing 
either the heart or the henlth. 

Men, say you, are transported through the air, or suspended 
around the lights of an apartment; hands without bodies, nffix 
to p:iper the exact signatures of deceased persons ; Jlfedi1irns 
prophesy, they reveal in detnil, a past of which evrrybocly is 
ignorant, they speak lnugnagcs hitherto unknown to them, nnd 
of which no one present. has ever learned the first woru.~ 
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Permit me to declare to you that I do not believe one syllable 
of all this, although I fully believe in the integrity of tl10se 
who relate it. Are we, for instance, necessarily obliged to 
suspect the sincerity of the numerous witnesses who have t esti
fi ed to the prodigies of .Angelique Cotter, the electric girl ? · 
On a second perusal in M. de Mirvillc's book (358-3 67), of 
these attestations, so exact, and so respectable, I said to myself 
that ncYer would any of the phenomena of Spiritualism Le so 
perfectly demonstrated; whence I had the temerity to conclude 
that the amateurs of the marvellous might he deceived, not
withstanding their perspicacity, their precautions, and their 
sincerity. 

Everybody knows, indeed, that there was nothing extraor
dinary about the electric girl, more than the combination of 
great cunning with apparent stupidity. The convulsive motion 
of the knee, by means of which she overturned tables, was 
perceived, an investigation took place, and the contusion 
occasioned by this motion was established. M. Babinet has 
lately referred to it in the Revue des Dw,x JJ[ondes (5 15-517), 
with some detail s wliich no longer permit us to preserve the 
slightest doub t . 

But it is especially to the example of L ondun that I appeal. 
It contains all that const itutes decided proof. The fact ga ined 
some celebrity, it continued several year.s, its history has bceu 
carefully preserved. The same men who look upon the prodi
g ies of the present day as evident, arc st ruck by the evidence 
of the prodigies effected at Loudu11 ; it is, then, a type chosen 
hy themselves by which we may measnre the faith to be 
bestowed on tei::timony that rcg·ards supernatural matters. By 
thei r own admission, the testimony of the present llay is not 
more reliable than that which guaranteed the sinceri ty of the 
Ursnli11es, the justice of L aubnrdemont, the real action of the 
dcmous Gresil des trones and Charbon d'impurcte. ~ow, if it 
be founll that the proceedings at Loudun were only au 
infamous fraud comlJincd with that comparati\'C sincerity which 
js the rernlt of prejudice, dogmatic interest, and nerrnus 
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excitement, we may reasonably draw a conclusion detrimental 
to cotemporary certificates. 

\ Ve are not to suppose, moreover, that the reality of these and 
similar phenomena has not been disputed ; the inconsistencies, 
of 'vhich little has been said, none the less subsist. The 
prodigy of unknown tongues has been strongly contested ; 
gross errors, errors· in facts, in elates, in places, in the responses 
of the pretended spirits have frequently been pointed out ; 
these spirits often reciprocally accuse each other of lies and 
imposture. It is also of common occurrence that the mediums 
become clairrnyants in respect to their opponents, and accuse 
them of speaking or writing under the empire of real halluci
nation ! In short, there have been persons who confessed 
their own frauds, and who denounced those of which they were 
Tictims. All these facts which I obtain from an author whom 
no one will charge with malevolence (le J._liystere de la danse des 
tables, 15, 16, 21, 23 and 24 ), pwve that the modern i;;pirits 
are not elevated above the condition of their predecess(ws, and 
that we may, without scruple, apply to them our principle on 
the value of testimony. 

'l'he suspicion of fraud may also, in a certain measure, attach 
to these modern spirits. There arc many sorts of fraud, self
styled honest, as we shall see by commencing with those sanctified 
by the encl, and finishing "·ith those, the frivolity of which seems 
to make them innocent.. To aid by fraud in the propagation 
of sound doctrines, that, alas I is of common occurrence, and 
equally common is it t o see rogues taking advantage of persons 
whose creduli ty sta nds ready to fall into every snare, and who 
regularly g ive t o each trick of which they are victims, a 
supernatural £nterpretation. 

I observe, then, that mystifications and lies haTe probably 
pfayed their part in the scenes which have been related to us. 
It is not impossible to counterfeit blows by means of ventrilo
quism, to hre::i k crorkery in pieces hy means of fulmin ating 
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compositions, to move furniture by attaching to it a bit of 
string or to multiply illusions by resorting to combinations of 
mirrors, jugglery, and amusing physics in general. 

The absurdity consists, not iu supposing that the tliiug may 
sometimes be accomplished, but in supposing that it is always_ 
and everywhere accomplished. This is an untenable position, 
and I fancy that the Spiritualists were not a little pleased 
when they saw the manner in which they were attacked by 
M. Babinet i11 the May number of the Rei:ue des D eux J.llondes. 
If there is, indeed, anything more difficult to believe than 
the interrnntion of spirits, it is the complicity of the forty 
thousand, the sixty thousand mediums, perhaps, who, at present 
inh1bit the earth. In their uumber ar(( to be found a great 
many honorable, eminent men, whose uprightness bas never 
been questioned; yet, here is a man who summons us to regard 
them as so many ventriloquist liars, seeking to "pocket the 
dollars !" 

It would seem, indeed, as if the men of science had lnid a 
wager to second superstition at any price, now, in refusing to 
examine the physical phenomena which it appropriates to 
itself, now, in opposing it with arguments that become weapons 
against them in the hands of the enemy. It is to be regretted, 
that when men prcteml to enter upon a serious discussion, they 
should not be ac:qnaintcd with the poin1:6 at i inw, aml should 
write such thin.~s as the following, in face of the speaking and 
writing mClliums wh1J :-warm in America : "I am er-en greatly 
astoni.:ihed that the spirit:' have not been matle to ~peak in 
the ordinary language of man, and that men shonhl have 
limited themse!Ycs to provoking responses J,y knocks i11tlicating 
numbers, letters, afl.irmation~, and negations." ( 514.) But 
this results only from thoughtlcssnC'ss ; aml an academician 
who jndges from a high stand-point, is qnite likely to believe 
that he has 110 need to acquaint hirn l'elf with the facts. To 
invent a11 expla11atory theory " 'hich tloes not bear cxamiuatiou, 
is a very graYe mistake ! 

Now, this is nnfortnn:itely the ~ase with ~f. Babinet. .Arlmit-
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ting that the knocks heard in various directions cannot be 
explained by the fraudulent action of the feet, he resorts to 
ventriloquism. Thus he makes all the mediums ventriloquists I 
And as such infamous tricks are not performed without an 
ouject, all the mcdi1wzs arc, of course, bribed I M. Babinet for
gets that he himself has acknowledged that men of considerable 
eminence fignre aniong the American mcdizims, that the Euro
pean mediums gain no profit from their impostures, and doubtless 
lie gratis ! 

"'What he bas especially forgotten, is the nature of the human 
heart. It is so constituted, that fraud, conceivable in a special 
case, and with the view· of attaining a local, definitive end, can 
never be the legitimate explanation of any general facts that 
mark the history of humanity. This is so true, that ~Iahomet 
himself could not have sustained his part, if he had not eventu
ally become the subject of a partial hallucination, and if he had 
not, in a measure, been his own dupe. To make a Mahomet 
of a Voltaire is impossible ; for a still stronger reason is it 
impossible that these sixty thousand mediums aud these five 
hundred thousand adepts should practice fraud every day, in all · 
places, for six years in succession. 

But the more essential it is to amid this monstrous accusa
tion, the more important does it become not to omit the acci
dental intervention of deception and fraud which furnish a 
necessary element, the absolutely inexplicable marvellous, in the 
fabrication of the new phenomena. A few idle tales, founded 
on imposture, are sufficient to amuse the five divisions of the 
world. To-day they are. related in France, to-morrow they will 
pass over to England, in a month tlrny will fi ll the journals of 
America, in four months they will aston i£h the circles of Cal
cutta and the gold-seekers of N" cw Holland. Then, in a year, 
they will return to us from Australia ; we shnll quote them us 
novelties from the newspapers of Syducy or San Francisco. 
They will, finally, Le incorporated into dissertations and into 
hooks, whence the reviews and journals will continue to extract 
them, real wandering ,Jews of the popular snperstitiou, real 
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soldiers of the theatre, falling GU the stage to rise again behind 
the scenes. 

Such are, I am convinced, the real proportions, such is the 
real part of fraud. Its importance i3 great, and it could not be 
omitted in our analysis, without exposing us to the danger of -
being confounded in presence of certain facts. I am anxious 
to say this distinctly, and not less distinctlj· would I separate 
my proposition on this point, from that stated by ~L Babinet. 

A man so distinguished as he, would never ha-ve had recourse 
to the explanation by ventriloquism and dollars, if he had 
possessed sufficient self-reli:rnce and fodependence of official 
traditions impo.:;ed by l'esprit de corps, to take into serious 
consideration the mixed phenomena, those in which our will 
disposes of a fluid or force. Ile would ham understood that 
there was to be found the scientific solution of the problem, 
at least of that portion of the proLlem which, relating to 
facts in no degree imaginary, especially merits attention. 

In regard to my:sclf, knowing as I do, that fluid action raises 
heavy tables, and communicates considerable motions without 
r.ontact, I cannot hesitate to believe that many miracles, form
ing the solid basis of new wonders, simply proceed from this 
cause. I admit, without difficulty on tlre one hand, that the 
formation of the chain is not indispensable to fluid action ; on 
the other hand, that the results obtained by us at Yalleyres, 
are far from bei11g the extreme limit of the possible. 

It is probable, then, that clerntions of furniture, more aston
ishing than those witnessed by us, have been effected by opera
tors endowed with more faith and more fluid power. It is a]so 
probable that the famous knockings, those which seem to be the_ 
least contestable of the .American phenomena, are produced by 
the same power : is not the impulsion or physical attraction 
which forces n. table that no one touches, to rise a nu to over
turn, likewise able to produce, in different parts of a room, 
creakings nnd other derangeme11ts of matter that gh·e rise to 
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sound ? I shonld deem it little philosophical to deny this 
<t priori, although we may ha;rn obser-ved notliing similar. I 
prefer to place the difference to the account of our relatirn 
weakness, rather than attribute all tile knocks heard elsewhere, 
either to fraud or to spirits, eYen rather than suppose nni-rersal 
hallucination ronne.ctcd \Yith nothing real. 

Fluid action explains not only tllese elevations of furnitnrc 
and these knocks that have been absurdly exaggerated, but 
which are, donbtless, in a certain degree, not less real, and upon 
T\hich the material side of spiritualism positi\·elyrests; iteqnally 
explains all that is true of it, in reference to the intellectual 
side. It would. be difficult to helie\e that everything is illusion 
in the surprising revelations furnished by the mediums; and I 
can readily imagine that many of them submit to crises similar 
to those produced by somnambulism or biology, sometimes 
penetrating the thought of indi·ridnals who consult them, some
times unconsciously reproducing this thought. The hypothesis 
is all the more plausible, since a rigorous observation would 
easily bring back the pretended divinations of the mediums as. 
well as those of somnambulists, into the well-defined circle of 
acts that proceed from the internal sense. They dh·ine noth
ing; they know that which the persons present know or haYc 

known. 
Everything:, consequently, leads us back to this fundamental 

identity already remarked hetween .Animal )fognetism and the 
American phenomena. It is difficult to doubt the persistence 
of the same fluid action ·which has sncessively fumished to 
magic, to magnetism, and M knocking spirits, their respecti\e 
portions of truth. 

Side by side with our clerntions of furniture, we naturally 
_firn1 the analogous experiments which magnctizers have for a 
10ng time attempted on rigid somnambulists wllom they raise, 
it is said, by the feet, in virtue of the magnetic force, the head 
serving as a piYot. Side by side with intelligent responses of 
the pretended. spirits, responses furnished by means of an alpha
bet, the Of'casionally :.::nrpri:.::in~· rorrectness of which explnins 
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itself by the penetration of the thought,* may be placed the 
processes employed by certain somnambulists, who also write, 
letter for letter, that which they reatl in the minds of their 
visitors. 

This fact, once admitted, the supernatural apocrypha disap- -
pears, autl ~ brilliant light is thrown upon all the marvellous 
acts which the human imagination has usctl to such atlrnntage. 
\Ve see divinations resolve themselves into simple previsions, 
here facilita,tcd by the internal sense as they arc elsewhere hy 
phrenology or e1en by simple experience, hy the obscrrntion 
and study of symptoms and physiognomies. \Ye see the 
enchantments of the modern magicians of India and Egypt 
resolve themselves into a biological effect which men of science 
will henceforth refuse to contest ; nor is it necessary to suppose 
that the -visions furnished by the crystal of Cagliostro had a11y 
other origin. In short, we see ancient sorcery dwimllc away 
and entirely vanish . It had its inexplicable action ou inert 
bodies, its strange rlcnlopmcnt of the faculties, its penetration 
of the thought, its previsions, its snbjecti1e ancl biological 
impressions. Head in a work to which I hav-e often referred 
(To Dairnonion, 48-58), the description of the famous Salem 
witchcraft, you will there meet with enrything of the kiud : 
impulsion gircn to material objects, knocks, 110ises, clairrnyance, 
a knowledge of strange tong·ues hy means of intellectual contact 
or remunseeuccs. But I would especially call yonr attention to 
that p0rtion of the book of )1. 1Ioriu (Comment l'Esprit ricnr 
nnx tables, 133-135 ), in which he gives an account of his own 
experiments, q1e triumphs of his own magic. 

"\Ve should all confess onr weaknesses. After hav-ing oc
cupied myself for some time with magnetism in the usual way, 
that is to say, making scrnp11lous use of the passes which I then 
l.ielicv-c<l necessary to the procluctiou of the phenomena of som
nambulism, second sight, catalepsy, etc. ; t.hc latter multiplying 
antl increasing in proportion as I hccamc accustomed to the 

• 111. Morin has once established this in a positive manner. See his book (1G2). 
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exercise, I soon came to recognize in them a striking analogy 
to all the facts anciently qnotell from the domain of magic, sor
cery, and diabolical possessions. I first substituted 
the intellectual proof for the passes, that is, I impressed the 
imagination of my subjects by the mystery and strangeness of 
certain practices of old magic that I had somewhere picked np. 
I then pronounced the most celebrated names in the litany of 
the spirits, and employed formulas of evocation consecrated by 
the martyrology of the sorcerers, by the trials of the lloly 
Inquisition. Alas ! I produced exactly the same phenomena ; 
the only difference being that I still increased them and 
succeeded oftener. \Vas I then in communication with hell ? 
Had I signed the fatal compact without knowing it? Herc 
was my weakness. I trembled. In order to con
\ince my reason of the faith I possessed that the spirits re
mained entirely strangers to these phenomena, I laid a snare so 
gross, that it would have been impossiblr, for them to he caught 
in it, if they had really been present. I give the recipe for the 
use of adepts. I substituted for the magical practices of the. 
masters in this science, the most a bsnrd and insignificant demon
strations, requiring only that they should preserve a mystical 
vocabulary, and in place of evoking legendary names or reciting 
the text of fatal formulas, I strung together with the utmost 
gravity, three or four syllables in order to make a fancy name 
of them, and then repeated in the most hollow \oice I could 

•assume, a few verses from Horace or Yirgil. Behold the mir-
acle, or rather the absence of miracle I The spirits did not fall 
into the trup ; yet the same magnetic manifestations were pro
duced on the subjects." 

Thus we see indeed, that they were magnetic, not magical 
manifestations. M. :Morin prcsen·cd throughout, the firm will 
of the magnetizer, and he magnetized ; fluid action continued 
to obey him, for it is entirely independent of the demons and 
formulas of sorcery. 

I say : fluict action ; hut I do not determine its nature. I 
prove that it is the same in the phenomena. of magnetism and 
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of magic ; but I do not dctet.minc whether it shall be called 
fluid, T"ibration, undulation, force, or a, particnlar state of mat
ter. \Ve may accept certain facts without adopting the theory 
that lias been appended to them. 

Mesmer represents the universe as submerged in an eminently -
subtle fluid, "·hich he thinks should be named animal, mag·netic 
fluid, because it can be compared to the fluid of the magnet ; 
he supposes this fluid to impregnate all bodies, and transmit to 
them the impression of motion ; he sees it insinuating itself 
into and circulating through all the fibres of the nervous sys
tem, accumulating, when we will it, in buckets, tnbs and other 
auxiliary instruments, and especially in the organs of the magne
tizer who transmits it to the magnetized (Calmeil, ii., 439-
441). Of what consequence is that to us? In order to belie·re 
in the magnetic force which is eYident, we need not necessarilv 
belie~e in a ilnid influence t•xercised on onr ncrrnus system by 
the planets. Neither is it necessary for us to draw up a formal 
1.beory 011 either, on the cosmical forces or on the vital principle. 

It is sufficient to establish that some physical age11t, appar
ently analogous to terrestrial magnetism, light, caloric, or elec
tricity, alld which it is natural to range provisionally among 
the imponderables under the equally provisional name of hema
to-nen·oHs flnid, manifests its presence in the operations of mag
netism, in those of Turnillg 'rabies and in the few real phenom
ena upon which Spiritualism has been established. 

IIcrc I pause, trusting that Scie11ce will soon enable us to go 
further, :rnd tlwt she will cea~e to disdain one of the most mag
nificent fields of study e\er offered to her attention. The ma
terial demonstration of the flni<l, such as is furnished by our 
clerntions without contact, will, doubtless, finally decide her 
to look into the subject. The Germans ha\e already taken the 
first step : the organic ether of the ones, the vital principle 
of the other:<, the tcllnrism, or the siderism of the~e, the mii
versal ilui<l of 1.l10~e, its undulations, its Yihratio11s, arc all so 
many hypothese~, not one of which (and l lean aside the mar· 
vcllous odylc, is yet transformed into an article of faith. 
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I shall continue, then, to speak in this sense of the nervous 
fluid, and in doing so, I do not fear to commit any gTa\·c error, 
for M. Bahinet nses the same laugnage. If he denies the 
emission of the nervous finiL1 external to our bodies, and its 
obedience to the commands of oti.r will, he docs not hesitate to 
acknowledge its presence within us, which is n.lrcady a point 
gained. These are the terms in which he states (Revue des Deu.x 
lliondcs, 525) the series of actions by means of which the will 
produces motion. "The brain, or more correctly speaking, 
the various parts of the hrnin, send, through the agcney of the 
nerves (those of sensibility, us well as those of motion), the 
electric nervous flnid to tlte muscle~, which under the empire 
of electricity, contract or relax. The tendons, bones and rnlid 
parts of the body then serve as cords and levers to tran:::n1it 
and mechanically moflify this force produced by the original 
impulsion of the brain. The reader mny follow, in the fine 
work of Magendie, the functional disturbances of the various 
faculties in proportion as certain parts of the brain arc para
lyzed. The anterior lmrt being paralyzed, the animal can no 
longer move backwaru, he goes forward. The posterior part· 
being paralyzed, the nnimal co:~tinually moves backwn.rd. 
If other portions of tlie brain arc similarly affected, he can
not move without turning to the right or left, jumping, 
creeping or rolling on the ground. The m::i.gnetizer holds the 
thread by which the brain' trnnl'mits all its orders. He may 
also in many cases supply the deficiencies in nervous communi
cations, hy putting wires or any metallic conductors of electricity 
in place of the nerves." 

As no moral or physical law interdicts us from prolonging 
beyond the epidermis, this " thread hy which the brain trans
mits all its orders ;" as nothing hinders me from projecting 
towards other bodies the elef1tric nervous fluitl circub ting 
within me ; as my hand, charged with fluid, mny net attrac
tively in the same manner, for instance. as though it helcl a 
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mngnct ; as, in short, a mass ~f facts attests the reality of such 
action, I am prepared to admit the more cxtcntled applica
tion of the important principle, the existence of which, M. Babi
nct establishes interior to us, and to rank fluid action, aside 
from fraud and errors of testimony, among the fundamental -
elements of our natural explanation. I have elsewhere stated 
that hallucination completes the list of these clements; my 
readers, therefore, will not be surprised that I should also say a 
few ·words concerning it. 

" Hallucination I" some one, perlrnps, cxc1nims. You have 
already spoken of it repeatedly, yet we arc not persuaded I 
How can any one be lwllucinatcd? Our inmost sense protests 
against such a doctrine, and until we ourselves have been con
vinced by personal experience, we shull fiud it impossible 
to comprehend the reality of hallucination in regard to others. 

Those who thus express themselves, doubtless comprehend 
how it was that hundreds of thousands of unfortunate beings 
formerly believed in sorcrrcrs or loups-garous ! They compre
hend how it was that these people could relate their travels, 
their words, their deeds, their crimes ; how it was that their 
horrible revels, and their excursions through the forests could 
have had for them as much objective certainty as the incidents 
of their ordinary life I 

" Y cs," they retort, " we comprchcn\l that ; for there was 
no more hallucination then than now ; all was real, the excur
sions to the sabbat, the infamous ceremonies and the mur
ders " . of children who, notwithstanding, remained 
.wondrously healthy ! Let us reason seriously. Our oppo
nents mistrnst the theory of hallucination, because it seems to 
conduct us to absolute pyrrhonism. The Bishop of Mans thus 
expresses himself in his pamphlet on writing and speaking 
tables : " It is impcs:;ible to call in qncstiou all the facts 
uttributcd to the intcn·cntion of demons : that would be to 
de~troy the very foundations of historical rcrtainty, and throw 
ourselves into universal pyrrhonism. . . . The facts (relative 
to the speaking tables) multiply to such a degree, arc attested 
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by so many persons worthy of faith who certainly have no dis
position to dccei1e, and ha-ve taken all possible prrcautions not 
to be themselves deceived, that we no longer sec any way of 
denying them ; otherwise, we mnst donht everything ; for facts 
clothed with these conditions, are elevated to the rank of his
torical certainty." 

That seems well reasoned. If hallucination be admitted, 
where will it stop ? Yon who suppose it in another, will you 
dare maintain that yon alone of all the world, are miaffected 
by it ? No, my thesis is less impertinent and less dungeroas. 
In the first place, it starts from a fact attested by all physiolo
gists and men of science : there are hallucinations, there are 
hallucinations independent of insanity, there are collecfrre 
hallucinations ; all that has heen proved in other parts of this 
work, and it is not necessary to repeat it. In the second place, 
my thesis does not compromise historical certainty, for it does 
not leave to the imagination, to chance, or to any one privi
leged individual, the mission of determining what i~ and what 
is not hallucination ; that duty it assigns to reason and expe
rience which never cleceive, for hnllucinations everywhere meet 
irrefutable contrndictions, the children clernurcd are still alin, 
the travelling sorcerers have not left their beds, noises heard 
by the initiated 110 not exist for the profane, the person trans
ported to the Batignoles through the air, was seen only Ly 
the adepts ; for the prodigies are modeled exactly in conformity 
with reigning fashions or opinions ; trials by red-hot iron and 
by floating, arc neither of thrm in use at the present day, vam
pires no longer show themselves in the villages where intelli;
gence bas penetrated. In the third place, my thesis in no 
degree snpposes Spiritualism to be a perpetnal or universal 
hallucination ; I make an allowance, a large allowance for 
errors of testimony, for complaisances, for enthusiasm, for 
\Olnntary or inrnluntary exaggerations. I make a large 
allowance for mystification and frand, I make a large allow
ance, in short, for real physical effects, the consequences of 
flnid action. 
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Thus confined within reason~ble limits, hallucination possesses 
uo features that cannot be ea~ily conceived. Let ns not forget 
the very curious phenomena of biology ; let us remember that 
they may be provoked without employing any passes, and let ns 
endeavor to form some idea of the magnetic influence to which -
the inactive spectators, in a sitting dernted to the prodigies of 
the spirits, must submit : they wait a long time, they fix their 
eyes and their attention,_ the very air they breathe is filled with 
currents of credulity, the magnetic power of the mediums is 
exercised over them. \Yhy is not this condition more or less 
allied to the biological state? Hallucination, indeed, does not 
ber.ome complete in everybody ; many persons carry away from 
rnch assemblies only an impression of the impressions expe
rienced by those around them; they ha1e seen people who saw, 
they have heard the exclamations of people who heard. Ent 
this is already one fact to he obsened, and when ererybody 
exclaims : " See ! hear !" it is difficult not to imagine that, 
like the turkey in the fable, we also see ancl hear " something." 

In affirming that hallucination is not general, I only repeat 
the declaration of a "'·itness who is considered reliable. .M. 
:Morin, in his book, writes as follows : "I will give the cause 
of those noises, which, in the end, almost always accompany 
the presence of these sensitive beings, aml which become per
ceptible, I do not say to all, but to a .great number of the 
~pectators." 

Such, then, is the trne nature, and the true limit of the 
hallucination of which I speak. It is a biological lw.llncination 
in which all the members of the assembly do not eqnnlly par
ticipate . The mediums are probably the first to submit to it, 
while they, at the same time, impose it on the rest of the 
party ; their energetic will directed t owards the apparition 
of a phant om , a light or a flying object, towards the produc
tion of various sound~, eventually calls forth fur themselves 
and others, one of those illusions engendered 1Jy biology. 
Then comes contagion, in its turn, to continue the work 
thus commenced ; it fastens itself upon those who, as yet, 
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neither see nor bear ; it subjects them to the common emo
tion ; and exaggerations form the crowning work of the fantas
tic edifice erected by Lallucination and contagion ; even those 
who recei\e the ' impressions only at second-hand, seem to feel 
bound not to be left behind in the race ; they relate their story 
to the first person they happen to meet, they generalize ; a 
sitting with great results, goes the rounds of the world, repro
duced in all the books and journals, lending its prodigies to 
the thousand sittings, tlw success of which is eqnivocal. 

Having some curiosity to know if the Americans themselves 
did not admit hallucination as partially accounting fur the new 
phenomena, I found, upon inquiry, that the evidence of this fact 
bad strnck those \vho do not go so far as to acknowledge the 
intervention of spirits. :Jir. Oldfield (To Daimonion, 148) for
cibly describes the over-exeitemeut, the nervous disorder, the 
magnetic sensations, ·which gradually seize upon the persons 
who assist in spirititalist circles ; he signalizes the moment in 
which the initiated, so to speak, are forced to see strange 
images and hear strange harmonies. Mr. Rogers, analyzed by 
M. des Mousscaux (llfa;itrs et Pratiques, 318), explains the 
visions of phantoms, by means of lrnllucinatiou : " Yon wish, 
let us suppose, to see appear before your eyes, as a living real
ity, the spectre of a certain individual. It is sufficient 
to represent to yourself this individual, in such a way that bis 
form shall be firmly engraved on your mind. As soon as you 
Lave accomplished this, lose no time in burning in an apartment 
a certain comhination of narcotics, the formula of which will be 
dictated to you. Aftei· this you have nothing further to do than 
to fix your eyes on the spirals of smoke which rise from the 
chafing-dish, where you will perceive, as living, the person 
whose presence you seek. If two persons, struck by 
a similar impression, should be connected in the same experi
ment, they will both see the same object, they will experience 
entirely indentical sensations. This," says the author, "is one 
of the secrets of black magic. But the spectre is not the result 
of nervous action ; it has no external existence." 
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This is not the secret of bla,i!k magic alone ; it is the secret 
of the visions of the Egyptian children, related by :M. de 
Laborde, the Yisions of A_mericans, with which so many volumes 
are filled, it is biological magnetism entire. -we have not for
gotten that the cxpcrimcllts in sorcery, attempted by ~I. Morin, -
succeeded as well with Ycrses from Virgil as with regular evo
cations, proYided there was sufficient solemnity in the process, 
and the formulas were of a nature to facilitate the biologization 
of the spectators. The same author attests to the important 
part played by hallucination, and gives decisive proofs of it, 
especially in regard to sounds. (Comment l' Esprit ?:ient au,x 
tables, !)4, 116, 119-122, 133-135, 156, 158-162, 1G5, 
167-169. 

After speaking of a reunion in which be participated, a 
reunion slightly Pythagorean, slightly Swedenborgian, believing 
in the spirits, in the transfusion of souls, in their faculty of 
roving about immaterially, and yet meddling with the material 
things of this world, be adds : " EYen the chain being broken, 
the imagination of those who formed it is so over-excited, that 
they sec the spirits in dreams, aucl when they open their eyes, 
they still see them. Thus faith in illusion is sanctioned by hal
lucination." 

"They speak," he says elsewhere, "of evocations and appa
ritions. For the last ten year~, I, who <lo not believe in them, 
have called them up every clay, raising, according to my fancy, 
phantoms before the eyes of certain persons, or predisposing 
these same persons to create them for themselves. Is it from 
beings superior to myself, that I thus compel this scrrile obedience 
to my will ? or, is it not rather the reaction of the reflective fac
ulties that I have pointed out in ecstatics, mediiuns and others, 
which forms these images drawn from my brain by the commu
uication of thought, or from the sources of memory or instinct 
in theirs? 

"\Vonkl yon know how these evocations arc produced ? 
Listen : 'I wis!t to speak to my fat lier,' says the first ques
tioner. The medium remains silent and meditative, his hands 

\OJ., 11.-1.5 
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trembling so as to shake the feet of the table, and after a short 
time he replies : 'I sec him.' ' Describe his appearance.' ' IIe 
is a 'Venerable man, with grey hair falling ab(Yllt his shoulders. 
His coat is large. I think it is green, the lmttons shine as though 
of silrer. IIe has,' etc. Here, provided the memory of the 
interrogator, awakened by this touching purtrait, is plea~ed to 
dwell on the details he hears repeated, he may be nrycertain that 
the medium will not let a single one escape. Even shonll1 1.here 
be a private mark or scar, he will discover it on the phantom 
evoked, on conditio11 of its being lodged in the folds of the son's 
most secret memory. .Auel you hear the latter excla im n·ith 
tears in his eyes : ' Great God! harr'. mercy rm me! It is really 
my father, I r~cogni::c him! Oh! miracle!' \n1at a triumph 
for the medinm. Nevertheless, it is easy for him to lrn\C a 
score of triumphs, one after the other, like that, and fortu
nately, with.ant calling any soul from ueyolll1 the tomb. . . . 
This has, from the beginning of the world, been called diYina
tion, and for the last sixty years, it has been known in magnet
ism under the name of the communicatio11 of the thought." 

" 'I wisli to sec Socrates,' asks a second iuterrogator ; the sam'e 
emotion of the medium is tran~rnitted to the table. This con
fused vibration is produced by tension of the instinct, which 
prepares to draw again from the hearth-stone of the memory. 
As it is probable that the qnestioner, in denrnnding the shade 
of Socrates, has an illea of this personage in his mind, it is cer
tnin that the shadow or image will appear to him resembling 
the description given by the 111cdinm, which is, in itself, only the 
exact copy of the idea. A new triumph and a new astonishment 
of the assembly ! Ent here it often happens, especially when the 
shade of a well-known person is evoked, that a new phenomenon 
is produced, which completes the illusion, and giYes certainty 
to the apparition. All at once, anothc1· medium or visionary, 
raised up in the assembly, perceives the same shat1e, another, 
and again another ; the vision becomes au iurnsion. Socrates, 
then, is really there, lie Las returned upon earth at the llcmancl 
of whomsoever is daring enough to call up the clend. 
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Y cs, there arc ten persons wb-0 behold this Grecian sage, robed 
in the antique style, half-reclining on a, bed, one foot placed 
upon the ground, about to carry the cup of hemlock to his lip:;:. 
How can any one deny the truth of this vision ? Neithe r do I 
deny it. Tf there is a communication of thought between two 
individuals, it may also exist between ten. I know of no <lis
eases more rapidly cpil1emic than those of the minu ; /wllucina
tion is like fear, ask physicians if it be not so ! .And as it 
is always the rnme thought that is communicated, it is also 
the same figure that is reflected. 

" I will mention, apropo3 to this, quite a, curious experiment 
made by me in order to convince myself. . . . One evening, 
thcu, wliile in company with a.bout a dozen persons, I traced 
on the floor a magic circle, marked all over with cabalistic 
figures, aml placed in its centre a globe of water, upon which 
floated a IJit of camphor, its surface on fire (this is one of the 
thousand methods, besiucs that of the tables, employed in the 
evocation of phantoms). 'l'binking to please my uudieucc, I 
asked for the shade of Sardanapalus on his funeral pile ; it, 
was n sort of tableau Tivant, with plastic attitudes. Four per
sons out of the twel\""e submitted to the hallucination. As they 
occupied different parts of tlie circle formel1 aroum1 the blazing 
globe, I bethought myself to iuquire of them ho\Y they saw 
Sardanapalus. They all four saw llim full in the face I 
Ilcncc, I concluded that the image was only a reflection from 
the imagination of all these seers, and not Sanlanapalns." 

Let us pass to the hallucinatious of hearing. :\L .llorin 
has, on this point, made the most serious and conclusive expcri
rncu ts. 

".Accident conuuctctl to me a young girl about eighteen 
years of age, aucl presenting all the fatally distinctive eharac~ 

teristics of the most powerful medimns. . . . II:ning caused 
her an almost instantaneous Tifiion into the crystal (after the 
manner of C..igliost ro), I laill a violin, perfectly in tune, on a. 

sonorous table, where I also placed my hand, and directed the 
young girl to put hero opposite me. At the end of about 
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three minntes, the violin began to emit a sound which seemed 
to my ears, and to those of the two spectators of the experi
ment, as though the wind were passing OYcr it. But in front 
of me stood the young girl with fixed, staring eyes, not even 
winking the lids, while tears fell in large drops down her 
checks. ' "\\-,-hat· .sweet music !' she exclaimed. 'How is it 
possible for you to play the violin like that ?' Then, all at 
once, as if struck by a sudden impression, she said : ' It is not 
yon, it is I who play. Do you know why it appears so sweet 
to me? lt is my death I am singing.' ... I was thus satis
fied that the noise beard by me had no apparent material 
cause, and I provecl, in addition, that a soul, doubtless more 
sensitive than mine, conlcl become so exalted as to perceive a. 
harmony v1here I distinguished only a sonml.'' .... 

Another time, four or five persons gathering around a table 
which they firmly believed occupied by spirits, begged M. ~orin 
to join their circle. Far from immediately seeking to extin
guish their faith, in which he did not partake, he readily com
plied. His report is as follows : "After having conversed ill 
the usual form with the spirits, who gave me a kind reception 
notwithstanding my incredulity, of which they could not be 
ignorant, I placed nn empty decanter under the table, conjuring 
them to enter therein and to manifest their presence Ly a noise. 
In less than two minutes we all di::otinctly heard a rubbing, as 
of a clry finger upon the gh1.ss. .Attributing this noise to the 

· manifestation of the vibration communicated by the table to 
the floor, and thence to ·the decanter, I determined to make the 
lat ter adhere more firmly to the floor by filling it half full with 
water, in order to ang·rnent the noise, if possible, and to ren
der it more acute by diminishing the vacant space. But 1 was 
anxious to carry out this idea by myself, \Yithout the assistance 
of the others, and here is my success. I caused it to be spelled 
out by the talJle itself, to the circle \Yhich contained a medium 
or somnambulist sufficiently 1ucid to communicate with my 
thought. The spirits demanded water in the decanter, in order 
to make themselves better heard ! Their wishes were imme-
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diately granted, and after five more minutes of waiting, a feeble 
but prolonged sound, like that of the harmonb, strnck upon 
our attentive ears. Tl1e actors in the e1JJeriment sh11.dderCA.l. I 
chose this moment to cxpla.in to them the theory of vibration, 
which furnished a natural cause for these extraordinary effects.
.My explanations did not, it is true, annihilate their belief in 
the spirits, but it insin uated doubt into their minds. P..-row, let 
·its begin again, said I. Faith was no longer there ; the 
decanter remained silent, and even the table ceased to g ive its 
responses. The main-spring of the experiment was destroyed." 

If the analogy with the rappings, knockings, and aerial con
certs of America does not seem evident to the reader, I would 
further call bis attention to the following pages in the book of 
M. ~forin: "A lady, a medium from .America, recently arrived at 
Paris, was introduced into various societies where the r eligious 
principle prevai led. This illuminated person, laying her hand 
011 a table surrounded by its usual circle, expresses her inten
tion to produce the noise of a storm so that all may hear it ; 
ond in proportion as her hand removes from the table, ap
proaches or touches it, the assistants distinctly hear the roin 
dropping feebly, falling heavily, or pouring down with a hissing 
noise. This is not yet all : she commands the spirits (for it is 
in virtue of them tlmt this modem sibyl acts), to beat against 
the window-panes with their fingers doubtless, or with their 
wings ; when all hear a prolonged rnrnbling, feeble at first, but 
gradually increasing." . . . 

The experiments of :.\f. Morin with the decanter, and espe
cially with the violin, show their suitableness for collecting and 
1oanifcsti11g the vibrations really emanat.ing from the will of 
the operators. This is the pofnt where hallucination is consoli
dated into fluid action, and here it is important to pause, iu 
order to see clearly that the various explanatory priuciples 
adhere to and mutually support each other, that hallucination 
is not. isolated, and does nothing more than develop real pro
portions iu excess. Let us agnin listen to the oLservatious of 
M. Morin in reference to this subject. 
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"I have described how, after long experiments made upon 
tables in the same place, the ears of persons dwelling- there, 
come to perceive strange sounds, sometimes during the day, 
but oftener during the night. Is it pure illusion, or is it a 
material fact? I answer, both ; the phenomenon proceeds 
from both; that is t~ say, the soul being put, by over-excitement, 
in a state of most exquisite sensibility, perceives first, that of 
·which it conld not otherwise take cognizance, and in its turn, 
amplifying on thiR perception derived from an unusual physical 
circumstance, it draws from its own depths the power of aug
menting this new germ delivered to its elaboration." 

M. Morin bas not been slow to conceive the theory of an 
organic vibration yet unknown, communicating itself by con
tact, or from a distance, according to harmonic relations. 
" Our men of science," says he, "who attribute the communi
cation of sound at a distance to the circular series of the zones 
of the agitated air, can they explain why these zones, possess
ing a force evidently equal to the extremity of each ray, do 
not in the same degree agitate all the chords of a,n instrument, . 
and choose among sonorous bodies at a distance, those precisely 
whose intonation accords with its emission, in order to make 
them vibrate without inducing any motion in the others? 
l\Inst we not somewhere seek the reason of this mysterious 
sympathy, caused, without doubt, by the physical motion, but 
which f'lhould be attributed to sympathetic reaction, and not 
to direct propagation ?" . 

. " Vibration, insensible in an object, may become 
-very sensible if it communicates itself by contact ; it may be 
compared to a tuning fork, which, almost silent if isolated, 
gives a musical note when struck upon a sonorous body. 
Vibration has not even need of contact, in order to communi
cate with objects more or less distant ; it is a physical fact of 
which I have already spoken, and for which we may account 
by producing a sounu in an apartment ·where a piano, a harp, 
or even a violin is placed ; and the important rcmar~ to be 
made, when the sound or vibration communicates itself at ::i. 
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distance is, that the instrum.ent renders by preference, and, 
indeed, only sud1 notes as nre in unison, in harmony, or in 
opposition to this emission. The actions of the soul, 
producing an organic vibration in relation with themselves, 
communicate it by contact to any objects whatever, that render -
a similar, or an accordant vibration. This constitutes the 
language of the Tables, the details of which you know.-'l'hc 
same vibrations may also be communicated at u distance, and 
to the real action respoIHls the sympathetic reaetion of all 
hollow an<l sonorous bodies that surround the individual. 
Ilcnec, the principle of the hearing of strange sounds.-N ow 
then, why arc tl10y not heunl always and by everybody? 
Because they <lcrrrnnd an activity of tllc faculties that is only 
developed by an over-excitement of tlle soul." 

If you add to tllat, the llallucinations which spring up in 
favor of the physical phenomena just described, if you recall 
to mind the instance of tLc young girl, who, bearing a sound, 
transforms it into music, you will be in possession of a key to 
many of the prodigies in which we are summoned to find an 
irrefragablc proof of the presence of spirits. 

And let no one pretend, that in similar circumstances, he 
could preserve himself free from halluciua.tious ! Even apart 
from the effects of vibration, or of fluid action, apart from 
magnetism or biology, I could, in less than a week, by placing 
certain nervous persons in extraordinary circumstances, induc
ing them to read ghost stories, compelling them to walk alone 
at night, cause them, with a little assistance, to hear mys
terious voices, and sec their owu shadow following them behind 
in the darkness. 

Y ct, this ordeal is notlling compared to that submitted to 
by the members of the spiritztal circles. 

We arc, D.t present, in full possession of the four principles, 
by means of which the naturnl explanation of the actual fact 
may be given ; hnving stated them in general terms during the 
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course of this study, I now show in what manner they are 
specially applicable to the problem before us. Let us conclude 
the demonstrntion in taking, one hy one, the most remarkable 
prodigies of the spirits, and applying to each, the test of the 
principle whereby we propose to explain it, that is to say, 
error of testimony, fluid action, fraud, hallucination. 

I first set aside ·as unworthy of all examination, certain facts, 
bearing no evidence of the marvellous, but the coolness with 
which they are presented to the nnreflecting wonder of the 
public. 

The work of Mr. Rogers tells us of a table on which was 
seated an experimenter (Mr. \Yells), and which, without being 
touched by any person whateyer, first shook him with singu
lar energy, then elevating itself on two feet, maintained its 
equilibrium for the space of thirty seconds. This circumstance 
gives us nothing that cannot be explained by simple muscular 
action, insensible, perhaps, to the experimenter seated on the 
table. \Ve ourselves have not ventured to place in the list of 
motions without contact, those accomplished by the table when 
it hears a living being. · 

La Table parlante ( 14:) relates to us with the 11tmost 
gravity, an experiment in which a round table, to whose foot is 
attached a pencil, describes long, horizontal lines on paper, 
and appears to trace characters in the Chinese tongue, which, 
however, it is impossible clearly to distinguish. I demand that 
the matter be referred to M. Stanislas Julien. He will ascer
tain, perhaps, that the table ha.s thus promulgated the most 
i;nblime oracles, , at least, let him not ascertain 
that it has simply obeyed a material impulsion, which imposed 
on it straight lines, and which was unable to prevrnt trem
blings. 

I would make the same remark of the lucky accidents by 
which mediums are sometimes created. \Vhen these things are 
con fined within the limits of the natural coincidences or divi
nations that may be explained by sagacity, there is, certainly, 
no cause to proclaim a miracle, 
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That a house which has l!lways possessed a bad reputation, 
and in consequence, been abandoned to the spirits, should be 
found to have been two hundred years ago, tl1e theatre of rnme 
horrid crime, "ill astonish only the most simple minds. It 
often happens that the precise remembrance of facts gradualty 
vanishes, and is as gradually replaced by a sort of vagne 
tradition which suffices to insure, in certnin habitations, the 
periodical apparition of ghosts, until the discovery of some old 
register reveals the real cause of the disturbance experienced 
by several successive generations. 

That this disturbance should now be translated into spiritual 
revelations is simple enough, it will be admitted. lt is still 
more simple that known personages shonld be ernked with 
success, and that they should be made to hold a language in 
perfect harmony with their character. In reference to those 
mediums "ho thus speak, or who write under the pretended 
direction of spirits, attributing speeches to ~firabeau, verses to 
Racine or Lord Byron, I find only one thing to wonder at : 
it is the complacent credulity of a public that consents to be 
astonished. 

If there had been nothing else in the new phenomena, the 
time I ha.ve occupied in this lengthy argument, establishing 
grave, critical principles, would be wasted. The perplexity 
would have been only temporary ; we might have left those 
who find pleasure in such amusements, to their mel:rncholy sport, 
and passed on our way without giving ourscl'res any concern. 
But here are facts presenting more difficulties. 

I commence with those which seem only to be explained by 
errors of testimony. 

Not satisfied with ordinary knocks, the Americans sometimes 
tell us of noises so violent as to be beard at a distance of one or 
two miles I \Vhere is the proof of such a phenomenon ? It 
certainly should be easy to furnish. A noise so loud as to be 
heard Ly persons two miles distant, bas tremendous intensity 
for those placecl in much closer proximity ; in every house of 
the neighborhood, without exception, it should cause people to 

15* 
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leap from their chairs, rouse the sleeping children, send the 
whole population out of lloors to inquire after the explosion ; in 
short, the ennt should be kno'\Tu iustantaueously, at all places 
within reach of the sound. I do not add that the glass win
dows of the apartment where the noise is produced, should 
break ; that is a matter of course. I am content to ask how it 
is that any one da'res speak to us of noises heard two miles 
distant, and yet does not rnuchsafe to join to this assertion, 
the results of a·n inquiry very easy and very inevitable in such 
a case, of an inquiry which was, doubtless, very minute, which 
could not ha\e failed to he made, pro\idecl the assertion were 
not a ~pecirnen of the monstrous errors to which testimony is 
abandoned. 

This i~, assuredly, not the only instance of the kind. \Ve 
read in tb.e .American books and journals, of men raised and 
suspended in the ::iir, and thus transported from one end of a 
chamber to the other, o\er the beads of the persons therein 
assembled ; of hands mt bout bodies, which are seen or felt, or 
which, without being seen, write the signature of clecea~ed per
sons ; of pens, which mo-ve, unguided, across the paper ! Here · 
again, I ba\e the right to ask fo:· proof, and to be astonished 
that it is not -very alrnnclant and very categorical. \\hat is 
more easy to establish, than the transportation of a man throug·b 
the air? But these wonders are effected with closed doors, and 
the precise circumstances under which they are brought about, 
are not put before the eyes of the public; they are related with 
loud clamor and great excitement, but very few persons h:we 
the good fortune to contemplate them directly. They have 
even some trouble in passing from the X ew \y orld to the Old, for 
it is in vain I seek an account of a single aerial voyage among 
the numerous reports of the grand European facts denloped 
since our attention bas been turned to spe::iking tables. 

It is to assertions like these, th:it we must distinctly oppo£e 
tl.te principle dra'\lu from errors of testimony in supernatural 
matters. \Yhen Judge Edmonds represents the odic fluid as 
seizing a pen, dipping it into the ink, guiding it over 11 sheet of 
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paper, and calmly tracing thereon sentences in Hebrew, in 
Sanscrit, in languages of which the persons present have always 
been ignorant, I am content to answer that I do not believe 
the first word of his statement, because snch a prodigy, if it 
had. Leen really effected, would be surrounded with both proofs 
and guarantees, which, in this case, are entirely wanting. \Ve 
are not even told if the pen in question was or was not placed 
in conditions of absolute isolation I No precaution was taken 
to prc,~ent illusion or fraud. ! Indeed, if the respect merited by 
the witnesses, is to compel us to accept a declaration from them, 
under conditions similar to these, "'e shall no longer have the 
right to reject, or even to discuss, ten thousand miracles not 
less attested by no less worthy witnesses. 

Such are the assertions to which the principle of errors of 
testimony applies. Already suspected because of their marvel
ous character, and the diRposition which makes us lose our self
pm;session as well as our faculties of observation whenever we 
step on this ground, th ey are also suspected because of the 
complete absence of guarantees in the operation and precision 
in the relation. Such statements, made in reference to simple 
natural facts, and to simple physical experiments, would be con
Ridered as of no value ; inueed, physical experiments themselves 
arc worthy of faith only when proper precautions have been 
taken in their performance, aud when the description of them 
enables the reader to estimate exactly the processes and the 
results. 

Here, we have nothing of the kind, and the spiritualist nar
rations become explicit only in that which concerns the revela
tions of the mediums. It really appears that the countenance, 
the voice, the figure, the gestures, the opinions of the dead per
son whose sonl is Hoked, are often represented with remarkable 
fidelity. But it also appears that errors abound, errors of 
time, of place, of focts. It is, besides, very easy to understanu 
that by means of the penetration of the thought, the medium 
can seize the image, such as it exi<;ts in the mind of the inter
rogator. 
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In regard to predictions, while waiting for a series of them 
to be published, bearing a, certain date, and thm preparing 
us to satisfy ourseltes of their accomplishment, I shall take the 
liberty to suppose that they arc all limited to natural foresight, 
aided sometimes by monitions of the internal sense. 

It is by means of this sense, that mcdiwms, like somnambulists, 
have presentiments of crises, indicate their treatment, form 
plausible conjectures respecting the future. It is thus they 
reply, even to mental questions addressed them. 

"\Ye here enter fully into the application of the second prin
ciple : fluid action, I have said, accounts for numerous phe
nomena, which many persons are disposed to attribute to the 
spirits. Of this, I shall give a few examples, at the same time 
entreating the reader to remember that my reservations on the 
subject of testimony apply to all the stories, without exception, 
and that those which comport with the explanation borrowed 
from the nervous fluid, arc not more sheltered than other exag
gerations or errors. 

"\Vhat deduction should be made from the statements of the 
Americans, ·which tell us of loud knocks, harsh and creaking · 
noises, rumbling walls, resounding floors? I do not know. 
\Vhat I do know is, that it is not nccesf;ary to attribute to the 
intcn-ention of spirits these and similar phenomena, for which 
a natural cause may exist. The physical agent that raises a 
table, untouched by any human Leing, is fully capable of pro
ducing a sound. If the sound be produced, it is not difficult to 
understand that it may obey the thought, beat a march, follow 
the rhythm of airs whiCh are sung, imitate the noise of the 
shuttle, the saw, the sea, or the rain, that it may, in one 
word, do what the table itself does when it executes at will a 
waltz or a minuet. 

Between fluid action and motion communicated to different 
articles of furniture, the relation is still more evident. They 
who have assisted at the experiments of the Turning Tables, 
will find no difficulty in comprehending that at the command 
of mediums who dispose, perhaps, of n. snperior power, inert, 
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lJodies are disturbed, change. their place, take and preserve an 
inclined position. Mr. Tiogcrs speaks of a. table that advances 
on the experimenters with so much force, that they struggle in 
vain against the invisible power by which it is animated ; he 
adds that, although it is pressed npon by the bands of all t he 
members of a circle, it is raised in the air, where it floats 
about several seconds. I cannot be astonished at such results. 
As many as twenty times, when the t ahle was very animated, 
we ourselves tested the ·dgor of the fluid which propellerl it , 
and I am persnaded that if we had then employed a light, 
roun<l table, we might easily have effected an elc\ation, thus 
procuring for ourselYes the illusion of a suspension sei-eral 

seconds in duration. 

This obserrnt.ion applies to a portion of the curious facts 
related hy .M. Benezet, in his book entitled, les Tables tour
nantes et le PanthCismc. 

His ronnd table undertook to search for some money which 
had been concealed in a corner of the apartment, and it finally 
adopted the right direction, although foe eyes of 1he operators 
ha<l been banci.aged ! \Yhat is that to say ? \Vas this poor 
table guided by a spirit ? :N' o, it obeyed, as always, the fluid 
impulf'ion communicated to it by the human wi11, a will, proba
bly enlightened by certain indicationf', and perhaps, also, by 
the penetration of the thought, for , several persons were 
in the apartment who knew where the money had been con

cealed. 
The table declares itself a spirit ; it announces that it is the 

soul of 011e of M. Benezet's relations ; for the purpose of con
vincing him, it spells his name, letter after letter : B-e-n-e-z-e-t; 
then it commits the blun<ler of saying that it belongs to the 
maternal branch, forgetting that this branch bears another 
name I H.esponses wl1ich are so many echoes of the thoughts 
that nnturully spring up in the minds of the operators, echoes 
of their conjectures and of their stupidities. Fluid action still 

suffices. 
It suffirrs to exp In in 1 he snrces~, anfi also the crrorR of the 
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round table, when summoned to reproduce a figure which has 
been written on a hit of paper, without being communicated to 
any of the members of the chnin. As nothing less is in ques
tion than the penetration of the thought, it is natural that this 
experiment should not nhrnys succeed. 

The penetration of the thought give!: the cne to many pre
tended divinutions: 'l'he table will indicute the time of cfay, 
my age, the number of pieces of money in my purse ; on one
condition, however, that I am acquainted with this number. 
·when no one is acquainted with it, either in the chain or 
among the spectators, error is certain, or at least, there are no 
other chances of success than those furnished Ly coincidences, 
or the quite simple calculation of probnbility. If the table of 
:M. Benezet gives accurate information in regard to certain 
letters shut up ill a trunk, it must not be forgotten that they 
have been read by one of the witnesses of the experiment. 

In short, the same round table delivers itself up to violent 
exercises which excite the most lively snrprise, and which, yet, 
do not go beyond the limits of the known or conceivable effects 
of fluid action : "I have seen," says 1'1. Benezet, "this round· 
table when under the pres~nre of hands, elevate itself so as no 
longer to touch the eurth l Jn the first clays of the new pheno
menon, it coul<l not raise its feet from the ground without 
leaning ogainst the wall, or against some one of us. I have 
repeatedly seen it climb by small jerks, the length of my breast, 
and pause there some instants to fall over with a great crash. 
Since then, I have seen it leap, as it were, from beneath onr 
fingers, seeking to reach certain objects which we held at a 
distance 11bove it. One evening, the windows being open on 
nccount of the bent, 11 moth flew into the room while we were 
in conversation with the spirit. ' Catch the moth,' said one 
of tpe party. The table commenced to frisk about, now to the 
right, now to the left, exactly following the movements of the 
moth, and sometimes leaping up to reach it. It eveu 
sustained itself in the air two or three minutes at a time, sepa
ra1 ing itself from the band, then again clinging to it., and 
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giving little taps on our finger.s as if by way of caress." Aside 
from this last fact, 'vhich must be reduced to its true propor
tions, hut which, nevertheless, imlicates with certainty the 
part of fluid action, the rest is so elementary that simple mus
cular pressure exercised in a moment of enthusiasm and lively -
excitement, might succeed in accomplishing it_ Yes, I am sure 
that a round table may be raised from the ground by leaning 
it against a wall, it may be made to climb, by little jerks, 
against the breast of the operator, with the exception, perlrnps, 
of letting it afterwards fall with a grand crash ; it may be 
raised and made to leap about in pursuit of a moth by contract
ing all the fingers whose moisture causes them to adhere to the 
table. 

On another occasion, this phenomenon was produced with still 
more brilliancy. The spirit had just been interrogated. He 
had gin~u his description, horns, a pitchfork with two prongs ; 
he had, m·en, rather presumptuously engaged to show himself 
under a \isible form. All haste was made to remove the can
dles in order to assist this apparition, who could not carry out 
his arrangements in a strong light. " Immediately," says 
M. Benezet, "the table entered into a real paroxysm of rage, 
swaying itself to and fro in every direction, and kuocking vigo
rously on the fl oor. Theu it raised itself in the air, flew sevc
rnl times around the apartment without touching the ground, 
and distrilmted kicks to the right nnd left. As it was possiLle, 
in the darkness, for any of the party to sustain the taLle and 
give it an impetus, I approached it at different times, in order 
to judge of the reality of its motions for myself, and I sincerely 
cleclnre that it was only necessary to touch it to understand 
that the impulsion wq.s given with one band only. For myself, 
I was thoroughly convinced. A youug man, a stranger at the 
house, but whom I knew sufficiently well to rely upon his 
word, bis age and good sense, moreover, excluc1i11g all idea of 
ballnci11ution or of fear, affirmed to me that the table had 
pushed him into a corner of the room, and had pressed his 
neck tightly against the wall, without, however, doing him 
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any injury. In this situation, he assured himself, as he passed 
the three feet of the table in review, that no one supported it, 
and that ~Ir. and Mrs. L-- had each only one hand 
upon it." 

If I h:rre copied this story from M. Benezet, it is not that I 
vouch for all that may have occurred at his house during this 
nocturnal scene ; I only affirm that, supposing things to be as 
he relates them, I see nothing there which does not enter into 
the natural explanation: after having given responses that were 
the exact reflection of the thoughts of the a_ssistants, the table 
abandoned itself under their fingers, to the most. violent 
ernlntions ; flnid impnlsion or attraction frequently facili
tated its complete elevation. I cannot be greatly surprised at 
that. 

The .American Spiritualists, in their petition to Congress, 
mention other facts which will excite no more astonishment in 
the mind of the reader accustomed to meet analogous pheno
mena wherever the action of the nervous fluid powerfully 
manifests itself. J t often happens that the functions of the 
body arc suspended, that sensibility ceases, that respiration is 
intcrrnpted, that the limbs become colcl and rigid. The annals 
of sorcery, of possession, and without going so far back, those 
of magnetism, are filled with similar incidents. Ilenceforth, I 
am not embarrassed at these things, neither at the extraordi
nary clairrnyance with which rnediu.ms are endowed, nor at the 
variety of knowledge they acquire by the penetration of the 
thong ht. ·w c there recognize the well established effects of 
the fluid or physical agent, whatever it may be called,· with 
which we meet in the cloisters of the :Middle Ages, among tlie 
magicians of India arn.1 of Egypt, in the midst of the Cevenul 
prophets, the convnlsionaries of Saint :Medarcl, and the adepts 
of Magnetism. 

So much for the fluid ; let us now pass to fraud. If it be 
absurd to regard fraud as the nniversal explanation, it would be 
no less absnrcl, not to assign to it an important part in the work. 
Side hy side with the nnruerons medi1tms justly entitled to con-
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siderution, arc to be fonnd ch:irlatans, who seek to deriTe profit 
from Spiritualism. And this is not all : side by side with 
sincere mediums and cLarlatans, are to be found persons with a 
taste for mystery, the trace of whose hand it is ·ea:-y to per
ceirn in certain details, aucl ·who appear to have singularly · 
aided (in France especially), the pranks played by the 
demons. I shall point out a few facts which may be impntcd 
to fraud, in .America first, then in Englund, and, finally, in our 
own Janel. 

I would remark, in the first place, that tile source itself of 
the spiritual manifestations <locs not seem to me entirely pure. 
"Without bringing against the ~Iisses Fox an accusation of dis
honesty, which would probably be unjust, I cannot help sus
pecting in them, something of that inventive genius which quite 
often exists among the most upright yonng girls, and occa
sionally impels them to improve on tile simple phenomenon. 
A genealogy of the knodings of the Fox family has been made, 
in which the noises beard hy the \V cckman family, who prc
Tiously occupied the same house at Hyclesvillc, are mentioned ; 
but these noises, it is said, enter into the well-known category 
of knocks strnck on doors by children, who fortLwith take to 
their heels. The .Jiisses Fox, fully impressed with the remem
brance of that Tery common accident, finally worked thcm
sel\"cs up to snch a state, perhaps, that their fluid power caused 
the production of different sounds, correspon<ling to their will. 
This is possible ; but I regret that tllC self-styled spirit should 
have forged for his debut, the story of the tmrclling pedlar, 
Charles Hayn, killed aud buried in the Louse ; it being quite 
certain, indeed, that all the searches since undertaken, have not 
led to the discovery of any llcad holly. I regret, especially, 
that the same spirit should ha'\'"e shown so prompt and so 
decided a taste for publicity and for meetings. As it wns the 
SC'<'rct thought of the ~1isscs Fox which thus bctrayctl it!lclf, 
this trait of character cau a<lu but little to the conccm c::u1;:;cd 
me by their disposition to make the most of the tiling. 

Then come the knocks which, by means of tLc alphabet, 
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direct them " to give to the facts more notoriety." They dis
cuss the difficult ies and reply to the objection drawn from the 
fear of rilliculc : " So mnch the bet ter ! Your triumph will be 
only the moi·c brilliant." The knocks insist upon the necessity 
of hiring a large hall ; they promise to perform prodigies in it, 
and they keep their word. I repeat, I do not like this debnt ; 
I fiud it too Amer.ica11. Perhaps I am wrong, however ; it is 
natural that the ~Iisscs Fox shoultl be of their country, and 
that they shonlcl participate in the defects of a national cha
racter, the great ancl substantial qualities of which I admire as 
much as any one. Be that as it may, it remains certain that 
their discovery was real, although they misapprehended and 
perverted it. Y arious phenomena, and among others, the 
elevations without contact, have since appeared, which prove 
that their imagination "·as not alone in play. Let us estimate 
as we will, either as great or small, the part of enthusiasm, of 
exaggeration, the effect of attendant circumstances, of the sys
tematic \iews which have appropriated the new phenomenon to 
themselves, we cannot prevent it from resting on a positive 
fact, discovered, or rather recognized by the :Jiisses Fox, for it 
has, in all ages, marked the history of the brilliant explosions 
that demonstrate its existence. 

Sincerity imposes on me the duty of acknowledging that 
there are some probable traces of contrivance, if not of fraud, 
even in the Ycry origin of these prodigies. Later deYelopments 
show me that there is cause for more than simple suspicion ; it 
is impossible not to feel that charlatanism and party spirit 
have too often played important parts in the matter ; sorrie of 
the wonders can have been invented only by them. The advo
cates of Spiritualism, no longer content with knocks, more or 
less resounding, attempt to show on the wood, impressions such 
as might be produced Ly collision witJ1 a hard substance ! No 
longer content with motion fluidically communicated to inert 
matter, they imagine that they arc "isited by imisiblc hands, 
which trace characters on sheets of paper ! No longer content 
·with the penetration of the thought, they pretend to recognize 
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the writing of deceased persons, their signature, and to r.eceive 
communications in reference to the most secret details of their 
life ! 

Thus, a vast field is opene<l to fraud aud to illusion. The 
essential point with the " Spirits" was to be once successful 
with a man of importance, the rest would soon follow. .Among 
a people so disposed to iufo.tuatiou as the .Americansi who, with 
great independence on certain subjects arc also complete slaves 
to prevailing modes, and follow, with docility, the footsteps of 
their lions, it was only necessary to procure one or two persons 
whose character and standing in the world would render them 
suitable agents for giving the impetus. Thus was the thing 
managed :-lfr. Simons, a Yery worthy magistrate, bas just 
lost his son ; be receives a letter which a, spirit appears to 
write before bis eyes, unassisted by any band, and ";bich con
foumls him lJy a perfect imitation of the writing, by the incor
rect style, and by some habitual faults in his child's ortho
graphy.-J udge Edmonds is one of the most respectable men 
ill the United States ; decisive manifestations are multiplied 
around him ; an imisible voice announces to him that be will 
become a medium, and indeed, he now ranks at the head of the 
American Spiritualists. 

It was well worth their trouble to procure information regard
ing the orthography of young Simons; and the family of 
Judge Edmou<ls ; for in attacking persons of such importance 
to the new doctrine, they assured the complaisant credulity of 
thousands. How many fathers will recognize the writings of 
their sons, because Mr. Simons recognized that of bis ? 

"Et bucherons de perdre !cur cognee." 

Many persons would have believed thcmsrlves dishonore<l if 
they had not followed in the train of such superior men. This 
feeling has contributed more than is generally imagined, to the 
triumph of the spirits ; and another circumstance that has no 
less contributc<l to the same result, is the perfect confi<lence 
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which the .American people feel in the power of truth ; firmly 
persuaded that error is Hentually oHrthrown, they not only 
allow it free scope for development, which is jnst, but they 
allow it to develop without serious opposition, which is danger
ous. \Ye also admit that truth will be the strongest; but 
when ? how ? there is the question. The list of lies that have 
endured for ages, is long. In the consciousness of their strength, 
the Anglo-Saxons of the ~ ew \V orlc1 are not concerned about 
so small a matter ; spiritnalisrn creates no more fear among them 
than the 1formons, and even they who detest these two inven
tions, rarely believe it their duty to combat them ·with vigor 
and perseverance. There have been, in the United States, some 
protestations against the spirits, especially against their anti
Christian revelations ; but there has been no attempt at any 
thorough study of the subject. Before such a study, before au 
energetic investigation in which it was the duty of Christians 
to take the initiative, they would have seen all the facts disap
pear that exceed the limits of fluid action : men suspended in 
the air, superhuman and icy hands, letters written by pens 
abandoned to their own control, revelations furnished in reg·ard 
to dead ancestors, phantoms installed in houses, and car
pets ripped up from the floor~. I am induced to suppose that 
the American prodigies arc sometimes the result of knavery 
on the part of the mediums, from the fact that their knavery has 
been really proved in England, and that it has been prejudicial 
not only to the propagation of Speaking Tables, but to that of 
Turning Tables, innocent as they are of any misdeeds. It will 
be sufficient for me to refer to the experiments of .Mr. Lewes, 
as they are related in the Quarterly Rcricw. 

A lady, ·whose name I prefer not to mention, figured at the 
head of the best accreditecl mediums in London ; people came 
from all parts to consult her. By means of a needle and a 
dial, she replied to mental questions from the audience ; letter 
after letter, the name you thought of, was formed under your 
eyes, the solution you demanded was furnished. Yet it has 
been satisfactorily proved that the lady in question was not 
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e1en one of those lucid mediwnts whom the penetrations of the 
thought enables to accomplish pretended miracles. Her suc
cess was founded solely on the observation of physiognomies ; 
she thus tliYined the letters on which she was to pause.-:Mr. 
Lewes suspected the trick ; iu consequence of which, be amused 
himself by writing his questions in a<lvance, communicating 
them to various persons, and then endeavoring to throw an ex
pression into his countenance cn.lcnlated to mislead :Miss ---. 
The result was that the needle on that clay, with one exception, 
uttered only uousense. :Mr. Lewcs's last question ·was correctly 
answered : " Is ~Iiss ---- an impostor ?" The letters y-c-s. 
were successively pointed out on the dial. 

It is proper to add that the test applied by Mr. Lewes was 
many times renewed with equal success. V cry impressionable 
persons, whose thought externally betrayed itself, always re
ceived appropriate answers ; those who could control their fea
tures, regularly tempted the spirit to utter falsehoods. 

I do not know to how large an extent fraud, properly so 
styled, has been practised in France by salaried mediums. The 
existence of charlatans and dupes is a fact neither very new 
nor very interesting to study. I prefer to domicile myself 
uudcr the roof of an honorable family, and obserrn what is 
taking place among them. \Ve shall su rely meet no charlatans 
there, no in terested motives leading therh to profit by the pro
digies, and yet we perceive, at the fir.:>t glance, that all is not 
of good alloy ; the instant superstitions are in play, there 
springs up in the most honest and in telligent minds, a sort of 
involuntary complaisance for the snpernaturnl, a. disposition to 
exaggerate, to accept without serious examination, n. determin
ation, a necessity to justify that which has already been seen, by 
seeing much more, an enthusiasm, in one word, which manifests 
itself in pions frauds. .And if, unfortmmtely, there shoulu be 
found in the honsc a. domc;-;;tic, a friend who is in the vein for 
j esting, wl10 makes no scruple of sening people according to 
their taste, n. nJ. thus proc11ri11g emotions and good stories for 
the neighborhood, scenes absolutely incredible a.re witue~scd. 
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This reflection was suggested to my mind in reading the state~ 
ment of :M. Benezet ; the portion already quoted clearly com
ports with the physical explanation ; that to which I am now 
about to refer, gives strong evidence, I think, of the agency 
of persons addicted to practical jokes. 

Persuaded he was dealing with demons, :M. Benezet adopted 
the only conrse he. could pursue consistent with such a conviction; 
he decided that neither he nor any of his family should hence
forth take part in the experiments. "Mr. and :Madame L-
to whom I mentioned my impressions, made," says he, "a 
similar resolution. Three days passed thus." 

But knocks on the partitions, under the table, knocks every
where, soon attracted their attention. " They were seated one 
evening towards eleven o'c~ock, around their small table, occupied 
with their hooks. ~fadame L -- had placed some holy water 
within reach, hoping thus to preserve herself from all noctur
nal terrors. After remaining there aLout two hours, the same 
knocks were again heard, and as they seemed especially to come 
from under the chair of Madame L --, she dipped her finge~s 
in the holy water, and sprinkled it on the spot "·hence the 
sound proceeded. Her hand was instantly seized and bitten 
auove the second joint of the thumb, and she conld w·itli diffi
culty withdraw it. Iler lms':Jand did not at first comprehend 
the cause of the cries she uttered, and great was his astonish~ 

ment to see on her red and swollen flesh, the print of two rows 
of teeth." 

Madame L-- had not entirely recovered from her emotion, 
when she uttered new cries, and fell into a swoon. Her right 
shoulder had been struck. Other blows and bites were after
wards given, the traces of which remained visible the next day. 
Taking refuge in the house of :M. Benezet, where they hoped 
to escape these persecutions, ~fr. and ~fadame L-- were so 
unfortunate as to import thither the system of nocturnal noises, 
which sometimes prevented all sleep. But they were only at 
the commencement of their tribulations. 

"The following Sunday was signalized hy a. manifestation 

• 
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of another sort. On the af-ternoon of that day, Mr. and 
Madame L-- were seated in their chamber, and the heat 
being very intense, they dropped asleep in tltcir chairs. \Yhen 
.Madame L-- awoke, she could not find the comh that _ 
had fastenetl up her hair. In vain both she and her husband 
sought for it in every comer of the apartment, in all the 
drawers ; after abandoning their search, they saw it lying on 
the arm-chair, which tltey hatl uselessly turned np in every 
direction. 'J'he next day, _jlonday, was marked by numerous 
and ,-aried accidents. The night preYious, ~Ir. L--, accord
ing to custom, had tlcpositcd his watch on a table at the Ride 
of his bed. He looked at it iu the morning on rising, and then 
made his toilet ; when ready to leave bis chamber, he went 
to the table for his watch, hut conhl noL find it. After a 
tltorongh Rearch, the watch was at length found in· the lJed, 
under the mattress. On returning home, ~Ir. L-- placed 
it on the table before whicli he seated bimseif at work ; at 
eight o'clock he prepared to go out, but the watch 
at which lw hutl ju:>t looked for the purpose of ascertaining 
the hour, was no longer there. lie called his wife to inform 
her of this new incident. All at once she uttered a cry, she 
felt something cold moving about untlcr her dress ; it was the 
watch that had slid down her back, and paused at her waist, 

whence, it moveu up under the hrm. Having securely 
fastened it in his watch-pocket, .Mr. L-- went back to the 
table to get two books he hatl left there. Alas! they, in their 
turn, hatl disappeared. One of tlte books fell from the folds 
of a dress which he Lappened to hit. in passing ; the other was 
not found until evening, and then, on one of tlic shelves of the 
book-case." 

Thns far, we might suspect that :\Ir. or Madame L--, 
plnngctl Ly their emotions into a sort of waking somnambulism, 
arc themsl'lYes the i11rnlnntary anthors of the tricks at which 
they arc ai'tenrnr<ls as tonished, a. case precisely ~ imibr iu 
every respect, to tliat of the fiOmnarnlrnlist fisherman, who, 
every night :::et at liberty the fish he had caught duri11g tho 
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day, and was each morning extremely vexed at their disap
pearance. But here come some jokes of an equivocal taste, 
which bear on their face strong evidence of their origin. 

I pass over the incident of the cup in which was planted a 
carrot ; it belongs to a class of details I am not anxious to 
reproduce. Let µs turn to those frolics of the pretended 
spirits that have endured the longest, and created the most 
noise. 

"At the end of several hours, they found in the same place 
(that where the cup had been), a large horn of sugar-plums, 
which they brought immediately to show me. These were of all 
forms and colors. I noticed berries, peas, beans, acorns, 
nuts, etc .... l\Ir. and :Madame L-- accepted with alacrity 
a place at my table, nntil these manifestatious should cease. 
\Vhile at dinner, we very naturally spoke of the paper of 
sugar-plums before us, Lut which no one dared to touch. . .. 
Various persons, and in particular two ecclesiastics, who came 
to see the sugan-plums while we were yet at dinner, advised 
Madame L-- to visit the confectioners of the city for th~ 

purpose of ascertaining if they had any 8imilar. The propo
sition was accepted." 

You believe that they really proceeded to an inquiry, so 
natural, so necessary, one which would, in all probability, lead 
to the discovery of the author of these ad ventures ! No, 
indeed ! Scarcely had they set out, than l\Iadame L-- com
plained of the extraordinary "·eight the horn of sugar-plnms 
had acquired in her pocket. On arriving at the confection
ers the pocket was empty, and the investigation was aban
doned I 

"The same evening," says :M. Benezet., "l\fr. and l\fadame 
L--, returning to their apartment, saw sugar-plm:ns on a 
table, then on chairs, on the bed, on the floor, and as they 
picked them up, they kept finding others in the very place 
from which they bad taken these. This is not all ; one of 
them rem:.trked that there were no berries in the horn as in 
the morning, and immediately, they saw a handful of berries 
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on the table. 'There arc nq beans,' said the other ; beans 
a.ppearcd on the bed. \Yhen they descended the stairs, they 
found them on all the steps, and some fell on the grournl." 

Here, M. Benezet observes, with his usual sincerity, that 
those persons who had the courage to taste the bonbons, found -
them delicious, he likewise acknowledges, that precisely similar 
ones were made in the city where all this happened ; conse
quently, the devil, if it were he who thus lavished the sugar
plums, had spared himself the expense of mn nufacture. He 
had stolen the goods from tbe confectioner, all prepared to bis 
hand ! But let us proceed. 

" The sport with the sugar-plums continued several clays, 
but at quite long intervals, and in small quantities. Some fell 
even in my house, on the head of my mother, aml on that of 
my wife. One clay that Mr. and Madame L-- were with 
my mother, my wife, and several of my chiluren in the cham
ber I had appropriated to their use, a bonbon all at once 
appeared on the table ; its form was that of a berry. It was 
agreed that no one should touch it, for they were weary of the 
kind attentions c,f the spirit, and wished to try the effect of 
contempt in causing them to cease. .After a few moments the 
berry disappeared, to the great satisfaction of the whole party. 
They thought llO more about it, when it was again seen, uot 
falling, hut slowly descending from the .top of the table. .A 
young child who was present, ran to pick it up, but immedi
ately threw it away, exclaiming, 'It is dirty!' They examined 
it ; it was sticky, us though it hacl just left the mouth of some 
person." 

I pause, for I fear to fatigue the render in rcbting all that 
occurred : in telling of the hat of Mr. L-- which passed 
slowly into a neighboring chamber, where it was fouml tied 
round with a ribl1011, and ornamcutc<l with goose feathers ; of 
the shoes, which, in their turn, appear and disappear ; the 
potatoes, the onious, and even the kitchen-knives, which fall 
round about him ; his wife sewed into the bed-clothes, her 
hands fastened together with sewing silk ; his own coat 

YOL. II. -16 
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decorated behind with a knot of ribbons. ~lost decidedly, the 
spirit played a gross farce. 

I have related this history in some detail, because the spirits 
have done nothing more curious with us, and also because we 
here touch the origin of many facts which do not decidedly 
enter into the natural explanation. It shows us in what mnn
ner mystification,· fraud, or the mania to produce a sensation, 
cngrafts itself on the true foundation of fluid phenomena. It 
also shows us to what point is carried the forgetfulness of the 
most simple precautions and the most simple criticism, as soon 
as the supernatural comes in question. The abandonment of 
the inquiry relative to the bonbons is a fact hardly to be 
credited. ·we meet with the same hasty credulity in all the 
details ; thus, Mr. L-- being one clay bombarded with rusty 
coppers, and having even seen pieces of one or two francs fall 
in front of him three or four times, (we have already remarked 
that his spirit is economical, and that, upon the whole, it is 
sparing of its bonbons, considering they are stolen), he 
picked up one of these pieces, and gave it to a beggar as he 
was passing out. " \Yhen he returned," adds .M. Benezet, 
" a piece fell at his feet ; it was tlie same." The same ? How 
do you know ? Had it been marked ? Do not franc pieces 
resemble each other? 

But I will not extend an examination which is surely super
fluous. Anecdotes of a similar character to the one above 
related, abound, and will abound more and more, provided a 
belief in the supernatural apocrypha continues to spread. Ilead, 
for example, a letter written the 6th of April last, by M. l'Abbe 
D--, of the diocese of Yersailles. Ile gravely relates the 
following: 

:M. Ch--, the cow-keeper at Yaugirard, having lost his 
daughter, a noise was heard enry night in the chamber of the 
deceased, similar to that made by a bag of nuts when it is 
emptied on the floor. Next, :Madame R--, who resided in 
the establishment as housekeeper, heard, one morning, about 
eight o'clock, a sound like the roaring of a blacksmith's bellows. 
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.A.t the same instant, she was .enveloped in scalding suds, and 
struck on the back. A spot, circular in its form, and as large 
as a five-franc piece, remained on her garments. Awhile after 
that, a great tumult occurred in the court. The four hundred 
fowls took fright, and several of them fell into the well. This -
disorder extended to the neighboring grocer. Another time, 
Madame R-- is the victim of various tricks : her work is 
taken out of her bands, the chandelier is overturned, it remains 
suspended with the base in the air, and so on. 

You are, perhaps, astonished not to see or hear anything of 
M. Ch--, the master of this house so strangely and persever
ingly made the theatre of such disturbances. Herc is the 
answer: M. Ch-- lias seen notliing liimself, in consequence of 
being necessarily absent from bis house a great portion of the 
day on business, (and probably because be is not curious). 
" Moreover, he has the best opinion of the virtue, the sincerity, 
and the calmness of Madame R-- ; and he believes her 
incapable of inventing these stories." (La Table parlante, 34.) 

Let us not believe that our times have a monopoly of these 
wonders ; the spirits have not waited so long, merely for the 
purpose of knocking on partitions or deranging furniture. 
Everybody has heard of the famous adventure at Saint 1-faur, 
which, in the reign of Louis XIV., made so much noise in Paris 
and at Court. I quote some of the detail>; from father Lebrun. 
(Histoire des pratiques superstitieuses, iv. 382-393.) 

"M. de S--, to whom the adventure happened, is a young 
man. . . . He repeatedly heard, after getting into bed, loud 
knocks on his door ; but his servant, who openrd it immediately, 
could find no person there. His bed-curtains were also drawn, 
although there was no one in the chamber but himself. . . . 
Ile was suddeuly awakened by a shock, such as might be given 
by a boat when it strikes against the arch of a bridge. This 
so agitated llim, that he callell his domestics ; and, when they 
had brought the light, he was strangely surprised to sec his bed 
more than four feet out of its place, by which he perceived that 
the shock felt by him llad been caused by the hitting of his bed 
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against the wall. His people, having replaced it, saw, with as 
much astonishment as fear, all the curtains open at the same 
time, and the bed run towards the chimney. These 
procecding·s were twice repeated in presence of his people, who 
held the bed-posts, in order to prevent its moving. At length, 
being obliged to relinquish the struggle, be went to walk until 
dinner, after which, throwing himself down on the bed for 
repose, it twice changed its place, whereupon be sent for a man 
who lodged in the same house, as nrncb for bis company as to 
make him a witness to so surprising a fact. The shock that 
occurred in presence of this man was so violent, that the left 
foot at the bead of the bed, was broken. The report 
of these occurrences was immediately noised abroad in every 
direction, and, having come to the cars of a Yery great prince 
who had just arrived at Saint }.laur, bis highness was curious 
to unravel it." 

This was no easy matter. hl. de S. had entered into direct 
relations with the spirit. The bttcr, less brutal henceforth, 
contented himself with rocking the gentleman during the night, 
and thus facilitating his sleep. He made, indeed, a little noiie 
in the kitchen, and could not resist the temptation of drawing 
the bolt when M. <le S. was in his study ; but there was no 
great harm in that. 

More serious consequences had nearly resulted from the 
interviews with the spirit. One day, M. de S. received a com
mand to do a certain thing, the spirit giving him fourteen days 
for its execution. He. became so frightened, that he fainted. 
The spirit did not again allude to the matter ; but, at the 
moment designated, knocks made themselves beard on the 
walls, and a terrible shock came against the window. These 
were the leave-takiugs of the spirit ; he appeared no more ; 
but this, however, did not prevent the curious from flocking 
to Saint Maur for a long time afterward. 

Father Lebrun shows himself very skeptical in regard to the 
prodigy, and uses no ceremony in pointing his suspicions at M. 
de S. himself. "Let us represent to ourselves," he writes, "a 
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bedstead with rollers attacheil, and upon which a person is 
lying, whose imagination is aroused, or who wishes to enjoy the 
pleasure of frightening the domestics, or works himself up to a 
state of excitement, by complaining that he is t ormented : is it 
surprising that this bedstead should be seen to move, especially .. 
if the floor of the chamber is polished ? ' But,' it is said, 
' there are witnesses who have even made useless efforts to 
prevent the motion.' "'\Ybo are these witnesses ? Two of tbern 
are young men in the employ of the patient, so frightened as to 
tremble from bead to foot, and incapacitated, by their terror, 
to examine the secret cause of the motion ; the other witness, 
who may be regarded as the most important, bas since declared 
to several persons, that he would give ten pistoles if he had not 
asser ted that he had seen the bed move of itself." 

Our author bas no difficulty in accounting for the voice 
(heard by M. de S. alone) , and the blows always struck in bis 
nc1mty. He shows, that, after having commenced, perhaps by 
a joke, he has been impelled to continue, in order to make good 
his words. He further relates the jndgment pronounced on 
these adventures by M. de S., the father-a man of distinguished 
merit : " \ Yben, ut Paris, be learned the circumstances from 
his ·wife, who was a t Saint ~four, he told several persons of his 
conviction that the spirits at work in the matter, were those 
of his son and his wife." 

Now, either I am vastly deceived, or I have already succeeded 
in restricting the domain of the supernatural in the new phe
nomena ; between errors of testimony, fluid action, and the 
various for ms of fraud, the marvellous constantly diminishes. 
There is still, however, some remaining, and certain musical 
sounds, certa in visions, or certain touches, attested by a great 
number of individuals, cannot be fully denied or attributed to 
charlatanism. It is here~ we must remember, hallucination 
comes in , and particularly the decisive observations of ~I. Morin. 
If he has snccccdcLl without magic and without t he assistance 
of any spirit, in making the images with which their minds were 
preoccupied, appear to the eyes of several spectators at once, 
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it is not difficult to understand that analogous effects may have 
been obtained in the United States. 

The petition which the spiritualists last year addressed to 
Congress, speaks of harsh voices, detonations, harmonious 
sounds, produced sometimes by the assistance of instruments, 
sometimes without instruments of any sort. In one of the sit
tings destined to effect the first conversion, that of Judge 
Edmonds, celestial music played its part. " This evening." 
writes Mr. Spicer (sights and sounds), " closed delightfully, for 
various musical instruments, placed in contiguous chambers, 
were made to play, first separately, then altogether, either on 
the earth or in the air ; thus, giving us an admirable concert, 
during which the measure was beaten, as though by the hand 
of the most skillful leader of an orchestra (chef d'orchestre)." 

On the same day, the room in which they were sitting having 
been darkened, lights were seen to gush forth from different 
earners of the apartment. Under other. circumstances, trans
parent human forms have made themselves visible, pens have 
been seen to rise up, dip themselves into the ink, and mov~ 
across the paper ; men have been transported through or sus
pended in the air ; the od has been observed methodically to 
fulfill its functions at the expense of the furniture. 

Their experience has not been limited to seeing ; they have 
felt. Here is an extract from the book of l\Ir. Rogers, furnished 
us by 1\1. des l\Iousseaux (llia:urs et Pratiques·, 314-316): 

"During the years 1849 and 1850, some of the most respecta
ble houses of New York were posser;;sed by a singular power, 
which appeared to reserve and appropriate to itself entire 
pieces of furniture. The invisible agent prevented all persons 
whatever, from touching certain objects which he seemed to 
have consecrated. The instant any individual was rash enough 
to attempt it, a creaking noise was heard, accompanied by a 
sort of light, and the mysterious power struck him vigorously ; 
it seemed to him as though he were pommelled by invisible fists 
From time to time, this agent seized hold of various members 
of the family, and drew them towards each other in the atti-
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tude of persons about to fight.. They all immediately received 
blows that none were seen to give. The women could no 
longer embrace each other without experiencing the sensation 
as of a kiss of fire, without imagining they felt their lips touched 
by the lips of a spirit. .As for the poor little children, not one 
of them dared give to their mother the tender adieu of the 
night. In one word, the mysterious agent seemed to display a 
most remarkably malicious spirit. If, for example, the mistress 
of the establishment failed to pay proper respect to the rules 
he had established, if she chose to transmit orders to her 
domestics by means of a metallic tube communicating with the 
lower story, she was sure to receive on her face a blow so 
violent as to make her stagger, and immediately, a sort of 
mocking light playccl across her features." 

Behold a law of taboo rigorously maintained l I shall not be 
so indiscreet as to ask if these slaps in the face, "which made 
her stagger," if these blows of the fist, with which she was 
pommelled, produced any appreciable, physical effects, if they 
broke any noses, or caused any black eyes, things they were in 
the habit of doing in my time, at the College of Louis le Grand. 
I am content to establish, that the persons referred to were in 
such a condition, that the hallucination must have sprung from 
themselves. ·when an entire family is engaged in a struggle 
with the supernatural, when each individual lives in a state of 
expectation and apprehension, when certain interdictions pass 
for having been promulgated, it is most difficult for them 
to embrace each other or approach a metallic tube, without 
imagining they experience something extraordinary. The ner
vous state that gives birth to such predispositions, demands only 
a trivial pretext, out of which to create monsters ; it converts 
the slightest noise into thunder, the least touch into a f;hock. 
Attempt to bold an assembly of credulous people, under the 
prolonged impression of marvelous and terrible stories; no mat
ter what sort of an evening it may be, let silence afterwards 
reign, let a vague fear pervade the audience, and you will 
then see what proportions the smallest noise will assume ! 

The ground is prepared for hallucinations, yet those here 
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related, are as nothing to those which formerly affected 
sorcerers, possr!dees, loups-garous, &c. I am almost tempted to 
say, that it is not worth while to occupy ourselves with such 
trifles. 

Children, who bring into these ravings more credulity than 
older persons, approach nearest to the beau-ideal of ancient sor
cery. Look at tlie statements made by :i\L Benczet, to which I 
must again refer : there, children only, enjoy the privilege of 
complete hallucination; they, only, contemplate certain appa
ritions. The evening on which the spirit promised to show 
himself as an old annt, no one perceived him under this form, 
except one of the children, who directed his attention to the 
side opposite the round table. He saw an old lady in a corner. 
He was about to excl:tim : "There is the sorceress !" but he 
checked himself, fearing it was only his grandmother, who might 
have entered through the door of the balcony ; not wishing'. 
to offend her by such a remark, he went first to assure himself 
that she was still in the same place where he had seen her 
a few minutes previous ; when he returned, the old woman was 
no longer there." Some days afterwards, as they were in the 
height of their prodigies, two of the sons of :M. Benezet repaired 
to the little seminary. "They s:i.w an old woman leaning from 
the window of the abandoned apartment ; this apparition showed 
itself a second time ; the third day it ceased." 

This was the very least that might be expected from 
these poor children, breathing, as they did, night and day, 
such an atmosphere. .Their visions, in which no other person 
participated, gave us an opportunity to trace, in some measure, 
the gradual formation of hallucinations. 

A new feature, closely approximating to hallucinations, char
acterizes the experience of the family of M. Benezet : the 
sounds, the lights, the spectres, the shocks, exist only for the 
adepts. Never, to my knowledge, have the sudden lights pro
d need in the Spiritual circles attracted the attention of passers
by in the street ; never have their harmonies or their thunders 
charmed or frightened the neighborhood. Assertions to the 
contrary should be submitted to an inquiry as simple as scT"cre ; 
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the result is easy to foresee, .cince, when we arc told of noises 
that have been heard, so they say, at a distance of two miles, 
we do not see it adderl that all persons travelling in that re
gion, that everybody within the limits of a circle, the radrns of 
which was two miles in extent, were disturbed, at the sam~ 
instant, by the sound of this formidable explosion. 

This recalls to my mind analogous observations, to which 
some former proceedings in sorcery have given rise. Mr. Old
field (To Daimonion, 56) has analyzed, in this respect, the works 
of ~father and other authors who have undertaken to describe 
the Salem witchcraft. The accused, be says, sa"· spectres that 
were invisible to ordinary eyes ; they also saw and felt stones 
of great dimensions, the blows from which wounded them ; yet, 
neither the stones nor the marks of the blows were afterwards 
to he disco-vcred ; they smelt orlors that existed only for 
them. 

Ilallucination, then, was what it is to-day, and I assure 
those who reject it, that without it, they will find tlie impossibi
lity of explaining some hundreds of thousands of magicians and 
sorcerers, whose sensations, very certain to themselves, corres
ponded to nothing real. 

Does any one pretend to object to my system, thn.t it is ac
commodating, ::ind that it is easy to get out of a difficulty, when 
we can, at pleasure, suppress the embarrassing facts which do 
not consent to enter into the 1rntnral explanation furnished by 
fluid action? Is it found amiss tliat, by means of errors in tes
timony, fraud or hallucination, I overthrow a large nnmber of 
allegations ? But no one will have a right to complain that, 
in all this, I have acted in an arbitrary spirit, unsupported by 
proofs and strong indications. The reader can judge for him
self ; I have made him follow, step by step, the birth and the 
development of hallucinations ; I have pointed out to him 
the signs of mystification and framl. Is not this enough? well, 
thc.:n, let us add a few more word~. 

\Ye are told of forrible knocks, by which the spirits manifest 
thPir presence in circles formed of the incredulous (Le Jllystcre 

16* 
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de la danse des tables, 13). We everywhere bear of the gene
rous distribution of slaps and blows with the fists, which con
tinually signalize their displeasure. Now, here we are at Yal
leyres, in the most favorable conditions for being knocked about 
by the spirits, since we ridicule, and at the same time, it is said, 
hold relations witl~ them. ·whence comes it that we escape 
the punishment our impertinence deserves? \Ybence comes it 
that I, in particular, have not been mercilessly beaten while en
gaged in writing these two large volumes against the spirits? 
This is the very time to make phantoms appear, to set bands 
without bodies or invisible hands at work. And let uo one object 
that we would be beaten if we were less incredulous ; for it is pre
cisely the incredulous who are beaten by the spil'its on the other 
side of the Atlantic. ·when not beaten, they are at least fright
ened by some unlooked-for enchantment, by explosions, lights, 
thunder, by dancs.;; of heavy pieces of furniture, or the trans
portation of men through the air. It must he admitted, how
ever, that in pursuing such conduct, the spirits gire proof of 
intelligence, while they compromise their reputation by not. 
molesting the skeptics who turn their prodigies into ridicule, 
and refuse to recognize their good offices in the rotation of the 
tables and in the elevations without contact. 

Petitions bearing a large number of signatures, have been 
addressed by the American Spiritualists to the Senate and the 
Ilouse of Representatives. By this bold step, which also 
proves the sincerity of a majority of the mediums, they 
have been clever enough further to increase the publicity of 
their grand facts, and to strengthen the helief in the spirits, 
without actually incurring any danger of the solemn investigation 
they solicit. It would h:r>e been well, in my opinion, if Congress 
had granted their petition, subject, however, to the stipulation 
thn.t the inquiry should be conducted under conditions similar 
to those I am now about to suggest, and iudeed, the only ones 
thrit can assure security n.gainst errors. \Vith a brief refcrcure 
to these conditions, I shall close my exposition of the complete 
insufficienry of the evidence as yet presented to us. 
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It is easy to preserve such. an investigation from all chances 
of fraud or biological hallucination. 

The spirits, I venture to guarantee, will produce no more of 
those noises which arc heard at the distance of two miles, when 
they shall be forewarned that the means of establishing the pre
cise moment of tlie explosion hn;rc been organized throughout 
every portion of the populous <listricts affected by them. 
They will give us'no more blows which learn their impression 
on the wood where they fall, when· they shall bceome acquainted 
with the fact that tliey will be considered genuine, only when 
received by a certain Lourd, Learing the stamp affixed by the 
commissioners appointed, and who do not lose sight of it for an 
instant. They will no longer choose to write under a drawer, 
when the piece of paper placed there, shall be stamped with a 
private mark, impossible for them to anticipate. The same 
precaution of a private mnrk over the pen that is to write, as 
well as the paper employe<l, will cause the spirits to dispense 
with the experiment in which this pen is seen to rise, dip itself 
into the ink, and trace characters on the paper. 

If the question regards the rcveln,tion of things unknown to all 
the persons present, let the 1!lediums be invited simply to repro
duce the contents of a page, enclosed in the portfolio of one of the 
commissioners, which he has extracted, at random and without 
reading it, from some book in his library. If the question re
lates to muking men fly, let this favor be demundecl for one of 
the commissioners. 

In regard to tlie writing and the signature of the dead, let 
them not accept the first comer from the spiritual world ; but 
let them indicate to the spirit some person whose letter has Leen 
taken n t hap-hazard, aud withouL looking at it, from old 
archives. In regard to music, let them demand the execution 
of that which, taken in the same way from the first score at 
hand, figures in the pocket of the CDmmissioners. 

The spirits who knO\v everything, ·who di,·ine, who teach 
unknown Ia.nguu.ges, who arc acquai11ted with the secrets of 
families, who reply to mentnl quest ions, who, in :-hort, every 
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day reveal a thousand things which no one pre-vious1y sus
pected, arc fully a hle to submit to such tests. If they refuse 
(and they will refuse), we shall know what conclusions to 
draw. 

It is also a matter of course, that agents shonl<l be placed 
outside of the house to watch if the windows are or are not 
illuminated when the lights are said to be produceu; if the 
sounds of the concert really reach their ears the instant the 
music commences in the interior. 

The commissioners being, no more than others protected from 
the possibility of biological hallucinations, everything should 
be prepared in advance, or submitted to a mode of verification 
that in no way depends on personal impressions. I recommend, 
in particular, that of which we have here .made use, in order 
to demonstrate the illusion of persons "Who believed such acts 
to be supernatural. The hook closed, its page indicated with
out opening it, is a specific, the effects of which have, until 
now, been infallible: I am convinced that its efficacy would be 
as great in America as on the Old Continent. 

Spirits have the complaisance to place themselves at the dis
position of persons who wish to iuterrogate them ; they are in 
the habit of soiving questions not expressed. It would ill 
become them, therefore, to fall back on their dignity, and 
refuse to reply when the commissioners present them with a 
book, and politely ask them to quote the contents of page 153, 
492, or any other page of which they may happen to think. 
Now, I pledge you my. word, this quotation will never be 
made. I pledge you my word that if, addressing yourself to 
the same spirits who excel in descriptions, you ask them to 
describe the personage who figures in a certain ver:::e, on page 
215 of the historical dictionary placed in your hand, the spirits 
will wander from the point ; they will be unable to indicate 
either the name, ns yet unknown, of every person concerning 
whom the revelution is solicited, the place of his birth, or the 
circumstances of bis life related in the dictionary. 

\Yill it be ohjected that the spirits may be ignorant of what 
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is contained in my book ! I -answer that they actually pretend 
to know ( Table parlantc, 10), cautiously confining themselves, 
howcYer, to the designation of the first letter on a page opened 
at random, whereas, I ask of them the entire page. But you 
arc familiar with the saying of Mme. du Deffant : " ll n'y a que 
le premier pas qni cof1te."* The spirit who knows the first let
ter, will know all the others ; but in exacting of him to pro
ceed to the end, we remove the chances of easy divination fur
nished by the frequent return of certain letters. 

The spirits are prepared, then, to read the page indicated. 
Do they not read sealed letters, letters locked up_ in a trunk I 
Do they not count the money in our purse ! Here, doubtless, 
their partisans resort to the plea that they sometimes commit 
mistakes, and even tell lies. This is a prudent, and by no 
means a useless precaution, for we are assured that often, in a 
word of four letters, the talJle docs not indicate a single one 
correctly. But we shall also force this last intrenchmcnt. 
The chances of error, however numerous they may in an emer
gency be made, are not so great that the spirits do not tell the 
truth, at least one time in ten. If such were the case, no one 
would consult the mcdinms. We will adopt this, or any other 
proportion of error you may see fit. I will give you succes
sively, the numbers taken at random of ten or twenty pages of 
my book~ and provided a single one is•accnrately reproduced, 
I will make the amende lwnorable to the spirits. 

\Ve will apply the same rule to their divinations. rrhey are 
dcceiYed ! They utter lies I very well ; provided that ont of 
ten, twenty ephemerides, there is one which describes in 
adrnncc, clay by day, hour by hour, for a month in succession, 
the degrees of the thermometer, of the barometer, of the 
hygrometer, the quantity of rain, the direction of the winds, 
and the notable events in a specified locality, I will confess 
myself vanquished. Besides, the best things should not be 
abused ; to declare themselves fallible and liar~, is all well 

*The difficulty 1~ in the outset.-T1·ans. 
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enough ; but it is an act of modesty quite likely to compromise 
the position of spirits. I advise them to submit to a few morti
fications rather than diminish heyond measure, the value of 
their revelations and their prophecies. 

I have no need to insist further. Everybody will compre
hend in what way these various experiments, hitherto performed 
and accepted with inconceivable carelesFmess, may be macle to 
assume a serious aspect : the knowledge of strange tongues, 
the dispbcement of enormous pieces of furniture, all these 
things, in short, are easy to prove within certain limits, and to 
a certain degree. 

And let it be remarked, that beyond this proof, we have 
no right to affirm anything ; errors of testimony, fraud, hallu
cinations, all add to the natural effects of fluid action "·hatever 
is wanting to constitute them veritable prodigies. I have 
shown in what way ; it will not be necessary for me to return 
to it. I woulJ. ask, then, of the partisans of the spirits, that, 
in place of publishing long petitionR, and laying them -before 
Congress, they simply consent to make these same spirits recite 
correctly, the contents of a page irn1icated at random, from a · 
book brought by an opponent, anu whieh bas remained uno
pened either hy him or any other person present. So long as 
they shall refuse to accept this test, in which we leave to them 
still the chance of reading through nn opaque body, so long it 
will he very evident to my mind that .they delight in their 
illusions. The principle of tests has in all ages been accepted 
hy the spirits ; it bas been formally proclaimed by those of our 
own times ; they ha-re,. then, not the slightest pretext for 
avoiding the necessity to which every discovery mnst submit, 
to which Animal Magnetism victoriously submitted, when 
engaged in its five years' struggle with the commissioners of the 
Faculty of :Medicine. These spirits who know the most hid<len 
circumstaiices of our past and of our future, who arc acquainted 
"With all language1S, who reply to mental questio11s, \Yli o repro
duce the gestures, the writing·, and even the orthography of our 
deceased relatives, these spirits, who sometimes venture to read 
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the first letter of a pnge, should not plead their ignorance when 
the decisive moment appears. 

"But," it is said, "the spirits will, perhaps, not recoil before -
the test !" This is inadmissible, for they have hitherto recoiled. 
The simple idea above mentioned, has immediately and e''ery
where entered the minds of everybody ; they, who have put it 
in execution have obtained (I speak from experience), the most 
significant results; they have given to the false supernatural 
a blow so severe that it has not since ventured to hold up its 
bead in their presence ; they who have not put it in execution 
have, doubtless, had their reasons. Nor have we any cause for 
uneasiness ; if the test had anywhere been successful, the 
thousand trumpeters of spiritunlist renown would long since 
have informed us of it ; books, journals and reviews would have 
related these experiments, with full particulars. 

It is to be regretted that the superhuman science of the agent, 
will not consent to manifest itself under conditions that alone, 
would absolutely exclude the possibility of incorrect testimony, 
fraud, or hallucination. But I do not stop here, I wish my de
monstration to be complete, and all who read my work to be 
thoroughly convinced ; I shall, therefore, present a few other 
considerations which seem to me to pos.~ess a certain value. 

I am first struck. by the processes employell by the new 
revelation ; it would have been impossible for it to take an 
easier method. It began with knocks corresponding to an 
alphabet; there, at least, was a very interesting fluid phenome
non. But soon wearied of practising serious things, it had re
course to easier paths. The spirits of the tables arc charged, 
be it understood, with themselves regulating these successive 
ameliorations whieh were to end in spe::iking and writing mcdi
itms, their most sublime manifestation. Already the little boarJ. 
armed with a pencil, lent itself to everythiug ; the ueccllrs 
that turn ancl indicate lettcm on a dial, were not less complai
sant. Yet there wns l'till nn intermecliate ngent between the 
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thought of man ancl 1.hc expression of that thought ; it was 
necessary to succeed in making the man himself speak, and in 
this relation, the invention of mediums is truly admirable. 

The medium chosen by other mediums, formed in circles of the 
initiatel1, the depositary of the common thought, is free from 
everything miracnlqus. He has nothing fnrther to do than to 
fall into a condition more or less nerrnns, and then to reply to 
questions either by rapping with the hand, making signs with 
the head, indicating letters on an alphabet, writing under the 
dictation of spirits, or speaking· in virtue of their inspira
tion. 

Thus, the processes ha"Ve constantly been simplified ; in the 
first place, raps corresponding to an alphabet ; then dials, 
tables moving on. a pivot, each pro-ridecl with a needle which 
pauses opposite the letters printed on a stationary circle ; and 
lastly, the mediums, properly so called, waking somnambulists, 
whose hands are said to be directed in whatenr tliey write, and 
whose montlls are said to be directed in whatever they utter;
behohl a logical series of transformations perrnded by the false . 
supernatural, incapable of real prodigies, falling back more and 
more npon the only fact in which it excels, the only fact of im
portance to it, on the fact of revelation, and of revelation by a 
mode as easy and as rapid as possible. 

At the present time the bagatelles of the door are passed, 
having abandoned the zone of physical i.I1enomena, we are on 
the high road to overstep also the zone of miraculous acts ; 
the true connoisseurs (lisdain the transportation of furniture, 
the sudden lights, and the aerial llarmonies ; they give us no more 
of these things than is absolutely necessary to confonnd the 
profane ; they themselves, cling almost exclnsi\ely to the reve
lations. After concentrating itself in the mediitms, Spirit1talism 
further concentrates itself in their worlls and especially in their 
writings. \Ve comprehend, however, that words and writings 
can very well be explained without the aill of miracle ; I add, 
without insincerity. The most sincere men may write entire 
volnmes1 the ideas of which emanate from their own minds, in 
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the conviction that their hand, as docile as that of an automa
ton, has all the time obeyed a supernatural impulsion. 

:M. Louisy, who may, assuredly, Le ranked among the number 
of these siucere men, repeatedly proclaims in his book (Lu,
miere ! 37, 72, 73), the superiority of the process followed by the 
writing meditims over that of the poor creatures who arc still 
reduced to the necessity of spelling by the assistance of the 
round table. 

"There are," says he, "two methods of putting one's self in 
relation with the spiritual world, two Yery simple methods, one 
of which is the complement of the other : through the agency 
of objects, an indirect relation ; through the agency of man, a 
direct relation. By the first agent, the relation is indirect, since 
objects are necessary to obtain it ; it is, however, gross, uncer
tain, and exposes the questioner to errors or contradictions. 
Nevertheless, it is a necessary debut in order to arrive at com
plete communication. By the second agent, ihe relation is 
direct, since the spirit, as soon as it is called, dictates its 
responses to tLe man, or aYails itself of the hand of the man in 
writing. This relation is immediate and perfect ; there is 
neither obscurity nor error, nor delay in the manne r in which 
it is established. But its use bas not been given to every 
body." 

~'This is the crown of the work, the greatest 
experiment of all : after the material agent, the physical agent. 
The discovery, revealed by rotation, sanctioned by the language 
of objects, is about to complete itself and suddenly assumes 
immense proportions. The veil is rent, the truth is displayed be
fore us. The spirit, hitherto reduced to humble hut necessary 
manifestations, has no longer neecl of inanimate interpreters ; he 
himself speaks. But the spirit, soul without body, intelligence, 
discuc;umhered of terrestrial shackles, has no other iutelligiulc 
voice to men, than the interior thought, which gushes np either 
by way of encouragement 01· remorse, from the very depths of 
the human conscience. "\Vhat new agent will the spirit choose? 
How establish this direct relation, so ardently desired? How 
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fill up the abyss that separates the creature from the Creator, 
draw nearer to Heaven, and make the earth forgotten? Ilcre 
commences the sphere of the medium." 

Henceforth, these gentlemen menu their pen, place themselves 
at their desk, iuk the paper, send it to the printer, correct the 
proofs, affix their signature-and all is said ! the oracle has 
spoken l the prodigy is accomplished l There could not be a 
less expensive way of becoming a prophet. 

\Ve still meet with some mediums who consent to make their 
operations complicated ; but this complication, intended as a 
support to the marvellous, is more apparent than real. 

· \Vhen the shade of Lord Byron translates into English verse, 
the French piece that is presented him, the spirit asks half an 
11011,r in which to make its version. This fact was mentioned in 
the Revue Britannique last year. 

M. Morin tells us of certain circles in which a conventional 
order, differing from that of the alphabet, is given to letters. 
(La magie, 53-55.) The speaking-table (for it is still employed) 
indicates the letter by two numbers separated by a pause-the 
number of the horizontal column first, that of the vertical 
column next ; one rap followed at a distance of two, will sig
nify f; three raps followed at a distance of five, will signify x. 
Any person can construct a similar index. Now, it is said, the 
persons who are at the table do not translate ; they are prob
ably ignorant of the value of these conventional signs, which 
are successively collected by a secretary, and their equirnlents 
not established until afterwards. Here is the illusion : the 
arrangement is so simple that it becomes, at the end of a few 
moments, as familiar to every one of the operators as the 
::Llphabet itself ; they know then what they are doing, even in 
unconsciously determining the number and order of the blows ; 
they operate with comentional signs as with letters, and it is 
always their thought which is reflected in the motions of the 
table. 

Elsewhere, a strange coloring is assured to the experiments 
Ly obtaining phrases consisting of only twelve words. That 
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seems very difficult, and yet it is not. Our intellect accustoms 
itself, with astonishing ease, instinctively to throw its thoughts 
into a uniform mould, to regulate the number of words in ·which 
they shall be clothed. Let us not forget, moreover, that the 
operators follow, worcl by word, the oracle of the tahle, and 
arrange themselves: unconsciously perhaps, so as to lengthen or 
contract the phrase, and thns conform to the programme. 

·while speaking of the circles that react against the simplify
ing motion, and impose an awkwardness on the new revelations 
in order to preserve their prestige, I would also mention, in 
conformity with 1\f. Morin, those circles iu which the table is 
required to indicate, in advance, the number of '\rords, or even 
letters, that compose the phrase. Bnt we soon acqnire extreme 
facility in making calculations of this sort ; and the prodigy in 
question is really a small matter in comparison with the act of 
reading a hook or a score of music in which we scarcely glance 
at the characters and the notes. In short, nothing in this 
experiment, or in tpc preceding, prevents the operators from 
taking away or adding words in order to make the number tally 
with the number proclaimed in the beginning. 

As regards the responses in old French, I shall, I trust, he 
excused from dwelling on them, as well as from entering upon 
an explanation exonerating the tables from all charge of per
sonal archreological researches. This foat lies at the door of 
certain erudite members of the chain ; no one doubts it, and 
M. Morin least of all. 

A review of the processes confirms our opinion on the subject 
of the supernatural ; a review of the interests concealed behind 
the spiritualist phenomena will not be of a nature to destroy 
this impression. 

The interests, I have said ; and, indeed, that which con
tributes more than anything else, perhaps, to render testimony 
in supernatural matters suspected, is the fact that the super
natural is rarely disinterested ; it always makes its appearance 
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in behalf of some doctrine, in support of some party that has 
need of it. ·while an honest experiment is connected only with 
the investigations of its author, and mnst consequently be judged 
by itself, and for its intrinsic rnlue, prodigies are in strict rela
tion with the creeds which claim to profit by them. Thence, 
a sort of relative insincerity, a disposition to receive without 
f'ufficient examination, to extol, to embellish. \Ve have already 
remarked that the establishment of religions orders has always 
been preceded, accompanied, and followed by miracles. The 
present phenomenon is not without its analogy to them. 

·what is it that is taking place in Europe and .America? 
Among ns, a considerable party seizes with avidity the oppor
tunity now furnished it, to restore to honor the most compro
mised portions of its religious belief, ancl to rehabilitate the most 
disreputable period of its history. The seed thus falls into a 
ground well prepared ; the wonders from beyond the sea are 
welcomed ; in touching the shores of our Old "\V orld, they 
meet with a whole army of writers, priests and journalists, 
eager to take tlJ.em Ull(]er their patronage, to interpret them 
according to their views, to defend them against all opposition. 
They lived poorly on their first sorceries--those of Cideville, of 
transcendent magnetism, the ecstatics of Cahagnet ; but here 
falls an unhoped-for manna : magic is restored in all its former 
glory ; possessions, witchcraft, infection by contact or by for
mulas, the sabbat-all the dev-ilish machinations of the Middle 
Ages, are about to escape from the discredit under which they 
have hitherto bung their beads ! The affair is in good hands, 
and will be skillfully managed, as a matter of course. . 

Bnt it is especially important that the origin of the present 
movement should be studied in the countries that have given it 
birth ; it is there we must direct our inquiry regarding the 
existence of any considerable interest explanatory of the rapid 
progress of Spiritualism. In order to resolve this problem, it 
is sufficient to glance at the revelations of the mediums; they 
are all enrolled in the service of the same doctrine ; they preach 
it, they develop it, they give it the quasi-religious sanction which 
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it has hitherto lacked, they attribute it to souls separated from 
their bodies, and bringing back to earth intelligence from 
another world. ·why should we henceforth doubt that the 
recent wonders have found in America, as in Europe-in 
America first-in America especially-the powerful and dcvotcd
protection of a party ? 

This party, by universal consent, is the Unitarian party-that 
which, separating not alone from Protestantism, but from entire 
Christianity, rejecting the divinity of Jesus Christ, the expiation 
by bis blood, and the authority of the Scriptures, bas arranged 
a sort of religious philosophy, or philosophical religion, the 
irremediable weakness of which not even the genius of a Chan
ning has for a single instant been able to disguise. In vain is 
such a system covered with pnrplc rags ; its nakedness is always 
visible ; a lrnurnn revelation, or that ·which amounts to the same 
thing, a selection made by man from the Divine Revelation,_ will 
always foil of authority ; in min will it be called a religion, a 
church-names do not change the nature of things ; that which 
is from below, remains below ; that which is human, remains 
human. Thus do we see that, notwithstanding the favor with 
which all deists arc regarded who take a different view of 
existence from Voltaire, and who, without Christianity, wish to 
preserve the name of Christians, Unitarianism is incapable of 
giving signs of life. ·where arc its Evangelists, its mission 
aries ? It is condemned to vegetate in Boston, and in a few 
other large cities, offering a point of rally to intermediate 
opinions, which, in the fullness of their wisdom, pretend to pass 
judgment on the BiLlc, and at the salllc time reject gross 
incredulity. There, neither its irreproachable moral principle, 
nor the intelligence, and sometimes even the virtue of many of 
its memhcrs-neithcr the celebrity obtained by their writings, 
nor the importance of their social or political position-nothing 
can gi-rc to Unitari:rni~m that which it lacks, and which it could 
only posses~ in renouncing itself. • 

And this is precisely what many of its adherents have 
thought they found in Spiritualism; they have there perceived 
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the means of procuring for it a superhuman sanction, a speciru 
revelation, and of passing, if not into the number of Christian 
sects (that is impossible), at least into the number of 
religions. The American Spirits arc occupied with only one 
thing, with transforming into religion the religious philosophy 
of the Unitarians. In the midst of anathemas from all the 
churches, they imperturbably attack the importance and the 
truth of dogmas, they deny the Fall and the .. Atonement, Hell 
and Salvation. Then, after having reduced the Gospel to 
powder, they proclaim a humanitary religion, a religion of 
progress, of the good man, of the man-king, of the man
God ; they preach universal salvation, generally grafted on a 
strange metempsychosis. Especially do they enrywherc spread 
the chief doctrine of Unitarianism : Scripture is wrong when
ever it seems to be in contradiction with human reason ; the 
latter is the true, the sovereign judge, it is the posifrre, and 
consequently, the only revelation. 

Thus, to believe only in ourselves and ghosts, this is the sum 
and substance of the doctrine which the American mediums 
vie with each other in promulgating. That which Unitarian
ism has ordinarily indicated with circumspection, that which it 
has not always avowed to itself, the mediums proclaim on the 
house-tops ; that which Unitarianism has with difficulty 
accredited, because devoid of all authority, the rnedizzms propa
gate with success, for they speak in the name of souls. Tims, 
the evil gains ground, and I should be seriously concerned for 
the United States, if this of all countries in the world, perhaps, 
were not the one in which a faith in the Saviour, and a belief 
in the infallibility of the Scriptures have thrown the deepest 
roots, in which they have exercised the most extensive influ
ence. The Unitarfons will meet their match, and the revela
tion of the spirits will be shattered to pieces against the 
revelation of the Holy Spirit. Thanks be to Goel, in opposi
tion to the spirit?talist movement, there is a Christian move
ment, the tendency of which is to efface the miserable tra
ditions of churches, aurl to overpower all feeble, secondary 
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differences in the great unity of Christ's disciples. The Church, 
victorious over sectarian tendencies, will easily triumph oYcr 
the fashionable superstition. 

l\Icanwhile, this fashion makes its victims. The new reve
lations respond too well to the natural instincts of the heart,
thcy court too cunningly, the socialist disposition of some, and 
the anti-Christian repugnances of others, not to have great 
success. Quite naturally, and without acting in concert, the 
Unitarian party, fayored hy them, generally favors them in 
turn. Among the important medizwzs, a great number arc 
declared Unitarians. They bring to the service of these woeful 
errors, the influence, often considerable, attached to the 
elevated position they occupy, or the public career they haYc 
led. 

This, then, is the capital point ; a point of which it is essen
tial not to lose sight, if we would grasp the true character of 
Spiritualism, and estimate the prodigies at their just value, if 
we woulu make a due allowance for enthusiasm and errors of 
testimony, in place of maintaining the impossible thesis which 
imputes therp. all to fraud. The Unitarian party (the Unitarian 
tendency, if you prefer it), is at the foundation of the spirit
ualist revelation. This fact i::: forcibly set forth in the docu
ments ; M. de Richemond (le lllystere de la danse des tables, 18, 
19), has remarked it with his usual perspicacity: 

" The truth is," says he, " that although a certain number 
style themselves Christians, the evident end of these spiritual 
rnanif estations, an end, which, moreover, the majority frankly 
avow, is to annihilate all Christian sects, while they treat 
almost with indifference, the dogmas of shameful superstitions. 
On their ruins, as well as on the ruins of the whole of society 
as it at present exists, for they would make a clean sweep of 
all our institutions, religious, political and social, they would 
elevate the only worship based on truth and reason, the only 
worship worthy of Divinity, that is to say, a sort of Deism or 
Pantheism, to which they, nevertheless, preserve the name of 
Christianity. Thus far, moreover, they admit the principles 
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of evangelical morality, they venerate Jesus Christ as the best 
and most enlightened of men, as having been sent and inspired 
of God to save the world. But they neither believe in His 
Divinity, iu original sin, in the existence of the deril, nor 
especially in the perpetuity of punishment, a dogma which 
they all unite in opposing." 

The Unitarian system could not be better defined. Is it not 
a remarkable dispensation that systems of this sort should 
always be condemned to pass into Illuminism ! Philosophies 
that pretend to create for themselves religions, are eventually 
made to feel the impracticability of their euterprise, that an 
abyss separates them from the end in view, and then, cost 
what it may, they try to throw a bridge over tlie chasm. 
'Vhat bridge can they throw, if it be not a special revelation 
to them, one which must still appear divine. Therein is a 
providential atonement to human pride. 

The Unitarians would occupy a position in relation to 
Christianity (dying, if we may trust to their report l) which the 
N eoplatonicians formerly occupied in relation to Paganism. 
Like them, they have recourse to an eclectic method, choosing · 
something from all the theories, and endeavoring to give to 
the sacred doctrine a reasonable signification, compelling them
selves to preserve the name after having transformed the 
smbstance, in short, devoting themselves to the mission of 
saving it, in spite of itself. Like the K eoplatonicians, they 
laboriously construct a philosophy which represeuts itself as a 
religion ; like them, and it must indeed be so, they finally end 
in visions, in ecstasies, iii theurgic mysticism. The LY nitarians 
are the Alexandrians of the Christian Church, with this differ
ence, that the Christian Church is younger than ever, while 
the Pagan fables have fallen never to rise again. So also, the 
Alexandrians of the nineteenth centnry will not leave their 
trace in a history, upon the whole, a.s brilliant as that of their 
predecessors. They cannot pretend, moreover, that the world 
has not progressed since the days of Plotinus, Porphyry, and 
Proc1us ; they are, therefore, forced to propagate their reve-
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lations by other methous. Jnstead of contemplations, they 
have medinms; instead of miracles, they have ghostly gossip ; 
instead of placing their superstitions at the service of mysteries, 
they place them at the service of rationalism ; instead of dis
solving dogmas in allegory, they dissolve them in indifferent-
ism ; instead of engendering the Illuminism which loses itself 
in the clonds, they engender that which draws its nourishment 
from the earth, and covenants with utilitarian or socialist 
tendencies. 

The Deist philosophy with religions pretensions, has had 
among us only a short career : it has given birth to Saint 
Simonianism, and that is all we can say of it ; since that cele
brated experiment, our Deists have been content to remain phi
losophers, without the ambition ·to make themselves a sect. In 
the United States, where the Gospel exercises a much deeper 
influence, the school of which I speak bas succeeded in longer 
maintaining an appearaucc of Christianity ; bnt the crisis has 
at length arrived, and the prophecies of the mediums seem des
tined to make, on the other side of the Atlantic, the slightly 
embellished pendant to the doctrines here promulgated by 
Father Enfantin.* 

There is, then, in schools with n, donhJc set of principles, an 
irresistible tendency to pervert both. They are sterile as phi
losophies, for they still appeal, with more or less urgency, to tbe 
creeds with 'vhich they do not desire to break; they are power
lesf$ as religions, for they cannot elevate their disciples above 
their own level, nor can the oracles of man ever be an authority 
for man ; in short, they foolishly founder on the inevitable rock 
of puerile superstitions and revelations in private houses. The 
moment is coming when nakccl incredulity will no longer suffice 
to maintain a religion ; even at this very day, recourse is bad 
to incredulity tacked on to ecstasies and visions. 

• 'l'he founder of Sainl Simonianism.-Tran~. 

VOL. II.-17 
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Such is the phenomenon produced in the United States, and 
which explains, in a g reat measure, as we have just seen, the 
otherwise inexplicable success of speaking tables and mediums. 
But in order to give all dne energy to the disgust with which 
such a fact should inspire ns, let us have the courage to take 
one step more : we haYe estimated the processes and the 
principal cause of 'the movement, let us likewise estimate its 
contents. · 

First, what is the nature of the beings whom the mediums are 
reputed to address ? Among us, opinions are divided ; some, 
whose views are expressed by .Jl essrs. de :Mirville and Des 
l\fonsscaux, maintain that we have dealings with de1ils ; some 
and they itre the most numerous, perhaps, belie1e that souls of 
the dead animate the speaking tables ; ·while very many others 
will not take the trouble to so11e the problem, but admit, pell
mell, angels, devils and ghosts. In America, the almost uni
versal opinion of the Spiritualists is declared in favor of the 
latter, and, indeed, this is a matter of course, since the negation 
of Satan is one of the Unitarian doctrines. 

I shall not here revive a discnssion already exhausted in the· 
second part of this work. E1erything in the Bible protests 
against the part they wonld attribute either to angels, to 
demons, or to sonls. If there exister1 angelic or diabolical reve
lations, even though mingled with errors, they wonld constitute a 
fact so considerable, an element so essential in our me~ns of 
information concerning things of another sphere, that the Scrip
tures ·would continually .speak of them, in order to awaken our 
attention, or put us on onr gnnrd. 

Is there anything more irre~oncilable with the contents of the 
Holy books, than these angels who cease to be messengers, in 
order to become revealers at the command of our cvocntions, 
these demons, who come to animate our furniture the moment 
we form the chain, these elect and these damned ones, dcli1cred 
up to our caprice~, these good and evil spirits, obeying the same 
m.aterial processes I 

I would only return to this single objection. The reader is 
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aware that I have presented- ten, each more decisive than the 
other. The idea of evoking the souls of the dead, an idea as 
old as the world, and found among the Protestants themselves 
at a period when, just separated from the Roman Church, they_ 
still preserved the trace of many of its traditions, this idea con
stitutes the true basis of the present epidemic. \Vherever we 
go, we meet only the souls of the dead ; we asscmlJle tog-ether 
in the evening, to converse with this or that Rpirit ; the pro
gramme of the spectacle is often communicated in adrnnce, and 
the adepts are unwilling to be absent whenever piquant adven
tures are announced. I cannot e~1Jress the extent to which my 
sentiments are outraged by this impious sport. I know, doubt
less, that sonls are not thus abandoned to our discretion ; the 
Bible leaves me no cause for auxiety on this point ; neverthe
less, I cannot help feeling deeply pained, when I think that 
hundreds of thousands of human beings are gravely occupied 
with such abominations. IIow is any limit to be put to evil 
curiosity, to sacrilegious questions, to usurpations of a domain 
with which we have no right to meddle? One demands the 
day and the hour of his death ; another inquires concerning the 
eternal welfare of his friend or enemy ; a third seeks to gain 
light on i111pcnetrablc mysteries, or solicits directions on the 
proper conduct to pursue in reference to religious questions or 
the affairs of this life ! To-clay, thry evoke one of the damned, 
to-morrow, an elect, the day after, a prophet, an apostle ; 
Jcsu::; Christ himself, perhaps! Yes, all that has occurred. 
That the soul should become corrupted, that faith should he 
weakened, that respect for eYerything holy should vanish, thnt 
the most fundamental notions of the true and false shoukl be 
confounded by F11ch occupations, that the intellect should be 
perverted, the heart hardened and unfitted for terrestrial dutics 
as well as for simple and childlike submission to the \Yorcl of 
Goll, is cloubtlcss not necessary for me to prove. 

If, passing from souls to demons, wc place ourselves on the 
ground assumed by ~1. de ~Iirvillc and his friends, we Rhall not be 
less dismayed as we behold to what otlious consequences wc are 
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immediately led. The restoration of the devils of the Middle 
Ages is also. accompanied by a foretaste of the abominable infa
mies which then polluted all imaginations. Already certain 
significant omissions figure in the statements published ; the 
language of the demons is so unchaste, the communications they 
address to the 'Yorn.en who consult them are of such a nature, 
that they dare not tell the whole. 

There c~n be nothing more incoherent, moreover, than the 
information which is given us on the nature of these spirits. As 
the greater number persist in presenting themselves in the 
quality of souls, their parfrmus get over the difficulty by making 
them confess that this is a disguise in fashion among them ! At 
all events, the fashion is of recent date, for in the good times 
of sorcery there was not the least confusion between ckrils and 
ghosts ; there was rarely any between evil and good spirits. 
But at the present day, it is disputed ns to whether the spirits 
of the speaking tables ai·e all bad. The very Catholic editor of 
the T able parlante (51, 52) attacks ~I. des .Mousseaux on this 
point. " Does not our honorable correspondent," he says, "go 
too far in affirming that the spirit who answers through the 
tables, is always bad? If he is right, it then follows that all 
contrary facts must be denied, and, in particular, those men
tioned in the first number of this work ! \\re know that the 
spirit of evil nssumes all disguises, even that of sanctified souls; 
but is this a reason for believing that the dead cannot enter 
into communication -with the li"dng ?'' 

It is not for me to take pn,rt in this intestine war. It suffices 
for me to remark, tha.t the spirits who reveal so many other 
things, should offer rather clearer explanations concerning 
their own nature. Determined to conform in e"\'"ery r e1'pect to 
the thoughts of th eir interrogators, they are ghosts in America, 
uemons in Europe, or rath<?r demon1' or ghosts, according to 
the preferences of those who control them. I seem to hear 
the answer of JiallreJacqucs to his master: "Is it your pig, sir, 
or your cook to whom you wish to £peak ?" 

We must acknowledge, however, that this preliminary 
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question once settled, demoM and ghosts !cave nothing to be 
desired. The demons prc:-ent thcmselles in grnn<l official cos
tume, horns and pitchfork ; ancl these arc not, in general, 
vulgar demons. 111. des lfousscanx, who presents us with com
plete reports of the interrogatories submitted to by his demons~ 
gives us the follow"ing clialogue : " \Yas it thou who tempted 
the first woman?" 1

' Yes." 11 Thou, or thy race?" 11 I." 
11 Art thou in the form of a scq)ent ?" 11 Yes." . . . 11 .Art 
thou of the number of devils who entered into the bodies of 
swine ?" l( Y cs." 11 Of those who tormented ~Iary ::Mag
dalene?" 11 Yes." (1llanrs et Pratiqiics, 300, 301.) 

\Yhen any one is not satisfied with his demon, or finds him 
too insignificant n. personage, the fellow is sent back to hell to 
seek a devil of higher rank. He requires only 11 three minutes" 
in which to perform this commis~ion. (298.) 

In respect to the ghosts, they arc as illustrious as we could 
desire. There is a pleasure in thus entering into intimate and 
daily relations with men of genius ! and all the mqre, that 
their celebrity does not render them proud. N" ot only do they 
obey the first sign of the first comer ; not only do they answer 
the most absurd questions, and consent to reveal, when duly 
required, their profounclcst and most secret thoughts, hut they 
condescend to the quite vulgar functions of familiar spirits : 
they operate in stocks, the 1Yords, * irnd the Orleans,* they 
arrange marriages ; stocks nrc hough t, marriages t:::i kc place 
in obedience to their advice, and no one finds himself the 
better for it. 

But this is still nothing. Let us leave the personality of the 
:-pirits and pass to their revelations ; in them, is most fully dis
played the moral impossibility of the supernatural act in which 
they would make ns believe. 

And first, the very fact of clircct revelation, of a revelation 

* RailroaJ slocks.-TR.&.i;s. 
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brought to men by the spirits, is of such enormity, that every 
Christian will reject it at the outset, however little he may 
reflect. \Vhat ! Is it possible there can be a direct revelation 
at the service of man, regarding ·which written revelation is 
silent ? Is it in onr power to interrogate devils, angels, or 
dead persons respecting things which are explained as well as 
those which are not explained by the Bible ? Judge what 
would, in this case, he the part reserved to Scripture. Instead 
of referring to the BiLle for the teachings of Christ, how much 
more profitable shall I find it to interrogate, at my ease, the 
twelve apostles, the seventy disciples, Pilate, Caiphas, the good 
and the bad thief, Mary Magdalene, the two sisters, John the 
Baptist, and who knows? perhaps J esns Christ himself ! If 
Scripture sets forth dogmas, I shall no longer pause with such 
imperfect communications ; I shall put precise questions to 
the dead, who will henceforth know what to depend on; I 
shall ask them to give me an accurate description of bell, a 
correct definition of Paradise ; I shall invite them to explain 
in minute detail, the mysteries of the Trinity and the Incarnn
tion ; I shall seek of them the interpretation of passages that 
embarrass me, as well as the refutation of passages that dis
please me. 

\.Vho does not see that in the presence of a direct revelation, 
the Biblical revelation i8 thrown into the shade, and with it the 
power of prayer and the assistance of the Holy Spirit? Aside, 
even, from the piquancy of the evocations ; aside from the 
interest of explanations, .which always adapt themselves to our 
aoubts and our present. necessities ; aside from the charm of 
a theology which tells us only what we wish to hear, and 
which tells us aloud what we have whispered in its ear, it is 
evident that direct reYelation will ontweigh the Bible by the 
completeness of the details, by the very human perfection of its 
formulas, by the abundance of its definitions and descriptions ; 
after the example of the traditions and the apocryphn, it will 
leave very far behind it, the divine sobriety of the inspirell 
writings. Then, what an atfraction for our slothful and cow-
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ardly souls, thirsty for dire~tion , dreading before e\crything 
else being brought into the presence of God, anxious to be 
discharged from all responsibility, to he able to consult the 
spirits, spirits full of deference for our slightest fancies ! 

And let no one seek to console himself under pretext that 
the influence of these re,elations is weakened by the know
ledge of their origin. I grant that those who regard this 
origin as exclusively diabolical will be less exposed than others; 
yet, it is difficult not to think that we should learn many things 
by con,ersing with the demon ; the experience of all ages 
proves that the iuformation obta ined by him is, in no wi:;c, to be 
considered doubtful or unimportant. \.Ve have seen at Loudun, 
the part attributed to him by the Roman Church, in the 
exposition of dogmas and in the refuta tion of the Protestants. 

It will not do to say, then, that the revelations of the spirits 
cannot be injurious to the men who look upon them as so many 
demons. But, be that as it may, it is 011ly a feeble exception 
to the genernl fact ; the immense majority of evocators believe 
they address the souls of the dead. ,,~lrnt should prevent 
them from supposing that the latter, in quitting this earth, 
have acquired an accurate knowledge of things> of which it is 
hardly possible for the living to obtain a mere glimpse ? \Vhy 
should they not place implicit confidence in the secrets revealed 
to them from beyond the tomL ? Lc,t ns be sincere : if we 

were really placed in the presence of a soul, that, released from 
this earth, had contemplated the mysteries of another life, 
none of us would discard, as vain words, the admonitions of 
such messengers; in vain might they warn us, as <lo the speak
ing tables, of their fallibility and their limited knowledge ; the 
intelligence furnished by them would take its place among the 
firmest of our convictions ; we should instinctively and inces
santly return to it, and the declarations of the prophets or the 
apostles would often grow dim when confronted "·ith those of 
the ghosts. 

Spiritualism, then, has already given a fatal bl°'Y to faith. 
The single idea of a direct revelation has made sad work with 
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many consciences, independently of the: contents of this re-re
lation, of which I must now say one worcl. 

Let us leave out of the question, the confirmation it gives in 
certain circles to nll the impure, degrading, sanguinary follies 
of the Middle Ages. \Vhen we hear of the operations of 
these demons, such .good theologians, so orthoclo:x: in spite of 
their forced confessions of lies and h::itred towards the Christian 
_Church, _we cannot help regTetting that there does not, in 
reality, exist so convenient a method of judg'ing controversies. 
But the method is decidedly less sure than convenient, and the 
doctrines promulgated by our Ultramontane mediums cannot be 
compared with those of the Gospel. ·without touching the 
great subjects in which the contradiction is radical and con
stant, I am struck at finding in the responses of the :Modern 
Rpirits, information respecting the names of the devils, for 
example, which reminds me, line for line, of the most ridiculous 
nonsense of the ancient possessions.* 

Such is their revelation to the Catholics ; to the Unitarians, 
to the various shades of socialists, it bas a newer character, 
which it is worth our while to point out. 

The Unitarian revelation, we have seen, commenced with 
being only rationalistic ; it bas ended in becoming Pythagorean. 
It first_ expunges from the Gospel everything clispleasing to it_ 
it next adds thereon, a system of indefinite progress, Ly means 
of metempsychosis. It leads us into successive spheres, inhabited 
by souls, and makes us witnesses of Rcenes that would not be 
out of place in the Paradise of Mahomet : concerts, balls, as
semblies, newspapers ; likewise, public lectures, evident and 

* What I here assert, in respect to the names of the devils, I roight also affirm of their 
description. The only innovation consists in certain informal affectations, which did 
not occur to the minds of the ancient sorcerers. Demons, then, accepted their ugliness 
am! gloried in it; none of them would ha\'e made any such pretensions as are spoken 
of in the hook of 1\1. Beneze!: "One day, as I hcl•l a pen aml a hit of paper in my 
hand, preparatory to writiug their responses, I amuseJ myself by caricaturing the 
f~atures of a very ugly, hiJeous cl~vil; showing it- to the t able, I s:lid: 'Here is your 
portrait,' whereupon it approached me. •""hat do you want?' said I. It did not rap, 
in indication that it wished to speak; hut it began scratching on the paper in my hand . 
• . • A moment after, it wrote: 'I am very lwndsomc.'" 
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inevitable omissions of the .Arabian prophet. It is the mission 
of the American prophets to fill up that hiatus. By the side of 
this, I repeat, they take pains to discredit the popular Chris
tianity, " n. garment too narrow for humanity in progress ;'.' 
nor clo they forget to reconstruct, for progressive humanity, a 
social orgn.nization, founded on the most radical principles. I 
must again refer to the remarkable analysis of .M. de Riche
mond, who most vividly describes what is exacted by this reli
g ion of the future, this "ideal Christianity," the only one which 
can be adapted to "divine humanity." 

"In their system," he writes, "men, before attaining 
heaven, continue to Le instructed and perfected in the six suc
cessive, spiritual spheres, where they enjoy a happiness entirely 
sensual, and of which they give us the most enchanting descrip
t ions. There, apart from the time for study, which is spent, under 
the direction of professorf', in instructing themscl ves in the know
ledge of God, in disentangling themselves from all religious pre
judices brought with them from the earth, in leaming languages, 

· sciences, and the arts, the existence of the spirits is passed 
in conversation, walking, feasts, festivals, balls, etc. Scarcely 
is a material desire co11ceived, than the desired object is formed 
and presented to them spontaneously ; nor do the lall ics neglect. 
their toilet ! There, parents meet again the children taken 
from them in the cradle ; hut they must have some difficnl ty in 
recognizing them, for these children have continued to grow 
after their death, and they even go to school ; therefore, when a 
mcdiurn, influenced by one of these children, commits an error in 
orthography, he excuses himself on the ground that the infant 
spirit directing his hand, is not yet sufficiently advanced in its 
studies ! " (Le J.llystere de la dansc des tables, 18, lD.) 

There arc, doubtless, many shades of distinction ; the revela
tion of one Unitarian, is not, literally, that of another; the differ
ent hues of deism and pantheism are, by turns, reflected in these 
religions of human fabrication, which agl'ee, however, in certain 
fundamental traits, those which form the very basis of the 
rationalistic tendency. I will say as much of the materialist 

17* 
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and socialist tendencies. The faithfnl mirror of the oracles of 
mediums servilely reproduces their diversities. Sometimes, 
it gives us the sonl of world, renewed from the Greeks and 
the Indies, hut modernized and more materialized than ever, 
under the scientific name of odic fluid ; sometimes, it 
gives us an hones~ disciple of Fqurrier, who prophetically 
describes the future destiny of the universe, and moves in the 
midst of planetary virtues and aromal influences. 

·we are familiar with the strange book of :JI. Hennequin ; 
Robert 0 wen has just published another, which be::i.rs for its 
title : " The Futnre of the Human Race, or the great, glorious, 
and pacific revolution, announced and accomplished through 
the agency of the souls of a body of women and men, remarka
ble for their intelligence and their probity." Mr. Owen is par
ticularly in correspondence with his late Royal Highness, the 
Duke of Kent, the father of Queen Victoria ; other illnst.rions 
personages, long since dead, have written him some curious let
ters. In respect to the partisans of the od, they are not less 
well served by their inte1Iigent fluids, than others by their cor
respondents beyond the tomb ; the doctrine, infa11ibly estab
lished by the od itself, is thus formally stated by ~I. des Mous
seaux (3Gl), who has studied it with care. 

" The od is omnipotence, and the od proceeds from nature. 
This power flows from man anc1 returns to him. He l1raws 
it from the common reservoir, and this reservoir is the earth. 
He is filled with it, he is consolidated with it ; with this indefinite 
force he makes a body by the aid of which he ean ca use the 
earth to tremble, even as the soul agitates, disturbs, and causes 
the frail edifice of the body to tremble. And these two similar 
forces, united and frrnted to each other like chain-shot, or, 
more properly speaking, this force which proceeds at the same 
time from man and from the globe, wlwt would it be then? 
Listen I According to the logic of our antagonists, it would 
positively be only the soul of the earth ; an intelligent soul, 
which, in their pantheistic system, would l>e to the entire uni
verse what the sonl of ma,n is to onr_planet ; that is to say, a 
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proportional part of one whole, of one homogeneous whol e. The 
soul of the world would be, then, in the full and In.st analysis, 
only that of humanity, that is to say, an intelligent, fluid, impon
derable matter, binding itself to a thousand varieties of combi::
nations and forms, and incessantly modified by the universal 
law of change. It woulcl be the one anu only being, the one 
and only Goel of this world." 

From the midst of these melancholy delusions, it is impossi
ble not to dist inguish farnrably the book published by Paul 
Louisy, entitled : Lumiere ! Esprits ct Tables tonrnantes. 
Rb:elations rnediarniniqucs. It is marked by a tone of candor 
and au aspiration, often elevated, which only the more clearly 
display the fearful peril run by a man who abandons himself to 
pretended inspirations. From the moment he accepts the 
principle of direct revelation, from the moment he begins to 
worship his own thoughts transformed lnto oracles, it is impos
sible for him to pause ; henceforth, if any one still speaks of 
God, this Goel is only a name, a supreme illusion, a vain homage 
rendered to the very truth trnmpled under foot ; t110 bonds of 
objective authority are snapped asunder, the anchor breaks 
away, the bark flies at the mercy of the tempest and the cur
rent. 

~L Lonisy ( 7 5 und following, !H) writes under the dictation 
of mediu'lhs, an entire history of the ·creation, a theology, an 
inspired psychology : " The soul represents God, matter is only 
his work. Defiled by terrestrial contact, souls will 
only recover their native perfection in Leaven. Goel bas 
created them in couples, the one male, the other female, of an 
essence entirely similar. These sister souls continually seek 
each other." 

Then follow details, not less authentic, respecting the various 
classes of spirits, the <liITereut globes aml their inhabitants. 
" The innumerable pln.nctary systems have been , from the com
mencement, disposed by the Creator on an immense scale of 
perfectibility. The souls by whom they are inhabited, are sub
ject on all points to corporeal transformation. ThC'y have all 
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commenced their journey on the same earth, placed, so to 
speak, one third of the way. Each one of their existences 
glides away in a new world, unless they arc punished and 
obliged to descend in the scale. If any one descends 
in the scale of ·worlds, he plunges deeper and deeper into 
obscurity, until he falls into the darkness beneath which there 
is nothing ; the leYel of intelligence sinks, the human form is 
degraded, life is shortened. In ascending, on the contrary, 
what a magnificent spectacle ! ).fan becomes better and 
more beautiful, life lengthens, the body weighs less upon the 
soul." 

One of the privileges of the superior systems is, " that sleep 
is unnecessary there." But in order for that to be the case, 
'rn must have progressed beyond the earth and the moon, 
which are v-ery low in the scale ; we must have attained 
Saturn, Yes ta, :.Iercnry, J npiter, or other planets still more 
aclvaneed, knO\\ll and unknown. 

The souls themseh·es haYe given this information to ~I. 

Louisy, this and a great deal more. He closes his book ·with 
these solemn words : " Behold in what ardent struggles the 
world is already engaged around the cradle of the discovery ! 
Friends and enemies all have a presentiment that the future 
belongs to it, and that it will change the face of the world. 
\Vhat, then, shall be its name ? Shall it be called r~ligion, or 
new science ? \Yill the birth that is preparing, be attended 
with difficulty ? Let the men of earnest minds bring to the 
subject a meditative an~ inquiring spirit, let them associate 
themselves together in the good ·work. God has revealed him
self to them a second time, as at the commencement of the 
Christian era. Let them, then, open their understanding, 
let them strengthen their courage : the question is of Eternal 
Life." 

The question is of Eternal Life ! God has revealed himself 
n. second time ! The man 1Yho aurnits that, cannot pause half
way. Listen still further to ~I. Louisy : 

" Souls r1ii;:engagPd from hodiPs, spirits in the universal har-
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mony, serve as a natnral link between the creature and the 
Creator. All accompany us, all watch over us, all admonish 
m. ..All, spirits from above or from below, re,rnrded or pun
islicL1, have for their only mission, that of guiding man to his 
highest happiness in the ways of justice aud love. They are 
our real guardian angels, our couscience, for there are no evil 
spirits." ( 8.) 

" Between spirit and man, what is there ? Death, that is to 
say, a liberation from. created matter, bad and . perisha-
ble." (10.) · 

" ~Iost frequently, they arc our friends, our relatives, those 
who have loved us. Iu the dwelling of their host, 
these invisible witnesses have a prh·ileged place : some choose 
a piece of furniture, others, a cup, a trinket, a chest, a box. 
These occnpy the hair or the garments." ( 15, 16.) 

The responses of the tables and mediwms are neither the fact 
of mechanii.:al movement, nor the fact of magnetism, nor the 
fact of a new physical agent nor of ·an unknown fluid. "Still 
less arc they the fact of a demon which docs not exist, nor of 
any other malevolent power. In the spiritual creation, evil 
is unknown, because God is supreme goodness. EYil is mat
ter." (17.) 

" All these spirits, divine cmana tions, were ere a ted good; 
they have lind in the body here 01· elsewhere ; they will thns 
continue to live millions of ag:e~, perhaps, until they shall lrnYc 
arrived at eternal felicity." ( 35.) 

" .As for the devil, let him resign himself to ·he laid aside 
:tmong J.llother Goose1s stories, :rnd to become again, what he 
always was, the most silly and most pernicious fable that could 
ha Ye heen invented to terrify poor human creatures." ( 54.) 

\\~!mt ::t road haYe we already traversed I X o devil, no 
evil, evil is matter, redemption is effected hy means of purifica
tion and metempsychosis ! The spirits take up their abode, 
like gooL1 relations, as near as po~~iblc tn the object of their 
affections, in boxes, furniture, and household ut ensils. 'l'his 
residence, morcovrr, is nrithcr obligatory nor permanent. 
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There are moments of the day when the spirits go out for an 
airing ; we should not consult them, either in the afternoon or 
after eleven o'clock at night. " At eleven o'clock, the spirits, 
in general, take their departure, and do not return until morn
ing ; one or t\Vo of them remain near man during his sleep. 

Upon arriving in presence of the man whom God 
assigns as his host, the spirit must again submit, although indi
rectly, to material aggregation it marks and chooses 
its place., as it were, at the domestic fireside ; here, it is a can-
dle, a clock, a table there, it is a portfolio, a glass, 
a fountain almost everywhere, it is hair and gar-
ments. All objects serve its purpose. \Yhen the host leaves 
bis house, the spirit accompanies him ; it resides in the heart, 
the head, in the entire person. The heart is the place of its 
predilection." ( 44.) 

" The number of spirits attached to man, varies according 
to the number of bis qnalities and imperfections. If 
man becomes better, he ·loses an imperfection and gains a 
quality ; if he becomes worse, he loses a quality and acquires a 
fault. This amounts to saying that be loses or gains a pun
ished or recompensed spirit, as the case may be." (GG.) 

Thus the risk is incurred of imbuing the mediums with a 
spirit of self-love. Bnt let us pass on. I mrnlyze, I do not 
criticise. I analyze, merely, because it seems to me that 
among all the proofs of the absurdity of Spiritualism, not one is 
equal to the simple exposition of its revelations. Desirous of 
presenting a sample of them to the reader, I surely can find 
nothing- more remarkable than what is contained in the con
scientious and honest work of .M. Louisy. 

This re1ealed Spiritualism is terribly material ! " \Yhat 
takes place in the rotation of the tables ? A fact of spiritual 
attraction. The chain formed, wills are manifested, souls unite 
and disengage a portion of themselves ; if the sympathetic 
emanation is sufficient, the spirit submits to it and determines 
the motion." ( 40.) 

"The Rpirit thnt ocrnpies the ohject c"110sen for the e.xperi-
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mcnt, submits to the influence of intelligent attraction, and 
becomes sole master to determine the rotation. If the object 
is unoccupied, the spirit or 1'piri ts of a neighboring object (if 
they arc among the spirits present), submit to the experiment._ 

The relation is cstaulished with the spirits as soon as 
the object is put in motion." ( 4 7.) 

But the rotation is only the· first step ; revelation is the true 
encl of our re1ations with souls. How is this effected ? They 
begin with pencils ;ittachell to hooks or to small hits of board, 
and strange to say, it is necessary for the spirits to practise 
before they can thus write legibly. " At the outset," says 
M. Louisy, "each new spiri t that I called, was obliged to go 
through with a sort of apprenticeship. The lines were nothing 
less than straight, the letters were intermingled, the accents 
were wanting, and pnnctuntion was unknown. But there must 
he a hcginning to everything." ( 64.) 

After the pencil, comes the rnedinrn, the human revealer, the 
revealer par excellence ; all other intermediate agents appear 
worthless by the side of this. " This is the crown of the work, 
the grand experiment. After the material agent, the spiritual 
agent. . . The rnedi111n, as the name sufficiently indicates, 
is a human, intermediate agent." ( 72.) 

A transient incarnation of the spiri t, the medium WTites or 
speaks withont premeditntion, and be'canse he is under the 
yoke of' a superior will. The phenomenon we remark in 
the possMies or convnlsionaries is also manifested in him: 
"Ile possesses a sort of double personality ; he has hrn intel
ligent souls ; both have various, contradictory thoughts on the 
same snuject.'' (7 4.) 

The invasion of this strange soul, at first llistnrhs the medium; 
he shudders, the blood rushes with 1iolcuce back to the heart, 
the nerves contract, he experiences pain, or rnther an insup
portable discomfort. "Tf the crisis is Yiolcnt, a nerrnus 
attack sets in ; the medium screams, rolls on the ground, weeps 
and sobs, momentarily loses his sight and hearing, is assailed 
hy hallucinations. This crisi!-1 lasts a quarter of an 
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hour, twenty minutes at most. Very decided at first, it 
diminishes with succeeding experiments, and soon entirely 
disappears." ( 88.) 

Nothing can be more original than the theory of mediums, 

or to express myself with more accuracy, than the dogma 
revealed in regard. to them. The spirits by whom they are 
animated, are punished souls, souls that are descending in the 
scale of worlds ; and here follows the reason : 

" The soul that ascends is less highly endowed than the soul 
that descends. The soul preserves in the new birth, 
the degree of perfection it attained in the world it has just left. 

The ascending or recompensed soul represents, then, 
the inferior world where its last transformation is accomplished. 

The descending or punished soul is, per contra, the 
type of a superior world. The majority of our great 
men are fallen souls, who aspire to reascend. At the 
same time that the fallen soul rises again before men, 
throwing around it a purer light, it receives from God a last 
compensation : the faculty of corresponding with the spirits .. 

It becomes a medium." ( 83.) 
There are seven classes of medinms on our planet. The first 

bas, at this moment, only three representatives : an Italian 
peasant, a citizen of the United States, and an Indian nabob. 
Neither is the second elass very numerous ; Paris numbers only 
t'wo or three of these mediums. 

A good medium is the virtuous man, par excellence; he must 
possess love, faith, temperance. In regard to the physical 
conditions, :M. Louisy affirms that the bilious and lymphatic 
are negative ; they arc miserable, n.scemling souls ; while 
the fallen souls may be recognized by their impressionable, 
lively, nervous temperament, by their enthusiastic charactcr
passionate, gay, or melancholy by turns. Yet there are no 
rules without exceptions ; ·we see some mediums with a bilious 
complexion, some recompensed souls, who, i)ainfully reascend
ing, receive this sort of encouragement in their efforts to 
return to good. (86.) 
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Such a compensation was tcally dne to the ascending souls ; 
to have fallen was not the only requisite, it seems to me, arnl 
since the mediums arc virtuous men, par excellence, I am not 
sorry that they should not all have merited by their faults, the 
sublime commuuications with which they are honored. The 
moral superiority of the mediums, moreover, is a capital point, 
and M. Louisy continually returns to it ; in order to form a 
good chain, he recommends, first of all, the selection of honest 
people, and he adds ; "The degree of ~individual perfection is 
the touch-stone of the phenomenon of turning objects. The 
richer the chain is in virtues the more we arc assured of prompt 
success." ( 41.) 

This is flattering enough for persons who succeed in their ex
perimeuts, and we may well afford to carry onr heads high at 
Valleyres, for the elevations without contact render our virtues 
evident. I hope that henceforth, the world will apply the 
touch-stone that has just been discovered. In the election of 
a deputy, in the choice. of a magistrate, in the selection of a 
husband, the method is as sure as expeditious. The candi
dates or the claimants need only be required to make a table 
turn! 

'l'hc psychology revealed by these mediums is not the least 
curious portion of ;,r. Louisy's book. " "'fan has two souls. 
Let no one here fiml fault. I tlo not give this as my own 
itlea. I simply state as well as I can, one of the 
laws of creation, as the spirits have taught it to me." (20.) 

To that, intlecd, there is no reply. \Ve arc, then, endowed 
with a superior soul which thinks and commamls, an inferior 
soul which acts and obeys. The second, let i:1s render this 
justice to ~I. Louisy, is little else in his book than the vital 
principle ; and man, accordiug to his theory, according to 
that of many others, is a componntl of soul, life, aud matter. 

In respect to the soul, properly so callell, it resemules a gas, 
a fluid, a luminous, transparent vapor. "It ortlinarily assumes 
the human form, e:::pccially the features of the face, which it 
retains, even after tleatli, m1tl until the new trans.formation on 
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another earth. The soul is white-of a dazzling 
whiteness, like snow iu the noon-day sun ; it reflects blue or 
rose-color, according to its spiritual sex ; blue for the female, 
rose for the male soul.1' ( 25) 

"\Ye have already seen that the revelation presented by 
:M. Louisy, saps t~e very foundations of the Christian reve
lation. "Man is not fallen. Hell does not exist. 

All worlds are inhabited, or destined to be inhabited 
(with the exception of the suns), and arranged in an immense 
scale of perfectibility. All created souls traverse in 
turn, ascending or descending, this painful calvary. 
All, without exception, will arrive, after a pilgrimage more 
or less long, to the happiness predicted by Christ, the first of 
the just; they will see God face to face." (9.) 

The devil does not exist. Evil, which is matter, will finally 
he destroyed. In reference to Christ himself, the following 
paragraph indicates the only part that could be reserved to 
him in a system where the real Fall is denied, and where 
redemption is effected hy means of metempsychosis : " One 
ma11 only, after his death, has ascended direct to Heaven ; 
that man is J csus Christ ! Son of Joseph and Mary, be was 
worthy to be called the Son of God. After him, but in an 
inferior degree, comes the Christ of the ancient humanity, 
Socrates. The list of the elect of the earth stops there." (81.) 

Next, M. Louisy, developing his thought, gives us a list of 
the celebrated men who have ascended or descended into other 
worlds: Voltaire, Mal10mct, Alexander, Cresar, Louis XIV., 
Philip IL, Sextns V., Loyola, Luther, Bossuet, Robespierre, 
have descended ; Cato, Charlemagne, Henry IV., Louis XVI., 
Galileo, Colurnlm~, Guttemberg, ·watt, Washington, Calvin, 
Fenelon, have ascended. "Among all women, l\Inry, the mother 
of Jesus, has alone attained the highest place. But Heaven I 
of all the human creatures "·ho have passed from our earth 
during the last six thousand years, only one has reached it, antl 
by a difficult path : voluntary expiation, absolute develop
ment." ( 82.) 
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This is the new faith of · the human species which is thus 
rc,·calcd ! Alas ! it is only too true that these ideas have a 
greater munbcr of real partisans than evangelical trnth. The 
effect of Spiritnalism is to propngate them, to make them still 
more common. This is " the true faith which is to regenerate 
the world. This discovery elevates itself to the pro
portions of science and religion combined. To-day, it 
is still an isolated fact ; to-morrow, it will be an instrnme11t of 
civilization-the nuiver::;a l gospel."--" The mariner's compass, 
printing, steam, aud all the imposing train of useful inventions
what nrc these in comparison with eternity unveiled?" (6, 12.) 

Let us take heed ; the publication of a work like this is a 
sign not to be disregarded. M. Louisy is neither a superstitious 
man nor a charlatan ; he does not speak to us of the five souls 
of the earth, nor does he believe, any more than we do, in 
phantoms, in the magic mirror, or in divinations. IIe is simply 
a man who looks seriously upon our relations with souls, who, 
unco11sciously and with perfect sincerity, thus transforms into 
revelation the system of indefinite progress :rncl salvation, by 
metempsychosis. This system, already popular, responding as 
it does to the secret aspirations of the corrupt heart, will lose 
nothing in being circulated throughout Europe and America., 
under the sanction of the new prophets. 

Their oracles, it is true, are never anything more than the 
reflection of their own thougl;t s. If they, in general, resemble 
each other in certain traits, it is in conSC<JUCnce of the reigning 
theories ; they arc diversified, moreover, as much as these theo
ries themselves, and the particular opinion of each medium is to 
be met with in the dogmas he promulgates in the name of the 
spirits. 

IT ereiu consists, perhaps, the most peremptory disn rnwal of 
Spiritualist ~n·ctcnsions. In vaiu do tliey put tu the test either 
angels, <lemons, or the souls of the <lead ; it remains quite too 
evident that the pretended revelations have their living, very 
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living authors-authors of flesh and bones. The paternity 
cannot for an instant be doubted. K otwithstanding certain 
apparent exceptions, which n,re, indeed, explained by the real 
capacity of some medium or member of the chain, I am justified 
in affirming that, in the main, the lucnbrations of the spirits are 
horribly stupid. The table-authors ·will assist in judging the 
speaking-tables ; ai1d, were it not for the wcll-knO\rn savor of 
forl.iiduen fruit-were it not for the. piquancy of the appari
tions and dogmatic revelations, these literary compositions of 
celebrated authors would soon vanish in a burst of Homeric 
laughter. 

Either I am gri:atly deceived, er the mcdinms begin to have 
a perception of this. They -venture less and less each day on 
such slippery ground ; Gluck comes no more to write operas ; 
Racine and Corneille give ns no more tragedies, Moliere com
poses no more scenes to be compared to the J.liisanthrope; as 
for Homer, Demosthenes, and Virgil, I do not think any one 
has attempted to make them speak either in prose or verse. 
They prefer to call up \Yashington, who baubles political com
monplaces ; and especially do they prefer to arrange, with the 
assistance of philosophers or anonymous theolog·ians, the thou
sandth edition of the Unitarian theory. 

It seems that Christopher Columbus still appears quite often, 
and complains that bis name bas not Leen given to America. 
Shakspeare is more modest, and assures us that national infatu
ation has overrated him. If such be the ideas of the mediums, 
I am sorry for them ; b_ut I should be still more sorry if, in 
presence of such brilliant proofs, pul.ilic opinion could hesitate. 
llow can it help seeing thn.t there, is to be fonnd the entire 
solution of the problem? Either \Ye are in the midst of the 
supernatural, and the illustrious dead or the demons vd10 tuke 
their place, are able to impress their stamp on works dictated 
by them, or the pretendecl dictations exceed iu nothing the 
thought of the mediums, which may lie recognized by the 
characteristic shades that betray it. Now, the state of things 
is precisely as follows : interrogated hy il:e rnitarians, the 
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spirits proclaim "Cnitarianism.; interrogated by the Catholics, 
they speak of purgatory, of masses for the saints ; interrogated 
by the Protestants, they appeal to the authority of the Sciip
turcs. They would lJc \ oltairians with our old deists, Habhin
ists with the Jews. \\itb the disciples of Fourricr, they
contemplatc the soul obedient to the action of the aroma} cord 
of the earth, and describe the loves of the planets. \\~ith the 
champions of sorcery, they attest the virtue of magic mirrors, 
the efficacy of charms and compacts, the reality of the sabbat. 
Let us cite a few examples. 

\Ve kno'IY the character of the attacks directed by the Uni
tarian mediums against the fundamental doctrines of Christianity; 
our incredulous and ignorant mediums, who ba\C not eV'en taken 
the trouble to iment a system whose philosophical or theological 
studies baV'C been pursued at the Jockey Club, also rise up in 
opposition to the Christian dogmas, but in their own way-a 
way very easily recognized. Each incliV'idual medium impresses 
on the revelation of whieh he is the organ, the precise coloring 
of his prejudices, of his system, of bis ignorance. But nothing 
is more curious than to confront these rC\elations of learned 
"C"nitarianism or vulgar deism, with those proclaimed with not 
less confidence and sincerity by our ~fabometan, Catholic, or 
Protestant mediums. 

In regard to the ~Iahometans, I extract the following passage 
from the book of M. )forin ( 124): "I had occasion, one day, 
to evoke directly, be:ore the eyes of a. young Egyptian, the 
shade of his grandfather. He was a virtuous old man, I am 
willing to helicve, and he sho\\~cd himself nry well satisfied 
with his sojourn in the other world. Y ct, the account be p:an 
of bis happiness to his rnn, who repeated his language, word 
for "·ord, wonld nnqucstionnbly ha \"e shocked a Christian mind. 
For my own part, I conf._:-ss that I ;:;honlcl not have felt flattered 
if he had thm expresse1l him,elf before my wife or daughter." 

"Do you helieYe," achl:'> ~f. ~forin, "that the DeHi~hes; the 
Bonzes and the Brahmas, who also ernkc mane~, find a paradise 
similar to that of the Christians? There is, indeed, one expcri-
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ment I would recommend to the ..Americans: let them choose n. 
medium from among the savages of the Rocky .Mountains ... 
the shade he evokes, will relate what fine battles take place on 
the prairies of the Great Spirit ; he will tell you of tLe almn
dancc of scalps, how they capture the enemy alive, and how 
they dance round the post of torture." 

Among Catholics attached to thefr religion, we every day 
meet with instances in which the table acknowledges that it is 
put in motion by demons, and is stopped in its course by con
tact with a crncifix. If, in place of demons, souls of the dead 
present themsel-res, they demand prayers or masses to take 
them out of purgatory. M. des ~Ionsseaux relates an account 
of various sittings at which be was present. The details are 
significant ; we may be sure that the spirits would have spoken 
very differently in a Protestant house. 

"Do you like what 1 have in my hand ?" is a question put to 
one of them.-" No I" (they were medals of the Holy Virgin.) 
-"Do you like the society of Saint Vincent de Paul?" 
"No." " Do yon believe in the real presence of the Eucharist ?" 
"Y cs,"-" Do you helic"re in purgatory ?"-" Y cs." 
M. the archpriest orders him purely and simply to remain quiet 
without answering any fnrthcr questions, but in vain. Some 
one pl::tces a chaplet on the table.-" Does this chaplet trouble 
you ?''-"Ye:::."-" Is ::i, scapulary or any consecrated object n. 
sign of protection against you?"-" Yes." (Jia:urs ct pra
tiqncs, 29~, 300, 302.) 

La Table parlante (1?, 15, 34, 37, 40, 42, 46) also relates 
experiments directed by very Catholic persons. The spirits,· of 
course, hold the language tl1ey themselves would ba'e held. 
The soul of a Chinese is in purgatory, be loves the Pope, he 
loves God also, \:HH' Lord Jes us Christ, the Blessed Virgin, and 
those who wear the scapnln.ry ; it is a soul that produces com
motion in a whole househok1, until it has been appeased by 
masses offered in its behalf. Elsewhere the following dialogue 
takes place : "Are you a spirit?"·-" Yes."-" An angel?"
"No."-" A demon?"-" No."-" A man?"-" Yes."-" Are 
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yon in hell !"-"No."-" In ~urgatory ?"-"Yes."-" Do you 
suffer?"-" Yes."-" Do you come to demand our pra.ycrs ?~'
"Yes."-" Do you wish ns to recite the dominical prayer in your 
behalf 7"-" Yes." Each one of us prayed for the spirit. " Has 
this prnyer been sufficient to deliver you?''-" No."-" Has it' 
relieved you?"-" Yes." 

\V c next meet with a soul that is happy in Heaven, and lrns 
need of nothing, then with a soul that declares it is in purgatory 
in order to expiate a. mortal sin and asks our prayers. 

But here come the demons ; they are pursued with holy 
water : " \Yhilc the round table was in the height of its exer
cises, running, leaping, &c., one of the persons present obtained 
some holy water, and poured it over the table. It immediately 
entered into terrible convulsions, manifesting its annoyance by 
loud, angry knocks and vigorous shakings. It finally over
turned, and in this situation it thumped its head against the 
floor, as if to shake off the Holy \ \r atcr." The same devil, or 
at least a devil dwelling in the same round table, on one oc
casion gnvc its description : "\Vho are yon ?"-" The Devil."
" \Vhat devil ?''-" Astaroth."-" Have you horns ?"-" Y cs." 
-"How many?"-" Two."-" Have you a tail ?"-":No." 
-"Have you a pitchfork ?1'-" Yes."--" How many prongs bas 
it?"-" Two."-" \Vhat do you intend to do "\Yith it?"--" Use 
it as a spit?" (ponr amurocM.) "\Vhom do you wish to pnt 
on the spit?" ( emurocl1er )--" Everybotly, if I can." 

This Astaroth has not learned bis humanities, and his ortho
graphy might he improved ; I would also fiml fault with him 
for having renounced the tail, while he preserves the homs and 
pitchfork. Y ct he was regarded as very formidable, and the 
provision of holy water was kept within reach of the victims 
tormented by his tricks. It appears, however, that he brn,·ely 
sulnnittcd to the sprinkling without quitting posscssiuu, and that 
they obtained IJut little respite except when they had recourse 
to "some medals, hearing the portrait of 3aint Benoit, which 
were successfully employed against all sorts of witchcraft." 

Let us now observe the com1nct of the f' pirits among the 
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Protestants. The metamorphosis is as complete as possible. 
They, doubtless, preserve their profession of orthodox: faith on 
the subject of the 'l'rinity, the diviuity of Jesus Christ, the 
fall of man, the condemnation of the wicked, all the dogmas, 
in short, ld1ich the same spirits disavow and vigorously com
bat wlien domestic~tecl among the Unitarians ; but they have 
no longer any respect either for holy water, scapularies, or 
medals, bearing the portrait of Saint Benoit. Read the very 
cnrious pamphlet of the Hev. l\fr. Godfrey (Table Tnrning), 
yon will see, that here, it is the Bible, "'hich placed on the 
table arrests its rotation. Another minister of the Church of 
England, :Mr. Gillson, asks of his table : " How many years 
will the Pontificate continue to endure ?'' The table raps ten 
blows. It rapped precisely the sam~ nnmber when be asked it 
to fix the period that shonld elapse before the binding of Satan. 
It desiguated France, Spain, and Italy as the principal seats of 
the empire of Satan. 

Are not these answers all portruitR, exact daguerreotypes 
of the thoughts of the two clergymen ? Is it not evident that 
he. who uttered the question directed the response, although 
he did not suspect it? If I wished to ascertain Mr. Godfrey's 
views on different questions, I should discover them, even in 
their minutest shades, by perusing the revelations of his 
Speaking TaLle. It wonld 1each me that, in the eyes of 
l\fr. Godfrey, epileptics are posst!dies; that he believes in 
the material nature of the torments of hell ; tbat his mind 
is decided in regard to the eternal fate of those of . his 
parishioners who are so wicked as to frequent Dissenting 
Chnpels. It happens, indeed, that one of the condemned souls 
who manrenvres his table by order of the devil, and with the 
permission of God, is that of a man whose fnneral he himself 
had eondncted eleven years before, and who bad often attended 
the ·w esleyan Church. 

I have no wish to quote other details : the rich man of the 
parable met in hell hy this same soul I God, compelling him 
to reply, in spite of Sa.tan, becarn;e the questioner is a member 
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of the clergy!-·whatever may be Mr. Godfrey's clerical and 
Anglican prejudices, I would call the reader's attention to only 
one single point, the perfect conformity of the revelations he 
obtains with his personal ideas. I say bis ideas, and not hi~ 
convictions, for I prefer to believe that if he were really con
vincecl of the presence of a condemned soul, he could not 
interrogate it with so much freedom and coolness. I shall 
always suspect these things to be rather the work of the 
imagination, than a complete persuasion in the minds of Chris
tians, who calmly enjoy their cup of tea, after having ques
tioned one of the damned on his misery without consolation, 
his relations with Satan and the flames of hell. 

Thus, as we have just established, the spirits are only echoes , 
they return to every one his own language. And this is true, 
not only of fundamental differences, but also of the most deli
cate diversities ; the spirit of a young girl will not speak like 
that of an old soldier ; still further, if two sisters are mediums, 
the oracles of the elder may be distinguished from those of the 
younger, the character of each is naively depicted in its revelation. 

I have already referred to learned phrases, imitations of old 
French, that could only come from an erudite medium. I have 
also quoted faults in orthography, which betray the ignorance 
(•r inattention of the medinms. M. des ~fousseaux {2!:>4:, 295) · 
furni shes other valuable information 01'1 this point. He states 
to himself this objectiou : "That spirit which you have the 
generosity to attribute to the table, is nothing else than your 
own spirit, replying to your own questions ; the act is accom
plished by the operation of a fluid which escapes from you, 
which moves the table without your knowledge, and governs 
it in obedience to your sentiments. For if the medium falls 
under the empire of a strange spirit, if this r:pirit makes use of 
it as a docile instrument, if the individual who manceuvres the 
tal!le is, in one word, not the mere translator of his own 
thought, how account for the fact that the spirit, iu tho 
dictation of its responses, so often employs nn orthography 
similar to that of the medium ? If I express myself in such 

YOL. l!.-18 
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positive terms, it is that the experimenters often meet with 
mediums whose literary education leases much to be desired ; 
it is, that when these rnediums make the table spell, the 
responses it dictates under their fingers, often bear testimony 
to their o'vn incorrect notions of orthography. For example, 
some one asks: '.\Vhat o'clock is it ?'-ll ait trois eur,* 
replies the table.'' 

Is any one interested to know bow :M. des .Monsseaux ex
tricates himself from a difficulty so fairly stated? "An evil 
spirit," be says, "is not compelled by any law to pass bis time in 
making a display of science and superiority I Moreo"ler, having 
to conceal his infernal nature, is it strange that he skulks about 
under the awkwardness of forms ! n 

I do not know ; but I should be better satisfied, if this n,wk
wardness of the mediums did not coincide witll the point be
yond which their studies ham remained incomplete. I should 
like it better, if the spirits did not have a perfect orthography 
with scholars, an elegant style with those who speak well, 
skeptical opinions with skeptics, Catholic opinions with Ca-. 
tholics, Protestant opinions with Protestants. \ \rhen coinci
dences are produced with so much obstina.c,v, they give rise to 
unpleasant suspicions. 

\Ylrnt will these suspicions amount to, if the science of the 
spirit is always, and in everything, proportioned to that of the 
mediurn; if my son, evoked at i\ ew York, only replies to me on 
condition that I address him in English, and absolutely ceases 
to comprehend me the moment I employ onr natiYe tongue ! 
""What will they amount to, if tlle spirit!:'.l, after making mistakes, 
repair their error the moment any one gives the signal ! 
(llia·urs et Pratiq,ucs, 303.) What will they amount to, in 
short, if it be dcmon ::itrated that the spirits progress, and that 
their cleverness increases with that of the mediums! 

It is the book of ~L .Morin ( 83) ''" hich e,stablishcs this )ast 
fact: "It is to be remarked, fir.::;t of all," he says, "that tllis 

* Il est troi8 hew·es, is the correct expression-the Engli~h being - It is three 
o'clock.-T&.1.:.s. 
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species of lucidness of the ~peaking tables, is only developed 
after numerom experiments, and under the influence of certain 
persons whose presence is necessary to the chain. According 
to logic, therefore, the progress of the new phenomen~ 

should be attached to these individuals, and not to the 
table~, and if there be possession or occupation by the spirits, 
we should discover it in them, and not in onr innocent furni
ture." 

The evidence now seems complete, and we ask under what 
pretext the partisans of the spirits can refuse to yield the 
question. Yet they still rely upon three pretexts instead of 
one ! first, the super-intelligence of the tables aml 111edii1.ms, 
next, the correlation between the spiritualist prodigies and the 
heresy reigning in the countries where they arc tlbcovered, 
and lastly, the grand fact of Cideville, whose reality being 
demonstrated, guarantees that of analogous facts which ham 
succeeded it. Let 11~, in closing, briefly review them. 

fo respect to the pretext of super-intelligeuce, it would be 
much better to demonstrate than to suppose it, anu utter 
axioms in relation to this gratuitous hypothesis, the only fault 
of which is, that like the proYcrbs struug out by :-3ancho 
Panza, they are applicable to nothing. · 

"A flnid," do they grn1ely exclaim, "a fluid can only be 
passi1c, it is incapable of adding anything whatever to tlrnt 
which is already in the mind of the operators." Donbtle:-:s, lmt 
prore to us tlw.t everything in acts of sorcery, of po~session, 
ancl of Spirit1wlisrn, dors not originate in that mirnl. 

"J\s an effeet," writes the Bishop of .Mans in his rhnrge, 
" as an efiect cannot exist without a cause, and as nothin~ C<l.n 
be in the effect which is not in the cause, there must always lie 
a proportion between the cau~e :rnd the effect. _\ purely 
material efft•ct implies a material cause, and nothi11~ more ; 
but an effect in which we sre mauife~t signs of intelligc11cr, 
necessarily supposes an intelligent cause." This is wonucrf'ul ! 
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but they forget to prove that here, the effects are more intelli
gent than the causes, or, more correctly speaking, that the 
apparent intelligence of the tables is not a faithful countcrproof 
of the intelligence of the operators and the mediums. 

I know of no one but ~I. des .Moussea1u, who bas attempted 
to furnish this pro.of, and who has oppose<l something more 
than positive assertions to an objection so important. He bas 
cited facts that call for examination ; but we shall seo that 
they all may be explained by the interpretation we have 
aL1opted. 

" Some," says he, "are willing to accord to the tables only 
a sort of Breotian fluid,* and this is what they claim of the 
spirits. The tables speak, converse, and conduct dia
logues with us ; they sometimes soliloquize. Alas ! 
among persons who manreuvre the table, and to whom we 
know it transmits responses, how many of them have we not 
remarked, ·whose spirit is literally so <lense, that the most 
porous wood cannot, without miracle, open a passage to it ! 

·when my spirit seems to speak to me from the mi<lst 
of the table, I have then lost the consciousness of its action, · 
since I have no perception, either of what it experiences or 
thinks in its udditional domieil, since I am even ignorant of 
the moment when I may expect the favor of its eloquence, of 
what it will say to me, and whether it will condescend to speak 
or work. Better than that : experience bas proved that the 
table informs me of things which I cannot know, an<l which, 
sometimes, surpass the measure of my faculties." (240-243.) 

This is precisely what should Le demonstrated instead of 
affirmed. I have elsewhere shown how the fluid action which 
develops faculties within us, which a'rnkens reminiscences, and 
calls into action the internal sense with its penetration of the 
thought, how this action explains the pretended revelation of 
facts ignored by all parties present. Many things are accom
i:lished by us \lithont our consciousness, and I cannot but be 

*Fluid of stupidity-TRANS. 
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surprised that ~L cles .:Jfoasseaux ;:;houltl barn forgotten a psy
chological phenomenon so well known. And as regards the 
contrast he percch·es between the ingenious sallies of certain 
tables, and the stupidity of certain operators, we may be per
mitted to suspect that he is too charitable towards the former~ 
and not charitable enough towards the latter. 

K ow, when I open his book, and read the account of the 
sittings there recorded, from page 2Dl to page 304, I ask my
self how the author has succeeded in disco"Vering these marks 
of super-intelligence, which, fully sensible that there lies the 
question, he is so anxious to establish. The spirit employs 
extraorcliuary words : Betymno, ~.\.iku, Efomedeh, l\ emitoeif ; 
in regard to this last term, be says it is several words incor
porated in one, and from the Hebrew. Is that very spiritnal ? 
Is there any great cause for astonishment in the fact that with 
a chain composed of an arcb-priest, two vicars, an almoner, 
and an old pupil of the polytechnic school, the table should Lave 
known bow to translate the word oak into Latin, and answer: 
quercus ? The only extraordinary part of the performance is, 
that it should ha"Ve recalled to the mind of the almoner, his 
Christian name, Arn.Ire, "of which be was not thinking." But 
no oue is ever so ignorant of his Christian name as to know 
nothing about it, and I imagine that, by an act of unconscious 
reminiscence, the almoner at that moment, found in some 
remote corner of bis b~ain, a baptismal name, too long 
neglected. 

Indeed, it is in "Virtue of such experiments that we are sum
moned to believe in the intelligence of the tables, rather than 
to regard their oracles as reflections ? I have read all the 
anecdotes related in the book of ~l. de ~Iirville, in the Table par
lante, and iu various English and American pamphlets ; I have 
inquired into the wonders of the somnambulists, the cliYinations 
and strange tongues of the ancient posse~sions, yet I nowhere 
find :lllytl!ing that exceeds the real knowledge of the pos
scd(es, the ~omnambulists, the mediums, or of the persons 
with whom they may be in intellectual coIDmunication. 
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Let us, therefore, cease to quote the intelligence of the 
spirits. The arguments offered by their partisans in regard to 
it, are utterly incredible : now, they pro>e this intelligence by 
means of the attacks which Spiritualism directs against the 
Christian dogmas, forgetting, on the one hand, that the 
opinions of the unbeijeving mediums explain such an accordance, 
on the other, that among the believing mediu,ms the spirits hold 
the most orthodox language ; now, they point out the 
admirable efficacy of exorcisms, forgetting that independently 
of their supposed effect on the devils, they have a very certain 
effect on the operators ; now, they triumph over the rotations 
obtained without forming the chain, which seem to indicate an 
intelligent action quite foreign to the fluids, forgetting, also, 
that the relations of the fluids with the will are never abso
lutely subordinate to such and such material processes. 

"\Ve here conclude our remarks on the first pretext ; let us 
pass to the second. The presence of the spirits is not mani
fested by the super-intelligence of the tables or mediums; is it 
shown by the frequency of the phenomena in Protestant 
countries, and by their rarity in Catholic countries ? Is any 
one justified in saying that they are the work of the devil, 
since they are effected oaly where the Roman Church is unable 
to oppose to them its masses :rnd anathemas ? 

The argument is strange ; but it must be met with refutation, 
rather than with anger. I shall not, then, dwell upon the impious 
materialism of this theory of l' U11i1.:ers, which seems to attribute 
to each mass, a radiation extending to a certain distance, and 
which shows us the knocking spirits in ~.\.merica arniling them
selves of the intervals between these radiations, because of the 
too small nnmber of masses. ~L des Mousseaux (287) follows 
in the same track when be says : " In the meetings composed 
of persons accustomed to carry lightly the yoke of religious 
authority or to live in the same alJsence of Catholicism as do 
the gre;t~r part of the United States of North America, the 
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spirits gi\e themselves mo~e elbow room than in countries 
where the Roman faith prevails." 

Let us sec if the fact s correspond to the theory. 
Eugland is a Protestant country like the United States, and 

it contaius whole counties where the masses must have left as 
many gaps as in certain of the United States ; yet Spfritzwlism 
has had no great success in England, and upon the whole, its 
progress bas been much more rapid in Catholic countries like 
France. This example is sufficient ; hut it would be easy to 
poiut out many others, aml without goiug further, that of the 
Canton of Yautl, the theatre of our experiments ; it is wholly 
deprived of masses, and in general, a stranger to the revela
tions of the spirits. 

"'\Yhy shoulcl this be ? Because the two great agents of the 
new prodigies arc there equally wanting: Unitarianism, by 
which they arc propagated in the X ew \Yorld, aucl Ultramon
tanism, which rnstains them in Europe. Far from being con
vinced that the proposition of .JI. des Mousseaux is justificcl hy 
the facts , we find, on the contrary, that Protestantism and 
Spiritualism everywhere, reciprocally exclude each other ; we 
foul that there is but little faith in the spirits, except on con
dition of being no longer Protestant, and of having repudiated, 
like Deists aud Uuitarians, the rule of faith which constitutes 
Protestanti~m. Among Protestant or•reformed natious, infidels 
alouc, or nearly so, accept the speaking talJlcs ; among Catho
lic nations, they have 110 firmer supporters than the resolute 
c]wmpions of the traclitional belief. 

Doubtless, M. clc :Mirville, the editors of l' Unfrers, and their 
friernls, anathematize the t'pcaking tables, while they maintain 
their existence ; doubtless, the charges of the bishops who 
rally to their party, ouly }JOint out the reality of these Satanic 
wonders to invite the faithful to stand aloof from them ; but 
prohibitions thus conceived, haYc little chance of success, and, 
rnorcoYer, the Protestant churches, it will bo acknowledged, 
have not rcmaiucd hchimlhallll in the thcologicn 1 war in which 
the new revelations have engngcd. .:-it des .Mousscaux, him-
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self, has admitted this: "Ilitherto," says he (367), "in place5' 
where Protestantism prevails, it has detested this intelligent 
ma.tter, this mysterious and hypocritical power, this god with 
a thousand faces ; from its high places, by the mouths of its 
thousand sects, has it sent forth its curses ; it has shown a 
wisdom worthy of all praise. The example has not kept us 
waiting ! And should we, children of Catholicism, hesitate au 
instant longer ? . Should we hesitate to increase, by the un
i:;peakable omnipotence of our unity, the anathema with which 
we may repel the adYances of the enemy, or render powerless 
his menaces !" 

The last pretext of our opponents is furnished them by an 
adventure which has ·been worked up to the best advan
tage, and seems to contain the justification of the American 
miracles that have followed in its footsteps. I refer to the story 
of the parsonage at Cideville. 

There, all the prodigies are found united : the knocks as in 
America, a shepherd sorcerer as in the .Middle Ages, witnesses 
as numerous and as honorable as in the ancient works of magic, 
a book written e:c-professo, and not less skillfully, not less hon
estly, than the treatises of Mather or Bodin. If, then, I demon
strate that the incidents stated as having occurred at Citleville, 
are absolutely deprived of all reality, I deprive my antagonists of 
their last resort ; they have no longer any excuse for saying : 
" In vain do yon deny it, that which has been seen at Cideville 
subRists, such facts have m'ore force than all your reasoning !" 

What is it that has occurred at Cideville? Two classes of 
phenomena. One of these, produced at the rectory, i11 the 
centre of an enormous circle of credulity, leaves behind it no 
visible trace hy which it may be seriously verified ; the effects 
of the other, extending beyond the enclosure of the parsonage, 
or surviving the crisis, do not entirely erncle our examinatio11. 

I shall pass over, in silence, those of the first class. That 
furniture and dogs shonl<l he made to dance, that desks should 
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ha\e leaped in and out of· windows, that blows should have 
shaken the walls, that phantoms should ha\c been seen to 
glide about, that im·isible hands should have made themselves 
felt, trcmenilous slaps distributed among the guests, answe_rs 
given to difficult questions, that these things should have 
taken place, in no way troubles me ; they all enter into the 
explanations twenty times repeated, and which I do not care to 
begin again. I leave to the reader to decide according to his 
fancy, what portions may be assigned to errors of testimony, 
to exaggerations and illusions horn of general excitement, to 
hallucinations, properly so-called, to fraud and a mischicrnus 
spirit, to fluid action in short, which was very probably in play, 
and which seems to have been connected "ith the persons of 
the two children brought np by the Cure. As for me, I shall 
concentrate my study upon two facts, which are alone worthy 
of any argument, because they alone can be estimated in their 
essential circumstances. I allude to the typhoon and wounds 
fluidically received by the shepherd. 

"A sort of water-spout, or violent wind-squall, burst O\er the 
unfortunate parsonage." This is :M. de .Mirvillc's expression, 
and we must congratulate ourselves on the imprudence that his 
very sincerity causes him to commit in the insertion of such 
details. .A sort of water-spout, a violent wind-squall, or 
typhoon, as ::M. des .Mousscaux calls iC ! .A water-spout bursts 
over the parsonage, sparing the surrounding houses I Herc 
we have a phenomenon that, all witchcraft aside, should rcr
tainly have attracted the attention of the learned and the 
unlearned throughout every portion of the country, within a 
huuclrecl leagues of the spot where it occurred ; indeed, its fame 
should have spread over the entire world. Of course, they pro
ceeded to an investigation, especially as its elements were so 
easy to collect.' \Vatcr-spouts leave behind them incontestable 
marks of their passage. Herc is a parsonage, with its windows 
broken, its chimneys destroyed, its tiles strewed on the ground ; 
and here arc houses unharmed by the scourge. Herc is the 
garden of the Cure, where the trees have been torn up by their 

18* 
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roots, and here is a neighboring garden, where not a leaf nor 
a plant has suffered the slightest injury. 

Certainly, tlrn occurrence of a fact so extraordinary would 
have created a sensation so great that no power on earth could 
have been sufficient to prevent governments and academies from 
inquiring into the matter. Still further, the fact would neces
sarily, in a measure, have proved itself, and the prodigy 
would, with the greatest ease, ham attained tremendous pub
licity. 

If it has not attained this publicity, it is, allow me to declare, 
because the fact has exist.eel only in your imagination ; it is, 
because there has been no water-spout for any one in particular 
more than for everybody, it is because the parsonage has had 
neither trees torn np, nor chimneys blown down by any spe
cial hurricane, to the influence of which other trees and chim
neys of the parish have not submitted ; yes, throughout the 
parish, and even in the home of the sorcerer, the author of this 
grand disaster, who, doubtless, sacrificed his cabin in order to 
do harm to the Curr, this tornado must have been felt ! This 
typhoon reminds me, in every respect, of the noises beard in 
America, two miles distant, anu which struck no ear in their 
tra.nsit. Let us pass to the wounds. 

They were, I have already said, the fluid consequence of 
thrnsts made at the phantom with very long points. It had 
been pierced during the evening ; "the next day," says M. de 
Mirville (331), "in the afternoon, some one knocks at the door 
of the parsonage ; it opens, and 1'horel presents himself. Ilis 
attitud·e is humble, his language embarrassed, and he endeavors 
to conceal with his bat, bloody spots, from which the skin had 
been rubbed off, on differeut parts of his countenance." M. de 
Mirville elsewhere relates ( 383), with a view of corroborating 
this important part of his story, the tragical history of another 
Cnre of la, Seine Inf erienre, ·who fired pistol shots at the seven 
sorcerers of his parish ; now, "the next day the sorcerers, not
withstanding they had not left their houses, all kept their beds, 
with bullet holr.s in their legs." 
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Here, again, I congratubte myself that the enthusiastic cre
dulity of Jl. de Jiirville should have furnished us means of 
criticism not to be obtained from the first narrative. The 
bulll';t holes will be more easy to verify than the bloody spots 
from which the skin had been rubbed off. -

And to commence with that, whence comes the enormous 
difference that exists between the wounds of the seven sorcerers 
ancl those of Thorcl? Thrusts from those "very long points" 
ought to have produced deep wounds. I should not lay any 
stress upon this, but would attribute the strangeness of the 
result to a mode of attack too indirect to be very efficacio11s, 
if I dicl not sec that the pistols, :which reached the sorcerers no 
more directly, since the latter remained at home while the 
affair was taking place, nevertheless produced holes in the legs. 
This renders me suspicious, I confess, in regard to the e.xcoria.
tions of the skin at Cideville, not a usual consequence of thrusts 
with po in ts. 

Another circumstance astonishes me. The seven sorcerers 
were all wounded in the leg ; the shepherd Thorcl, on the con
trary, appears to have been struck only in the face. Did they 
issue at Cideville, the command of Cffisar at Pharsalia, which 
profoundly annoyed the young beaux of Pompey's army ? 
Something similar must really have been the case. 

But here is something still more strange. If the troops ranged 
nntler the orders of the Cure of Ci<lcvillc were at liberty to 
direct the blows wherever they heard the uoisc, the phantom 
had also a right to defend himself in his own way. He under
took, we have seen, to administer boxes on the ear, and blows 
with the fist ; he made use of a certain black hand, which de
scending the chimney, applied itself upon the faces of the 
childrc1.1, or upon the mayor's thigh, when he was in the exercise 
of the duties of his office ; in short, he understood how to put 
tables, chairs, and doubtless~ per::;ons also, in motion. ''rhy di<l 
he not take his antagonists and toss them all up together ? \Yhy 
did he not hurl desks and chairs at their hcalh ? "Why did he 
not distribute nmong them multitudes of thump~? Indeed, 
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it is scarcely worth our while to invent sorcerers if we make 
them more stupid than sensible. 

And this is not all. The excoriations of the skin of Thorel 
will 1Jc allowed to pass withont further question ; to this I 
consent, provided you show me by the documents, the conse
quences that necessarily followed the serious wounds of the seven 
sorcerers. Since the latter received holes when they might have 
contented themselves with bruises, a circumstance so brilliant 
should be purchased by some satisfaction given to our curiosity. 
'Ve always pay for our glory. 

:M. de l\lirvillc realizes this ; therefore bis eagerness to inform 
us that the seven sorcerers kept their beds. Kept their beds l 
I have no difficulty in believing him ; of course, they would 
keep their beds. ·wm yon have the kindness to tell me how 
many weeks, bow many months they remained there? Of the 
seven wounded men, how many bad their legs amputated ? 
We must have a serious answer to this question, which is a 
serious question, as all the military surgeons will tell you. There 
were seven men you say, their legs pierced with bullets, and yet 
not an amputation ! This woultl decidedly seem like a miracle, 
a miracle in favor of sorcerers, or of the shepherd gentry in 
general. Shall we have to deplore such a scandal ? I trust 
that it is not so, and that at least one or two shepherds with 
wooden legs may be counted in the parish in question. 

It is true that we get rid of one difficulty only to fall into 
another. The seven sorcerers most likely had seven families ; 
seven heads of families, keeping their bed, limping, having 
balls extracted, wounds bandaged, resorting finally perhaps tO 
amputation, surely is not that enough to mak~ a sensation in a 
small community ? \Voulcl not a sensation of this sort, in con
junction with serious wounds and spilled blood, i:ouse t!1e anxi
ety of the mayor ancl attract the attention of the public prose
cutor? In what sort of a country do we live, then, if so enor
mous a fact can be allowed to take place without governmental 
and judicial investigations. 

Now, there is not the least trace of such investigations. The 
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seven or the fourteen legs ~mve passed inC1Jgnito like the ter
riLlc typhoon ! Similar events are related as having taken 
place in some parsonages of ~ ormandy ; things have been 
seen, heard, clone, the skiu bas been rubbed off the face, arms 
or legs have Leen broken, magic whirlwinds have been seen to 
burst over the house of the .Cure ; bnt it is useless to ask any
thing further ! Catastrophes of this sort lea~e no more traces 
at the present day than formerly, than when sorcerers dernured 
children by hundreds at the sabbat. 

Y ct these things, alas ! will leave certain traces behind them. 
First, recorded in a large book they are copied into the journals, 
and thus stand a fair chance to make the tour of the world. Is 
the sincerity of the author to be considered a sufficient excuse 
in such a case ? Is he not bound to respect the public so far as 
to refrain from supplying it with facts which cauuot resist a 
moment's examination ? ·with this question I am content to 
Lring my argument to a close. 

The parsonage of Cideville has been so celebrated that this 
chapter would have been incomplete without some allusion to it, 
as our history «?f ancient sorcery would ha"Ve been incomplete 
'rYithout an account of Loudnu. In respect to facts analogous 
to those of Cideville, and which us·nally accompany it as a 
necessary appendage, I aba11du11 them to the sagacity of the 
reader, and to the application of the general principles laid 
down in this work. \Ve shall not concern ourselves with 
tlie seeress of Prevost, nor the mill of \Yillington, nor with 
numerous other stories.* 

Everything has its limits, and I fear that my dcmonstratiQll, 
far from seeming incomplete, may be thonght superabundant. 
I prefer, however, to sin on this side; tlrn world bas, for a long 
tirnr, Leen protesting against the supernatural apocrypha, has 

* See the book of ~I. de :'i!irville (850 to 25-.l ) See that of M. des ~lousseau.x (322 to 
25) etc. 
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met it with indignation, with ridicule, with exclamations of 
horror, occasionally ve1;turing a few isolated, insufficient argu
ments; my olJject has been to grapple with my adversary, hand 
to hand, to strip him of his weapon.s, even to the very last. 
Not an argument, or rather, not a pretext, must be left to 
Spirit1wlisrn. 

It is for this riason that, after having rejected the interme
diate explanatio11s which maintain. the theory of the spirits 
while seeming to deny it, after having stated, in detail, my own 
explanation, founded at once on fluid action, errors of testi
mony, fraud and hallucination, after having shown that it is 
really adapted to the facts, I have pointed out, one by one, the 
symptoms of the error against which I take my stand : the 
modes of proceeding that favor the illusion, the Unitarian 
party, and the Ultramontane party interested in making the 
most of it ; the colossal absurdity of the revelations, the inces
sant variation of their contents, which harmonize only in being 
faithful reflections of the particular thoughts of the mediums. 
In presence of such a result, there was no place, either for diabo
lical magic, odylic magic, or the magic of vibrations ; yet, onr 
opponents still endeavored to bolster up their system by a 
pretended super-intelligence, a self-styled relation between the 
Spiritualist phenomeua and the empire of Protestant creeds ; 
they relied, especially, as a last stronghold, upon the brilliant 
notoriety of the scenes at Cideville. It thus became my duty 
to pursue the enemy even there. 

And now, let me be careful not to assume a triumphant tone, 
knowing, as I do, the power of actual manifestations. Relative 
to them, it is, by no means, :::ufficieut to be in the right. Faith 
in the f:pirits will, doubtless, not take possession of onr modern 
society, bnt the doctrines preached in consequence of this 
theory, will leave deep traces. It is not in vain that the 
two tendencies hostile to the Gospel, Unitarianism, on the 
one hand, and the religion of the Middle ~\.ges on the other, 
will have circ.ulated their doctrines throughout the X ew 
\"'{'orld. 
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And, aside even from the ·doctrines, aside from the religious 
materialism an<l cleclnred remit, bow are we to tell the extent 
of the evil prodnccd ? Souls haunted lJy visions of the super
natural apocrypha, are disturbed and weakened, lose their inte1-
1 igence !ind their energy. In the midst of these hundred thou
sand evocations, these hundred thousand revelations of which 
they are daily witnesses, the helievers in the spirits become 
morally corrupted, they become lunatics or invalids. \Vho could 
respire with impunity an atmosphere so vitiated? From every 
direction <lo we hear of nervous affections, convulsions, mental 
alienation, snicides. It is by thousands, and among the 
mediums especially, that these cases of intellectual disturbance, 
or even of imbecility and acts of despair are produced. 
Dissension springs up among families, and the corruption of 
the mind and the heart makes rapid progress. 

This, then, is an affair of no small importance; the interests at 
stake are of such an order that my earnestness should cause no 
surprise. /Spiritualism, it has been said, is either a great sin 
or a great folly ! I maintain that it is both. It happens 
oftener than we imagine, that our follies are likewise sins 



CHAPTER V. 

CONCLUSION. 

OF the two vast questions to which this book is devoted, the 
second alone has led me into extended developments. It was 
necessarily thus. However important may be the position 
occupied by the positive part, it here evidently yields to the 
negative part ; it is less essential to establish the fact that a 
new law is discovered, and that fluid action is henceforth placed 
beyond a doubt by the elevation of inert bodies without contact, 
than to prove the absurdity of the supernatural apocrypha, 
under its ancient and modern formf!. 

:Moreover, the two parts cling together, and mutually support 
each other ; without the knowledge of fluid action and the 
various phenomena to which it gives birth, the wonders of 
magic, of magnetism, and of the spirits, will still remain in a 
great measure inexplicable. Either science must consent to 
take one step, or superstition will take ten. The problem has 
long presented these two alternatives. 

Before layiug down the pen, I would once more remind the 
reader of tbe extreme importance of the question. Let us 
commence with the end-that is to say, with that branch of 
our subject which has just occupied so much of our attention. 

There is no use in deceiving ourselves : we are in presence 
of a manifestation, the import of which cannot be misunder
stood. Independently of the important position occupied by 

424 
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American Spiritualii;rn as the organ of the unitarian~, it ha~ 
with us asrnmcd particular gmrity since its open adoption by 
the Ultramontane party. This party does uot conceal its pro
jects ; menacing onr civilization and our liberties, it accept_s 
with ardor ancl with remarkable unanimityi the opportunity 
now offered it to restore its traditions and its Middle Ages. 

It is, in fact, a general call to arms. The work of ..M. cle 
Mirville is uothing less than a. manifesto. I might desire to sec 
in it the expression of a. conviction strictly individual ; but, 
indeed, that is not possible. This rapid success, this solemn 
unity of opinion, this faithful reproduction of M. de Mirville's 
propositions by the journals ancl writers of the party, this soli
darity established between them and the whole of Catholicism, 
this deferential tone in which they appeal from it to the master 
-ipse dixit, everything indicates it to be a book which is essen
tially an act, ancl which has the rnlue of a collective thought. 

This being the state of things, I could not help feeling that 
a duty was imposed upon me. I was bound to pick up the 
gauntlet ;* and, as I am not in the habit of carrying my colors 
in my pocket, it naturally follows that I should unroll this Pro
testant banner in opposition to that of the Ultramontancs. The 
reader can compare the two and decide between them. Although 
my book may not be in any rei::pect a controversial book
although it proposes to treat questions in themselves, and not 
in a polemical point of ·riew, it is certain that the Protc tant 
doctrine is here stated-a doctrine which, in fact of prodigies 
as in fact of belief, holds that it is contained in the Scriptures. 

That the doctrine of my opponents is conformed to the tra
ditions of their clmrch, seems to me difficult to dcoy. I shall 
not, then, dispute with them this position of consistent Catholics, 
pro\iclcd they clo not pretend to that of Biblical Christians. 
But here my conccssious cea~c ; nnd, without entering again 
upon the Scriptme considerations I ham cl i:;cwhcre set forth, I 

* It gives me pleasure to ackno'l\·ledge the courtesy with which I ha \'e been personally 
treated, not only by bl. des lilousseaux (3G3), but also by bl. de Minille, In a bimilar 
pn~aage. 
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mmnot help pointing out their incompetency in a Bible point 
of view. 

\Yith that facility which has canscd them to welcome at the 
outset, all the assertions from books of legends, all the stories 
of fairies and ghosts, all the exploits of the American Spiritual

ists, all the wonders of transcendent ~Iesmerism, all the accounts 
of the convulsionaries of Saint :Medard, or of the TMatre sacre 
des Ch·emzes, with that supercilious ignorance of Protestantism, 
which has made them intrepidly advance historical enormities,* 
they do not hesitate to bring forward quotations from the 
Bible, which remind ns of some often met with in our French 
literature : "Ilelp thyself, and Ileaven will help thee, as saith 

the Gospel!" I give the following passages as a speci
men. 

Open ·the book of :M. de :Mirville, and turn to pages 191, 
201, 204, 20G, 208, 209, :?45, 24G, 448, 457, 459 ; yon will 
not know which to admire most, the treatment inflicted by the 
author on the sacred text~, or the general upproha.tion that has 
welcomed these quotations and these interpretations, which, to 
say the least, are very extraordinary. 

You first meet a quotation : "The person possessed," saith 
the Gospel, ''goes out into dry and barren places, caves and 
sepulchres." The passage being inclosed by inverted commas, 
you natnrally suppose it to be textual. It is, moreover, impos
sible to imagine the contrary in presence of these word5, "saith 
the Gospel." But look for it-which, by the way, will not be 
very easy, for M. de ~Iirville, in general, indicates neither book, 
chapter, nor verse ; and if, by chance, he gives the book and 
the ''erse, he forgets to mention the chapter! I think that he 
bas here intended to quote :Matthew xii. 43, or Luke xL ~4. 
They are both thus expressed : "\Yhen the unclean spirit is 
gone out of a man, he walketh throngh dry places, seeking rest, 
and findeth none." .As for the combination of caverns and 
sepulchres, which M. de Mirville found necessary to his proposi· 

* See, for example, page 133 of the hook of III. de Min·ille 
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tion, he was only able to procure it by manufacturing a fantng.. 
tical paragraph out of a text and a few reminiscences. 

I certainly do not charge him with insincerity, but I say that 
be has treated Scripture with a frivolity which explains itself 
to those who take their stand on religious authority. Herc is 
another rather strange quotation : "'Do not yield to .him the 
passage,' saith the Apostle, non date locum diaiolo, for be turns, 
circuit, and too often enters ;-et introivit in Judarn post primam 
bwxellarn Satanas, and Satan entered into Judas after the first 
sop.'' ill. de Min·ille adds in a note, "\V ords of the Passion, 
on the occasion of the Lord's Supper." 

This note serves in place of a more precise indication, jnst as 
the words, " saith the Apostle," supply the place of a reference 
to Ephesians iv. 27, and to 1 Peter v. 8. Granted ! but does 
it not appear, from the manner in which they arc introduced, 
that these three passagC's-the first taken from the Gospel 
according to J olm, and the two others from two different 
epistles-all form only one? Docs it not appear that the 
phrase, "and too often enters," makes really a part of it? 
Docs it not especially appear as if the phrase, "neither give 
place to the devil," written hy Paul, formed an integral part 
of the verse written by Peter, in which he speaks of the devil 
who walkctb about like a roaring lion? It is thus thnt, in the 
same citation-a real bit of mosaic wo~k-we meet a fragment 
from Peter, a fragment from Paul, and a fragment from :JI. de 
:Mirvillc-thc whole united under the common dcsiguation : 
"saith the Apostle l" 

.A. Ii ttle furth er on, M. de .Mirville speaks to us " of the 
spiritual and atmospheric wickedness of the great ... :lpostlc." 
This is a free translation of Ephesians, vi. 12. I perfectly 
understand that M. de Mirville may have believed he L1iscovercd 
atmospl1eric wickedness in the Scripture ; nevertheless, 1 insist 
th:.it no Catholic or Protestant Yersion furnishes him authority 
for s11ch a liberty, and the origi11ul text still less. It stands as 
follows : Tu m'EVfla-mcc£ •~<; T'io1•71rfo<; lv •oi.<; bovpa1'iot<;. 
I appeal to the Urcek scholars. Let us continue our review. 
M. <le Mirville thus expresses himself: 
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" The I sraelites themselves said, in ~peaking of J ehornh : 
Our God is a God of mountains, ' in altis lzabitat ;' which 
Exodus repeats in these terms : '\Yhoever songht and wished 
to find J ehornh, directed their steps towards Hoel-:Jioed.'" 

H ere, more than ever, I conld wish that onr author had 
designat.ed the bool;;s and verses of the Bible from which he 
believes he has extracted these enormities. God, the true 
God, recognized by his people as a God of mountains, and 
representing himself as snch in his word ! He should have 
quoted his authority. But, instead of that, he gives us an 
accumulation of passages perverted from their original sense, 
or with an imaginary meaning attached to them, which it is 
almost impossible to unravel. Let us, however, make the 
attempt. 

I com1:11ence with the language attributed to the Israelites : 
" Our Goel is a God of mountains/' and I di::;cover that it was 
pronounced by the idolatrous servants of Ben-haclacl, king of 
Syria, who likened the God of Israel to their local cli\·inities. 
I certainly did not expect to find this same contempt which is 
caused. by the same tendency to religious materialism, in a 
large volume, written in the name of the party claiming to be 
pre-eminently Christian ! H ere, however, is the complete text 
from 1 11ings, xx. 23 : " ..And the servants of the king of Syria 
said unto him, Their gods are gods of the hills ; there
fore they were stronger than we ; but let us fight against 
them in the plain, and surely we shall be stronger than 
they." 

. "In altis lwbitat," adds M. de Mirville. For once, our 
embarrassment is only that of choice ; the passages in the Bible 
which declare that the Lord " dwells in very high places," are 
numerous. I shall content myself with a reference to the one 
hundred and thirteenth Psalm, the fifth verse. Ent, until now, 
the idea of taking these high pla ces for mountains, has not 
occurred, that I am aware of, to any one. 

Lastly, "whoe\er sought and wished to find Jehovah, 
directed their steps towards Hoel-:Moed." Here l\I. de Mir
ville has anticipated the perplexity of bis readers, and has bad 
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the charity to refer them to .the third chapter of Exodus. But, 
alas ! In vain do I read over this chapter from one end to 
the other, I cannot succeed in there discovering anything what
ever, bearing even a remote resemblance to the phrase quoted. 
S.upposing it to be a typographical error, I have fallen back on 
Hocl-~Ioed ; I ha'c turned O"\'"er the concordances, have sought 
among the Biblical dictionaries of Dom Calmet and his succes
sors ; labor lost ! analogous names have succeeded no better, 
"\'"Crses nearly similar have led to nothing. I confess myself 
incapable of divining this enigma. Hoel-)foed is, doubtless, 
a mountain resorted to by those who sought the Lord. But 
I am ignorant of its situation ; I never heard of it, either in 
geography or in the Bible. 

I read, at the bottom of the same page of M. de Mirville's 
book, a note couched in these terms : '' All the gods of nations 
ure spirits." ( Psalm lxxr.) The passage, if it \Vere real, 
would be of great importance, for it would settle in favor of 
.M. de ~Iirville, one of the controverted questions between us. 
Now, Psalm lx."'\:v. contains not the least trace of it, either in 
our Protestant versions, or in the Catholic versions ~hich 
correspond to our Psalm lx:xvi. Still further, the ·whole book 
of Psalms contains nothing similar. I find, indeed, in Psalm 
:s:cvi. ( vx:c. of the Catholic version) : " For all the gods of the 
nations arc idols" (or in the Catholic version) : " .All the 
gods of the nations arc devils ;" but even in adopting this 
second translation, I am still at the antipodes of that proposed 
by )f. de ~IirviTic. The nry Catholic commentary of Dom 
Cahnet, establishes in what sense the word demons is here 
understood by hiii Church : "All the gods of nations are 
demons," he writes ; " or, according to the llcLrcw : ' All the 
gods of nations arc ouly gods of nothing, false divinities, with
out reality ; hut the Lord i8 master of the hca,cns. The 
Hebrew Elilim, which the ..._eYcnty here translate by damo11ia, 
may be rendered as a d!mi1111tivc of cl: small gods of nothing, 
deastri, or rather min things, nothings.' " 

' Ve remark, in passing, and without taking the thing too 
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seriously, .that ~L de :Mirville confounds Bethlehem, in the tribe 
of Judah, to the south of Jerusalem, with Bethel, in the tribe 
of Benjamin, to the north of the Holy City. This would be of 
no importance, if he did not, in part, establish on this confu
sion, the explanation of the bethylcs or mysterious stones, aud 
the theory of fatiuical places. 

In ~upport of this theory, he also cites" the oaks of Mamre," 
which he considers as having filled, among the Hebrews, the 
part that pertains to the consecrated woods (!itci) among 
idolaters ! X ow, if we turn to all the passages of the Bible 
which speak of the oaks of :Jfamre, we shall see that .Abraham 
dwelt there, we shall not sec the slig·htest trace of superstitious 
ideas, which were never connected with this place until the 
period when degenerate Christianity undertook to label the 
whole of Palestine, and everywhere to mark out places of 
pilgrimage. 

:JI. de ~Iirville has a way of explaining the success of the 
exorcisms effected by the Pagans : "ithout heeding the cele
brated language of Jesus Christ, be supposes that certain 
devils- drive out other weaker one::;. The Saviour says (.Jlat
tl1cw, xii. 2 G) : " If So,tan cast out Sa tan, he is divided against 
himself;'' thi::. is in reply to the insinuations of the Pharisees : 
" This fellow doth not cast out devils, but by Beelzebub, the 
prince of the devils." ~I. de ::\Iirville mys, on the contrary : 
" If any one should ask us hol1 the priests of Buddha can 
exercise such a po"Wer against spirits of the same master, we 
should answer with the Gospel, " the strong drive out other 
strong." An unfortnnate expulsion, since, in this ca~e, "the 
strong one driYen out, returns with seven other ~trong ones 
more wicked than the first, and the last state of that man 
became worse than the first," which only happens, or which 
more rarely happens when the strong is driven out by a 
power entirely legitimate. If any one wishes to render 
literally the spirit and sense of our Gospels, he may be assured 
that wherever the word strong is employed in Scripture, it 
designates the spirits or the bad Elohir.t." 
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Ile eten asserts that in couseqnence of translating differently 
from him, we arrive at the most ridiculous and the most com
plete misinterpretation possible. X ow, here we have a spc:ci
men of the barefaced antl summary proceediugs, by means of 
which, >L tle ~Iirrille Las rehabilitated so much that was worth:. 
less, and condemned without mercy so much that was justly 
respected. Do you belie-re, in the first place, that the Gospel 
(for he quotes from no other source), unites these two passages 
in ouc : " The strong drive out other strong," and " the strong 
returns with ser-en other strong ones?" But this is not so. 
Consult the three statements (.1..llattlmc, xii. 29, and fol1owiug ; 
JIIark, iii . 27, and follo"Wing ; Luke, xi. 21, and fol1owing). 
You will see that the parable of the devil driven out, who 
returns with seven other devils, is entirely distinct from the 
passage which speaks of the strong, weH-anned mall, despoiled 
and disarmed by one stronger than he. Again, yon will see 
that there is nowhere question of a :strong man driven out, who 
returns with seven other strong men. The word strong (fort) 
is here an invcution of .M. de .Mirville, so, also, with the word 
driven (clwssc). In order to establish as well as possible, ~ 
connection bet ween the two passages, he has iutrodnccd into 
the second, the expressions and thoughts of the first. \Ye 
may, therefore, judge what the interpretation, entirely new, by 
the way, is worth, in virtue of which, Satan takes the pbcc of 
Christ, aml an intestine war between the devils is substituted 
for the solemn antl decisive victory gained over the strong 
man by one who is stronger than he. 

Here arc other quotations not less free, and which ::n'c repre
sented ns textual: "Towards the time of .Antichrist," it is written 
again, "magic will cover the earth, aud its prodigies will exer
cise e"Ven the faith of the elect." How can "·c help supposing 
that these word:3, ''it is written," announce a literal quotati011? 
Yet this is by 110 means the case, antl the most siguilicant part 
of the phra::e, m1Jgic will coi-cr the earth, is the nry purtion not 
to be found in the verse in Matthew (xxiv. 24), whieh, 
indeed, differs on other points from the passage thus travestied. 
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M. de Mirville tells us that the member of the church 
" delivered up to Satan" was ordinarily seized with coirrnlsions 
or strange pains ! \Vhere does he get bis information ? Per
haps he thinks it is affirmed by the. Gospel, or by the Apostle. 
His examination of the question cannot have been very exact; for 
venturing, in this instance, contrary to his custom, to name his 
authority, he indicates 2 Corinthians, in place of 1 Corinthians 

. (v. 5 ). 
In short, when he does correctly quote a passage, he takes 

it from the Latin translation, constructing loqg chains of rea
soning 011 a word employed by the translator, without troubling 
himself to ascertain if the original supports his argument. 
Thus, after having repeated the declaration of Peter, in refer
ence to Jesus (Acts, x. 38): "who went about doing good 
and healing all that were oppressed of the devil ;'' be adds : 
" It is remarkable that the expression oppressos relates to that 
terrible oppression which has been constantly complained of, as 
we have seen, by somnambulists, the Ursulines of Loudun, the 
Camisards, and the children at Cideville." Opprcssos 
is found in the Vulgate I It is possible. If opprimes were 
found in the French translation, you would be no better autho
rized to infer the similarity which, by a play of words, you 
here uttempt. If opprimes were found in the Greek, your 
right would be none the stronger, for the question related to a 
moral oppression ; moreover, the word Ka1a<5vvaanvoph•ov<; 

leaves you not even this resource. 
M. de Mirvillc (213, 268, 442) announces more extended 

dissertations on the meaning of certain portions of Scrip
ture ; I hope he will read the Bible before he attempts to 
exph1(n it. I tremble when I see him engage to find, in the 
epistles of Paul, the occult quintessence and the elementary 
spirits I " In a subsequent article," says he, " we shall analyze 
the 3d chapter of the Epistle to the Galatians, and we hope to 
prove that the verses of this epistle, hitherto badly trans
lated, and this is admitted by all commentators, signify nothing 
else." 
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Elsewhere he analyses t.hc ~pinion of Van Hclmon t, in regard 
to the spirit who awoke, by menns of ::i.n ointment or powder, 
the magical virtue asleep in the blood. of man since the fall, 
ancl he aclds : " \\"'° e a re ::is tonished that Yan Helm on t should 
not have remembered in support of this very precious theory 
of the magic of the bloocl, the wonls of the Gospel : ' You are 
happy, Simon Peter, for neither flesh nor blood have revealed 
to you all these things.' These arc not the only expressions of 
Scripture which spiri t ualize the ·works of the ficslt, and we shall 
have much to say on this subject." 

But it is especially in reference to Satan that ~I. de Mirville 
promises us a complete Scriptural study. It will not be want
ing in org inality, if I may juclge by the programme. "At a 
later period," he write~ , " we hope to enlarge on the immense 
role, fill ed in all cosmical and physical nature hy the prince of 
the air, by th is light bearer who surrounds our globe ' q11,i cir
cumambulabat tcrram ; ' mysterious agent which the Dible some
where call::; 'tl1e principle of all the ways of the Lord, principium 
?Jiarum D omini B cltcnwtlt,' principle created after the \Yortl and 
the Light were begotten, it being said to them in their turn : 
'Ante L uciferum gcnu i te, I will beget you before Lucifer.' It 
is then we shall be able to magnify onr subject , and join our 
efforts to those of science in the inquiry, if there be not some 
analogy Lctween this great force of disorder, which dismays 
a.nd confounds it in our disortleretl creation, and that gigantic 
adversary which Scripture represents to us as polluting nature, 
and corrupti11g all the ways between this king of fluids that it 
suspects and is looking for, and this grand prince. of t/1e air, 
formerly liglit-oearer, Lucifer; but fallen ligl1t-Oearer, ' quo modo 
cecidisti, Lucifer ?' " 

Doubtless, in this study announced by M. de ~lirville, he will 
comme11ce l>y just ifying his application of the name Zig/it-bearer 
or Luc1fc1: to Satan. Il e will point out to us some·passage from 
Scrip tm c auf. ltoriziug snch an appellation. As for me, I know 
Yery well that the Bi Lie desig nates Sa t an untler the uames of 
Devil, Ileclzcuub, Demon, the Old Serpent, and. the Tempter, 

''OL. II.-rn 
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but I do not know that. it bas anywhere designated him under 
the name of Lncifer or the J.llorning Star. lt is the Fathers, 
not the inspired authors, vd10, collecting together certain rab
binical and oriental traditions, have conferred upon him a title 
so generally adopted at the present day. :M. de ~Iirville has, 
then, on this point, .the excuse of almost mfrversal usage, which. 
makes it, however, none the less abominable, since the name 
Lucifer or l'tlorning Star, far from belonging to bis adversary, 
actually belongs to the ::5aviour himself. "There shall come a 
Star out of Jacob,"· proclaimed the prophet Balaam, e"Ven in 
the time of Moses. " I am the root and the offspring of David, 
and the bright and morning star," saith J csus Christ, in the 
book of Revelations. (1\'mnbers, xxfr. 17 ; B erelatic11s, xxii. 
16.) 

" This light-bearer," adds M. de Mirville, " surrounds our 
globe, qui circmnambulabat terram." ""\Yhere docs be find that 
written ? Docs it refer simply to the response which Satan 
makes to the Lon1 (Job, i. 7) : " From going to and fro in the 
earth, and from walking up antl down in it, circumivi terram et . 
perambulm:i eani ?" Surely I do not know. 

It would he more easy to get at his authority, if :M. de :J!ir
ville did not content himself ·with such indications as this : 
"The BiLle somew!tere says, somewliere calls." He thus contin
nues : ".Mysterious agent which the Bible somewhere calls the 
principle of all the ways of the Lord, principiurn 1:iarum Domini 
Behemoth." HmYever accustomed I may now be to see Behe
moth figure in the quality- of a demon (and the Fathers here again 
furnish the example) I confess that there is something in this way 
of quoting Scripture that confounds me. The Bible speaks of 
Behemoth only a single time (Job xl. 15) : "Behold now behe
moth, which I made with thee ; he eateth grass as an ox.'' 
Under what pretext, by what act of prowess has this animal 
been transformed into Satan ? I c1o not undertake to c.xphi in. 

But the transformation once cffectc<l, we arc at no loss to 
comprehend how Satan becomes all at once, the principle of 
all tlte ways of tlie Lord. Is it not written in the 19th verse 
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of the same chapter : " Ile ts the chief of the ways of God?" 
Hn s not the Vulgate thought fit to translate it: 'Ipse est princi
piurn 1:iarum Domini?" It is true that commentators interpret 
with Dom Calmct: He is the chief of his power ; "he over: 
cometh all the other animal~." In any case, whether Behemoth 
be the first of animals created, or the most remarkable, as the 
general sense of the chapter seems to indicate, he has assuredly 
nothing in common with Satan . 

.M. de _jiirville finds that be bas not yet heaped np a suffi
ricnt immhcr of misinterpretations ; he designates the dcYil as 
a principle created after the word and light were begotten, to 
which it was said in their turn ; "Ante Lu,ciferum genni te, I will 
beget you before Lucifer." He claims to find here, I think, the 
third verse of P salm ex. which is the fourth verse of Psalm 
eix., of the Yul gate. The true sense seems to be : " Thy youth 
is like dew from the womb of the morning."* But although the 
Y nlgate may be a correct translation, and hut few people ven
ture to maintain this, although we should read with it ; "Ante 
Lu,cifcrzun genui te, I have lJegotten you before the morning 
star," t what inference shall we draw except that this Psalm 
refers to the generation of the Son, before the Eternal .Ages, 
allll conser1uently before the creation of the stars ? It must 
first be proved that Satan is the morning star, and th.is never 
wiIJ be clone. · 

\\r c arc not yet at the end. If the morning sta1· has bccorne 
Satan, the King of Babylon spoken of by Isaiah (xiv. 12) has 
submitt ed to the same metamorphosis. M. de .Mirville there
fore seizes upon this passage : " Ilow nrt thou fallen, Luci
fer? qno modo acidisti Lzicifer ?" "I learn from Dom Calmet, 
that in the Ilebrew it is : "llow art thou fallen from lle<wen, 
II61cl,i son of the moruing ?" It is the Seventy who ha YC here 

* The English translation is slightly dilfcrent, as the rca<ler may 8CC by reference 
to the Bible.-TnAss. 

t l~ca1 I in the Commentrlir6 Litteral of Dom Calmct the account of the vnriou~ In
terpretations which this verse has received, and which comport with the Hebrew text. 
+ Or shiulng star. 
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introdnccd the expression, morning star or Lucifer. Dut the 
Seventy have, in 110 respect, chm1ged the preceding or following 
verses, \erses that clearly indicate Babylon aud its king as this 
fallcu star. I do not know \Ylin.t the Scripture will not be made 
to say, if declarations such as these arc to ham no rnlue : "r_f.'he 
burden of BaLylon. . . Thou shall take up this pro\el'h 
against the king of Babylon. They that see thee shall 
narrowly look npon thee, aml consider thee, saying, ' Is this the 
mun that made the earth to tremble, that did shake kingdoms ?' 

All the kings of the nations, even aJl of them, lie in 
glory, every one in his own house. But thou art cast out of thy 
gra\e. For I \rill rise np against them saith the 
Lord of Hosts, and cut off from Babylon the name. I 
\rill break the .Assyrian. (Isaiah xiii, 1 ; xiv, 4, lG -
i a, 2:3, 25.) 

T feel compelled to pause a moment on this page, so charac
teristic of :M. de Mirvillc, of his entire school, of his entire 
party ; thus do they quote Scripture, thus do they interpret 
it I but, perhaps, I am \Yrong to be astonished, for a renuncia
tion of the Bible is the 11cccssary condition of obedience to tra
dition. How is it possible to acknowledge, at the same time, two 
authorities which completely and on all points contradict each 
other ! How Lelieve at the same time in the Satan of the 
Bible, and in this personage of tradition, represented to us as 
being the principle of all the ways of the Lord, whose birth is 
closely connected in time with that of the Eternal generation 
of the Son, and to whom is given the title Lucifer, reserved to 
Christ I Dnalism, always disavowed in theory, has always sub
sisted in fact, and this is only too well proved by the part played 
by the devil in the Middle .Ages. rrhey who find the demon
stration insufficient may complete it by consnlti11g the works of 
coternporary writers of the Ultramontane party. 

l\I. des l\Iousscaux docs not escape. the common law. The 
Bible, nuder his pen, takes significations quite unforeseen. \\re 
find, on the 73d page of hi::i hook, an analysis of Psalm xci. 
(xc. of the Catholic version), that is worth about as much in 
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its way, ns the Scriptural definition of Satan, interpreted ac
cording to ?IL flc ~Iirville. The Psalmist says: "He ~hall de-

• liver thee from the snare of the fowler, and from the parole 
Dprc* (or rather from the noisome pestilence) .... "Tho!l 
shall not be afrnid for tl1e terror by ,niglit; nor for the arrow that 
jlieth by day; ni du dhnon dn milieu rlu, jou r (or rather, the dc
strurtion that wastcth at noomlny).:' J)o you know what signifi
cation be attaches to thi-, touching description of the protection 
which will surround the faithful, night a1111 rlay, as well as the -
hom of rrpo:;c that iuterrnpts the laborious day ! La parole 
aprc is the spell cast by ,..,.ords ! The flying arrows are foiries ! 
The noctmnal terror and the dangers of the middle of the day 
are an express recognition of sorcery, phantoms, and the dif
ferent relays prepared by the demons, those wonderfnl hunts
men who everywhere pursue and beset us. 

M. des Mousseaux locates in the past all that the Apoca
lypse locates in the future : the great, celestial victory obtain
ed by :Michael allll his angels over the dragon, the fall of the 
dragon upon earth, the smoke issuing from the bottomless pit, 
locusts like unto horses prepared for battle, the devil chained 
for a thousand years ! 

Elsewhere ( 114, 115, 128), he takes a convenient method of 
lwoving that the devils may cause death ; he cites instances of 
blows strnck uy the exterminating angei, arnl he seems 11ot to 
know whether this angel is a devil, who, of himself, has power 
to tnke away life, or whether he is simply a llcYOted and faith
ful agent ut' the judgments of the Lord It In the same man
ner does he attribute to the devil the prophetic inspiration with 
which Saul was momentarily filled I 

Yet, whe11 I sec him (1G5, l GG) confound 1\pocrypha with 
Scripture, a1111 seek his proof.; in the additions to the book of 

* Literally, the sharp or violent woril.-TnANS. 
t Ju thi• sense, which also implies tlepentlence antl suborl!ination, the 1levil can also 

kill, a~ he can al;o put in pri:<on. (Job, i. II, 12, J!); Revelatio118, Ii. 10.) Ile tlocs 
what Coil will~ anrl permit~; nothing more, uotliing kss. Ile I~, moreover, "prince 
of thi• wnrl:I," only became the corrupt hearts belong to l;lm. 
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Daniel, or in the history of Tobia~, I have no longer courage to 
blame, I am far more inclined to pity him. Apocrypha and 
tradition have bichlcn the Bible from his sight ; it conlcl not be 
otherwise. 

One thing must indeed be admitted : in proportion to the 
weakness of the champions of sorcery on the Biblical ground, 
is their strength on the ecclesiastical ground. That they have 
on their side the certain and official tradition of their church, is 
incontestable. M. des ~Ionsscau:x: is assmedly in the right 
when he says (131, 174-178) : "Not that we are ignorant 
that some concessions, made in the spirit of the last century, 
have led certain writers, with perfectly irreproachable inten
tions, to consider this sort of devil as only the play of a deli
rious imagination. But, for us, there can be neither play of 
the imagination nor delirium when the church bclicYcs and 
decides.'' .Men, who fancy that to deny the supernatural is to 
perform an act of stfong;-mindcdness, must, to be consistent, 
go still further, and, from the height of their sup~riority, 
say to the Roman Church : Yon either utter a falsehood or yon 
are deranged, when yon pretend to recite the instructions 
drawn up in your ritual, in the chapter of exorcisms, which arc 
::i,.;1 follows : "The exorcist should order the clcmon to tell 
whether he is detained in the body of the possedfrs hy some 
magical work, by signs, or by objects acting as cnc!w ntments. If 
the exorcised person bas swallowed them, he must Le made to 
vomit them up ; if they arc not in his body, he must indicate the 
place wLere they are ; after they haV"c been discoV"ered they must 
be hurnec1.'' The church, then, believes in magic, Rince it says so. 
Do those who refuse to girn credence to this, think they hold 
the same belief as the church ? 

It is not I who state this question, it is M. des Mousseanx. 
Those who would reply to him, will do well, first to weigh the 
proofs he accumubtes. He proves (114-119) that the Romnn 
Church acknowlcdg·cs in llemons the power to kill. Ile proHs 
92-95) that the Homan Church admits the existence of infected 
places, of localities impregnated with Satanic miasmata. He 
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proves (81) that the Roman .Church admits the reality of fairies. 
He proves (29-3G) that the Human Clmrch admits the reality 

. of ghosts. Ile proves ( 53, 54) that the Homan Church admits 
the existence of familiar spiri ts, aud (271, 212) that of knock_
ing spirits. 

Iu regard to the power exercised by demons over the ele
ments and laws of nature ; in regard to obsession~, possessions, 
and m::igic in general, the language of Catholic tradition bas 
neYer varied, and )L des :Mousseaux states it correctly (S, 122, 
123, 125, 225-221). Ile quotes ( 17 4) the anathema pronounced 
by Pope Innocent YIII. against those who, J)y witchcraft, 
bring disease on men or animals, and affect the earth with 
sterility. On this point, moreoYer, all demonstration would be 
superfluous, for the officers of the inquisition aided the ci•il 
magistrates in burniug loups garous and sorcerers ; m:1Ily 
thousand funeral piles have become historical facts, nud a 
review of the sentences of death leave no doubt in respect to 
the - doctrines. I do not speak of excommunicatio11s pro
nounced against caterpillars anu rats, th1-, is a fact of every 
day occurrence, and its practice has ceased in France only 
within the last century. 

The dogma is then certain. ~L des ~fousseaux (48, 49, 101 
-111, 132-137, lGS, 171-173, 182-187) has no difficulty iu 
showing that he believes what Bernnid, Aube de Clairvnux, 
believed, what all the orthodox doctors believed with him, what 
the Fathers, the Popes and the Councils believed, what theit· 
frequent and. solemn decisions did not allow of beiug contestetl, 
in a. traditional point of view. Did not the monk:) of Loudun 
exorcise fire, water, air, earth, " ancl instruments of torture !'' 
Is not the efficacy of sorcery inculcated, in onr own time~, by 
all treatises on theology, is it not taught in all the seminaries? 
M. Lacordairc and ~I. Ven turn maintain it as distinctly as t11e 
Marqnis de 1Iirville, as the Table parlante and l' Unfrers. 
The Bishop of ~[ans thus expresses himself in his in-;tructions to 
his clergy of February 14th, 18;) i : " .. .:\notber reason deter
mines us to raise our voice at this time ; it is the weakening of 
foith in th e intervention of spirit:; in the affairs of this world. 
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This belief seems superannuated. . . . Catholics, C\en, from 
thoughtlessness or from indifference, seem to partake of this 
practical increL1nlity, without regard to the teachings of the 
Divine Scriptures and of the Holy Church, whicb !Jan received 
from heaven the tranquilizing pri"dlege of infallibility. 
All sorts of superstitions are known at Siam, wrote ~I. Drnguiere 
in 1829, witcbcraft, eucbantmcuts, spells, philters, evocations of 
the dead. These diabolical operations produce effects 
so extraordinary, tbat it is impossible to explain them by any 
natural method. Former 1nissionaries iu thtir Lcttres 
cdijianles, speak of idols 'Yhicb mO\ed of themscln?s, of leafy 
arbors and great winding-sheets suspended in tbe air 
of a man transported from one road to another. The incredu
lous of all ages, rejecting the world of spirit;;, sec, in such oper
ations as these, only results of secret but uatnral causes, or of 
fraudulent ruanceu vres skilfully conducted. X ot tbus 
did the Fathers of the Church and its doctors proceed. 
\\~hat demons ham done in one age they can do in another, 
nuless prevented by G ocl, who has all power O\Cr them. Tlie 
operations of magic, tlien, of divination, of v.-itchcraft, of sor
cery, of e\ocations of the Jead, arc as possible now as for
merly." 

In presence of this persevering and unanimous tradition, I 
can understand that .JI. des lfoussean:s: (371) should exclaim : 
"It would be uecessary to deny, not only the fathers of the 
Church and the most learned theologians of all ages, but C\en the 
sacramental formula of exorcisms ·which are a monument of the 
faith ! This is not all : it woulJ be necessary to deny the testi
mony of learned societies, of the entire body of the magistracy, 
during the whole of the :Jiiddle Ages, and in all the countries of 
Europe I In disowning the existence of these supernatural phe
nomena, one must, at the same time, deny tlie autliority of liisto
rians, philosophers, mul magicians, the chnrch aud the magis
tracy, pe0ple and incli\iL1nals ; one must deny his O\rn faith ; 
he must deny the testimony of the hnmau senses ; he must deny 
n.11 hnnrnn nature." 

This language fin<ls its explanation among those who, a~1opt-
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ing tradition for rule, accept, in a grea tor or less degree, 
univerrnl consent as the demonstration, par excellencr, of the 
trnth. Thry arc really obliged to say ·with .M. des )fons~eaux 
(70): "So many similar lJeliefs, in all times and among _all 
people, could lrn;rc hnd nothing but truth for their basis." But 
those 11ho k11ow that, in regard to suhjects which touch on the 
rnpernatnral, man, left to himself, invariably reasons falsely, 
will not he greatly snrprised at the llllanimity in error often 
met 'rith. \Vould the Pagaus, for example, have liad the right 
to reject the Gospel, saying ; "rrhis is new ! Behold, for three 
or four thousand years, entire humanity, or almo~t entire 
humanity, has admitted the plnrnlity of gods ; and docs any 
one now come to talk to us of one only God, and especially 
of a God Saviour, of salvation by grace, hy faith in his Pxpia
tory sacrifice ! So many similar beliefs coul<l have harl nothing 
but truth for their bask" Did not .T e\"l'ish tradition so com
pletely give the lie to all revealed doctrines, that ,J csns Christ 
solemnly rejeded it? Diel not Christian tradition accumulate 
so many fahlcs, that the reappearance of the Bible at the time 
of the Heformation, seemed as rernlutionary as it had been six
teen centuries heforc? 

\Ye arc told of the universal consent that exists in farnr of 
sorcery ! I s it forgotten that, in purt:ly supernatural matters, 
universal consent has exi:-;te cl in favor' of the rotatio11 of the sun 
rouIHl the earth ? There has been universal consent, there has 
been testimony in all times and among all peoplP, against 
Copernicus and Galileo, against the antipodes, against the cir
culation of the bloG>d. \Ve nC\Cr make a <liscovery in science, 
we nenr return to a renaled <lcctr:ne, without knoeking 
:igainst universal consent, and without being obliged to say, 
with all due deference to M. des :Mousseaux: "So many similar 
beliefa, in all times and among all people, may have been 
founded on not a. particle of trnth." 

\Ve do not, however, deny all truth to the phenomena referred 
to by i\J. des Monsscanx. The flui<l action was real. It is, in 
general, on a real though distorted fact, that. human ignoranrc 

I!)* 
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founus its falsest theories. In this sense, I am ready to 
acknowledge that there bas always been a portion of truth at 
the bm;is of every error. 

But Jet me not he asked to take a step furthei·. They woulu 
have us make the amendc honorable to all the lies and crimes of 
the Middle Ages I Snch is the grand encl proposcd-110r does 
M. de Mirville attempt to conceal it. (100, 101, 102, 177, 
183, 104, ID7, 446, 447, 455.) Nevertheless, I venture to 
declare to him that, on this point, the modern spirit and the 
Christian spirit will, in concert, oppose an energetic resistance. 
They will stand on their guard, warneu JJy words like these : . 

"Our attention is occupied with a far graver cnre-that of 
immediately establishing, or rather of simply allowing to be 
established, the complete, ab!Jolnte justification of the most 
delicate and least appreciated portions of onr CJatl1olic faith. 
The Connt de ~lontalembert has recently thanked all the 
Catholic writers laboriug in these latter days for the restoration 
of h~storical, philosophical, and !'ocial truth, adding : 'Each 
day brings us to a truer appreciation of those great ages in 
which the Church was all-those ages so long forgotten or 
insulted by the majority of religious writers.' -Without wishing 
more than he to restore, we claim to vindicate the l\liddle Ages 
from the gravest accusation Lrought against them at the present 
day-that of having, throng·b ignorauec, caused thonsa11ds of 
the innocent to perish. L' Unii-ers-that able and 
devoted journal, so little embarrassed, as we all know, wl1cn 
called upon to explain with· .MM. de .Maistre and de Falloux, 
either the inquisition, or the massacre of Saint Bartholomew
intrenched itself in absolute silence when, not long since, its 
enemies of La Presse pnrsued it to this difficult ground. The 
answer which l' Unfrers was not then prepared to give, is now 
before us, peremptory, absolute. Hau we no other 
object in view than to. c9mplete such historical rehabilitations, 
and to make better understood tliis spirit of the Middle Ages, 
hitherto so miserably travestied, our work would yet be wanting 
neither in actuality nor importance." 
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"Onr principal end is attainctl. "\n10, then, dares 
keep np the mif:erable raillery of Fontenelle and Y oltaire, in 
respect to what they callc:1l the foolish cre<lnlities of the ~fiddle 
Ag·es ? The Count de .:Maistrc prophesied to us some 
years since, 'that we should soon laugh at those who then 
laughed at the darkness of the Middle Ages.' Now, we repeat 
it, the prophecy is aecomplishcd, day by day. 

".Jmisconsults will re1erse judgment on all these great, 
cahmmiatcd men, guilty, it is said, of having caused so many 

·innocent beings to perish. \Ye do not justify these severities, 
although they were, after nil, only errors ; but neither let ns 
convert zeal into cruelty, nor crime into touching innocence ! 
\V c have seen, for example, what was the innocence of a Gran
dier ! The sorcerer was a man who, in place of n~ing 
arsenic or the poignard in the attainment of his criminal ends, 
used prechiely that far more formidable force which makes your 
taLlcs turn, and 'vhich couhl move yonr hou~es. The 
mildness of the laws, nnd the silence that has prevailed on such 
subjects, nrny have their favorable side ; but do you know how 
many oppressed ones have groaned and perished in consequence 
of this same tolerance ?" 

And ~f. de ~firvillc declares that he kno\\s more than one 
village in which whole families have succnmLcd under the action 
of witchcrnft. \Yhy would he no longer administer capital 
punishment to assassinations of this sort-the most formidable, 
the most cowardly of all ? I have not the rcmotc~t idea. 
Perhaps, like l' Unirc;·s-which desires. no more deaths at the 
stake, contentiug itself at the present <lay, with imprisonment 
and fine-he would accommodate himself to the prej11<liccs of 
the age. Surely, the times arc hard I 

\Vbo knows, moreover, whether, by c.li11t of rehabilitating the 
:Middle .Ages, they will not also succeed, in a rnearnrc, in 
resuscitating them? Y ct it wo11ltl IJc cruel, always to com1emn 
them to C1e inconf: isten<'y wliich a01rnis innumerable and inces
sant murders-the ma~saerc of whole families hy means of 
magical operntions---and which, ut the same time, says that the 
impunity allowed to such crimes 711.ay !tare its fai-orablc side! 
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It was well done to hnrn Grandier, but it is not well to burn 
those who imitate him. 

Such contradictions are not destined to endure. X o sooner 
shall they have glorified the Midule Age::.:, am1 refnteu " the 
historical calumnies " denounced by M. de :Maistre, than the 
effects will be felt in .our laws. They \-rill erect no stakes or 
funeral piles, but they will give us s0mething else. It is not 
in the nature of rehabilitations to remain absolutely sterile. 

Uehabpitations ! I cannot express my detrstation of these 
factitious and always selfish reactions against the judgment of 
the human conscience. "\Ye like to play with paradoxes, to 
play with fire. There is a sort of piquancy in setting our face 
against received opinion~, in taking an opposite course to that 
of justice and good sense, in n,dmiring ·what excites general 
horror, in accepting snspccteu testimony, in accepting it 
because it is suspected, in making a show of impartiality, 
(thus is it st;led !) at the expense of the pen;ccuted of all 
ages, in shov;ing ourselves generous in behalf of the execu
tioner. It looks well not to fall into the vnlgar ravings which 
still groan over the inquisition, over Saint Bartholomew, oYer 
t.hc bloody superstitions of former times ! It is a fine thing to 
invert the parts, to stigmatize the victims, and to do justice to 
the memory of the poor persecutors ! It shows a great and 
an independent mind ; it takes the place of courage ·with those 
who have never hall any convictions eicept such as arc in the 
fashion, and who do not know that this is also a fa::;liion. 

I look npon the tern1ency -0f such a stn,te of mind to be very. 
dangerous, for it is taken aclrant age of hy a party bent on 
extracting from it all that it can gile. And n·hrn its effect is 
only to weaken our most noble in~tincts, to encourage our cow
ardice, our increasing indifference, that pretended languor which 
sees the good side of everything, which h:is lost its power to get 
indignant at anything, <lo you think the evil small ? " \Vhea 
1rn meet not a crime, that b; not extenuated,'' writes ~L Gfrnsez, * 
" not a tarnished reputation that it is not ~tternpteL1 to restore, 

"' Successor of l'il. Guizot as Prof<!ssor of Eloquence in the College of }'ranee; a yery 
distinguished literary critic.-TRA:>s. 
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the moral eense becomes obliterated, antl the jntlgment per
-rerted, hy this play of paradoxes." 

Iu whateHr concern::; the )fiddle Ages, the temptation to 
rehabilitation may easily be imagined ; traditional belief ~as 
need of it. Uontinual error during half-a-score of centuries, 
wonlcl be only an irnliffercnt gnarantee of the infallibility 
daillletl at the present day ! Therefore is nothing neglected 
that can in any way assist to restore one of the most melan
choly and shameful epochs through which the human race has 
passed. They talk to us of knighthood aud cathedrals ; then 
they slip in a word about the Crusades, about the simple 
and universal faith of those times, aud finally, they agree with 
:M. Ventura, in celebrating " their good sense in goyernmental 
mn.tters." 

If I were ca1led upon to enter into the heart of the debate, I 
should criticise the .Mid<lle Ages without finding it necessary to 
calumniate them, without taking for granted (what is never 
the case) that everything connected with them was equally had, 
without contesting, either the impetus given to religious nrchi
tectnre, the only indemnification for letters abolished and arts 
extinguished, or the scrviees occasionally rendered hy chirnlry 
under a regime of brntnlity, rapine, arnl oppression. I ~hould 
willingly grant that the vices of wicked and violent times often 
have a poetry wauting in prosperous times ; that scamps and 
ruffi ans have professional graces, that the lo-vc of gold, which, 
at certain epochs, is safo fied by robbery and cruel exactions, 
seems sometimes less ignoble than that which i:;:, at other epochs, 
satisfi ed hy means of the not very chivalrous processes of imlns
trialism. But these conces:-ions made, I ask by what right, 
with v:Lat countenance they dare boast of, or excuse a social 
condition in whieh suffering was e1crywhere, in which prevailed 
an ignorance autl an immorality so gross, that the picture of 
the disorders among the cl<·rgy alo11e, makes our hair, at the 
present d~.y, stand on end. I ask the zealons defender::; of the 
Mi<l<lle Ages, if they woulcl consent to submit one mouth only, 
to ~nch trcmeuclou~ misery, to expose themsdves tlnring e-ve11 
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that brief period, to daily contact with the impurity then 
eve~ywherc pervading the social life, the romances and the 
lives of their saints, the visions of the sorcerers, and the prench· 
ing of the times. 

Y cs, the .Middle Ages do very well in dramas and romances. 
We sec there, knights and not lords, robbing· on the high
way ; we see artisans Clothed in pictmesque costmne ; but we 
do not sec their woe, their degradation, their perpetual 
anguish, where no one was sure of the morrow, of his liberty, 
of t·he morsel of black bread resen·ed to his family, of the 
honor of his daughter or wife. 

The aspect of certain centuries of the :Middle Ages, even now 
makes us dizzy, so immense is the lrnrst of 1111inrsal despair. 
The whole of society is groping about in a wrong direction ; it 
is profound nigl1t, hardly hrokcn by a few, uncertain and fugi
tive glimmerings of clay ; we see pestilences, endless mu·s with
out and within, long organized massacres, funeral piles, their 
fires never extinguished ; we meet with absmcl institutions, 
impions dogmas, unheard-of prctemions proclaimC'cl in the 
nnme of Goel, struggles of nmbition, in which the self-styled 
infallible interpretations of the Gospel play an active pnrt. 

And dnrin~ this time, all piety disnppearl:l. The Iloly Books 
are gnlllnally "·ithclrawn from the hnncls of the people, ancl 
from the Iurnds of the clergy themselves. A sort of Pagan 
brutishness takes possession of the soul. In place of a perwnal 
and living belief in Christianity, the adoration of forms, faith 
in the magical action of the sacraments, an cl especially the _ 
resignation of the conscience into the bmids of the priestf<, 
progressively .insinuate themselves. 'fhe entrance to Heaven 
is won by a~sisting at mass, by regular attenda11ce in the con
fessional box, by purchasing nbsolution, if need be, with pious 
donations, hy the slaughter of heretics, the pillnge of Mahomc
tan countries invaded hy the armies of the Crusaders. 

Y ct it is the dirnppcarn11ce of suC"h a statr. of things ns this 
that I hear so much regretted! This is that simple faith of 
the )iilldle .Ages ! The negro 'rnrshippers of adders arc not 
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le~s simple, and if belief oniy, is requisite, without reference to 
its objects, then has there been more than one periocl in the 
history of the world deserving the name of ).lidclle Ages. But 
the most odious feature of this particular period consists in the 
fact that it forsook Christianity for these debasing supersti
tions I Fa~th in the Saviour and the knowledge of the 
Scriptures were, doubtless, already compromised at its com
mencement ; but, thanks to it, ·what remained of them was not 
:::low to nnish. Then was to be seen the spectacle of entire 
communities abandoning themselves into the hands of the 
clergy, receiving their direction on all questions, great and 
small, political ancl religious ; following their school with 
undeviating docility during all tliese age~, and coming out at 
last, perverted to a degree ahsolutely unheard of. 

They who excuse the evil results of this education, argning 
the bad cfoposition of the pupil, speaking of the barbarians 
and their invasiom, of Feudalism and its crimes, are, probably, 
prepared to tell us for how many hundred years clerical dorn i-
11ation used its infinence to soften these rude manners, to 
enlighten these uncultivated minds, to develop these souls 
through the power of the Gospel, to infuse into their hearts a 
spirit of peace, of lm-e, of liberty. 

X othing whateYer of this nature was done ; the Iloly Scrip
tures were proscrihcd, liberty of couscicnce was denied, the good 
uews of salvatiou by grace was no longer proclaimetl, Iig:ht 
finally di:sappeared, and the admirers of the ~fiddle .Ages are 
reduced to the extremity (what irony) of praising them for not 
having destroyed eYerything, for having allowed a few monks 
to retain a. small portion of the knowledge they refused to the 
people, for not having alwlished the la:;:t trace of anrient lite
rature, and for having transmitted to us a. certain number of 
hooks through the medium of men who had reservctl to them
f.:elves the monopoly of instruction ! ~idc by side wi th a peo
ple who kirnw uot how to read, 11otwithsta1Hling the hi,:.rhly 
extollc<l schools of the monasteric~, we are shown doctor~ lost 
in the subtleties of scltolast il'i ::;m, an<l learnedly commenting on 
Ari :-:t otl C', the k110,vlc1lge uf whom tl]('y clerivC'tl from the 
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Arabs. Yet here we go off into ecstasies : " Behold ! they 
ha"fe preserved to us the depository of light ; without them, 
without their pro,idcntial and benernlent ambition, without 
their necessary despotism, what would ha"fe become of corrupt 
and ignorant nations ? 

First, to brutalize ; then, to govern and exact gratitude, 
because they govern after having brutalized ; to assume the 
attitude of saviours of civilization, because having everywhere 
suppressed, they alone ba·rn preserved some of its ruins, is to 
make capital out of their crime. 

I have often asked myself what the Middle Ages would have 
been nnder other tutelage. \Vhat a magnificent epoch might 
then have been produced ! Formidable as was the barbarian 
invasion, it infused new blood into the impoverished body of 
the Latin world. The Germanic element, everywhere coming 
in contact with the Gospel, furnished something upon which to 
build n powerful and glorious civilization. Evangelical influ
ence, even when it is incompletely accepted, gives to ideas and 
sentiments a generous direction ; it permits neither supineness, 
nor ignorance, nor spiritual servitude; it develops the intellect, 
it touches the heart, it resolves social questions, insoluble with
out it. In place of justifying the :Middle .Ages through the 
very degradation they have produced ; in place of feeling gra
titude that they ha1e not absolutely destroyed everything, that 
they have not brought about the end of the world, it is far 
more proper and nseful to inquire what wonld have taken place 
without them, and to demand an account of the good they 
ham prevented. 

The partisans of the Middle Ages are so imprudent as to 
provoke a revision of t be proceedings of this period. \Yell ! 
so much the better. History will always be more severe 
towards it than controversy. She wi11 demand ::m account of 
the patrimony it lw.s squandered ; a patrimony of ernngelical 
truth, and consequently, abo, of progress, of happiness, of 
liberty. She will accuse it of having precipitated European 
nations into that hell which bears its name. 

1.'o take possession of society, to annihilate everything not in 
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accordance with itself, and then to exclaim : "You sec that T 
am indeed necessary !" is a strange sophism, the success of 
which, however, is infallible. If, to-morrow (supposing- an 
impossibility), Russia were to succeed in extending her domi
nion or-er all Europe, in permanently establishing for centuries 
her noble regime, the language of future historians would sustain 
something similar to the following thesis : " Absolute dcspot
i~m, the knout and Siberia are indispensable in the government 
of society. The emperor, as is plainly to be seen, is the sole 
protector of the lrnmble and the oppressed. He is the tutelary 
asylum of liberty and equality, such as arc compatible with our 
times. The people arc ignorant ; but more instruction would 
ruin them, and moreover, the empire provides for the mainten
ance of learned bodies that will transmit, in part, to generations 
to come, the knowledge they hm:c prcscn:ed. Is it not evident, 
that examination, that di:-cns:::ion would engender division and 
anarchy ? Freedom of thought and of speech may ha-ve 
Leen useful in other epochs ; in ours, autocracy is the welfare 
of al l." 

Now we know what is the real worth of such propositions ; 
we, who see in England, for example, the results of a representa
tive gor-erumcnt and of free discussion. It is equally certain (I 
speak for those who do not profess fatalism in history), that 
the i11tcrYentio11 of tile pure Gospel would liave entirely 
changed the condition of the ~Iiddlc Ages, aud 'r0til<l have 
established this long period on quite another basis. \\~itliout 

dreaming, far from it, of making; all the 11ations Christian, it is 
reasonable to suppose that the influence of Christianity, as it 
existed in the Apostolic period, or as it is manifested in certai11 
Protestant countries at the prese11t day, wonld have created. 
noble ha.hits of mind, healthy and clcrnted currents of iLlens, a 
progrc:-si vc development of the intellect, a softcuing of the 
ma1111ers, which would liaYe made it unnecessary fur the monaE
tcl'ies to uccupy thernsel rns with the care of preserving a few 
remnants of old cirilization. There was no reason why the 
world should lJc compelled to crouch down in thick darkness ; 
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there l\as no law to condemn either light or liberty to submit 
to an adjournment of ten or eleven hundred years. 

But when the German nations no longer encountered in their 
path the book of the Scriptures, the generous perils, the whole
some restraint, and the powerful stimulus of a lJelief which 
calls into action the entire human being, and which has an 
immense influence, even 'on those who do not accept it ; when 
the leaven was no longer put into the dough, the blessed fermen
tation produced by the Gospel could not be expected. Thence 
forth, there was no remedy, either for the brutality of tho ones, 
or for the corruption of the others. :N" othing remained but to 
rule society thus disinherited, by means of temporal and 
spiritual despotism, by clerical di1·ection, by the absolute 
suppression of spontaneous sentiments and individual responsi
bility, lJy concentrating knmrledge iu the hands of the 
sacerdotal caste, especially by the terrible repression of all 
aspiration to religious independence. The Holy Spirit bad 
ordained the contrary, when, on the eve of Larbarian invasion 
into the heart of an empire already in decay, it inculcated in 
the N cw Testament only principles of liberty. Search, judge, 
it says. Examine the Scriptures ; let every one embrace 
the salvation that is offered him ; "Ye are bought with a 
price ;. be not ye the serrnnts of men." ( 1 Corint11ians, vii. 
23.) That signifies nothing ! The Holy Spirit, doubtless, 
did not foresee the arrival of the Franks, the Bnrgnndians, 
or the Goths ! The Holy Spirit was, probably, guilty of 
imprudence, in launching forth into the midst of such a cri::;is, 
these elements of agitation ! Human wisdom, fortunately, 
came in time to withdraw the Bible, salvation by grace, the 
duty of personal sanctification, and all those stern instruc
tions, the defect of which is to 1.fotnrb the soul by elevating 
it, to found upon life, not upon death, the edifice of preservation 
and progress ! 

Then, in place of the divine education, that, which estab
lished hy Christ and organized hy the apostles, which alone 
good and always good, laboriously ameliorates the condition 
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of all mces, in all times aml in all conntrics, there is organized 
on the t hre~hold of the .J\foldlc Ages, the educational system 
alreacly familiar to us, and the fruits of which we are still 
gatheriug. It is the beau-iclcal of the party that is at the 
present day endeavoring to rcsucitate the supernatural apocry
pha. Its love for the .Middle Ages is not precisely platonic ; it 
is not a simple question of art, or of taste that is in debate be
tween us. \Ve are to settle whether M odcrn Europe shall be 
impelled in the direction of the sanctifying liberty instituted by 
the Gospel, or in that of the brutalizing slavery instituted by 
tracli ti on. 

Religious liberty, this is the great point in contest. If the 
partisans of the Middle Ages rehabilitate this uark period, it 
is, first, iu order to stifle religious liberty. In this old arsenal 
of bloody tyrannies and shameful superstitions, they seek arms 
against heresy. They enjoy in advance, the pleasure to be re
ceived in confounding dissenters, in strengthening faith in sor
ceries aud exorcisms, in proving that those hurned in former 
times, well deserved their fate. 

Now, T do not hesitate to saywithhl . .Morin (L:iJJiagie, 30): 
"I do not desire the clay to come, when, having endured the 
torture, I mnst make a renunciation on the pavement of X otre 
Dame, with a wax taper of twelve poumls' weight in my hand, 
to pass thence to he burnccl on the Greve.'' DonlJtles~, )I. de· 
.i\Iirville does not ask so much ; nevcrthcle~s, I do not find his 
language the most reassuring po:,;sible. (130, 131, 132, 140, 1 iG.) 

\Vhcn he has occasion to refer to the horrid ancl refined 
persecutions practised upon the Protestants under Louis XIV., 
he thus expresses himself : " 1t wouhl be easy for us to show 
that, wl1ilc we stigrn a.tize the details of their application as 
they de~erve, and as all the honest Catholics themselves, to 
"eommence with the monarch, have stigmatized them, it is none 
the lc:-:s trne that in this cause, the government use<l only the 
right, or rather only the most sacred <lnty of legitimate clefense. 

Let it suffice for u:; to rememLer in relation to thi~ re
vocation of the Eclict of~ antes, whid1 gave rise to the Camisar<ls, 
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the thanks then rntcd by all the cities of France." 
" The Catholic priests employed ::it first, and generally, only ways 
of gentleness, ins truction and persuasion." 

Thus, a11 is justified in the past, and al1 wi11 be justifieJ as 
occasion rnay demand, in the future. :M. de Mirvi1le does not 
'rish to renew the Ecen~s of the scaffold or the stake, God for
bid ! I am even coirrinced that he rejects with sincere indig
nation, certain modes of treatment, entirely too barbarous ; 
yet other moc1es of treatment seem to him to enter into the 
category of 11 ways of gentleness ;" and moreover, Louis XIV. 
nse<.l " the right of 1egiti.nate defense." \Ve notice also that 
~I. de .Mirvil1e quietly iutrodnce3, in passing, that too conven
ient expression, which has served as an excuse to so many 
ages of atrocities : " T/1c political scaffold!! ! !" 

The expression is too convenient, I have said, and I regret it 
for the honor of .JI. de Mirville, who has almost always the great 
merit of being sincere at the risk of seeming imprudent. He tloes 
not ordinarily g1oss o-rer or perT"ert things, he docs not cast 
aside troublesome dogmas, he docs not disaT"ow gross super
stitions and traditions decidedly nnsnstainab1e, nor tloes he in
sinuute tl.iat the Holy Spirit was not quite as info.1lib1e in the 
:Middle Ages as at present. X o, be accepts comagcously anu 
without wincing, the entire heritage of his chmch ; he uoes 
not feel that he has a right to choose among the doctrines it 
has proclaimed, among the who11y secuiar prnctiscs it has en
forced ou the solemn authority of the Bible ; he takes it, such 
as it is, with its legends, its .sorceries and its exorcisms, with 
its dogmas of temporal sovereignty and of persecution. Ile 
would evidently sign the articles in which l' Univcrs declares 
that no one can be a Catholic aud maintain that Catholicism is 
constantly deceived by its bn11s and its sermons, by the organ of 
its popes, of its general councils and of its priests, hy its unin
t errnpted practise in short, when it has prornulgatcLl and ap
p1iecl the irre-rocable principle of the extermination of heretics. 
'l'hn.t, at least, is logical and clear. The uttack is made in 
front, and the flag boldly hoisted. 
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But the stab from bcLmd ; the perfidy that places execu
tions at the stake and on the scaffold, to the account of the 
state and public security, is unworthy of bis integrity. This, 
however, is not the- place to cuter upon a thorough discussjon 
of such a proposition. If .the time should ever come for its 
serious <lcl.H1te, our opponents wiil find with whom they have 
to deal ; we slrnll furnish our authority, that of our martyrs ; 
we shall establish, documents in hand, the acts and the official 
doctrines of the persecutors ; we shall sec, in particular, 
what becomes of tile shameful pretext of political necessity, 
bchirnl which the clc\·cr ones of the party would adroitly take 
refuge. 

1' ever, since Pilate, has any one more audaciously washed 
their bands of innocent blood. This, moreover, is a question 
of history, and sometimes even, a simple question of dates. 
Before, long before the Uamisanls appeared, persecution was 
cstalJlishcd an<l ~lcvclopcd iu couscquc11cc of the reiterated and 
unanimous entreaties of the clergy. Allll if we go still further 
hack, to the 16th century, we may also say that before, long 
before the religious wars, at a time when the reformers de
mauclecl only the liberty to pray together for France a.nd for 
her king, the priests of a church which pretends to a horror 
of blood, loudly laiLl claim to thei1·s, and made it rnu in tor-
rents. • 

Th use who reconstruct history according to the prudent 
aclricc of ~\f. flc Maistre, arc very careful to pass over in si lence, 
the thirty odd years that preceded the conspiracy of .Amboise,* 
and the deplorable circumstances that led to the religious 
wars unc.ler tile Valois ; they arc very careful to ignore the 
fact, that there were some measures taken before the revolt of 
the Cevcnncs, under Louis XIV. Fortunately, the facts sub
sist; Fraucis I. aud Henry IL rcigHed previous to that, and 
i11 tlwir time, reformers were bumcd, although they had given 
no pretext for ~uch treatment, Ly auy sc<litio11 wlmtevcr. They 

• Formed by the Huguenot~, In the year 1::.GO, against Francis lI., Catherine Jc :.Jedi· 
cis, am! de Guise.-T1ui;s. 
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were burned in 1525 ; Louis de Berquin submitted to his 
punishment in 1529, and from this period to that in which the 
first symptoms of civil war appeared, a whole generation 
passed away, a generation during which· an uninterrupted 
series of massacres took place, but which, thanks to God, did 
not show the least attempt at armed resistauce, did not give 
the least injury to public security. Excommunications pro
nounced by the cures and vicars of the capital " against those 
who, knowing others to be Lntherans did not denounce them," 
indeed abounded, hut nothing was heard of any disturbance 
caused by the "Lutherans.') 

It is the same in regard to the revocation of the Edict of 
Nantes.* The work was prepared and followed up for a 
quarter of a century, at the precise period when the Protestants, 
peaceable among the most peaceaLle, certainly caused no 
peril to the state. The Abbe de Caveirac has amused himself 
in counting four or five hundred declarations and decisions 
of the Councils between 1665 and 1685. And who were the 
originators of these measures, more and more cruel? The 
clergy. He has taken pains to collect the proofs in a compi
lation entitled: "Actes, titres, et m 0moires du, derge de Frana," 
which has been published by him in twelve volumes, quarto. 
" It was," we there read, "the remonstrances of the bishops 
which garn rise to a great portion of the regulations after
wards made. Some were not published immediately, circum
stances not permitting. But they were eventually issued by 
the king. In these regulations, the conformity of the remon
strances of the clergy u·ith the orders of the government, is icorthy 

of remark." (Yol. i. 1125.) 
No one then, thought himself obliged to speak of 

"political scaffolds," to offer rea~ons of state iu excuse for 
his persecutions, or to throw on Louvois alone, the respou
sibity of the drngoonades. The memorials of the clergy speak 
for themselves. The language there held by them, has, in 

* See a pamphlet by 111. Aug. Lievre: "The role playc1l by the Catholic Clergy of 
France in the revocation of the Euict of :\antes." 
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general, the merit of frankness. They suggest to the king the 
pious design of uniting all his subjects in one worship ; they 
point out to him "rigorous remedies ;" they remind him that 
he solemnly swore at the eeremouy of his coronation to exert 
all his authority in the destruction of heresy.* It is thus that 
the employment of salutary severities was prepared. The peti
tions of the general assemblies of the clergy, arc literally eon
vertcd into so many declarations and decisions. 

1\ or are we to believe that the details of their execution 
rernlted the instigators of such crimes ! The correspondence 
of the bishops is evidence to the contrary ; this one goes into 
ecstasies o-ver results obtained "without violence and without 
arms ;" that one extols the measures that bring heretics back 
into the bosom of the Church "by a path strewn with flowers." 
All approve ; all, including Fenelon and Bossuct. Now, wltat 
were these measures ; One, in reference " to persons who, in 
their illness, refused to receive the sacrament," ordered that, 
if they recoYered, tl1ey should be condemned to the galleys, 
and if they died, their bodies were to be drawn on a lrnrdle, 
and buried on the highway I Another ordered that children 
should be forcibly taken from their fathers and mothers, a11d 
brought up. in convents I 

I pause. I ha'e no room for further demonstration. :My end 
is attained, if the reader now nnderstai1c1s why I have regarded 
the manifesto of M. de Mirville as a very serious matter. 
Behind the resurrection of sorcery, rises that of the Middle 
.Ages, and behincl the Middle Ages is unrolled the entire theory 
of rclig·ious intolerance. Such in :::inuations shonlcl meet with 
energetic criticism, especially wheu they do not excite in the 
public mind, that instinctire and indignant repulsion, which 
would in itself, perhaps, be n. sufficient safeguard. As there has 
been 110 cviclencc of any fceliug of this sort, as the whole of 
the manifesto, sorcery, the }lfaldle Ages, all(} the persecutions, 
all seem to lta,·c been favorably receh·ctl, it was essential to 

• Sec the bulletin of the Sociely of the hi:;lory of French Protestantism. Second 
year, 840, 358, and fol., 300, 400. 
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throw light on each of these three points. I trust that I ham 
succeeded. A declaration of war was addressed to :Modern 
Civilization, and to the disciples of the Scriptures. I eoakl 
uot decline the combat. ·while I honor the zeal of the party 
by whom we are attacked, I am bound as far as my feeble 
strength will permit, to .repel its menacing pretensions. 

But this party not only labors to carry us backward aI1c1 to 
ruin our religicus liberties, already shaken to their very founda
tion by its efforts ; its course of action really leads to infi
delity. This consideration has great weight with me, and I 
would refer to it in closing, in order that the principal design of 
my work shall be inscribed on the last page, as it is on the 
first. 

The champions of the supernatural apocrypha will, doubt
less, not reconstruct the medimval period ; but they are capa
ble of reconstructing an 18th century. They pretend, tha.t iu 
peopling inert matter with spirits, they will quicken the belief 
in a superhuman power, faith in another life l But they will 
succeed only in ruining the little influence the Gospel still 
exercises o-rer the mind and heart. There are always "fly
catchers" among the bears of the falJlc, and the friends of 
Christin.nity, who, through devotion, throw stones at their 
heads, are more to be feared than enemies. 

"Scarcely docs one begin to believe in God," said Duclos, 
"than he belie"Ves also in the baptism of bells." I have not the 
slightest doubt of it. To believe in the baptism of Lclls is 
often a good way of dispensing with a belief in God, and. 
nothing is so friendly to gross superstition, as the periods most 
hostile to living faith. Our age experiences only a mediocre 
repngnance for speaking tables and diabolical prodigies ; it 
will follow you promptly ancl for npon this road ; upon one 
condition, however, that questions of serious importance shall 
not he stated, 1hat the conseience shall not he called into play, 
that the Gospel shall not be declared. If the point in ques
tion concerns the raising of the dead, or attention to frightful 
stories, it will lend its ear, and it will accord you that p:irtin.l 
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confidence which is closely related to skepticism, which tickles 
the imagination without moving the heart, and which trans
forms into amusement things that shouki make us weep. 
But expect nothing more ; far from thus coming nearer to 
Christian trnth, it will remove from it with great strides. 

It will remove from it, first, because the most solemn thiuga 
of religion, judgment and forgivenes3, Goel and Sa.tan, will 
become subjects of curious revelatious, of comIJ'.ou-place chit
chat, of jest a.ucl profanation ; because the devil, wlio is a~ 

well pleased to lie in ambush behincl our railleries as behind 
our negations, will succeed in making celestial and infernal 
mysteries, ctcrual salvation, damnation, and finally, his own 
person, figure among the orclinary recreations of our social 
evenings. 

It will remove from it, secondly, because the 8pectaclc of a. 
credulity so enormous will produce its usual effect. The world 
will at last include the supernatural apocrypha u.nd the Bib
lical Supernatural in the same reprobation. It will plunge 
deeper than ever into its materialism, intrench itself more 
securely than ever behind its scientific pride, it will demand as 
a favor, to be left unclistnrbed, to hear no more under any 
form, either of devils, angels or revelations. " There is always 
something to be drcallcd in the return from a journey.'' These 
words of Bayle recur to my mind ,\·hen I meet people wlrn 
pretend to lead us so for. 

Let us not forget the inevitable reaction atternlant npon such 
movements. It is all the more to be feared at the present 
day, in proportion a.s the permanent success of Spiritu,alis11i 
hecomcs impossible. The time has gone by for everybody, 
without exception, tu believe in sorcerers arnl magieians ; since 
Bacon, since the introduction of the C'Xpcrimcntal method, ::ind 
its substi tution for the authority of the Middle Age~, the popu
lar belief in spirits has met with innumerable hlow::;. If the 
worl1l were still in drcacl of the charm:; of the 1<5th ceutury, * 

"' The Prince de I:\ '.\loskowa ha~ lalely puhlished, In a very interesting work on the 
duel of Jaroac with Chalai:;ncraie, the form of the oath lakt:c by the coml>a1auts: 

VOL. II.-20 
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if Benvenuto Cellini could still call np those multitudes of e-ril 
spirits that formerly filled the Coliseum, if Paraeelsns still kept 
his genius shut up in the handle of bis sword, if faith in 
lllarcoz"s * bas been hitherto preserYed in certain provinces, if, 
in short, the recent success of speaking tables manifests the 
furce of these indestruct~Lle tcndeneies that urge us to supersti
tion, it nevertheless remains incontestable that posifo·e, firm, 
and general coffriction$ no longer anywhere exist in favor of 
sorcery. In writing against them, I am not in the slightest 
danger of being burned by the application of the fnmous prin
ciple : "The greatest sorcerer is he who denies them." Even, 
at the commencement of the last century, the Palatine ( ... Y ou/i:elles 
lcttres, 153, 293, 306) dared give utterance to the followiug 
remarks in bis private correspondence : " ..:\t Paris, l\"C no lon
ger believe in sorcerers, nor do we hear them spoken of; at 
Rouen, they believe strongly in them and talk of them eontinu
ally." "In places where they believe in ghosts, as at the Court 
of Cassel, they are frequently to be seen ; with us, where they 
are uot believed in, there is no question of them.'' '' The thing 
is indeed realized." The author here refers to a llream of the 
princess Ragotzi. "This is really very strange ; but it seems 
to me that these things happen to the princes of the house of 
Hesse, more tlum to any other persons. "\Yhat is the rertson ? 
God ouly knows. It is quite different with us of the Pulatinate ; 
here, we never have either apparitions or dreams.'' 

If this opinion prevailed more than a. hnnclrecl years ap;o, I 
do not think we are mnch less skeptical now. That there is a 
fashion setting to"Wards sorcery and the ~faldlc .. -\ges, is po:-;t>i
ble ; that the tendency of this fashion is to spread many false 
and fatal ideas, is certain. But that a revolutiou, or rather a 

"And, moreover, I tlo no t hear al>out u•y l'cr~on,or 0:1 wy wcapou>, a 11y word~, cl;arms, 

or incantations, with which I hope to inju~e my enemy." 
* \Yhen seven mal~ chilclren nre succe"iYely born in a. family, an1l the Locly of ihe 

seventh is marked with a flr:u1· de lys, thi$ one is called a Jl11rco10; he pos;;e~ses power 
to cure the king's e\'il, especially on Good Friday, after midnight. !\ow, prodigie; of 
this sort are so on the decline, that the aens d'armes have latterly prevented the miracle 
the parish d 'Ormes (Loiret) ! 
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complete counter-revolution, will be effected ; that in spite of 
the conquests of science and of conscience, we shall be made to 
accept as our positive creed, the profession of faith of l' Unit-ers 
on magic, on legendary miracles, on Satanic magnetism, on the 
spirits of the tables, and above all, on the excellence of the 
a.ncient theocracy and of massacres ordered by the Church, I do 
not believe to be in the order of things probable. The feat is 
decidedly too great ; yet we know what succeeds such abortive 
attempts ns thes~. This will not be the first time that cre<l11-
lit.y has served the cause of infidelity, and that Ultramontanism 
has engendered Yoltairianism. 

I might almost venture to say _that by the side of a credulity 
so shameful, infidels seem almost to have a noble part. \Vhen 
M. des .Mousseaux (61-82, llG-119) gravely relates to ua the 
history offairies, or reproduces the anecdote of the demon-killer, 
of men who inhabited the thermre of Ncocresarea, when :M. de 
Mirville and his friends propose to us their exorcisms under the 
title of a uui~·ersal remedy, I feel humiliated for my age and 
my country, I ask myself by what right we shall henceforth 
laugh at those who perform charivari in order to put an end 
to eclipses, and I am grateful to whoever will vigorously prote~t 
against such enormities. 

Materialism for materialism, I fear that the least which does 
uot disguise itself under the cloak ot' religion. In regard to 
that which mingleg Bible quotations and the name of Jes us 
Christ with the fluid action of spirits, the influe11ce of spells, 
the power of formula~, the diabolical infection of certain 
objects and places ; which goes back, under the semblaucc 
of devotion, to the Pagan personification of the force..-; of 
nature, to a sort of unconscious fetichism ; \Yhich attributes to 
a rotation or any other exterior act, the power of evokiug 
devils and the souls of the dead, I cannot express the repug
nance with which it inspires me. It we,s, in the ~fiddle .Ages, 
less deprind of all spiritual element, even though nt bottom it 
wns as odious. In all circumstances, nnder its ancient costume 
and under its modern costume, magician or medinm, it exerts 
itself to give the lie to the great words of Pa~cal. :Man, such 
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as it makes him, the sla\e of a combination of syllables, of a 
rotary incantation, or of a touch, is no longer the thinking 
reed, which, though the uni•erse should crush it, would be 
superior to its Jestroyer. 

I thank the infidels, then, for the resistance they oppo~e (not 
all of them) to the modern partisans of magic. But absolute 
"Victory will not come from this quarter ; we effectually repulse 
a thing only when we can replace it by something else ; truth 
alone, brings absolute \ictory, for negation of that which is 
false, neYer suffices when separated from the affirmation of that 
which is true. To faith is reserved the conquest of credulity. 
This I knew long before I undertook the present work ; bnt I 
now know it better yet. \Y earieJ. and disgusted by a perusal 
of so much folly, I return to my Bible. Auel what a reeling of 
peace does my soul experience in quitting the false supernatural 
for the true ! ·what a pleasure to find my:;elf in the midst of 
these miracles, so solemn, so well established, so worthy, so 
spiritual I I have had, as it were, a nightmare ; now, I am 
again awake, am1 I contemplate the pure light in these Scrip
tures, e\erywherc bearing trace:S of the hand of God, where all 
is edifying, e\en that which is amazing, enu that which 
exceed:-> onr comprehension, even that which wounds, in these 
Scriptures so clear that their legitimate interpretation cannot 
be perverted except by mutilating them, with the rationalists, 
or enlarging upon them, with the Catholic and Protestant disci
ples of tradition. Here is a book, which, translated into all the 
languages of the world, announces, in all climes and to all 
nations1 the same good and holy God, the same gratuitous sal
i;-ation, the same necessity for sanctification and good works. 
Iu reading the Bible we inhale a pure atmosphere, the lungs 
play freely. They who have experienced the pleasure caused 
by the Old Testament after reading the Apocrypha, the :S cw 
Testameut after the Proternngile of James,* after the Pastor 
of Hermas, after the stories of childhood or the go~pel of 

* The name of a book ;;.ttributcd to James, in which he ~peaks of the birth of the 
'\'iri:;in and of Jesu~ Christ.-TRA::s. 
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Nicodemus,* after the Fathers, in short ; they only, can form an 
idea of one who, escaping from the wonders performed by 
magicians, treads once more on the ground of the wonders of 
the Bible. 

And it is not alone in the marvellous we find the difference. 
If the dividing of the waters of the Red Sea and the resurrec
tion of the dead, have a chn.racter which cannot be imitated by 
sorcery or magic, if a prophecy like that of the 53d chapter 
of Isaiah, or like that which the destiny of the ,J cwish people 
still verifies to the letter, has nothing to fear from a comparison 
with the pre<lictions so famous n.t the present day, we find, also, 
in the whole body of written revelations, something that com-· 
mands both our admiration and adoration. Humanity and 
Divinity there meet ; thus we witness in the person of onr 
Saviour, perfect Divinity, perfect Humanity, without error and 
without sin. \Vhoever casts an attentive eye upon this vast 
collection which, extending from :Moses to J obn, includes 
David, Isaiah, Daniel, Amos, Matthew, and Paul, will find it 
impossible to decide which is the more miraculous, the DiYine 
uniformity with which these same <logmas are maintained 
throughout this long and progressive manifestation of the 
truth, or the diversity in the human race, which leaves to each 
mn.n his form, bis manners, his expression, his natural turn of 
thought. It is certainly not a mere exposition of dogmas, l1 

monotonous series of oracles ; it is a living communication 
between heaven and earth, it is an unecprnlled hook, in which are 
to be founcl food for the weak and for the strong, for the wise 
and for the ignorant, answers to all questions, assistance for all 
wants, consolation for all griefs. Here are mysteries that the 
thinkers will never fathom, here are words of love that the 
most f'imple can comprehend.. " There are shallow waters for 
lamh,;," it has.been said, "and there are deep waters where the 
elephants swim." t 

* A .Tcwi'h senntor, of the sect of the Pharisees, nnd a declared disciple or Christ. 
There is. under his name, a Go~pcl Apocrypha, written by a Manichean.-TRASS. 

t See the hcnutiful pages of the honk of ~I. Gaussen (Theopneustle), from (i() to 7S, and 
tlsewht!re. 
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I appeal to those who are familiar with this treasure. In 
view of the present crisis, let them not rcma.in inactive. Men 
of faith, it belongs to them to destroy superstitions. "For God 
hath not given us the Rpirit of fear, but of power, and of love, 
and of a sound mind." (2 Timothy i. 7 .) Milton has, in his 
poem, portrayed the Pn:gan oracles which are silent from the 
time of Christ's resnrrection : a great silence reigns on earth 
from the moment victory iR obtained by him who calls himself 
"the truth." ( Jolm xiv. 6.) So e-ren must the fah;e super
natural be silent before the Bible. Truth, doubtless, is not 
destined to a complete triumph before the second coming of 
Christ ; but ·it is called upon to exercise some empire over those 
even who detest it, and to make ltself a focus of healthy ideas, 
which, by mere contact, put to flight certain excesses of gross 
credulity. 

"And when they shall say unto you, Seek unto them that 
have familiar spirits, and unto wizards that peep, and that 
mutter ; should not a people seek unto their Goel ? for the 
Jiving to the dead? to the law and to the testimony !" Such 
is our word of command, our cry Gf battle. I saiah (viii. 19, 
20) proclaimed it to the corrupt Jews of bis times ; it is no 
less appropriate to the melancholy calamities by which our nge 
is afflicted. May a return to Divine revelation succeecl this 
enthusiasm for human revelation ! May it result in the edifica
tion of our race ! :May those souls to whom the earth docs not 
suffice, and who seek, perhaps, the road to their celestial coun
try, no longer lose their way. in the train of mediu..ms, but taste, 
at last, the refreshing waters of the pure Gospel ! 

There are such souls ; let us take care not to forget it. 
Their number augments from day to day; the Rucccf's of ~ven 
the most absurd doctrines corresponds to incontestable n:::pira
tions. How many men, thirsting after the supcnwtnrnl, but 
bewildered and discouraged, eagerly accept whatever is pre
sented to them as such-evocations of the dead, faith in Sa.tunic 
prodigies, the gloomy aunals of sorcery-preferring these to 
nothing, experiencing as they do, the need of filling up, at any 
price, the void that is within them ! ·wm Christians not take 
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compassion ou such men .as these ? will they not try to lead 
them to the Savionr aucl his word? 

Thus the effort to revi\·e faith in witchcraft and sorcery will, 
perhaps, have rendered ns a great service, in making us incur 
a great peril. It will have provoked, on the one hand, the 
activity of the disciples of the Bible ; and on the other, v. more 
thorough study of extraordinary facts, metamorphosed into 
prodigies, than the past bas ever attempted. 

Such a work, if it is undertaken and pursued with energy, 
caunot fail to lead to magnificent results. Unexplored branches 
of science will at length be investigated ; many hitherto insoln·· 
ble difficulties will be r esolved, although some will prolJably 
still remain which man will not succeed in n~solviug. \Vho 
doubts this? It is absurd for us to aspire to absolute demou
i:;trntion in religions or philosophical matters, while God prom
ises us only certainty. And the reason of this is very simple : 
demonstration would lay a restraint upon our convictions, which 
should remain free, in order to preserve their moral value ; 
while certai11ty, although it nevrr answers all obje<.:tions, snfiices 
for the sincere and sensible man. The reader will acknowledgf', 
I trnst, that, if this conscientious study of the supernatural 
apocrypha does not conclude with the absolute dcrnoustration 
which I have not deemed it my province to seek, it at least 
produces certainty. 

And now I turn to my other adversarie8. They have too 
often been the allies of superstition. They have served it by 
refusing to study the natural law. Their energy ngai.nst the 
facts which attaek holy, scientific orthodoxy, ha s generally 
hcc11 cquallcu only by their indifference, or cnn their compbi
f'.nnce iu regard to tlosc which rni11 the human ~OtH·icnce aud 
foith. Ilavc they occnsionnlly condesceudeu to 11m11it"c:-.t some 
indiguation, this iudignntion has united the Diblicnl i-npernaturnl 
and the supernaturn.l apocrypha in the same anathema. Thus 
to attack, is still to serve it ; for it is to state the question in 
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terms most favorable to traditional belief : either admit every
thing or reject everytbiug ! Between the opinion of :M. <le 
.Mirville and that of Lncretins, there is no middle term I Tlio~e 

who do not say thnt the devil effects prodigieG, must say that 
God docs not effect miracles ! Gou is separated by an immcnrn 
distance from human affairs, aud in no way meddles with them ; 
he has created laws, and has entered into his repose, semel j1lssit, 
semper paret !* 

The campaign of the scientific men ngainst 'modern mngie, 
has, consequently, been neither very warm nor very brilliant. 
They have held themselves in reserve, I have said, in order to 
combat the profane who should venture to lny their band on the 
holy ark of official physics. At one time, tlley trente<l it i.vith 
utter contempt. ''The Acn.<lemy," they wrote, "has replied 
only by a disdainful silence ; it lrns not choRcn to give its 
attention to the communications addressed to it Oil this rnb
ject." They soon perceived, however, that the enemy did not 
pause in its advances, and that its progress was not to be 
checked, as in Ohiua, by hitleous figures painted Oil screens. 
But now, taking a different tone, .M. Dabiuet (Berne des Deux 
lllondes, 520) no longer remembers the famous basket reserved 
to our observations, in common with tLe papers on perpetual 
motion ; be invites us to the Monday sittings of the Acatlemy 
of Science, assuring us "that every experimenter hns the right, 
if not written, at least tacitly admitted, to call for an examina
tion of any result, whatsoever it may be, tlrn.t has been obtainetl 
by a. conscientious observer."· 

This is not all: the same article (530--531) substitutes, for 
the injuries previously henped npon nf", courtesies almost resem
bling compliments. "Is there in these ernlnti0ns nothing new, 
curious, or interesting? They largely partake of all these fea
tures, a.nd we are still far from knowing every detail connectetl 
with the transmis::;ion of the effects of the will of the chief 
member of the chain, said to be mnguetic, to the table which 
obeys all his orderf;. -\Yhnt shonld be done in order to develop 

* Seneca. 
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this branch of knowledge ? \Ye shonl<l c::i.refnlly observe 
everything that may be connected with the case in which the 
table apparently moves without immediate contact ; nn<l if, 
supposing an impossibility, a table, or any other inert body, could 
be raised and maintained in the air, the experimenters might 
flatter themselves that they had made the first discovery of 
the age." 

\Ve do not ask so much. It is true that M. Babinet lms em
ployed this expression : s1tpposi11g an impossibility ; now, accord
ing to his opinion the action exercised by a fluid at a distance, 
constitutes an impossibility ! He who has elsewhere ( Rwue des 
Deux lliondes, 806, 812-814), so well reviewe<l the intimate re
lations which unite the various fluids or vnrious transformations of 
the only fluid ; he who has so well shown that there, .should prob
ably be sought the agent who executes without our knowledge 
orders of our will and puts our members in motion, cannot admit 
that this agent communicates, at a distance, motion to inert oh
jects, whether by means of impulsion, or hy means of attruction I 
Indeed, he will permit me to tell him, we are much nearer com
ing to an understanding than I have hitherto dared flatter my
self. Put our experiments Ride by side with those of ~f. Bab
inct, and then judge if he has the right to speak of impo::;sibility. 

" Aldini tried the action of the Vo!taic pile on animals that 
hacl been killed, on the bodies of men who had been executed 
or who had been accidentally killed. He outaincd some remark
able effects. Later, Aldini having come to Paris, many of 
these experiments were repeated on a large scale at the veter
inary school near Paris. There, the head of an ox, separated 
from its body, and placed on a table where it was excited by 
the electric current, was observed to open its eyes and roll them 
furiously about, inflate its uostrils, shake its cars as though 
the animal icere aliu and prepared for combat. On another 
ta.ble, a clcacl horse gave such forcil>le kicks as to wouml some 
of the persons present, and break portions of the apparatus 
placed within its reach. Still more recently, in England, certain 
pliyi;;iologists honght the body of a criminal condemned to <lea th 

20* 
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(a common custom in that country) for the purpose of verifying 
the electro-animal theories, and also entertaining the charitable 
intention of restoring the man to life, and reforming him. The 
corpse did not return to life ;* but a violent and comul~iYe 
breathing was produced, the eyes reopened, the lips moYed, and 
the face of the assassin, no longer obeying any instinctive ui
rection, presented such ·strange physiognomical aspects as to 
cause one of the assistants to faint with horror, and he remaineu 
several days struck with a real moral obsession." 

~I. Babinet afterwards takes up the subject of the immense 
action exercised by electric currents tbrougbout the entire 
world. "The currents, however weak they may be, exert an 
influence in the long run, over the metallic portio11s of the soil, 
and drift them towards the first obstacle or weakening force 
in their way. There, they abandon them, and a real ueposit or 
metallic furrow is formed. It is not easy to imagine 
how this agent, so little material, that is to say, the electric 
current can influence the particles. In whatever man
ner the thing is done, we observe in experiments of physics, 
numerous transportations of matter which follow the electric 
current. Thus, in establishing a communication between t'\Yo 
yases, half full of water, by means of a simple moistened wire, 
and conducting the electricity by this wire, one of the vases 
may be seen to fill at the expense of the other which empties 
itself by some mysterious action." 

"All the admirable mechanism of nutrition," adds :M. Babi
net, " of secretion, of digestion in living bodies, is founded on 
electric transportation ; and this is so true that in animals whose 
nerves communicating with the stomach have been cut off, di
gestion is re-established lJy substituting for the portion of the 
nerve abstracted, a wire, or metallic plate, which re-establishes 
the electrical communication." 

Thus electricity reigns over the whole of n::iture. In our 
globe it transports metals ; in our living bodies it elfocts tran-

• Do not forget that. Resurrection i• 11 miracle. God :llone has rcstore1l J:fc. 
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sport::itions not less admirable ; in our deatl botlies, it produces 
u violent agitation. Is this very far from admitting that the 
same agent, nuder one of its new forms, may obey orders autl 
communicate motion ? To proclaim impossibilities, iu face .of 
such results, is to treat the subject with contempt. 

Impossible ! and the electric current which influences metals, 
which turns across its path the magnet placed in the same 
plane, which empties one glass and fills another ; the magnetic 
attraction which nerves the iron at a distance ; the capillary 
attraction, which, in spite of terrestrial attraction, without elec
tric action, without motion, properly speaking, causes water to 
rise in a vase ; arc all these possible ? Indeed, they must be 
po:;sible, since they realJy occur. Therefore, M. Babinct finds 
nothing in them to censure, and I cannot sufficiently express my 
astonishment that a. ma11 so enlightened as he, a man who bas 
rcnclcrccl us, unlearned ones, such great services in placing 
science within our reach, should so far deceive himself as to invoke 
against the magnetic elevation of the tables, the well estab
lished laws of the possible and impo3siblc."* .Accordiug to 
him, this elevation would be a real effect icitlwut a cause, since 
experience has established that all motion exacts a force acting 
hy means of a body possessing the properties of magnitude, of 
weight, of material substance ! ""\Vho then has told him that 
the fluid or the agent, whatever it ma): be, which has thus heen 
n::imcd, is neither a cause, nor a force, nor a material substance? 
Everything depends with him (and with others) on this strange 
begging of the question. He takes the trouble to teach us 
that u kilogramme of oil weighs as much as a kilog-rammc of 
iron, and that a kilogrnmme of oil or of iron, of fcathcn; or 
of lead, i~ ouly clisplaccll in virtue of a proportional action I 
Docs he think we may be disposed to contradict him, and that we 
pretend to effect our elevations without exercising any action ? 

lf I am here guil ty of repetition, it is less to renew an 
exhausted discussion than to show how very small, in reality, is 

• Ra'f!ua des Dr'ft(r, .llo11dfR, ~f ny 1~t, 1S54, !'i!O, ::;1::;, 51?, :-1'.?t1, 522, :-124, 5'.!G, 531. 
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the distance that separates us from our learned opponents. 
At first they made an outcry, they Lecame indignant, they 
declared they would neither see nor hear anything ; then, feel
ing that such a position is untenable in face of serious and 
persevering observation, they have, at length, adopted the 
more polite forms which characterize the later works of .M. 
Babinet, and henceforth content themselves with declaring 
impossible the action of our fluid, while they themselves 
establish the analogous action exercised hy terrestrial magnet
ism and electricity. 

So much for our serious antagonists. In regard to those 
who are not, those ·who only follow the crowd en vrais moutons 
de Panurge, who are loud in their denunciations, and who, 
compensating for their ignorance by their brutality, summon us 
to put an end to a discussion which has endured ouly too long. 
I do not know that I shall take pity on their solicitude alarmed 
for the honor of our times. \Vhen a new :Marplmrins finds it 
amiss that I should affirm the trntb of what I have done, that 
I should believe what I have seen, when be says to· me : "Be 
so good as to change this metllocl of speaking," I do not feel 
disposed to adopt the theory of universal skepticism in order 
to please him. If he urges his point, and opposes to me the 
disks of .M. Faraday, I answer that they make a, sorry 
figure when placed by the side of the elevations without 
contact, and that he is unfortunate in having· demonstrated the 
muscular origin of a motion which is transmitted at a di$tance. 

I perfectly comprehend that the l:.rngh is not yet on onr 
side ; but let us have patience ! that will come, and he laughs 
well who laughs last. :Meanwhile, some energy is required to 
enable us to persist in the rigllt ; many persons who would 
Lrave a battery give way before a pun. What shall we do ? 
Shall we heal the malady of our generation, moral weakness, 
absence of character, by succumbing like others ? Certainly 
not. Fluid action exists ; the indubitable proof of it also 
exists ; this is not the moment to desert a cause which is 
evidently about to triumph : Epur si muore. 
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I now consider my task as finished. It is not f9r me to 
encroach upon the domaiu of others. There was a moral work 
to be done, and to this I have scrupulously confined myseJf. 
To restore to its legitimate position a truth hitherto misap
prehended and trampled upou, to pursue its experimental 
verification, to maintain the compromised freedom of discus
sion, to combat, in short, superstitions, retrograde and anti
Ohristian tendencies, was something within the sphere of 
what I might attempt. As for scientific researches, properly 
so called, I abandon them to those to whom they of right 
belong. 

The first and positive part of my work was devoted to the 
statement of our experiments, to the e:xhilJition of onr proofs, 
and to the refutation of ohjections.-In the s<'com1 part, I 
entered upon the study of the supernatural in general ; I 
showed in what way illusions, fraud, hallucination, errors of 
testimony, and fluit1 action, explain the euormities related iu 
history. I showed that the supernatural apocrypha is not only 
condemned by reason, but that it is also, and first, condemned 
hy the Bible.-The third part applied these principles to the 
various manifestations of this supernatural apocrypha ; false 
miracles, spurious sorcery, the pretended magic of magnetism, 
the spirits of the speaking tables. ~Yy detlnctions ha~e been 
of a nature to l1estroy all superst itions fables, modern as well 
a.s ancient, and, at the same time, to strengthen historical, 
scientific, and religious certainty. 

Arrived at this point, I lay down the pen. .More than one 
error has, doubtless, glided into my book ; but, I trust, the 
reader will kindly pardoll it, in consideration of the important 
trnths I have sought to bring to light. 

END OF VOL. II. 
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This book is written in a very spirited and sprightly style, every line spnrkling 
with life, and abounding, too, in valuable information. Nobody should nei;lect to 
read this story of l\lont nlanc, who hns ever visited the Alps or c\·er intends to vi~it 
th em, or who find~ pleasure in Alpine scenery. or who, in d"fault of opportunities for 
travelling. f':ln enjoy the descriptions of one of the most CJ tlrnsiastic, and yet mMt 
~onsible of travellers.-Boston Tnu;eller. 

Fh~}!Se~~~{t~1n~~;f ~~n~t1~h~!r~·~:f.htfr\~~l~~~~~~\?e 0:f ~~~i;1~i~~di!1 ~rine~r i~~e~~~-~;o: 
t he preface to the cl""e of the liook.-Suntlwrn Literary J[es.g,,11 (J~r. 

This book is an artmirahle key to nil the wonders of the i:.nnlight and moonlight 
vlei\"S or this 8now-t•apped mon:uch of 111 011 ntnins.-Sat1ird11y Coiirier. 

The thon~ht nf tlte unuertaking is fnll of excitement. an•\ :l[r. ~mith ha.~ cl<li'C'ribcd 
It in a nws( vi d 1l and engaging manner. It is a deciuerl no\•elty in the \\'Ork~ of 
tra•el. :-Ernnr1eli.,f. 

Tt tont11ins nbout every thini: that most people will care to know coneernln~ l\Iont 
Blanc. It Is a book that nobody <:an reilll without deep interest. - l'ul'itait 
Record~r. 




